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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

A treatise intended for physicists, chemists, and electrical engineers is likely
to disappoint three groups of readers. If an author, in spite of this danger, embarks
on such an adventure, intense compulsion must drive him. For a number of years
my demon has urged me to oppose the trend of specialization by helping to develop
a field of knowledge that belongs not only to physics and chemistry but is also of
vital importance for modern electrical engineering. We may call this subject "di-
electrics" by identifring with the name not a narrow class of so-called insulators,
but any nonmetal, and even metals as a boundary case, if their interaction with
electric, magnetic, or electromagnetic fields is under consideration. Dielectrics and
Waues has been chosen as the title of this book because wave phenomena play a
dominant part in our story, whether electromagnetic waves, probability waves of
quantum mechanics, or the elastic waves of crystal lattices.

The phenomena foolaization," tnagnetizatiort," and "conduction" are the
properties of matter at issue. For macroscopic physics and electrical engineering
this is a familiar subject when viewed from the standpoint of Maxwell's theory.
Matter appears here as a storage medium and wave gurde of electric and magnetic
energy and as a dissipator of such energy by conduction and other ineversible
processes. These properties are considered as given quantities that may be tabu-
lated by introducing some descriptive parameters, for example, the complex per-
mittivity and permeability used in this book. At this point the subject tnaterials"
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is dismissed by the presentday eleclrical engineer in favor of his private world of
field vectors and equivalent circuits.

Ttre physicist and chenist have pushed on to the task of unraveling the mo-
lecular phenomena behind these macroscopic parameters. The structure and be-
havior of isolated atoms and molecules and the behavior of electrons and ions in
gases of low pressure are now relatively well understood; the dielectric properties
of gases at high pressures and of liquids and solids are still known only in rough
outlines. However, this task of "dielectric analysis" has progressed far enough to al-
low a successful beginning of "dielectric syntheses" in which the properties of materi-
als are tailored to order by combining the proper atoms and molecules into specified
arrangements.

This subject of dielectric synthesis is of vital importance to the electrical engr-
neer, promising him a variety of new tools and a release from shackling limita-
tions. Nobody, however, can leave his problens to others without losing control
over his destiny. Ttre electrical engineer has to remember that he is an applied sci-
entist and join his colleagues of physics and chemistry in a co-operative venture of
"molecular electrical engineering."

Seen from this point of view, I would want the book to be a tnrmpet of
Jericho; alas it may only loosen some bricks that will fall on the authot's head.
This is a surrrey book which carurot go into many important details and has to
leave unmentioned many significant contributions. Space does not permit to give
the molecular aspects of conduction more than a cursory glance. I hope to make
"Electric Conduction and Breakdown" the subject of a later volume.

To remedy some of these shortcomings a representative list of books covering
special fields has been added. Much additional information may also be found
in the companion book, Dielectric Materials and Applications, published simul-
taneously.

It is too much to hope that any reader will follow the unfolding of this biogra-
phy of dielectrics with t}ne puzzled attention nonnally reserved for a detective
story. But it may be of some help in bringtng physicists, chemists, and electrical
engineers closer together and provide a better understanding between the mode of
thinking of the theorist and the orperimentalist on dielectric problems.

In dedicating this book to Niels Bohr and James Franck I am fulfiUing a sim-
ple duty of gratitude to two masters of science who became my friends at decisive
junctures of my life and who have set, with their scientific genius and humanity,
an ideal for our generation.

C ambridg e, M os s achu sett s

June 1954

A. voN Hrpppr,
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I .MACROSCOPIC APPROACH

oo

In discussing electromagnetic waves and their inter-
action with dielectric materials, a comprehensive view
will be given without prejudice to the entrenched inter-
ests of the electrical engineer in the low-frequency range
or of the physicist in the optical spectrum. 'We may
pretend that a dielectric can be exposed to electric or

Rodio frequencies

Detector

Stonding wove

Survey

resonant circuits. Between meter and millimeter waves
the dimensions of the dielectric become comparable to
those of the wavelength, the physical distinction be-
tween coil and condenser begins to disappear, and the
material is customarily inserted into wave guides and
its characteristics are determined by standing-wave

lnfrored
UI
vir Soft X roys

J. ttnor a
generotor o{

Resonont circuit

Troveling wove

Fig. 0.1. Frequency ranges and measuring techniques.

magnetic fields of any frequencies by filling a capacitor
or a coil with the material in question and connecting
it to a voltage source ranging in frequency from zero
(direct current) to X-rays (=z 1018 cps). This Mun-
chausen device requires, of course, a number of equip-
ments for its practical realization (Fig. 0.1).

From direct cunent to about 108 cps a condenser or
a coil represents a lumped circuit element; its proper-
ties may be measured in the lower half of this range by
bridge arrangements and at the higher frequencies in

patterns. As the wavelength shrinks further, we move
out of this range of interference optics into that of geo-

metrical optics and determine the dielectric properties
of materials from infrared to ultraviolet by reflection
and transmission measurements. Finally, in the X-ray
region, we return once more to interference techniques
as the size of the atoms and the molecules and their sepa-
ration become comparable to the incident wave-length.

This whole frequency spectrum is ruled by Maxwell's
two field equations which describe quantitatively how

I Frequerygy in cycles per second 
I

Scherins bridse 

-{ 
I I I
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Macroscopic Approach

a time-varying electric field is accompanied by a time-
varying magnetic field, and vice versa. Since both
fields may cause energy storage and energy dissipation
in matter, two pairs of parameters are required to char-
acterize a dielectric as a carrier of electromagnetic
energy.

Various sets of such parameters have been introduced,
depending on the specific interests of the observer. The
scientist and the engineer concerned with the low-
frequency range refer, in general, to permittivity (di-
electric constant) and permeability, and the communi-
cation engineer to. the complex propagation factor; in
optics the complex index of refraction is used. Physi-
cist and electrical engineer, allied in language through
the advent of radar, rr&y, in addition, characterize a

dielectric by its complex impedance, and the chemist
may side with the power engineer in referring to dielec-
tric constant and power factor.

To establish order in this confusion of tongues, we
introduce, by lumped-circuit considerations, the com-
plex permittivity e* and permeability p* as the funda-
mental parameters for the macroscopic description of a
dielectric exposed to sinusoidal fields (Sec. 1) and then
proceed systematically in the development of the elec-

tric and the magnetic field concepts.
The electrostatic field is due to the existence of posi-

tive and negative charges. The total or true charge
stored in a capacitor is only in part free to create an
external electric field; the remainder is bound by the
countercharges of the dielectric, that is, by polarization.
The true-, free-, and bound-charge densities are con-
sidered to give rise to three vector fields, characterized
by the electric displacement D, the electric field strength
E, and the polarizabion P, respectively. The field con-

cept is extended throughout space by the definition
that the electric field strength is equivalent in magni-
tude and direction to the force per unit charge acting
on a detector charge. This dual role of E determines
the dimensions of the dielectric constant. After intro-
duction of the electric dipole concept, the stage is set
for a discussion of magnetic fields created by magnetic
dipoles. The magnetic field vectors, the magnetic flux
density B, field strength H, and magnetization M be-

come defined, and the dimensions of the magnetic dipole
moment are determined by the torque equation (Sec. 2).

Formulating the potential concept, we arrive at Cou-
lomb's law as a special case of the general force law for
spherical symmetry and at the dipole field by the super-
position of the Coulomb fields of two opposite point
charges. The differential operator V is introduced for
the discussion of the potential gradient of the dipole
field and of the general forces acting on a dipole in an

external field (Sec. 3). Next, space charge fields are

analyzed in integral and differential formulation, and
the divergence (V.Z') and the Laplacian (V2) are for-
mulated (Sec. 4).

Thus far, electrieity and magnetism appear as two
new phenomena independent of each other and conse-
quently requiring for their description the introduction
of two new qua,ntities, an electric and a magnetic one,
for example, elnctric charge and magrutic dipole mommt.
Actually, they are interlinked by Ampdre's circuital and
Faraday's induction law. The equivalence between the
fields of magnetic dipoles and of circular currents allows
us to attribute the existence of magnetic dipole moments
to molecular currents and to reduce the dimensions of
the magnetic quantities to electrical and mechanical
dimensions (Sec. 5). By extending Ampdre's and Fara-
day's laws to all space, we obtain Maxwell's two field
equations; they can be written in complete symmetry
(save for a negative sign) by the use of the complex
permittivity and permeability (Sec. 6).

From these field equations, the wave equations of the
electromagnetic field are derived and solved for plane
waves in unbounded space. A discussion of bhese waves
leads to the concepts complex propagation factor, wave-
length, phase velocity, and intrinsic impedance (Sec. 7).
Herewith the prerequisites are at hand for a quantita-
tive formulation of dimensions and units (Sec. 8) and
for the description of dielectrics by various sets of pa-
rameters, alternative to e* and tr"r*. Conversion formu-
las and nomographic charts are given in Sec. 9.

After a short digression concerned with the forces op-
erative in electric and magnetic fields (Sec. 10), the
energy of the electromaguetic field and its flow are con-
sidered (Sec. 11). The state of polarization of a field is
defined (Sec. 12), and the radiation emitted by an elec-
tric dipole is calculated (Sec. 13). This extension of the
theory to light sources paves the way for a later dis-
cussion of the dipole radiation of atoms and molecules.

Electromagnetic fields are usually not observed in
free space, but within the confinement of boundaries.
In fact, reflection and refraction of waves at boundaries
provide the essential means for measuring the interac-
tion between electromagnetic waves and dielectric ma-
terials. Boundary conditions are therefore introduced
for static fields as well as for plane waves striking the
interface between two media (Sec. 14). Snell's Iaws of
reflection and refraction follow from the continuity of
the tangential components of the E and H fields and
determine the direction of propagation of the reflected
and the refracted beams. Simultaneously, Fresnel's
equations are obtained which prescribe the amplitudes
of the reflected and the transmitted waves and their
states of polarization (Sec. 15). For dielectrics without
loss, the phenomena of special interest are the disap-
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pearance of one pair of field components when the wave
is reflected at Brewster's angle, and the occurrence of
total reflection accompanied by the formation of a
guided surface wave with longitudinal components (Sec.

16). At normal incidence, standing waves (Sec. 17) and
useful methods of measuring dielectric properties by
interference (Sec. 18) result.

When electromagnetic waves strike a metal, nearly

total reflection ensues, and the weak transmitted beam

is rapidly attenuated (Sec. 19). The general case of
oblique incidence on media with loss is of great com-
plexity. The index of refraction becomes a function of
the angle of incidence, and complicated phase shifts
arise because of the appearance of longitudinal field
components (Sec. 20).

Viewed from an alternative standpoint, the incident
w&ve, striking a boundary obliquely, forms, with the
reflected wave, an interference pattern which glides

along the interface with a phase velocity greater than
that of the incident wave; the boundary acts as a wave
guide. To make such a guide more effective, a second

boundary may be placed parallel to the first one in one

of the dark interference fringes, and a parallel-plane
wave guide with cut-ofr properties results (Sec. 21). By
completing the enclosure we obtain hollow wave guides

which behave like highly dispersive dielectrics and prop-

agate characteristic wave types (Sec. 22). Dielectrics

can be measured in such wave guides with great pre-
cision, whether by mapping with a traveling detector
the standing-wave pattern formed in front of the sample
(Sec. 23) or by evaluating the effect of the material on
the impedance of a cavity resonator (Sec. 24).

Frequently it proves convenient to handle field phe-
nomena by an equivalence approach, in which the role
of the electric and the magnetic fields is assumed by
voltages and currents in electric circuits. By intro-
ducing this complementarity we return to distributed
and lumped-circuit concepts (Sec. 25) and close the
macroscopic discussion with a formalistic representa-
tion of dielectrics by lumped equivalent circuits (Sec.

26).
Summarizing: Paft I of this book introduces the com-

plex permittivity and permeability as the fundamental
parameters, develops in rapid succession the essential
field concepts, considers the propagation of electro-
magnetic waves in unbounded space and under suc-
cessively more stringent boundary conditions. In the
course of this treatment we are logically led to alterna-
tive ways of describing the interaction between fields
and matter and to conversion formulas interlinking the
various parameters. In addition to this quantitative
description of fields and dielectrics, the macroscopic
theory provides a quantitative basis for measuring e*

and pr*.

t Complex Permittivity and Permeability

to a sinusoidal voltage source and draws a charging currentA capacitor, connected

U_
of the angular frequency

a

stores, when vacuum is its dielectric, a charge

Q - CoT,

t Throughout this book we will use complex quantities in
treating periodic phenomena and represent them in the complex
plane. Here the o-axis corresponds to the aris of reols and the
y-axis to the aris of imaginaries. The factor i : t/ -t n
front of a real quantity signifies an imaginary component ori-
ented in the fy-axis or *J'-axis direction. A complex quantity
z : r t jy plotted in the complex plane corresponds in polar

co-ordinates to a radius vector p : t/-a? l oz inclined by an

angle d : tan-l (y/r) towards the real axis: s : psie.

The complex function 7) : TJoei't : Uo(cos ,t * i sin arl) con-
sequently can be plotted in the complex plane as a radius vector
of length 1)s, the voltage amplitude, making an angle of col radians
with the axis of reals. As long as the voltage and current vectors
rotoJ;e at the same angular velocity of ar radians per second, we

(1.4)

of 90o

can forget this rotation in discussing their relative positions in
the complex plane.

'We return from the complex functions to actual currents and
voltages by taking the real or the imaginary part: Re ('U) -
Uo cos c,rl, Im (U) : Uo sin orJ. In dealing with products of com-
plex functions it has to be kept in mind that the product of the
real parts of two complex quantities dr and dz is not equal to
the real part of their product, but

Re (,4.f Re (.42) : L(At * A)(Az * Az).

The symbol ,4.1 signifies the conjugate of .A1; for example, if
At:@+ jfiei'',then Ar:@- jy)s-i't.

The time average of a periodic function ,4. is E : * Io'O 
Or,

where ? is the period of the function. If ,4.r and Az are such
funetions, the product of the a,verages of their real parts is

Re (/il Re (dz) : I Re (AtAil.

Tod" f

: 2ty

(1.3)

(1.1)

(L.2) leading the voltage by a temporal phase angle

I" :# : iucs' : Ior'("*t),
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(Fig. 1.1). Ce is the uaunwn (or geometrical) capaei'-

tance of the condenser.
'When filted with some substance, the condenser in-

creases its capacitance to

the conductanee term need not stem from a migration
of charge carriers, but can represent any other energy-
consuming process. It has therefore become customary
to refer to the existence of a loss eurrent in addition to
a charging current noncommittally by the introduction
of a compler per-mittiuity

€*:r'-jr"
where e' and es desiguate the real permitttiuities or dielec-

tric csnstnnds of the dielectric and of vacuum, respec-
tively, and their ratio r' the relntiue dielectric constnnt of.

I^cos art

-

The total current .I of Eq. 1.7 may thus be rewritten

C"
7 : (joxt * rr") " U : jaCsrc*'tJ,

c0

I:1"*It:(jaC*G)t,

,z

C : Co 
-- : Cox',
€O

It 1
D=tanf:-:-,I" aRC

(1.5)

(1.7)

(1.8)

(1.10)

(1.1 1)

(1.12)

(1.e)

(1.13)

Current-voltage relation in ideal capacitor

the material. Simultaneously, there may appear, in
addition to the charging current component 1", a loss

anrent component
It : GtJ (1.6)

in phase with the voltage; G represents the eonductance
of the dielectric. The total current traversing the con-
denser,

where
€*

tc*=-:*'-j*"
€0

is the compl,er relntiue permittiuitA of the material and

Fig. 1.3. RC circuit and its frequency response.

e" and rc" the loss factor and relatiue loss factor, respec-
tively. The loss tangent becomes

tto sin ot

Fig. 1.1.

is inclined by a power factor angle d < 90o against the
applied voltage U, that is, by a Zoss angle D against the
*J:axis (Fig. 1.2).

I"= jotCll

Il"= et
Fig. 1.2. Capacitor containing dielectric with loss.

It would be premature to conclude that the dielectric
material corresponds in its electrical behavior to a ca-
pacitor paralleled by a resistor (RC circuit) (Fig. 1.3).
The frequency response of this circuit, which can be

expressed by the ratio of loss current to charging cur-
rent, that is, the dissipation factor D or loss tangent
tan D, as

Since a parallel-plate condenser of the arca A and
the plate separation d, fringing effects neglected, has
the vacuum capacitance

A
Co: iro,

the current density J fiaversing a condenser under the
applied field strength

e" K"
tan6:-:-.

e' K'

E :,o/il

becomes, according to Eq. 1.10,
dE

S : (jae, * ac,,)E : ,* A

A
I

oo
co
Ctlo

(1.14)

(1.15)

log @+

may not at all agree with that actually observed because
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(Fig. 1.4). The product of angular frequency and loss
factor is equivalent to a dielectric conductiuity

c : o)c" (1.16)

(1.18)

the relatiue perrneability of the material in which the
magnetic field of the coil resides.

Because of the resistance R of the coil windings, an
ohmic current componentlJ/R exists. In addition, there
may appear, in phase with U, a magnetic loss current It
caused by energy dissipation during the magnetization
cycle. We shall allow for this magnetic loss by intro-
ducing a cortpler permeability

This dielectric conductivity sums over all dissipative
effects and may represent as well an actual ohmic con-
ductivity caused by migrating charge carriers as refer

Ja= jroe 'E

Jl = "t'"E
Fig. 1.4. Charging and loss current density.

to an energy loss associated with a frequency depend-
ence (dispersion) of e', for example, to the friction ac-
companying the orientation of dipoles.

If the dielectric material is transferred from the elec-
tric field of the capacitor into the magnetic field of a
coil, the voltage 'U drives through the coil a mag-
netization current f* according to Faraday's induc-

/ dI\
tance larv ( 7J : La ) ".\ dt/

I^:+: -j-9-. (r.rz)

irLot 
- aLsrc*'

l.Lo

Z represents the 'ind,uctonce and Zs the uacuun'L (or geo-
metrical) 'indu,ctnnce of the coil. This magnetization
current lags behind the applied voltage by g0' (Fig.
1.5). The permeabilit;ies p.' and p6 designate the mag-

vIm = _J 
,f".;

Fig. 1.5. Current-voltage relation in ideal inductor.

netization of the material and of vacuum, respectively,
and their ratio

I _ 
'tKrL : p/pO

p*:tt'-jp"

and a conxpl,er relntiue permeability

u*
c** :':- - K*' - i*^" (1.20)

Po

in eomplete analogy to the electric case. Thus we ob-

tain the total magnetization current

I:I**It:. 
U

iaLsrc**

:_ i_T(p,*ip,,). (t.2L)
Lo,,z

,--: (U'' * P"2)

According to these lumped-circuit considerations the
macroscopic electric and magnetic behavior of a dielec-

tric material in sinusoidal fields is determined by the
two complex parameters e* and p*.

The real and imaginary parts of these complex vari-
ables (e' and e" ot p,' and p,") are even and odd func-

tions, respectively, of the variable co, that is, conjugate
functions, and therefore not entirely independent of

each other. Physically speaking, the mechanisms of

energy storage and energy dissipation are two aspects

of the same phenomenon; hence if one of them is given

over the whole frequency spectrum, the other one is
prescribed (see II, Fig. 19.1). Mathematically ex-

pressed, the calculation of an imaginary part (conju-
gate function) from a given real part [an arbitrary func-
tion /(or)] and, vice versa, is prescribed by the Hilbert
transforms, known to physicists as Kramers' theorem.r

This interrelation between the frequency response char-
acteristics of dielectric constant and loss can sometimes
prove helpful in checking the reliability of measure-

ments but, in general, various polarization and conduc-
tion phenomena superpose and the available frequency
range is insufficient for this type of unscrambling (see

also Appendix A, I, 1).

r See, for example, E. A. Guillemin, The Mathematics of
Circuit Analgsis, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1949, p. 339;

H. Frdhlich, Theory ol Dielectrics, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1949,

pp. 6 ff.

(1.le)



6 Macroscopic Approach

2 ' Polarization and Magnetization

A dielectric material increases the storage capacity of
a condenser by neutralizing charges at the electrode
surfaces which otherwise would contribute to the ex-
ternal field. Faraday 1 was the first to recognize this
phenomenon of dielectric polarization. We may visual-
ize it as the action of dipole chains which form under
the influence of the applied field and bind counter-
charges with their free ends on the metal surfaces (Fig.
2.1).

E@El
O Free chorge

E Bor.rnd chorge

Fig. 2.1. Schematic representation of dielectric polarization.

By writing the voltage of the capacitor according to
Eqs. 1.3 and 1.5 as

a1() : -.-;rc' Co

we may interpret this equation as stating that only a
fraction of the total charge Q, the free charge Qf x' , con-
tributes to the voltage whereas the remainder, the

bound charseQ (t - j) , t. neutralized by the polariza-

tion of the dielectric.
To obtain a clearer conception of the charge distribu-

tion and its effect in space, we represent charge densities
by field vectors. The tntnl (ot true) charge Q concen-
trated in the capacitor is distributed over the surface
arca A of the metal electrodes with a density s as

that the surface charge density shall be equal to the
normal component of D, or

s da : D cos a d,A : D. n iIA : Dn dA. (2.3)

A positive value of the scalar or dot produ,ct of the vec-
tor D and the unit normal vector n indicates a positive
charge.

Similarly, we allocate to the free charge density s/r'
a vector E, the electri,c fi,el,il strength or f,eld, inten$ty, by
defining

.S

i d" = coE .n d,A : eoUn d,A

and to the bound charge density a vector P, called the
polarization, as

(2.2)

We represent this true charge density s by a vector D,
the electric fl,ur den$ty (or dielectric displncemenf), such

I M. Faraday, Phil. Trans.,1837-1838.

(2.4)

'('
(Fig. 2.2).1 From Eqs.2.3 and2.4we obtain the rela-
tion between dielectric flux density and field strength

D : e'E,

El E Borntd chorge
+ Free chorge

Fig.2.2. Representation of total, free and bound
by field vectors.

t By postulating that the surface charge densities are equal to
the normal components of the field vectors instead of. 4r times
their magnitude, we have decided on a rationalized system of
units.

- ]) d,a :P.nd,a : Pnda (2.5)
x'/

(2.1)

Q : fos 
a't.
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and from Eqs. 2.3 to 2.5 the interrelation between the
three field vectors

P:D- eoE: (r' -.0)E:X€oE. (2.7)

The factor

bound charge density
1_

free charge density

is known as the electric suscepttibility of. the dielectric
material.

Electric flux density D and polarization P have, ac-
cording to their defining equations, the dimension
t'charge per unit area," whereas the electric field
strength E can have a different physical meaning be-
cause the dimensions of the dielectric constant may yet
be chosen. We take advantage of this possibility and
extend the concept of the electric field into space by
postulating that an electric probe charge Q', placed in
an electrostatic field of the intensity E, is subjected to
a force

F = 0'E.

Thus the electric field strength E becomes equivalent in
magnitude and direction to the force per unit charge
acting on a detector charge, and the dielectric constant
obtains the dimensions

bound at the electrodes by the polarized dielectric, and
it points in the direction of the applied field. The po-
Iarization P is therefore obviously identical with the
electric dipole munent per unit uolume of the dielectric
material (Fig. 2.a).

Unit cube of dieleclric

{e
/E
EE

EE
Fig. 2.4. P designating both bound charge density and dipole

moment per unit volume.

The electrostatic field in space obtains physical mean-
ing because the field strength at any point can be meas-
ured by the force acting on a detector charge (Eq. 2.9).
Alternatively, it could be measured by the torque T
exercised by the electric field E on an electric dipole p
AS

T : lp I In lsin 0 : tr*E, (2.I2)

which tends to align this dipole in field direction (FiS.
2.5).

Fig. 2.5. Torque acting on electric dipole.

The concepts developed for the electrostatic field
apply for the magnetostatic field with the restriction
that individual magnetic point charges of north and
south polarity are not known to exist in nature. Hence
the magnetic dipole moment

rn : ?d (p : pole strength) (2.13)

(Fig. 2.6) is the starting point of the tlie,rry. Visual-
izing that under the influence of a magnetic field II
magnetic dipole chains form in a dielectric in analogy
to the electric polarization of Fig. 2.1, we can introduce

P*: 
^r: 

*' (2.8)

(2.e)

(2.1r)

(2.10)

Two electric charges of opposite polarity, *Q, sepa-
rated by a distance d, represent a dipole of. the moment

F. : 0d;

f charge per unit area I
tzt 

- 
I _ I

Lforce per unit chargeJ

this electric dipole moment is symbolized by a vector of

Fig. 2.3. Electric dipole of the moment p : Qd.

the magnitude I fr I pointing from the negative to the
positive pole (Fig. 2.3).t The polarization vector P
corresponds in magnitude to the surface charge density

t Chemists frequently represent dipole moments by vectors
pointing from the positive to the negative charge (* -' -);
this eonvention is incompatible with the definition of P and should
be abolished.
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a magnetization vector M, which represents the tnag-
nettic il;ipole msrnent per unit uolume of the material.
This magnetization M, together with the magnetic field
strength H in the dielectric, determines the total rnag-
netic flur density (magnetic ind,uction) B.

Unfortunately, at this point the magnetic field theory
deviates in its mathematical formulation from the elec-
tric theory, causing a great deal of confusion. Electric
flux density D and polarizationP have identical dimen-
sions ("surface charge density" or t'electric moment per
unit volurre"), and the interrelating equation

D:eoEfP:e'E (2.t4)

allows us to define the electric field strength E as "force
per unit charge" or tttorque per unit dipole moment"

by the proper choice of the dimensions of the permit-
tivity (see Eq. 2.10). The magnetic flux density B,
however, is defined by the equation

B=poH*poll - p,'I;I. (2.15)

where the factors p' and ps represent the permeabil;ity
(ind,rrctiue capacitg) of the material and of vacuum, re-
spectively. Thus the magnetic field strength H obtains
the same dimension ("magnetic moment per unit vol-
ume") as the magnetization M, and only the magnetic
induction B can acquire, by a proper choice of the di-
mensions of the permeability, the meaning of "torque
per unit dipole moment." Thus B appears in the force
and torque equations of the magnetic field, but not H,
and the magnetic analogue to Eq. 2.12 is

T : l-l lBlsind : rn"B. (2.10)

Rewriting Eq. 2.15 for the magnetization, we obtain

M- t"-H: 
X*H, (Z.LZ)

lto

and define, in analogy to the electric susceptibility of
Eq. 2.8, a magnet'i,c susceptibility

(2.18)
Mu'

Xm =:: :
Hpo

r^' is the relatiae permeabilitE.

et - Qz : [r'r'or. (3.3)

Work done by the field results in dissipation, work done
against the field, in storage of potential energy.

By definition, the potential energy of a charge at in-
finity is zero. The work per unit charge done against
the field in moving a positive detector charge from in-
finity to any point in space is called the potuntial 0 of.

that point. fn consequence,

nl

6r = - J_B.dt

6z = - I_'r.0,

3 . Coulomb and Dipole Fields

The electrostatic E-field and force F originate in free
electric charges and are introduced as pointing from the
positive to the negative polarity. Once created by the
separation of positive and negative charge carriers, an
electrostatic field can exist without further energy sup-
ply; it has a canseruatiue character like the gravitational
field of mechanics. When a probe charge 0' is moved
from a point 1 to a point 2 in space, the field performs
the work

w - [r'r.d,I 
: e'fr'n.at. (s.1)

The work per unit charge done by the field is called the
electromotiue force (ettrf), whereas the work per unit
charge done against the field is designated as the uolt-
age 7) between the two points, or

The potentinl difference S1 - Qz between two points
is equal to the emf (Fig. 3.1). A surface normal to the
field lines (E-dII : 0) is an equipotnnt;ial swtace. A
charge can be moved along such a surface without en-
erry expense, and it describes an equipotentiul line.

n2

emf:Jr".d,l:-n. (3.2)
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The work done in an electrostatic field depends only on
the initial and final position of the probe charge, but
not on the path traversed, because sections of equi-
potential lines can be inserted at will without changing

Fig. 3.1. Potential difference, emf, and voltage.

Equation 3.8 is Coulunb's law.r ft serves frequently
as the starting point of the electrostatic field theory.
When written without the factor 4r in the denominator,
it commits us to the unrationalized system of units.
Coulomb's law is a special case of the general force law
(Eq. 2.9) written for spherical symmetry. The inten-
sity of a Coulomb fi,eld, varies therefore inversely with the
square of the distance, and a Coulomb potential decreases
inversely with the distance. Electrostatic fields pro-
duced by any arbitrary charge distribution may be con-
sidered to originate from the superposition of the Cou-
lomb fields of point charges.

A simple application of this principle is the derivation
of the field of an electric dipole (see Fig. 2.3) from the
Coulomb field of its opposite charges. Obviously, we
may add either the field vectors of the two elemental
fields vectorially or the potentials arithmetically and
derive the field strength by differentiation. The latter
is the simpler procedure and gives directly for any point

Fig. 3.2. Dipole at origin producing potential at point P.

P, located in space at distances r-u and r- from the two
charges (Fig. 3.2), the potential

f n.at -- o.

Vol

the result.
zeto, ot

(3.4)

Equation 3.4 defines the electrostatic field as conserua-

tiue in contrast to the whirlpool fields encountered in
the electromagnetic theory.

fn an electrostatic field the volume of a conductor
must remain field-free and its surface must remain an
equipotential surface in order that its mobile charge
carriers stay at rest. This is the principle of the Fara-
day cage. A charge Q placed on a conducting sphere of
radius r in field-free space therefore spreads uniformly
over the surface with a charge density

s : Qf 4rr2. (3.5)

This surface charge density creates an electric field
strength at the surface (see Eq. 2.4)

The total rvork done over a closed path is

n:ffi,o, Qp:*(:-"_1)(3.6)

(3.7)

p'r0

e'4tr2

(3.e)

(3.10)

where e' is the dielectric constant of the surrounding
medium and r0 a unit vector. The field extends radi-
ally into space as may be verified by the force acting
on a detector charge (see Eq. 2.9). Hence the poten-
tial of the sphere is (see Eq. 3.3)

For r >> d, r- - rq,- d cos g and r-r+n'12, hence

Qd
Qp : --::-; cos 0 :

e'4tro

f : -[*'r.0,:efc'4trr, The unit vector r0 points from the center of the dipole
towards P.

The field of a dipole has cylindrical symmetry and
may therefore be conveniently described either by the

1 C. A. Coulomb, Histoire de I'acaddmie royale des sciences,

Paris, 1785.

and the force acting at the surface on a detector charge

Q'equals
p : 9'o - "0. (3.8)

e'4trrz
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polar co-ordinates r and d or by the cylindrical co-

ordinates p and a, where
The differential operator V, ealled the del operator be-
cause its symbol is an inverted Greek capital delta, de-
notes the gradient and may be expressed in various
ways, depending on the system of co-ordinates chosen
(see also Appendix B).

In addition to the normal Cartesian co-ordinates we shall have
to refer at times to cylindrical or spherical co-ordinates or to
general co-ordinates which may correspond to any one of these
orthogonal co-ordinate systems (Table 3.1).

Table 3.I. Orthogonal co-ordinate systerns and their
geornetrical relations

(See Fig. 3.3)

General co-ordinates u t) w
Cartesian fr A z

Circularcylindrical p Q z

Spherical r O 0

Geometrical relations

COSO:
(3.11)

(Fig. 3.3). By introducing the latter co-ordinates, Eq.
3.10 of the dipole potential may be rewritten

I pl,
Qp

The electric field
defining Eq. 3.3 for

e'4r(p2 * 
"')%

strength vector E, according
the potential, points normal

(3.12)

to the
to the

Cglind,rical

:D: pCOS0

/:psin@

Spherical

r:rsindcos4
U:rsin0sin4
z:rcos9

Fig. 3.3. Spherical and cylindrical co-ordinates.

equipotential surfaces in the direction of the steepest
potential fall. To determine E from S is a special case

of a general mathematical problem: to find the maxi-
mum rate of increase of some function at any point of
space (its gradient). On the slope of a mountain, for
example, the gradient of the altitude at any point indi-
cates the direction of steepest ascent, and its magnitude
equals the maximum rate of change in altitude over an
elemental length of distanee at that point. If. 0n de-
notes an element of length normal to an equipotential
surface and n0 a unit vector pointing in the direction of
steepest potential rise, the electric field strength is

In Cartesian co-ordinates a vector increment of length dZ is ex-
pressed by

d,l:idr*jda*kdz
of the magnitude

Cylindrical

PO

+t
k
I
p

1

I al I : \/(dr), + (dil\ (W t ] 
(8 14)

i, j, and k are unit vectors pointing in the positive r, y, and z
directions, respectively. fn general co-ordinates u,, n,,u, we have
to write instead

dl : uoa du * voB da { wor dw,

(3.15)

latl: o2(du72 + p2(du)2 + f(d.)z

The vectors rl0, v0, w0 are unit vectors of any one of the systems
in Table 3.1, and a, F, 'y are scale factors converting the length
of the step taken in the u, u, and to directions to the uniform scale
of a local Cartesian system. Table 3.2 shows the interrelations
derived from Table 3.1 and these equations.

E_ : -vo. (3.13)

Table 3.2. Interrelation of unit vectors and scale factors of the co-ordinate systerns

General
Symbol

uo

"o
wo

d.

p
.Y

I atl

Spherical

ro

0t
go

1

rsind
r

(dp)z*p'@e)'*(dz)z (dr)2 * (r sin o)2(dd)z + r2(do)2
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As we move from a point of the potential field comparable

distances in the directions of the co-ordinates '.1', t), ur, the poten-
tial changes by the amounts

The gradient is the vector sum of these three quantities

grad 6 : vd : .'o lt + +g + {99. (8.12)
d.ctl't, P AD' t 0w

Hence the differential operator V, the del operator, becomes, in
the three coordinate systems,

--+

aaa
Cartesian :i:-*i-*k=,

0r -0y dz

^a 60a a
Cylindrical: Po: + i-- * k-, (3.18)

0p p06 0z

snherical :ro9+ to u +eoa.^ Ar rsinddd r00
z

Fig. 3.4. Dipole field (- field lines, -- equipotential lines).
(After Ollendorff.2)

Making use of the del opera,tion, we obtain for the

The field intensity of a dipole varies inversely with the
third power of the distance, and its axial componerrt E 

"
vanishes along the conical surfaces z : +p/t/Z (Fig.
3.4.2

Placed in an electric field, the two charges of a dipole
experience forces F in opposite directions. In a homo-
geneous field these forces are equal in magnitude; hence
only a torque T results, tending to align the dipole in
the field direction. We have already indicated in Fig.
2.5 and Eq,. 2.12 that the torque,

T:lpllnlsino=p"E, (3.21)

can be represented by a vector, the cross produrt Jr * E.
The length of T equals the area of the parallelogram
formed by the dipole moment and the field strength,
whereas its direction coincides with the direction of
motion of a right-hand screw when turned from p. to-
wards E.

The potential energy of a dipole in an external field,
with the charges *0 and -Q at potentials g2 and 0r, is

U:Q(Qz-Q) (3.22)

(see Eq. 3.3). Since the length of a dipole, and there-

Fig. 3.5. Dipole in external field.

fore the potential drop across it, is, in general, very small,

6z: h * VO'd (3.23)

(Fig. 3.5), this energy expression reduces to

U : *yO.Fr : -p.E : -lrr I lE I cose. @.24)

The dipole rvill tend to rotate until its potential energy
in the external field reaches its minimum at 0 : 0, u'ith
the moment lined up in the field direetion.

In addition to this orientationby rotntion, a dipole rvill
undergo a translation motion in case the external field
is inhomogeneous over its length. The general foree-s

in conservative fields, the sum total of translational

2 F. Ollendorff, Potentialfelder der Elektroteclt'nik, Springer,
Berlin, 1932.

ao lao ao 1a0 ao tao
-: 

----:-- , 
-: 

(3.16)
Ak a}u 0lo I 0u 01, t 0w

E"

Ep

0z

06p 3pzlpl

fieldlstrength of the dipole field in spherical co-ordinates

_ | p.l coso: F."0,
e'2tr3 e'2trr?

(3.1e)

Er: -oQP6r

Ee:-!ao'-lpltilo'r 00 e'4rr3

and, in cylindrical co-ordinates,

oQp

0p e'4r G2 + z\"

(3.20)
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forces F and torques T, are equal to the negative gra-
dient of the potential energy [/. Hence, for our dipole
of constant moment, and, since I n I is a scalar,

F + T : -y(J: -; p lvtl E lcoso)

I pl co'avl El + I pl IEl sina. (3.2b)

The second part of this expression is our previous torque
equation (3.21); the first part shows that the tronsla-

tional force aeting on a dipole of fixed orientation is pro-
portional to the gradient of the field strength.

To arrive at the analogous expressions for a magnetic
dipole, we have only to replace the electric moment p
by the magnetic moment rn and the electric field
strength E by the magnetic induction B (see Eq. 2.16).
The translational force or the torque acting on a dipole
in a field can obviously serve for the determination of
its dipole moment.

4 ' Space-Charge Fields

Here p7' designates the space charge density at a point
F' of the cloud and I the distance from ^F to the reference
point P. Also the field strength E may be found from
the charge distribution by integration, because the
charge contained in a volume can be measured by count-
ing the total normal flux of lines that emerges from an
enclosing surface, or

As in the case of two charges, the potential created
at a point P by a spane charge cloud, distributed over a
volume 7 with a charge density p can be derived by the
superposition of Coulomb potentials as

tal cube d,V : dn dy dz (Fig. a.D. Here the normal
component of the field flux is constant over each side
of the cube, and the field strength changes by its first
derivative when we pass to the opposite side. The sur-

E, * d=Et d,'oz

Ez

Fig. 4.1. Derivation of divergence in Cartesian co+rdinates.

face integral over the normal flux emanating from the
elemental cube may therefore be replaced by the sum-
mation

f E nda:(#.T+ff)nv
elemental

cube

f^'"'nd'a:1+

(4.1)

(4.2)

This follows as a logical extension of Eq. 2.4, which es-
tablishes a quantitative connection between free charge
density and field strength.

Equation 4.2 is a special case of the transformation
of a volume into a surface integral known as Gouss's
law.r It states in mathematical language the obvious
fact that the difference in the number of deer tracks
entering and leaving a parcel of previously empty wood-
land indicates horv many deer are still in the stand.

fn general, it is more convenient to derive field dis-
tributions by differentiation. We have already made
use of this possibility in the previous section, by em-
ploying the del operator to obtain the field strength as
the negative gradient of the potential or forces and
torques as that of the potential energy.

To find the differential relation between field strength
and charge density, we apply Gauss's law to an elemen-

I C. F. Gauss, Werke, Giittingen, 1867, Vol. 5, pp. 5-7.

rn cartesian co-ordinates the field vector E and the der
operator V (see Eq. 3.1S) are given as

E : iE, * jEo + kE"
and 

@.4>

vaaa:r**i**o*,
where i, j, and k designate the unit vectors in the r,

: !dv.
G,

(4.3)
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y, arrd a directions. Hence the sum in Eq. 4.3 corre-

sponds to the vector oPeration
replacing in Gauss's law (Eq. a.2) the charge density by
the divergence operator, Gozss's diuergence theorem is
obtained,oE, oEu oE 

"V'E: '+ "+-----:divE,
0r 0y 0z f^r'n da : [n,'E dv.(4.5) (4.11)

(4.13)

called the diuergence of E.

To express the divergence of the vector E in the general orthog-

onal co-ordinates u,, t), 'tD (see Sec. 3), we refer to the parallelepiped

v-curve

PzEu dvow.$ tFzer) dudvdw

uo

Fig. 4.2. Derivation of divergence in general orthogonal
coordinates.

Gig. a.2) formed by surfaces of constant u, t), and u. The con-

tributions of the field strength

E::u'o4u*voEr**oE. (4.6)

to the normal flux through the elementary surfaces u : con-

stant, and z * d,u : constant are -pl%uilu du + l, {Arn,) au
du

d,o ilw. After computing the corresponding expressions for the

other two pairs of surfaces and recalling that the volume element

d,V in the general co-ordinates corresponds to

Since the electric field strength is the negative gra-
dient of the electrostatic potential,t the divergence rela-
tion between field strength and free charge density (Eq.
4.10) may be rewritten as a differential equation be-
tween the electrostatic potential and the free charge
density,

V .Yp : Y2e : - p/ e'. (4.12)

This is Poisson's equation,z which, for a region free of
charge, simplifies to Laplace's equation 3

v2e :0.

dV = a7t ilu dtt dw,

we obtain from Gauss's divergence theorem the general expression

for the divergence

v.E : #,1*@tE,) + !ro.n,) * *@pE.)). (4.8)

By referring to Tables 3.1 and 3.2 of. sec. 3, we arrive at the formu-
lation of the divergence operator in the three co-ordinate systems

+-* fiw,sino)'

The divergence, by measurr"*trn. total flux of field

lines per volume element entering and leaving the en-

closing surface, measures the density of the free charge

per volume element
V'B: p/r'; (4.10)

V.E

QfE"dvdw+--* \\l_
Bdv -r'

/
------+

\

68, , oEo oE"
Uartesran : ___ _l_ __ t 

-,0r aA az

1A 10Ea 08"
Cvlindrical : -- (pEp) * ; 16 t E," pop. pd6 di 

(4.9)

spherical : iL*?'n,) . #?

The differential operator V2, named Laplace's operaf,or

or the Laplacian, represents in Carbesian co-ordinates
theoperation 

v2:.u, *I*! G.r4)' - ar'- uo'- ar'

The Laplacian of the potential may be expressed in the general
orthogonal co-ordinates by substituting in Eq. 4.8 the components
of the field strength by the components of grad 6 from Eq. 3.17.
The result is

Y2e : *l*?X. *Tff + *+ #1, (4,b)

or, by referring to Tables 3.1 and 3.2 of. Sec. 3,

cartesian :* +* +*,ctt' dA' dz'

. 02p.l\p L02p 02p
cyrindrical : # * ;i + A;e * u"r,

1a
sphericar :i;e|)*#rn#

1 a/ oo\ 
(4'16)

+F#*(.'",X)
_Laz(rQ , I o2p
- ; ar, 

-r 
r, sin? o a6,

I a/ 0a\
+ r, sin d - (sin u;)

To illustrate how we actually handle space charge
problems by the integral and the differential approach,
we shall calculate the electrostatic field produced by a

t In the present discussion electrostatic potential is represented
by e instead of by { to avoid confusion with the angle 4 of the
cylindrical and spherical co-ordinates.

2 S. D. Poisson, Nouueau bull. soc. philomath., Paris, 3, 388
(1813).

3 P. S. Laplace, Ouures de Laplace, Gauthier-Yillain, Paris,
1782-1786, Yol. 10, p.312.

(4.7)

Y2p

it characterizes the sources of the electrostatic field. By
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spherical spa,ce charge cloud of the radius rs and of a
constant charge density p:

Method I (Gauss's law)

The surface integral f .n.lrd,4,, extended over a concentric

sphere of radius r, me&sures the free charge 6 4 aV enclosed inJv *'
the volume of the sphere (see Eq. 4.2). For a sphere smaller
than the spacecharge cloud (r ( 

"o) 
we obtain

qnAzrr2 : .i? *

that is, the field strength ins'ide the cloud

or
f,,-. : --tt , nCO

rises proportionally to the distance from its center. If, on the
other hand, we integrate over the surface of a sphere that is
larger than the cloud (, 2 ,d, the right-hand side of Eq. 4.17

assnmes the constant value i?^', hence the field strength

oulsid,e the space charge sphere,

falls as l/r2 (Fig.4.3).

Method II (superposition of the Coulomb potentials of
point charges)

According to Eq. 4.1, the potential produced by the space
charge is the sum of the Coulomb potentials of the individual
charge elements. Let us designate with r" the distance of a
charge element dV from the cloud center, with, its distance from
the reference point P (inside or outside the cloud), and with r
the distance of the reference point from the center (Fig. a.a).

(4.r7)

(4.18)

(4'19) Fig. 4.4. Derivation of space-charge potential at point p by
superposition of Coulomb potentials.

Expressing the element dV in spherical co-ordinates

dV : (r, sin 0 d6)(r" d0) d,r,, (4.22)

l(

E,o: !#*

Pfo
c'3

_tLr'

we obtain the potential at the reference point P as a triple
integral

o, : ft Io,, Io" fo2" 

,,' ,ro e !r" de dr . G'g)

The distance I according to the cosine law,

Fig. 4.3. Field strength and pot"ntilt produced by spherical
space-charge cloud of constant density p.

The electrostatic potential, derived from the field strength by
integration (see Eq. 3.3), is insid,e the cloud

,, : - [:E,d,r 
: - #lt:# d,, + !,'or arf

12:r2*ruz-2rorrcoso, (4.24)

ean be used to substitute for the variable d, since by differentia-
tion

I dl : rru sin 0. (4.25)

When 0 varies from 0 to r, I varies for r ( r" from (r" - r) to
(r" * r), and for , ) ,r from (r - r") to (r * rJ. Hence the
potential inside the cloud (r ( rs) becomes

,n : ftl{",ffI] fo'*'u 

o'" o' or

.r[:::,:' I'"'4:e]
== fttzro' - r2),

and outside (r ) ro)

*": ft [r" l[j^:, [o'","0,"_oror 
: #+, @.22)

in agreement with the solution previously obtained.

(4.26)

: # (Brs2 - f), (4.2o)

p ,0": u;. @.21)-# [4-
and outside

9o:
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Method III (Poisson's equation)

Writing the Laplacian in spherical co-ordinates (see Eq. a.16)

and considering that the potential, for reasons of syrnmetry, can

depend only on r, we obtain for the potential inside and outside
the space-charge sphere the difrerential equations (Eqs. 4.12

and 4.tB) 
dre; . 2 ds; p--:---dr2'rd,r c''

(4.28)

tv: *?!!: : o.
dr2'rdr

The solutions are 
or2 B

pi: -:-*A*-,bc' r
(4.2s)

oo:9 a D.
r

To determine the constants of integration, we have the follow-
ing boundary conditions:

(a) As r ' 0, the potential e; has to remain finite, hence
B :0.

(b) As r 1 at the potential q.ohas to go to zero, hence D : 0.
(c) The potential across the surface of the space-charge sphere

must be continuous. Hence

(4.30)

(4.31)

By solving the last two equations for,4. and C and introducing
the values for the integration constants in Eqs. 4.29, we end again
with the previous result.

Method f obviously allows solving the present prob-
lem in the most straightforward manner, but method
III proves superior in more complicated cases.

eto: -#^r*n:*.
(d) The field strength across this boundary must also be con-

tinuons; hence, since -E o - -Ysro - -roff O""Eq. 3.18),

E,r: -#ro: -#.

and concepts such as a scalar potential and a magneto-
motive force (cf. Eq. 3.2)

f H.dt : o,

mmf : fr'n.a,

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

may be used for its description. The B-field, in con-

trast, has no sources, but consists of closed induction
lines since the magnetostatic I/lines find their continu-
ation in the dipole chains of the materials. The diver-
gence equation (see Eq. 4.10)

f H.d,t: I (5.5)

5 . Correlations between Electric and Magnetic Phenomena

The experirnental basis of the electrostatic field con-
cept is the existence of positive and negative charges,

of the force law (Eq. 2.9), of. the phenomenon of polari-
zationleading to the distinction between bound and free
charges, and of conductors providing equipotential sur-
faces. The magnetostatic field concepts are based on
the existence of magnetic dipoles, the torque law (Eq.
2.16), and on the phenomenon of magnetization. Free
magnetism in the form of magnetic mono poles appears
only at the boundaries between materials of different
permeability. The f/-field arising from free ends of
dipole chains is conservative as is the electrostatic
.E-field (see Eq. 3.4)

characterizes the true sources of the electrostatic field;
the statement 

!.8 : o (b.4)

expresses the fact that no true magnetic mono poles
exist in which the B-field could terminate.

Thus far, electricity and magnetism appear as trvo
new phenomena independent of each other and conse-
quently requiring the introduction of two new funda-
mental quantities, for example, "electric charge" and
t'magnetic dipole moment," for their description. Ac-
tually, they are interlinked, and only one new, inde-
pendent quantity may be introduced. One interrela-

I+

Fig. 5.1. Magnetic field encircling electric current.

tion is given by the fact that an electric current creates
a magnetic field according to Ampire's circuitallaw,r

(Fig. 5.1). The magnetic field encircling an electric

1 A. M. Ampdre, Recueil d'obseraalions 4lectrcdgnaniiques
Crochard, Paris, 1820-1833.V'D:p
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current is a whirlpool field of closed lines in contrast to
the magnetostatic field that originates in the free ends

of dipole chains of a magnetic material. The line in-
tegral taken around a closed path is obviously not zero,
but depends on the path itself and the direction of
passage,

in the (*,A), (a,r), and (a,r) planes around this point
(Fig. 5.2). The line integral in the (y,z) plane, tra-
versed in a sense of rotation which would advance a
right-hand screw towards the *r-direction, yields

(5.7)

It describes the turbulence of the I/-field around P and
may be rewritten alternatively in a determinant form
or by use of the del operator:

curl H :
aaa
0r 0y 0z

H, HU H"

: V'ff. (5.9)

To calculate the curl operator in general orthogonal co-
ordinates, we have to take line integrals along elementary curvi-
linear rectangles lying in planes normal to rr0, v0, &nd w0. Except
for difrerentials of higher order, the opposite sides of such & rec-
tangle are equal. Consequently the line integral normal to the
z co-ordinate becomes (see Eq. 3.15)

$ n u : (Hog du)- * (H-7 d,w)opo - (Hog dtD-+a-
Ju

(H.t ilw),,
or, slnce

(H.-y d,w)oaao : (H.t dw)o * ]fr., d,w), da, etc.,

the z-component of the line integral is

f y.u : fi@., itw) da - *(H,e dn) d,w. (b.ro)

Thus we arrive at the general formulation of the complete vector
curl H by permutation and dividing by the differential areas
dAu - p7 do d,w, etc., as

curl H

J

f H.dt # o.

dHv
-€ Hy* i

(5.6)

Such nqnconseruatiiue fields consequently may be de-
scribed quantitatively at any point P in space by the
value of this line integral taken along differential paths

i/ dHx _ aHzt
llaz dx'

, t )Hz dHy

'td,y-d, B__lL

x

dHz

dz
2

H7

-H.,-lAg
"Ydz2

Fig. 5.2. Derivation of curl H.

: ,,0 
ul llor.t - *@H,)l

* ** l*,rr"', - *r"-rf
dy

* *o # l*,*r,, - *,rr"rf. (b.11)

curlo.E[ :!oH" -uH',' p06 0z

curla .E[ - 
oHo 

- 
uH",

-020p

curl"H:1=a bHo) -!u!',pdp p dO
.fH dt:(T-T)dyd,z

ABCDA

Divided by the differential area dy dz, it corresponds to curl H

the r-component of a vector curl H. By permutation
of the indices, the y and z components, and thus the
complete vector curl H, is obtained as

curlH : i(9r:- '"'\ + t(Y:- u"'\
utrrrrr-'\dy 

az/''\d, ar/

+ k(Ya - 
ut'\' 

(5'8)\ar aa/

Returning to the three co-ordinate systems of Tables 3.1 and 3.2
of Sec. 3, we obtain for Cartesian co-ordinates, Eq. 5.8, and for
the others:

\

Cylindrical
co-ordinates

Spherical
co-ordinates

curr. rl _ | one (5'12)

r sin0 d{

1a
- , -ir, o *@o sin o) '

taH. I a
curl6 I/ : - :: - -= (rHe),

r da rdr

1A r AH"
curlol/ : --(rIl,'t -r dr P' r sino o6
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The curl operation V,, H characterizes the sources of

the magnetic field (the current density J) just as the

divergence operation V'E describes the sources of the

electrostatic field (the free charge density p/ *') (see Eq.

4.10). We show this by referring to Fig. 5.3. The line

integral over any closed path C bounding a surface ,4'

FiS. 5.3. Replacement of line integral by surface integral
(Stokes's theorem).

may be found by subdividing ,4. into differential ele-

ments dA and summing over the line integral around
these elemental areas. The contributions of all interior
boundaries cancel since they are traversed twice in op-
posite directions, and only the contribution of the rim
remains. Hence, the left side of Eq. 5.5 may be re-
written as a surface integral by representing the differ-
ential line integrals around the elemental areas by their
curl components normal to the surface elements

is known as Sfo/ces's tlueorem.z It has the same impor-
tance for whirlpool fields that Gauss's law transforming
a surface into a volume integral (see Eq. 4.11) has for
conservative fields.

Fig. 5.4. Equivalence between curl H and current density.

By applying Amp0re's circuital law to a current ele-

ment, that is, to a differential wire element of the length
dl ftuversed by a current .f, we find for the magnetic
field at a distance r from the wire

d,H : #rr,.ro) : (#dl sin ")' (b.ls)

(FiS. 5.5). This equation is frequently called the Biot-
Savart law.8

ri
Fig. 5.5. Illustration of the BiotSavart law.

To derive this result, we introduce conveniently a aectm potm'
tial O, from which the magnetic field strength If follows by the
curl operation

V*O: II (5.19)

and the current density consequently (see Eq. 5.16) as

V"(VxO) : J. (5.20)

2 This theorem was first explicitly stated by Lord Kelvin in a

letter to Stokes (JuIy 2, 1850) and published in Stokes's Smith's

Prize Eramfumtion Paper, February 1854. See A. A. Stokes,

Coll.ectd, Mathematical anit Phys'i'cal Papers, Cambridge Univer-
sity Press, Vol. V, 1905, p. 3Z).

3 J. Biot and F. Savart, Ann. chimie 15,2N (1820).

By introducing the current density J in Eq. 5.5 and
integrating over the cross section A of. the conductor,
the right side of Eq. 5.5 may also be written as a sur-
face integral,

f H.il : 
In(v " 

H) .n d,a.

, : 
InJ.nd,A,

(5.13)

(5.14)

hence Amp0re's circuital law assumes the alternative
version (Fig. 5.a)

[^ro' H)' n da : Int'n d'A,

or, in difrerential form,

(5.15)

(5.16)curlH: V*H: J.

Hence, curl H, the vortex density of the turbulent 11-

field, is equal to the current density J creating it.
The mathematical procedure of converting a line in-

tegral into a surface integral,

f n.at : f ,r,,H). nd,A (s.12)

".jil,teu;;H,f" i'n*:X"o]:lff""llf^i,fi
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The vector operation on the left-hand side, as we easily eonfirm,
may be rewritten

V * (V " O) : V(V.O) - V. VO. (5.21)

If the vector function O represents a purely turbulent field with-
out sources, its divergence is zero,

V'O :0, (5.22)

and only the Laplacian of Eq. 5.21 remains. Thus we obtain
the analogue of Poisson's equation (see Eq. 4.I2) Ior the turbulent
field,

V2O: -J. (b.28)

In electrostatics the scalar potential O can be derived from the
charge density by integration (Eq. 4.1). By the conesponding
integral equation, when pf e' is replaced by J, the vector potential
at any point P, Op, is obtained from the space distribution of the
eurrent densitY 

op : f lF 
dv . (5.24)

J 4rrp-p

A conductor element dJ carrying a current .I gives therefore, at
the distance r, I vector potential contribution

of steady currents. For example, we find that a ring
current of the magnitude / encircling an area .a (Fig.
5.6) produces at a distance, large in comparison to its
radius, a magnetic field which is identical to that of a
magnetic dipole of the moment,

rrr : IAn (5.28)

(FiS. 5.7). This equivalence between the fields of mag-
netic dipoles and of circular currents allows us to ex-
plain the phenomenon "magnetism" and the nonexist-
ence of magnetic monopoles on the basis that the sources
of magnetism may be rnolecular ring or Ampire currents.

Fig. 5.7. Magnetic moment of circular current.

A second interrelation between electric and magnetic
fields is given by Farod,ay's indu,ction law.a It states
that when the magnetic flux

o:fs.nd,A (b.29)
Ja

traversing a loop of wire changes, whether by a change
of the magnetic induction B or by a change in the posi-
tion or shape of the loop, an emf is created along the
wire, causing an induced voltage Ur'to appear between
its ends,

(5.30)

proportional to the speed of this change. If the loop is
closed a current / will flow through the loop resistance
R,

U; ld0

d,o:Idl -Jdv,4rt 4rr
(5.25)

or e magnetic field

d,H:v*do :#(",.+). (b.20)

Expansion of the eurl operator yields

y*I:1v,,J*v1*J. (5.27)rrr
The first tcrm on the right is zero, since the curl operation refers
to the point P and not to the current; thus Eq. 5.18 is obtained.

By integration, we may derive from this law the mag-
netic field produced by any geometrical configuration

z

dHe

Fis. 5.6. Derivation of magnetic moment of circular
from Biot-Savart's law.

that causes a magnetic field opposing the change in
flux.

Because of the interrelation between magnetic fields
and electric currents, the dimensions of the ma,gnetic
dipole moment, and with it of all magnetic quantities,
can be reduced to electrical and mechanical dimensions.

a M. Faraday, Enperimmtal Researches in Electrici,ty, Taylor,
London, 1839, Vol. I, pp. 1-109.

fb dQUd:J,r'd,I:- 
dt,

:-:--
RR

(5.31)
dt
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6 ' Maxwell's Field Equations

Ampdre's circuital law and Faraday's induction law
were discovered and formulated for currents and volt-
ages in wire loops. Maxwell postulated that these laws
are valid in space quite independent of the presence of
detector loops in which currents and voltages might de-
velop, and thus he arrived at the electromagnetic field
equations.l

A discussion of the current drawn by a capacitor will
make the formulation of Maxwell's first field equation
evident. The current of density "I streaming into the
electrode system is equal to the change of the true
charge stored in the condenser, that is,

With the help of Stokes's theorem the line integral on
the left can be transformed into a surface integral, and
the differential formulation

ADV"H:J+-
at

is obtained (see also Appendix A, I, 6).
The current of the density J may be a true conduc-

tion current obeying Ohm's law,

J:oBi (6.7)

however, from a more general standpoint, the conduc-
tivity o may be interpreted as the dielectric conduc-
tivity of Eq. 1.16, representing any energy-consuming
process. Thus, by introducing the complex permit-
tivity, the first field equation may be rewritten for
sinusoidal fields and isotropic, linear dielectrics t as

(6.6)

(6.8)

(6.e)

(6.10)

The surface charge density s originates the electric flux
density D (see Eq. 2.3); hence

ds dD
-dA: -.ndA.dt dt

[^t nd'A : [n\,oo'

[^t n,a : I^,#'nd,A.

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.4)

AE
V"H:6*-.

at

dB
V*E : - -'at

The current density may be measured as the time de-
rivative of the electric flux density at the electrode sur-
face, 

dD
J : *' 

(6.3)

By postulating that this equivalence between the tem-
poral change of the dielectric flux density and an elec-
tric current holds also for the interior of a dielectric,
that is, that this change in flux produces a magnetic
field just like a conduction current, Maxwell arrived at
the concept that the conduction current charging a ca-
pacitor finds its continuation in a field current travers-
ing the dielectric,

The second fi,eld equat;ion is a generalization of Fara-
day's induction law and asserts that the change of a
magnetic flux density creates an emf in space quite in-
dependently of the presence of a loop for its detection:

f n.m: - [^] ^oo.

In differential form it becomes

This field current, which extends through the cross sec-
tion A' of the dielectric as far as the electric field of the
capacitor reaches, was named by Maxwell the displace-
ment current. By including this displacement current
in Ampdre's circuital law, Marwell's f,rst fi,eld equation
results in the integral formulation

f H.at : fp.naa * [^H.naA. (6.b)

I J. C. Maxwell, A Trealise on El,ootricity and, Magmetism,
Clrarendon Press, Oxford, 1892, Vol. II, pp. 247-262.

or, if we recall that also magnetization may lead to
energy dissipation and introduce the complex permea-
bility, we arrive at a formulation completely symmet-
rical to that of the first field equation, except for the
negative sign, 

'Hv*E : _r*;. (6.11)

Maxwell's field equations thus describe the coupling
between the electric and the magnetic field vectors and
their interaction with matter in space and time.

t The designation "line&r" dielectric signifies that the relation
between D and E and between B and H is a linear one, that is,
that the permittivity and permeability are independent of the
field strength. The case of anisotropic dielectrics is treated in
II, Sec. 26, and that of nonlinear dielectrics in II, Secs. 28 to 30.
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7 ' Electromagnetic Waves in Unbounded Spaee

We will, in general, make use of Maxwell's field equa-

tions in the differential form for sinusoidal fields just
derived:

It will prove easy to return later from this special case

to the general solution. The wave equations thus be-
come

and

!'E:0
nor free magnetic poles

a

;(v"H)

dE
V"H: 6*-

at

dH
V"E: -p*-,at

and under the additional assumption that the field con-

tains neither free electric charges

[.H : 0.

(7.3)

(7.4)

An interpretation of the field equations requires, as

a first step, the separation of the field vectors E and H.
This can be done by differentiating the equations rvith
respect to time and substituting from one equation into
the other. Thus we obtain from Eq. 7.1

a2tr.
*J.: c'F

ar
(7.e)

a2IJ.

arr- 
: 

'*t'* E
The solution of these differential equations concerning
us here is a plane wave,

E : Eod't-",

H : Hgsid-t', t7'10)

varying periodically in time with the frequency

v : u/2r (7.11)

and advancing in the *c direction through space with
a compler propagation factor

7:jr{r"t*:a*jg; (7.t2)

a is the attenuation factor, and B is the phase fa,ct'or of.

the wave. Introducing these factors, we may rewrite
Eq.7.10

E : BO€-atri2r(vt-Ft/2n) t

If : Hge-dxgi2*('t-Pt/2') 
7'13)

Obviously the wave has a time period

(7.1)

(7.2)

(7.7)

azF,

0n2

a2ld'

dHl:V, - - *V"(V"E)atp
a2f.: €* (7.5)
ar

or, after carrying through the vector operation (see Eq.
5.21), 

a2E
v2B : ,*tt* 

atr 
' (7.6)

In the same rtr&yr by differentiating E,q. 7.2, we have
for the magnetic field the completely symmetrical rela-
tion

T:l/v
and a space period

\, : %r/0.

Surfaces of constnnt phase are given by

T
,, - ;: 

constant,

hence propagate with the phase ueloeity

dna
-:U:v)\:-'dtp

(7.14)

(7.15)

a2IJ
V2H : ,*tt* E.

(7.16)

(7.r7)

Equations 7.6 and 7 .7 are the waue equations of the elec'

tromagnetic fi,eld.
We simplify these equations further by assuming at

present that the field vectors E and H depend only on
r and l, that is,

AE AE AH dH

-:-:-:-:0.0y 0z 0y 0z

For a dielectric without loss (e* - G', tr* : 1.r'), we ob-
tain from Elq. 7.12 the phase factor

(7.8) P: r{i, (7.18)
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so that the phase uelocity in a loss-/ree unbound,ed me'
dium is 

1

solution for the E and H vector (Eq. 7.10) into one of
the component equations. Choosing, for example, the
relation(7.le) oH" *ouu

-;0r At

7H z : jae*Er.

This ratio Z, the intrinsic impedonre of the diel,ectric, may
be rewritten with the help of Eq. 7.I2 in any one of the
three versions

l-"I-!.*

a--.
{ ,'P'

To Iearn about the coupling between the E and H
vectors, we have to retum to the field equations and
write out the field components. Because of condition
Eq. 7.8, only the derivatives with respect to r remain,
and the field equations read

08"
Q: 6*-

at

oH" *|Eu
: €+-0n At

oHu _oE"
C-

0n At

In addition, since the divergences are zero (see Eqs.
7'3'7'4)' 

9?,:g %:g. (7.21)
0r 0r

These component equations contain three statements:
(1) The r components of the field vectors, the longi

tudinal field components of the electromagnetic wave,
are independent of space and time, hence may be as-

sumed to be zero. The plane wave is a transuerse electro-

magnetic or TEM wave.
(2) The coupled transversal components of the E and

H waves are perpend,i,cular to each other and form, to-
gether with the propagation direetion, a right-hand co-
ordinate system of the sequence *r - Eo - H 

" 
(Fig.

7.1). This becomes apparent when we introduce the

Hence, the E, component of the electric field is coupled
to the H " component of the magnetic field, as stated
above.

Fig. 7.1. nilfrt-frurra coordinate system for traveling TEM

(3) The ratio of the ffia electric and magnetic
field vectors follows as

we obtain

n'Y
jrr*

_ jrp* 
.

^Y

(7.22)

(7.23)

(7.24)

(7.25)

aH-
0 : -p*;,

aH",
u* ;, (7.20)

08"

irection of

B . Dimensions and Units

With the preceding development of the electric and
magnetic field concepts the prerequisites have been

established for a reasonable selection of dimensions and
units. Length, mass, and time are generally used as

the three fundamental dimensions for the description
of the mechanical world. Electricity and magnetism
represent two new phenomena not contained in the
framework of mechanical concepts. They are linked
with each other through Ampdre's circuital law, Fara-
day's induction law, or, summarily, through Maxwell's
equations; hence it is logical to add one new funda-
mental quantity to the dimensions of the mechanical
system.

The derivations of the preceding sections are inde-
pendent of this choice, since the dielectric constant es

and the permeability po of free space have been retained
in the equations and are available for interpretation.

ft was the tendency in earlier times to make the three
dimensions of mechanics suffice by prescribing that
either the dielectric constant (electrostatic system) or
the permeability (electromagnetic system) be a plain
number. Such a supposition eliminates a fourth di-
mension, because e and p are interlinked through rela-
tions, such as the phase velocity (see Eq. 7.19), which
contain only mechanical dimensions. However, the re-
sult of this artificial reduction is that fractional expo-



Table 8.1. I)imeneions and units

Multiplication Factor for
Converting Rationalized

Mks Units t to:
Quantity

Admittance

Attenuation constant

Capacitance
Complex dielectric constant
Complex index of refraction

Complex perrneability

Complex propagation function
Conductanee
Conductivity

Current

Current density

Dielectric conductivity

Dielectric constant (permittivity)

Dissipation fector (see Loss tangent)
Electric charge
Electric dipole moment

Electric field strength

Electric flux density (displacement)

Electric loss factor

Electric polarization

Electric potential

Electric susceptibility

Electromotive force

Electrostatic energy

Symbol Defining Equation

Dimensions in Mks System

Primary Units Derived Units Esu Units

c2

c2

l/c2

I
c2

c2

Y

d,

c
c*
n*
p*

"l
G
o

J

C'

c'

D: tanD
a
F.

E

D

e"

P

o

x

emf

U

Y : I/T
1. Eoo: itn7

C : Q/1)
G*:G'-ie"
n*:n(l-jk)
Itr*:tt'-itt"

'f:d+iB
G:l/R
o:J/E

lli:#
llt:ffi
o : o)G"

, lolE:TEI

Prirnary unit
lr:0d
n:fro,
T: FxE

f n.nda: froita
,, Jt*.

a"---aE
P:D-eoE

or: - [tn'at
X:r'-L

^2

J,n.a,

a[)n.at

sec coul2/kg m2

m-1

sec2 coul2/kg *'
sec2 coul2/kg mt

kg m/coul2

m-t
sec coul2/kg m2
sec coul2/kg mg

cou/sec

cou/eec m2

sec coul2/kg m8

sec2 coul2/kg -t

coul
coul m

kg m/sec2 ooul

coulr/m2

sec2 coul2/kg m8

cou/m2

kgm2/we2 coul

kg m2/sec2 coul

kg m2/sec2

mho

neper

farad
farad/m

henry/m

-tm
mho
mho/m

(siemens/m)

amp

amp/m2

mho/m

farad/m

a,mp sec m

volt/m

farad volt/mz

farad/m

farad volt/m2

volt

volt

joule

g x 1011

I x l0t1
36tr x 10e

1

36?r 
x 10-18

1 x 10-2
g x 101r

9x100

3x10e

3 X 1011

9X10e

36?r X 100

3x10e
3 x 1011

t x ro-n

12r X 106

36r X 10e

12r X 106

E+o

s+o

1X107

1 x lo-e

1 x 10-e
4r X l0-r1

l*to'*r
1 x 10-2
1 x 10-e
I x lo-u

I x 10-1

1x10r

1 x 10-11

4T X 10-11

I x t0-r
lxlOt
1x100

47r x 10-6

+T X 10-rr

47r X 10-6

lXlOE

lXlOE

1X107

Emu Units

R^otio:
esu/emu

(c:
3 x 1o1o)

c

c

c2

c2

l/c

1

c
c

l/c

c

c2

c

l/c
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Force
Impedance (characteristic)
fmpedance (intrinsic)
Index of absorption
Index of refraction

Inductance

Loss tangent (dissipation factor)

Magnetic dipole moment

Magnetic field strength

Magnetic flux

Magnetic flux density (Magnetic
induction)

Magnetic loss factor

Magnetic permeability

Magnetic susceptibility
Magnetization

Magnetomotive force

Permeability (sea Magnetic
permeability)

Permittivity (see Dielectric constant)
Phase constant
Potential (see Electric potential)
Potential difference (see Electromo-

tive force)

Power

Q of a dielectric (quality factor

Relative dielectric constant
Relative magnetic permeability
Resistance (direct current)
Resistivity
Torque
Voltage (see Electromotive force)

F
z"
Z
h
n

L

o
B

tan 6

rn

H

p

Qz-Qr

P

p"

lt'
X*
M

mmf

a

K,

K^l
n
p
T
U

F : d(mv)/dt
Z" :1)/I
Z:E/H
ls : a/F
n : tro/tr

_1)L:-
dI*
dt

u,'n6:!
rn: IFn

fn.dt:I
t:I".nita
T:rnXB

P' : B/H
Xm:K*'-l
M: (B/po) - H

^2
mmf : I g.at

J1

0 :2r/1,

6z - 6t: -emf

o -dWdt
18:-

f,an o

x' : e'/eo
K^t : tt'/tto
R:T/I
p:l/o
T: F"d
U : -emf

kg m/sec!
kg mz/sec coul2
kg m2/sec coul2

kg m2/coul2

coul m2/sec

cou/m sec

kg m2/sec coul

kg/sec coul

kg m/coul2

kg m/coul2

coul/m sec

coul/sec

m-1

kg m2/sec8

kg m2/sec coul2
kg m3/sec coul2
kgmzf sec2

newton
ohm
ohm

henry

amp m2
: joule/weberfm2

amp/m

volt sec : weber

volt sec/m2
: weber/m2

henry/m

henry/m

amp/m

amp

_t

joule/sec : watt

ohm
ohm m
newton m

1x106
* x to-'tt
* x lo-tt

# " 1o-r1

3 x 1013

3x107

* x ro-'

t x ro-n

fr " 10-13

fr t 1o-r3

3x107

3x10e

1 x 10-2

1x107

* x 1o-tt
* x ro-'
1x107

l"to'+r

1x10t
1x10e
1x10e

1x103

1 x 10-3

1x108

1X106

a ,. to'kr
a ,. to'
41t

1 x 10-3

1 x 10-l

1 x 10-2

1X107

1x10s
1 x 101r
1x107

I
l/c2
l/cz

l/c'

c

l/c

t/c

l/cz

l/c2

c

c

l/c2
l/c2
1

H\Jts.

E
o
EaF.
o
F
U)

tr
Fg
-
Ets.
FFa

t9gt

t Example for use of conversion factors: given the electric field strength
E :31.3 in. mks system, then E : 31.3 kg m/sec2 coul : 31.3 volt/m,

: 31.3 X + x 10-4 : 10.4 X 10-a statvolt/cm,
: 31.3 X 108 abvolt/cm.



Macroscopic Approach

Table 8.2. Other units and their relation to the rnks units

Quantity Symbol and Derivation Mks Unit Other Units Conversion Factors

Angle deg or o deg radian (rad) 1 rad : 57.296 deg

Area A o
cm2, inz., ft2 1 cm2 : 10-a l

1 in.2 : 6.4516 ; 1g-af mz
1 ft2 : 9.2903 X l0-2 J

Attenuation
I. Eo 1. Poo : ito, 

: 
2rro F neper (n) decibel (db) : ZObSff

: fOlosf;

1 db : 8.686 n

Energy U joule : watt sec erg, kilowatt hour
(kwh), cal, Btu

Force F newton dyne 1 dyne : 10-6 newton

Length I m cm, riln, micron (F),mF,
angstrom (A)

Magnetic field
strength H

amp/m or amp
turn/m oerstedt l oersted.t: gamp/m

41t

Magnetic flux
density

B weber/m2 gauss 1 gauss : 10-a weber/m2

Mass M kg g, pound (lb) 1q:10-s L
r ib : 0.4$b9lks

Power P watt erg sec-l, kw, cal sec-l,
Btu hr-1, hp (horse-
power)

Pressure

Volume

W

newton/m2

m3

newton

dyne cm-2, lb in.-2
atm, cm Hg, bar

cm3, in.8, Iiter, gallon

dyne
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nents appear in many of the dimensional equations;
fractional dimensions make no physical sense. This
difficulty can be avoided and all concepts simplified by
referring to four fundamental quantities.l Here we
adopt electric charge as the fourth d'imension.

.!rs practical units we select the meter (m), kilogram
(kg), second (sec), and coulomb (coul). In addition to
these primary units, deriued units such as the volt, am-
p€r€, and ohm are used to shorten the dimensional equa-
tions. Table 8.1 gives a survey of the dimensional re-
lations which are of importance for the macroscopic
theory as here presented.

In the formulation of the theory rve adopted a ra,tion-
alized system of units by postulating direct equivalence
between charge density and electric flux density (Eq.
2.3). This direct correspondence between s and D, as-

signing one D line to the unit of true charge, instead of
the 4r lines of the unrationalized systern, seems more
logical from our approach to the field theory, in which
Coulomb's law is not the starting point but only one
consequence of the electrostatic concepts. It has the
additional advantage of removing the factor 4tr from
the equations most frequently encountered in dielectric
problems.

Rationalization was originally suggested by Heavi-
side,2 and a rationalized system based on the meter,
kilogram, and second (mks system) was first advocated
by Giorgi.s The mks system is therefore also called the
Giorgi system.

To arrive at numerical values requires two more
steps: a measurement of the velocity of light

1
t:l*o (8'1)

(see Eq. 7.19), which establishes the product €eps, &nd
an agreement as to the value of ee or p0. By inter-
national consent the value of po has been fixed for the
rationalized mks system as

po : 4tr X 10-z - L.257 X 10-o [henry m-1]. (8.2)

l See the discussion of J. A. Stratton, Electromagnetic Theory,
McGraw-Ilill Book Co., New York, 1941, pp. 16 ff.

2 O, Heaviside, Electrician 10,6 (1882).
3 G. Giorgi, ,4,ssoc. elettrot. italiana, atti 5,402 (1901).

The velocity of light has been measured as

c : 2.gg7g X 108 ^,3 X 108 [m sec-l] a; (8.3)

hence the dielectric constant of free space becomes

1.n:1X10-e- 36r

^,8.854 X 10-12 [farad m-t]. (8.4)

The intrinsic impedance Zs of. free space, determined
by the ratio of permeability to permittivity (see Eq.
7.25), follorvs as

Zo : \/ ttu'r" : I20r - 376.6 [ohm]. (8.5)

Table 8.1 contains,s in addition to the primary and
derived units, their conversion factors to the rational-
ized electrostatic (esu) and electromagnetic (emu) units.
Both these systems use centimeter (cm) and gram (g)

as the units of length and mass, and, in addition, the
unrationalized esu system postulates es : l, whereas
the unrationalized emu (Goussian) system chooses ps

- 1. Consequently, from Eq. 8.1,

€g €SU o
_1.

€6 €IIIU
(8.6)

p6 €SU

Aco emu c2

Table 8.1 refers only to the primary and derived units
of the mks system. Frequently other derived units are
customary or of more convenient magnitude; those of
importance for this book are listed in Table 8.2, with
their conversion factors.

a The most accurate measurements of the light velocity are
no longer free-space determinations over Iong distances such as

the Michelson-Morley experiment fPhil. Mag. 13,236 (L882); 24,
449 (1887)], but resonance measurements in wave-guide cavities

[see K. D. Froome, Nature 169, LOZ (1952)].
6 See also the tabulation of P. N{oon and D. E. Spencer,

Am. J. Phys. 16, 25 (1948).
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9 . Description of Dielectrics by Yarious Sets of Parameterg

fn Sec. 1 the response of a dielectric material to sinus-
oidal electric and magnetic fields was expressed by the
two complex para,meters e* and p* which determine the
storage and dissipation of electric and magnetic energy
in the medium. These para,meters were derived from
the amplitude and temporal-phase relations between
voltage and cument in capacitors and coils. It is now
obvious that we are not restricted to using e* a.d p*,
but may refer to alternate para,meters that convey the
same information,

The power engineer replaces the dielectric constant
e' and the loss factor e" by the combination of e' and
purer fantor cos 01 the radio engineer may choose e' and
the loss tnngent tan 6, where

rive them conveniently, we visualize the spatial electric
wave train at some moment 11,

Frequently the inverse of the loss tangent, the quality
factor I of the dielectric,

ae'Egz

ue"Egz

av. energy stored
per half cycle

c" loss current ttand:-:-.c' charging current

*r'Enz:2ry"#:2r

Eu : EP-Ir : Ete-o'r-iZ"f

and the electric field strength is rewritten as

Ea : nrr-o(*+i) .

Is c )ro
1s--:-:

\a2r

In vacuum the wavelength is Io, and the wave travels
with the velocity of light (cf. Eq. 7.19),

(e.8)

In other media the wavelength nomally shortens and
the phase velocity slows down. The ratio of the wave-
length or phase velocity in vacuum to that in the dielec-
tric designates the ind,er of refrontian of the dielectric
medium,

(e.e)

For a loss.free medium this equation simplifies to

n : 1/r!p'ffi: t/*'d. -- (9.10)

If, in addition, the magnetization can be neglected
(ttt : pe), the well-known Ma&well relati,m, t results,

n2 : !: *'.
c0

(cf. Eq. 7.13). The wave amplitude oscillates in spa,ce

with a periodicity )t; it is enclosed between exponential
envelopes determined by the attenuation constant a
(Fig. 9.1o). Altematively, in polar co-ordinates, the
wave amplitude may be depicted as a radius vector
which, rotating clockwise as the distance increases, de-
scribes a logarithmic spiral (Fig. 9.1b). The parameter
r is replaced in the latter representation by the phase

angle d according to the relation

(e.6)

(e.5)

(e.7)

(e.11)

(e.1)

nO
- 

F- 

-tI 2zr

1
Q:-:

tan D

enerry dissipated
per half cycle

because tn" poJo ;:,-:"f; ir,'*,"-, *
p : "E+ [watt m_a].

(e.2)

ser\res as the frgwe of mcrit, especially in waveguide
problems. An engineer interested in dielectric heating
will probably refer to e'and the di,elnctrin cond,utltaiQ

(e.3)

(e.4)

:I

If, instead of the time relation between current and
voltage, the electromagnetic field in space is considered,
new substitutes for e* and pt offer themselves. To de

t It should be noted that, since cos 0 - sin 6, the power factor
and loss tangent (dissipation factor) may be considered equal
only for sufrciently smsll l,ow on4lea 6, where sin 6 - tan D be
c&usecos6=1.

t This relation has been abused frequently in predicting static
dielectric constants from optical refraction data. Actually, it
states only tbat the squa,re of the index of refraction of a non-
absorbing, asnmngnetic materirl is equal to the relative permit-
tivity at that frequency.
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Fig. 9.1. Electric wave train in space.

The physicist normally uses the index of refraction
as one of his parameters and pairs with it, by making
use of the polar representation of the wave, the attenu-
ation per radian called inder of absorption,

we can derive the phase relation between the electric
and the magnetic wave. It is evident that the electric
field vector is advanced or retarded with respect to the
magnetic vector in temporal phase, depending on the
preponderance of the term pertaining to the electric or
the magnetic loss. For negligible magnetic loss (p"
: 0),

2h

a), q,

k--:_.2rP
By substituting these indices of refraction and absorp-
tion for the attenuation factor a and the phase factor B
of the propagation factor in Eq. 7.I2 we obtain

l-t{2

the phase advance of the electric wave is equal to the
arc tangent of the index of absorption. In a loss-free
medium in unbounded space the electric and magnetic
field vectors of an electromagnetic wave are exactly in
phase (Fig. 9.2).

(e.12)

(e.13)

(e.15)

tan2l:tand:

tanf - k;

(e.18)

(e.le)
21 2tr

^t : i f" "(t - ik) : i ,rn*
The propagation factor z used by the communication
engineer may thus be replaced by the compler ind,er of
refraction

n*:n(L-jk) (e.14)

employed in the calculations of physical optics.
The propagation factor 7 is proportional to the prod-

rtct t/r*t *, whereas the intrinsic impedance Z is equal
to the ratio t/i*/r". Both complex quantities have to
be determined to obtain e* and p* individually.

From the intrinsic impedance

E17_

H
in polar form,

z:lZler
r rtt2cp )

The general characterization of a dielectric as the
ei| (9.16) carrier of an electromagnetic field requires two inde

pendent complex parameters which have to be deter-
mined by four independent measurements; however,

(g.12) the situation fortunately simplifies in practice. Ferro-
magnetics excepted, the magnetic polarization is, in

- c" p' - ,'rt"
tan 2t- t t t t, ttclt t c lt

p*

€*

Fig. 9.2. Traveling TEM wave in loss-free dielectric.

with
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general, so weak that p* may be replaced by the per-
meability po of free space for all practical purposes.
Thus, two measurements normally suffice to determine
the dielectric response of homogeneous isotropic mate-
rials at a given frequency. Consequently, in most cases,

our dielectric characteristics show only the specific
dielectric constant,

x' : e'/eo,

and the loss tangent tan d.

To allow & convenient change-over from these to
other parameters, we equate the real and imaginary
parts of Eq. 7.I2. It follows for the attenuation factor
of a transversal electromagnetic wave (TEM wave)

trco2
, : 

4o 
(r'p" * ,"p'),

and for the phase factor

_ 2tr f (r'p' - e" p")
P:-:w; IL2

x{r+ (e.22)

Thus we arrive at the conversion formulas:
For materials with negligible magnetic loss (p" : 0)

we obtain from F,q.9.22 for the wavelength the simpli-
fied expression

If, in addition, the permeability is that of vacuum
(p' : po), we may write for the index of refraction

treft/-------------;-.1%
2, : -" : Lr*'lVl f tan2 6 + tlj @.24)

Similarly the attenuation factor becomes

and the index of absorption

I
1

(e.26)
\/L + tufr'-L +

(e.20)

These equations show that it is convenient to discuss
the effect of the dielectric loss on other parameters by
studying the three boundary c&ses: tan2 d ( 1, tan2 6

: 1, and tan2 d > 1.

The attenuation produced by a dielectric is frequently
expressed as the atterutntion distnnce L/a thtough which
the field strength decays to L/e: 0.368 of its original
value,

1:trol 2 1%

a-2*L@J [m]' (e'27t

(9.21) or as the attenuation in ilecibels per metur produced by
the material. If the field strength falls from Z'(0) to
E(r), or the power from P(0) to P(r), over a length r
of the dielectric, this decibel loss is defined as

l";:I

Erc\ P(O)
20 log 

"@: 
10 log p(r) : 8.686ar [db]; (9.28)

that is, the decibel loss per meter is given as

2r f L 1)/z
8.686a : 8.680; 

L; 
x'l{t * tan2 u - t}l

I
(e.23)

, [tr'p' {1 + {1@i17'z 8.686 !\/7 tan D :1697 -!-trq {rc'

For low-loss materials (tan 6 << 1) this loss becomes
simply

(e.30)

For the convenience of the reader nornographic charts
have been provided which allow a quick evaluation of
l/o (Charts 9.1-9.3), of the decibel loss per meter
(Charts 9.4-9.6), of B (Chart 9.7), and of n and k
(Chart 9.8), when the specific dielectric constant and
the loss tangent are given. Chart 9.9, in addition, gives
the dielectric conductivity in terms of the same param-
eters calculated from the equation

o : o)e" : 5.bO X 10-11/rc, tan6 [ohm-lm-1]. (9.81)

f dbt
L;J' (e'2e)

2r fL 1%
4 : -- l;olV | * tan2 u - 1ll, (e.25)

'*(##)'n"
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10 ' Forces

The force of an electrostatic field of the strength E
acting on & probe charge Q' was postulated to be (see

Eq' 2'9) 
F" : e'E' (10'1)

This formulation rests on the tacit assumption that the
detector charge Q' is so small that the field generated
by it may be neglected in comparison to E. Acceding
first to this limitation, we may derive a variety of force
expressions for specific field constellations.

Axiol quodrupole Generol quodrupole

oo

Fig.

If the field E originates from a point charge Q, Cou-
lomb's law results (see Eq. 3.8),

because of the spherical symmetry of the field, its
strength decreases inversely proportional to the second
power of the distance from the generating charge Q.
If the field stems from an electric dipole, a force de-
creasing inversely proportional to the third power of
the distance is obtained (see Eq. 3.19). A combination
of two dipoles, a quadrupole, produces a force varying
inversely proportional to the fourth power of the dis-
tance; an octu,pola, fomed by two quadrupoles, acts on

0' with a force ,-, I/r5; and any higher multipole ar-
rangements lead to forces represented by the corre-
sponding higher members of a power series.l

1See, for example, J. C. Slater and N. H. Frank, Electromag'
nettism, McGraw-Ilill Book Company, New York, 1947, pp. 227 fr..

This type of dependence can be perceived easily, if
we remember that the electrostatic potentials of the
generating charges supelpose arithmetically (see Eq.
4.1). The dipole arrangement of Fig. 3.2 thus pro-
duces, at a distance r ) d, a potential {4 proportional

Fig. r0.2. Field of **t* nr;Hlo;::)= equipotential lines,

to the gradient of the Coulomb potential (see Eq. 3.10),

Jr'r0
Qa: : - d'VO. (10.3)

e'4rr2

Since the Coulomb potential varies as Lf r, the dipole
potential has to vary with I/P in accordance with the
gradient operation (Eq. 3.1S). Quadrupoles (Fig. 10.1)

create correspondingly, at a distance r ) 6, a potential

$qf proportional to the gradient of the dipole potential

Qcu: -6'V0o, (10.4)

that is, dqu varies as 1/r3, and so on (Fig. 10.2).
Although arrangements of alternating positive and

negative charges thus reduce the range of the electro-
static forces below that of a Coulomb field, a favorable
arrangement of like charges may have the opposite

Or
P] lc
er o

l*

o
,.1

e

eo
Regulor quodrupole

10.1. Quadrupoles.

Fr: #*, (10.2)
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effect. 'Well-known 
examples are the field strength in

a cylindrical capacitor which varies proportional to
Ifr only, and the field strength in the homogeneous
part of a plate condenser which is even independent of
distance.

Frequently we are not concerned with the action of
a field E on a simple point charge detector Q', but on
some more complicated charge constellation. In Sec. 3
we derived the fact that a dipole in a homogeneous field
is subject to a torque, whereas in an inhomogeneous
field, in addition, a translational force acts proportional
to the gradient of the field strength (see Eq. 3.25).
Since dielectric bodies in electrostatic fields polarize,
the forces exerted on them have to be calculated as a
field action on more or less complicated dipole constel-
lations. The same is true for magnetized materials in
magnetic fields (see Sec. 5).

A cylindrical rod of length d and cross section q : p2r, polar-
ized homogeneously parallel to its axis, can be treated f.or d) p

simply as a dipole of the pole strength Pg and of the moment

lL :Pqd : PV. (10.5)

The vector P, the pola^rization, represents, as previously, the
dipole moment per unit volume (see Fig. 5.2).

In a few more complicated c&ses &n "equivalent" dipole mo-
ment p of the body may be calculated. A typical example is the
case of an uncharged dielectric sphere of radius B placed in a
homogeneous field E6 pointing in the *zdirection (Fig. f0.3).

The field distribution, produced by the polarization of the
sphere, must be obviously symmetrical around the z-axis, that is,
independent of the angle 4. The Laplace equation for the spheri-
cal case (see Eqs. 4.13 and 4.16) therefore simplifies to

v2o :* 
""-u! 

+\4+ l=t?t a t : o. (10.6)
or2 t rAr t 12A02'r2sin0A0 "'

If O" and d; designate the potential outside and inside the sphere,
respectively, we obtain the solution

," : (#* Br) cos a,

(10.7)

r, : (3* Dr) cos a.

Since the field intensity at the surface of the sphere remains finite,
do must beeome identical with d; at this boundary. According
to Eq. 2.3, furthermore, the normal component of D must be
continuous if no true zurface charge exists. Hence

6a: 6;

at,r: R. (10.8)

At a very great distance from the sphere the external field will
remain undisturbed,

ea: -Eor cosp : -Eazcos| for r : €, (10.9)

and in the center of the sphere the potential must stay finite,

These boundary conditions (Eqs. 10.8 to 10.10) determine the
coefficients of Eqs. 10.7 as

(10.11)

(10.13)

(10.14)

The potErtial
becomes

outside and inside the dielectric sphere thus

/ ee'-.t'F3 \o":\ffir-r)uoz,
3.r', (10'12)

oi: - ,2,+%iEoz
Consequently the field strength in the interior of the sphere,

Ei": -vdi : ffi7n0,
+E

Fig. 10.3. Dielectric sphere in homogeneous field.

is constant and parallel to the original external field; for e2' ) e1'

it is smaller, for c2' ( e1'Iarger than Eo by an amount

etl - e'tt
Eo -E;r: #Eo.e2 t .cl

, o6o , oQ;
c1 -:- : c2 

=-ctf ctf

The polarization P in the sphere is by definition (see F,q.2.7)

p = (rz, - ,{)E;": #8.r,&. (to.lb)

Since this is the dipole moment per unit volumq the sphere acts
to the outside with a dipole moment

F: w :T^t* : rRteL,#" (to.l6)

placed in the center of the sphere. Figure 10.3 illustrates the
actual field distribution resulting from the superposition of the
original field Eo and this dipole field of the polarized sphere (see

also Appendix B, 7).
In an inhomogeneous field Eo a translational foree would act

on the sphere (see Eq. 3.25)

F : F.vE o :2nTlet' 
#v@02), 

(10.17)

driving it, for e2 ) et, into the region of highest and for ez 1 er

into the region of lowest field strength.6; - finits forr:0. (10.10)
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The basic force equation (Eq. 10.1) remains valid in
electromagnetic fields; it describes the action of the
electric field strength E on a charge Q', whether or not
E can be derived from a scalar potential. If the charge
is in motion, an additional force arises due to the action
of the magnetic field. That such a force must exist can

Fig. 10.4. Magnetic force on moving charge Q'.

be foreseen from the fact that a charge Q'moving with
the velocity v corresponds to a current

| : Qtv. (10.18)

A eurrent, according to Amp0re's circuital law (Eq. 5.5),
is surrounded by a magnetic field. For a ring current
this field is equivalent to that of a magnetic dipole (Eq.
5.28), and a magnetic dipole of the moment m. suffers

a torque in an external magnetic field (Eq. 2.16)

T: m"B. (10.19)

Thus a linear current element / dl will be subject to a
force. Its value is found to be

dF* : I dl*$. (10.20)

In contrast to the electric force, which is directed along
the vector E, the magnetic force operates normal to the
plane defined by the current element and the vector B
(Fig. 10.4).

The total force for a charge 8'moving with the ve-
locity u in an electromagnetic field becomes thus simply
(see Eqs. 10.18 and 10.20)

F: F, * F_ : Q,(E f v,.B) [newton], (10.21)

if Q' is expressed in coulombs, E in volts per meter, v
in meters per second, and B in webers per square meter
(see Table 8.1). In the more general case of a volume
7 filled with true charge of the density p and currents
of the density J, an electromagnetic field produces the
net mechanical force on this volume

, : I * dv + [v(J 
*B) itv. (Lo.2z)

In closed systems it frequently proves convenient to
derive the forces acting on an object in electric and
magnetic fields from the maximum decrease in free
energy caused by a differential motion of the body.
Equation 3.25 illustrates this procedure.

n(n - L)(dQ)2
(1 1.1)

2e'4trr1

In the limiting case of an infinite number of steps
(n -> *, dQ r 0, with n dQ : 8) there will be stored
the potential energy

u--w-Lqo' (11.2)

In Eq. 11.2 the charge is vizualized as the seat of the
electric energy. Altematively, the field in space, con-

L/:;ao(t

Fm = Q'vBsin g

11 ' Field Energy and Radiation

The enerry content of the electromagnetic field is
stored in the electric and in the magnetic field. In ad-
dition, energy may be dissipated as heat during the
electric and magnetic polarization cycle. Let us start,
as in the preceding section, with the electrostatic case

and then proceed by analogy.
That an electrostatic field represents stored enerry

follows directly from the fact that work is required for
its creation. Let us visualize a charge 0 on a sphere of
radius 11, assembled zuccessively from infinity in n
charge elements dQ. At each step of the transfer, work
has to be done against the Coulomb force of the charge
already present (see Eqs. 3.7 and 3.8). Hence the total
work required to concentrate the charge on the sphere
is

#+deffi
- (n-L)dQ

+...+dQ
c'4trr1
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nected to the charge by the defining equations 2.3 to
2-5, may be considered as the carrier of this energy.
Each volume element of space stores

E.Ddu: , dv'

hence the total volume trZ filled by the field contains the
electric energy

u : L Iur.D dv : L [;n2 dv [ioule]. (11.4)

That Eqs. 11.2 and 11.4 represent alternative expres-
sions may be verified readily in the special case of a
charged sphere (Fig. 11.1). The field strength E is

tl\

Fig. 11.1. Energy content of Coulomb field.

essentially constant within concentric volume elements
dV and is identical with the Coulomb field of Eq. 3.6;
consequently

u :L f ,'n'dvu -- 2Jv

lf' qz - 1: 
, J,, ?ffi4trrz dr : ,Q6' (11'5)

as asserted. The general equivalence of Eqs. 11.2 and
11.4 can be based on the fact that any electrostatic field
can be built up from the Coulomb fields of point
charges.

In the example of a single charged sphere the neu-
tralizing countercharge -Q resides at infinity. If, in-
stead, it is located at a finite distance, the potential
difference'0 between the two charges replaces the po-
tential { in Eq. I1.2, that is,

u:LzQT:\cT2,

visualized as carrier of the magnettic energA

g : |L12,

or the magnetic field in space may be considered as its
seat,

u : ilrH.B d,v : t[nu'n'av [joule]. (11.s)

By summing over the electric and magnetic energy,
stored and dissipated, we obtain the electrarnagnetf,c en-
ergy of. sinusoidal fields in isotropic dielectrics as

u : L Ire*82 
dV + t fnu.nz 

dv [joule]. (11.e)

The electric and magnetic field strengths of a TEM
wave in an unbounded medium are interrelated by the
intrinsic impedance (see Bqs.7.24 and 7.25) as

gz p*

H, 
: 

,*'
Equation 11.9, rewritten as

u : frur2 dv : 
fnr*H, dv, (11.11)

shows that in traveling waves the electric and magnetic
ener$/ densities in each volume element are equal at
any moment.

The rate of decrease of the electromagnetic energy
in a volume 7, due to other causes than heat loss, meas-
ures the outward flow of the energy through the enclos-
ing surface. The intensity of this electromagnetic radi-
ation, the energy per second crossing a unit area nonnal
to the direction of propagation, can be described by the
Poynting uector L

S:E"H [watt--r], (11.12)

and the total radiation emanating from a volume 7
becomes

f / aE aIl\
-J,,('.tE+ P*H-)dv

-- f"(E.H) 'nd,A [watt]. (11.13)

The energy flow in an electromagnetic field cannot
be observed for a rnorwchrmnat;i,c u)ane,

E : aeu"-Fd, (11.14)

because the wave train would have infinite extent and
duration. A wave train of finite length, and therefore

l See the discussion of the Poynting theorem in J. A. Stratton,
Elutromagnet;i.c Theory, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1941,
p. 131.

(11.3)

(11.6)

(11.7)

(11.10)

with C the capacitance of the condenser system.
According to the same type of argument, either the

current .f traversing a coil of the inductance Z may be

- i I i\
'.\iii

,/ ,-I\ \
/11\\

lt\\
\/tt/
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of finite enerry content, cannot be monochromatic but
consists, according to Fourier analysis,2 of a wave group
formed by the superposition of waves. In the simplest
c&se a ume group or signnl can be composed of two
waves, E1 and 82, of equal amplitude deviating from
each other by a difrerential value ila in frequency and
dts in phase as

' (11.15)

since a plane of constant modulateil amplihil,e is dv
scribed by

dA dln
fi - -t - constant.

22

In comparing the group velocity u, of a modulated
wave with the phase velocity a of. a monochromatic wave
(cf. Eq. 7.I9), we obtain

ldudu
,, : 

yr: 
u * F * :, - raJ. (11.19)

Group and phase velocity are identical only in media
in which the propagation velocity is frequency inde-
pendent, that is, rn nond,isper$ue dielectrics.

The superposition of two waves leads to a periodic
sequence of beats. By the superposition of many plane
waves, covering a frequency interval with prescribed
amplitudes, we may construct pulses or waae packets of.

any desired shape (Fig. 11.3). The fact that any w&ve

Worc shope obtoined
by odditbn of three
hormonics.

$ l-hrrnonic

3rd Flormonic

5fr Fhmonic

Fig. 11.3. Synthesis "t nTlJ"".i.Yo.r 
by superposition of

phenomenon may be compounded from plane w&ves
justifies simplifying the discussion of the field equations
by the condition of Eq. 7.8 without loss in generality.

(11.18)

,: oilQ-+)'-(u-t)"1

': oilQ*ot)'-(u*4il")
The resultant field strength

E:Er*Ez
_ qe!@t-e,,rz 

"o"(f 
dr,r \

\ t, - T r) (11.16)

is modulated, with maxima (antinodes) appearing for
dp dtt- 

- r - _ t: mr (wherar/n :0,I,2, "') andminima22
dB du rr

(nodes) at- - r - -t: m: (where rn:1,3,5, "')\------'-l 2 2 2'

(Fig. LL.2). This is the familiar phenomenon of. beat

frequencies. The propagation velocity of a specific beat,

o cor (r-f)t o cos ('+f)tffi
zo.otf r

Fig. 11.2. Beat frequencies produced by two w&ves of slightly
different wavelengths.

the $gnal ael,ocity or group uel,oci,ty of the modulated
w&ve, is given by

dx d,o

- = l)t: 
-: 

d,Vdlt,dt"dp
t For example, see E. A. Guillemin, The Mollwmati,cs oI Circuit

Analysis, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1949.

oosrt cosf t

(11.17)
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L2 ' Polarized Radiation

Plones of constont

The theory outlined thus far leads to the following
arrangement for measuring e* and p* in unbounded
space (Fig. Lz.I): An incoming modulated TEM wave

Direction of
propogotion

Fig. 12.1. Arrangement for measuring e* and p* in unbounded
spa,ce.

passes in succession the planes A and B, oriented per-
pendicularly to the direction of propagation. lrt A, an
electric and a magnetic receiver, arranged normally to
each other, measure the ratio E/H; at B, a second -E

or H detector compares the signal with that in,4- as to
magnitude and time difference r of arrival. The first

-.urrrru*ent gives the intrinsic impedance or {W;
the second, the propagation factor or \/7F for a

known signal frequencY.
This measurement presupposes that the dielectric is

homogeneous and isotropic, that is, that the statn' of
polnrization, of the vrave does not change from A to B.
In other words, the field vectors E and H, when pro-
jected on a screen normal to the direction of propaga-

tion, must traverse the same geometrical pattern in the
sarne space orientation at any distance r.

To derive & more quantitative description of this
wave polarization, let the electric field be composed of

the components

Eu: acosost

and (12.1)

Eo: bcos (cof * 6) : b(cosatf cos D - sinorf sin 6).

These components oscillate on the screen in the y- and
a-directions of a Cartesian coordinate system, with

amplitudes o and b, and follow each other with a rela-
tive shift in temporal phase, d (Fig. 12.2). ff we re-
write Eq. 12.1,

: COS <,ll Sin 6,

8", E.' cos 6 - - : sin c,lf sin 6,ab

we obtain, by squaring and adding, the orbital equation

(+)' - r++ "",, . (+)' :,i," 6 (12 8)

For a phase difference of 90o between the components

(u : *;),this reduces to

Eu

-srnda

(+)'.(+)'

(12.2)

: 1, (I2.4)

the well-known normal form for an ellipse, oriented with
its axes 2a and2b inthe y- and z-directions, respectively.

Fig. 12.2. Elliptically polarized radiation.

The general equation (12.3) depicts an ellipse in-
scribed within a rectangle of the sides 2a and 2b; the
principal axes of the ellipse are turned by an angle d

into the a'- and a'-directions (Fig. 12.3). This can be
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shown as follows. The ellipse is represented as

: 1, (12.5)

where

Eu, : ?rcos (rt - 0) : Eo coso * E"sino, 
(12.6)

8", : usin (rt - 0) : -Ersin0 * E"cosd.

By introducing these expressions for the components
into Eq. L2.5, the form of the general equation (12.3)

is regained as

,"'(#*4,, ) -zEa,"sinocos t(#-;)

Fig. 12.3. Analysis of polarized light.

A comparison of Eqs. 12.3 and 12.7 yrelds the corre-
lation between the parameters a, b, alcrd 6 of the y, z

co-ordinate system and u, w, and 0 of the U', 2' system:

8 = 135"

I = 225" 8 = 27O" 8 .315"

Variou^q states of polarization (a : b).

shift of a multiple of r, the ellipse degenerates into a
straight line (6 -- *mr, ffi: tr 2,3, . . .), the wave
is kinnarly polarizd,, and, according to Eq. t2.I0,

b
tano: - (-1)-

q

The stnte of polo,rization of a wante, that is, a/b and 0,

may be found by determining first the position of the

,,1.r o\ principal axes y', z' in space and then delaying one of
' \rzrol' the two field components Eo or 8", bY an additional

quarber wavelength in order to produce linearly polar-
ized radiation. By measuring the angle a of this linear
radiation with respect to the y'-axis, the ratio wfu rs

established (see Eq. 12.10); by the position of the y'-
axis, in relation to the y-axis, the angle 0 is foundl hence

(12.9) a/b and 6 are obtained.

If the parameters o, b, and d are given, u, wt and d may
be found as

tan%) : 
2ab

a, - brcos 
6 : tan 2B cos 6,

b
tanB =-,

a

sin 2a : { sin 20 sin E,

(12.10)

tan a -''u
A temporal phase shift d between the two field com-

ponents creates, therefore, in general, elliptti'cally polar'
ized rod,iation (FiS. I2.4). If the two components have
equal amplitudes and a phase shift of an odd multiple
of. rfZ, af,rculnrly polarized rad,iat;ian results. If the ob-
server, facing the oncoming wave, sees a clockwise rota-
tion of the radius vector, the polarization is called rxght

hmn circular, whereas a counterclockwise rotation cor-
sponds to lefLhand circular polarization. For a phase

O\
8=45" 8=9O"

(12.11)

(9'.(+)'

4

osin6:

bsinD:

ffio
uw

a,b sin 6 u2uf

cos 0 sin 0 cos 0lu2 - wzl

In addition,
a2+b2:u2+w2.
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13 ' Dipole Rafiation

lrn indu,ced dipol'e munent p(t) can be visualized as a

dipole of the constant length d, in which the charge

altemates periodically between a (+-) and a (-+)
constellation. Such a dipole is equivalent to a linear
dipole antenna of the length d traversed by an alter-
nating current (Fig. 13.1),

. d,Q tiap(t)
I : 

-: 
---dtddt

Dipole antennas are the simplest source of polarized

radiation. In fact, Maxwell's electromagnetic theory

The theory of polarization and magnetization is based

on the dipole concept. In Sec. 3 we derived the electric
field surrounding a static dipole of the permanent mo-
ment p. Frequently, however, we do not deal with
such permanent moments, but with moments induced

by the external field and varying with it as a periodic

function of time,

p(r):Qdtt"-ltoei't.

The wave equations hold when the divergence con-
ditions, Eqs. 7.3 and 7.4, are fulfilled. Hence they are
valid everywhere in space except at the location of the
charges and the current elements of the dipole proper.
However, we know already the magnetic field in the
immediate surroundings of a current element. It is de-
scribed by Biot-Savart's law (Eq. 5.18), which, for our
dipole antenna of the length d, may be rewritten ac-
cording to Eq. 13.2:

I ^. L d,l p(r) I (d " ro)
ff : 

4Tr, 
@* ru) : 

4"r, d, , 
(13.1)

Our first problem is therefore to find an expression for
the magnetic field strength H that obeys the wave
equation in space and reduces to the Biot-Savart equaF

tion (13.4) at the dipole.
We can guess at the proper solution by the following

consideration. In Sec. 5 we derived the Biot-Savart
law by the intioduction of a vector potential O from
which the magnetic field strength was obtained by the
curl operation (see Eq. 5.19). This vector potential is
spherically symmetric and can be written for the dipole
antenna according to Eqs. 5.25, 13.1, and 13.2 as

o : rd : 1 Ylt) : +)Loei,t. (18.b)
4rr 4trr dt 4trr' -

The electromagnetic field created by the dipole antenna
will travel outward with a phase velocity u, hence must
appear at a distance r from the wire delayed by a tem-
Poral Phase 

,-r,l : ,-,7,. (18.6)

The simplest assumption is that the vector potential O
of Biot-Savart's law has only to be modified, by the
introduction of this retardation fa,ctor, as

(13.1)

(13.2)

Fig. 13.1. Equivalence of alternating dipole and dipole antenna.

was confirmed when Hertz 1 succeeded in calculating

this radiation and in verifying its existence by experi-
ment. The electromagnetic fietd of an alternating di-
pole is thus of great importance for the macroscopic as

well as the molecular theory. TVe will analyze it briefly.
The field vectors E and H have to satisfy Maxwell's

equations, and therefore the wave equations (7.6 and

7.7). Assuming that the dipote is surrounded by an

isotropic medium without loss, we may write these

equations I Az1_
vzE :

a2 aP (13.3)

1 A2H
vzH : * a*'

where u is the phase velocity of the electromagnetic
w&ves in the dielectric (see Eq. 7.19).

r H. Hertz, Ann. Physik 86,1(1888).

to give the magnetic field of the alternating dipole.
Carrying through the curl operation (see Eqs. 5.12

arrd 5.27), we obtain the field expression

H: V,O

_ I po l, r(,-) I _ *+ j:I (d " ro) : (18.8)
4r t ru- rzuJ it '

g : lL pod'Q-i)
4trr

(13.7)
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or, written in spherical co-ordinates:

Hr:0,
He : 0, (13.9)

H6 :ry,-i.t (_ # * i ;)sin o.

In the near zone of the dipole (r <( I) the t,em n L/f
dominates, and the magnetic field becomes identical
with the BioLsavart field of Eq. 13.4 save for the re-
tarding phase factor. In the fo,r zonn, at great distance
from the dipole (r )) )t), only the term varying with 1/r
remains.

To calculate the accompanying electric field, we have
to introduce the expression for H of Eq. 13.8 into Max-
well's first field equation (Eq. 7.1), written for a dielec-
tric medium without loss

AE
Vr,H : 6t 

-.at

The curl operation, carried through as above, leads to
the electric field components

It is built up by the electric field of a dipole that con-
sists of a radial component E, and of a component Ea
tangential to the circles of longitude of a polar sphere.
Superposed on it is the magnetic field of the dipole &n-
tenna current.EI6 oriented tangentially in the direction
circles of latitude of the polar sphere.

For the far zone (r ) tr) only the terms varyrng with
I/r rcmain of importance, that is, the electromagaetic
field consists of the two tangential components (Fig.
r3.2),

Ee :ryIl rin d ^-i':
dP c'4nra2 

a n'

H6 :rylf i" a ,-i'1. 
(13'14)

dP 4trra

Fie. t3.2. Tangential 
""*l:;"""J. 

(far zone) and Poynting

This field at great distance from the dipole antenna con-
sists of TEM waves propagating radially outwards.
The field amplitudes diminish proportional to L/r, that
is, the field enerry with l/f , as we would expect for
any point source of radiation. They are furthermore
proportional to the second derivative of the dipole mo-
ment, that is, the first derivative of the antenna cur-
rent. Finally, the radiation pattern is directive; the
intensity is a ma>rimum perpendicular to the alternating
dipole and zero in the direction of the dipole moment.

Equations 13.9 and 13.11 represent Hertz's famous
solution of Maxwell's equations for spherical waves,
which has the unusual feature of describing simultane-
ously the li,ght source (alternating dipole of near field)
and its rad,iati.on fi,eld, in spene (antenna field of far zone)
(Fis. 13.3).2

The enerry density of the radiation field in a volume
element dV at a distance r from the source is (see Eq.
11.9)' du : pd,v -- *(r,8, + p'H\ dV (13.15)

or, by introducing the field intensities from Eq. 13.14,

/ 2 2c.r\

(r'+ i n)coso,
ll @ ,2\
(-+i;--)sine,

(13.10)

(13.11)

Eo:o'
In the near zone of the dipole (r ( I) the term in

1/rB dominates, and the electric field intensity becomes

(13.12)

It is identical, as a comparison with Eq. 3.19 shows,

with the field of an electrostatic dipole, save that now
the dipole moment is a periodic function of time and

that the retardation factor e-t'; appears again.
Thus in the near zone the electromagnetic field of an

alternating electric dipole or a linear dipole antenna
consists of the components

E,:$|f,,-,,ro,

Ee:ryF r-''to, (rB.1B)

H _ dl p(r) | sin d ^-i,,:ir : dt 4-'P 
e t'

d,(J:ffisnzedv. (13.16)

I G. Joos, LehrAurh ilcr tlwmet;inclmn Physilc, Becker und Erler
Kom.-Ges., 6th ed., 1945.
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Fig. 13.3. Radiation pattern of Efield of dipole antenna. (After Joos.2)

It strea,ms outwards with the velocity a; the energy flow maximun dipole moment of the antenna and .Ie for the
per second through a surface element dd of the polar maximum cunent treversing it,
sphere is therefore (see Eq. 11.12)

5 al, : toap d,A,
Fo : Qod,

I ro I : Pl : ,l oo l, (13'20)
vr l atl

we obtain for the equiualent radiation resistarrce of the
dipole arlterm,a in vacuum fu : c; tr'c: Zo:120r (see

(13.17)

and the total energy P radiated away per second

P: fsat': #Y'r"lr"i"' osin, ito

r4uo)
- 6;Vo' [watt]'t

Eq. 8.5)1,

Ru : ttu (il' pon-1.(13.18) (13.21)

This power loss of a linear dipole antenna due to ra-
diation can be expressed as being equivalent to that of
a nonradiating antenna of the resistance R", in which
the same power 

o _ Io, o,:uo, (13.19)

is annihilated in Joule heat. By equating the two ex-
pressions for P and recalling that pe stands for the

t S is tne me&n value of the energy crossing a unit area of the
pola,r sphere in the direction of the normal r01 it can also be calcu-
lated as a real part of the complex Poynting vector, Re (S*).
(See footnote, Sec. 1, p. 3, and J. A. Stratton, Electromagnetic
Thtmy, p. a36.)

It will prove useful for the later molecular discussion
to represent the power loss of a dipole antenna alterna-
tively as caused by a rad,iation fri.ction force F" attenu-
ating the dipole oscillation. In this equivalent picture
the dipole moment changes with time, not because its
charge alternates but because its length d varies with
time as d. : dod't. The factor taf (t) of Eq. 13.16
has therefore to be interpreted as representing

,4JL2Q) : Q2l#]' : g2,adz. (13.22)

The power emitted in a time interval 0 + I becomes
equal to the work done in changing the length of the
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[,', d,t: #1,'o'l#]'"
=/'"".Tut.

By partial integration we change the left-hand side of
this integral equation into the form

# I,' o,l#]' dt : - # [,' o, #Y "
.l#,a'##],

dipole against the action of an opposing force F,

(13.23)

(t3.24)

The second term vanishes, when the attenuation is
small, and the radiation friction force becomes

p'Q'ds(d)
(13.25)

6ru dtg

In contrast to ordinary friction forces which change
proportionally to the first derivative of the position
vector, that is, proportional to the velocity of motion,
the friction force simulating radiation damping changes
proportional to the third derivative of the dipole length.
This becomes obvious when we consider that the second

derivative of the dipole moment represents the change
in current that originates the electromagnetic field.

F"

L4 ' Boundary Conditions

Electromagnetic waves are, in general, not observed
in unbounded space but confined by various types of
boundaries. This is no disadvantage; on the contrary,
the reflection and refraction of fields by matter provides
the essential means for directing and modifying such
fields and for measuring the dielectric properties of
materials.

The interaction of static fields with boundaries is
simple. The surfaces of conductors in electrostatic
fields are, by definition, equipotential surfaces; hence

the field lines must be perpendicular to them. At the
interface between two nonconducting media the nor-
mal component of the electric flux density D has to be
continuous when there is no surface charge (see Eq. 2.3),

Dnr: Dnr. (14.1)

Consequently, there must be a jump in the amplitude
of the normal component of the field strength E at the
interface in the inverse ratio of the dielectric constants
of the two media (see Eq. 2.6)

En, 
- 

c2'

Enz cL'
(14.2)

because the free ends of dipole chains produce free
charges. The tangential component of E on the other
hand must be continuous,

8,,: 8,,, (14.3)

Eq. 3.a). A closed path may be chosen which hugs the
boundary and consists for all practical purposes of only
the tangential field components in the two media (Fig.
14.1). From Eqs. 14.2 and 14.3 it follows that field E,

Fig. 14.1. Continuity of the tangential field components.

inclined in medium 1 at an angle a1 with respect to the
norrnal, will continue in medium 2 at, an-angle a2 (Fig.
L4.2) in accordance with t}re refra,ct;ion law for electro-

stntic fi,eld, lines
tan a1 ett

I'A,D. d.2 c2'

-->Ett

Et, = Et"

by reason of the fact that the field is conservative (see Fig. 14.2. Refraction law for static field.
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Analogous reasoning leads for magnetostatic fields to
fre magnetostntic refraction law

tan a1 l-tr'

It2'

The incident, reflected, and refracted waves are inter-
connected by the boundary cond,itiou the tangential
components of E and H must be continuous in travers-
ing the interface S, or

n* (E,: + Er) : nxErr

n'(H; + Hr) : nxHr.

This condition is a consequence of Ampdre's circuital
law and of Faraday's induction law where applied to a

I
I

(14.10)

(14.11)

(14.5)
tan a2

For electromagnetic waves striking the boundary be-

tween two media a much more complicated situation
arises because the waves are partly reflected and partly
refracted, thus changing their direction of propagation
as well as their amplitudes and phases. The basic facts
will become clear by reference to Fig. 14.3.1

Let O be a fixed origin located on the interface plane

S, and r be a position vector drawn from O to any point
P in medium 1 or 2. Furthermore let k0 be a unit vec-
tor pointing in the direction of propagation of a TEM
'wave, and let the indices i, r, f signify the incident, re-
flected, and transmitted waves, respectively. By speci-
fying a unit vector n normal to the boundary and point-
ing from medium 2 into medium 1, we may define the
interface S as

(14.e)

whereas
n.r : 0,

ko.r : constant

(14.6)

(t4.7)

designates a plane of constant, phase of the TEM wave.
the electric and magnetic field strengths of the inci-
dent, reflected, and refracted waves may now be writ-
ten (cf. Eqs. 7.10 and7.24)

El : F'oei't-nk;o'r,

H; : Hssi't-nkdo'' : 
) fOro' El) i
L1

E, : f,rei't-trk'o't,

H" : ]Hlsi't-tl<'o'' : i,Oro *E")i (14'8)

'Lr

Et : E ei't-tzkto't,

Hr : Hrs!,t-nu,o', : 
)f:* 

Er).

By introducing the general distance parameter k0.r
of a phase plane from the origin in place ef a dsfinifs
space co-ordinate, we have gained the freedom of treat-
ing the direction of propagation as a variable of our
problem. The alternative expression for the H vectors
in Eqs. 14.8 relating them to the E vectors result from
the definition of the intrinsic impedance (see E,q. 7.25)
and from the condition that ko, E, and H must form a
right-hand co-ordinate system (see Fig. 7.1).

l See also J. A. Stratton, Electromagtet;ic Theory, McGraw-Ilill
Book Co., New York, 1941, pp. 490 tr.

Fig. 14.3. Reference .rt"i"*tll#flection and refraction of

path hugging the boundary as in the static case (see

Fig. 14.1); again only the tangential components con-
tribute and have to equal each other (see also Appendix
A, I, 13).

The boundary condition can be fulfilled only if the
amplitudes as well as the exponential functions of the
tangential components obey it on the interface, that is,
Eq. 14.9 splits into the two sets of conditions:

and

n* (Eo a Er) : nxE2,

lr" (Ho * Hr) : nxff2,

?rk;o.r - 71k10.r,

?rk;o'1' : 72k10'r.

The first condition, prescribing that the sum of the
amplitudes for the tangential components of the inci-
dent and reflected waves at the interface must be equal
to the amplitude of the tangential component of the
transmitted wave, leads to Fremel's equations.2 The
second condition, demanding equality of the phases at

2 A. Fresnel, Mdrn. and. sci,mnes 11,393 (1832). The complete
Fresnel equations were first presented to the Acaddmie des
Sciences in 1823, but the manuscript was lost. Nine years later
it was found among Fourier's belongings and posthumously
published.

Plone of
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the boundary, contains Snell's laws of reflection ond, re-

fractian.?
To analyze the phase condition, Eq. 14.11, we split

the position vector r into its components parallel and
perpendicular to the interface (Fig. L4.4),

The cross products of the three propagation vectors ko
and the normal n are equal to the sines of the angl,es of
inttderwe (6), refl,ection (6'), and refrontion (0 (see Fig.
14.3), or

1 : (n.r)n - n" (n*r). (14.12)

Fig. 14.4. Components of position vector.

Since n.r at the interface is zero (see Eq. 14.6) and by
making use of the vector rule

ko .n ' (n " r) : (ko ' n) . (n " r), (14.13)

we can rewrite the phase condition (Eq. 1a.11)

(kno*n - k"o"11)'(n"r) : g,

(kro' o -"kro * n). (o " r) : 0. $4'L4)

"ft
8 W. Snell established this law experimentally, probably in

L62L. A theoretical derivation was given by Descartes in his
Dioptri,gtp (Leyden,'1638), but no credit was given Snell. Huy-
gens states:n one of his letters that Snell's results were known to
Descartes prior to the publication of lhle Di,aptri,gua (E. T. WhiL
taker, A History of tha TLnorips of Aetlwr end Elcctric;ty, Thomas
Nelson and Sons, London, 1951, p. 10).

(14.15)

Hence, the first line of Eq. 14.14 states that k;0, k,0,
and n lie in one plane and that

sin{: sin0'i (14.16)

the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection
(Snell's refl,ectianlaw). According to the second line of
Eq. 14.14 the unit vectors k,,0, kr0, and n are also co-
planar and

krorrr: sinrf,

kto'n : sin Ct,

kro*o: sing.

sin { :1' sin ry'.

'Yt

This is Snell's refraction law, which may be written in
terms of the alternative parameters e*, &*, or Z (see

Eqs. 7.12 and 7.25) as

(14.r7)

(14.18)

For a medium without maguetization and loss (p* :
Iror c* - c') it simplifies to

sin o : ^f1: 
tr' 

- M -- ra2t. (14.19)
sin r/ \ .r' trz rr1

The common plane of the unit vectors, conts,ining
the direction of incidence and the normal to the inter-
face, is called the plnne of intid,mce.

sin d lrz*ttz* Zilrz*
.............................,-:l- :--

sinp !.r*lrr* Zzpf

Retunring to the a,mplitude conditions (Eq. 14.10),

we have to prescribe the state of polarization of the
incident TEM wave. The field vectors are pe{pendic-
ular to the direction of incidence and normal to each

other,
k;o'Eo : g,

k;o'He : g,

E6.Hs - 0,

but their orientation relative to the plane of incidence
may still be arbitrarily chosen and will influence reflec-

f5 ' Fresnel's Eguations

(15.1)

tion and refraction. TV'e therefore resolve each field
vector into two components, an n component pointing
normal to the plane of incidence (that is, tangent to the
interface S) and a p component lvtng parallel to this
plane (Fig. 15.1), and investigate the two components
separately.

(a) The electric field normal to the plane of
incidence

Since these 8,. components are normal to n,

n.Eo. n: A.EI.rn: ro..Ez, n:0, (15.2)
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Ihe magnetic components of Eq. L4.L0, rewritten in
terms of the electric field

o*(kro'Eo * k"o*Er) l: nx I
' " 21 (k'u * g) 

zr' (15'4)

and expanded, lead to the additional interrelation

Zr
cos { (Eo, ,, - 81, n) : 

Z2cos*Ez, 
n. (15.5)

Equations 15.3 and 15.5 together allow us to express
the amplitudes of the reflected and refracted beams in

trhe first of Eqs. 14.10 reads simply

Eo,rrtEr,n:Ez,n-

82, n

Eo : -Zr(kto "Ho), etc., (15.e)

these magnetic components may be transformed into
the accompanying electric field components parallel to
the plane of incidence

H1, :tffifro,,,
H2, - 

2zr cos 6
zy cos e * z, **rro' "'

By making use of the impedance relations

(15.3) (15.8)

In the same way the still missing relation for the mag-
netic field components parallel to the plane of incidence
may be derived from Eq. 15.6, as

(15.10)

(15.11)

Fig. 15.1. Plane of incidence and field components.

terns of the incident amplitude, the angles g and rtt,

and the impedances of the two media,

Equations 15.6, 15.8, 15.10, and 15.11 together repre-
sent a general formulntion of Fremel's equations,' they
prescribe the amplitudes and phases of the reflected and
refracted waves in their dependence on the amplitude
and angle of incidence of the incident wave and on the
dielectric parameters (intrinsic impedance and propa-
gation function) of media t and 2. The cosine of the
angle of refraction in these equations can be replaced
by the angle of incidence, since, according to the re-
fraction law Eq. I4.L7,

cos ry' - (15.12)

In the discussion of reflection and refraction phe-
nomena, the relative amplitudes and intensities of the
partial beams are normally of importance, but not their
absolute values. Defining the ratio of the reflected to
the incident amplitude at the boundary as the refl,ection

coefwimt
rE : Er/Eo, rH : Ht/H.o, (15.13)

and the corresponding ratio of transmitted to incident
amplitude as the transmission coefficients,

ZqaoSb - Z, cosO
Et' n : z*rrr * t*.*E' n' 

(1b.6)

(b) Th" electric field parallel to the plane of
incidenee

Since in this case the magnetic components are per-
pendicular to the plane of incidence, we can repeat the
calculation just perforured for the H,. vectors and obtain
in place of Eqs. 15.3 and 15.5

Ifo, ,, * Hr, n : IiI2, n,

. 22 (15.7)
cos f(He, , - Ifl, n) : - cos*Itz, n.

Thus, in analogy to Eq. 15.6, the reflected and trans-
mitted normal magnetic field components become tB : E2fE,s, tn -- Hz/Ho, (15.14)
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we may reformulate Fresnel's equations for the com-
ponents normal and parallel to the plane of incidence as

22cosf - Zrcosry'

The intensity of the average enerry flow normal to
the interface, on the other hand, must be continuous
according to the energy principle, that is, if S repre-
sents the time average of the Poynting vector t (see

Eq. 11.12),
n.(S;+S"):n.$r. (15.1e)

Equation 15.19 may be rewritten by changing over from
the H to the E vector with help of the impedance con-
cept,

1^1
A@f - Er') cos{ : 

AE22 
cos{. (15.20)

By introducing the ratio of reflected to incident normal
enerry flow as the energy coefteient of reflectian or the
reflnctiaity

22 cos Q * Zr cos ry'

Z2cos* - Zr cos{

o Zzcosf * Ztcosf

THo,

(15.15)

THnt

n Zzeos6* Zrcosry'

2Z2cos$ Zz: 
^rt" (15.16)

/ Ez\ 222 cos Q 22t,e: \n)r: zrrort + zr*ro: d"*
For perpendiculnr iru'id,enc,e (O : ry' : 0) the distinc-

tion between the n and p-components disappears, and
Fresnel's equations simplify to

rE:t#: -rHt
(15.17)

,o:ffi:Zr*.
It is important to note that only for perpendicular

incidence the a,mplitude of the incident wave equals the
sum of the amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted
waves. At oblique incidence the refracted beam
changes cross section and the relation holds only for
the components normal to the plane of incidence.
These components are parallel to each other and tan-
gent to the interface and therefore have to be continu-
ous according to the boundary condition, Eq. 14.9.
This statement reads, expressed with reflection and
transmission coefficients,

tno-TEo:L,

t1n - f1o: l.
(15.18)

The minus sign enters, because the direction of propa-
gation is reversed for the reflected beam.

and the corresponding ratio of transmitted to incident
normal enerry flow as the energy coefwi,ent of transrds-
sion or the transnListi,bility

(15.21)

(r5.22)

(15.23)
as required.

A comparison of the a,mplitude coefficients of reflec-
tion and transmission with the enerry coefficients leads
to the conversion formulas

it follows that

ft,-

m- (r5.24)

t Note that the mean intensity of the enerry flow is S : Re (E)

X R.e (II) : $ ne p X fD, with fr indicating the conjugate of
H in accordance with the algebra of complex quantities (see

J. A. Stratton, Electromagwti,c Themy,1941, p. 136).
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L6 ' Refleetion and Refraction of Plane Waves by Loss-Free Dielectrics

Snell's laws and Fresnel's equations together deter-
nine unambiguously the direction, intensity, and po-
hrization of the reflected and refracted beams as a
fuction of the properties of the incident TEM wave
end of the dielectric characteristics of the two abutting
nedia.

In the usual case of nonmagnetics (pt* : ttz* : po)

hell's refraction law (Eq. 14.18) simplifies to

(d + D > 90o the signs reverse. At (O + D : 90o,
the denominator tan (4 + 0 becomes infinite, and the
component pair Eo, Hn of the reflected beam vanishes.

Figure 16.1 illustrates the situation for optical'$/aves
and for microwaves striking the surface of rvater at
various angles of incidence.

o.7

0.6

frI o.s

o.4

o.3

ro20304c 50@7080
Angle of incidence (degrees)

Fig. 16.1. Reflection of optical and microwaves from water
surface.

The condition for the disappearance of the reflected
pair of components

0+*:90'
or

cos{: sin/

may be written, in view of Eq. 16.4, as

(16.5)

(16.1)

and Fresnel's equations (Eqs. 15.15 and 15.16) assume

the convenient forrn

sin (4 - '1,)rEo- -tHp sin(o+lr'
tan(6 -D 

(16'2)

rEp: _THr: _ 
tan(6+Ot

Zz 2sinfcosd
tEn: trrT: 

so 14 * , 
,

(16.3)

r _, Z, 2sintlcosd
uEp:tw"l-:-'

,*" *,, 
":,*:" "J:i: ; :f :lh.l"ituati on

We shall therefore begin with a further simplification
and first treat di,el,ectrics without Zoss (e" : 0), where

o.2

o.l

(16.4)

(a) Waves incident on a medium of higher
dielectric constant (e2' > .t')

Because the angle of refraction is always smaller than
the angle of incidence (r/ < 0), a refracted beam ap-
pears at a real angle for any angle of incidence. The
coefficients of transmission are positive (see Eq. 16.3),
showing that the transmitted and incident waves are
in phase at the boundary. Of the reflected field com-
ponents, En always undergoes a phase jump of r with
respect to the incident wave as the minus signs of Eqs.
16.2 indicate, whereas Ho stays in phase. For the other
pair, ,Eo jumps by o whereas I/,. stays in phase as long
as the sum of the angles (O + ,/) < 90"; at angles

(16.6)

This angle Q, at which circularly polarized incident light
becomes linearly polarized by reflection, is called the
polnrizing or Brewstnr angl,e, after D. Brewster,r who
first derived the equation.

The phase relations between the E and H vectors are
due to the fact that the direction of propagation re-
verses for the reflected beam, and that consequently

t D. Brewster, Plvi,l. Trons.,1815, p. 125,

t-'
tan6:{;:rl2t.

Opticol (x'=t.77) ...
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either the E or the H vector must reverse phase in order
that the right-hand ceordinate system (Fig. 7.1) and
the correct direction of power flow be maintained.

(b) Waves incident on a rnediurn of lower
dielectric constant (e2t ( et')

Since the angle of refraction is now larger than the
angle of incidence, the situation becomes more involved.
For sin {/ < I the preceding discussion still holds, the
only difrerence being that the phases of the reflected
components are inverted. The Brewster angle still oc-
curs at lan S : rtrzL; but at a larger angle of incidence,

*r-direction pointing normal to the boundary and di-
rected into medium 2 (Fig. 16.2). The transmitted
electric wave becomes (see Eq. 14.8)

E t : Erg!'t-tz<' cos 9*z sin ry') (16.12)

Fig. 16.2. Reference system for discussion of total reflection.

Since we specified nonmaguetic, loss-free media, it fol-
lows from Snell's refraction law that

where

that is,

sin dt
sinr/ - " - L,

Itrzt

sin rp1 : ft2rt

totnl refl,eclioz sets in.
This statement can be confirmed as follows: for

sin r/ ) 1, cos ry' becomes imaginary,

cosry': E\Ri

- i \Ro-nr'z- i u, (10.s)

(16.7)

ftrzt llzt

the angle of refraction becomes complex, and Fresnel's

equations 16.2 and 16.3 may be rewritten

cos{ - jurui -- -THe cosf *ju

-nzr2 cosf *iu
rwp: -THn n2f cosQ * ju

.2r
Yz : ^f(lzt : J ;-flzt,

A1

and Eq. 16.12 may be rewritten

_z!" 4"1rgr;S iz*( n_"y o\
Et: Eze Ar e \ Ar (16.14)

A refracted wave results which is exponentially attenu-
ated in depth as it penetrates into medium2; it propa-
gates parallel to the surface of the dielectric with a phase

velocity dz u1
a/r:-:-,' dt sinf

which depends on the angle of incidence and is larger
than that in medium 1.

The planes of constant amplitude are parallel to the
interface and the planes of constant phase normal to
it; since they do not coincide, the transmitted surface
wave is a nontransuerse u)aae. How the energ5r pene
trates in the region of total reflection into the medium
2 of lower index of refraction, and then returns again
into medium 1, has been demonstrated recently by Goos
and H?inchen 2 in a remarkable experiment.

These authors measured, by multireflection, how an
optical beam PQ, striking the interface at Q under &n

angle of total reflection (O > 0r), is not directly re-
flected as a beam 8.E but penetrates for some distance

I F. Goos and If. Hiinchen, Ann. Phys. [6] t, 333 (1947).

(16.e)

(16.13)

(16.15)

r _. 22 2cosf
tuo : tr"/: 

cos o fu
(16.10)

r _ . Zz 2n21cos $
t,p : 

'"" 4: n2r2 cos o + ju'

Changrng over from amplitude to energy coefficients of
reflection and transmission (see Eqs. 15.24), we find

Rn: Rp : rgiB : I

T:L-R:0,
(16.11)

that is, the average power carried by the reflected wave
is equal to that carried by the incident wave; this means
total reflection.

The refracted wave, however, has not disappeared
for sin {/ > l; it has only assumed some new and sur-
prising aspects. To discuss these we refer to a definite
co-ordinate system with the y-z plane representing the
boundary S, the r-z plane that of incidence and the
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into medium 2 and emerges as a beam S?, displaced
parallel by a distance D (Fig. 16.3). They found for
ttis displacement distance the expression

geneous surface w&ve parallel to the boundary. The
boundary acts as a wu)e gu'ide (see Sec. 21). The exist
ence of a nontransverse surface wave in the region of

Fig. 16.3. Experiment on total reflection. (Goos and HEinchen.2)

total reflection (O > {1) causes the reflected wave to be
elliptically polnrized, as the complex character of the re-
flection coefficients (Eq. 16.9) indicates (see Sec. 20).

(16.16)

(16.17)

rhere k : 0.52 and n2: tro/tr2. The distance is de
pendent on the depth of penetration, since Eq. 16.14

rnay be refornulated

Et: Err-'nrn'Ft ;*Q-.,@') \:
\

As we decrease the angle of incidence towards the
limiting angle of total reflection (d,), the displacement
distance and penetration depth increase. l* 0, itself
D becomes infinite, the attenuation in medium 2 dis-
appears, and the transmitted wave travels as a homo-

At normal incidence the incoming and reflected waves

srperpose and form, by interference, a standing-wave
pattern. This standing-wave pattern in space can serve

for a determination of the dielectric properties of the
abutting media.

Let the incident wave En, H" propagate in the *r-
direction through medium 1 and strike the boundary
of medium 2 (Fig. 17.1) at r : 0. The reflected wave,

Fig. 17.1. Formation of standing w&ves.

retuming in the -cdirection, combines with it to yield
the resulting field strength

Err: Essl't-rr' * Etd"+"',

H"r: Hs/'nt-rt' * H14*+"".

L7 . Standing Waves

By introducing the reflection coefficients at the bound-
ary fi : 0, ro and -rs for the electric and the magnetic
waves, and by expressing the magnetic field in terms of
the electric field and impedance, we may rewrite thie
equation as

Eo,.: Esd"t(e-"' + Toa"'),

(r7.2)

Let us assume for the present that the transmitted wave
continues in medium 2 without further reflection,

H", : b rr"7r-'Yrr - roe"').

Ear: Ezd't-r",
E"

H+: 
Vi 

et't-tz"

The reflection coefficient for normal incidence is, in this
case (see also Eq. 15.17).

Zz-Zr
(17.4)TO: Zz* Zr

There will be no reflection (rs : 0) when the intrinsic
impedances of the two media are matched, that is, if

e 1* I.tt*

-:-te2* Itz*

D, _ Bt.
Dz Bz

(17.3)

(17.5)

(17.6)

slit

(17.1)

or, for loss-free media,
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This inaisibility condition for a boundary at normal
incidence postulates that the electric and magnetic flux
densities must change by equal ratios in traversing the
interface if reflection is to be avoided.

The opposite extreme, total reflection, requires a com-
plete mismatch of the two flux densities, whether by
adjoining media rvith very low and very high permit-
tivity or permeability, or by a mismatch in losses, as,

for instance, by choosing as medium 2 a metal. In
metals, up to the optical frequency range, the conduc-
tivity dominates over the real part of the dielectric con-
stant. Consequently, if magnetic loss can be neglected
(p" :0), the intrinsic impedance of a metal may be
written (see Eq. 7.25)

Zz : l/ 1tr'J -ir;' : { jtt"rT;. Q7.7)

Because of the high conductivity a2,l Z2l << I Z1l;rhe
reflection coefficient at the metal boundary thus be-
comes

fields in the traveling wave, in the standing wave the
two fields are displaced by 90o with respect to each
other in spatial and temporal phase. In the traveling
wave the energy is equally divided between the electric
and the magnetic fields; in the standing wave it alter-
nates between total electric and total magnetic energy
storage.

To visualize the standing-wave pattern in the general
case of partial reflection, we rewrite the electric wave of
E,q. 17.2

Ea : Eosi't-na(l + roe2""), (17.11)

Under this condition of total refl,ection and for a loss-

free medium 1 (", : ,T), Eq. 17.2 simplifies to

Eor: -j2hsei" rin2!' ,

tr1
(17.e)

H " - 
2Eo 

'i't "o"o' 'Pt 21 trr

or, by changing over to the real field components,

2trr
Re (Er,) : 2Eo sin <,rf sin 

-'tr1 (17.10)
28" 2trr

Re (/1,,) : ; cos coJ'21 
X1

This equation represents a standing wave for which
the electric-field strength has its minima or nodes at the

metal surface and at distances -n: n\ (n: l, 2,
2

3, ...), whereas the untinodes (maxima) of E are

found at -n - *\ (m: !, 3, 5,...) (Fig. I7.2).
4

The nodes and antinodes of the magnetic wave appear
in the reverse order.

In comparing Figs.9.2 and 17.2 and the correspond-
ing equations of a progressing and a standing TEM
w&ve in a loss-free medium, we find an essential differ-
ence between the two wave types. Although no phase

difference exists between the electric and the magnetic

that is, we express it as the product of the incident wave
and of a term in brackets which gives rise to the stand-

Fig. t7.2. Standing wave in loss-free dielectric in front of total
reflector.

ing-wave pattern. By writing the distance and the re-
flection coefficient in polar form,

trrn:;Q,

ro : I rsle-izo,

and by introducing the index of absorption /c (see Eq.
9.I2), this term may be reformulated as

L{rse2yp: I * Irolezt'0tiz<0-*>. (17.18)

fts second part, roe2tt", now represents a rad.ius vector
in the complex plane which, at the interface d : 0, has
the length I ro l, and points at an angle -2{,/ (Fig. 17.3).
As we move from the boundary into medium 1 in the

-r-direction, the radius vector spins clockwise one full
turn for each half wavelength (O : r, 2n, etc.) and
shrinks simultaneously, thus describing a logarithmic
spiral. The vector 1 * rss2'rw originates at the point

- 1 and connects to the tip of this radius vector. Simi-
larly, the vector 1 - rss2'ttt of the magnetic wave con-

Zz-Zr
4-:- 

--1" Zz* Zr
(17.8)

(t7.12)
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nects from the point - 1 to the tip of the radius vector
which starts its spiral 180o displaced.

Reverting from polar to linear scale (FiS. 17.4), we
obtain the relative amplitude of the standing-wave pat-
tein and may read off from both diagrams immediately
the dielectric information which the standing-wave pat-
terrr contains.

-J
Fig. 17.3. Polar diagram of standing w&ve.

The ratio of the two field vectors at the boundary
(u : 0),

Etxt
il

e-drx

261\:Er(o):2,1 *ro,
f/r(O) -1-ro

Emox

Eo
I

I

E^u* Zt tr/: 
- 

: ,-: ii2lj
E^io Zz ! .t

Emin
E^

known as the terminating impedance of medium 1, can
be found by measuring the amplitude I rs I and the
phase angle %lt of. the reflection coefficient rs. Obvi-
ously, the first minimum of the E wave is reached when
the radius vector has rotated through an angle

(17.15)

(17.16)

Hence, by measuring the distance os of the first mini-
mum from the boundary of the dielectric, the phase

angle is obtained as

The ratio of the electric to the magnetic field strength
at this minimum is

1 - I rsle-zot"o

1 + I rsle-2ot"o'

26o:r-2t,
or, in linear scale,

Atrrn
26o: :'

trr

(17.2r)

it is equal to the relative index of refraction of the two
media.

2t:*(I-I (tz.Lz)

(t7.r4)

(17.18)

roe zftx

:0), H^,* : tff and Eq. 17.18 simplifies to

E^* l*lrel ,.

"-t":ffi' 
(17'19)

This ratio of maximum to minimum electric field in-
tensity is called the uoltnge standing waae ratio (VSWR).

f
l+ro

I
Fig' 17'4' Linear diagram 

$"::ilr*"1rli:" 
(attenuation in

Thus, by measuring the ratio'of maximum to mini-
mum field strength and the distance of the first mini-
mum from the dielectric boundary, the magnitude and
phase of the reflection coefficient rs are deterrnined.
With it the terminating impedance Z(0) is found if the
intrinsic impedance Z1 of. medium 1 is known.

Since the tangential field components are continuous
through the boundury, the terminating impedance for
normal incidence is the same whether seen from me-
dium t or 2:

EzQ)
(17.20)

HzQ)

Consequently, if no further reflection takes place in
medium 2 (see Eq. 17.3), the terminating impedance
measured by the standing-wave pattern in medium 1

is directly equal to the intrinsic impedance of medium 2,

Z(0) : 7r.
In case the media 1 and 2 arc loss-free, and medium 2

is of infinite extent, the reflection coefficient at the
boundary is real (see Eq. L7.4); the phase iurnp 2{t is
either zero or r, and the VSWR simplifies for ez' ) et'
(ro : -lrs 11 to

If the attenuation in medium 1 can be neglected (a1
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18 ' Measurement of Dielectrics by Standing Wavesl I Interference Optics

The dielectric medium 2 of the preceding section will,
in general, not approximate infinite length, but will con-
sist of a layer of thickness d, followed by a medium 3,
etc. (Fig. 18.1). Additional reflections will therefore
occur at the boundary 2-B and possibly subsequent
boundaries, and a part of this reflected energy will re-
turn into medium 1. The reflected wave in mediun 1,

thus composed of several partial
beams, will itself be the resultant
of an interference phenomenon.

This more complex situation
does not affect the measurement
of the standing-wave pattern in
medium 1, but it changes the in-
terpretation of the reflection coeffi-
cient rs and terminating impedance
Z(0). Before proceeding with this
discussion, we shall reformulate
Z(0) in terrrs of the directly meas-

urable parameters E^1o/E",.ax,, tro, and tr1, to arrive at
an expression useful in actual calculations.

Setting
To = e-2u (whereu,:p+jD, (18.1)

The terminating impedance is thus determined ex-
perimentally by measurements on the standing-wave
pattern in medium 1, as discussed. To obtain from it
the properties of medium 2, we consider the situation at
the boundary 2-3 at x : d,.

At this boundary a reflection coefficient r2s produces
a reflected wave which, together with the incident wave,
sets up a standing wave (cf. Eq. 17.2) in mediun 2,

E*: E2si't ls-rz@-il * rzse"@-o)1,

(3)(2til)

H,r: 
U;a,, 

{e-n@-il - rzsd,@-d)}. 
(18'5)

L I s-zo

By expanding coth u and recalling the relation between
r/ and ro (Eq. L7.L7), we obtain the desired expression

z(0) : 7,
tanh p - j cottlt

The terminating impedance at r: 0, seen
dium 2, is

e"'d * rzee-'d

tYe - r2ge-"d

In case the transmitted wave continues in medium 3
without further reflection, the reflection coefficient at
the boundary 2, 3 becomes (cf. Eq. 17.a)

Za-Zz
(18.7)t23 - Za*Zz

If medium 3 is a metal, approximately total reflection
takes place at d,

rza - -\ (18.8)

(cf. Eq. 17.8), and the terminating impedance for this
short-circuit rneasu,rement of medium 2 simplifies to

Z(0) : Zztanhvd. (18.e)

In case the shorting metal plate is placed a distance
A behind d (Fig. 18.2), a standing wave forms in me-
dium 3,

Eu, : Esdrt(e-ts@-it-a) - rlvs@-d-a)1,

Eg :..,, -^.-t--s- a\ (18.10)
TTtrzS - - 

|

Since the impedance at n : d is the same, whether seen

from medium 2 or 3

z(o) :'e - zz' HzQ)

from me-

(18.6)Fie. 18.1. Wave re-
flected on dielectric

layer.

we may write the terminating impedance (Eq. L7.14)

1*r"Z(0): Zrj: Zrcothz, (1S.2)
1-ro

and the inverse standing-wave ratio (Eq. 17.19)

E-io _
E^u*

| - e-2P : tanh p. (18.3)

(18.4)

l-jtanhpcot{t

E^in 2zrrg

-ttanE^^* " tr1_17
-21 E^io . 2Trg

L -'t tan-- E^^* tr1

I S. Roberts and A. von Hippel, Publication of the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, March l94l; J. Appl. Phys. 17,
610 (1e46).

l.- o--l

(?,),:,:(y,),:; (r8.11)
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Se reflection coefficient t2s calr be expressed in its de-

lrendence on the layer thickness A as

ZsG - e-2,'^) - ZzG * e-2t't,
(18.12)T2B :

ZeG - e-2"^) * ZzG * e-2r'n1

For A :ta/4and a loss-free medium t(r,:,T) ,

ve obtain
rzs : *Li (18.13)

&e combination, a quarter-wavelength section termi-

() Q) (3) Metol

trIg. 18.2. Arrangement for measuring a dielectric 2 by standing
wave in medium 1.

nated by a short circuit, corresponds to a\ open circuit,
and the terminating impedance becomes

Z(0) : Zz coth nd,. (18.14)

In terms of these reflection coefficients Eq. 18.6 can
be rewritten

rp * rzse-2"fr

'o: | + rr*r"r-^*'
As the layer thickness d increases, the radius vector rs
winds eccentrically to the asymptotic value r12 because

the partial beams returning from the inner boundaries
2-3, and so on, become attenuated.

If medium 3 is a metal (rzs: - 1), the expression
simPlifies to 

rrz - e-z.,zd

'o:trrrr-'*' (18'19)

A comparison of Eqs. 18.9 and 18.19 makes it obvious
that the impedance concept leads to the more conven-
ient formulation.

Two additional cases of interference may be discussed

briefly since they are of great practical importance.

(l) Plane-parallel dielectric between two
identical media

The operation of most interferometers and the design
of radomes is based on this situation; here r12 : -rzst
hence

rn(l - e-2'd)
(18.20)TO:

| - rp2e-2tzd

Figure 18.3 shows the reflection on such a dielectric
layer in free space at normal incidence as a function

(i8.18)

Thus, by performing an open-circuit and a short-
circuit measurement of the terminating impedance, we
obtain two equations tor 22 and 72 and can calculate
the complex dielectric constant and the complex per-
meability of medium 2. For a nonmagnetic dielectric
(ttz* : pe), one of the measurements suffices.

The problem just discussed is a typical problem of
interference optics which the physicist customarily
treats by superposing partial beams and introducing re-
flection coefficients only. 'We 

can change over to this
language by referring to the termination reflection co-
efficient

d

Fig. 18.3. Reflection on dielectric at normal incidence as function
of the layer thickness d.

of the layer thickness. Without attenuation, a layer

of the thickness d, : n! 1*0", e n : l, 2, 3, . . .) is
2

invisible.
That the interference maxima occur at odd multiples

of. \,2/4 and the minima at multiples of \z/2, becomes

obvious from the phase relations of the partial beams.

The electric wave, when reflected from the front sur-
face of the interference plate (f.or c2' ) er' and tan 0

<< 1), suffers a phase change of r, whereas the beam
reflected at the back surface stays in phase with the

II3IT513I
42442

to the reflection coeffi.cient of the partial beam at the
interface 1-2

Zz-Zr
(18.16)rl2 - Zz* Zt

and to the reflection coefficient which measures the re-
flection of the boundaries 2-3, etc., as it appears at
x : 0 (see Eq. 18.6)

(18.15)

f2gg-2td : tm (18.17)
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incident wave; for e2' I er'rthe role of the partial beams
i s reversed (see Sec. 16). The total phase difference of
the two partial beams is therefore

2rA--2d+zr.
tr2

They are in phase for

(18.21)

2d, : Z*\
4

and in opposition for

2d, : Z*\
2

as indicated.
For oblique incidence, the geometrical path differ-

enee between the two partial beams increases ftom 2d
tothedistance A + B + Cinmedium2minusthe

Surfoce
normol

lncrdent ls Portiol beom

2s Porliol beom

beoni

Fig. 18.4. Reflection at oblique incidence.

distance A --+ D in medium 1 (Fig. 18.4). Thus the
total optical phase difference becomes

2zr 2d 2trA:- 2dtanry'sinQ*n.(18.24)
trz cos I X1

By substituting for sin f the expression trr/tr2 sin ry' ac-
cording to Snell's refraction law, we obtain the well-
known phase shift equation of intnrfererwe optics,

4rd,A:-cosry'*r,
trz

which applies, for example, in the discussion of the color
of thin layers and the evaluation of interference pat-
terns 2 (see also Appendix A, I, 14).

(2) Nonreflecting surfaees
It has become a technique of great practical impor-

tance (nonreflecting lenses,s camouflage, etc.) to make
2 See, for example, M. Born, Optik, Springer, Berlin, 1933,

pp. 118 ff.
3 A. Sma,kula, DRP 685767 (1935), Z. fnstrummtmlcund,e 60,

33 (19a0); C. H. Cartwright and A. F. Turner, Phys. Rea. 66,595
(1939); K. B. Blodgett, Phys. Reu. 66,391 (1939).

(m : 1, 3. 5 ...) (18.22)

(m : 0, 1,2 . . .), (18.23)

(18.25)

the interfaee between two media 1 and 2 invisible by
the insertion of a thin dielectric layer 2. At normal in-
cidence we obtain from Eq. 18.18 the conilition for in-
visibiliq (ro : 0),

rn*r2se-21fr:Q. (18.26)

It simplifies for nonmagnetic media of small absorption

(rr=J'z\) to the two conditions: (1) The thickness

of the inserted layer must correspond to an odd multiple
of.l,,z/4 to fulfill the phase relation

.4r -

,-t *o : 
-1. (18.27)

(2) The ratio of the dielectric constants of the three
media must fulfill the condition

Ttz : T2g. (18.28)

Equation 18.28 may be rewritten in the impedance ter-
minology as

t: :': (see Eqs. 18.7 and 18.16); (18.29)21 22

by referring to the relative indices of refraction it be-
comes

rtrzr : rLB2 (see Eq. 14.19), (18.30)

or, in terms of the dielectric constants,

0)

|^?-')

()

e2' _ eg' 
.

cL' c2'

Hence the boundary becomes invisible when the
thickness of the inserted layer is properly chosen and
its dielectric constant is selected as the geometric means

[+l e.=1ffi
14l

Fig. 18.5. Nonreflecting surface produced by insertion of
dielectric layer.

of those of the adjacent media. In this case the partial
beams reflected from the two surfaces of the interposed
layer cancel each other in amplitude and phase (Fig.
18.5). The electric engineer calls this procedure im-
pedanm matnhing.

(18.31)
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L9 ' Skin Effect

Metals have been treated as total reflectors in the
preceding discussionl actually, a highly attenuated
rave penetrates into their interior.

If medium 2 represents a metal of negligible magnetic
lcs, its propagation factor is, according to Eq. t7.7,

'Y2 : az * jgz :t# : \/ jrrrGr. (19.1)

Fig. 19.1. Propagation factor of metal.

Since tz is oriented at 45" to the real axis of the com-
plex plane, 

I

i orl : I Brl : \/;,t'l', (19'2)

(FiS. 19.1). The wavelength in the metal

relative to that of the magnetic field, but for reasonably
low frequencies the intensity of the electric field in good
conductors is much smaller than that of the magnetic
field. The wave propagates in the metal with a phase
velocity

U2: v\,2 : 1Ei@r, (1e.6)

that is, u2is zero for direct current or for infinite conduc-
tivity or permeability, and increases with the square
root of the frequency. This peculiar behavior of waves
in metals is caused by the conduction current set up
by the electric field.

The field at any depth r in the interior may be ex-
pressed in terms of the field at the surface (n: 0) as

Ez: Eor-T ;@-T) (1e.7)

It produces, according to Ohm's law, a current density

J : ozEor-T;@-T) (1e.8)

and the field strength falls to l/e : 0.368 of its surface
value at a depth

which is large at the surface and attenuates rapidly with
depth (Fig. L9.2). An equivalent current of the uni-

Fig. 19.2. Current and magnetic field caused by TEM wave
penetrating into metal.

form density o2Essi@t-2rth"il , confined to a layer of the
depth d, would cause a power loss identical with that
actually observed. Since the current is limifsd to small
depth, the conduction phenomenon is called slsin efiect,

and the distance d is known as the skin depth of the
metal.

The nomographic chart (Chart 19.1) allows a quick
evaluation of the wavelength tr2 and phase velocity u2

for TEM waves in nonmagnetic metals as a function of
frequency and d-c conductivity. Chart 19.2 gives the
skin depth as a function of resistivity and free-space
wavelength.

2r\_
^2- 9z

(1e.3)

(1e.4)

In angular measure this depth of penetration d corre-
sponds to a distance of one radian.

The impedance

-1 1tr2
,J_-.:-:-:--

d2 1/t v1t2'o2 2tr

(1e.5)

indicates that the E vector leads the H vector in tem-
poral phase by 45o. As the frequency is increased, the
magnitude of the electric field in the metal increases
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Chart 19.1. Phase velocity and wavelength in metal as function of conductivity and frequency.
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20 ' Reflection and Refraction by Media with Loss

In the preceding sections we have treated special
cases of the general problem as to how electromagnetic
plane waves are reflected and refracted by dielectrics:
loss-free dielectrics (Sec. 16) and metals (Sec. 19) repre-
sent the two extremes in materials; for media of any
arbitrary absorption we prescribed normal incidence
(Secs. 17 and 18).

The general case of arbitrary dielectrics and oblique
incidence is of great complexity. 'We 

approach it here
with the restriction that medium 1 be loss-free, whereas
medium 2 may be chosen at will, that is,

2r
^YL: jfu: /g'
^12:oz*j92.

The ratio of the propagation function is now complex
and may be expressed conveniently by the relative com-
plex index of refraction (see Eq. 9.14),

1'=nzt*(I-jkr),
"Yt

ttzr -- \z/fu,

kz: az/Fz.

According to Snell's refraction law (see Eq. L4.LZ),

?z sin t : .n sin { : jfu sin f, (20.4)
whereas

]2cos *: 1r\rcrlr=p* jq. (20.5)

The transmitted electric wave may be written in the
co-ordinate system of Fig. 16.2 as

Et : Ersi't-n@oos01'zsinf)' (20'6)

By substituting the expressions of Eqs. 20.4 and 20.5,
we reformulate this equation

E t : E 2e- 
go ti@t- qt- P1z sin 6). (20.7)

The surfaces of constant amplitude (pr: constant) of
this transmitted wave are parallel to the interface,
whereas its planes of constant phase

qn + B1a sin 6 = tcos ry'' * z sinrlt'

a geometrical index of refraction n(6) can be defined
which relates this true angle *' to the angle of incidence
according to a modified Snell's refraction law

sin{ IFU'*f
_ = n(O). (20.10)

sin ry'' Ft

This index of refraction for the planes of constant phase

is a function of the angle of incidence; it can be meas-

Plones of constont
omplitude

Fig. 20.1. Reflection and refraction on medium with loss.

ured by the customary optical methods as long as me-
dium 2 is of sufficient transparency.

A detailed calculation shows that the propagation
factor B2 and loss factor a2 of the material are related
to n(6), t', p, g, and gr as

9r2n(6)-p2:922-q22,
p{t

0p(dp

(20.11)

Again we treat first the extreme cases of the general
refraction phenomenon: total reflection from a loss-free
medium and reflection from a metal (Fig. 20.2). In the
former instance, as a comparison of Eqs. 16.8 and 16.13

with Eq. 20.5 shows, e : 0, that is, the planes of con-
stant amplitude and of constant phase are normal to
each other, and the refracted wave propagates parallel
to the surface as previously deduced.

Since
. ., 0rsindSfnV/:m, (20.e)

(20.1)

(20.2)

(20.3)

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

\
\

with
P ones of constoni

phose

: azlz,

_ azlz 
.

cos ry''

: constant (20.8)

propagate at a true angle of refraction g' (Fig. 20.1).
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fn the case of metals, we define the wavelength in
medium 2 in terms of the geometrical index of refrac-
tion as

(20.r2)

'Plones of constont
omplitude ond phose

(o)

Totol reflection

M€,)€g#ry//(Plones of constont \plones of constonlomplitude phose

(b)

Fig. 20.2. Two extremes in refraction: refraction accompanying
(a) reflection from metal, (b) total reflection from loss-free

medium.

For normal incidence (sin d : 0), the wavelength was
given by Eq. 19.3, hence

Q: 02.

Since for metals in general

(20.13)

(20.14)

it follows from Eq. 20.9 that sin *' <l ot rt'approaches

zeto. Thus in metals up to the optical range (as long

as the conductivity dominates) the planes of constant
phase are essentially parallel to the planes of constant

amplitude and propagate normal to the conductor sur-
f.ace.

It will not be possible, in general, to observe the re-
fracted wave in a highly absorbing medium, but the
dielectric properties can be derived from the state of
polarization of the reflected wave. Returning to Fres-
nel's equations for nonmagnetic dielectrics (see Eq.
16.2), we obtain for the ratio of the reflection coefficients
parallel and nomal to the plane of incidence

rne : cos (o * t/) : oe_i6
rnn cos (6 - D

(20.15)

Here p stands for the ratio of the amplitudes and

D:6p-Dn (20.16)

for the temporal phase difference of the two components
of the reflected polarized radiation (see Eq. lz.L).

Let the incident light be linearly polarized at 45" to
the plane of incidence (.8s, p : Eo, n). Since the sine
and cosine of the angle of refraction are complex (see

Eqs. 20.4 and 20.5), the phase shift between the re-
flected components will usually be 6 * 0. Linearly
polarized incident light becomes, in general, elliptically
polarized by reflection from an absorbing medium. Ex-
ceptions are normal incidence (0 : 0, p : L, 6 : 0)
andgrazingincidence (d : T/2, p : L,6 : o), in which
c&ses the linear polarization is preserved.

Obviously there must exist an intermediate angle of
incidence at which the relative phase shift between the
two reflected components becomes rf2,

6 -- rf2, e-i6 : -j at S : 60. (20.12)

This prirwipal angln of incidenca, 6o, at which an inci-
dent TEM wave, linearly polarized at 45" to the plane
of incidence, becomes circularly polarized by reflection,
is identical with the Brewster angle for loss-free dielec-
trics (see Sec. 16). 'When there is no loss the phase dif-
ference jumps abruptly from zero to r at this anglel
with loss in medium 2 the phase change becomes more
and more gradual as the absorption increases (Fig. 20.8).

ton 8 = O.t ipol ongle of
ton I = o.2 incidence

oro20304050@708090
Angle of incidence (degrees)

Gtc
.9
!t
C,

0,(J

6r
b2
=E
(l,
U'
C'

f,o

Fig. 20.3. Relative phase shift between En and, En for va,rious dissipation factors of the reflecting medium 2.
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To discuss the dependence of this principal angle on
the dielectric properties of the two media, we form,
with the help of Eqs. 20.4,20.5, and 20.15, the expres-
sion

L + pe-ia _ cos 0 cos r/

L - ps-i6 sin { sin r/

ffi
(20.18)

sin 6 tan 0

By replacing the ratio of the propagation factors with
the complex index of refraction (see F.lq.20.2), and des-

(o) Dielectric without loss

50" 63.5" 75"

(b) Dielectric with loss

If medium 2 is a metal, this expression can be simpli-
fied appreciably. Below the optical frequency range,
the equations derived in Sec. 19 are valid; hence

n21)) l, lcz : l, (20.21)

and the first member on the right-hand side of Eq.
20.20 dominates. Thus

sin @s tan {s : nzr6 :\ t6. Q0.22)
trz

For the very high frequencies of the optical spectrum
(z ) 3 X 1013 sec-l) the simple skin-effect equations
begin to lose their validity, but still only the first mem-
ber on the right side of Eiq. 20.20 need be considered
and

sin t's tan {s : nrr@. Q0.23)

A general treatment of the reflection as a function of
the angle of incidence requires discussion of Eq. 20.18
itself.2 By multiplying numerator and denominator by
(1 - pd') and defining

P=ta\P,
the left-hand side of this equation reads

(1 + pe-i\(l - oe+it' L- p, -2jpsin6
(1 - pe-i\(l - Pe*iar: L*p2*2pcos6

(20.2/L)

cos2p - j sin 20 sin D
(20.25)

1*sin20cosd
The right-hand side of Eq. 20.18 can be simplified, as
long as

nzr2(l - krr) ) sin2 6,

by the approximation

(20.26)

ffi
sin { tan {

Hence

cos 29 - j sin 2p sin 6 _ a{L - jlc) 
,t+zsin29cosD sinOtan@

(20.2f,)

or, split up into the real and the imaginary part,

cos29

x'

0 =o" 50" 63.5 c 75" 90"

Fig. 20.4. Polarization by reflection on dielectric.

ignating the amplitude ratio of the reflected compo-
nents at the principal angle do by por w€ rewrite Eq.
20.18 for this angle

r-ipo_ffi
L * ipo sin {s tan 4e

Finally, if we square this equation, multiply each term
by its conjugate and expand, we obtain do in terms of
the relative index of refraction and the index of absorp-
tion of medium 2 as

sin4 do tana Oo : n2L4(I * kr')'

+ 2n2f(L -inr\ sinr do * sin4 do.t @0.20)
1 See M. Born, Optilc, Springer, Berlin, 193{1, pp. 261 fr.

(20.2e)

L + Zsin 2B cos D 
: 

,io; t"o d'
From these equations we obtain the relative index of

refraction and the index of absorption of medium 2 as

2 See also J. A. Stratton, Elnntromagwlttc Th,eory, McGraw-Hill
Book Co., New York, 1941, pp. 505 fr.

f'
(20.le)

ar(L - ikz)
=. --.. 

Qn.27)
sin 0 tan d

L+2sin2FcosD

sin 2F sin D

C=o"
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a function of the angle of incidence Qt of the amplitude
ratio of the reflected componentt (p = tan B), and of
the temporal phase shift D between these components as

sin{tanScos20
fl2t :

L + 2 sin 2B cos D (20.30)

kz : sin 6 tan 20.

At the principal angle of circular polarization (sin d : 1)

Icz : tan2Bs (where po = tan Be). (20.31)

Figure 20.4 illustrates the state of polarization (relative
a,mplitudes in the x',y' plane) of the reflected beam as a
function of the angle of incidence for (o) u loss-free and
(b) a lossy material. The incident wave is linearly
polarized at, 45", the principal angle observed at 4 :
63.50.

Sumrnarizing: (I) Refraction of TEM waves by ab-
sorbing media produces, in general, a transmitted beam

which has longitudinal field components since the planes
of constant amplitude and of constant phase do not
coincide; the planes of constant amplitude are always
parallel to the interface. (2) In metals, the planes of
constant phase are practically parallel to those of con-
stant amplitude, and the transmitted beam propagates
therefore about normal to the metal boundary for all
angles of incidence as long as the skin+ffect equations
are valid. (3) Linearly polarized incident light be-
comes, in general, elliptically polarized by reflection
from an absorbing medium. (a) In place of Brewster's
angle for loss-free media, a principal angle of incidence
may be observed at which the reflected wave is circu-
larly polarized. (5) The complex permittivity of an
absorbing medium may be calculated from the geo-

metrical index of refraction, the principal angle of inci-
dence or, quite generally, from the state of polarization
of the reflected wave as a function of the angle of inci-
dence.

2L ' Guided Waves

At normal incidence, as discussed in Sec. 17, incom-
ing and reflected waves superpose to form a standing-
wave pattern. At oblique incidence, an interference
pattern forms in the crossover region of the incident
and the reflected beam (Fig. 2L.I). In this case, how-
ever, the interference phenomenon is not standing in
space but glides along the interface.

To see this in mathematical formulation we refer to
the ceordinate system of Fig. 2I.I, for which the nor-
mal distance of the planes of constant phase of the two
waves from the origin becomes

k;o.r:rcosQ*zsinf,
(21.1)

kro.r: -tcosf *asind.

By superposing both waves, the field strengths in the
interference region may be written in analogy to Eq.
L7.2

En, : Eog!'t-tt"'^6(e-rr" t*o * rodt'*r),

EO i,..t-n.qcin r{r z 
-ryra 

ano ^*, -r4 ffi ,a\ Ql'z)
H zL : 

;o*-rrzen 
6 1r-rtt 

oo8 O 
- rOdtn"ou 6).

If medium 1 is loss-fre 
" 

( ,r: .t ?) and medium 2 a\'- - )v/
metal (ro = -1), the real field components of the in-
terference pattern are simply

Re (Er1) : 2+orir, (rr - U#)

d, _ ollr : ,, 
=t);.dt 2r sin { sin { 

r'

which is larger than the phase velocity of the incident
wave and dependent on the angle of incidence.

As in the case of the standing waves (see Eq. 17.10), a
system of interference fringes has formed parallel to the
interface, with the nodes of the electric field (or anti-
nodes of the magnetic field) at the distances

Xrlfi:n (wherefr:0,t,2,3...) (2I.4)
2 cost'

in front of the boundary. However, the entire pattern
glides along the surface in the *z-direction with a phase

velocity

X sin

(21.3)
Es\Re(I/,r):2)cos )21 /

X cos

(21.5)
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The existence of phase velocities which may exceed

the velocity of light was encountered previously for the
surfact waves forming at total reflection (see Eq.

constont phose

z sin$

(b)

Fig. 21.1. Interference at oblique incidence: (o) distance
plane of constant phase from origin, (b) cross-over reg-on

incident and reflected beam.

16.15). The phenomenon is easily explained (Fig.

2L.2). In the direction of propagation the planes of
identical phase follow each other at distances etlrtal to
the wavelength tr1j parallel to the interface, horvever.

flow along the surface, on the other hand,
a group velocity ag l ub Traveling in
of propagation of the incident and re-
the energy traverses per second only the

The energy
proceeds with
the direetion
flected wave,
distance

they are separated by
distance

x

Fig. 21.2. Derivation of wavelength and
interference wave.

interference pattern, has, therefore, to
velocity u1u;:\;v:-'
as just derived. stn f

the larger distanc" +. This
sin @

ue : uL sin rf (21.8)

parallel to the boundary. The product of phase and
group velocity of this interference wa\re is thus equal

Surfoces of constont phose

o = lnc idenl wo ve b=Reflected wove

orQ

-- E = Emox

Nodol plones

E=O
Ant inodol

plones
--E=Emox

Fig. 21.3. fnterference pattern in eross-over region.

to the square of the phase velocity u1 in unbounded
sPace' 

uiuc : ut2. (21.9)

Since in the nodes of the electric wave the state of
the electromagnetic field is the same as at the boundary
of a perfect metal (Fig. 21.3), we may place a second
metal plate parallel to the first one at a distance (see

Eq. 21.a) trr Ib: ntt*o (21'10)

at one of the interference minima without causing a dis-
turbance of the field pattenr between the plates (Fig.
2L.4). Although the reflected radiation previously es-
eaped into spaee, it is now guided between the two
plates by multireflection; the two parallel metal mirrors
represent the prototype of a wane guide.

n=6

------- n=5

of
of

is the wavelength of the interference wave. A point P
of constant phase, traced parallel to the surface in the

(21.6)

phase velocity of

travel with the

(2r.7)

lr -T--
z cos6I--

Fig. 21.4. Plane-parallel wave guide.

The properties of such a wave guide can be discussed
without explicit reference to the angle of incidence by
combining Eqs. 21.7 and 21.10 as sin2 d * cos2 6 : l
to form the expression

(;)'*(?J':' (21.r r )
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fre ratio of the phase velocities in unbounded space

rd in the guide, plotted as function of the ratio wave-
lEgth in free space to plate separation, is represented
by the elliptical characteristic of Fig. 2I.5. As the

lE 2l.5. Relative phase velocity as function of wavelength to
plane separation.

ryacing b of the parallel-plane guide shrinks, we ap-

lroach a critical cut-off wauelength

the case of perpendicular incidence (d : O). The inter-
ference pattern appears here simultaneously parallel to
the whole surface of the mirror, that is, with infinite
phase velocity. The interference phenomenon, how-
ever, has come to a standstill;hence no energy is trans-
ferred parallel to the boundaries (u, - 0).

For longer wavelengths, that is, lower frequencies,
the wave guide cannot accommodaLe n interference
fringes; it blocks the propagation of the corresponding
electromagnetic mode. The longest mode possible in the
parallel plane guide contains one fringe (n : l); )t1/2
in this case is equal to the guide separation.

Although Rayleigh 1 as early as 1897 discussed the
propagation of \Maves through tubes, open transmission
lines or coaxial cables were used exclusively until 1936,

because the cut-off properties of hollow wave guides
made them impractical at the frequencies then avail-
able. The development of magnetrons and other short-
wave oscillators overcame this obstacle; and in 1936

the properties of hollow and of dielectric guides were
rediscovered independently by Barrow 2 and South-
worth.s Since that time, the theory and applications
of wave guides have developed rapidly under the im-
pact of radar,a and provide today a well-founded basis
for modern microwave techniques.

I Lord Rayleigh, PhiI. Moa. 43, L25 (1897).
2 W. L. Barrow, Proc. Inst. Ra.il. Eng. 24, t2g8 (1936).
s G. C. Southworth, Bell. Syst. Tech. J. 15, 284 (1936).
a See Massachusetts Institute of Technology Radiation Lab-

oratory Series, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, Vols. 8-13.

trr" : 2b/n

c cut-off frequency

,. : " :n"," trr, 2b
et which

ni : 6t that is, ac : 0. (21.14)

This situation, according to Eq. 2L.7, corresponds to

(2r.t2)

(21.13)

22 ' Eleetromagnetic

In the preceding treatment of the interference phe-
nomenon between parallel plates we considered only the
exponential phase functions of the incident and re-
flected waves without regard to the state of polariza-
tion of the wave pattern. If we now include the orien-
tation of the electric and magnetic field vectors in our
discussion, obviously two principal interference pattern
types may be distinguished (Fig. 22.L). If the direct
wave is polarized with the electric vector normal to the
plane of incidence, the interference pattern gliding along
the plates will have transverse electric components, but
its magnetic components will be transverse and longi-
tudinal ones. fn the language of the wave-guide theory,
these are the TE modes of propagation. The opposite
case of polarization leads to the transverse magnetic or
TM modes. It is convenient to break down the wave

Fields in Vave Guides

patterns developing in any type of guide into these two
classes of TE modes and TM modes.

A general discussion of wave propagation in guides
of arbitrary cross section requires that we turn from

TM wove TE wove

Fig.22.l. TM waves and TE waves.

the instructive graphical approach of superposing inci-
dent and reflected waves to a mathematical treatment
of the wave equations of the electromagnetic field
(Eqs. 7.6 and 7.7) with prescribed boundary conditions.
We will carry the analysis through for the rectangular
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guide (Fig. 22.2) and then draw some general con-
clusions.

The wave pattern progressing through such a guide
in the *r-direction has to satisfy the wave equations

Hence longitudinal fi,eld cornponents E, and H, have
become possible owing to the stabilizing influence of
the confining walls, expressed by the difference between
the characteristic and the intrinsic propagation factors.

As stated previously, two types of vibrations may
coexist independently of each other, the TE and the
TM modes. In the reference system of Fig. 22.2 the
field components of these modes are

TE
E":0,
Eu,8", H", Hu, H";

(22.6)

d2E
VzE : €l*rr1* 

-,AP

a2IJ
VzH : er*pr* 

Atr.
We assume the solution

(22.t)

(22.2)

(22.3)
E: Eo(ytz)ei't-tr'',

rr : Ho(a, ?)s!'t-tr'n

In addition to the fact that the electric and magnetic
field amplitudes are now functions of y and e, this solu-
tion differs from the one previously assumed for TEM

Fig.22.2. Rectangular w&ve guide.

waves in unbounded space (see Eq. 7.10) as follows.
The complex permittivity and permeability, e1* and
pr* of the wave equations refer to the dielectric prop-
erties of an isotropic and homogeneous medium 1 in
unbounded space, and determine the,intrinsic compler
propagation factor iEq. 7.12)

"YL: jr\/# (22.4)

of the dielectric material. In Eq. 22.3 there appears in
place of this intrinsic propagation factor of the free
medium a characteristic propagation factnr y1' which
allows for the fact that the field is confined. The dis-
tributed capacitance, inductance, and resistance of the
bounding wave guide have changed the energy storage,
dissipation, and propagation of the electromagRetic
field.

Introducing the solution (Eq. 22.3) into the wave
equations, we obtain for the r-components of the elec-
tric and magnetic field strengths the differential equa-

For both types we have to introduce the boundary
condition (assuming infinite conductivity of the metal
walls) that the tangential electric field components at
the metal surfaces are short-circuited, that is, must be
zeto.

Starting with the TM modes we have to fulfill, in
consequence, the conditions at the boundaries parallel
to the a-y plane.

TM {H, 
__ O,

lHu, H 
", 

Er, Eu, 8".

t"::l 
atz:oand ?:b,

Eu:OJ
and parallel to the r-z plane:

(22.7)

'" 
: 

lI atv :oand a : a. (22'8)
Er:0)

The differential equation for the -8" component (Eq.
22.5) is a partial differential equation of the second
order in two variables. It may be solved by assuming
that the solution can be expressed as the product of
two functions' 

E, : YZ, (22.g)

where Y is a function of y and Z a function of z only.
Substituting this expression into E,q. 22.5 and dividing
by YZ, we obtain, by this method of separation of uari-
ables, the total differential equation

I d2Y r d2z

V da'*; or': -(7'''' -trz)' (22'ro)

Since the quantity on the right side of this equation
is independent of y and a, each term on the left side
must correspond to a constant, or

I dzY
(22.11)

Y da'

Hence Y and Z can be represented by the exponential
functions

y: Cpi{eru *Cze-i{tru,

Z : Csd{,2" I Cus-i\rt'". 
(22'L2)

I dzz
- -Au Z dr, - -42.
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y : cL(:;u - r-i;\ : zjcrrio(*"\y. (z2.rg)
\ o /v 

\

The boundary condition f.or E, (Eq. 22.8) demands
f : 0 for y: 0; thus Cr: -C* Furthermore Y
: 0 for a : a; hence \A : mr/a and

Equation 22.16 allows us to express the characteristic
propagation factor ?r' by the intrinsic propagation fac-
tor 71, the mode integers n and m and the guide dimen-
sionsaandbas

^rL': tF;W.(T)'
:,Jfi(T)'*(f)'l (22rs)

This factor must be complex or imaginary if the wave
is to be propagated, hence the angular frequency must
satisfy the condition

(22.20)

The low-frequency limit designates the cut-off frequencg
of the rectangular waue guide for the mode characterized
by the integers m and n. Its value for a loss-free me-
dium 1 is therefore

In analogy we obtain from the boundary condition,
Eq. 22.7,

z : cs(d+" - ,-iT1 : zicr.r(T) ,, ez.ru)

corurequently Er, the product of the two functions,
becomes

E,: -csin (T)ysin (9, e2.15)

From Eqs.22.10 and 22.1L, it follows, in addition, that

Ar * Az : (T)' * (T)' : -y1,2 - -yt2. (22.16)

Theintegetsnx:0, 1,213 ... and ra:0, l,2rB ...
designate the number of half wavelengths occurring
across the height a and the width b of the wave guide.

To find the other field components we have to return
to Maxwell's equations (7.1 and 7.2). In view of the
solution, E,q. 22.3, the curl components can be written (#)'*(#)'

oH, _uH, : jtse*Er,
0y 0z

aH-
- * Ir'H": j<te*Eu,
0z

aH-
-"yr'Hu - 

= 
: jac*E",

da

oE" _rE, : _jrt*Hr,
0y 0z

aE-
^ * jr'U"- -jory,*Hy,0z

aE-
-Ir'Eu -=: -jo;p,*H".da 

ez.Lz)

"'l"'

:ul (22.2t)

By choosing o : 6, the rectangular guide is trans-
formed into the parallel-plane guide, and E,q. 22.2I be-
comes identical with Eq. 2I.13.

As long as the loss in the dielectric and in the walls of
the guide can be neglected, Eq. 22.19 may be simpli-
fied to

rr' : j7t'

J(#)'.(;)'

Since for the TM modes H": 0 and E, is given by
Eiq.22.15, we obtain for the remaining four field com-
ponents

Et ^Yt' 0E'
tt'y--IL,r_llrily

:;+e)ccos (T)vsin (?'
Et ^Yt' 0E'

"yt2 _ ^lt2 0z

:7+(T) csin(T)acos(g'

i,e* Q2'L8)

Ha: -" , E"
^Yt

ir,ic*
.H, :" , Er.

'Yt

t-

: ry. l, - 
('"t'

- rL !' - \;) Q2.22)

The phase velocity of the wave pattern in the guide
becomes correspondingly

(22.23)

its wavelength

(22.24)
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and group velocity

(cf. Eq. 11.19). (22.25)

The product ut.u* is again equal to the square of the
free space velocity as established in Eq. 2I.9. Figure
22.3 illustrates the frequency dependence of phase
velocity, group velocity, and wavelength.

Yc 
ut

Fig. 22.3. Frequency dependence of phase velocity, group
velocity and wavelength of TM wave in rectangular guide.

The wave guide, as this figure shows, behaves like a
highly dispersive dielectric; the product of permittivity
and permeability falls below that of free space. This
can be seen by specifying a permitt'iuity er1' and perrne-
ability pct' of medium 1 in the guide and a phase velocity
of the interference pattern as

For a loss-free medium
to 22.22 that

l, it follows from Eqs. 22.19

1
tl---^rUd 

- - 
Ua' dpr'

d,

'Yt'

in analogy to the expression for the phase velocity in
the unbounded medium

1
,t. : 

--.

vt 
\/;Ji?

^Yt'2 - ^lt2
(22.28)

j"r' 'E vl
lL''z-rf:;!i:;4

By substituting these expressions into F,q. 22.18, w€
arrive at the final formulation for the field eomponents
of the TM modes in the rectangular loss-free wave guide:

E,:

(22.2e)
H":0,

Hu: -;;e),'(T) s/cos (T),,

H":;;e).*(T) ysin (T),
It is apparent that near cut-off the longitudinal E"
component dominates the electric field, but with in-
creasing frequency the transversal components become
decisive and the wave approaches the character of a
normal TEM wave, as already evident from Fig. 22.3.

Returning to Eq. 22.17, we can derive, u'ith the con-
dition E, :0, the TE modes of the rectangular wave
guide and find for a loss-free medium 1, in analogy to
Bqs.22.29, the field components

Er:0,

Eu: u";(T) .*(T) ysin (T),,

E": ut,;H.t"(T) 3'cos (T),,

Ha:

(22.30)

z,

-csin (?ysin (T),,

E u : t ;\*H.* (T) y sin (T),,

E":r;:;(T) ,,"(T) ycos (T),,

(22.26)

(7.20)
H,: -Bcos (?s/cos (T)r,

The ratio of the guide value to the free space l'alues
of the dielectric constants and permeabilities becomes
(Eq. 22.23)

fg)'_cct'.ttet.' _t_ (.\'. e2.22)
\rn/ cr'ttt'-r \r/' \' H":
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The integerc rn arrd n indicate the number of half
wavelength or nodal lines which the interference wave
possesses in the gt-z cross section of the rectangular
pipe. Thus the checkerboard pattern of Fig. 22.4 rc-
sults, in which each individual mode of vibration can
be identified by the double integers m and n. These

order mode of a wave-guide system is called its domi-
nant mode.

If the rectangular guide is opened up into a parallel-
plane arrangement (o : o), the periodic functions con-
taining a in Eqs. 22.29 and22.30 are removed, the com-
ponents with I/a in the denominator become zero, and

TEzs

fEo, mode

Top
vlew

End view

End
vtew

Top view

-E
H

H field

Fi9.22.4. Identification of wave modes in rectangular guide by
integers m and n.

integers are used as subscripts in the mode designation,
that is, we refer to TF,*n and TM-,, modes. For the
index values n1, : n : 0, the TM field components
vanish, and the TEoo mode degenerates into a constant
longitudinal magnetic component; f.or m : 0 or ra : 0,

no TM modes are possible. The lowest-order modes
that may be supported by a rectangular guide are the
TEor and the TEro modes (Fig. 22.5). The lowest-

Fi5.22.5. Lowest order modes in rectangular guide.

the factors (nr/b) are removed. The result is that for
n : 0 no TE wave exists between parallel-plate con-
ductors, and that the TMs mode degenerates into a
TEM wave with only transversal field components.
This wave is generated by connecting the trvo conduc-
tor plates to opposite poles of an oscillator. Such a
TEM or principal wave can obviously exist also in a

coaxial line, but not in any uniconductor wave guide.

23 ' Measurement of Dieleetrics in Shorted Wave Guides

In Secs. 16 and 20 if was shown how the dielectric
properties of a medium can be derived from the angles

of incidence and refraction and from the state of polari-
zation of the reflected and refracted beams. This is the
normal optical procedure employing traveling waves;
it is based on Snell's laws and Fresnel's equations.
Carried over into the microwave range these methods
become definitely inferior. Boundary effects arise be-
cause the wavelength is comparable to the sample di-
mensions, and standing waves are formed between
transmitter and receiver, producing intensity fluctua-
tions.

The macroscopic size of the wavelength, on the other
hand, proves of great advantage if the standing-wave

methods discussed in Sec. 18 are applied, because a de-
tector may travel directly through the profile of the
wave pattern. Drude's two classical methods I already
utilize this possibility and have since been employed in
many variations.2 The use of open transmission lines
(Lecher systems t) of the type shown in Fig. 23.1 has
been a handicap. An empirical calibration of the con-
denser system was required, and extreme care had to be

1 P. Drude, Wied. Ann. 55,633 (1895); 61, 466 (1897).
2 See, for example, G. Potapenko, Z. Phgsilt 20, 2I (1923);

M. Seeberger, Ann. Physik 16, 77 (1933); R. King, Reu. Sci.
Irwtr. 8,201 (1937); K. E. Slevogt, Ann. Physik 36, l4l (1939);
H. Slzitis, Ann. Physik 56,397 (1939).

3 E. Lecher, Wied. Ann. 11, 850 (1890).

Top view
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taken to avoid perturbation of the waves by the detec-
tor system and disturbance of the detector by stray
fields. These limitations have been overcome by en-
closing the electromagnetic field in wave guides.a All
boundary and stray effects thus disappear automati-
cally, and small amounts of a dielectric can be meas-
ured with precision on the basis of the theory given in
Sec. 18.

The type of wave-guide instrument, developed for
these measurements in the Laboratory for Insulation
Research during World War II,6 is shown in Fig. 23.2.

A stabilized klystron oscillator radiates monochromatic
waves of a prescribed frequency into one end of a co-
axial line or hollow wave guide; they are reflected by a
shorting metallic boundary at the other end. Standing

couprins runer 
?,n.H?.

Fig. 23.1. Drude's arra,ngement for measuring the dielectric
constant of liquids in the microwave range.

rvaves are set up and can be measured by a probe de-
tector traveling along a narrow slot cut in the guide
parallel to its axis. The dielectric is inserted in the
closed end of the guide opposite the transmitter. For
the short-circuit measurement, the sample is placed in
direct contact with the metal short; for the open-circuit
measurement, it is located a quarter wavelength ahead
of the termination (see Sec. 18). It is essential that the
sample intimately fit the walls of the guide and the
shorting plate, and that its faces be perpendicular to
the guide axis.

The standing rvave is measured in air (medium 1)

above the dielectric sample of thickness d (medium2);
the terminating impedance Z(0) of medium 1 is found
by determining the ratio of minimum to maximum elec-
tric field strength and the distance 16 of the first mini-
mum from the dielectric boundary. Since the detector
would be overloaded and the field distribution dis-
turbed if E,no* were measured directly, the ratio
E^io/E^r* is usually found indirectly by measuring the

{ S. Roberts and A. von Hippel, Phys. Rea. 57, 1056 (19a0);
J. AppI. Phys. 17,610 (1946).

6 A. von Hippel, D. G. Jelatis, and W. B. Westphal "The Meas-
urement of Dielectric Constant and Loss with Standing Waves in
Coaxial Wave Guides," NDRC Contract OEMsr-191, Labora-
tory for fnsulation Research, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, April f943.

distance Ar between the two positions where the cur-
rent in the detector doubles its minimum value

--- Tuner

- -- Tuning deteclor

--- Cooxiol line

--- Somple holder

Fig.23.2. M.I.T. coax instrument.

(Fig. 23.3). For a detector of "square-law" response
(I - E2), for example, a germanium diode, it can be
easily shown a'5 that

Er.;o t Ar

E^ * trr'

Fig. 23.3. Measurem*i# jf;;*l:-ave ratio with square

The half wavelength )\L' /2 in the air space of the guide
may be obtained by directly measuring either the dis-
tance between two minima of the standing wave with

(.'#=0.'). (2Br)

X-+
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the traveling detector or by setting the tuning plunger
in the head of the guide to two consecutive resonance
pmitions.

As shown in the preceding chapter, the impedance
and the propagation function of a wave in a hollow
save guide differ from their values in unbounded space.

We denote the quantities pertaining to the guide by a
prime and write the terminating impedance expression
of Sec. 18 (Eq. 18.4) as

whereas the characteristic propagation factor follows
from F,qs. 22.22 and 22.27 as

a
"Y':"Y-;

U;
(23.5)

hence
Z"y' : Z^Y. (23.6)

Since for nonmagnetic dielectrics Zfyr : Zzrz (see

F,q. 7.25), it follows that

(23.8)

tanh 72'd

^Yz'd

I;'sing the short-circuit method we have the additional
equation for the terminating impedance, as seen from
medium 2 (Eq. 18.9)

Z'(0) - Zz'tanh "yz'd. (23.3)

The parameters 21' and 22' may be called the char-
rctnristic waue impedarrc,es of media 1 and 2 as distin-
guished from the intrinsic impedances. For the 7'
parameters we introduced in Sec. 22 the name charac-
lsistic propagation factor. All field impedances (E/H)
used here relate only to the transverse field components
because only these obey the continuity condition
(Eq. la.e).

To measure the transverse components of the electric
field, we operate conveniently with TE waves and a
detector probe coupling with this electric field. Fig-
ure 23.4 refers in particular to the dominant TEor

Fig.23.4, TEor mode and standing-wave detector.

mode in a rectangular wave guide and shows the orien-
tation of slot and detector in relation to the wave
pattern.

The characteristic wave impedance for TE waves,
according to Eq. 22.30, is given as

zz, - zl \. ( 2B.z)- 
^Yz'

(23.2) Hence Eq. 23.3 may be rewritten for nonmagnetic
dielectrics

tanh y2'd
Z'(0) : Zr'Ir'd--

Equating Eqs. 23.2 and 23.8 and noting that medium 1/ .2r\
is loss-fre" (rt' : i i), we can derive 72' from the

measured quantities by the expression

E^io 2Trg
- ltAn

-Jtrr' Ernu* " trr'

z'(0) - zt'

EU

E^io 2nxs
- ttanE^u* - trr'

E*io 2trrg
I -'t tan-" E^* trr'

2rd, - Z*ir, 2Trsr-i u E^* trr'

= cdt. (23.9)

The function Cdr is found by measuring the thick-
ness d of the sample, the wavelength trr' in the air-
filled pipe, the inverse VSWR E^in/E^ax1 &rrd the dis-
tance 16 of the first minimum from the surface of me-
dium 2. Next the function

72'd, : Td' (23.10)

has to be determined from charts or from a series ap-
proximation of the function

In Fig. 23.5 a survey map drawn by S. Roberts a is
given, with the argument r the ordinate, the absolute
value of ? the abscissa, whereas C and f are parameters
of intersecting curves; r and f are expressed in degrees.o

The hyperbolic functions are multivalued so that meas-
urements with a single thickness d of the dielectric may
leave the value "yz' in doubt. But if two different thick-
nesses are used, only one set of values T/d ar.ld r will
satisfy both experimental results.

6 Detailed charts may be found, for example, in the companion
volume, Diel,entric Materials and, Appli.cations, Technology Press

of M.I.T. and John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1954, Sec. II
L,2.

(23.11)

Z':
H" H

(23.4)
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Fig. 23.5. Survey map of Cef function as f (Tei').
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After the characteristic propagation factor .yz' is
obtained, the intrinsic propagation tactor 72 of the
dielectric in free space can be calculated from E,q.22.19
as

"y2r2 : ^122

'We may rewrite this expression by referring to the cut-
off wavelength tr" of the guide. From E,q. 22.21it fol-
lows that

lffiw
(23.13)

hence, according to Eq. 23.12,

Since for air as the loss-free medium 1 the correspond-
ing equation may be written as

'Yt'2 : - (#)' - -r,t2 eo'r, * (T)', (28.15)

we may express the complex dielectric constant of a
nonmagnetic medium 2 finally in the convenient form

For the TEM wave of the coaxial line Eq. 23.16 reduces
therefore to

The cut-off wavelength for the lowest order waves in
the customary types of wave guide are

rectangular pipe tr" : 2 X width (see Fig.22.5),

round pipe tr" : l.7l diameter,

coaxial line tr, : @.

The standing-wave method of Sec. 23 has the advan-
tage of depending only on the wave-guide section be-
tween detector probe and shorting plate. The input
part of the guide between the detector and tuning
plunger (cf. Fig. 23.2) does not enter into the final re-

(23.r7)

Summarizing, the procedure of determining e2* begins
with measurements of -E*io /Ern ., ror dt and tr1'. From
these measured values, C and f are calculated with the
help of Eq. 23.9. From C and f the values of. T and r
are found from charts or by a series approximation. By
dividing Tet' by d, ^yz' is obtained; finally e2* is deber-
mined from tz' by Eq. 23.16 or 23.17.

In complete analogy to this short-circuit method
based on the equation

Z'(0)r - 22'tanh ^yz'd, (23.3)

we can use the open-circuit method, in which a quarter
wavelength of dielectric is inserted between medium 2
and the shorting plate. This arrangement (see Eq.
18.14) leads to the expression

Z'(O)o - Zz' coth72'd. (23.18)

Since the hyperbolic tangent and cotangent are recip-
rocals of each other, the product of the two types of
impedances is

z'(0),2'(0)o : zr''. (23.19)

The characteristic wave impedance of a dielectric is the
geometrical mean of its short-circuited and open-cir-
cuited impedances. Thus 22' can be found without
reference to hyperbolic functions if both input imped-
ances for the shorted and for the open dielectric are
measured. This suffices for nonmagnetic materials,
since Zz' determines ^yz' (see Eq. 23.7). Magnetic
materials, on the other hand, require a separate calcu-
lation of. 22' and 1u2' because the impedance contains
the ratio, and the propagation factor the product of
p2* and e2*. In this case we have to exploit the short-
circuit method as well as the open-circuit method to
their full extent.T

7 For permissible simplifications of these methods, see W. B.
Westphal in Ref. 6.

sult; the setting of the plunger affects only the inten-
sity of the standing-wave pattern. Thus we are freed
of the errors inherent in the imperfect contact between
tuning plunger and guide walls, but we have to put up
with a traveling detector requi.ring a slotted line and

e2*: -(:)'.

A1\,:-:
V6

.(T)'*(T)' e'tz)

^Y2'2 : rz2 *(3'. ( 2s.14)

. -"Y22C2*: --c-: €0
@- Iro

(23.16)

24 . Short-Circuited Guides and Cavity Resonators
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appropriate shielding. The shielding problem has been

solved satisfactorily, and most of the precision instru-
ments used today employ traveling detectors and
slotted wave guides. However, if we want to avoid
this approach, we have the alternative of measuring
the input impedance of the whole grride as a function
of its length or of the exciting frequency. The guide
in this case serves as a cavity resonator.

The irnpedance of a shorted line
We have already encountered resonance phenomena

in our discussion of interference optics (see Sec. 18)

without referring to them explicitly. Equation 18.9

describes the input impedance of a dielectric resonator
as a function of its length, and Fig. 18.3 illustrates how
the reflection from a dielectric layer varies from reso-
nance to antiresonance as the layer thickness increases.

Let us return to this equation and examine in more de-
tail the input impedance of a wave-guide section ex-
tending from r : 0 to r : I and terminated first at Z

only, later at both ends, by a metallic short circuit.
Seen from n :0, the input impedance of the shorted

line filled with a medium 1 is

Z'(0) - Zr'tanh71'l; (24.r)

the primed quantities refer, as previously, to the field
in the guide. Without attenuation the equation simpli-
fies to 

2trz'(o): Zt'jtan--l; (24.2)
trr'

the field in the guide consists of the real components
(see Eq. 17.10)

Re (Er1) : 24osin c,rf .irr 3 (, - t)
trr' '

2En 2n Q4'3)

Re (I/,r) : 
d 

cos c,rf cos -- (n - I).

The standing electric and magnetic rvaves in front of
the short circuit (Fig. 24.1) are displaced with respect

-+ x x=l
Fig. 24.1. Standing-wave in front of short-circuited guide.

to each other by a quarter wavelength in space and by
a quarter period in time.

The impedance Z'(0) is obtained by measuring at
r : 0 the amplitude ratio of the E and I/ field and the
temporal phase angle between the field vectors. E and
H of E,q. 24.3 are in time quadrature, and the imped-
ance is purely reactive. It is zero at the end of the
line (at Z), varies from 0 to f o as the reference point
is moved backwards a quarter of a wavelength, at this

point jumps to -o, and returns to 0 agai n at l- Y
2

Fig.24.2. Reactance of loss-free line, shorted. at n : l.

At an even number of quarter wavelengths the line is
in resonance, at an odd number of quarter rvavelengths
in antiresonaruce. While lengthening the line from reso-
nance to antiresonance, we note a positiue or inductiue
reactance; further extending it from antiresonance to
resonance, we observe a negatiue or capacitiue reactance
(Fig. 24.2).

For the general case of a shorted line rvith attenua-
tion (71' : a * r0), Eq. 24-l may be rewritten

Z'(0) - Zt' tanh(o* jl)l: R+ jX. (24.4)
Since

sinh (c + iP) : sinh d cos P + icosh a sin B,

cosh (cu + jP): cosh d cos P + jsinh a sin B, 
Q4'5)

the resistnnce R andthe reactnnce X of. the guide section
become

sinh al cosh clR:Zr'

X:Zrt

cosh2 al cos2 pl + sinh2 al sin2 Bl

sin Fl cos 9l

f Ant resononce-
I

I
I

cosh2 al cos2 pl + sinh2 al sin2 9l

(24.6)
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lAese relations may be mapped conveniently in the
csnplex plane by plotting the normalized resistance
sd reactance,

r : R/Zt',

@ : X/2,,,
(24.7)

es the abscissa and ordinate respectively, and by draw-
ing, in addition, lines of constant attenuation, al, and
d constant phase, Bl. These lines prove to be two
farnilies of circles (Fig. 24.3).r The circles of constant

Fig. 24.3. Circles of constant attenuation (al) and constant
phase (9J).

dI have their centers on the r-axis at an abscissa 11;

their radius is po, where

rr : coth 2al

(r - rr)'+ @' : Po2

round the point r : l, @ : 0, whereas all the circles of
constant phase, pl, pass through this point. We read
this diagram as follows. If the attenuation of the wave
guide is constant, we trace out a circle al : constant
as the length of the line increases. Since the phase

function varies with 201 - 
4n 

I. this circle is described'tr,,

Fig.24.4. Impedance circle diagram of transmission line.

once for each increase of the guide length by t 1'/2.
Starting, for example, from,4. we arrive at B, C, D,
and A again by lengthening the line in successive steps
of one eighth of a wavelength. Actually, the total at-
tenuation increases with the length of the guide; hence
we shall not arrive at A again after one full turn but at
some point E' of higher attenuation. We do not travel
on a circle al : constant, but on a spiral, rvhich gradu-
ally winds up to the point r : l, @ : 0 (Fig. 24.5).
This situation is identical with that discussed previ-
ously for the reflection coefficient 16 as /(d) (see Eq.
18.18).

The radius vector from the origin of the circle dia-
gram to any point of the spiral represents in magnitude
and phase the normalized impedance 2'(0)/21'. It is
small and purely resistive when the length of the wave
guide corresponds to an even number of quarter wave-
lengths, and large and purely resistive when the length

2
pa : csc 2al : 

,rrl _ ,_^r.

The circles of constant Bl have their centers on the @
axis at an ordinat. @, and have a radius pp, where

@t : -cot2Bl,
12 + (@ - @r)t : Pe2,

pp: csc2Bl'

Thus the impedance circle diagram of Fig. 24.4 rc-
sults, in which all the circles of constant attenuation sur-

'r See, for example, J. C. Slater, Microwaue Transmission,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, L942, pp.30 ff.; W. Jackson,
High FrequencA Transmission Lines, Methuen and Co., Lon-
don, 1945.

(24.8)

(24.s)
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corresponds to an odd number. These are the cases of
resonance and antiresonance; at intermediate lengths
the reactance is inductive or capacitive in accordance
with Eig. 24.2.

Fig.24.5. Impedance spiral as function of line length.

The Q of cavity resonators
The preceding discussion of the shorted line pre-

scribed only a short circuit at r : Z while leaving the
boundary condition at the input end (c : 0) unspeci-
fied. The term resonance really implies the existence
of some reflector aL n : 0 and the build-up of high field
amplitudes by multireflection between the two termina-
tions. We have to ask whether or not the introduction
of a real boundary at r :0 changes the impedance
expression (Eq. 24.4).

Obviously, if we tune the guide to a multiple of half
rvavelengths,

I : drt'/2 (with tu : 1,2,8 ...), (24.10)

and transform it into a cauity resonator by shorting at
,il : 0, nothing will change (Fig. 24.6). The wave pat-

Line

Covity

Fig. 24.6. Transformation of line into cavity resonator.

tern in this special case can fulfill the short-circuit
condition at both ends. For any arbitrary length Z,

however, a phase mismatch results between the stand-
ing wave building up in front of the shorting plate at

r : I and that required by the boundary at r -- 0.
Destructive interference ensues, and decreases the
standing wave amplitude. But the impedance expres-
sion (Eq. 24.4) remains valid for r ) 0 since its only
prerequisite is that a wave entering from the left is
totally reflected at n : Z and superposes with the re-
turning wave to a standing-wave pattern.

The field energy of the standing wave alternates be-
tween electric and magnetic energy storage. For a
resonator filled with a, nonmagnetic medium, this
energy is (see Eq. 11.11)

, : 
[r:rH2 

iw : 
I;o"'282 

dv; (24.1r)

the field str.rrgth and the charq,cteristic waue ad,mittance
Y' : l/Z' in the cavity varies from point to point,
depending on the geometry of the resonator and the
type of mode excited.

The energy oscillating in the cavity can be charac-
terized by the energy input sustaining it. If the volt-
age across the input probe is kept constant, the field
strength .E remains constant and the sustaining energy
is proportional to the square of the input admittance
Y'(0). By plotting I'(0)2 as /(l) or /(z), a resonance
characteristic of. the cavity is obtained.

The input admittance of the resonator follows from
Bc1. 24.4 as

r'(0):+ ::coth(a + jp)t. (24.12)z'(0) zt'
The absolute value of the coth function is the square
root of the sum of its squared real and imaginary parts or

I coth (o * jiltl
cosh (a + jp)l

sinh (a + jp)l

(24.r3)

ff we are interested only in the behavior of cavities of
low attenuation and in small phase deviations A from
resonance, the approximations

sinh2 al --+ (ol)',

cosh2 al - I,

sin2 Bt , a2,

cos2 Bl r 1,

hold. Hence F,q.24.13 simplifies to

(24.t4)

sinh2 al cosh2 al * sin2 pl cos2 pl

(sinh2 al cos2 pl + cosh2 al sinz pl)z

I coth (o * ip)tl: J"+GF 
. (24.18)
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Tlhen the guide is approximately tuned to resonance,l
equals about a multiple of half wavelengths (see Eq.
24JO), and ql may be replaced by

oLn).:t at
al- 2p

Thus the square of the input admittance may finally
be written for small variations from resonance

Y',(0)2 :

Hence the relative half-width is equal to the loss tan-
gent, or its inverse, according to Eq. 9.2, is equal to the
Q of the resonator,

B ntr f teaetive v-amol
a :;: EL -** J Q1'21)

This quality factor of a resonator can be visualized
in a still different way by referring to the transient be-
havior of the cavity. The energy content of a free

(24.t6)

(24.t7)

(24.18)

(24.re)

(24.2r)

(24.22)

zr'2 
az. (i n*)'

The energy delivered to the guide varies with Y'(0)'
and falls to its half value, when the line is detuned from
resonance by a change in phase

L'n d.
A : 

-: 
3f -nrr.2p

This detuning can be accomplished by changing the

cavity from its resonance length t to t + ry. The
2

change in length producing the required phase change
is (see Eqs. 24.18 and 24.16)

Lnn trr Al d.

-: 

:*-l
2 2r2 p

Alternatively, the phase shift can be produced by
changing the input frequency from its resonance value

Lvn
rs to vo *; Since

Lnn Arn

t :;'

the energy input falls to its half value, lvhen

(24.20)

Avn d.

-: 
L-vo.2p

Arn and Av6 the half-width of the resonance character-
istic, represent the distance bet'ween the two half-
power points in the line-length scale and in the fre-
quency scale, respectively (Fig. 24.7). The relatiue

half-width or relative phase change between the half-
power points,

yc

ll+

Fig. 24.7. Half width of resonance characteristic.

oscillator, if not
tially and falls to
(see II, Eq. 4.18),

Consequently,

replenished, is attenuated exponen-
l/e of. its original value after a time

(24.25)

(24.26)

Lxn Avn _d A1
- 

a,................_:-:.-:-.
lropnlr

is identical in both scales.

To interpret this characteristic property of a resona-
tor, we recall that, according to Eq. 9.26, for TEM
waves and low loss (tan2d << 1)

is the ringing time of. the resonator; or, if To : L/ro
designates the time required for one oscillation, the ratio

(24.27)

represents the number of free oscillations required to
reduce the energy content of the resonator to 0.368 of
its starting value.

The great advantage of cavity resonators is their
excellent "ringing" quality in comparison with that of
open-line resonators. Since no energy is lost by radia-
tion, Q values of 104 can be obtained without much
difficulty, and even 106 may be realized by the excita-
tion of favorable modes in large cavities, whereas values
not higher than 102 may be expected from an open
transmission line in the microwave region. It is this
high Q rvhich enables us to measure low-loss dielectrics
in closed-wave guides with high precision.

Measurernent of dielectrics in tuned guides
In Sec. 23 we have shown horv the dielectric proper-

ties of a material can be evaluated in a shorted line
from the ratio of minimum to maximum field strength

2rTs

,tU:tan 6.

c,
.2
o
o,

c,

=I
5

(24.23)
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and the distance of the first minima from the dielectric
boundary. In place of this "inside" method, which de-
termines the standing-wave pattern in the line with a

traveling detector, we now have an alternative t'out-

side" method which obtains the 0 of the cavity and its
resonant length or resonant frequency from the input
impedance. Obviously, the two methods are closely
interrelated, and, for low loss, the choice between them
is essentially one of experimental convenience. For high
loss, the traueling detector method is superior because the
resonance characteristic becomes asymmetrical, and the
distance between the half-power points loses its simple
meaning.

To establish the connection between the two tech-
niques for lorv loss, we return once more to the standing

Empty resonotor Resonotor with somple

Fig. 24.8. Effect of dielectric on resonator length.

wave in the shorted line. Through superposition of in-
cident and reflected wave, the standing electric wave
results,

E(r) : Eoei't le-tt'@-t) - 1t'@-t)y

: -2Eod,tsinh {(o* iil@ - D}. e4.28)

By expanding this equation and using the approxima-
tions of Eq. 24.t4, we obtain the simplified expression

E(i) : -2Eosi'tlo(r - I) cos F@ - l)

* / sin 0@ - t)|. Q4.2s)

For the resonatins wave guide (, : ry)we observe

at r : 0 a field strength minimum

Eorio : q.l2Eoeittt : alE 
^u*,

hence (cf. Eq. 24.24)

E^in , 2a Bl L rl
: Lta, : 

- - 
: 

- 
-'E^* p 2 Qtrr'

By inserting a dielectric of the thickness d into a
tuned guide, we alter its original resonance length nL :
m]1'f2 to a new resonance length (FiS. 24.8)

rnr)\rl
n2:;*ro*d

(where ffi:0, I,2,3,...). (24.32)

Thus the retuning distance, fi2 - rtt is a measure of re.
The Q has to be measured for the empty and for the

filled guide in order to separate the losses of the cavity
proper from those of the dielectric. Since the wall
Zosses of the cavity produce an attenuation factor a.
which adds to the a of the dielectric material, the ob-
served loss tangent is the sum of the loss tangent of
dielectric and guide.

tan 6 : tan 6a * tan d,
(24.33)

111
_:_I_-
A Qa' Q.

After the Qa of the dielectric has been obtained, its
propagation factor 72' cam be evaluated 2 as in the pre-
vious method (see Eq. 23.9), except that the ratio
E,oio/E^,* is replaced by the expression of Eq. 24.3L.
Thus

tanh tz'd

rl 2trrs
- itan

Ar' Qa)\' " trr'

^Yz'd %rd, . d 2Trs
| - i tan-- Qa\r' trr'

2 See, for details of this reson&nce method, W. B. Westphal in
Ref. 6, Sec. II A, 2.

25 ' Treatment of Field Phenomena by Equivalent Circuits

Thus far, we have used the language of the field
theory in discussing the propagation of electromaguetic
w&ves and their reflection and refraetion on dielectric
and metallic boundaries. Frequently, however, it may
prove convenient to handle field phenomena by an
equivalence approach in rvhich the role of the electric

and magnetic fields in space corresponds to the inter-
play of voltages and currents in electric circuits com-
posed of the proper capacitance, inductance, and re-
sistance elements.

This equivalence, in the case of guided waves, may
be a real one: the electromagnetic field patterns in

(24.30)

(24.31)

(24.34)
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space are one aspect of the physical phenomenon, the
charge and current distribution in the guide structure
its complement. Knowing the one we can derive the
other unambiguously. Let us illustrate this comple-
mentarity for the TEM mode of a coaxial wave guide
(Fig. 25.r).

Frg. 25.1. Relation between E-H field and voltage-current
distribution in coaxial line.

The electric flux density, and with it the electric
field strength, in a system of cylindric symmetry, falls
with tfr; hence the field intensity at any distance r
from the center and the total voltage'U between the
conductors can be expressed as

Etrt
Er:-

r

u : Lr'"rrdr 
: E,tJn?. 

(25'r)

The field strength E.; at the center conductor is pre-
scribed by the free-charge density on this conductor
zurface (see Eq. 2.4). It. dQ designates the true charge
density on a section element dl of. the coaxial cable,
this field intensity is

El --
c'2rpr d,l

(25.2)

fntroduced into Eq. 25.1, it determines the capacitance
of the cable element as

The current flowing in the cable may be found from
the line integral of the magnetic field encircling the
conductors (Ampdre's circuital law, Eq. 5.5). For any
distance r from the center we obtain for the current
enclosed

(25.5)

In the field space between the conductors this line inte-
gral is constant, since (see Eq. 25.1)

I:fH,.dt:2rrH,.

E,U.H- : r 
- 

:'"r Z Z ln (rof r;) '
(25.6)

(25.7)

the enclosed current is that traversing the inner con-
ductor. For r ) ro or r 1 r;, that is, in the metal walls
of the conductors, the electric field .O,, and with it H,
and the line integral of the magnetic field, falls rapidly
to zero, indicating that no net current is enclosed. The
current streaming along the outer conductor is equal
and opposite to that passing along the center condus-
tor, and both currents are limited to surface layers as

already discussed in Sec. 19.

From Eqs. 25.5 and 25.6 we obtain the ratio of volt-
age to current in a differential length of the coaxial line,

g : . 2!t- 
[farad *-r] (25.4)

ln (r"/r;)

are given when the geometry of the electric field, its
magnitude at one point, and the dielectric constant of
the filling medium are prescribed.

The ratio of transversal voltage to longitudinal current
is called the characteristic impedance of. a wave guide,

Z" = T/I (25.8)

It plays the same role in the discussion of transmission
line circuifs that is assigned in the treatment of electro-
magnetic f,elds to the ratio of transversal electric to
transversal magnetic field intensity, that is, to the
characteristic impedance Z'. (For TEM waves, Z' re-
duces to the intrinsic impedance Z of. the dielectric.)

Knowing current, voltage, and capacitance of a line
section we can derive its inductance from the fact that
the electromagnetic field carries equal amounts of elec-
tric and magnetic energy (see Eqs. 11.6, tI.7, and
(11.11). Thus

LI2 : C'0', (2b.9)

and the infutptance per u,nit kngth of coarial cabln

L : CZ", : !' m 3 [henry m-r]. (2b.10)- Ztr T;

A circuit description by capacitance and inductance
alone obviously neglects the existence of dielectric and
conductor losses in the cable. To include such losses
properly in the equivalent picture requires a separate

dQ

dA e'2zr d,ldC:-:-ru ln (r"/r;)

Thus the voltage U between the conductors
capacitance per unit length of coaxial cable

(25.3)

and the
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consideration of the electric and of the magnetic field
action.

The electric field causes a polarization loss in the
cable segment dl,

<t [-" rn,' dr) d'l : (*r", 
f,n'" 

r,' itr) d,t

(+Grr\ dt, (2b.11)

due to the dielectric conductivity o of the filling medium
(see Eq. 1.16). Thus an equivalent condu,ctance per
unit length of coarial cable can be defined,

11

the magnitude of the in-phase electric component is
nr/l/-zj. Recalling that I :2rrHr, w€ may express
the wall loss in the section dl of the cable by the product
of the magnetic and the in-phase electric field at the
surface of the inner and outer conductor as

/l H^2" I H'2"\
dP. : \- H"zr"" G * ;H;2rn,A) dl

ftI2/r 1\ Zq. 1:lr;h *;) frlor (25'17)

Equating the expressions 25.14 and 25.17 yields the
equiualnnt wall resistance per unit length of coarial cable

The power dissipated in a wave guide section is, in
general, only a small fraction of the transmitted power
P1, that is,

dP* - Pr(l - e-2"') dl- Ppa.d,I. (25.19)

Since the transmitted power is determined by current
and characteristic impedance as

Ptdt : llzz"dl, (25.20)

the attenuation constant of the coarial cable due to wall
losses follows as

G : e"a- [mho m-t],

(,",-)
(25.t2)

1R-: 
Zo

which shunts the capacitance of the wave guide. The
magnetie field, if p" # 0, produces an analogous power
loss in the dielectric during the magnetization cycle

(t 
f,.'" 

u"rH,2 dr) d,l : (+R,,1\ itt. (2b.18)

In addition, by inducing the current .f, it causes a
power loss in the wall resistance of the guide section,

dP. : (+R-I\ dl. (25.14)

Both these losses weaken the induced current; they act
like an equivalent resistor

R: R** R, (25.r5)

placed in series with the inductance Z in the current
path. Consequently the complete circuit analogue of
the cable section dl is the equivalent circuit of Fig. 25.2.

Fig.25.2. Equivalent circuit of coaxial cable section.

The power loss due to wall resistance may be calcu-
lated from the magnetic and electric field intensity at
the conductor surfaees. The relation between these
fields is given by the intrinsic impedance 22 of. the metal
(see Eq. 19.5), and shows that the electric field

E-: HrZz: H.t/jrttrl/o, (25.16)

leads the magnetic field in temporal phase by 45'; thus

PZ"

(25.2r)

For TEM waves there exists thus a true complemen-
tarity betrveen the electromagnetic field in space and
the current-voltage distribution in the guide system.
The equivalent circuit of Fig. 25.2 corresponds to an
actual alternative picture. Extended to all types of
guided waves the equivalence loses this physical mean-
ing and becomes a formal representation based on the
requirement that the polver florv and the energy storage
in the equivalent circuit shall be the same as in the
wave guide.

The parameters of the equivalent circuit (Fig. 25.2)
in this general case have to be determined by equating
the field energies of the electric and magnetic field,
stored and dissipated, to the energies stored and dissi-

LI,R.

1

2Z
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pated in the corresponding circuit elements, that is, change over into the so-called tnlegrapher's equationsf or
U (and /),

a2p au azT--: : RG1J + (LG + RC) _ * LC ^_. (2i.29)alz il ar

The theory of propagation, reflection, and refraction of
TEM waves in space becomes the current-voltage
theory of transmission lines, where eaeh line with its
characteristic network elements (Fig. 25.3) is the

Representotion by 4 terminol networks

Fig. 25.3. Equivalent representations of sequence of dielectric
layers traversed by TEM w&ve.

equivalent of a dielectric bounded laterally by some
conducting structure, and where the lengths, termina-
tions, and combinations of such lines are the variables
of the problem.

The resonance discussion of the preceding section
was based on the special case of low loss (al ( 1, see

E,q. 2a.A). In the language of the line theory this
means that the polrer transmitted through a line sec-
tion is much larger than the power dissipated in it,
or G (1ofi and R ((oZ. Under these conditions the
attenuation factor a and phase factor B of Eq. 25.25
simplify to

lto-t]
(25.30)

g : ,{ LC [--t]

The current and voltage waves are propagated along
the line with a phase velocity (see Eq. 7.17).

+cv' o, : + I e'82 d,v ,

inPor: +lp,'H2dv,

Current and voltage are assumed to be constant over
the length dl of the infinitesimal guide section whereas
the electric and magnetic fields may vary over the cross
section of the guide in accordance with its geometry
and the type of mode excited.

For TEM modes it follows from these equivalence
expressions that we can change over from the equations
of the field theory to those of the circuit theory, and
vice versa, by replacing

E <-+ T,

H <+ f ,

e' <+ C,

p'*L,
e"cl e G,

ptta <+ R.

(25.23)

The complex propagation factor of the electromagnetic
waves

7 : jt{ rV : \/ Qt,'a + j$(c,'u + j@q e8.24)

is thus transformed into the propagation factor of a
transmission line

^r:a+jB:@, QE.aE)

and the intrinsic impedance of a dielectric

(25.22)

tnP o, : +[ t"rH2 dv + P,dt,

F''**t-

! .", * jrr'

iev'or: +le"osr2dv.

ti7 _

into the characteristic line impedance

17
2/c -

(25.26)

(25.27)

Rtc G
d:- /-+-2\lL' 2

The wave equations of the electromagnetic field for E
(and I/),

^ a2tr.
VzE : ,*r* 

aF 
: ^fE, (25.28)

61,):-"p{n

TEM wove in spoce

Tronsmission line representotion

(25.31)
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If the line is shorted at I and tuned to resonance (see

Eq.24.10),

Bl : nr (n : 1,2,3 . . .); (25.32)

the resonance frequency becomes

Pnr
r,o : ffi: tt/-nC' (25.33)

The 8 of the resonator (see Eq. 24.24) for dominating
wall losses (R > G) is accordingly

B unL +LI2
Q: 

^: 
R 

:2zr--
(*)*'

:2tX average energy stored perhalf cycle
(25.34)

energy dissipated perhalf cycle

in agreement with our earlier definition (see Eq. 9.2).
In the opposite case of dominant conductance loss in
the dielectric (G > ft), the I expression becomes

aoC

: 2* ,il"' f "tt T, "loiTl. Q5.35)/1\ 
".r, 

Lwatt dissiPatedJ

\,,r
Equations 25.34 and 25.35 represent the I of. a resonat-

ing coil and of a ressruating cand,enser, respectively.
It is this complementarity between electromagnetic

fields in bounded space and current-voltage distribu-
tions in the guide system that confers on the microwave
techniques their special flexibility and fascination. In
normal optics the propagation of waves can, in gen-

eral, be infuenced by dielectric means only. fn micro.
wave optics it may be altered by changes in the dielec-
tric medium or in the geometry of the guiding walls
(see also Appendix A, I, 15).

The correlation between fields and current-voltage
distributions ceases to be of import&nce when the wave-
length becomes either very much smaller or very much
larger than the guide dimensions. In the former case
the waves lose their guided character, and we approach
the laws of propagation in free space as formulated in
the language of the field theory in previous sections.
In the latter case the space dependence of the wave
phenomena can be neglected. The line, previously
composed of. distributed pararnetnrs, that is, of a se
quence of network elements where voltage and current
vary from element to element, reduces to one single
circuit of.lumped parameters in which all parts of a con-
denser electrode are at the same voltage and all sections
of an inductance or resistance are traversed by the same
current at any given moment. Only the time depend-
ence of current and voltage is essential in lumped cir-
cuit analysis; space considerations have become unim-
portant except for an actual determination of the mag-
nitude of the circuit parameters by analytical calcula-
tion or geometrical field mapping.

In spite of this disappearance of a physical comple-
mentarity, it may still prove useful to compare the
time and frequency dependence of some phenomenon
with the response of an electric equivalent circuit com-
posed of the proper lumped network elements. Once
the rules of translation are established, an electric net-
work analysis may prove a powerful method of eluci-
dating phenomena which are not directly accessible.
We shall illustrate this "approach by analogy" in the
next section by giving a circuit interpretation of some
typical dielectric characteristics.

a: *:

26 ' Representation of Dieleetries by Lumped Circuit Eguivalents

In Sec. 1 of Part I of the book we introduced the
concepts of a complex permittivity and complex perme-
ability by considering the current-voltage characteris-
tics of a capacitor and of a coil. 'We then incorporated
these concepts into the field theory and studied the
interaction between fields and matter in its macre
scopic ramifications. Thus it became clear how static
fields as well as electromagnetic waves are influenced
by the polarization and magnetization of dielectrics,
and how this interplay between fields and matter leads

to measuring techniques for determining e* and p*.
What really happens in dielectrics the macroscopic
theory cannot reveal; it can only give some phenom-
enological description in pictures taken from its own
range of experience. Customarily it takes the stand-
point of the electrical engineer and visualizes the mate-
rial as equivalent to a two-terminal network of lumped
circuit components. With a consideration of this inter-
pretation our macroscopic discussion completes its full
cycle and returns to the capacitor of Sec. 1.
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The current-voltage diagram of Fig. 1.2, measured

for a capacitor dielectric at one frequency only, allows
any number of circuit interpretations. The simplest
equivalent picture would be that the capacitor housing

contains an ideal condenser C; and a resistor R in series

or in parallel combination (Fig. 26.1). How well either

Q)+

Fig. 26.1. Simplest equivalent circuits for capacitor dielectric.

one of these circuits simulates the behavior of the actual
dielectric can be established only by calculating the
frequency response of these networks and then com-
paring them with the dielectric response characteristic
actually observed.

In the series arrangement the applied sinusoidal
voltage equals the sum of the voltage drops across the
resistor and the capacitor; in the parallel arrangement
the total sinusoidal current is equal to the sum of the
currents passing the two circuit elements. Hence we
obtain:

In terms of the complex permittivity, a capacitor
of the geometrical capacitance Ce has the admittance
(cf. Eq. 1.10)

y :;: (r,, * ir,)+ e6.Z)

By equating the admittances of the two circuit arrange-
ments to this expression, we arrive at the equivalent
values for the relative dielectric constant, loss factor,
and loss tangent:

Series Arrangement

G,

Kl-:--
€0

tt
C

--u _
cg

Co[l + (c'tRC;)21

aRC12

Co[1 + (,'tRCr)2|

Parallel Arrangement

C,.., _,( _ _'
Cs

1

C;

K,, :

tan6:

(26.3)
otRCo

1
tan 6 : uRC;,

-Ct-
co

Parallel Arrangement

1J dtOI - - + C.-,R' 'dt

: 
" (; a i,cn), (26.r)

I1Y--:=*irC*t)R

aRC,;

Obviously, as Fig. 26.I shows, the frequency de-
pendence of these two elementary circuits has com-
pletely different trends. Proper combinations of both
circuits may therefore produce a variety of response

curves with maxima or minima of the loss tangent
which may fit an actually measured frequency charac-
teristic when neither of the elementary circuits will.
Figures 26.2 and 26.3 show two typical examples: the
frequency characteristics of water and of the capacitor

roa to3 roa to3 to6 to7 tos loe top
Frequency in cycles per second

Fig. 26.2. Frequency response of water and its representation
by equivalent circuit.

fluid, Pyranol,f at room temperature. Obviously, erren

a simple three-element equivalent circuit may provide
a relatively good fit over an appreciable frequency
range. That the equivalence between the lumped cir-

t Pyranol 1476 (a mixture of isomeric pentachlorodiphenyls),
General Electric Co., Pittsfield, Mass.

Series Amangement

fra,
J

1):IR+ q
/ t_\,: t(o * j,co/

'u1
f1 --:R*I jrCt

----- RC Circuit

- 

Hzo
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to

o

efeo fall, the dielectric constant can only stay constant or
fall, as the frequency increases.

The network corresponding to the Pyranol curve
represents the simplest type of relaxation spectrum
encountered in polar dielectrics and may therefore be
discussed in some detail for future reference (Fig. 26.5).
fts admittance is

v:Q,cr+-;),
where (26.4)

1zz:Rz* 
Nr.

If the capacitor C2 is charged to a voltage 1)o and then
the circuit shorted across the RzCz combination, the
voltage t)2 &cross the condenser will decrease as func-

tion of time and cause a current flow Cr# through

the resistor. Hence, for the partial circuit RzCz, the
transient equation holds

ton I

o.o@tu
roz to5 roa tos 106 ro7 ros ros rolo

Frequerrcy in cycles per second

Fig. 26.3. Dielectric characteristic of Pyranol and approximation
by equivalent circuit.

cuit and the dielectric material is a purely formal one

is der.ronstrated in Fig. 26.4 by the alternative placing
of the series capacitor shown in Fig. 26.3. The two

= 
5oooppf

5860ppf 9.95 ohms

Fig. 26.4. Two equivalent networks.

circuits are undistinguishable by two-terminal meas-
urements.

Dielectric spectra that can be represented by com-
binations of RC circuits are called relnration spectra.

dlJ,
RzCz - *Uz:0

dt
with the solution 

t

uz : '00 Rzcz.

(26.5)

(26.6)

(26.e)

(26.10)

The voltage drops exponentially with a relarat;ion tiirne

12: BzCy (26.7)

Introduci\g rz into Eq. 26.4 and separating the real
from the imaginary part, we obtain for the nebwork

admittance the expression

v :'lcT' 
= 
l i'cr + - 1'c?" -' (26's)

l*ot'rz" 1*a'r2'

By equating Eq. 26.8 with Eiq. 26.2, the relative
dielectric constant and loss of the equivalent circuit
become /:*.Xi**'

*" : 
C2 @r2^

Co 1 * ,'r22'

hence its complex relative permittivity is

.crcz1..f:_I

Co' Col* jrrz

Fig. 26.5. Network representing the simplest type of relaxation
spectrum of a polar material.

A common criterion of such spectra is that, whereas the
loss tangent as function of the frequency may rise and

For the series branch RzCz alone, the loss tangent is

tan 62 : 0)r2t (26.11)

but the by-pass condenser c1 reduces the overall loss
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tangent by carrying more current as the frequency in-
cr€ases. Therefore,

tan6: tan 62
(26.r2)

tion spectrum of an electric dipole, as will become evi-
dent in II, Sec. 22.

Relaxation spectra corresponding to.RZ circuits may
arise in magnetic materials, and finally resorurnce spectra
may occur. Resonance spectra can be easily distin-
guished from relaxation spectra by the anomalous dis-
persion of the dielectric constant (see II, Sec. 4).

Let us consider the frequency dependence of the
series RLC circuit of Fig. 26.7. The applied sinusoidal

Fig. 26.7. Series resonance circuit.

voltage U is balanced by the voltages across the three
circuit elements, that is, the differential equation holds,

dI lr
"a+nI+eJIdt:'o.

It proves convenient to introduce the specific per-
mittivities for zero frequency, rr', and for infinite fre-
quency (or)) 2tr/r2), x.', as well as their differences
into these equations by defining

, *Z(1 + ,',,,)

C, C"--t- 'r -.
I(g::" Co' C6

.- , -c,'t@ 
: 

CO'

C"
K,t-K-t:^:=S'

Co

Equation 26.L0 thus becomes

(26.13)

with

lgtt :
S,t;r2

(26.t4)

S/2 at the fre-

I ! a2r22

The loss
quency

factor reaches its maximum

ors : l/rz, (26.15)

at which K' - K*' has fallen to its half value S/2 (Fig.
26.6). Plotted on a logarithmic frequency scale the

urz I
Fig. 26.6. Frequency response of equivalent circuit of Fig. 26.5.

loss factor describes a symmetrical, bell-shaped absorp-
tion band centered at, u, and covering about two dec-
ades above and below this value, whereas r' traverses
a falling, S-shaped characteristic limited essentially to
the range of one decade on both sides of the center fre-
quency. This characteristic corresponds to Che relaxa-

(26.16)

Its steady state solution for sinusoidal currents is
consequently

I- : TJY. (26.r7)

R*iaL+_' jrC
The current reaches a maximum when the two react-
ance components compensate each other, that is, at the
resonlxLce frequercy

(ro : I/\/Te (26.18)

(Fig. 26.8). For U : 0, the differential equation (26.16)

,t:

Fig. 26.8. Resonance curve of series circuit.

transforms into the transient equation of the series reso-
nance circuit. By replacing the current ^t with the
charge I of the capacitor, it may be written

d2a da 1
L dtr+o **VQ:0. (26.1e)
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Assuming the solution

Q : AePt, (26.20)

and substituting it into Eq. 26.19, we find that p must
fulfill the condition

(Fig. 26.9). The dielectric constant rises with fre-
quency, reaches its maximum B/2a at Aot: f a, falls
through zero at the resonance frequency to its minimum

-B/2a at, Ao - -d,, and approaches asymptotically
zero again. This anomalous dispersion characteristic
of the dielectric constant is typieal for resonance spec-
tra. It is accompanied by a bell-shaped absorption
characteristic which passes through its maximum B/a

Fig. 26.9. Resonance response of dielectric plotted on a normal-
ized frequency scale.

at cos. The phase angle 6 swings from zero at low fre-
quency over r/2 at resonance to r at high frequencies,
passing the values fl4 and}r/4 at the points Ec,s :.*a.

The power delivered to the resonance circuit by a
sinusoidal voltage source of constant amplitude varies
proportionally to P, that is, proportionally to

Lp'+Rp*j:0. (26.2L)

(26.22)

has an attenuation

(26.23)

Hence

The freely oscillating
factor

nLC circuit

R
d:-

2L

R'D: - -+'2L

. (t)

t7

and a frequency

lr /R\,
ad : 

4; 
_ 

\;) 
: {,o*, Q6.24)

which for the undamped circuit is identical with the
resonance frequency of the steady state (Eq. 26.13).

By introducing a and ore into the steady state solu-
tion (Eq. 26.L2), we obtain the admittance of the reso-
nance circuit as

Y_ (26.25)
coo2-@2+ja2a

In case of low attenuation (2a ( ro), it is convenient
to refer, not to the frequency itself, but to the fre-
quency deviation from resonance by approximating:

2LAu*ja

(26.26)

(26.27)

Equating Eqs. 26.2 and 26.27, we arrive at the rela-
tive permittivity, loss factor, and loss tangent of a
r e sonnting dielectric :

The points Ao : *c are the half-power points of the
series resonance circuit for low attenuation (see Fig.
26.8), or

Au1, - )o (26.30)

is the lnlf-width of.

relat'iue halfatidth

a.u'.n

the resonance absorption. The

(26.31)

designates the I of the lumped circuit in complete
analogy to the preceding discussion of distributed cir-
cuits (see Eqs. 24.24 and 25.34).

Aor=@o-0)t

(t) - o)Ot

d,tand:-
Ac.l

Y--!-
(26.2e)

1\
- 

"CtzL), (26.28)

R2a

aoL A
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If the elements of the lumped resonance circuit are
placed parallel to the driving voltage (Fig. 26.10),

Fig. 26.10. Parallel reson&nce circuit.

the impedance instead of the admittance becomes a
maximum at resonance and the current delivered by a

constant voltage source traverses a minimum at c,r6.

This situation corresponds to the behavior of a dielec-
tric or a transmission line tuned to antiresonance (see

Fig.2a.D.
With the introduction of such equivalent pictures,

simulating the response of dielectrics, the task of the
macroscopic theory is completed. The deeper probing
question as to why dielectrics behave as they do leads
from the phenomenologieal to the molecular theory.
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oo
The interaction between electromagnetic waves and

dielectric materials has been treated in Part I from the
standpoint of an external observer who describes phe-
nomenologically the effects encountered and believes in
the t'one world" approach for the electromagnetic spec-
trum. The two complex parameters, permittivity and
permeability, were chosen for a quantitative descrip-
tion of polarization, magnetization, and conduction
throughout the frequency region from direct current to
X-rays. Conversion formulas and nomographic charts
were provided to allow a convenient change-over to
alternate sets of parameters such as propagation fac-
tor, complex index of refraction, and impedance. The
development of the macroscopic theory led automati-
cally to methods of measuring e 

* and trr*. These param-
eters appear in Maxwell's field theory, not individually
but coupled in characteristic combinations. Hence a
comprehensive discussion of dielectrics has to deal with
their electric as well as their magnetic properties.

This emphasis on a unified approach to electric and
magnetic phenomena is again the tenor of the molecu-
lar discussion. Here we try to discern the interplay be-
tween electrons, atoms, and molecules that causes the
macroscopic effects observed. A straightforward ad-
mission into the molecular world is provided by a rein-
terpretation of the field vectors polarization and mag-
netization Macroscopically, these vectors represent
the electric and the magnetic dipole moment per unit
volume of a dielectric. Microscopically, the moments
arise from the additive action of a multitude of elemen-
tary moments, and we have to inquire into the origin
and coupling of such moments.

This task is taken up in Sec. 1 for polarization.
Immediately we find ourselves confronted with three
molecular parameters: the number of particles, their
polarizability, and the locally acting field. Further-
more, the concept polarizabikty proves to be a generic
term, hiding four mechanisms of polarization. Two of
them, the electronic and atomic polarizability, concern
dipole moments 'ind,uced by the displacement of elec-

Survey

trons and nuclei, respectively. A third one, the orien-
tation polarizability, is caused by the rotation of. per-
manent dipole moments. In addition, a space charge or
interfacial polarizability may result by the piling up of
migrating charge carriers.

To simplify the initial treatment we eliminate the
unknown local field by substituting, with misgivings, a
known local field that increases proportionally to the
polarization, the Mosotti field. By referring, in addi-
tion, to Avogadro's number, we arrive at the Clausius-
Mosotti-Lorentz-Lorenz equation (Sec. 2). Here the
polarizability is the only remaining molecular param-
eter and, as long as we concentrate on atoms, it repre-
sents unambiguously the electronic polarizability.

For static fields, the classical model of spherical
atoms produces a polarizability equal to the volume
filled by these spheres, a value somewhat smaller than
observed (Sec. 3). For alternating fields, the model of
quasi-elastically bound electrons leads to the disper-
sion formula of classical physics, which properly de-
scribes the shape of a spectral line. However, neither
the intensity nor the resonance frequency can be de-
rived from this classical picture (Sec. 4). An electron
trapped in the Coulomb field of a nucleus has a kinetic
energy prescribed by the Virial theorem. It is, classi-
cally speaking, a light source which transforms electro-
static energy through kinetic energy into radiation,
while the electron spirals into the nucleus. This col-
lapse of the planetary Rutherford atom is not observedl
instead, series of spectral lines appear, ruled by the
Rydberg-Ritz combination principle. Furthermore,
studies of the black-body radiation and of the photo-
effect lead to a decisive break with classical physics.
Radiation proves to be parceled out in quanta, and
Maxwell's theory is therefore one of photon statistics
(Sec. 5). On this basis gained by experimental investi-
gations and their interpretation by Planck and Ein-
stein, Bohr's quantum theory (Sec. 6) and wave me-
chanics (Sec. 7) develop.

Thus, research on the electronic polarization of atoms
93
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leads to a theory of the structure and of the spectra of
atoms and to an understanding of the periodic systern
of the elements (Sec. 8). It also provides an insight
into the behavior of atoms in electric fields, the Stark
effect (Sec. 9). fn accounting for the structure and be-
havior of atoms, it is of fundamental importance that
the angular momenta of the electron clouds and the
mechanical spin of the electrons are quantized and pro-
duce quantized permanent magnetic orbital and spin
moments. That these permanent magnetic moments,
coupled to mechanical gyroscopes, take up quantized
orientations in relation to the axis of a magnetic field is
proved by the Zeeman effect. An external magnetic
field produces, in addition, diamagnetism by inducing
magnetic moments (Sec. 10). fn a complete discussion
of the energy level diagram of atoms, the permanent
magnetic moments play a much larger role than is fore-
shadowed by their magnetic interaction energy. The
magnetic quantum numbers codetermine, according to
the Pauli exclusion principle, the charge distribution
of the stationary states and thus their electrostatic
energy (Sec. 11). A scrutiny of the interaction between
electromagnetic fields and the atoms of quantum me-
chanics allows the conversion of the dispersion formula
of classical physics into its quantum-mechanical coun-
terpart (Sec. 12).

Progressing to the interaction of atoms, we find that,
as the partners approach each other, several forces
begin to operate in succession: the nonclassical van der
Waals attraction caused by fluctuating dipole mo-
mentsl the classical electrostatic attraction coming
into play as the electron clouds begin to overlap; quan-
tum-mechanical pair-bond formation or quantum-me-
chanical repulsion; and, as a final possibility, electron
exchange and ionic bonding. fn consequence, the inter-
atomic separation distance of atoms may be character-
ized by van der Waals, covalent, or ionic radii (Sec. 13).
If molecules are formed, quantum mechanics describes
the electron states by wave functions which change with
the interatomic distance and may either be derived
from overlapping atomic orbitals (Heitler,London
method) or be composed directly of molecular wave
functions (Hund-Mulliken approach). Any possible
electronic configuration contributes to the strength of
molecular bonds according to the concept of quantum-
mechanical resonance (Sec. 14).

'When atoms of a single type form symmetrical
diatomic molecules, the build-up process can be dis-
cussed in close analogy to the formation of atoms.
For unlike atoms the electronegativity of the partners
differs, and permanent electric dipole moments result
(Sec. 15). These permanent moments contribute to
the static dielectric constant of gases because the torque

of an external field tends to align the dipole axes in the
field direction. The contribution is temperature de-
pendent and is classically given by the Langevin func-
tion, which describes statistically how thermal agitation
counteracts the electric field and tends to maintain a
random orientation (Sec. 16).

The structure and dipole moments of polyatomic
molecules may be understood by considering the vari-
ous bonds which operate, the ionic interaction of the
partners and the vector addition of dipole moments
(Sec. L7). Molecules are characterized by vibration
and rotation spectra. For diatomic molecules, these
spectrai in a first approximation, can be derived by
using the models of the harmonic oscillator and rigid
rotator. The treatment of polyatomic molecules is
facilitated by referring to the principal moments of
inertia and the normal vibrations (Sec. 18). This back-
ground suffices for a general discussion of the electronic,
atomic, and orientation polafization of gas molecules
(Sec. 19).

In spectroscopy, the bandwidth of a spectral line, its
Q, decides the amount of fine structure that may be
discemed. This bandwidth is determined by radiation
damping, Doppler effect, and pressure broadening (Sec.

20). How well the shape of a spectral line can be meas-
ured actually depends on the resolving power (ot Q)
of the analyzing optical instrument. Here the pres-
ent infrared techniques prove to be definitely infe-
rior. Microwave spectroscopy, on the other hand,
using the monochromatic sources and extremely sensi-
tive receivers of the electrical engineer, approaches the
best optical interferometers. Microwave spectra are
therefore a source of. amazingly detailed information
concerning the properties of molecules (Sec. 21).

Progressing from gases to liquids and solids we enter
regions mapped only in rough outlines. In principle it
seems a simple approach to proceed from the rotation
spectra of gases by pressure broadening to the relaxa-
tion spectra of the condensed phases, but a real transi-
tion has not yet been made by theory or by experiment.
Debye's relaxation equations for the orientation polari-
zation are based on the ad hoc model of a relaxation
circuit (Sec. 22).

When polar molecules in liquids and solids follow the
response of an orienting field, the susceptibility, accord-
ing to Langevin's equation, should obey a Curie law in
case the coupling between the dipoles can be neglected,
and a Curie-\['eiss law if the Mosotti field describes
their mutual interaction. Any condensed polar mate-
rial should become a ferroelectric. This "Mosotti
catastrophe" actually occurs only in rare cases. Mathe-
matically it can be avoided by postulating other types
of local field expressions (Sec. 23). Why physically the
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catastrophe does not occur by the spontaneous orienta-
tion of permanent moments becomes apparent when we
consider the formation and structure of liquids and
solids (Sec. 24) and the dipoles in their various sur-
roundings (Sec. 25).

Although dipoles in liquids are still sufficiently mobile
to jump statistically over potential walls whenever the
activation energy becomes available, in crystals they
are structural elements codetermining the lattice and,
in general, firmly anchored in place. Properly arranged,
they may strikingly manifest their existence in piezo-
electricity (Sec. 26). A piezoelectric effect exists only
in anisotropic crystals. The macroscopic description
of the effect, therefore, requires an involved system of
electrical, mechanical, and electromechanical tensor re-
lations. A clear concept of the molecular situation may
be obtained by visualizing the crystal as a network of
perrnanent moments subject to the crystal class sym-
metry (Sec. 27).

Ferroelectricity, the spontaneous alignment of elec-
tric dipole moments by mutual interaction, does not
take place by the rotation of permanent moments as

the Mosotti catastrophe foresees, but by the creation
of moments through the ordered displacement of nuclei.
The phenomenon, thus far observed in only a few sub-
stances, is described in detail for BaTiOa (Sec. 28).

Switching over from the electrical effects: orientation

polarization, ferro- and antiferroelectricity, to their
magnetic counterparts: para- and ferromagnetism, we
find ourselves confronted with many analogies but also
with deepJying differences. The electrical phenomena
arise by ionic bonds between atoms; the magnetic phe-
nomena by orbital and spin moments residing in atoms
and coupled to gyroscopic quantum effects. The vari-
ous attempts to formulate a satisfactory theory of fer-
romagnetism illustrate strikingly the dilemma of quan-
tum mechanics, that it can solve its problems only by
approximations (Sec. 29). In discussing essential as-
pects of ferromaguetism for metals and semiconductors,
we arrive at one of the most active frontiers of solid
state research (Sec. 30).

Up to this point, conduction phenomena played only
a minor role in this presentation, whereas actually the
effects of migrating charge carriers are observed in
many dielectric spectra. An extensive discussion of
electric conduction requires a book in its own right.
However, the principal aspects of interfacial and space-

charge polafization, the fourth mechanism of polariza-
tion introduced in Sec. 1, are briefly presented (Sec. 31).
And, in a final integrating sweep, the formation and the
behavior of mobile charge carriers are surveyed from
gases to liquids and solids, and from low fields up to
the destruction of dielectrics by electric breakdown
(Sec. 32).

I ' Molecular Mechanisms of Polarization

A dielectric material can react to an electric field
because it contains charge carriers that can be displaced.
fn Part I this polarization phenomenon was pictured
schematically by the formation of dipole chains which
line up parallel to the field and bind countercharges at
the electrodes (see I, Fig. 2.1). The density of the neu-
tralized surface charge is represented by the polariza-
tion vector

p : (.,- .o)E : (*, - l)eoE t#] (1.1)

(I,E,q.2.7). Alternatively, the polarization P proves
to be equivalent to the dipole moment per unit volume
of the material (I, Fig. 2.a).

This latter interpretation of P provides an entrance
from the macroscopic into the molecular world. The
dipole moment per unit volume may be thought of as

resulting from the additive action of N elementary di-
pole moments [, p : NF. G.2)

The average dipole moment I of the elementary parti-
cle, furthermore, may be assumed to be proportional to
the local electric f,eld strength E' that acts on the particle,

F : oE'.

The proportionality factor a, called polnrizability, meas-
ures the electrical pliability of the particle, that is, the
average dipole moment per unit field strength. Its di-
mensions are

ror :t#]
in the s, or

[o] : [c*3]
in the esu system, respectively.

(1.3)

(1.5)

Equations 1.1 to 1.3 give us the two alternative ex-
pressions for the polarization

P : (*'- l)esE

: No,F',
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linking the macroscopically measured permittivity to
three molecular parameters: the number N of contribu-
ting elementary particles per unit volume; their polariz-
ability a; and the locally acting electric field E'. This
field will normally differ from the applied field E, owing
to the polarization of the surrounding dielectric me-
dium. It is the goal of the molecular theories to evalu-
ate these parameters and thus to arrive at an under-
standing of the phenomenon polarization and its de-
pendence on frequency, temperature, and applied field
strength.

Such theories are not the result of metaphysical
speculation, but the product of experiments and their
interpretation. It is beyond the scope of this book to
trace in detail the interplay between experiment and
theory that led to our present-day ideas about the
structure of matter. We have to reverse the approach
and to introduce at this point some general concepts
which are the outcome of this development and allow
us to foresee various mechanisms of polarization.

Matter, electrically speaking, consists of positive
atomic nuclei surrounded by negative electron clouds.
Upon the application of an external electric field the
electrons are displaced slightly with respect to the
nucleil induced dipole moments result and cause the
so-called electron'i.c polarization of materials. 'When

atoms of different types form molecules, they will nor-
mally not share their electrons symmetrically, as the
electron clouds will be displaced eccentrically toward
the stronger binding atoms. Thus atoms acquire
charges of opposite polarity, and an external field act-
ing on these net charges wiII tend to change the equi-
librium positions of the atoms themselves. By this
displacement of charged atoms or groups of atoms with
respecb to each other, a second type of. induced dipole
moment is created; it represents the atomic polarization
of the dielectric. The asymmetric charge distribution
between the unlike partners of a molecule gives rise, in
addition, to pernxanenf dipole moments which exist
also in the absence of an external field. Such moments
experience a torque in an applied field that tends to
orient them in the field direction (see I, Eq. 2.L2).
Consequently, an orientation (or dipole) polarization
can arise.

These three mechanisms of polarization, character-
ized by an electronic pol,cwizabilitg ae, atr atomic polnriz-
ability ao, arrd an orientation (or dipole) polarizabilitg
ord, are due to charges that are locally bound in atoms,
in molecules, or in the structures of solids and liquids.
In addition, carriers that can migrate for some distance
through the dielectric usually exist. 'When such car-

riers are impeded in their motion, either because they
become trapped in the material or on interfaces, or be-
cause they cannot be freely discharged or replaced at
the electrodes, space charges and a macroscopic field
distortion result. Such a distortion appears to an ouG
side observer as an increase in the capacitance of the
sample and may be indistinguishable from a real rise
of the dielectric permittivity. Thus we have to add to
our polarization mechanisms a fourth one, a space

charge (or interfacial) polarization, characterized by a
space charge (or interfacial) polarizability a".

Assuming at present that the four polafization mech-
anisms indicated schematically in Fig. 1.1 act inde-

No field Field opplied
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Atomic polorizotion

@m€ @aAM€

Orientotion polorizotion

tli- :)r /t1
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Fig. 1.1. Mechanisms of polarization.

pendently of each other, we may write the total polar-
izability a of a dielectric material as the sum of the four
terms 

d : de * ao * aa-F ar, (1.6)

where each term again may represent a sum of contri-
butions. How these four effects actually shape the
response characteristics of dielectrics will be discussed

in subsequent sections.
In Eq. 1.5 we took for granted that the polarizability

a is a real quantity. Actually, in alternating fields, a
temporal phase shift may occur between the driving
field and the resulting polafization, and a loss current
component appear (see f, 1), as will be discussed in de-

tail. Thus a becomes complex, and Eq. 1.5 has to be

replaced by the more general formulation

P : ("* - l)E : NaF'. (I.7)
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2' The Clausius-Mosotti-Lorentz-Lorenz Equation

Confronted with three molecular parameters (N, a,
E') at once, our tendency will be to concentrate initially
on the most instructive one and to eliminate the other
two by reasonable approximations. In the present case

the parameter a contains the primary information on
the electric charge carriers and their polarizing action.
Elence we shall try to eliminate N and E'.

'We 
can foresee that the locally acting field B' will be

identical with the externally applied field E for gases at
low pressure where the interaction between the mole-
cules can be neglected. At high pressures, however,
and especially in the condensed phases of solids and
liquids, the field acting on a reference molecule A may
be modified decisively by the polarization of the sur-
roundings. To take this effect into account, we try the
following model (Fig. 2.1).

Fig. 2.1. Model for calculation of internal field.

Let our reference molecule .4. be surrounded by an
imaginary sphere of such an extent that beyond it the
dielectric can be treated as a continuum. If the mole-
cules inside this sphere were removed while the polari-
zation outside remains frozen, the field acting on ,4.

would stem from two sources: from the free charges at
the electrodes of the plate capacitor (Er), and from the
free ends of the dipole chains that line the cavity walls
(Ez). Actually there are molecules inside the sphere
and they are so near to A that their individual positions
and shapes have to be considered. This adds an addi-
tional contribution E3 to the local field E'; hence we
obtain 

E, : Er * Ez * Ea. e.r)
The contribution from the free charges at the elec-

trodes is, by definition, equal to the applied field in-
tensity 

Er : E. (2.2)

To calculat"eB2 we recall that the charge density lin-
ing the cavity walls stems from bound charges and is

correspondingly determined by the normal component
of the polarization vector P (see I, Eq. 2.5) as

P-ndA: Pcos0dA (z.s)

(FiS. 2.2). Each surface element d,A of. the sphere con-
tributes at A, according to Coulomb's law, a radial field
intensitY 

P cos d
dE2 : 

- 
d,A.

eg4zrTo

For each surface element dA therc exists its counter-
pad, which produces the same vertical but an equal
and opposite horizontal field component. Hence only

F:ig.2.2. Geometry for calculation of internal field.

the vertical components dE2 cos 0 count and create a
field intensitY 

r P cos2 oEz: 9 ^n* 
on' (2'5)

sphere

orientated parallel to the applied field and strengthen-
ing it. By dividing the cavity walls into ring elements

ilA:2rsin0rd0, (2.6)

and integrating over 0, we obtain as the field contribu-
tion of the cavity wall charge

f"Pcos20 lP
Ee : | -'-- 

_ 2rr2 sin1 d0 : --' J s csLlrrz 3.0

E:I(*'-1).
An evaluation of the field contribution E3 which

arises from the individual action of the molecules inside
the sphere requires accurate information on the geo-

(2.4)

(2.7)

ll.l
Irl
+ll
lll
l{l

l.ll
ilt
ill
lllrtl
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metrical arrangement and polarizability of the con-
tributing particles. Even if this information is avail-
able, the mathematical treatment may prove prohibi-
tively difficult. In a general way we have recognized
the existence of these neighboring molecules already in
the calculation of E2 by assuming that the cavity is
scooped out without disturbing the state of polarization
of the remaining dielectric. Hence we postulate for the
present, as a simple expedient, that the additional indi-
vidual field effects of the surrounding molecules on the
particle at ,4. shall mutually cancel, that is,

Ea :0. (2.8)

This assumption, first made by Mosotti I in 1850, is
not altogether a confession of ignorance. It is a reason-
able approximation when the elementary particles are
neutral and without permanent dipole moment, or
when they are arranged either in complete disorder or
in cubic or similar highly symmetrical arrays. It
allows us to substitute for the unknown molecular
parameter Et lhe expression

PE
E, : Er * Ez : E + _ : - (*, + 2), (2.9)

6€O .J

that is, known macroscopic parameters.
By inserting this local Mosotti f,eld into Eq. 1.5, we

obtain the relation between the polarizability per unit
uolume,.ly'a, and the relative permittivity of the dielec-
tric, rc',

Ncu

3eo

x'-l
K'+2

For gases at low pressure, rc' - L ( 1; hence, K' + 2
may be replaced by the digit 3. This is the same as re-
placing the local field E' by the applied field E, and
Eq. 2.10 simplifies to

.l/a

-:rc'-L:X,c0

where x is the electric susceptibilitA of the gas (cf. I,
Eq. 2.8).

Frequently we will refer to an ideal gas under stand-
ard conditions (OoC, 760 mm Hg). The number of
molecules per unit volume, N, is in this case identical
with the Loschmidt nu,mber

Nt : 2.687 X 1025 [*-t]. (2.r2)

In other cases, as long as the molecules themselves are

1 O. F. Mosotti, Mem. Soc. Ital. 14,49 (1850); see also P. Debye,
Polnr Moleatles, Dover Publications, New York, 1945.

the dipole carriers, it will be convenient to eliminate
the dependence of the polarization on the density of
the material by referring to the polarization per mole.
The number of molecules per mole is Aaogadro's
nu,mber

NM.lfq: :6.023X1023,
p

where M designates the molecular weight in [kg] and
p the density in [kg m-3], if mks units are used.

Substituting .l[6 for .l[ in Eq. 2.10, we obtain the
polnrizability per mole (molar polarization),

.ly'na x'-IM
fl: " :-- [mul.

3.0 rc' 12 p

(2.13)

(2.r4)

(2.10)

(2.11)

This is the famous Clausi,us-Mosotti equat;ion,2 in which
we have reached our goal of eliminating N and E' and
retain the polarizability a as the only unknown molecu-
lar parameter.

Because of the tendency to treat the electrical and
optical frequency range as two separate fields of inter-
est, the same equation was formulated independently
for the optical range by Lorentz s in Holland and Lor-
etrz a in Denmark. In this case, the relative dielectric
constant r' of Eq. 2.L4 may be replaced by the square
of the index of refraction, n2, according to the Maxwell
relation (I, Eq. 9.11). Thus we arrive at the Lorentz-
Lorenz equation

tI
Noa n2 -lM (2.15):-:
3.0 n2 +2 p

with II called the molar refradion.
Both equations are identical and not quite general

enough, because they assume that a is a real quantity.
By replacing the real permittivity or index of refrac-
tion with their complex counterparts (see Eq. 1.7), we
arrive at the more general formulation of the Clausius-
M o s otti- L or mtz - L or enz e quatian

Nna rc*-lM n*2-LMfI:-_::--: [-5] (2.16)
3.0 rc**2 p n*2*2 p r"'r'

In using this equation, we can obtain valuable infor-
mation on the polarizability a, as we shall see in the
following sections. However, we should not be sur-
prised to arrive also at quite erroneous conclusions in
case the "near field" E3 c&nnot be neglected.

I R. Clausius, Die m,eclnnische Wiirrneth,eorie, Yieweg, Braun-
schweig, 1879, Vol. II, pp. 62 fr.

3 H. A. Lorentz, Ann. Physi,lc 9, Ml (1880).
aL.Lorcnz, Ann. Physik 11,70 (1880).
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3 ' Eleetronic Polarization

The phenomenon of electronic polarization can be

observed undisturbed by other effects in monatarnic
gases. Here the elementary particles are nuclei of the
positive charge iZe, surrounded by a neutralizing
electron atmosphere of the charge -Ze; the factor Z,
the order number of the atont, designates the position of
the atom in the periodic system of the elements; the
elementary charge e has the value

The external field has induced in the atom a dipole
moment

(3.1)

(3.2)

on the electron atmosphere and displace its charge
center, which previously coincided rvith that of the
nucleus, by a distance d. Here it rvill be balanced by
the Coulomb attraction exercised by the positive nu-
cleus lZe on the eccentric part of the electron cloud
(Fig. 3.1). Let us assume tentatively that the electrons

-7e

Fig. 3.1. Displacement of electron cloud by external field
(overemphasized).

originally form a cloud of constant charge density
around the nucleus, confined to a sphere of the radius
rs. After displacement, the eccentric part of the
charge, 0a, is the fraction of the cloud that fills a sphere
(radius d) outside the nucleus; that is,

6P
Qa: -Ze-'

To"

It acts as if concentrated at the center of the small
sphere, whereas the charge farther out does not exer-
cise a force on the nucleus (see f, Sec. 4). Hence the
Coulomb force between the nucleus of charge lZe and
the negative charge Qa,

l tl : L.602 X lo-le [coul].

An external field E will exert a force

F : -ZeE

n:(Ze)d:a,E
(see Eq. 1.3). From the equilibrium condition

P:F",
we obtain this dipole moment as

P : €o4rro3E;

that is, the electronic polarizability of the atom is

de : cO4TfOg

The molar polarization of our monatomic gas, defined
in Eq. 2.L4, becomes

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.e)fI:&oo:
3.0

*oT ro" [rn'].

(3.3)

This result has the graphic meaning: the molar polari-
zation (polarizability per mole) of a monatomic gas of
spherical atoms equals the volume actually filled by
these spheres.

Consequently, we have only to know the radius 16 of
our atoms to arrive at numerical results. This radius
can be obtained in various ways, for instance, as the
van der Waals radius in gaskinetic measurements. It
is of the order of one angstrom unit,

1A:1x10-10 [-]. (3.10)

For hydrogen, consisting of one proton surrounded by
one electron, we find

ro - 0.53 [A] - 0.53 X 10-10 [m]. (3.11)

Since the dielectric constant of vacuum is eo : 8.854
X 10-12 [farad m] (see I, Eq. 8.4), we obtain for the
hydrogen atom the electronic polarizability (see Eq.
3.8)

deH : 1.66 X 10-41 [. -t]. (3.12)

In the unrationalized esu system the factor es4r dis-
appears, and the electronic polarizability is simply
equal to the cube of the atomic radius,

,,er : ro3 : 1.5 X 10-25 [r.ot]. (3.13)

The molar polarization has the value

frH : 37.8 x 19-a[pa] : 37.8 x 10-2 [c*t]. (3.14)

F, : - (Zr)' 
Ot ft:,\- - / 
eg41rd,2

has to balance F.

(3.4)
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For atomie hydrogen under standard conditions our
simple sphere model thus predicts the susceptibility
(see Eqs. 2.11 and 2.I2)

X:Kt-1-5.1 Xl0-5 (3.15)

This static susceptibility, though small, can be deter-
mined with accuracy quasi-statically by a bridge or
beat-frequency measurement, in which a gas-filled
capacitor of about l0-a-meter plate separation might
be used at 20 volts. The maximum field strength of
2 X 105 [volt m-t] thus applied would induce a dipole
moment

F : curE : ed,- 3.3 X 10-36 fcoul m], (3.16)

that is, displace the center of the electron cloud from
that of the proton by a distance

d =2 X 10-17 [m]. (3.17)

By measuring the dielectric constant of the gas, the
electrical engineer has thus performed the amazingf.eat
of determining this subnuclear length! However, his
record for micro-distance measurements loses some of
its luster when we consider that the electrieal tech-
nique employed integrates over the polarization of
about 1018 atoms. Furthermore, the actual meaning
of d is not that of a precise distance.

The purpose of the preceding numerical calculation
is to give a feeling for the orders of magnitude involved.
A measurement of the electric susceptibility of atomic
hydrogen has unfortunately not yet been carried
through because the gas consists normally of diatomic
(Hz) molecules. However, we can predict I that the
actual value will be about 4.5 times larger than that
just calculated. The concept of a proton surrounded
by an electron cloud of radius 16 and constant density,
used above, gives the same result as the Bohr model in
which the electron revolves in a circular orbit of the
radius re around the proton (see Sec. 6). Quantum

1 J. H. Van Vleck, Tfu Theory of Electri.c and' Magnetic Sus-
ceptibilit;ies, Oxford University Press, 1932, pp. 203 ff.

mechanics leads to the picture of a more extended elec-
tron eloud; and since the distant parts of the electron
atmosphere are more weakly bonded to the nucleus,
they contribute appreciably to the polarization (FiS.
3.2) in spite of their rapidly decreasing density.

4t r?p

crrz,IUliGl

Fig. 3.2. Various models for electron chafge distribution in the
hydrogen atom: (a) electron cloud of uniform density, (b) Bohr
model, and (c) quantum mechanics (normalized to unit electronic

charge).

The electric field strength exercised by a proton on
an electron at distance 16 is

E,o - :--^'5 x 1011 [volt *-t]. (3.18)- 
eg4trrgz

Compared with such enormous nterior fields of atoms
any external field at present attainable represents only
a minor disturbance. This fact justifies the approxi-
mation of Eq. 3.5 that the induced dipole moment is
proportional to the inducing field strength.

-?_
fo

I
ro

4 . Anomalous Dispersion and Resonance Absorption

More detailed information about the structure of
atoms may be obtained by polarization measurements
in alternating fields, that is, by investigating the fre-
quency resporrse characteristics spectroscopically. Not
knowing what to expect in detail, we may start with
the simple model of electrons quasi-elastically bound to

equilibrium positions and reacting to field changes like
linear harmonic oscillators.

Transient resportse

Such an oscillator, displaced in the e-direction from
its equilibrium position by an amount ?s and released,
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will return to its original position in an harmonic mo-
tion prescribed by the force equation

d2z* 
dtr*F'lfz:0.

tor would emit a monochromaliic radiation of the r!'ave-
length

2rc
Io : 

- 
[-].

or0

(4.10)

The radiation damping and other causes (see Sec. 20)
broaden this spectral line over an infinite range of
frequencies as may be seen when we express the oscil-
lator amplitude e of Eq. 4.8 by Fourier integrals.l
We obtain

" 
: + Io- 

or,, cos at d,os

* + fo'ur,, 
sin at d,a, (4.11)

where the amplitudes of the components are

In the absence of a friction force F", the electron would
describe an undamped oscillation

? : ?O COS {rr6f

of the resonance frequency

(to : t/-il*.
Actually, friction is produced according to classical
theory by the radiation of the linear oscillator as calcu-
lated in I, 13. The friction force exerted on an elec-
tronic dipole of the charge Q : e by the emission of
electromagnetic radiation of the phase velocity u : c,
is, according to I, Eq. 13.25,

Fr: -
p6e2 dsz

6rc dtg
(4.4)

The energy loss per cycle caused by this radiation is
small; hence Eq. 4.4 can be replaced by the approxi-
mation

F" n'
poe2uo2 dz

(4.5)
6trc dt

(The friction force, out of phase by g0' in relation to
the restoring force, must be an odd differential of a

with respect to f.) By defining a friction factor t
^ poe2ao2
.l ^, __

m6trc

we rewrite the equation of motion (Eq. a.1)

dzz dz

dt, 
+'otorl a62z : Q.

z : zoe-d'cos rg'f,

o)o':{'o'-,.'

designates the reduced resonance frequency of the
damped oscillator. Since for the oscillating electron
the attenuation due to radiation damping is low
(o ( co6), the difference between ore &nd cos' can usually
be neglected.

Without attenuation, the classical electronic oscilla-

t The attenuation factor a should not be mistaken for the
polarizability a; it is unfortunately customary to designate both
by the same letter.

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.e)

Its solution is

where

(4.r2)

?s I- <o*coo @-@o I
b('o) : ffiL; * t, * *r + 

"r. * 1, - *yJ
The energy content of the oscillator is proportional

to the square of its amplitude; hence it decreases ex-
ponentially with time as

W-Wse-2ot:Woe-tl',
where

r = l/2q

designates the relaxation time of the oscillator. Conse-
quently, the intensity of radiation which corresponds
to this energy loss will be distributed over the spectrum
proportionally to the square of the Fourier amplitudes,
or as

I : Claz(a) * b2(or)l

11

+2
q2 + (, * ,o)(, - ,o)

lo' + (, * ,d'l[o'* (' - ro)2]

Near resonance, only the second term of this expression
counts, and, if .16 designates the intensity of the spec-

tral line at the resonance frequency cos, the relative in-
tensity for any other frequency becomes

(4.13)

(4.r4)

l (4.15)

(4.16)rs t*(';*)'
l See, for example, E. A. Guillemin, Th,e Mathemattics of Circuit

Analysi,s, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1949.
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The relative intensity falls from its maximum at cdq

sSrmmetrically to a half value at the frequencies cr, :
Acl,t

coo * ,j 
(fiS. 4.1), where

Acr.n

Z =rAv6:a.

the dielectric is composed of N oscillators per unit vol-
ume, each of them contributing an induced electric
moment

The frequency interval Aci,to between the half-value
points is the lwlfq/idth or line-breadth of a spectral line,

, 
to-

Fig. 4.1. Half width of spectral line.

in analogy to the half-width of a resonator (see f,
Fig.2a.7).

According to Eqs. 4.14 and 4.17 the relaxation time
of the electronic oscillator is connected to the half-
width of the emitted spectral line as

11
T:-:-.2a 2r Avn

(4.18)

This expression is identical to the ringing time of a
cavity resonator

, : Q/ro. (I,24.26)

Hence we can compare the qualities of an electronic
and a cavity resonator by referring to the Q of a spec-

tral line,

(4.1e)

(4.21)

(4.22)

If, in addition, we assume that the locally acting field
E' can be described by the Mosotti approximation (see

Eq. 2.9) as

lL : ez;
then (see Eq. 1.2)

P : Nez.

Pr(*:1* :1*' 
eoE

_*_1+,
E

For nonmagnetic media,

(4.17)

PE':E+-'' 3.0

the differential equation becomes

d2P dP / .l[e2 \ Ne2

dp 
+ ro7 * \ro' - ,*^)* : ;r. (1.21)

The effect of the polarization of the surroundings is to
lovrer the resonance frequency of the individual oscil-
lator from cos to

oto" : (4.25)

The steady-state solution of Eq. 4.24 Lor a sinusoidal
driving field

B : Eod't (4.26)

E. (4.27)P : PoeiQot*'l)
Nezfm

,o"2-r'+jot2a
Because of the friction factor 2a, a phase shift I occurs
between the driving field and the resultant polarization;
P becomes complex. The ratio P/ esB (cf. Eq. 1.1) de-

termines the complex relative permittivity of the
medium in molecular terms as

(4.23)

(4.28)

(4.2s)

(4.30)

Ne2 f ,$n

tso2-r'+ja2a.

^(,)ovou. -_ -: _.' 2a Avn

So far we have assumed that the dielectric contains
only one oscillator type. In the more general case of s

oscillator types which contribute to r* without mutual
coupling, the equation may be generalized as

Nre2 f esm,

Steady-state reslx)nse
If the electronic oscillator is not free but subjected

to a driving force eE' (where E' represents the locally
acting electric field) the law of motion changes from
Eo. 4.7 to' d,2z d,z ^ e

dt, 
+'"i* 'o'z 

: ;E'' (4'20)

'We can rewrite this expression in the form of a differen-
tial equation for the polarization P by assuming that

crsr2-r'+jot2a,

K* : n*2,

where m* is the complex index of refraction of the
medium (see I, Eq. 9.1a). Equation 4.29 represents

the dispersian formula of classi,cal phy$cs;.0[" designates
thie nuntber of il;isper$on el,ectrons per unit volume for
the oscillator type s.
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Far below its resonance frequency (or ( or"), each

oscillator type adds a constant contribution

to the static dielectric constant of the medium, whereas
f.ar above the resonance frequency its contribution
vanishes. To follow the behavior of the lowest oscilla-
tor type r through its resonance region, we lump the
effect of vacuum and of the remaining resonator types
in a constant contribution

a : L+ t Yg+ f.or s t r. (4.82)
s oJs'

Furthermore, we introduce in place of co the deviation
from resonance

Aod=0)r-0)

as the variable, approximate

o;r*a-2o4
a)

-ru 
1

(rr, "

and thus rewrite Eq. 4.29 as

,c*: n*2:A+ Auf'ja
The factor B stands for

(4.34)

the constant value A tor very high frequencies (or ) arr).

The absorption characteristic of the dielectric, iden-
tified near resonance by the relative loss factor

(4.31)

(4.33)

(4.35)

(4.36)

(4.38)

(4.3e)

16't : 2n2lc : 
B=o 

=,(Ar)' * o'
(4.40)

The frequency dependence of the real part of the
relative permittivity,

x' : n2(l - k\ -- A + , Br-o? ,, G.Bz)(Ar)' * oz

describes the dispersion characterist;ic of. the dielectric
medium near resonance (Fig. 4.2).1 It rises hyperboli-

cally from the low frequency value A +'! roa maxi-
0)7

starts from zero at low frequencies, traverses its maxi-
mum B/a at resonance, and falls again symmetrically
to zero at high frequencies. The half-value points B/2a
of this bell-shaped absorption characteristic are reached
at the deviation from resonance Ac,r : =ta, in agree-
ment with the half-width of the emission characteristic
(Fig. a.1).

Since the real dielectric constant and index of refrac-
tion rise with increasing frequency over the major part

O +Ar,r +_ @1+ j:_
Fig. 4.2. Anomalous dispersion and resonance absorption.

of the dispersion characteristic, this behavior has been
called normal dispersion in contrast to the anomalous
disperxion in the half-width region of the spectral line,
where the characteristic falls toward shorter wave-
lengths. This combination of nomal and anomalous
dispersion is typical for resonance phenomena, as we
have pointed out in f, Sec. 26.

For the phase relation between applied field and
induced dipole moment near resonance, we obtain the
relation

tan{t:.*" .--o. (4.4L)' x'-A Aor

At low frequencies (or ( or,) the moment follows in
phase, at resonance it lags by r/2, and at very high
frequencies by r. In between, it passes the values r/4
and}r/  at half-width points Ac,r : =ta. The loss tan-
gent itself,

K" aB

N,ez f ,sm,B:
2r,

mum ,B
Kmar:O+^

,B
fimia: A--

at Ao : *a, falls with a linear slope -B/o'through
the value 24. at, the resonance frequency (Ac,r : 0),
reaches a minimum

at Ao - -d, and then rises again asymptotically to

t Cf. I, Fig. 26.9, and the corresponding discussion for the
series resonance circuit on p. 30.

A(Au2+o.2)1-Baot
(4.42)

rises from zero through the value B/aA at resonance
to maximum at Aco : -B/2A and falls again to zero.

tanD:-:
K,
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The ratio B/o, which characterizes the height of the
dispersion and absorption haracteristic, has a simple

Dr =5896 A

Dz =5890 a

Fig. 4.3. Anomalous dispersion of sodium D lines. (After
Wood.3)

meaning in the case of radiation d mping. By intro-
ducing the value for a from Eq. 4.6 and for B from Eq.

4.36 we find
B3-: 

nfl["tr"3; (4.43)

B
that is, tt; equals the number of dispersion electrons

contained in a wavelength cube at the resonance fre-
quency.2

That the shape of a spectral line corresponds to the
prediction of Fig. 4.2, Fig.4.3 confirms; it shows the
dispersion near the D-line doublet of sodium vapor as

drawn from an actual photograph.s

2 See M. Born, Optik, Springer, Berlin, 1933, p. 478.
3 R. W. Wood, Physical Optics, Macmillan, New York, 1934.

4tr q

T to"

cording to the classical laws of mechanics and electro-
statics such a system is stable when the centripetal
force exerted by the Coulomb field of the nucleus bal-
ances the centrifugal forces and electrostatic repulsions
arising in the rotating electronic system. In the hy-
drogen atom, a proton of the mass mq is circled by
one electron of the mass m, where

nt+ : 1.0725 x 10-27 ksl ** _ 1886.bt. (b.1)
n't, -- 9.107 X 10-31 kgJ n1,

The position of the electron may be indicated by s,

vector of the length I "o l, 
pointing from proton to elec-

tron and rotating with an angular velocity

a
(t):-

rg

ro : roej't.

(5.3)

(5.4)

This rotation presupposes, according to Newton's law,
a central force

d,2rn mu2F:m
dt' Tg

t Because this ratio is so large, the proton is considered at rest
in the subsequent calculations. An accurate treatment of the
motion of electron and proton around their common center of
gravity gives precisely the same equations, provided the mass rr
of the electron is replaced by the reilucd, rnass ,nr of electron and
proton,

rmrm+

5 ' Various Aspects of Eleetromagnetic Radiation

Although the dispersion formula of classical physics
predicts correctly the general appearance of a spectral
Iine, neither the intensity nor the resonance frequency
can be derived from such classical considerations. This
becomes apparent when we inquire more seriously into
the structure of atoms.

fnvestigations of Lenard 1 and Rutherford 2 on the
scattering of cathode and d rays by matter showed only
an extremely small fraction of the gaskinetic uolume

of atoms to be impenetrable. Against a back-

ground of small, overall scattering there appeared in-
dividual deflections of these rays through large angles
which indicated the existence of very small mass cen-
ters acting with intense fields. Rutherford thus arrived
at the basic atom model: a positive nucleus of the
charge Ze containing the bulk of the mass and sur-
rounded by a neutralizing atmosphere of. Z electrons of
the charge -e. fn contrast to the gaskinetic collision
radius of about 10-10 [m] the radius of the nucleus
according to the scattering experiments 3 proved to be
of the magnitude 10-ra to 10-15 [m]. The factor Z,
as van den Broek a first postulated, represents the
atomic number in the periodic system of the element3.

Rutherford's model corresponds to a planetary sys-
tem in miniature, in which the electrons move in cir-
cular or elliptical orbits around the nuclear sun. Ac-

r P. Lenard, Ann. Physi,k 12,714 (1903).
2 E. Rutherford, Plui,l. Ma7.21,669 (1911).
8 See, for instance, H. Geiger and E. Marsden, Phil. Mag. 25,

604 (1913); J. Chadwick, tuitl. 40,734 (1920).
a A. van den Broek, Phytik. Z. 14,32 (19f3). tflt :

m*m+ (5.21
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which has to be provided by the Coulomb attraction
force (see I, Eq. 3.8) ,e'

F": ---,--rocs4rTs

of the nucleus. The condition of balance

mu2 e2

T - q4"rc'

can be written alternatively by referring to
netic energy 6111 and the potential energy U
electron, as

Gkio : -*U.

(5.7)

(5.8)

This relation, stating that the kinetic energy of an
electron trapped in a Coulomb field equals half its po-
tential energy, is known as the Virial theorem; it holds
quite generally for electrons moving under the influ-
ence of Coulomb fields with velocities very much smaller
than light velocity, as Bohr 6 first showed.

In the hydrogen atom of the gaskinetic radius r0 -
0.53 A the electron rotates, according to E,q. 5.7, with
a velocity

e
t) : ----: - 2.2 X 106 [m sec-l]; (5.9)

1/ es4lrrsm

hence the condition a ( c is fulfilled. However, why a
particular orbit re should be preferred above others re-
mains unexplained. The classical laws of mechanics
and electrostatics allow any orbit; if we add the laws
of classical electrodynamics, none can be stable.

This becomes evident if we visualize the hydrogen
atom as a rotating dipole of the moment

p(D : -ersei't. (5.10)

Such a dipole is equivalent to two linear dipoles

p(r) : -rl to l1i cos ot * k sin <,rl) (5.11)

that oscillate with a temporal phase shift of 90o in the
x- ande-directions, respectively (Fig. 5.1). These linear
dipoles, as shown in I, 13, correspond to radiating di-
pole antennas. An electron trapped in the field of a
positive nucleus is, therefore, classically speaking, a
light source. It transforms electrostatic field energy
through kinetic energy into radiation, and, in so doing,
it must spiral into the nucleus.

The power radiated per second by two linear dipole
antennas into free space is, according to Eq. I, 13.18,

2P :'o'n ,'rn' [watt].
6rc " 'u t''

5 N. Bohr, PhiI. Mag. 26, I (L913).

(5.6)

The electron rotates in the rs orbit of the hydrogen
atom with a frequency

a@
y : 

- 
- --- ^, 6.b X 1015 [sec-l]. (b.18)

2Trs 2r

Its kinetic energy in this orbit is

Eki,, : t*r' - 2.2 X 10-18 [joule], (b.14)

and its energy loss per cycle due to radiation is

2P : Fort ,rror- B X 10-28 [joule]. (b.lb)
vBc

Hence the energy loss per cycle is small, as assumed in
Eq. 4.5, but the hydrogen atom would radiate in ca. 105

Fig. 5.1. Rotating electric dipole.

cycles or 10-11 sec the total kinetic energy initiatly
available. To replenish this energy the electron has to
move nearer to the nucleus in accordance with the me-
chanical equilibrium condition, Eq. 5.7. This would
compel it to circle faster, the wavelength of the emitted
light, originally

ctro:--4.7 X10-8 ['''],
v

the ki-
of the

(5.16)

would shorten, and the radiation loss per cycle rise
with the third power of the frequency. Thus the
planetary Rutherford atom must collapse in an ex-
tremely short time under emission of a continuous
radiation covering a spectral range from Le to extremely
short wavelengths.

This obviously does not occur. We are forced to
conclude that nonclassical laws come into play in the
realm of molecular dimensions, which permit the exist-
ence of electrons in selected orbits without radiation.
Such entirely new physical concepts outside the range
of previous experience cannot be deduced by theoretical
speculation; they have to evolve on the basis of an
accurate analysis of all available experimental data. In
the present case these data concern the various aspects
of light radiation.

(5.t2)
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Extensive spectroscopic studies 6 have established
that each atom type is characterized by sets of spectral
lines, and that the resonance frequencies in each of
these spectral series can be represented as the difference
between two spectral terms. This Rydberg-Ritz corn-
bination principle 7 reduces, in the case of the hydrogen
atom, to the Balmer formula,

(5.17)

with ?21 eeual L or 2 or 3, etc., and n2 an integer larger
than n1. For n1 : l, 'tL2 : 2, 3, 4 . . ., the Lyman
series of the hydrogen spectrum is obtained, located in
the far-ultraviolet (Fig. 5.2); raL : 2i nz : 3, 4,5 . . .

of higher and higher frequencies, is located in the far
ultraviolet region of the electromagnetic spectrum at

/t 1\
v,' : 

" (r, - rr) 
: 8.226 X 106 [--t]

or (5.21)

Wovelength- ongstroms

Fig. 5.2. The Lyman series of the hydrogen atom.

corresponds to the Balmer series 8 extending from the
visible into the near ultraviolet i r\ : 3, 'tlz : 4, 5, 6

to the Paschen series located in the infrared, etc.
The spectral line with the lowest term values is called
the resonanne l'ine of the atom in question.

Spectroscopists refer, in general, not to the frequency
of a spectral line but to its waue number

r2t5.6 ro28.5 972.5 949.5

vl
_., _'-;-i'

and therefore write the Balmer formula as

1\ - :1215.66A.l\r---
lr7

This wavelength is about three times as long as that
expected from the classical model (see Eq. 5.16).

Additional information on the properties of radiation
was obtained from investigations of the continuous
spectrum emitted thermally by solids and liquids. The
equilibrium radiation that establishes itself in an iso-
thermal cavity enclosed by completely absorbing walls
may be observed experimentally through a very small
hole in the wall of such ablaclcboda. The intensity of
this blaclc-body radiation proved to be a function of
temperature and frequency only,e and not dependent
on the specific properties of the wall material. Obvi-
ously, thermodynamics and statistics should be able
to calculate the black-body spectrum.

Thermodynamic considerations 10 led to the conclu-
sion that the energy density p of the radiation in the
cavity should increase with the absolute temperature as

p : aT4 [ioule m-3]. (5.22)

In addition to this Stnfan Boltzmann laut,n thermody-
namics could show that the spectral energy density p;
contained in a wavelength range between tr and I + dI
must rise with the fifth power of the absolute tempera-
ture, and that the proportionality factor in the spectral
density equation can depend only on the product of
wavelength and temperature. Thus

pr dtr : TsfQ\T) 
^.

(5.23)

The experimental characteristic of /(I?) plotted as
function of the wavelength traverses a maximum at
some wavelength tr ,"r*. At I : tr-**, the difrerential of
p1 with respect to tr for a fixed temperature is zeroi

- df(tr-o?)
hence -* : 0, orA

trrr,.*? : constant = A; (5.24)

the wavelength of highest radiation density shifts pro-
portional to L/T. Equation 5.24 is known as Wien's

e G. Kirchhofi., Berl. Ber. 1859, p. 2L6; Pogg. Ann. 109, 275
(1860).

10 See M. Planck, Tlworie der Wtirmnstrahlung, Barth, Leipzig,
1906.

rlJ. Stefan, Wien. Ber. 79,391 (1879); L. Boltzmann, Wied.
Ann. 22,291 (1884).

v:Rc(#-#) rsec-l1,

Energy-electron volts
t2.o7 12.73 t3.O4

lonrzotion limit
t3.58 ev

(5.18)

(5.1e)v,:R(#-#)
The constant R is known as the Rydberg constnnt. The
precision of spectroscopic measurements allowed its
determination with extreme accuracy as

R : 10,967,758 [m-t]. (5.20)

The resonance line of the hydrogen atom, the first
reson&nce absorption which one would encounter wheu
subjecting an atomic hydrogen gas to alternating fields

0 See, for example, G. Herzberg, Atorn:b, Sputra Md Atpruin
Structure, New York, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1937.

7 J. R. Rydberg, Plvi,l. Mag. 29,331(1890); 'W. Ritz, Physik. Z.
9, 521(fm8); id,., Astrophys. J. 28,237 (1m8).

8 The discovery of this series and its term relations by J. J. Bal-
mer fAnn. Phgsik. 95,80 (1885), 60,380 (1897)l marks the be-
gnning of scientific spectroscopy.

,:Continuumirli
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The factor

is the Boltzmann or molear,lar gas constant. By apply-
ing this principle to the radiation problem, classical
physics arrived at theoretical conclusions in complete
variance to the experimental facts.

The energy content of the radiation field can be

calculated from the number of standing-wave modes
that can be accommodated in a black-body cavity
since these modes represent the degrees of freedom of
the radiation field. In a linear resonator of the length d,

n standing waves are possible with nodes at the bound-
aries; that is,

I
d, : n-,

2
(5.28)

Consequently, in a wavelength range between tr and tr

+ dI the number of possible wavelengths is

displacement law.rz The values of the Stefan-Boltz-
mann constant o and of Wien's displacement constant
Aarc

a : 7.563 X 10-16 [watt m-B deg-a],
(5.25)

A : 2.897 X 10-a [m deg].

There remains the evaluation of the function /(I?)
itself; this requires a statistical approach. Classical
statistics leads to the principle of the equipartition of
energA, which claims that each degree of freedom of a
system in thermal equilibrium contains the same aver-
age energy

ciple is valid. Hot bodies would, of necessity, emit a
radiation dominated by the highest frequencies until
their temperature has fallen to the absolute zero point.

This impasse forced physics to a decisive reorienta-
tion. Planck 13 discovered (October, 1900) a function
/(I?) which led to a radiation formula in complete
agreement with experiment. The Plunch radiation law
for the spectral energy density in the frequency range
betweenzandvld,v,t

Srhvs dv
p, d,y : [joule sec-l m-3], (b.Bl)

c31e*r - 1l

represented, however, as was slowly realized, a radical
break with the classical ideas. It introduced a univer-
sal constant of action, the Plq,nck constnnt

h : 6.623 X 10-34 [ioule sec], (5.82)

and stated that the energy content of the linear oscilla-
tors lining the walls of the black body as well as the
energy content of the radiation field itself is parceled in
energA quanta or photons hv.

Planck drew only the first of these conclusions. Ein-
stein ra extended the idea of quantization to the radia-
tion field in order to explain the photoelectric experi-
ments of Lenard.rs Lenard had observed that the
number of photoelectrons emitted from a metal surface
increases proportionally to the light inten$ty, but that
the uelocity of. these electrons depended only on the
metal used and on the trequency of. the irradiating light.
Classically, we would have expected that the intensity
of the electromagnetic field would determine the energy
with which the photoelectrons are ejected. By connect-
ing this observation to Planck's law, Einstein arrived
at the concept that the energy of the electromagnetic
field is contained in light quanta hv. Consequently, if
a photoelectron is liberated by the absorption of such
a quantum, its energy cannot exceed the amount

t*r':aL):hv-P, (5.33)

where the worlt fu,nct;ion P represents the binding
enerry of the metal for electrons.

Einstein's photoel,ectric equatiozu (Eq. 5.33) suggests a
convenient new yardstick for the measurement of
energy relations in molecular physics: the electron uolt

13 M. Plranck, Verh. deut. physik. Ges. 2, 237 (l90['t.); Ann.
Physik 4, 553 (1901).

t In switching over from the wavelength to the frequeney

scale, we have to substitute d,v : - # r^, since v : c/\.
ra A. Einstein, Ann. Physik 17, 132 (1905).
16 P. Lenard, Ann. Physik 8, L49 (1902).

6: lkT.

k : 1.380 X 10-23 [ioule dus-t]

(5.26)

(5.27)

for d\ << tr. (5.29)
2d u udt\

Jm: a,/-
wtv T I+dT tr2

Since the electromagnetic waves are transversal, each

of these dn wavelengths corresponds to two transversal
modes, polarized at right angles to each other, and each

of these two dn modes may contain lkT of electromag-
netic energy. The total energy density of the linear
radiation field consequently becomes

f@ d't\
p:2kTl .:- for?)0. (b.80)

Jo trz

The number of possible modes increases towards in-
finity with shortening wavelengths; hence no equi-
librium is possible between the radiation field and the
walls of the container if the classical equipartition prin-

12W. Wien, Sitz. Ber. Akad.Wiss. Berlin, Feb.9, 1893, p.55;
Wieil. Ann. 62, 132 (1894).
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[ev]. One electron volt represents the energy acquired

by an electron in falling unimpeded through a poten-

tial difference lJ of one volt, or

l[ev] : 1.602 X 10-1e Uoulel. (5.34)

Summarizing: Classical physics had come into a

conflict with the experimental facts of electromagnetic
radiation from which it could not extricate itself. The
planetary Rutherford atom was supposed to collapse

but proved stable. The radiation of atoms consisted

of series of sharply defined spectral lines ruled by the

empirical Rydberg-Ritz combination principle. The
continuous spectrum of black bodies violated the equi-
partition principle, and the energy of photoelectrons
proved dependent on the frequency and not on the in-
tensity of the light. These last two facts compelled
physics to break with its classical continuum ideas and
to conclude that radiation is parceled out in light
quanta hz. Maxwell's theory thus loses its absolute
validity and becomes & theory of photon statistics.
The remaining great problem was to Iink the quantum
theory of radiation to the structure of atoms.

The first step towards the new theory of atomic

structure was made by Bohr.l His theory assumes

that the electrons of atoms can move in certain stable

orbits without radiation (Rutherford atom). It further
postulates that electron transitions between these stable

energy states of the atom produce the spectral lines by
the absorption or emission of light quanta. Since the

energy of the system (atom plus photon) has to be con-

served, the frequency of the radiation is given by the

energy difference between the initial (Sr) and final (e2)

state of the atom as

6 ' Bohr's Quantum Theory

(6.3)

we find that the two equations can be alike only if

r : n2ro, (6.5)

that is, if the radii of the possible orbits increase propor-
tional ton2, with n: I,2,3 ... (Fig. 6.1).

O=4

Fig. 6.1. Sequence of circular Bohr orbits of the hydrogen atom.

Equations 6.3 to 6.5 relate the fundamental orbit of
the hydrogen atom rs to the empirically determined
Rydberg constant R (see Eq. 5.20) as

ro: e2/eo8rhcR.

hv:tr-tz.
Thus, by representing each spectral line as the differ-
ence of two energy terms , Bohr's frequency cottd'ition
(Eq. 6.1) explains immediately the significance of the
Rydberg-Ritz eombination prineiple.

In the hydrogen atom, the electron circling the pro-
ton at a distance r has, according to the Virial theorem
(see Eq. 5.8), the total energy

(6.1)

E:U*6ri,,: (6.2)

The frequency condition for an electron transition
from an orbit of radius 12 to an orbit 11 m&5l therefore
be written as

Ie2-u -2 ee8rr

hv:I-(!-)
eo8r \rr (6.6)

By comparing this expression with the empirical fre- A conplete theory, however, ehould be able to calcu-
quency condition of the Balmer fornula (see Eq. 5.17) bte rs snd E directly from funda,mental const&nta.

/ I I \ Bohr occomplished this by his corrcwutdnwe principln,

n : nnc l: - - :=1, (6.4) A decisive difrerence between quantum and classical
\2r" n2'/ theory lies in the fact that qua,ntum tranritions take

I N. Bohr, Phil. Mag. 26,1, 476,857 (1913). place between two energy states of different physical
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properties, whereas the corresponding classical process

is concerned with only one set of physical conditions.
Thus Bohr's hydrogen atom radiates when the elec-

tron jumps from a larger to a smaller orbit, whereas

classically the frequency z is emitted when the electron
revolves in a given orbit r with this frequency,/. Bohr
now postulated that when the change of physical prop-

erties between two quantum states becomes very small,
the laws of quantum physics approach asymptotically
those of classical physics. This correspondence princi-
ple is one of the powerful tools of the quantum theory
because it links the atomistic world by extrapolation to
the everyday world of macroscopic experience.

Applying the principle to the hydrogen atom, we

claim that electron transitions between neighboring,
very large orbits (n) l, dn - 1) produce according to
the Balmer formula a quantum frequency

/t 1 \ 2Rc
vo : Rc (; - 

@ + ry): *r' (6'7)

which approaches asymptotically the classical fre-
quency emitted by an electron circling a very large

orbit of radius r (see Eqs. 5.9, 5.13, and 6.5),

ev": ffi

The angular momentum of the circling electron must
be an integral multiple of h/2r. The integer n is called
the principal or total quantum number and determines
the distance of the electron from the nucleus. The
smallest integer, for hydrogen rL : l, designates the
fund,amental or ground state of. the atom; the higher
integers correspond to states of higher energy, that is,

to encited states. The combination h/%r is frequently
abbreviated as h (h bar),

h = h/2r.

By postulating for n --+ oo the equality

vq : vct (6.9)

the correspondence principle leads thus to a second

equation between rs and n, which, together with
Eq. 6.6, determines the Rydberg constant and the
radius rs of the hydrogen atom unambiguously and in
complete agreement with experience as

A
e-n1,

D-t'" - coShsc

eoh2
To: --.;:

7tffi,A'

A further significant result can now be derived easily.

The mechanical stability of an electron in its orbit
r : n2ro requires, according to Eq. 5.9, an angular
momentum

The orbit described by a planet around the sun is in
general not a circle but, according to Kepler's first law,
an ellipse with the sun in one of its two focal points.
In the planetary atom model, elliptical orbits have
therefore to be admitted (Fig. 6.2). The motion of an

Fig. 6.2. Elliptical orbit.

electron around the positive nucleus in an ellipse is,
like the corresponding astronomical situation, a prob-
lem of two degrees of freedom since the kinetic energy
depends not only on the distance r from the focus but
also on the azimuth angle {. If ds designates an ele-
ment of the orbit, it becomes in these polar co-ordinates
(see I, Table 3.2)

d,s2 : dr' + r2dt2;

hence the kinetic energy

(6.14)

To describe such more general motions, physics uses
normally the position co-ordinates q (in this case r
and 6) and the momentum co-ordinates p, defined as

d6ri'
n:-,
I a.

C,q

where the dot above the position parameter signifies its
dn

derivative with respect to time (, : 
*, 

etc.). The

momentum co-ordinates of the ellipse, according to
Eq' 6'15' are 

pr : mi, po : rnr2o. (0.12)

(6.13)

(6.16)

(6.8)

(6.10)

0.528 A.
Eki.: ;-ff)'::{(#)'. r(#)\ (6 1b)

, F*"'^p. _ rnur : f/ *+"
(6.11)

By introducing the expression for rs from Eq. 6.10, we

obtain Bohr's famous quantization cond,ition of the

rotator h
p':n-, fr:Lr2r3.... (6.12)
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The co-ordinate space in which the positions g are
plotted as the abscissa and the momenta p as the ordi-
nate is ealled a phase spo,ce.

The motion of our electron is a recurrent one; this
means that the integral over the motion in phase space,
the phase integral

The large half axis of the ellipse proves to be identical
with the radius of the circular Bohr orbit of the sarne
principal quantum number (Eq. 6.5). Furthermore,
the total enerry E of an electron in its ellipse,

e2o-
(J--

esSra
(6.25)

depends only on the major half axis o, that is, on the
total quantum number n, and is thus identical with
that of the corresponding circular orbit (Eq. 6.2).
Consequently, to each principal quantum number n
belongs one circular Bohr orbit (n' : 0; k : ro) and
(" - l) elliptical orbits (nt :1,2, ..., n - 1; k: n

- 1, . . ., 1) of the same energy (Fig. 6.3).t This de-

=3, k= 1

must represent a finite area. According to Bohr's
quantum theory, only certain orbits are permissible,
selected in the case of circular orbits by the quantum
condition Eq. 6.12. In phase space, the selection of
certain orbits corresponds to the fact that the phase

integral can assume only certain values. Sommerfeld 2

first derived a general rule that the image point of the
electron in phase space describes curves of the quan-
tized area

t : fn d,t

f nao: nh.

(6.18)

(6.1e)

(6.23)

Equation 6.19 is called Sommerfeld's qrnntum cond,ition
(see also Eq. 18.la).

For the elliptical orbits of the hydrogen atom, a sys-
tem with two degrees of freedom, we obtain thus the
two quantum conditions

po d6 : kh. (6.20)

The integers n' and /c are designated as the rail[al and
the azimuthal quantum number. Their sum

n:nt*lc (6.21)

corresponds to the total quantum number of Eq. 6.12
whereas their ratio describes the nwneri,c,al eccmtrfuity
of the ellipse (see Fig. 6.2)

e : MO/MP

n'1

(6.22)

f o, dr : n'h, 
fr'::ou

ll=2, k=l

k: r'T=-;
Y,: | - e2.
n'

It can be shown 3 easily that the large and the small
half axis of the ellipse are

a: r - n2Tot

b : nkro.
(6.24)

2 See A. Sommerfeld, Atombau und, Spektrallinien, Vieweg,
Braunschweig, 1924, p. 99.

3 See A. Sommerfeld, fu. cit., pp. 1?2fr..

FiS. 6.3. Equivalent circular and elliptical Bohr orbits.

genprony of the one-electron system, namely, that cir-
cular and elliptical orbits have the same energy, makes
the hydrogen spectrum especially simple but also
atypical.

A circular orbit is characterized by the momentum
ceordinates (cf. Eq. 6.17)

P, : 0, Po : mr2rrt'= constant. (6.26)

With these values, the quantum conditions of Eq. 6.20
retransforrr into Bohr's quantization condition for the
rotator (Eq. 6.12).

Bohr's theory proved eminently successful in giving
a quantitative explanation of the spectra of atoms and
ions with one valence electron and in providing the key
for a general interpretation of the structure of atoms

t The e,sse n' : n, Ic : 0 is excluded in Bohr's theory, because
the electron would have to traverse the nucleus.
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and molecules. The quantum nature of the electronic
lransitions, Bohr's frequency condition, wffi verified by
the experiment of Franck and Hertz a (FiS. 6.4). Here

Mercury vopor

it could be directly demonstrated that electrons, when
accelerated to a critical kinetic energy (for example,
ca. 4.9 ev for mercury vapor), can lose this energy in
one inelastic impact by exciting an atom to the corre-
sponding energy level; the atom then returns to its
original state by the emission of a light quantum,
which corresponds in energy to the kinetic energy the
electron has lost (for mercury, the spectral line 2536.7 A
appears).

Serious difficulties arose for Bohr's theory, on the
other hand, when it was applied to multi-electron sys-
tems and to the fine structure of spectral lines. Obvi-
ously, the planetary atom with its mysterious stabiliza-
tion of stationary electron orbits was only an interme-
diate concept which has to yield to some more deeply
founded description.

cq,

l(J

(lJ

o
Eoco
o(9

Fig. 6.4. The Franck-Heftz experiment.

I J. Franck and G. Herlz, Ber. deu,t. physik. Ges. 76, 457 (LgI4).

The preceding development introduced a dualism
into the theory of radiation. Although the laws of
propagation and interference of electromagnetic energy

could be described successfully by a waue theory based

on Maxwell's equations, the exchange of this energy
with matter could be explained only by postulating
the existence of light quanta, that is, of. particles of
energy. Since these photons travel with the velocity
of light, their mass, energy, and momentum have to be

defined on the basis of relativistic mechanics.
Einstein's theory of relativity 1 states that the mass

of a particle moving with the velocity o is

rnom:ffi. (7.1)

{'- P

Multiplying this effective mass by t'and developing
the denominator in a series, we can rewrite the equa,-

tion as

m,c2 : mocz *!r*or, *Z*r5* (2.2)

and read it as follows: A particle at rest has the mass

zzs ("rest mass") representing an energy content rnoc2,

which we tap, for example, in the atom bomb. Speed-

ing the particle up to a velocity u K. c means adding the
kinetic energy L/*or'in accordance with Newtonian
mechanics. For a photon which does not possess a rest

I A. Einstein, Ann. Physih 17,89L (1905).

7 ' \f,/ave Mechanics

and a momentum

mass and which travels with the velocity of light the
left-hand side of the equation applies. Its energy is

E: hv - mcz;

hence we may assign to a photon a mass

: 7.36 X 10-5rz [kg],
Ehv*: e:A

(7.3)

(7.4)

(7.5)
hvh

P: lfw: -: -'-cI

This result can be checked experimentally by the
momentum transfer observed in the scattering of
X-rays, by the Compton effect' (Fig. 7.1) (see also
Appendix A, II, 1).

h;'

electron

Fig. 7.f. The Compton effect.

According to Eqs. 7.3 to 7.5, the behavior of light
may be discussed either from the particle standpoint
by the energy and momentum of photons or from the

2 A. H. Compton, Phys. Rett. 21,7t5; 22,409 (1923).

--l_ +-=- ' J- vollJ_-' 5tot5
Voltoge of thermionic emitter

X-roy incident upon
electron

Retoil of electron
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wave standpoint by the frequency and wavelength of
the corresponding electromagnetic wave. De Broglie 3

now postulated that this dualism for photons traveling
with the velocity of light also holds for particles of
much smaller velocities u and possessing a true rest
rrr&ss 216. He assumed that the quantum equations for
the total energy and the momentum

t:hv
(7.6)

hp:*r:;

have universal validity. According to these de Broglie
equations, the motion of any particle is correlated to a
wave phenomenon which statistically prescribes the
motion of the particle by its wave patterns.

This revolutiona,ry speculation was soon confirmed
by the electron diffraction experiment of Davisson and
Germer,a who found anomalies in the reflection pattern
of electrons from a nickel target which could be traced
to the accidental existence of larger single crystals in
the target metal. The single crystals produced diffrac-
tion spots as in X-ray diffraction, and a corresponding
calculation of this interference phenomenon led to a
wavelength of the scattered electrons

hh\_ _ _,
tna p

(7.7)

in agreement with de Broglie's assumption.
Today, electron-diffraction analysis has become a

standard research tool, and it seems rather puzzling
that this striking phenomenon could elude detection
for over twenty-five years. Interference experiments
have also been performed with molecular beams of
hydrogen and helium 5 and with neutrons.o Only the
very short wavelengths of heavier particles prevent
the demonstration of their wave nature.

In X-ray and electron diffraction the photon and the
particle interference patterns appear in complete anal-
ogy as a probability distribution of many bullets over
some target area. This fact tends to obscure a funda-
mental difference between electromagnetic waves and
de Broglie waves. Electromagnetic waves contain
information about the statistical behavior and the en-

3L. de Broglie, Phil. Mag. [6], 47,446 (I92/L)1 Ann. Physilc 3,
22 (1e25).

a C. Davisson and L. H. Germer, Phys. Reu. 30, 705 (L927);
Proc. NatI. Acad. Sci. 14,317 (1928).

5 F. Knauer and O. Stern, Z. Physik 69,779 (1929); I. Ester-
m&nn and O. Stern, iAid.61,95 (1930); I Estermann, R. Frisch,
and O. Stern, ibid.73,348 (1932).

6 C. G. Shull, E. O. Wollan, W. C. Koehler, Phys. Rw.8[,912
(1e51).

ergy of manA photons. The radiation intensity, as ex-
pressed by the Poynting vector (see f, Eq. LI.l2),
represents the average number of photons traversing a
unit area per second, the density of the photon stream,
times its quantum energy as

lsl:ffn, [wattrn-2]. (7.8)

If the number .M becomes too small, violent statistical
fluctuations will take place, and the electromagnetic
theory loses its validity. A de Broglie wave, on the
other hand, is associated with the location of an'indi-
uidrnl particle. Where it is strong, the particle is likely
to be found;where it is weak, the particle will normally
not be. The intensity of the de Broglie wave at any
point in space represents the probability of finding the
particle at that point.

Newtonian mechanics assumed that, once the initial
conditions are given, the position and the momentum
of a particle are precisely defined at all values of time.
It now appears that this claim must be limited to the
macroscopic world. Just as geometrical optics is super-
seded by wave optics, Newtonian mechanics is super-
seded by the rrew u)aue mechanics based on the de
Broglie equations whenever the wavelength becomes
comparable to some significant dimension of the
problem.

In the experiences of daily life, where the meter,
kilogram, and second are appropriate yardsticks for the
dimensions encountered, the wavelength proves com-
pletely negligible. From Eqs. 5.32 and 7.7 we obtain
for the mass of 1 kg moving with the velocity of 1 m/sec
the wavelength

\- h
n : -1 

: 6.623 X 10-34 [."]. (7.9)
1x1

The small mass of electrons, on the other hand, makes
the application of wave mechanics (quantum me-
chanics) imperative. And it is this wave aspect of
electrons which gives the stationary states of the Ruth-
erford atom a reasonable interpretation. If the posi-
tion of a circling electron is described by a probability
wave, it can obviously persist only in orbits in which
the de Broglie wave can set up a standing wave pat-
tern instead of destroying itself by interference (Fig.
7.2). By prescribing that the circumference of the
circular orbits of the hydrogen atom must correspond
to an integral number of wavelengths, we arrive at the
stability condition

2rr : n\t with n : I,2,3 (7.10)

If we introduce, in place of the wavelength, the me
mentum, according to de Broglie's equation, Eq. 7.10
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reverts immediately to Bohr's quantization condition
of the rotator

P' : nh. (6.12)

Although this outcome is gratifying, it should not be
misunderstood. The stringent assignment of an elec-

tron of a precise momentum to a precise orbit, as pic-
tured in the Rutherford atom and Bohr's theory, con-
tradicts the spirit of quantum physics. This was real-
ized by Heisenberg,T Bohr, and others, before the ad-
vent of wave mechanics, through statistical considera-
tions concerning the interaction of particles with the
measuring devices of an observer. The existence of
Planck's quantum of action introduces an uncertainty
in the description of a particle as far as a simultaneous
definition of location and momentum are concerned,
and consequently a similar uncertainty in its descrip-
tion by de Broglie waves. We shall come back to this
uncerta'inty principle (see Sec. 8).

De Broglie's theory had been largely of a qualitative
nature. To make use of the wave concept for a quan-
titative discussion of molecular phenomena requires
the formulation of a basic wave equation. This task
was first seen and solved by Schr<idinger.8 We have
already become familiar with wave equations in the
case of the electromagnetic field (see I, Sec. 7). Elec-
tric and magnetic plane waves, for example, moving
towards the *r-direction without attenuation as

E : r,oi('-? ")

Destructive i nterference
in non-ollowed orbit

Fig. 7.2. Stationary states and destructive interference.

equations, is given by the total energy of the particle

t : hv, (7.15)

whereas the wauelength is prescribed by the particle
momentum p or its kinetic energy as

7rz (7'16)

2m\2

Since the kinetic energy of a particle is the difference of
its total and potential energy,

6kio:E-U, (7.r7)

we may substitute this energy difference in Eq. 7.14
for the wavelength and obtain(7.11)

i("-2-t")
H-ffoe\ A

d2H /2tr\2

an, 
+ (;/ H : o'

\ : h/p,

1.p2
Gkir, : 

,*r' 
: 

2*:

A2rl/ 2m

anr+ h, 
(t - U){ : o'

-2mv'v+hr(r-u)t:0.

were derived (see f, Eqs. 7.9 to 7.16) as solutions of the
differential equations

a2F- /2r\2
ar,+(;/E:o

Finally, if the particle is free to move in any direction,
A2rt

the space derivativ" 
U* 

has to be replaced by the La-

place operator (see I, Eqs. 7.6 and 7.7). Thus the
famous Schrddinger equation. results :

(7.18)

(7.1e)
In analogy, a de Broglie wave traveling in the *r-
direction may be described by a wave function

{ : ei("-2} ')
The solutions of Schrodinger's equation give the

pattern of the wave function ry' in space. The square
of its absolute value, the product of tlt and its conju-
gate fi, in a space element dV, rcpresents the probabil-
ity of finding the particle in that element, as Born e

first pointed out. The integral of this intensity of the
probability wave extended over all possible space must
be unity, that is, f

9 W dv : L, (7.20)

e M. Born, Z. Physik 37,863 (1926).

(7.12)

(7.13)

which obviously is a solution of the wave equation

a20 /%r\2

#+\;/*:o' (7.r4)

The fregtency of. this wave, according to de Broglie's

?'W. Heisenberg, Z. Physik 33,879 (1925); 43,172 (L927).
s E. Schrtidinger, Ann. Physilc 79,361,489 (1926).
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since the particle, with certainty, must be somewhere
in space. This equation is called the normalization
condition of the de Broglie wave. Obviously it requires
that rlt be finite in space; furthermore, the second deriv-
ative of / with respect to space must be finite because
it represents the kinetic energy according to Eq. 7.19.
Hence rl, and its first space derivative must be con-
tinuous. This is a very important and restricting con-
dition in wave mechanics. It prescribes that, at a
boundary, two wave functions have to be joined in
such a manner that their amplitudes and slopes are
continuous, and is therefore known as the joining con-
dition.

If a time dependence of the wave phenomenon has
to be considered, we can introduce it into the Schro-
dinger equation by recalling that

Maxwell's equations have been solved accurately for
a very large variety of conditions. Schr<idinger applied
his equations with complete success to a treatment of
the hydrogen atom, the linear oscillator, and various
other problems, and they have been tested successfully
by many outstanding contributors in progressively
more difficult situations. We seem to be justified to-
day in assuming that the wave nature of particles, as
formulated, represents a fundamental law of nature,
and that the theory of quantum mechanics founded on
Schr<idinger's equations could give us a quantitatively
correct description of the molecular world. But, in
contrast to the electromagnetic field equations, Schrci-
dinger's equations can be solved accurately only in very
few cases.

The fundamental difficulty lies in the fact that, al-
though the photons of the electromagnetic field do not
interact in general, the particles of wave mechanics
a,ffect each other with strong forces. Thus an electron
moving in the Coulomb field of other charged particles
may preserve its total energy and with it the frequency
of its de Broglie wave. However, its kinetic energy
and thus the wavelength of the electron will vary from
point to point in space. In optics we are normally con-
cerned with homogeneous dielectrics; de Broglie waves
traverse dispersive media in which the index of refrac-
tion varies from point to point. Simultaneously, we
face, in a new language, the old difficulty of classical
mechanics: the twebody problem can be solved rigor-
ously, the multibody problem can be treated only by
approximations.

These are the reasons why quantum mechanics has
not progressed faster and why it puts us continuously
on guard lest the approximations that are chosen neg-
lect essential aspects of the actual physical situation.

ao

;: i^t,, (7.21)

(7.22)

(7.23)

and, according to de Broglie's equations,

u : t/h.
Thus, by substituting

a{/tt : -jfr;,

in the Schr<idinger equation and rearranging, we obtain
the Schriidinger waue eqntion,f

(7.24)

t It should be noted that, in contrast to Maxwell's wave
equations and to the original derivation of de Broglie's, the
Schriidinger equations are nonrelativistic, since they equate hl
to the classical total enerry 6 of the particle.

^ 2m __ .2m }rltv'v- nru*: j oA'

B . The Structure of Atoma

Quantum mechanics introduces a,n unarccustomed charge and a definite mom€ntum. Both the particle
aspect of cunple wdarity into the deocription of the and the wave picture describ€ one and the same physi-
molecula.r world. The position of pa,rticles is deter- cal entity from difrerent standpoints. The two aspects
nined by de Broglie probability waves, as intederence are not contradictory but complementa,4rl the only
€xperiments testify. The stationa,ry etat€s of electrons limitatioD is that we cannot focus our attention on
in atoms correepond therefore to staading wave modes, both of them simultaneously with an arbitrary ac-
to ekttron clnuds of cha,racteristic sires and shapes, and cur&cy.
the electric cha,rge of the electrons appears smeared out The exist€nce of an uncertainty in the definition of
over these probability pattems. In impa,ct experi- corelated paxameters is a typical feature of any weve
ments, on the other hand, ss, for instence, observed in phenomenon. A wave function
the Wilson cloud chamber or by scintillation, the parti- _;L,
clo makes its appearance with its concentrated electric g : Ac ' ^o , (8.1)
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t : a,e i(?)'r-ib*"
with the intensity

for example, describes a monochromatic wave traveling
in the *r-direction. If it represents the de Broglie
probability wave of a particle, the momentum of this
particle is accurately determined by the wavelength tre,

but the intensity of the wave

fi:A2 (8.2)

is the same from tr, - -a to x: *- and thus leaves

the position of the particle completely undefined. If
we want to localize its position r€&r 16, we have to
quench the probability pattern outside of rs.

This localization may be achieved by superposing on
the constant intensity of the wave a Gaussian error
function centered at rs, that is, by altering the wave
function to

metry property of being converted into an identical
function by Fourier transformation.

A corresponding discussion can be carried through
for a probability wave

* : Ad't (8.8)

as a function of time and frequency; it leads to the un-
certainty relation

AtAoo:I. (8.e)

By admitting arbitrary quenching functions we can
formulate the uncertainty principle that prescribes the

2rro +-
Fig. 8.1. Wave packet construeted with Gaussian distribution

in z and 2rf\scale.

definition of correlated parameters of wave phenomena:

)1,
(8.10)

Al Aor ) 1.

Quantum mechanics introduces the momentum p for
the wavelength and the total enerry 6 for the frequency
according to de Broglie's equations (Eqs. 7.6). Thus
the Heisenberg uncertainty principle results:

AqAplh,
aras>h.

The total energy of a particle at a given time or its
momentum at a given location cannot be determined
more accurately than Planck's quantum of action
allows.

By applying this uncertainty principle to the hydro-
gen atom, the binding energy of the electron can be

(8.3)

(8.4)

of the

(8.5)

The particle is
half-width t

_ ( r-rr\'
{l : A'e \- D-l 

.

now confined to a wme packet

2Ar-2b,

but we have destroyed, in the process of localization,
the accuracy with which its wavelength, that is, its
momentum, is known. Fourier analysis of such a
finite wave train shows, as already discussed in Sec. 4
for the half-width of a spectral line emitted by a damped
oscillator, that the intensity of the wave packet plotted
on a 2trflvscale does not peak sharply at %r/},,s but
spreads around this point in a bell-shaped resonance
characteristic. For the wave packet produced by a
Gaussian error curve in space, the 2r/\-characteristic
is again a Gaussian of the half-width

(Fig. 8.1). The product of both uncertainties of defin-
ing the position and the wavelength of the w&ve packet
has the constant value

: f. (8.7)

It can be shown that the choice of any other quench-
ing function for the construction of the wave packet
leads to even larger uncertainties, since only a Gaussian
error function, as a Hermitian function, has the sym-

t In this case we define the half-width as the distance between
the points at which the intensity has fallen to l/e of its maximum
value.

/2r\ 2,o(;/:b (8.6)

(8.11)

7
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obtained.l The total energy of the electron at a dis-
tance r from the proton is

t : (Jf 6ri,, : - i-+!. (8.12)
es4lrT 2m

This energy becomes a minimum when r and p assume
their smallest possible values. The average distance
from the nucleus and the average magnitude of the
momentum cannot be smaller than their uncertain-
ties A, and Ao, that is, the smallest average values of
the parameters are coupled by the uncertainty rela-
tion as

h
T:-.

p

The energy, expressed as the
distance, 

e2
e 

- - 
J---

es4rF 2mF2

reaches its minimum for M/dr : 0 at

eohz
fmin : --'-: 0.528 A;

ltnw-

this minimum average distance is identical with the
radius rs of the fundamental Bohr orbit (see Eq. 6.10).
The total energy in this ground state,

6H: - : -Rhc - -13.5 [ev], (8.16)
eoz8h2

represents the ionization energy of the hydrogen atom;
it serves under the name Rydberg energA as a convenient
yardstick for the measurement of binding energies.

An actual calculation of the stationary states or the
standing-wave modes of the hydrogen atom requires
that we introduce the potential energy U of..the Cou-
lomb field in the Schrodinger equation (Eq. 7.19).
Thus we have to solve the equation

This means that, while the electron is trapped in the
Coulomb field of the proton, as in a wave guide, only
selected standing-wave modes can form. Above the
ionization level, however, the electron can move in
unbounded space with any energy. Spectroscopically,
this is verified by the continuum which sets in at the
ionization limit (see Fig. 5.2).

In the hydrogen atom, the electron moves in a central
field, Schrcidinger's equation has to be solved for spheri-
cal co-ordinates, and the wave functions have to be ex-
pressed in spherical harmonics.2 The essential facts of

""t t""

Fig. 8.2. Standing w&ves in rectangular potential well of in-
finitely high walls.

the situation, however, can be made clear by adher-
ing to trigonometric functions as previously and refer-
ring to the example of a rectangular one-dimensional
potential well. In the case of such a well, enclosed
by infinitely high walls (FiS. 8.2), an infinite num-
ber of energy states exists, characterized by a sequence

of simple, standing-wave functions cos (mtrf a)r and
sin (nrf a)r, with nr : Lz6, yz, V6, . . . and n : l, 2,3

This situation is completely analogous to the
parallel-plane wave guide of I, Sec. 22.

If the walls are cut down to finite height, obviously
only a finite number of energy states can be accommo-
dated before the top of the well, the ionization limit,
is reached. Above it, the boundary conditions disap-
pear and any enerry state is possible (Fig. 8.3). How-
ever, on account of the finite wall height, a new aspect
enters the situation: the electron has a finite probabil-
ity of escaping from the well (cf. tunnel effect, Sec. 14).

This probability obviously increases the higher the
the energy state, that is, the nearer the top, and has

the consequence that the ry' wave functions are not any-
more terminated by a node at the wall. The periodic
wave functions in the well have to be joined to expo-
nentially decaying wave functions in the wall according

2 See, for example, J. C. Slater, Quantum Theory of Matter,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1951, Chapter 5.

(8.13)

function of this aYera,ge

6z
(8.14)

(8.15)

I
1t

I
mp4

(8.17)

under the condition that the wave function r/ be single-
valued, continuous, and finite ever.5rwhere in space. It
proves to have solutions for all positive values of the
total energlr 6, but only for certain negative eigenualu,es
which are identical with those derived from the Bohr
theory (see Eqs. 6.4 and 6.10),

Rhc
En:- 

nr' 
withtu:1,2,3"" (8'18)

l See F. O. Rice and E. Teller, The Structure of Mattnr, John
Wiley and Sons, New York,1949, p.7.

v,t+'#('.h)*:o
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to the joining condition (see Sec. 7). Expressed in
optical language: the walls cease to be totally reflecting
(see I, Sec. 19).

The well of the Coulomb field has some aspects of both
situations. Its depth is infinite towards the nucleus but
finite torvards the outside. Hence, an infinite number

be fourfold degenerate. One of them is again spherically
symmetrical; it is the 2s function

(8.21)

The other three have directional properties, stand
normal to each other as

{, : (; - 2) e-',/"',

Fig. 8.3. Energy states and wave functions for rectangular u'ell
of finite height.

of bound states exists and also an ionization limit fol-
lowed by a continuum of allowed states. Since the well
of the Coulomb field resembles a funnel, infinitely deep

below the energy states but of only finite height above

them, the states are crowding together towards the
ionization limit and not towards the bottom of the well
as in Figs. 8.2 and 8.3.

For the ground state of the hydrogen atom, charac-

terized by the total quantum number rL : l, the rvave
function proves to be a simple exponential

* - Ce-'/'o

*, : 
"-'/"0,

*a : Ue-'/2'0,

*" : 
"-'/"0,

and are called p functions. The various substates be-
longing to the same principal quantum number n are
designated as orbitals. For n : 1, we had only the ls
orbital; f.or n : 2 tve find one 2s orbital and three 2p
orbitals. Figure 8.5 schematically illustrates the elec-
tron clouds of these s and p orbitals.

The multiplicity of the wave functions and orbitals
increases systematically. Nine \Mave functions belong
to the second excited state (n : 3); it is ninefold de-

generate and consists of one 3s, three 3p, and five 3d
orbitals. And so it continues, with the general rule

P(r)

ot234
r/fo

Fig. 8.4. Radial probability function and probability density
function of ls electron in hydrogen atom.

that the state of the fundamental quantum number n,

is n2-fold degenerate and that its wave functions and
orbitals are composed of fl, groups, made up by one s,

three p, five d, seven / orbitals, etc., adding up to a
total of n2.

Spherical electron clouds, that is, s orbitals, have
obviously no angular momenta, but the electron motion

(8.22)

-OOeO

(8.1e)

The normaliaing factor C adjusts the integral of the in-
tensity over all space to unity (see Eq. 7.20). The
probability of finding the electro\,fi,has its maximum
in the nucleus (r : 0) and falls exponentially towards
the outside. The probability, on the other hand, of
finding the electron in a spherical shell at a distance
between r and r I ilr from the proton,

P(r) dr : C2e-2'/'o4or2 dr, (8.20)

reaches its maximum for dP(r)/dr: 0 at the Bohr
orbit r : ro (FiS. 8.4). The wave function in this
fundamental state depends only on the distance be-
tween the electron and nucleus; it is a spherically sym-
metrical or s function. The electron in such a state is
designated as an s electron More specifically, by add-
ing the integer of the fundamental quantum number as

a prefix, we denote the electron in the fundamental
state of the hydrogen atom as a "1s" electron.

Although Schr<idinger's equation has for the energy
t1 of the ground state only this one solution, the first
excited state (n : 2) with E2 : f\ proves to lead to
four different wave functions of the same energy or to

2
r/ro
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in the less sltnpetrical, (n - 1) configurations leads to
definite angular momenta p'. In analogy to the ellipti-
cal orbits in Bohr's theory (see Eq. 6.20), these eccen-
tric electron clouds need, in addition to the total quan-
tum numbet n, a second quantum number, the azi-
muthal quantum number Z, for their complete characteri-
zation. In slight deviation from Bohr's quantum con-

ments, that is, since they point in the axis direction of
a gyroscope, the torque of the magnetic field leads to a
precession of the momentum vector around the field
axis. The angular momentum of precession describing
this additional periodic motion has to be quantized
according to wave mechanics in agreement with Som-
merfeld's quantum condition (Eq. 6.19), as

orr : @h. (8.25)

The new magnetic quantum number @ varies from

@ : l, I - 1, ..., -(t - r), -1, (8.26)

that ir, it prescribes for p-states (l : 1) three
orbitals (1,0,-1), for d-states (l : 2) five orbitals
(2,I,0,-1,-2), etc. The precession caused by the
magnetic field removes
the degeneracy of the
states and gives each in-
dividual orbital its dis-
tinguishing energy.
Thus, any orbital of the
hydrogen atom can be
uniquely described by
the three quantum num-
bers n, I, and @. The
removal of the degener-
acy can be observed ex-
perimentally by the
splitting of a spectral line into fine-structure compon-
ents; this is the Zeeman effect3 (Fig. 8.6).

Figure 8.7 shows the corresponding electron cloud
configurations with their identifying quantum num-
bers. It may be read as follows: The @ : 0 states,

2p, - orbitol

zpy
x

- orbi tol

No mognetic Mognetic
f ield f ield

@

-i?
!'2- 

-_i!,.1- 

-*;!,.9- o

Fig.8.6. Zeeman effect of a hy-
drogen-like atom.

Eq,
c

Lrl

I

x'z'
2Fx - orbitol

Fig. 8.5. Schematic representation of the angular space de-
pendence of the eleetron density distribution of s and p orbitals.

dition for the rotator (see Eq. 6.12), wave mechanics
leads to the quantization condition

p' : \mtr Dh. (8.23)

The azimuthal quantum number assumes the values

l:0, 1,2,3...(n - 1), (8.24)

where l:0 designates s orbitals, l:I designates
p orbitals, etc.

A net angular momentum of an electron cloud cor-
responds classically to a d-c current moving in a closed
orbit. According to Ampdre's circuital law (see I,
Eqs. 5.5 and 5.28) such a current creates a magnetic
dipole moment. Hence, coupled to the angular me-
chanical moments p' of electron clouds there must be
perrnonent magnettic rnom,mts. If an atom containing
such electron clouds is brought into a magnetic field,
the torque of the field tends to orient the moments in
the field direction (see I, Eq. 2.16). However, since
the magnetic moments are coupled to mechanical me

@'o @.r @=o @=-r
d Eleclrons

+W&W+
l.Z I=2 I=Z I'Z t'2
@'z @.r @.o @=-t @=-z

Angular dependence of the electron density *0 of
some s, p, and d orbitals. (After White.a)

H

Fig. 8.7.

seen in the field direction, give a circular symmetrical
electron cloud distribution resembling an s-state and
have no magnetic moment. The @ I O states have

sP. Zeeman, Phil. Mag. 43,226 (1897).
1H. E. White, Phys. Bar 37, f416 (1931).

zs -orbitol

l--__l v

v
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magnetic moments, which, in the case of @ : + pro-
duce a parallel and for @ : - an antiparallel com-
ponent. This is indicated by arrows in Fig. 8.7.

The difference between the quantizalion conditions
for the total angular momentum (Eq. 8.23) and the
momentum vector in a specific direction (Eq. 8.25)
is most important. According to the old quantum
theory (Eq. 6.12) the momentum vectors of the three
p orbitals, for example, would point parallel, perpendic-
ular, and antiparallel to the external field direction
(Fig. 8.8). In quantum mechanics the components

pi

Old quontum theory

Fig. 8.8. Orientation and magnitude of total angular momentum.

have the same magnitudes as above, but the actual
momentum vectors are larger and inclined by an angle
d against the field axis, where

cos0:
\/taT-n

(8.27)

This situation is a consequence of the uncertainty
principle, which does not allow the total angular mo-
mentum to point in any one definite direction.

The description of the stationary states of the hydro-
gen atom can be used to derive a first understanding of
the structure of atoms and of the periodic system of the

elements. According to the Rutherford model, the se-

quence of atoms in the periodic system arises when we
increase the nuclear charge in successive steps of one

elementary charge e and simultaneously add for each

step one compensating electron to the electronic sys-
tem. If we would increase the nuclear charge of the
hydrogen atom from e to Ze, the potential energy of the
Coulomb field would rise to

Ze2
(8.28)

es4Tr

to

n2ro

Z
(8.2e)

equation (seeand the eigenvalues of the Schrodinger
Eqs. 8.16 and 8.18) would increase to

22Rhc

The type and number of the orbitals, however, would
stay the same. To build up the various atoms, we
place electrons in these orbitals until the nuclear charge
is neutralized.

To justify this procedure we have to assume that the
various electrons of an atom move approximately as if
a central field acted on each of them. This central
field is composed of the Coulomb field of the nucleus,
weakened by an average charge of all the other elec-

trons; this average negative charge increases with the
distance from the nucleus, since more and more of the
electronic charge is encircled according to Gauss's law
(see I, F,q. a.\. Only in a Coulomb field is the energy
of circular and elliptical orbits of the same principal
quantum number identical (see Eq. 6.25). This de-
generacy is removed in a central field; while we operate
still with hydrogen-like wave functions, each orbital
in multi-electron systems already has a different energy
without an external magnetic field.

Before the construction of atoms can begin, a final
question has to be settled: How many electrons will an
orbital accommodate? The answer to this riddle came

from two different sources.
(1) Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit 5 concluded from spec-

troscopic data that an electron possesses an angular
momentum of rotation, an electron spin, which has to
be quantized according to quantum mechanics (see

Eq. 8.23) as

p':VrG+1)h,

I=l

@

(8.31)

u--
the Bohr radii would shrink

,rL -

where s : I/2. The electron spin imparts to an elec-

tron a magnetic dipole moment which can orient in a

Fig. 8.9. Orientation and magnitude of spin momentum.

magnetic field. The mechanical spin component in the
field direction is, in analogy to Eq. 8.25,

p"t : sh (8.32)

and may stand parallel or antiparallel (FiS. 8.9).

(8.30) 6 G. E. Uhlenbeck and S. Goudsmit, Naturwiss- 13,953 (1925);

Nature 117,264 (1926).
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(2) Pauli 6 formulated his erclusion principle, which
states that each electron in an atom must be described
by its individual set of quantum numbers and that no
two sets can be alike.t An orbital, as we just discussed,
is uniquely described by the three quantum numbers
n, l, and @; uo electron in an orbital is characterized,
in addition, by its spin component s pointing up or
down. Hence, an orbital is filled when it contains two
electrons with antiparallel spins.

With this proviso, by filling successively the orbitals
of lowest energy, the Bohr-Stoner arcangernent of. the
periodic table 7 results (Table 8.1). The periodic char-
acter of the system of elements arises because the elec-
trons form consecutive shells while filling the orbitals
of lowest energy, according to the Pauli exclusion prin-
ciple. This sequence of fundamental shells is pre-
scribed by the successive integers of the total quantum
number ra. Recognized from X-ray spectra 8 before the
advent of quantum numbers, they were designated by
capital letters, starting with K; therefore, the synony-
mous designations: n : 1 or K-shell; n : 2 or Z-shell;
n : 3 or M-shell, etc. In addition to these main
shells, there are subshells, which, when occupied or
closed, signify electron arrangements of especial stabil-
ity and inertness. This fact is connected with the shape
of the various electron clouds (see Figs. 8.5 and 8.7).

Only the s electrons (, : 0) in each main shell, as

discussed, correspond to a spherical electron distribu-
tion. The (n - l) configurations characterized by
successive integers of the azimuthal quantum number
I I O represent less symmetrical vrave modes. How-
ever, a spherical overall symmetry is restored by sum-
ming over the intensities of all modes of the same l.
For example, the amplitudes of the three p orbitals
(, : 1) are proportional to rf r, yf r, and z/r (see E,q.
8.22); the total intensity of the p-states is proportional
to the sum of the square of the amplitudes, (r2 + a'
+ z\/r2: 1, and therefore is independent of angle.
Hence, a full occupation of the s and p orbitals does
not fill the main shells f.or n ) 2, but it creates s,p sub-
shells of spherical symmetry and great stability, as

evidenced in the argon, krypton, and xenon cores (see

Table 8.1). These s2,p6 subshells are the stable elec-

tron octets of chemistry, first introduced by Kossel e

and Lewis.ro By adding the ten d electrons, we arrive
again at closed subshells of spherical symmetry but

6 W. Pauli, Jr., Z. Physik 31,765 (1925).

t For a more general statement of the Pauli principle, see

See. ll.
7 E. C. Stoner, Phil. Mag.16l, 48,719 (1924).
8 H. G. J. Moseley, PhiI. Mag. 16l, 26, lO24 (1913); 27, 7Og

(1e14).
e W. Kossel, Ann. Physilc 49,229 (1916).
r0 G. N. Lewis, J. Am. Chem. 5oc.38,762 (1916).

lower stability: the copper, silver, and gold cores. The
chemical reactivity of atoms arises from their outer
electrons in partly filled subshells, that is, from their
ualence electrons.

For the rare gas helium the K-shell is filled with two
electrons in antiparallel spin position. Since this is the
n: I state and an s orbital (, : 0), the electron struc-
ture of the helium atom can be identified by the symbol
1s2, where the exponent signifies the number of elec-
trons occupying the orbital type. The situation is
repeated for neon, rvhere filling of the Z-shell produces
the constellation Is22s22p6, and for argon where the
occupation of the 3s and 3p orbitals (1s22s22p63s23p6)

is completed.
The electron clouds of the hydrogen atom illustrate

the fact that the s electrons approach the nucleus closest
on the average, while Lhe p, d, and / electrons reach
farther and farther into space. In fact, the wave func-
tion of s states has a maximum in the nucleus (see Fig.
8.4) whereas for all other states the wave function at
r : 0, that is, ,/(0), vanishes. Hence, we expect that
first the s orbital and then the p orbitals will be filled
as indicated up to the element argon. For farther out-
lying levels it becomes a complieated problem to decide
which orbital represents the lower energy state, and the
sequence may shift as the nuclear charge increases. For
the element 19 (K) the 4s orbital lies below the 3d level
and fills first, but at chromium and at copper one 4s

electron is lost to the 3d orbitals. The magnetic be-
havior of the iron group arises from the unpaired spin
moments of the filling 3d shell. A similar situation
occurs for the rare earth elements, where the 5s and 4d,

orbitals compete, and finally in the transuranium ele-

ments in a complicated competition between 6d and 5/.
Since the outer electronic configuration of the ele-

ments 58 to 71 is so nearly alike, the chemical behavior
of these rare earth elements is approximately identical.
The shell size, on the other hand, must shrink as the
nuclear charge increases, an effect known as lanthanide
contract;ion.rr

During the last fourteen years, nuclear synthesis has

added ten new elements to the periodic system: tech-
necium (43), promethium (61), astatine (85), francium
(87), neptunium (93), plutonium (94), americium (95),
curium (96), berkelium (97), and californium (98).
This extension of the sequence of the heaviest elements
permits a closer scrutiny of the delayed filling of sub-
shells in the radon core. The electronic distribution
for the atoms in the gaseous phase, as shown in Table
8.1, has been proposed by Coryell 12 on the basis of

11V. M. Goldschmidt, Geochemische Verteilungsgesetze d,er Ele-
mente, OsIo. Akad. Wiss., Pt. 7 (1926), Pt. 8 (1927).

12 C. D. Coryell, Rec. Chem. Prog. 12,55 (1951); J. Chem. Educ.
29,62 (1952).
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chemical evidence. It must be kept in mind that in
cases of a precarious energy balance betrveen compet-
ing levels, the state of aggregation may easily affect

the outcome. The information obtained from gas

spectroscopy, ionic solutions, salts, and metals can
therefore be contradictory.

9 ' Atoms in Electric Fields; Stark Effect

The classical model of spherical atoms led us to the
conclusion that the electronic polarizability a" is pro-
portional to the volume of these spheres (Eq. 3.8). By
postulating, furthermore, that the atoms react to alter-
nating fields like linear harmonic oscillators, we arrived
at the dispersion formula of classical physics (Eq. a.29).
Here the range of the classical approach ended. To
gain more precise information, a deeper understanding

electronic structure remains identical but the shell
radius systematically contracts as the nuclear charge
increases in successive steps of one.

If we calculate classically the electronic polarizability
of these particles (see Eq. 3.8) by using the radii of
Table 9.1, the curves of polarizability versus order
number of Fig. 9.1 result.2 It illustrates graphically
well-known trends. The negative ions rvith their large

Table 9.1. Radii of atorns and ions of rare-gas shell structure (s'pu) t

of the structure of atoms was required. It was pro-
vided, as shown in the preceding sections, by spectro-
scopic studies and their quantum mechanical interpre-
tation.

This more searching inquiry, as always in life, has
left us with a much more complex situation. Electronic
polarization has become an involved phenomenon inte-
grating over the deformation of various types of elec-
tron clouds that are coupled mutually and bound to
the nucleus by fields varying with distance in a com-
plicated manner. However, the preceding discussion
of the periodic system of the elements suggests that
our classical model of spherical atoms will not be far
from correct for the closed s2p6-cores of the rare gases.

These spherical charge distributions of singular stabil-
ity are found not only in the rare gas atoms but neigh-
boring elements tend also to assume them by taking
up additional electrons or by shedding those in excess.

Hence negatiue ions are formed by atoms of smaller
nuclear charge than the rare gases, and positiue ions
from elements of larger-order number. In this way
sequences of similar particles originate such as II-, Ife,
Li+, Bs2* iO2-, F-, Ne, Nu*, Mg'+; etc., in which the

I Nter L. Pauling, The Nature ol the Chemical Band, Cornell
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size and low nuclear charge are highly polarizable, the
positive ones with their smaller size and higher charge
much more rigid. In addition, the polarizability of cor-
responding ions, for example, the negative halogens or
positive alkali ions, increases as we progress from the
helium to the xenon core.

We may expect that the numerical values calculated
from the classical model of finite spheres will turn out
to be too small. The electron clouds of quantum me-
chanics, as discussed in the preceding section, are not
rigidly confined but extend with rapidly diminishing
density towards infinity (see Eqr. 8.2L and 8.22).
Since the field binding the electrons to the nucleus de-
creases steeply towards the outside, the distant parts
of the electron clouds are more pliable and make an
appreciable contribution to the polarization in spite of
their small charge content. This effect can be calcu-
lated in the case of the hydrogen atom rvhere the
s electron produces a spherieal charge distribution.s

2 See also the semi-empirical data of K. Fajans and G. Joos,
Z. Physik 23, | (1924).

3 J. H. Van Vleck, The Th,emy of Electri.c ond Magneeic Sus-
ceptibilities, Oxford University Press, 1932, pp. 203 fr.

University Press, fthaca, N. Y., 194O, p. 346.
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The outcome is, as already mentioned in Sec. 3, that
the electronic polarizability of H should proye to be
about 4.5 times as large as the classical value based on
the Bohr radius ro (Eq. 3.12).

The static permittivity arises, as the dispersion
theory showed (Eq. a.29), from contributions of all the
resonance states of an atom. To understand this situa-
tion more clearly, we have to investigate how the reso-
nance states are disturbed by an external electric field.

o.or

o.oor

sequence of rore r;" ;"i': 
+4 -2 o +2 +4

Fig. 9.1. Polarizability of rare gas-type ions (classical calcu-
lation).

Such a field is obviously very small in comparison to
the central binding field of an atom. Furthermore, its
magnitude changes only extremely slowly (adiabati-
cally) in comparison to the revolution time of an elec-
tron in its Bohr orbit (see Eq. 5.13). Adiabatic dis-
turbances do not produce quantum transitions, that is,
do not change the pre-existing quantum numbers of a
system (the phase integrals of Sommerfeld's quantum
condition, Eq. 6.19) as Ehrenfest a first derived (adia-
bat;ic law). However, the polarizing field creates slight
changes in the energy of the electronic states. These
perturbations become visible spectroscopically in the
splitting of spectral lines under the influence of an elec-
tric field, in the Stark, ffect.6

Even if the fact is neglected that the electric field
a P. Ehrenfest, Ann. Physik 36, gl (1911); 51,327 (1916).
6 J. Stark, Ber. Berlin Akad. Wiss. 47,932 (1913); Ann. Physik

43,965,983 (1914).

distorts the electron cloud structure of an atom, a
Stark effect may result. As shown in Sec. 6, a one-

electron system like H or He* is degenerate: its circu-
lar and elliptical orbits of the same principal quantum
number are of equal energy. An electric field removes
this degeneracy; the various orbits assume, without
distortion, different energy values and impaft a fi,ne
stru,cture to the spectral lines. The splitting of the
lines inereases proportionally to the applied field; this
large linear Stark effect enabled Stark to make his ini-
tial discovery. Normally, a much smaller quadratic
Stark effect is observed, in which the line splitting in-
creases proportionally to the square of the field strength.

The linear Stark effect of one-electron systems is
frequently dismissed as a somewhat abstruse phe-
nomenon. Actually, it is of great interest, since here
pernxo,nent electric moments make their appearance in
atoms. In consequence, the perturbation energy, given
by the product of dipole moment and field strength,
varies here proportionally to the field intensity. The
quadratic effect in atoms stems from the induced mo-
ments of orbital distortions. These moments increase
proportionally to the electric field strength, hence an
E2 efrect results.

Quantum mechanics, as Schrcidinger showed in his
third paper,6 treats the Stark effect of the hydrogen
atom by adding to the potential energy - (e2 f e64rr)
of the Coulomb field in Eq. 8.17 the potential energy of
the electron in the external field. If this field points in
the *a-direction and z : 0 designates the potential
plane containing the nucleus, the additional potential
energy of the electron in its cloud is ezlE, and the
Schrcidinger equation becomes

2m/ e2 \v'*+"^(t+-;- -ezu) g:0. (9.1)
h" \ es4rr /

Schrcidinger solved this partial differential equation by
the introduction of parabolic co-ordinates in analogy
to a treatment of the Stark effect in the old quantum
theory by Schwarzschild 7 and Epstein.s We shall
make use of an early, more graphical approach by
Bohr e that leads to the same result.

An electron in its elliptical orbit morres much more
slowly near its aphelion than near its perihelion. If we
imagine the electronic charge smeared out over the
segments of the orbit according to the speed of passage,

the center of this charge distribution falls at the point
S on the long axis (Fig. 9.2). Let the distance from S

6 E. Schrirdinger, Ann. Physik 79,361, 489, 734 (1926).
7 K. Schwarzschild, Sitz. ltgl. preuss. Akad., 1916, p. 548.
E P. S. Epstein, Ann. Physik 50,489 (1916).
e N. Bohr, Uber die Quantentheorie der Linimspektren, Yieweg,

Braunschweig, 1923, pp. 98 ff.
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to the nucleus in the perihelion be designated by the
vector s; its magnitude is found to be

l"l:9.o,

Hence the precession frequency becomes

3 e"h
v" :1 -"'- 

nE - 1.93 X 10anp." 2 zrme

where o represents the major half axis, e the numerical
eccentricity of the ellipse (Eq. 6.22), and ea the dis-

Fig. 9.2. Characterization of elliptical orbit by average dipole
moment.

tance from the nucleus to the center of the ellipse.
Hence the point S halves the distance from the center
to the aphelion.

This average charge distribution of the electron
allows us to characterize each elliptical orbit by an
average electric dipole moment

p:es. (e.3)

The existence of this dipole moment does not lead with-
out the superposition of an electric field to a permanent
electric moment of the hydrogen atom, because the
ellipse can assume any orientation. Thus the overall
effect cancels. However, the revolving electron has an
angular momentum and corresponds therefore to a gy-
roscope pointing with its angular momentum axis per-
pendicular to the electric dipole moment. The applica-
tion of an external electric field causes a torque on this
average dipole moment and thus a precession of the
angular momentum vector and of the dipole moment
vector around the field axis with a precession fre-
quency ro

," :1(#)"" (e 4)

It is proportional to the electric field strength E (meas-

ured in [volt m-t]) and depends only on the large half
axis o of the ellipse.

This half axis is identical with the radius of the cir-
cular Bohr orbit of the same principal quantum num-
ber n (see Fig. 6.3), that is (see Eqs. 6.5 and 6.10),

The precession adds to the original term energy 6o of
the hydrogen atom (Eq. 8.18), a perturbation energy
A6,n which has to be quantized as

AEn : n"hv";

ne represents a new electrical quantum number.
The actual motion of the electron and the meaning

of this quantization are not easily visualized. ft is not
that the ellipse of Fig. 9.2 remains intact and precesses

as such around the field axis;not even the dipole length
s, but only the major half axis a remains constant.
However, the charge center S remains in a plane per-
pendicular to the field direction and traverses approxi-
mately an ellipse in an harmonic motion of the fre-
quency z, around the field axis. The product s cos 0 re-
mains constant during this motion, where 0 is the angle
between dipole moment and field axis. Figure 9.3
shows schematically the orbit traversed by the endpoint
of the electric moment vector.ll

Poth of
electron

Fig. 9.3. Orbit traversed by endpoint of electric morrrent vector
in linear Stark effect.

The quantum number n" of the linear Stark effect is
related to Bohr's radial quantum number n' of the el-
lipse (Eq. 6.21). The latter may be expressed as the
sum, and n, as the difference, of two quantum numbers
no and n6:

n':flo*Tau
(e.8)

tUe:1Aa-'llb'

Thus the total energy of an electron in the zr,th quantum
state of the hydrogen atom, when an electric field of the

11 See also R. Ladenburg, MilIler-Pouillets Lehrbuch d,er Physik,
Vieweg, Braunschweig, llth ed., Vol. II, 1929, p. 224O.

(e.2)

(e.5)

(e.6)

(e.7)

, o 'oh2a : n'ro : fL' o.
Trne'

10 See A. Sommerfeld, Atombau und Spectrall;inien, Y\eweg,
Braunschweig, 1924, p. 384.
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strength E [volt m-t] is superposed, becomes

s _ _ Rhc 3enh2
Gn : - 

", 
+ r*,r*n(no - 

niE. (9.9)

For no - n6 the average electric dipole moment stands
normal to the field direction, and the energy is the same
as without field; whereas for no ) nu the center S of
the electronic charge distribution falls towards the posi-
tive and for no l nu towards the negative e'axis.

To illustrate the situation, we consider the Stark
splitting of the first line of the Balmer series, Ho, which
corresponds to a transition between the principal quan-
tum terms rr, : 3 and n : 2 (Fig. 9.a). In addition to

Ooih6 = Q tlo*ll6 = | hot05 = |

llo -tlp =O

^=r{ 
ho-h6=e

O =3

/ 1\ 1.93 X 104ok/:2x,rr-n(no-n)E
:1.28X10-6X3X2)/-5X107
: 384 [crn-t]. (9.10)

ho*hg=O ho*Il5 = |

Fig. 9.4. Stark components of Ho line.

the circular orbits (n" * rlb : 0), two elliptical orbits
(n" * rLb : 1 and no * rlb : 2) belong to the upper
state, and one ellipse (n" * rlb : l) to the lower state
(see Fig. 6.3). Without field their enerry is the same

as that of the circular orbits, but with field their energy
levels move symmetrically above and belorv the undis-
placed energy level because the electric dipole moment
points against or toward the field direction. The split-
ting of the terms increases proportionally to the field
strength and can reach appreciable values, especially
for the larger principal quantum numbers ro of the
higher states. For the term n : 3 in a field of 5 X 107

[volt --t], the energy difference in rvave numbers be-
tween the outer levels (no : 2rrlu : Q;nu : 2,ho - 0)
becomes, according to Eqs. 9.6 and 9.9,

Figure 9.5 shows the relative intensity of the various
Stark components.

The linear Stark effect of one-electron systems is due
to the fact that the undistorted elliptical orbits have
average electric dipole moments and that these mo-
ments can orient in the external field, and thus produce
energy values different from those of the circular orbits
(removal or degeneracy). The displacement is sym-
metrical to the original energy state towards both
higher and lower energy values. For strong fields we
observe, in addition, a quad,rat'ir Stark effect which
results from the distortion of the orbitals, that is, the
induced dipole moments. Since the induced moment
is created by the field, its momentum vector will always
point towards the field direction; the energy terms are

-6{{-3-2{aOr 23456 I

e

Fig. 9.5. Relative intensity of the sixteen Stark components of
the Ho line. (After Sommerfeld.Io)

correspondingly displaced, not symmetrically to the
original position, but only downwards. The electrical
quantum number (no - n) ol Eq. 9.9 appears as the
quadratic expression - (no - nu)2, and the total energy
of the nth quantum state of the hydrogen atom becomes
in this second approximation 12

Rhc 3 enh2
Wn: - , *::n(no-ro)Eno 2 rme

- + (!\' "4lrzn2 - B(n, - nu),
ro \rrne/ 

- g(tc - l)'+ lglE2. (g.tl)

The quadratic Stark effect depends not only on the
principal quantum number n and the electrical quan-
tum number (no - nr) but also on the azimuthal quan-
tum number k (Eq. 6.21). In comparison to the linear
effect in hydrogen, the quadratic effect is very small:
in a field of 5 X 107 volts/m it lowers the term n : 3

by about 1.6 [cm-l], whereas the linear splitting, ac-
cording to Eq. 9.10, amounts to 384 wave numbers.

r2 See R. Ladenbtrg,loc. cit., p.2248.
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The degeneracy of the one-electron system is due to
the fact that the electron moves solely in the Coulomb
field of the nucleus. As soon as an external field is
superposed, the shape of the various electron clouds
has an influence on their energy, and a fine stru,cture of
the spectral lines results. In multi-electron systems the
interaction between the electrons changes the Coulomb
field into a central field where the shape of the electron
clouds affects their energy (see Sec. 8). This "internal"
linear Stark effect removes therefore the degeneracy and
creates by itself an energy difference between terms of
the same principal quantum number n but different

azimuthal quantum numbers l. Hence, an external
electric field causes in multi-electron systems, as its
first action, a quadratic Stark effect which produces a
small additional splitting of the spectral lines. Yery
strong external fields begin to compete with the internal
interaction of the electrons. Thus, in addition to the
deformation of the orbitals which generates the induced
moments of the quadratic effect, a small linear Stark
effect becomes observable even in multi-electron sys-
tems, indicating a slight orientation of the average
orbital moments against the field axis.

lO ' Atoms in Magnetie

Atoms, as the discussion of their structure has shown
(see Sec. 8), may possess two types of. permanent rnag-
netic moments: those causally connected to the mechan-
ical angular moments of the electron clouds (orbital
rnoments), and one moment for each electron (spin
maments). The correlation between angular momen-
tum and magnetic moment is based on the macro-
scopic observation that a current ^I circling an arca A
creates a magnetic field identical to that of a magnetic
dipole (see I, Fig. 5.7 and Eq. 5.28)

rn : IAn. (10.1)

The electron of Bohr's hydrogen atom, circling the pro-
ton z-times per second in an orbit of the radius r, con-
sequently produces a magnetic moment

rrl : -evr2t. (10.2)

Simultaneously, it has a mechanical angular moment

p' :'rTLUT : mv2rtr, (10.3)

designated by a momentum vector p'antiparallel to rn
(Fig. 10.1). Hence the magnetic and angular moments
are interrelated as

(10.4)

Equation 10.4 is called the magneto-rnechonical parallel-
ism; it specifies that the magnetic and mechanical mo-
ments of circling electrons are interdependent and that
their gArornagnetic ratio 7 is classically

Fields; Zeetnan Effect

The angular moment is quantized in Bohr's theory t
as (see Eq. 6.12)

h
p, : n_: nh,

Hence quantum theory leads to an elementary magnetic
moment, the Bohr magneton I

e

I -, I : 

^h 

: 9.27 X 10-24 [joule/weber m-2]

: g.2Z x 1o-2r [erg gauss-',. 
(10'z)

If the magnetic moment is measured in Bohr magnetons
and the angular momentum in units of h, the ratio of

Fig. 10.1. Angular momentum and magnetic monent of orbital
electron.

magnetic to mechanical moment (Eq. 10.5), known as

the g factor, becomes for n : L

l-l h h
g :- I-- | :71--I : 1' (10'8)

lpll-al llltal
t Note that quantum mechanics presmibes the slightly dif-

ferent condition, Eq. 8.23.

f In measurements of the magnetic moments of nuclei the
nuclear magnelon is used &s & common unit by substituting the
mass of the proton for that of the electron in Eq. 10.7; hence

| -" | : rele-o' | ^"1 : 5.05 x 10-24 [erg gauss-r]'

tu:1,2,3.... (10.6)

,'r : - fin'.

ttrl e-,:-:-'-lo' 2m
(10.5)
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Actual measurements of g on ferromagnetic bars, in
which a mechanical moment was produced by a change
in magnetization (RichardsowUinstein4e Haas effect t)

or a magnetic moment by rotation (Bo,,rnett efrectz),
proved that the experimental value was about twice as

large. This magneto+nechanicul anomaly found its
explanation in the hypothesis of Uhlenbeck and Goud-
smit 3 that an electron itself carries a magnetic moment
of 1 Bohr magneton,a whereas its mechanical spin cov
responds to only rl quantum of action (see Eq. 8.32):

p' : Lh-

magnetic induction B : poH, an electron traversing
its orbit rvith the velocity v is subjeeted to a magnetic
force (see f, Eq. 10.21)

F* -- -e(v" B) (10.11)

(FiS. 10.2). If the electronic orbit precesses around the
field axis with an angular frequency lo* l, tne electron,
according to classical mechanics, is simultaneously sub-
jected to a Cmiolis force

F" : 2m(v *<o-). (10.12)

The two forces act in opposition and mutually cancel
each other, as Larmor 5 first derived, if the orbit pre-
cesses around the field axis with an angular velocity

ee
(Dtn: - 2** 

: -* poH : -^ypoH. (10.13)

The magnetic precession frequency

Ie,,
vrn: 

u-r*rnl 
Hl:1.76x104H (10.14)

is called the Larmor frequency. The magnetic field H
in our equation is measured in amperes per meter; for a
field measured in oerstedts, the numerical value has to
be multiplied by a factor L03/4n (see I, Table 8.2).

The external magnetic field, as previously the electric
field, represents an adiabatic disturbance. It does not
alter the pre-existing quantum numbers of the elec-

tronic system but adds to the original energy tn &

perturbation energy AEn that has to be quantized (cf.
Eq. 9.7). Thus we obtain

AG,, : -@hr*: @ *rolrl, (10.15)

where @ represents the magnetic quantumnumber intro-
duced by Eq. 8.25.

The magnetic perturbation energy has a graphic
interpretation: the angular momentum of an electron
cloud is characterized by the azimuthal quantum num-
ber I (Eq. 8.23). This angular momentum produces a
magnetic orbital moment

rn: "r@Dna (10.16)

where rn;l is the Bohr magneton (Eq. 10.7). Placed in
a magnetic field of the induction B, the moment con-
tributes a potential energy

U - -rn.B : -\/lffi1] | -" Il s lcos0 (10.17)

that depends on the angle of inclination 0 against the
field axis. A comparison of Eqs. 10.15 and 10.17, by
referring to Eqs. 8.27 and I0.7, shows that the mag-

6 J. Larmo4 Pluil. Mag. 44,503 (1897).

(10.e)

Hence for free electrons

g : 2. (10.10)

Apparently it is this electron spin, without much addi-
tional contribution of orbital moments, that is meas-
ured in ferromagnetic materials (see Sec. 29).

-e(v x e)

Fig. 10.2. Balance of magnetic and Oeriolis force.

An external magnetic field exercises a torque on the
permanent magnetic moments. Since these moments
are linked to angular mechanical moments, that is, to
a gyroscope, a precession of the momentum vectors
around the magnetic field axis results. In a field of the

I O. W. Richardson, Phys. Reu. 26,248 (1908); A. Einstein and
W. J. de Haas, Verh. d,eut. phgsik. Ges. 77,152 (1915).

2 S. J. Barnett, Beas. Mod,. Phys.7,lm (1935).
3 G. E. Uhlenbeck and S. Goudsmit, Naturwiss. 15,953 (1925).
a Extremely accurate me&surements, possible today by com-

bining atomic beam and nuclear reson&nce techniques, give for
the magnetic moment of the electron in the hydrogen atom
rn : (1.001146 + 0.000012)rnr [S. H. Koenig, A. G. Prodell,
and P. Kusch, Phys. Reu.88, f91 (1952)ll see also N. F. Ramsay,
Nuclear Mommts, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1953.

'at-- -----\
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netic perturbation energy is this potential energy, and
that the magnetic quantum number corresponds to

@ : \/W +t cos g.

Since it can assume only the values

@:1, l-1, "'t -(r-1), -1, (8.26)

the orbital angular and magnetic moments have to
point into fixed angular positions in reference to the
field axis (Fig. 10.3).

I'

ttm

2

+0

-2

Fig. 10.3. Quantized orientation of magnetic moments.

The magnetic perturbation energy, caused by the
interaction of the permanent magnetic moments of
atoms with an external magnetic field, produces a
magnetic splitting of the energy terms of atoms and
thus of the spectral linesl this is the Zeeman effect.G

There is obviously a close analogy between the Zee-
man effect and the linear Stark effect of the preceding
section, but also a great difference. By introducing an
elementary electric dipole moment t

3 csh2

lp, l: : 12.8 X 10-30 [coul m], (10.19)
2 rme

'we can write the electrical perturbation energy of Eq.
9.9 in the same way as the magnetic perturbation energy
of Eq. 10.17 as a dot product of the moment and field

(J : -npe.B. (10.20)

The component of the electric moment in field direction
is quantized,

-nlp"l coso - rlet

and the electric quantum number varies like the mag-
netic one from I to -1,

-rLe : {TA +t coso : @. (t0.22)

The essential difference is that in the magnetic case the
force acts perpendicular to the electron orbit and is of
constant magnitude at any point of the circular orbit.
In consequence, the electron orbit remains intact dur-
ing the precession, the magnetic moment is constant,
and the cosine of the angle between moment and field
is quantized. The angular momentum, and with it the
magnetic moment, are conservative. In the electric
case the force acts in the plane of the orbit and, since
the orbit is an ellipse, the relative effect differs from
point to point because the binding force to the nucleus
changes. Consequently, the electron orbit does not re-
main intact but dissolves into a very complicated Lis-
sajou figurel the average electric moment varies during
the precession and not the cosine 0 but the product of
dipole moment and cosine 0 is quantized (see Eq. 10.2L

and Fig. 9.3).
The Larmor frequencies of the electric and of the

magnetic precession, measured in mks units (Eqs. 9.6
and 10.I4), are of the same order of magnitude. Since
the electric dipole moment depends on the extent of
the electron cloud, that is, on the principal quantum
number n, therc appears in the electric precession fre-
quency Planck's quantum of action. The magnetic
frequency, on the other hand, does not give any hint
that quantum theory applies because the effect of the
Bohr orbit contained in the velocity term v of Eqs.
10.11 and 10.12 cancels out.

The actual magnetic effect will be more complex than
discussed as yet because, in addition to its orbital mo-
ment, the electron of the hydrogen atom carries its
spin moment of 1 Bohr magneton. Both moments
will tend to precess and also act on each other magneti-
cally. For a multi-electron system with numerous
orbital and spin moments, the situation may become
very complicated.

In treating such cases quantum theory gives a rela-
tively simple answer: not only the individual angular
momenta but also their vector sum has to be quantized.
Two orbital momenta, \ and 12, may therefore couple
to form. a resultant vector L which may take on all inte-
gral values from h * lz to \ - 12. (It is understood
that the quantum number has to be multiplied with
Planck's quantum of action h to give the actual value
of the angular momentum.)

As the orbital momentum vectors I may add to a

resultant vector L, the spin momentum vectors s of the
multi-electron systems may add to a quantized vec-
tor S. In this case the forces coupling the orbital angu-

(10.18)

(10.21)

6P. Zeeman, Phil. Mag. 13,226 (1897).

t The customary unit, 1 debye, is about four times as small
(see Eq. 15.1).
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lar momentum vectors together are large, the forces
coupling the spin vectors together are also large, but
the forces coupling the orbital to the spin system are
weak. This situation, called -L-S coupling (or Russell-
Saunders because it was first recognized by Russell and
Saunders),7 occurs preferentially in lighter atoms. The
resultant of. L and S is the inner qu,antum number J,
which measures the total angular momentum of the
electronic system and is again quantized (FiS. 10.4).

L-S coupling j- j couPling

Fig. 10.4. -L-S coupli* 
Td"jJ"coupling 

of orbital and spin

The opposite extreme is Lhe j-j coupling, present in the
heaviest atoms. Here the interaction between the
orbital magnetic moment and the spin of the same

electron is large, hence the I and s of this electron form
a resultant vector j, and the j vectors of the various
electrons couple together to form a resultant J that is
quantized. There are many intermediate cases between
these two extremes, and the patterns of energy levels,

even without an external field, may become extremely
complicated.

If an external magnetic field is applied, the J vector
takes up quantized orientations in relation to the field
axis. A quantized component

@: {i@TD cosd (10.23)

is obtained in the field direction in analogy to the mag-
netic quantum number @ of Eq. 10.18, which described
the orientation of a single orbital moment l. The mag-
netic perturbation energy (see Eq. 10.15) is

46.r - @shrr, (10.24)

where the g factor (see Eq. 10.8) designates the ratio
of magnetic moment to angular momentum of the

7 H. N. Russell and F. A. Saunders, Astrophysical J. 61, 38
(1e25).

atom as a whole, and gv1, is the classical precession fre-
quency of the atom. The external magnetic field thus
causes a splitting of the multiplet levels of an atom, a
Zeeman effect, that can lead to a determination of g

and with it to some detailed information about the
quantum numbers. Since Land6 8 was the first to
analyze in detail the effect of magnetic fields on multi-
plet structure, the quantity g is often called lhe Landd
g factor.s

The magnetic splitting may become very complex
and vary in type with the magnetic field strength.
Sufficiently strong external fields can uncouple the I
and s vectors and orient, for example, the L and S
vectors individually ifr the external field instead of act-
ing on their resultant J. This Paschen-Baclc $ectrg in
strong magnetic fields is the analogue of the appear-
ance of a linear Stark effect in strong electric fields for
multi-electron systems.

Besides the permanent magnetic moments, induced,
magnetic moments will make their appearance in atoms
according to Faraday's induction law (I, Eq. 5.30) as

soon as magnetic fields are applied. An electron in its
orbit of radius r represents a current loop. A change
of the external magnetic flux { through this loop will
induce a voltage

f d6 df
9E.dt: -A: - AJr.ndA (10.25)

which tends to create a magnetic field opposing the
change. For our orbit of the area r2o, inclined by an
angle d against the field axis, we obtain

If at f : 0 the magnetic field is switched on and reaches

at the time J its final value Il,

E2rtr -- -r2t, (cosqusff.

rcos0
Edt:---poH.

2

(10.26)

(r0.27)

The integral on the left side, when multiplied by the
electronic charge, represents the action of the induced
electric field on the electron, expressed as a change of
mechanical moment

ft er cos 0

Jo" dt :- - aP

s A. Land6, Z. Physik 19,ll2 (1923).
e See also J. C. Slater, Quantum Theorg of Matter, McGraw-

Hill Book Co., New York, 1951, pp. f67 ff.
t0 F. Paschen and E. Back, Ann. Physik 39,897 (1912); 40,9ffi

(1913).
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This change in moment expresses itself as a frequency
change of the revolving electron

AP : -m2rr Av (10.2e)

and thus as an induced magnetic dipole moment (cf.
Eq. 10.2)

(104 gauss, see I, Table 8.2) acting on an electronic
orbit r of 1 X 10-10 [tn] (o : 1) produces only a weak
induced moment ilo : - 4.7 X 10-2e [amp m2] =r
5 X 10-o Bohr magnetons (cf. Eq. 10.7). This mo-
ment gives rise to an additional Larmor precession of
the electronic system around the field axis, hence to a
quadratic Zeeman effect in analogy to the quadratic
Stark effect, but its spectroscopic action c&n usually be
neglected. However, the overall effect of the induced
magnetic moments is important; it represents the dia-
magnetisrn of a material, while the permanent moments
cause pararnagnetism or ferrornagnetivn, as will be dis-
cussed later (see Secs. 29 and 30). Diamagnetic meas-
urements, at present relatively neglected, might prove
of great value for the study of electronic systems in
various states of aggregation.ll

llSee, for example, W. R. Myers, Ra;s. Mod. Phys. e4, 15
(1e52).

e212: - 4rr, 
(cos o)PoH '

Since all directions of the orbit in relation to
axis are equally probable, we obtain, finally,
aging:

eoro
ftT; - ^- poH

on1,

- -4.7 ;1 1g-zsozg [ioule/weber m-2],

III; : -ef2t Av (10.30)

the field
by aver-

(10.31)

where o represents the radius r, measured in angstroms.
Even a strong magnetic induction B of 1 weber/m2

11 ' The Energy Level l)iagram of Atoms

The discussion of the preceding three sections has
laid the basis for a more comprehensive understanding
of the electronic structure of atoms. It has become
apparent that the dominating forces shaping the elec-
tron clouds are the Coulomb attraction of the nucleus
and the electric interaction of the electrons; these
forces are of an electrostatic nature. The central field
formed by the nucleus and electrons leads to the se-
quence of fundamental shells, characterized by the
principal (fundamental) quantum number n. In the
Coulomb field of one-electron systems this quantum
number determines the energy of the stationary states
nearly completely without reference to the orbital
angular momentum of the electron clouds. An exter-
nal electric field removes this degeneracy and gives
terms of the same n,but of different azimuthal quantum
numbers I, different positions in the energy scale (linear
Stark effect). In m'ulti-electron systems the electro-
static interaction of the electrons changes the Coulomb
field into a central field and thus eliminates a priori the
degeneracy (internal linear Stark effect). The various
(n,l) terms assume different altitudes in the energy
level diagram without external action.

Permanent magnetic moments exist, caused by the
angular orbital momenta of the electron clouds and the
electron spins. These magnetic moments interact, but
the direct contribution of their interaction to the over-
all energy balance is minor. An orbital magnetic mo-
ment of I Bohr magneton (see Eq. 10.7), coupling to a

spin moment of 1 Bohr magneton at a distance r of I
Angstrrim unit, produces an interaction energy of
approximately

rnp2
(J ,-,, ua po a, lQ-28 [joule]

4zrr"

- ro-a [:v], 
(11.1)

rvhereas the electrostatic binding energy is of the order
of 101 ev. However, the magnetic coupling of the orbi-
tal and spin moments makes a very important indirect
contribution to the total energy. The quantum num-
bers of the angular momenta codetermine, according to
the Pauli exclusion principle, the standing-wave modes
that may form. Hence, in this roundabout manner, the
permanent magnetic moments help prescribe the possi-
ble stationary states and with it their electrostatic
energy.

The net effect of the magnetic orbital and spin inter-
action (internal Zeeman effect) is that the (n,l) levels
split into sublevels of a characteristic multiplet struc-
ture. Application of an external electric or magnetic
field produces an additional splitting of the various sub-
levels of a multiplet, that is, a fine structure (quadratic
and linear Stark effect, linear and quadratic Zeeman
effect) (Fig. 11.1).

In Sec. 8 we introduced the four quantum numbers:
n, l, @, and s, to specify uniquely each electron of an
atom. The magnetic quantum number @ designates
the quantization of an individual orbital momentum
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{W +t rvith respect to an external magnetic field
(see Eq. 8.25). We see now that this description was
oversimplified; we can dispense rvith the external field.
The internal mutual coupling of the various moments
gives the electronic system of an atom a total angular
momentum described by the inner quantum number "/.
Its values designate the various energy levels of a mul-
tiplet and are derived as the possible resultants (u'ith

Because of this possible exchange of electrons the two
states ArBz and A2By are said to be in quanhtm mechani-
cal resonance,r and the actual wave function describing
the coexistence of the trvo states ,4 and B is a linear
combination of Eqs. 11.2 and 11.3,

{ : C*e,*a" t C*e,*n, (11.4)

The function rvith the plus sign is called a symmetric
function since an exchange of the electrons does not
alter it. The function with the minus sign is antisym-
metric because an exchange of the electrons leaves its
magnitude unimpaired but changes its sign.

In case the electronic rvave functions *a and ttts are
identical, the antisymmetric \ryave function is auto-
matically equal to zero. This fact can be used for a
simple formulation of the Pauli exclusion principle in
the language of quantum mechanics. If rve describe
each electron of a multi-electron system by an indi-
vidual wave function r/ rvhich depends on its space co-
ordinates n, U, and z, and on its spin, the total wave
function of this system must be antisymmetric in the
co-ordinates (including spin) of all its electrons. Thus
the total wave function becomes automatically zero as

soon as two electrons are alike.2
The rvave functions {.+, {a, of the individual

electrons can be found in a first approximation by
Hartree's method of the self-consistent fi,eld.s Here each
electron is calculated as moving in a central field pro-
duced by the nucleus and all the other electrons. The
order number Z of. the nucleus appears reduced by a
shielding constant S rvhich represents the number of
electrons located inrvard from the electron under gon-

sideration. The quantity Z-S takes the place of. Z in
the potential energy (Eq. 8.28) and in the eigenvalues
(Eq. 8.30) of Schrodinger's equation.

The linear combination of these wave functions in
forming the actual wave functions of an atom (see Eq.
11.4) expresses the fact that the motions of the elec-
trons are correlated. For instance, if two electrons of
parallel spin are close to each other, the antisymmetric
wave function, and with it the probability W of find-
ing the electrons in the corresponding element of space,

becomes very small; the electrons stay out of the way
of each other. Vice versa, electrons with antiparallel
spins characterized by the symmetric wave function of

l The concept of quantum-mechanical resonance was first
introduced by Heisenberg [W. Heisenberg, Z. Physi'k 39, 4gg
(1926)l in his treatment of the helium atom. It has become of
special importance for molecules, where the exchange energy
provides the main strength of the electron-pair bond (see Sec. 14).

2 See J. C. Slater, Quantum Tlteory of Matter, McGraw-Hill
Book Co., New York, 1951, pp. 185 ff.

3 D. R. Hartree, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc.2/1,89, 111 (1928);
J. C. Slater, Phys. Reu. 32,339 (1928).

L- t nt.rno t -'L- r rt.rnot -J
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|

Fig. 11.1. Nlultiplet structure (internal Zeemar effect) and fine
structure (external Zeentan effect) of term I :2, t : i.

differences of 1) of all the I and s vectors of the individ-
ual electrons (see Fig. 10.a).

Before rve lose ourselves in more detailed considera-
tions of the multiplet structure, a reappraisal of the
building principles on which the electronic structure of
atoms is based may be in order. We know that quan-
turn mechanics applies, that is, that each electron must
form its standing-wave pattern. The Pauli exclusion
principle prescribes that no two patterns may be iden-
tical, that is, no two electrons may occupy the same

wave pattern at the same time. This statement is an
additional axiom, not derivable from quantum me-
chanics. A consequence of the Pauli principle is that
Fermi statistics applies to electronic problems instead
of Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics.

Electrons by themselves cannot be distinguished. If
electron 1 is characterized by a wave function {a, and
electron 2 by a wave function {s, the simultaneous
existence of electron 1 in state 4 and electron 2 in
state B corresponds to the product of their probability
functions, that is, to a new wave function

5
2

_t
2

{e,nr: C|ugar.

There is, however, an equal chance that electron 2

might be found in .4 and electron 1 in B, that is, that
the wave function might be

(11.2)

*,a.rnr: C*er*a, (11.3)
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their space co'ordinates have a strong tendency to
approach each other closely in spite of electrostatic re-
pulsion. This is a completely nonclassical effect which
has a great influence on the energy of the electronic
states. In the former case the electrostatic repulsion
energy between the two electrons is small since they
stay away from each other; in the latter case it will be
Iarge because the electrons are found near each other.
Thus we expect that the wave function which is anti-
symmetric irr the electron co-ordinates (parallel spins)
corresponds to a state of lower energy than the sym-
metric one, because of its smaller repulsion term.

Although the spacing of the sublevels can be obtained
only by detailed quantum-mechanical calculations, the
multiplet structure as such may be derived relatively
simply, at least in the case of .L-S coupling (see Sec. 10).
The total number of multiplet terms is given by the
number of "I values that the total angular momentum
of the electronic system can assume, If Z designates,
as above, the resultant angular momentum composed
of the individual orbital momentum vectors I and S
the resultant spin vector composed of the spin momenta
s, the total angular moment may vary as

J : (L + S), (L + S _ 1), (Z _ S). (11.5)

Hence the total number of multiplet terms is 25 * 1

f.or L > S (Fig. ll.2); it reduces to 2L + 1 for Z < S.

J=2

L=2
L=2

['ig. 11.2. Multiplicity for Z-S coupling. (After Herzberg.s)

The individual sublevels of a multiplet, since they
refer to the coupled electron system of the atom as a
whole, are designated by capital letters. In analogy
to the designation s, p, d, f , .. . for the orbital moments
I : 0, 1,2,3, . . . of the individual electrons (see Sec. 8),

the capital letters S, P, D, F, ... refer to the orbital
moments L : 0, 1,2,3, . . . of the total electronic sys-
tem. A superscript indicates the possible multiplicity
2S + 1 and a subscript gives the inner quantum num-
ber "I of the level.

The vector summation of the orbital and spin mo-
menta is greatly simplified by the fact that the resultant

Fig. 11.3. Energy level diagram of potassium atom (doublet
splitting shown only for I : 1). (After Grotrian.a)

tl.-, vectors L and,saret =' 
ll 
- - ' shells (see Sec. 8).

ll '=o pleted shells contr
The electron spins may line up either parallel (t t) ot
antiparallel (1J) to each other. The resultant spin
vector S is therefore a half integral when the number of
electrons is odd, and integral when it is even.t

A one-electron system from the standpoint of the
multiplet structure is I/ or an alkali atom (S : I/2);
it can have only a doublet term structure (2S + | : 2).
Differently expressed: for a system with one valence
electron, Z reduces to l, S to s, and the internal quan-
tum number.,I to

.7:l*s

.3, rJ =T S=l
s =i

tls =+L=r a=,li--t L=l
ll.l =*
il

J=3
S =l

L=2

with (11.6)

,:+1.
2

Figur-e 11.3 shows the characteristic doublet structure

t It is customary, because convenient, to speak in this slightly
incorrect way about the moments while referring actually to
their components in a given direction (see Fig. 8.9).

L=O I=t l=Z
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for the potassium atoml a the Dline doublet of sodium
(see Fig. 4.3) in the yellow spectral region corresponds
to the resonance transition from rL : 2,1 : L to n : l,
Z:0.

Proceeding to helium and the alkaline earth atoms,
we have two outer electrons that can orientate either
parallel (S : 1) or antiparallel (S : 0); hence triplet
and singlet states result. Three electrons outside the
atomic core lead to S : 3/2 (Itl) o. S : l/2 (lJt),
that is, to quartets and doublets, etc. The possible
term multiplicities are even for an odd and odd for
an even number of valence electrons.

In obtaining the capital letter of the term symbol, the
possible L values of the total orbital angular momen-
tum, we have to consider more carefully whether the
contributing electrons belong to the same subgroup
(n,l) or to different subgroups. In the latter case of
nonequiualent electrons all terms are allowed, since the
Pauli exclusion principle is already fulfilled. For
equh'alent electrons of identical n and l, on the other
hand, fewer terms are possible; the electrons must dif-
fer in one quantum number (Table 11.1). Since for an

Table ll.l. Possible rnultiplet terrns for sorne
equivalent and nonequivalent electrons

Electrons
ts'

ss
8p
p2
pp

(See Fig. 11.2)

Terms
lSo

LSo, tSt
LP.4 sPz, tPtr tPo

1So; rDzi 3P2,3P1,3Ps
lSo; ?ri lDz; 3Sr; 

'Pr,'Pr,3Po;3Da,tDr,'D,

empty and for a filled subshell the total angular and
the spin moment are zero (L : S : 0), the same term
configuration is obtained for identical numbers of either
electrons or yacancies in a shell (e.g., p2 and p|.u

The spherical electron clouds of the s electrons have
no orbital angular momentum (t : 0) in quantum
mechanics. The electron of hydrogen or the alkali
atoms in its ground state is an s electron, hence the
term must remain unsplit because there is no angular
moment interacting with the spin vector. In spite of
this, the term symbol of the normal state is written as
2Sybecause the superscript refers to the possible mul-
tiplicity. The normal state of helium and the alkaline
earth atoms is the singlet state r,56 because a triplet

a W. Grotrian, Graphische Darstellung d,er Spectren aon Atornen
und lonm, Springer, Berlin, 1928.

6 See G. Herzberg, Atomi,c Spectra and Atomic Structure, Pren-
tice-Hall, New York, 1937, p.I32.

ground state would correspond to two electrons with
parallel electron spins in identical orbits, which violates
the Pauli principle.t Table 8.1 lists the term symbols
of the normal state for the atoms of the periodic system.

The width of the splitting ca,used by the magnetic
interaction between orbital and spin moments varies
from fractions of one cm-l in the case of hydrogen to

Sinqlets TriDlets

'sotP,tD. F! ts, tt 

", 

tto lD. tD. lD, tt 
.r.,

9
0

7 T7 -7 6

7

-6,

:3
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Fig. 11.4. Energy level diagram and transitions for the Ca atom.
(After Grotrian.a)

several thousand cm-l for heavy atoms; it increases
rapidly with the order number Z. For the doublet of
the alkali atoms, for example, the splitting increases
with Za; and although the lowest 2P-level doublet is
separated by only 0.34 cm-l for lithium (Z :3), the
wave number difference has grown to 5540 cm-l for
cesium (Z : 55).

A typical example of the energy level diagrams of
atoms and of the spectral lines resulting from transi-
tions is shown in Fig. 11.4.

t There &re no intercombinations between the terms of the
singlet a,nd triplet system in helium because the electron spins
would have to change from parallel to antiparallel. This type
of transition is forbidden as inconsistent with dipole radiation.
The two independent spectral systems led early investigators to
distinguish between two different kinds of helium: paraheli,um
(corresponding to the singlet system, superscript 1) and ortho-
helium (corresponding to the triplet system, superscript 3).
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L2 ' Atoms in Electromagnetie Fields; the Dispersion Formula
of Quantum Mechanics

In Sec. 4 the response of atoms to electromagnetic
waves was treated on a purely classical basis. An atom
was pictured as composed of noninteracting electronic
oscillators of various resonance frequencies. The
steady-state response of these oscillators to an alter-
nating electric field prescribed the complex permittivity
of the gas by the dispersion formula of classical physics
(Eq. a.29). The resonance frequencies or, of the s-oscil-
lator types had to be assumed, and the intensity of the
spectral lines had to be determined empirically. We
are now ready to abandon this equivalent representa-
tion for a better model.

Let us first settle a question that began to trouble us
in the development of the macroscopic theory. We
found that the general eharacterization of a dielectric
as the carrier of an electromagnetic field requires the
determination of two complex parameters, the permit-
tivity e* and permeability p*. We claimed that for-
tunately the situation simplifies in practice because,
except in ferromagnetics, the magnetization caused by
the electromagnetic wave is small as compared to the
polarization. Thus ,r* can be replaced by the perme-
ability of free space pe for most practical purposes (see

I, Sec. 9). Since we are now familiar with the structure
of atoms, we can check this statement.

The polarization P, the electric dipole moment per
unit volume, is given, according to Sec. 1, as

P:NF,:NaE,

susceptibilities follow from f, Eqs. 2.7 and 2.L8 as

P .l/a
X= x'- t : 

* ;'
M

Xrn=K*'- 1-H:Na*,

where r' and x*' are the relative permittivity and per-
meability of the gas. Hence the ratio of electric to
magnetic susceptibility of the gas is given by the ratio
of polarizability to magnetizability of the atoms as

where .l[ represents the number of atoms per unit vol-
ume o-f an atomic gas, -p tne average electric dipole
moment per atom appearing under the action of the
applied electric field strength E, and a the polarizabil-
ity. In complete analogy we cd,n write the magnetiza-
tion M, the magnetic dipole moment per unit volume
(cf. I, See.2), as

M - Nfr: I{a*H, (12.2)

where t designates the avera,ge magnetic dipole mo-
ment caused by the applied magnetic field strength H,
and ann a magnet;izabilitg. The electric and magnetic

Xrn dm co

For the hydrogen atom, if we refer at present to in-
duced moments only and to the Bohr model for an
order of magnitude calculation, we obtain from Eq. 3.8
the polarizability 

d, -- co4rffos, e2.5)

and from Eq. 10.31 the magnetizability

ffi6 e2ro2
dm: 

H: - 6*'o'
Hence

x : _r4":rtryg t roa;
Xm e2po

the electric susceptibility is about 105 times that of
the diamagnetic susceptibility. Thus, in discussing
polarization effects in electromagnetic fields we may,
in general, neglect magnetization effects.

We return now to our classical dispersion formula

,(* : Nre2 f esm
(1.2e)

cr)r2-@2+ja2a

which represents the relative permittivity of an oscilla-
tor gas as a function of the frequency co of the incident
electromagnetic radiation. Each resonance frequency
&,s, according to Bohr's frequency condition (Eq. 6.1),
corresponds to a transition between two stationary
states of the total enerry 6; and 6y, that is, we have to
substitute

d. 1

(12.3)

(r2.4)

(12.6)

(r2.7)

(r2.1)

t*?

@s-uii:
il-ti

(12.8)
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The stationary states of atoms are prescribed by the
energy-level diagram as discussed in the preceding sec-

tion. However, as Fig. 11.4 already indicates, not all
imaginable transitions between these states occur; only
selected ones are permitted. Quantum mechanics gives
various selection rules rvhich specify the possible transi-
tions. They may be expressed as the changes A allowed
for the various quantum numbers. The principal quan-
tum number n does not underlie any restrictionsl any
value

An:0,1,2,3r... (12.e)

is permissible. Transitions with An :0 correspond to
transitions between multiplet structure levels which
may even lie in the spectral region of the electrical en-
gineers. The sequence from An : 1 and up represents
the different members of a spectral series (see Eq. 5.17).

For the azimuthal quantum number I the prescrip-
tion is

Al : =t1; (12.10)

practieally, only those states for which the I value dif-
fers by one unit can combine. This rule has a graphic
physical interpretation: a photon hv carries an angular
momentum

?it'otoo : h.

fn our classical picture the dipole moment was pro-
vided by the displacement of the electronic oscillator
from its equilibrium position (see Eq. 4.2L). In quan-
tum physics, the radiation takes place as a transition
betrveen two states i + j, and to each such transition
we may ascribe a "virtual oscillator" of the resonance
frequency ar;y. The dipole moment p;i of this oscillator
is found by quantum mechanics to be the average di-
pole moment of the mixed rvave functions of the two
states

knorvn as the matrir element of the dipole moment.'
The electromagnetic energy stored and dissipated is

proportional to the complex permittivity (see I, Eq.
11.9) and varies with the square of the electric dipole
moment (see I, Eq. 13.18). The e2 factor in the classi-
cal Eq. 4.29 contains this dipole moment term, and an
accurate quantum-mechanical ealculation I leads to the
substitution expression

t'ij: f *n@itiar,
all space

" - 2?l poil'
rnn

(r2.14)

(12.15)

Hence the selection rule (Eq. 12.10) expresses the law
of conservation of angular momentum for the system,
atom f photon.

Although the condition Eq. 12.10 must be fulfilled
for the electron making the quantum jump, the overall
orbital angular momentum L and the total angular
momentum "I of a multi-electron system can change as

AL :0, +1,
(12.r2)

Lf :0, +1.

Furthermore the magnetic quantum numbers obey the
selection rules

A@ : o, +1,

A@ : o, +1,
(12.13)

but A@ : 0 is forbidden for AJ : 0.

These and other special selection rules summarize,
in not very lucid prescriptions, a clearly understandable
physical situation: (o) the system, atom f photon, has
to preserve the conservation laws of energy and momen-
tum; (b) transitions violating the Pauli exclusion prin-
ciple are not allowed (see Table LL.2); and (c) the atom
can radiate and absorb efficiently only when the transi-
tion provides an electric dipole moment with which the
atom can couple to the electromagnetic radiation field
(dipol,e rad,intiun).

Finally, one additional change is required to transform
the classical dispersion equation into its quantum-
mechanical counterpart. In the classical formula the
oscillators appear only as absorbers of the incident
radiation; in quantum physics, since a transition be-
tween two states is involved, the atoms in the lower
energy state (Na) may absorb, whereas atoms in the
higher energy state (N;) touy be forced by the radiation
to return to the lower energy state. This forced emis-
sion coruesponds classically to special phase relations
between oscillator and field and will manifest itself in a
reduced absorption. Thus we have to substitute for
the number of dispersion electrons

Nr+Nt-Ni. (12.16)

Carrying out the substitutions indicated in Eqs.
I2.8, L2.15, and 12.16 we transform the disperion for-
mula of classical physics (Eq. 4.29) into the dispersion

formula of qtantum mechanics:2

t 
'til P'il'K*: r++I-(n; - AL.). (t2.r7)

€oh i<rj ,il2 - @2 + ja2a '

1 See H. Bethe, Hanilbuch der Physik, A. Smekal, Ed., Springer,
Berlin, 1933, VoI. 24, Pt. t.

2 A first formulation of the dispersion formula of quantum
physics was given by H. A. Kramers and W. Heisenbery lZ.
Physilc 31,681(1925)1. For a detailed discussion of the "Quan-
tum Theory of Dispersion," see G. Breit, Reas. MoiI. Phys. /1,

504 (1932) i 6,9t (1933).

(12.11)
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The ratio of quantum mechanical to classical-coupling
factor' 

. 2,,uil pnil' /e2ft-i=-?/;, (12.18)

is called the oscillator shength of. the transition i - j.
The auerage l;ife t;ime r of the atom in the excited state

7 before returning to the state i is according to the classi-
cal decay law (see Eqs. 4.6 and 4.14), if we replace the
permeability po of free space by lf czes (see I, Eq. 8.1),

Smcg
r : 4res rFG

The ratio of oscillator strength to life time is designated
as the transition probability of the trunsition i + j:

Ai-i : ft-i L 64nav,;itl pnil'
(r2.20)

r 4trcs Shcg

The transition probability, times the quantum fuvil

emitted, gives the inten$ty of th,e spectral line per emit-
ting atom, the energy radiated per second

p..: 7 64tr4vrr4.
r i+i - ftT-'f I votl' [watt]. (12.21)

This intensity is identical to that of a classical dipole
antenna of the average dipole moment p,;; emitting a
frequency v.;i, a,s the equivalence of Eq. L2.21with the
dipole radiation equation (I, Eq. 13.18) confirms.

Table 12.1 gives some calculated data on oscillator
strength and life time for the hydrogen atom.r

Table 12.1. Oscillator strength and life tirne for sorne
transitions of the hydrogen atorn

(12.le)

W'avelength (A)

r2t6

6563
18751
40532

Transition
ls-2p

(resonance line)
2p-3d
3d-4f
4f-5s

I;-i z (10-8 sec)

0.416 0.16

0.694
1 .016
I .345

1 .56
7.3

23

13 ' The Formation of Moleeules

Until now we have been concerned with the structure
of the electronic atmosphere that surrounds one nucleus.
'We found that the electrons a,ssume energy states which
form a complicated pattern of multiplet terms (Sec. 11).
These stationary states are prescribed by quantum me-
chanics as the standing-wave patterns of probability
waVes. The electrons are trapped by the Coulomb
field of the nucleus, and also their mutual interaction
is, in the main, of an electrostatic nature. However,
the electron clouds may have, in addition, orbital mag-
netic moments, and the electrons themselves have mag-
netic spin moments, by which they affect each other
through magnetic dipole forces. This magnetic inter-
action produces a coupling of the orbital with the spin
moments, and not only the individual moments but
also their vector resultants have to be quantized. Each
electron, according to the Pauli principle, is character-
ized by a unique set of four quantum numbers, but
electrons, per se, cannot be distinguished and might
therefore be interchanged. The coexistence of several
electronic states expresses itself in quantum mechanics
as the product of wave functions and the possibility of
interchange by linear combinations of these products
(see Eq. 11.4). These linear combinations are the sta-
tionary states actually realized; the contribution of
various possible states to the actual wave function

produces an extra coupling effect known as quantum-
mechanical resonance.

In extending the discussion to the electron clouds of
molecules we may expect that the same considerations
remain valid, but that the electronic systems surround-
ing seueral nuclei will prove appreciably more difficult
to treat. For once the systems are of lower symmetry.
In diatomic molecules the spherical symmetry of atoms
is replaced by a cylindrical symmetry around the mo-
lecular axis; in nonlinear, triatomic molecules only one
or two planes of symmetry remain; in still more com-
plex structures no symmetry at all may be left. Fur-
thermore, the possible wave modes depend critically on
the distance of the nuclei and their mutual orientation
in space. To develop concepts for handling such situa-
tions, we consider first the interaction of atoms as a
function of their nuclear separation.

In approaching each other, atoms will initially un-
dergo an attraction. This was already concluded by
van der Waals in his discussion of the gas laws.l An
ideal gos, held under a pressure p in a volume V at a
temperature ?, obeys the equation of state

pV : nRT, (13.1)

1J. D. Van der Waals, Ouer de Continuiteit uan dm Gas en
V loeistoftoestand, Leyden, 1873.
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where Vfn rcpresents the volume containing a mole of
the gas (the mole volume), and R the gas constont per
mole (see Eqs. 2.13 and 5.27):

R : Nok: 8.314 [ioule mole-l d"g-t]
(13.2)

: 1.9864 [calories mole-l d"g-t].f

This law does not take into account the forces between
the gas molecules or the volume V.; that they actually
fill. Gases may condense into liquids and solids, hence

their molecules must attract each other. Yan der
Waals took note of this fact by introducing an internal
pressure pl which assists the external pressuro Pa. He
furthermore referred to the volume actually available
as the difference of the volume Vo of. the gas container
and of the volume V* Thus he arrived at the aan d,er

Waa,ls equation for real gases:

(p"*p)(V"-V):nRT. (13.3)

London 2 gave the aan der Waals attra,ct/ion force
represented by p6 its molecular interpretation. The
attraction between atoms is due to their mutual polari-
zation by fluctuating dipole moments. These induced
moments arise because the outer electrons of the ap-
proaching atoms tend to keep away from each other by
electrostatic repulsion. Thus the motion of these elec-

trons in neighboring atoms becomes correlated and a
dipole-dipole coupling force results.

Atom 1, developing a moment p1, creat€s in atom 2,

at a distance r, a moment

This uan der Waals bind,ing energy, which is propor-
tional to the electronic polarizability a of the atoms
and to their mean square dipole moment, is inversely
proportional to the sixth power of the interatomic dis-
tance. The uon der Waals force between neutral atoms,
the first space derivative of. U, is therefore inversely
proportional to the seventh power of the distanee; it is
short-reaching. Electrostatic forces of longer ra,nge

are obtained between particles carrying permanent di-
pole moments or even net charges. Such forces are
responsible, for example, for the peculiar properties of
colloidal systems.

As two atoms draw closer together under the influ-
ence of the van der Waals attraction, their electron

Fig. 13.1. Electrostatic energy between two rigid spherical
atoms. (Adapted from Slater.a)

clouds begin to overlap. According to electrostatics,
this causes a true Coulomb interaction, and the attrac-
tion increases rapidly. Gauss's law shows that a spheri-
cal charge distribution acts towards the outside as if
the charge were concentrated at the center (see I,
Eqs. 3.6 and 4.2). Consequently, a rigid atom, that
is, a positive nucleus surrounded by a neutralizing
spherical electron cloud of finite radius, exerts no elec-
trostatic force at outside points. Ifowever, when we
penetrate into the negative charge distribution, only
the charge contained in the sphere from the reference
point inwards is found to contribute; the effect of the
negative charge outside this smaller sphere has to be
neglected (see I, Sec. 4). The nearer we move towards
the center, the less shielded is the positive charge of the
nucleus. Thus we expect a potential energy charac-
teristic as function of the internuclear distance of the
partners that starts with zero at Iarge distance, then
falls, as first the van der Waals attraction and there-
after the Coulomb attraction between the electron
clouds of the atoms and the nuclei of their partners
come into play, and finally rises steeply as the repul-
sion between the nuclei takes over (Fig. 13.1).

l

I

ctl
oc

UJ

P2 : o"E;

the inducing field strength E stemming from p1 is (see

I, Eq. 3.19) 
L,, I

fi,-_, 

-. 
(l3.b)

es2tr5

The energy of interaction for two dipoles lined up end
to end is found easily by the superposition of their
Coulomb potentials (see I, Eq. 10.4) as

, lrr'llrr, l_ lp'l"rIre: :-'_^rr' (13.6)

For random orientation of the dipoles we obtain an
average binding energy 3

(13.4)

(13.7)

t 1 calorie (gram-calorie at 4oC) : 4.185 joules.
2 F. London, Z. physi,lc. Clwm. 811, 222 (1930); Z. Phy$lc 63,

245 (1930) 1 Trans. Farod,ay Soc. 33,8 (1937). See also H. Mar-
gen&u, Phys. Reu.38,747 (lgBL).

3 See, for instance, J. C. Slater, Introdurtion to Chemi,cal Physics,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1939, pp. 363 fr.
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Seen from the standpoint of the electrons, the Cou-
lomb potential of each nucleus represents a deep, fun-
nel-shaped trap. 'When 

the electron atmospheres begin
to overlap, the potential barrier between the nuclei will
be lowered (Fig. 13.2).4 This effect tends to concen-
trate more electric charge between the nuclei, until
finally, for two hydrogen atoms, the quadrupole ar-
rangement (le + -2e -> el) might result. The
binding energy of this constellation, as a comparison
of its electrostatic potential with that of two separate
hydrogen atoms shows, is -3.5(e2f es4rr) or 1.75 times

NucleusA NucleusB r*
Fig. 13.2. Potential double well formed by two like atoms.

that of the two separate atoms. The Coulomb interac-
tion, by u'hich the electron clouds of atom 1 are at-
tracted to the nucleus of atom 2, and vice versa, de-
pends, in contrast to the van der Waals attraction, on
the average and not on a fluctuating field. It pro-
duces, in consequence, a large, overall polafization of
the electron clouds.

Actually, before this occurs, quantum mechanics
interferes through the Pauli exclusion principle, which
forbids shared electrons to occupy identical quantum
states. Bonding will therefore take place only when the
interpenetrating electron clouds can form joint stand-
ing-wave patterns. This is simple when the interacting
orbitals are partly filled (see Table 8.1); such orbitals
may link together by contributing electrons from each
partner, thus forming electron pairs with antiparallel
spins. Lewis 5 postulated, on chemical grounds, the
existence of such electron-pair bonds even ten years be-
fore the advent of quantum mechanics. The electron-
pair bond is the normal coualent (homopolar) bond, of.

chemistry.
If such bonding is not possible, the Pauli principle

can be satisfied only if one of the partners goes over
into an excited state. Usually the collision energy

4 J. C. Slater, Quantum Theory of Matter, McGraw-Hill Book
Co., New York, 1951.

6 G. N. Lewis, J. Am. Chem.Soc.38,762 (1916).

will not suffice to bring this about, but, as a pre-stage

for such an eventuality, the electron clouds tend to
avoid each other. Hence, in contrast to the classical
prediction, the electron density between the nuclei
diminishes and a strong repulsion results. This re-
pulsion balances the van der Waals attraction at a dis-
tance of nearest approach, and defines thus a uan der

Waals rad,ius r, of the atoms. The volume V; of van
der Waals' equation (Eq. 13.3) is the sum of the gas-

kinetic volume (4r/3)r,3 of all the molecules contained
in Vo.

The van der Waals radii can be determined by vari-
ous means: by gaskinetic experiment, X-ray or electron
diffraction, and, most directly, by the scattering of
atomic beams.6 When electron-pair bonds are formed,
the nuclei will obviously approach each other appre-
ciably closer. Coualent radii r" for these bonds have
been calculated by Bragg, Goldschmidt, Pauling and
Huggins 7, and others from investigations of the struc-
ture of homopolar compounds. Furthermore, interact-
ing atoms may give up or take on electrons, thus form-
ing ions of opposite polarity which attract each other
by Coulomb forces. Again, a distance of closest ap-
proach results when this attraction is balanced by the
repulsion called into play by the Pauli principle. By
measuring these distances in ionic compounds through
X-ray analysis, Goldschmidt 8 first derived tables of
ion'i,c radii r;, which 'were la,ter extended and modified,
especially by Pauling.T Finally, by measuring inter-
atomic distances in metals, metallic radii r* may be
derived; the metallic bond is of an intermediate charac-
ter between covalent and ionic binding. Tables 9.1

and 13.1 summarize typical values for these types of
radii.e

These values should not be taken too seriously. It
is convenient to talk about distinct classes of bonds,
but frequently mixed bond types are realized (see

Sec. 14). Furthermore, the radius of an atom varies
with its environment. For accurate computations it is
therefore preferable to refer to tables of interatomic
distances. A critical table of this kind has been pub-
lished by Huggins.lo Concerning the hydrogenbond and
its special role see Sec. 24.

6I. Amdur, M. C.Kells, and D. E. Davenport, /. Chem. Phys.
18, 1676 (1950); 20, 1620 (1952); H. W. Berry, Phys. Reu. 75,

e13 (1e4e).
7 See L. Pauling and M. E. Huggins, Z. Krist. 87,205 (193a);

L. Pauling, The Nature of the Chemical Bond, Cornell University
Press, Ithaca, N. Y., 1940, pp. 160 ff and p. 346.

8 V. M. Goldschmidt, Oslo. Akon. Wiss. 7 (1926), 8 (L927);
Trons. Faraday Soc.25,253 (1929).

e Data from L. Pauling, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 69, 542 (1947) and
Ref. 7; C. A. Coulson, Valence, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1952.

10 M. L. Huggins, J. Am. Ch,em. Soc. 75,4126 (1953).
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Table 13.1. Radii of atorns and ions e

Atomic Covalent
Ion rc

H 0.37 A
Li 1 .34
Li+
B 0.90
c t 0.77
N t 0.73
o i 0.74
02-
F 0.72
F-
Na 1.54
Na+
Mg 1.36
Mg'+
Al r.25
Al3+
si 1.16
si4+
P 1.10
s 1.04
s2-
cl 0.99
cl-
K 1.96
K+
Ca 1.74
Ca2+
Sc 1.44
Sc3+
Ti r.32
Ti4+
Y r.22
Cr t.l7
Mn l.l7
Fe 1.16

0.47 L
0.98
0.91

1.5
1.4

1.40
t.4

1 .11
1 .89

0.87
1 .60

0.65
1 .43

0.5c
r.32

0.41

1.84
1.8

t.47
2.35

1.18
r.97

Metallic
rm

1.55 A

t.62

r.47

1.34

r.26

Ionic Van der Waals
f; ro

r.2 A

Atomic Covalent
Ion rc

Co 1.16 A
Ni 1 .15
Cu I.L7
Zn 1.25
Ge 1.20
As L.22
Se l.L7
Se2-
Br t.l4
Br-
Rb z.rL
Rb+
Sr 1.91
Sr2+
Zr 1.45
Zrar
Ag 1.34
cd r.4t
In 1.50
Sn 1.40
sb t.4t
Te L.4I
Te2-
I 1.33
I_
Cs 2.35
Cs+
Ba I .98
Ba2*
Pt 1.29
Au 1.34
Hg 1.44
Tl 1.55
Pb t.54

Metallic Ionic
rm f;

1.25 lL
I.24
t.28
1.38
r.37

1.40
1.98 A
1.60

2.48
1.48

2.t5
1.13

1 .60
0.80

1.44
1 .54
1 .66

1 .60
2.2r

1 .78
2.67

2.2t

1.38
t.44
L.57
r.7r
t.75

1 .69

1 .35

Van der Waals
ro

2.0 A

1.95

2.2

qq

0.99

0.81

0.68

t Single bonds; for multiple-bond values see Table 17.1.

Ionic and van der Waals radii represent the atoms
as spheres, since the interaction forces have spherical
symmetry. Covalent radii, on the other hand, arise,

Fig. 13.3. N{odel of alcohol molecule CzHsOH.

in general, from nonspherical wave functions (see Figs.
8.5 and 8.7); hence covalent bonds are directed into
space and the angles between them prescribed by quan-

tum mechanics. By cutting sections from van der
Waals spheres in the proper orientation and depth,
models are made in which the nuclei can approach each
other in the bond directions up to the covalent distance
(Fig. 13.3). Such models 11 illustrate the stereostruc-
ture of homopolar molecules with great clarity.

When two atoms or molecules collide, the conserva-
tion laws of energy and momentum will normall5r com-
pel the partners to separate again. To keep them to-
gether requires the participation of a third body which
can take over the excess of momentum (three-bod'y

impact). However, the particles emerging from a col-
lision need not be identical with the initial ones. The

tt They were first proposed by M. Magat lZ. physik. Chem.
816, t (1932)1, introduced in Germany by H. A. Stuart (see

Struktur des freien Molektils, Springer, Berlin, 1952), and in this
country made available a,s Fisher-Hirschfelder-Taylor atom
models (Eimer and Amend, New York).
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motion of the nuclei is slow in comparison to the speed

with which the electronic systems can rearrange them-
selves (Franck-Cond,on principle) (see also Appendix
AII, Sec. 8).12 The electronic clouds therefore assume
quasi-instantaneously during a collision the wave

12J. Franck, Trans. Farailay Soc. 21, 536 (1925); E. U.
Condon, Phys. Reu. 28, 1182 (1926)i 32,858 (1928); dl,759
(1e32).

modes prescribed by the mutual constellation of the
nuclei and the total energy of the system. In this
transient molecular state nuclei, electrons, and energy
may be exchanged and radiation emitted. It is this
uncertainty of the outcome and the variety of products
that may form in the breakup of such systems that
make the chemistry of molecular reactions compli-
cated and exciting.

14 . Vave Functions of Moleeules and the Concept of

Quantum-Meehanieal Resonance

In deriving the electronic structure of molecules, we
have the choice between two antipodean approaches.
We may start with the individual atoms as in the pre-
ceding section and investigate quantitatively how the
wave functions change when the separation distance
shrinks to the actual molecular spacings. This is the
Heitler-London methodr of. overlapping atomic wave
functions. Alternatively, we may place, at the outset,
the nuclei at their true equilibrium positions and fill
molecular states by adding the neutralizing electrons
one by one. This method of molecular orbitals repeats,
on a more complicated scale, the procedure used in
building up the electronic structure of atoms (see

Sec. 8); it was originated by Hund 2 and Mulliken.3
Both approaches are approximations which have

their special advantages and shortcomings. The Heit-
ler-London method gives a graphic account of the
interaction of atoms, but fails when new molecular
orbitals arise. The Hund-Mulliken procedure may
describe the electronic structure of the molecule appro-
priately for the nuclei near their equilibrium positions
but fails when, at larger internuclear distances, the
atoms begin to act as individuals. Either starting
point may lead to the same correct solution, as espe-

cially Slater a has shown, if the treatment is extended
by perturbation methods. However, this refinement
requires a prodigious amount of labor in more com-
plicated cases, and only the latest computing machine
techniques offer a prospect of producing quantitative
results.

1W. Heitler and F. London, Z. Physik 44, 455 (L927).
2 F. Hund, Z. Physik 51,759 (1928); 63,719 (1930); Handbuch

der Physik, 1935, YoL24, Pt. I.
3 R. S. Mulliken, Phys. Reu. 32, 186

Reus. Mod. Phys. 4,1 (1932).
a See J. C. Slater, Quantu,rn Theorg

Book Co., New York, 1951, Chap. 8.

(1928); s3,730 (1929);

of n[afier, \4cGraw-Hill

The show piece of the molecular theory is the hydro-
gen molecule. It has been treated relatively rigorously
from both approaches, and will serve here to develop
some essential concepts.

While discussing the rvave functions of atoms we
applied the Heitler-London method (see Eqs. Il.2 to
11.4) implicitly. We need only to identify A and B
with the two hydrogen atoms, and rla and rlry with the
s-wave functions of their ground states. The fact that
each of these functions is simultaneously occupied by
one electron is expressed by the product of the wave
functions, *.Eta, and the possibility that the electrons
1 and 2 ca\ be interchanged by the linear combination
of the products:{er*e, 

=L tergar. Thus, by compound-
ing the H2 molecule from the unperturbed wave func-
tions of the two atoms, the Heitler-London approach
arrives at the trvo possible wave functions

^ 
: C'({er{8"* 9er{n),

{n, { (14.1)
" : C" (*,q.rta, - *er*n),

the one symmetric (*), the other antisymmetric (-)
in the electron co-ordinates (exclusive spins).

The total energy of these two molecular states, G1,
is found to consist of three contributions: a (1) The
energy of the two separate atoms, -2Rhc (see Eq.
8.16) . (2) A Coulomb energy Hs, that is, the electro-
static interaction energy (4 terms) between the tu-o
atoms, where electron cloud 1 surrounds nucleus ,4
and electron cloud 2 nucleus B. These four terms will
mutually cancel unless the two electron clouds inter-
penetrate (see Fig. 13.1). And (3) a nonclassical er-
change energA fI1 sever&l times larger in magnitude than
the Coulomb energy. An accurate calculation leads to
the exPression 

Ho + HL6r: -ZRhc+ ,*"r. 
(I4.2)
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The quantity d represents the product of the two
atomic wave functions when occupied by the s(nne

electron and integrated over all space, the so-called
ouerlap 'integral,6

The magnitude of this integral should obviously depend

on the internuclear spacing, and a proves distance-
sensitive as is easily confirmed: the simple exponential
wave functions *e and r/6 (see Eq. 8.19) fall rapidly
with the distance from the nucleus -,4. and B, respec-
tively, hence the main contribution to a is made by
the parts of the wave functions midway between ,4.

and B. For widely separated nuclei the quantity a
approaches zero; in the opposite extreme of coalescent
nuclei, an He* ion is formed, and cu represents the over-
all intensity of its probability wave, which is unity (see

Eq. 7.20). Thus cu increases from 0 -> 1 as the nuclei
of the two hydrogen atoms approach each other.

The quantities C' and C" in Eq. 14.1 are normalizing factors
which take care of the condition that the intensity of a probabil-
ity wave must integrate to unity (Eq. 7.20). Since the wave
functions of the hydrogen molecule contain the distance-sensitive
factor a, the normalizing factors must also depend on the inter-
nuclear distance. The calculation shows that

It should now have become quite clear that the energy
of the electron pair bond does not stem from the mag-
netic interaction energy of the antiparallel magnetic
spins but from the electrostatic enerry of the quantum-
mechanical exchange forces.

The antisymmetric w&ve function contains the elec-
trons with parallel spins, the exchange enerry enters
with a minus sign in E,q.I4.2, the hydrogen atoms repel
each other, and a nonbonding state without potential
minimum results.

The H2 molecule as a two-electron system can have
singlet and triplet states, the former corresponding to
antiparallel, the latter to parallel electron spins (see

Sec. 11). It is customary to designate the states of
molecules by cayitnl Greelc lptters in contradistinction to
the capital Roman letters used for the states of atoms.
2 states have no orbital angular momentum around the
axis of the molecule. They are realized here because
the composing s-functions of the atoms have no angular
momentum. The symmetric wave function of Eq. 14.1
refers accordingly to a bond,irry singlet 2 state, whereas
the antisymmetric function corresponds to an ontibond,-
ing triplet 2 state (Fig. 14.1).

Fig. 14.1. Bonding and antibonding states of the Hz molecule.

From the standpoint of the molecular orbital method,
the discussion begins with the two protons in place and
initially only one electron added, that is, with the hy-
drogen molecule-ion H2+. This molecule is the only
one for which the wave equation can be solved exactly.
The problem can be formulated in ellipsoidal co-ordi-
nates with the nuclei as the foci of the ellipsoids; for
this situation the variables can be separated in Schr<i-
dinger's equation.o

The two nuclei represent electrostatic potential wells
with a saddle between them (see Fig. I3.2). An elec-
tron, added to one of the protons, can class'i,cally ftans-

6 P. M. Morse and E. C. G. Stueckelberg, Phys. Reu. 33, 932
(1929); P. M. Morse, ibid. 34,57 (1929); E. Teller, Z. Physils 61,
458 (1930).

' : [*o,*a,dV 
: IVn"*",dV- (14.3)

(14.4)

?rt: I

{2G=A
If the amount of charge of one electron, held jointly

by both wave functions, is designated as its exchange
charge -dat the exchange energy I/1 is the electro-
static energy of interaction (4 terms) between the two
identical, distributed exchange charges and their posi-
tive countercharges *cue at the two nuclei.

The exchange energy, plotted as function of the nu-
clear distance, has the same general trend as the Cou-
Iomb energy. Initially, the attraction between the
electronic charges and their nuclear countercharges
dominates and the energy becomes negative; as the
nuclei close in, their mutual repulsion dominates and
drives the energy steeply positive.

Since the exchange energy enters the symmetric wave
function with a plus sign, it leads to a potential mini-
mum and binding. The symmetric wave function, to
satisfy the Pauli principle, has to contain the two elec-

trons with antiparallel spins. Thus the H2 molecule is
formed by the electron pair bond described in Sec. 13.

5 See, for the relation between overlap integrals and chemical
binding, for example, R. S. Mulliken, J. Am. Chem. Soc.72,4493
(1e50).
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fer to the other proton only by jumping over the poten-
tial wall, a process requiring a high activation energy.

Quantum mechanics allows the electron to leak through
the potential barrier by the so-called tunnel effect.

This penetrating of barriers is actually not as absurd
as it first seems; it has its analogue in classical physics.

In I, Sec. 16, we discussed the case of total reflection
and mentioned that the electromagnetic wave pene-

trates for some distance into the totally reflecting me-

dium 2 before being returned to medium 1. If we slice
medium 2 thin enough, some light will leak through;
this trick has been used, for instance, in providing
illumination for an ultramicroscope. Similarly the
probability waves of quantum mechanics leak through
potential barriers at a rate that rapidly increases as the
barrier shrinks in height or width. As time passes, the
electron will be found with increasing probability on
the other side.

For the double well of the Hz+ ion this leakiness

implies that, in the stationary state, the electron will
be found with equal probability at nucleus .,4. or B.
The actual wave function is therefore a linear combina-
tion of the two individual s-functions fa and,t4,

^:Cr(te**n)*s"* ( (14.5)j:Cz(Le-*d.

The (*) function is symmetric, the (-) function anti-
symmetric in respect to the midpoint of the barrier
(Fig. r4.2).

Symmetric

*o* 9a

The antisymmetric state is of higher energy for two
reasons: (a) it corresponds to the shorter wavelength,
hence to a higher kinetic enerry (see Eq. 7.6); (b) the
s5rmmetric wave function is higher at the midpoint be-
tween the protons than the individual s-function would
be, while the antisymmetric function is here zero. This
means that the electronic charge shared between the
nuclei in the symmetric case leads to a lowering of the
potential energy; the total energy goes through a mini-
mum, and a stable H2+ molecule-ion results. Vice
versa, in the antisymmetric case the protons are not
shielded against each other by a shared charge; they
repel each other, and the total energy characteristic,
drawn as a function of the internuclear distance, rises
without a minimum similar to Fig. 14.t.

If we add a second electron to the H2+ system, it also
will spread to both nuclei. The lowest energy state re-
sults when both electrons are placed in the symmetric
wave function with antiparallel spins. This singlet 2
state is thus composed of the product of the symmetric
wave functions of the two electrons,

rn':-ZY;^',,i",r;'|r;",*rr"'

* C({,r,9A, * *n,*n). (14.6)

A comparison with Eq. 14.1 shows that the first part
of this equation is identical with the symmetric wave
function of H2 obtained by the Heitler-London method.
The second part shows both electrons at the same pro-
ton, hence represents the ionic molecule H+H-. The
molecular orbital method, in its first approximation,
allows the electrons to move freely throughout the
molecule; hence ionic and atomic wave functions carry
equal weight in building up the molecular state.

Obviously, this conclusion has to be modified be-
cause the mutual electrostatic repulsion of the electrons
makes the constellation H+H- rather unlikely. A
more accurate calculation 7 allows each of the ionic
structures to contribute only about 2 percent to the
normal state of the molecule. But the principle of de-
cisive importance is that not only one electronic state
or even two different types, but all possible electronic
states which refer to the same type of spin orientation
(same number of unpaired electrons) can contribute to
the strength of a molecular bond. This is the concept
of. qunntum.mechonical resonance (see also Sec. 11).

We see now that behind this concept, which includes
the exchange energy of the Heitler-London model, lies
the phenomenon of the leaking over of electrons into

7 S. Weinbaum, ,f. Chnm. Phys. t, 593 (1933); H. M. James
and A. S. Coolidge, ibid. 1,825 (1933).

----> f

Antisymmetric
9o- 9a

Fig. 14.2. Symmetric and antisymmetric wave functions of
Hz* ion.

Quite generally every one of the stationary states an
electron can assume in a single well splits into two states
when the electron is trapped in a double well; one of the
doublet states is symmetric, the other, antisymmetric.
The closer the coupling, that is, the lower and narrower
the barrier, the wider the splitting.t

t The situation of a double well is illustrated in greater detail
in Sec. 21 by the example of the inversion vibration of the am-
monia molecule (F'ig. 21.2).
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other wave functions, that is, the tunnel effect. Quan-
tum-mechanical resonance is a coupling phenomenon
in some way akin to the energy fluctuations through
coupled resonance circuits in which the charge spreads
over the various modes of the molecule. Each addi-
tional possible constellation with antiparallel spins,
that is, each symmetric wave function, adds its ex-
change energy to the total bond strength with a rveight
factor depending on the likelihood of its occurrence.

The designation "resonance" has misled people to
believe that an actual observation of the molecule at
various times would disclose it with statistical prob-

ability in the various configurations which are in quan-
tum-mechanical interaction. This is not the case. We
have to visualize the electronic charge as distributed in
an overall probability pattern which can be broken
down by mathematical analysis into contributions
made by the various wave functions to this one energy
state. Each of these functions adds its character to
the molecule as a gene does in a genetic relation. Just
as a child inherits traits from all its ancestors in a
unique mixture and is not expected to be at one mo-
ment only its mother and in the next only its great-
grandfather, the molecule is a distinct nerv individual.

f5 ' Bond Energies and Dipole

The hydrogen molecule is the prototype of the sArn-

metrical diatomic molecules, a class representing an espe-
cially simple situation. The nuclei are two equal at-
tracting centers with a potential barrier between them.
An electron placed in this double well will be found with

Fig. 15.1. Symmetric 
""0#,,j:lmmetric 

) state of hydrogen

equal probability at one or the other atom, that is, the
energy states are of the same height at both sides of the
barrier: they are degenerate. Each energy state of the
individual atom splits into two states, the lower one
represented by a symmetrical, the upper one by an
antisymmetrical, wave function in respect to the mid-
point between the nuclei. The symmetric wave func-
tions designate bonding orbitals; the antisymmetric
wave functions, antibonding orbitals (see Sec. 14).

The fact that such a simple sequence of molecular
orbitals characterizes the symmetrical diatomic mole-

Moments of Diatomic Moleeules

cule with one electron makes it tempting to apply once
more the building principle that served so successfully
for the qualitative description of atoms (Sec. 8). The
sequence of atoms was obtained by increasing the nu-
clear charge in steps of one while inserting successively
compensating electrons into orbitals derived for an
atom containing one electron only. This use of hydro-
gen-like wave functions proved to be a good first ap-
proximation in representing the properties of the peri-
odic system of the elements. Similarly, Hund and
Mulliken I constructed the sequence of symmetrical
diatomic molecules: If2 ---+ He2 - Li2 -> Be2 -+ sfg.
by increasing the nuclear charge of both atoms in steps
of one while simultaneously filling the molecular orbi-
tals derived for H2+ with two electrons each of anti-
parallel spins.

The electrons of atoms were grouped in the K, L, M,
. . . shells and designated, in addition, as 8, p, d,
electrons according to the angular orbital momentum
(l : 0, 1,2, .. .) of their cloud configuration. Placed
in molecular orbitals these electrons are classified as

c, n, 6, . . . electrons according to their angular momen-
tum (0, L, 2, . ..) around the molecular axis. The
charge density of the o electrons has cylindrical sym-
metry around the axis without orbital momentum (Fig.
15.l), whereas the r, d, etc., orbitals correspond to more
complex wave patterns. Since the number of molecular
orbitals is twice that of the individual atoms because of
the splitting into bonding and antibonding states, all
the electrons of the K, L, M, . . . shells of the atoms

rF. Hund, Z. Phy$k 51,759 (1928); ibid,.63,7I9 (1930);
Handbuch der Physilc, VoI. 24, Pt. I; R. S. Mulliken, Phys.
Reu.92, 186 (1928);33,73O (1929); Reas. Mod. Phys. !, 1

(1e32).
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can be accommodated in corresponding K, L, M,
shells of the molecules.

For the H2 molecule we already have found that the
two lsl electrons of the partners combine in a symmet-
ric wave function with antiparallel spins; that is, a mo-
lecular 1)6 state results resembling in saturation the
156 ground state of the He atom (see Sec. 11). The
additional electron of a third approaching hydrogen
atom would have to be placed in the antibonding orbi-
tal of the asymmetric wave function; hence repulsion
ensues. Four electrons, provided by two helium atoms,
just suffice to fill the lowest bonding and antibonding
orbital, that is, the K-shell of an He2 molecule. The
repulsion of the antibonding counteracts the attraction
of the bonding state. Since the excited states of the
helium atom lie about 20 ev above the ground state,
those of the He2 molecule prove to be inaccessible with-
out artificial excitation. Thus no normal He2 molecule
forms.

The Li2 molecule is constructed similarly to the H2
molecule. Its two additional electrons fiIl the bonding
o orbital of the L-shell (2o') above the filted bonding
orbital (1"') and antibonding orbital (lo"') of the K-
shell. Since the o wave function spreads further out
for the Z-shell than for the K-shell, a greater equilib-
rium distance and smaller binding energy than for H2
result.

In the case of Be2 again a normal molecule will not
form if the additional two electrons occupy the anti-
bonding, 2oo state. However, the 2p orbitals of the
beryllium atom are not so high above its ground state
that it might prove impossible to arrive at a stable Be2

molecule by using p instead of s electrons.
The p orbitals of atoms have directional properties

(see Eq. 8.22) and an orbital momentum (l : t). In
the diatomic molecule the molecular axis is an axis of
cylindrical symmetry for one of the p-electron pairs,
while the other two pairs protrude at right angles
(Fig. 15.2).2 Consequently, the symmetrical p pair
forms a molecular o orbital without angular momentum
(po), while the other two pairs produce two molecular
r states (p"). To distinguish between the configura-
tions of these two r orbitals, we may visualize one ro-
tating clockwise, the other counterclockwise around
the molecular axis with an orbital momentum h.

In 82 we use the first p-electron pair in a bonding
(po) orbital, whereas for C2 and N2 the bonding (pr)
states will be filled. Hence, l/2 with the electronic con-
stellation Lo2Ioo22o22oo22(po')Z(pon) should be the
most stable of these molecules because it has three

2 G. Herzberg, Molecular Spectra and Molesulnr Structure.
I. Spectra of Diatomic Molecules, D. Van Nostrand Co., New
York, 195C;C. A. Coulson,Valerrce, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1952.

pairs of bonding electrons. From Oz to Nez the three
remaining antibonding orbitals of the molecular -L shell
are occupied; hence the binding energy decreases again
and becomes zero for neon. A normal Nez molecule
does not materialize.

Zpz otomic orbitols

Fig. 15.2. Combination of p orbitals of diatomie molecule.
(Adapted in part from Coulson.2)

Table 15.1 illustrates, in the sequence of binding
energies 3 and internuclear distances a of the diatomic
symmetrical molecules from hydrogen to neon, the
build-up scheme just described; it can be extended to
the remainder of the periodic system.

Table 15.1. Binding energy and internuclear distance
of syrnrnetrical diatornic rnolecules frorn Hz to Fz

Molecule

Hz
Liz
Bez
Bz
Cz
N2
Oz
Fz

Binding Energy 3

Internuclear
Distance a

0.741 A
2.67

?

1.59
I .31
1 .09
r.20
1.3

4.47 ev
1.12

?

3.0
3.6
9. 76
5.08
2.2

103.2 kcal
26

?

69
83

225
rt7.2

72

This qualitative discussion of symmetrical diatomic
molecules is based on simple electron-pair bonds (co-
valent bonds) without reference to the various combina-
tions of wave functions that are in quantum-mechanical
resonance. We know from the preceding section that
even ionic states make some contribution to the bond

3 A. G. Gaydon, Dissociation Energies ond Spectra of Diatomic
Mol,ccules, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1947; Landolt-
Bdrnstein, Tabellen, Springer, Berlin, 1951, Vol. I, Pt. 3, MoIe-
keln II.

4 H. A. Stuart, Die Stru,lctur des freien Molekzils, Springer, Ber-
lin, 1952.

2 p* otomic orbitols oO moleculor orbitol

r moleculor orbiiol
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strength, but, because of symmetry, no net electric di-
pole moment can result. This situation changes de-
cisively for nonsymmetrical diatnmic mol,ecules. The
attraction of the two partners for electrons, theft elec-

tronegatiuity, is different; hence perrn&nent electric dtipol,e

rnoments must be expected and are an important param-
eter of these molecules. Debye 5 was the first to realize
the significance of permanent electric dipole moments
in problems of molecular physics. Since the separation
of the nuclei is of the order of 10-8 cm and the magni-
tude of the displaced charge comparable to that of one
electron (e : 4.8 X 10-10 esu), it proved convenient
to express electric dipole moments in the electrostatic
system in units of 1 X 10-18 esu, named in honor of
P. Debye:

ldebye=1X10-18esu
: 3.33 X 10-30 [coul m]. (15.1)

When this arbitrary unit was chosen, obviously it
had not been realized that the linear Stark effect of the
hydrogen atom leads to an elementary dipole moment
(see Eq. 10.19):

r r 3esh2
I P, | : , "*r: 

12.8 X 10-30 lcoul m]. (I5-2)

This elementary unit corresponds thus to

I p, | - 3.85 [debye] (15.3)

The dipole moments of molecules, like the bond
strength, the intermolecular distance, and other param-
eters, cannot be calculated with accuracy at present,
but have to be measured.o However, w€ can make
reasonable guesses as to the magnitude of a dipole
moment. Let us illustrate two possible approaches by
the example of the HCI molecule.

In the symbolism introduced by Lewis 7 and Lang-
muir 6 the chemist indicates each valence electron by
a dot, hence an electron-pair bond by two dots placed
between the atoms. The hydrogen atom contributes
an lsl electron, the chlorine atom seven outer electrons
(3s23p5, see Table 8.1). Taking an extreme standpoint,
we can represent the HCI molecule as either completely

6 P. Debye, Physik. Z. 13,97 (1912).
6 The most powerful methods for determining the dipole

moments of gas molecules are microwave speetroscopy (see

Sec. 21) and the molecular beam experiments of Rabi and his
co-workers [C. A. Lee, B. P. Fabricand, R. O. Carlson, and
I. I. Rabi, Phys. Rat. 91,1395, 1403 (1953)1.

7 G. N. Lewis, J. Am. Chem.$oc.38,762 (1916).
8 f. Langmuir, J. Am. Chem. Soc. /11,868 (1919).

ionic (heteropolar) or completely covalent (homopolar):

ionic

rHr*['i]']-

HCI
/\

covalent

(15.4)

In the first case a closed octet shell is formed around the
chlorine ion and the partners are held together by Cou-
lomb forces; in the homopolar molecule the octet is
completed by an electron-pair bond which binds the
two atoms without polarity. Obviously the truth lies
somewhere between these extremes and can be found by
approximations from either side.

Ionie approach
The nuclear separation distance H-Cl, determined

spectroscopically, is d : 1.28 A; hence a completely
ionic H+Cl- molecule would have an electric dipole
moment

I p l*r*"r : ed,: 1.6 X 10-1e

X 1.28 X 10-10 ^,6.1 [debye], (15.5)

in contrast to its measured moment of ca. l.l2 debye.
'W'e have to expect that the proton polarizes the electron
cloud of the Cl- ion and creates an induced moment

lpnl:.,,l El: o, r*f (15.6)

that has to be subtracted from I p lt *",-. Hence

(15.7)

The polarizability of CI-, according to Fig. 9.1, is
o,6- 6.6 X 10-40 [urnt]. With this value the induced
moment overcompensates the original one, and the
second term in Eq. 15.7 becomes ca. 1.7. The reason
for this overcorrection lies obviously in the assumption
implied in Eq. 15.6 that the induced moment can be
derived from the polarization of the chlorine ion in an
homogeneous external field E. Actually, the distorting
Coulomb field of the proton is strongly inhomogeneous
across the Cl- ion and only a fraction of it induces a
moment by acting parallel to the molecular axis. A
closer calculation shows that this effect reduces the cor-
rection by about 50 percent and thus leads to the mag-
nitude of the dipole moment actually observed.

Covalent approach
The covalent bond between two like atoms was

described in Eq. 14.6 by a wave function composed of

pl:,0(t-#)
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atomic and ionic terms. The contribution of the latter
to the bond strength proyes to be, in general, of minor
importance. This situation changes when .d. and B
represent two unlike atoms. The normal covalent
bond A-B will be some average of those for the sym-
metric molecules A-A and B-8, and, in addition, the
bond will be strengthened by a more or less pronounced
contribution of ionic binding energy between the unlike
partners. Pauling e proposed the relation that the
arithmetic mean or, better still, the geometric mean of
the two bond-energy values D(A-A) and D(B-B)
can be used as representing the energy of the normal
covalent bond between the atoms L and B; that is, the
difference

A: D(A-B) - t@<e-il + D(B-B)|, (15.8)

or, better,

A, : D(A-B) - \D(A-A) D(B-D\% (15.e)

characterizes the ionic energy of the unsymmetrical
bond. In this way the ionic bond strength can be
measured thermochemically, since the quantity A is
the heat liberated in the reaction

*Ar+|ar-AB (15.10)

in the gaseous state.
The bond energies of diatomic molecules can be ob-

tained experimentally by thermochemical or spectro-
scopic methods. Thermochemical data refer frequently
to the decomposition of polyatomic molecules (HrO,
Ss, etc.) into atoms and give, therefore, not the energy
of breaking one individual bond but an average derived
from the breaking of all bonds. Table 15.2 lists the
bond energies of some important diatomic molecules.

Table 15.2. Bond energies and dipole mornents of
nonsyrnrnetrical diatornic rnolecules

Bond Energy a

Dipole
Moment I

6.1 ev 145 kcal 1.91 debye
4.43 t02 1.1
3.60 83 0.8
2.75 63.4 0.38
6.49 150 0.1

11.1 256 0.1
3. 1 7r .7 4.9
4.4 101 6.3

From such bond energies Pauling calculated the
extra ionic enerry A or A' of the unsymmetrical bond
and suceeeded in splitting these values into an expres-

e See L. Pauling The Nature of the Chemiral Bond,, Cornell
University Press, Ithaca, N. Y., 1940, pp. 58 ff.

sion comprised of the difference of two terms:

A(A-B) : 23.06(re - *u)' [kcal/mole]. (15.11)

The values r characterize the electrone,gatiuity of the
individual atoms. Figure 15.3 shows Pauling's elpctro-
negatiuity scale of the elemenfs based on the parameter u.

Molecule

HF
HCI
HBr
HI
NO
co
NaI
KCI

Etectronef,otivily volue x 
4

Fig. 15.3. Electronegativity scale of elements. (After Pauling.e)

That a relation such as Eq. 15.11 may represent rea-
sonably well the ionic part of the bond energy might be
foreseen from the fact that the electrostatic interaction
energy of two dipoles is proportional to the product of
their moments (see Eq. 13.6). Hence, if we assign to a
single bond a dipole moment ll..t_.a, this bond moment
should be roughly proportional to the electronegativity
difference fia - frs,0"s pointed out by Malone.ro Table
15.2 lists the dipole moments of various nonsymmetri-
cal diatomic molecules.

The electronegativity r : 2 in Fig. 15.3 represents
approximately the point of division betrveen metals
and nonmetals; the metals appear as elements of smaller
(r < 2) and the nonmetals as those of larger (r > 2)
electronegativity values.

Returning to the HCI molecule, we find that the co-
valent approach of Pauling, by which the extra ionic
energy of the bond is determined thermochemically,
leads to an electronegativity difference in line with the
measured dipole moment.

Pauling's r values for the electronegativity of indi-
vidual atoms neglect, by necessity, the effect of the
mutual deformation polarization between two binding
atoms. This deformation polarization, as Fajans 11

and his co-workers have emphasized for many years, is
of great importance in many chemical problems, for in-
stance, in surface reactions. It may alter the binding
energy and dipole moment of molecules appreciably.l2

10 J. G. Malone, J. Ch,em. Phys. l,1^g7 (f933).
11 See, for example, K. Fajans, Cerarnic Age 51,288 (f949).

'See, for instance, the electrostatic calculation of E. S. Rittner
for the alkali halide molecules lJ. Chem. Phgs. /9, 10t10 (1951)1.
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f6 Static Dielectrie Constants and Dipole Mornents of Polar Gases

The dipole moments of Table I5.2 have been deter-
mined, in general, by a quasi-static measurement of the
polarization of the dielectric as a function of tempera-
ture. This method is based on a statistical theory of
orientation, first developed for the perlnanent magnetic
moments of paramagnetic substances by Langevin 1

and applied to permanent electric moments by Debye.2

The potential energy U of a dipole pointing at an
angle0tothefield is -lf, I ln lcosg. Consequently,
the number pointing at a space angle

dQ : 2r sin 0 d,0.

(Fig. 16.1) is, according to Boltzmann's statistics,

(16.1)

N : ,4. exp (- #)*E

d0

da. (16.2)

Each of these dipoles contributes to the orientation
polarization the component I f, I cos 0 in the field direc-
tion;henee it appears to the outside observer as if each
molecule carries the average moment

lElcoso\
kr)

[o" 
o""r ([*@) (pcosd)2r sino d,o

: ,4 exP
p

(l

Fig. 16.1. Geometry for calculating average dipole moment.

Molecules carrying a permanent dipole moment suffer
a torque in an electric field that tends to align the dipole
axis in the field direction (see I, E,q.2.l2). Thermal
agitation, on the other hand, tends to maintain a ran-
dom distribution. The outcome of these counteracting
influences is a statistical equilibrium that can be calcu-
lated without reference to the actual rotation of the
molecules and their interaction as long as the electric
field changes so slowly that the equilibrium is reached
with certainty.

The assumptions for a simplified calculation are that
the permanent dipole moment p of the molecules is un-
affected by temperature and applied field; that the
density of the gas is so low that the dipolar interaction
energy is small in comparison to the thermal equilib-
rium energy lcT; and, finally, that the dipoles can as-

sume any direction with respect to the field axis.

I M. P. Langevin, J. Physique 4,678 (1905); Ann. chim. phas.

5, 70 (1905).
2 P. Debye , Physik. Z. 13,97 (1912); Polnr Molncules, Chemical

Catalog Co., Inc., New York, lgm.

]Ld :

(16.3)

The integration over the space angle 0 can be carried
out by introducing the parameters

lpllnl
4:-
e : 

-.

KT

f = cos0,

and rewriting Eq. 16.3 as

n*L

I ,nr af
Va J-1
+:

F 
[*'ro ar

The denominator of this equation is

fo" 
o 

"*o
2tr sin 0 d0)

cosF" El
KT

f+l e" - e-
I t"rd(:

,l-1 t

(16.4)

(16.5)

(16.6)

whereas the numerator equals the differential quotient
of this denominator after the parameter c, or

a(e'*e-')-(e'-e-')^ -Fl

J_, 
n', d( : .t

t'
(16.7)
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Hence
ll.e I:-: - cothr - - = L(r).
F0

The function Z(r) which describes the ratio of the
a,verage to actual moment of a gas molecule in its de-
pendence on temperature and field strength was first
derived by Langevin in the theory of paramagnetism
and is therefore known as the Langeuin functtion. Fig-
ure 16.2 shows the characteristic L(r) as applied by

We will designate by *.'the relative dielectric constant,
due to the induced moments only,

.nr
K.' = 1 + - (o" * o");

€g
(16.12)

it can be measured at frequencies so high that the
orientation polarization has no time to develop. The
contribution of the permanent dipoles to the static per-
mittivity then becomes

(16.8)

t.o

o.8

o.6

o.4

o.2

o

, ' Nl rtl'
Ks - Ka : 

,o}kr'

rcr'-lM

(16.13)

(16.14)

(16.15)

456
PE

v--

KT

I234567AItOilt2
x to7 volt,/cm
(P=ldebYe)
(1 = 298.K )

Fig. 16.2. Langevin function of dipole orientation.

Debye for the electric case; the field seale refers to the
orientation of polar molecules of unit moment, p : 1

debye, against the thermal agitation at room tempera-
ture.

Obviously very high field strengths are required to
produce a deviation from linearity and an approach
towards saturation. For the normal case of relatively
small fields (r <( 1) the Langevin function can be ap-
proximated by its tangent r/3; that is, the average
moment due to orientation becomes simply

The fact that the orientation of the permanent dipole
moments is strongly temperature-dependent in con-
trast to the practically temperature-independent con-
tributions of the induced moments gives a convenient
method of determining Kr' - r-' and with it the per-
manent dipole moment p of the molecules. To elim-
inate the effect of varying gas density, we refer to the
polarizability per mole II (see Eq. 3.9) in the formula-
tion for low gas pressure

F
P

The applied field will, in addition, induce a moment in
the gas molecule by deforming its eleetron cloud (a,)
and by changing the spacing of the nuclei (o"). Thus
deformation and orientation polarization together pro-
duce the total moment per dipole molecule

Noa
TT_

3.0

If II is plotted as a function of Lf T,we can distinguish
easily between polar and nonpolar molecules (Fig. 16.3).

Fig. 16.3. Molar polarization of polar and nonpolar molecules
as f Q/D.

For the former a straight line is obtained intersecting
the l/T axis at a finite angle, whereas the polarization
of a nonpolar gas is temperature-independent, hence
produces a horizontal line.

If we write the molar polarization of the gas in the
form

Fa -*#"

Fr:(*,* qo*H) 
"

BIT: A += [mt],.T

(16.e)

(16.10)

where
Our derivation assumed a gas of low pressure. The

polarizability per unit volume and with it the relative
permittivity for static fields, r*', follows in this case

from Eq. 2.11 as

#: K; -1 : 
{(,, * .-o**#). (16.11)

/ : 
* 

(o" I qo) : 2.27 X LFsa(a" * ao) (16.16)

contains the effect of the deformation polarization, and

B :3[]l : b.48 X ro'ol plz (16.17)
3.0 3k

X/31
-L x)

7

/
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that of the orientation polarization, we find the dipole
moment as

F : 4.27 x L0-2s\/E [coul m]

: r2.7 t/B [debye]. (16.18)

Figure 16.4 shows the results of measurements on some

Fig.

l/r.K
16.4. Polarization of polar and nonpolar gases. (Adapted

in part from Smyth.a)

polar and nonpolar gases.s Extrapolating the straight
lines back to the point t/T :0, we obtain the,4. values,
while their slope determines the B values as

B_ flr - IIz
(16.le)r/\ - r/r,

Since the electronic polarization of these compounds
can be determined from measurements of the refractive
index in the visible regron according to the Lorentz-
Lorenz equation (Eq. 2.15), the molar polarization II
can be separated into its electronic, atomic, and dipole
contributions. As a rule of thumb, the atomic polar-
ization ffo can be estimated as amounting to about
10 percent of the electronic polarization II, for dipole
moments greater than 1 debye.a

In the preceding discussion we have made the as-
sumption that the permanent dipole moment p itself is
independent of temperature. This may not be true for
more complicated molecules, where the dipole moment
is the resultant of group moments and the orientation
of such groups restricted by activation energies. In
such cases a more involved temperature dependence of
the molar polarization arises, as will be shown in Secs.

L7 and 25.

8 C. P. Smyth, Dielnctric Constant and Molrcular Struchre,
Chemical Catalog Co., New York, 1931.

r See R. J. W. Le Fdvre, Dipolc Morneds, Methuen and Co.,
Ltd., London, 1938.
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T7 ' Polyatornie Molecules

The enerry of interaction between two atoms, when
plotted as a function of their nuclear separation, is rep-
resented in the case of covalent bonding by a potantial
cwue as shown in Fig. 17.1 (see Sec. 14). fts minimum

t
Potentiol

energy

fG l-+

Fig. 17.1. Potential curve of diatomic molecule.

corresponds to the mean distance of separation at the
absolute zero of temperature, whereas the depth of this
minimum mea,sures thre m,ergy of dissoeietion, D. For
ionic bonding a similar potential curve is traversed but
it leads with increasing intemuclear distance to a sep-

aration into a positive and negative ion instead of into
neutral atoms.

The actual bond between the atoms of a nonsym-
metrieal diatomic molecule is frequently, as the per-
manent dipole moment indicates, a complicated mix-
ture of ionic and covalent binding. In the case of the
NaCl molecule, for instance, the covalent bond prevails
at great distances since the ionization potential of the
sodium (Na -+ Na+ * e- - 118 kcal/mole) is larger
than the el,ectrun, affinity of the chlorine atom (Cl * e-
+ Cl- + 86 kcal/mole). With diminishing nuclear
separation, however, the enerry of the ionic state de-
creasres more rapidly than that of the covalent one due
to the electrostatic attraction of the oppositely charged
partners, the potential curves cross, and, near the equi-
librium position the ionic state dominates (Fig. 17.2).1

I J. C. Slater, Quantum Theory of Matter, McGraw-Hill Book
Co., New York, 1951.
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The potential energy of. a polyatomic molecule con-
sisting of N atoms depends on 3N - 6 (or 3iV - 5) co-
ordinates (see Sec. 18) and is therefore much more diffi-
ficult to visualize. However, we know that either def-
inite molecules will form which show small attraction

Fig. L7.2. Ionic and covalent state of the NaCl molecule.
(Adapted from Slater.r)

for further atoms or that atoms may flock together
without limit and build up the structures of solids. In
the former case we can treat the problem as a phenom-
enon of saturating valence bonds by filling the available
orbitals with electron pairs. In solids, on the other
hand, no such saturation will take place when more
atoms are added. The Coulomb field of the Na+ and

Cl- ion, for example, can attract more ionic partners
and build up the ionic NaCl crystal (Fig. L7.3), orthe

Fig. U.3. Crystal structure of NaCl. (O Ct- ions, o Na+ ions,

each ion type forming a face-centered cubic lattice.)

metallic bonds between sodium atoms will lead to the
formation of metallic sodium (Fig. L7.4) in a packing
as dense as the particle size allows (see Sec. 24).

The possible shapes and sizes of polyatomic molecules
depend on the types of orbitals that may be used to
saturate the chemical valence of the partners by pair'-

bond formation. To establish these orbitals, we have
to go back to the atomic wave functions and to the geo-

metrical patterns of the electron clouds they represent.
According to the concept of the exchange energy (see

Sec. 14), the strength of a bond between two atoms will
increase the more the participating orbitals of the two
partners overlap. The integral of the product of the
orbitals, taken over all space, the ouerlap'integral, is a
measure of the bond strength (see Eq. 14.3). This cri-
terion, first introduced by Slater 2 and Pauling,s leads to
the conclusion that an s-p bond is about r,€ times and
a p-p bond about 3 times as strong as an s-s bond. If
both s- and p-wave functions are available, we might
therefore expect that p bonds will form, orientated at
right angles to each other; but this is not the only
possibility. A new type of orbital can be realized by

Fig. 17.4. Strueture of sodium metal (body-centered, cubic).

a linear combination of the s- and p-wave functions
(see Eq. 11.4), and such s-p h,ybrid orbitals of tetra-
hedral orientation may be stronger than the original
ones (Fig . L7 .5).

Let us make the situation clear by the sequence of
molecules: H2O + NHs --> CHa. The oxygen atom,
with six electrons (2s22p\ i\the L shell, has trvo p orbi-
tals only half occupied and therefore available for co-
valent bonding. They can be saturated by forming
electron-pair bonds with two hydrogen atoms, and a

covalent molecule H2O with a valence angle of 90o

would result (Fig. 17.6). However, according to the
electronegativity scale of the elements (Fig. 15.3), the
O-H bond is of about 39 percent ionic character, and
the measured dipole moment of the water molecule is

about 1.85 debye.a Thus the hydrogen atoms are partly
positively charged and tend to repel one another.

2 J. C. Slater, Phys. Reu.37,481 (1931).
sL. Pauling, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 14,359 (1928); J. Am.

Chem. Soc. 53,1367 (1931).
a See G. Birnbaum and S. K. Chatterjee, J. AppI. Phys. 23,

220 (te52).
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Ilence, the actually measured bond angle is not g0o

but ca. 104o.

Similarly, the nitrogen atom with the constellation
(ZszZp3) has three half-filled p orbitals available for

Fig. 17.5. Tetrahedral s-p hybrid orbitals.

pair-bond formation; hence it is saturated by forming
the ammonia molecule, NHs. Since the p bonds tend
to stand at right angles to each other, a pyramidal
structure results (Fig. L7.7); but the bond angles are

Fig. 17.6. Formation of HzO molecule by p bonds.

again enlarged through electrostatic repulsion of the
hydrogen atoms since the permanent dipole moment of
NHa is 1.46 debyes.

However, there is an alternative explanation for the
enlarged bond angles. fnstead of using the p orbitals
of the nitrogen atom, we might hybridiza its s- and
p-wave functions and bind the hydrogen atoms by s-p
hybrid bonds to three of the four corners of a regular
tetrahedron. The tetrahedral angle H-N-H would be
109o 28', in relatively good agreement with the actually
observed angle of 108o.

YVhether p bonds and electrostatic repulsion or s-p
hybrid bonds are mainly responsible for the shape of
the ammonia molecule, only an accurate calculation
can show. Although the hybrid s-p bonds are stronger
than p bonds, their formation requires an excitation of
the s electrons which otherwise form a rather stable

NH, molecule
ongle

H

Soturoted
s- p orbitol

Angle resulting from p bonds Angle resulting f rom s-p bonds

Fig. 17.7. Alternate ways of forming the NHa molecule.

2s2 electron pair. The improved bond strength must
outweigh the energy loss arising from this atomic ex-
citation in order to make the hybridized form the state
of lowest energy.

The situation is not in doubt for the carbon atom.
Here, as organic chemists inferred long ago, four equiva-
lent bonds are formed directed towards the four corners
of a regular tetrahedron (see Fig. 17.5). This type of
s-p hybrid orbital is therefore called conveniently a
tetrahedral orbital. By placing four hydrogen atoms at
the four corners, we arrive at methane (CHo), the
mother substance of the aliphatic hydroearbons.

The existence of four equal tetrahedral orbitals sug-
gests representing the aliphatic earbon atom itself by
a tetrahedron. Two such carbon tetrahedra may com-
bine by sharing one corner, that is, forming a single
bond while the six remaining free corners can be occu-
pied by hydrogen atoms; in this way the molecule of

/J--)
,4-$€'/

Soturoted p orbitol

Holf-f illed p orbitols

Simplified model Actuol molecule

Angle resulting from p bonds
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sults. By sharing two cor-

ners, that is, one edge of their tetrahedron, the two
carbon atoms can be joined by a double bond, and only
four corners remain for occupation by hydrogen atoms.

with its hydrogen atoms confined to one plane. Finally,
by sharing three corners, that is, one tetrahedron f.ace,
the carbon triple bond of acetylene (H-C-C-H)
might arise, which plaees the carbon and hydrogen
atoms in a straight line (Fig. 17.8).

Tetrohedrol
corbon otom

Single bond
(ethone)

Double bond
(ethylene )

Fig. 17.8. Various ways of joining
atoms.

Triple bond
(ocetylene )

two tetrahedral carbon

Actually the situation is not so simple as that. In
addition to the tetrahedral s-p hybrid bond there exist
a trigonaZ and a digonal one, and these two bonds are
invoked for the formation of ethylene 6 and acetylene.6
The trigonal or sp2 type leaves one of the original p
orbitals unchanged (for example, pr), whereas the mix-
ing of sr p,, and pn creates three equally strong bonds,
directed in the ry-plane at angles of 120" with each
other (Fig. 17.9). The digonal bond leaves pn and p,

6 E. Hiickel, Z. Physile 60,423 (1930).
6 C. A. Coulson, Valerwe, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1952, pp.

191 fr; G. E. Coates and L. E. Sutton, J. Chpm. Soc. (London),
1948, p. 1187.

unchanged andmixes s and printotwo equivalent bonds
directed at 1800.

The bond strength of the carbon double bond is less
than twice the strength of the single bond and that of
the triple bond appreciably less than thrice the single

Fig. 17.9. The trigonal and the digonal s-p hybrid orbitals.
(After Coulson.o)

bond value (Table L7.t1.t This instability of the car-
bon double and triple bonds makes them the favored
starting point for many chemical reactions.

rable r7'l' Bindr:T:?rffit;;#"'t radii or

Energy (kcal)

Bond
c--{
C-C
c:c
N-N
N:N
N-N

c. & s.6

83
146
20t

Covalent
radius

rc

0.77 L
0.67
0.60

0.73
0.61
0.55

0.74
o.57

G.7

84
t25
181

b5
104
184

47
tr7

39
100
226

34
Lt7

o-o
o:o

Around a single bond axis, as the model of ethane
shows, a more or less free rotation of the partners is
possible. A double bond, as in ethylene, exerts much
greater restraining forces by defining a preferential
plane, and the triple bond is still more confining by
specifying a preferred direction. The fact that molecu-

? G. Glockler, ,f. Chem. Phys. 19, 124 (1951).

'.. Digonol
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lar groups may rotate around single bonds is of great
importance for stereochemistry; it allows long chain
molecules, for example, to change shape with the flex-
ibility of a rope. How far the possibility of free rota-
tion can actually be realized depends on the mutual
interference of the rotating groups, on their steric
hhtd,ronne.

The trigonal carbon bond is again invoked to produce

the hexagonal coplanar configuration of the benzene

molecule, the basic constellation of the aromatic com-
pounds. That the benzene ring molecule (C6H6) is a
plane molecule, coupled by a mixture of single bonds
and double bonds, was proposed by the organic chem-
ists long ago 8 on the basis of various types of valence
pictures (Fig. 17.10). According to quantum mechan-

For the benzene ring molecule only nonpolar constel-
lations need be considered; dipole molecules such as

H2O have to be described as resonating between co-
valent and ionic constellations. The four electronic
structures of Fig. 17.lL contribute to the bond strength
of the water molecule. The completely covalent form

rljr'

.Ho-tH*

?i,. 
:.o: :t.

] O*]*, ?za%t : O-: ,.
ooH+'o

Fully covolent . 
t^: 

. Fully ionic

--31%t (J.',,a1g'x (-r5% )

eortri Juotent,
Portly tontc

Fig. 17.11. Four bond types of the HzO molecule contributing
in quantum-mechanical resonance. (After Pauling.e)

has the highest probability, but the two equivalent
structures with one ionic bond, taken together, out-
weigh it, and even the completely ionic form makes a
strong contribution.

Polyatomic molecules can be visualized as composed
of diatomic groups. Since for diatomic molecules we
arrived at quantitative data for bond strengths and
dipole moments (see Tables 15.1, 15.2, and 17.1), it is
tempting to use this information to evaluate the energy
content and dipole moment of polyatomic molecules.
Actually we can arrive at a first approximation of the
total energy by simply adding arithmetically the indi-
vidual bond energies. Similarly, we can obtain, in a

Dichlorobenzene

(Colculoted ) p =fi p, = 2.e7 Debye
(Observed I F.2.33

Fig. 17.12. Vector addition of dipole moments.

first approximation, the overall dipole moment of a

molecule by a uector addition of the individual group
moments, as the classical example,l0 dichlorobenzene,
illustrates in its ortho, meta and para forms (Fig. 17.L2).

10 See P. Debye, Polnr Molecuks, Chemical Catalog Co., Inc.,
New York,l92g.

T

,-.V'\"-^ "-a c'H

H
I

I
H

Dewor forms

Fig. 17.10. Classical valence pictures of the benzene molecule.

ics there is some truth in all these constellations; they
are in quantum-mechanical resonance (see Sec. l4).
The total resonance energy contributed to the strength
of the carbon-carbon bond beyond that of the single
bond value is about 37 kcal/mole. The two Kekul6
structures account for nearly 82 percent of the energy,
and the three Dewar structures approximately for the
remainder.e

According to the hybrid bond picture, the s, p, and
pu orbitals have combined into three equal coplanar
bonds, oriented at 120" to each other and determining
the plane of the ring, whereas the p, bonds protrude in
lobes normal to the plane. The exchange between these
p" electrons, which correspond classically to a ring
current, gives the extra stability implied by the valence
pictures.

8 A. Kekul6, BulI. soc. clvim.9, 98 (1865); Ann. Chem. 137,I29
(1866).

e L. Pauling and E. B. Wilson, Introdu,ction to Qunntum Me-
clnnics, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1935, p. 378; L. Paul-
ing, The Nalure of the Clwmf.cal Bond, Cornell University Press,
Ithaca, N. Y., 1942, pp. f28 fr.

H
I
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Quantitative agreement, however, should, in general,
not be expected from this composite procedure. It
misses not only the phenomenon of quantum-mechani-
cal resonance but also the effect of prepolafization
which the various groups exercise on the overall elec-
tronic structure. It is due to this prepolarization that
a substituent can be introduced more readily into cer-

tain positions of an aromatic molecule than into other
apparently equivalent ones or that polymerization re-
actions proceed in certain preferential ways. Phenom-
ena of this kind are being studied extensively today by
chemists and physicists to learn more about the actual
electron distribution and its influence on the kinetics
of chemical reactions.

lB ' Yibration

In problems of electronic polarization, the atomic
nuclei play, in essence, the role of stationary binding
posts for the electron clouds since the nuclear mass out-
weighs that of the electrons by at least three orders of
magnitude. However, when nuclei find themselves
bound to partners of comparable mass as in molecules
or the condensed phases of liquids and solids, addi-
tional types of polarization result from the vibration
of nuclei relative to each other (atomic polarization)
and the rotation of molecules as a whole or of molecu-
lar groups around internuclear axes (orientation or dipole
polarization). The classical model for a discussion of
these additional modes of motion is the diatomic durnb-
bell molecule, assumed to oscillate as a hq,rmonic oscilla-
tnr or to rotate as a rigid rotator (Fig. 18.1).

and Rotation

The restoring force between the atoms results from a
complicated interplay of electrostatic interactions. If
it is proportional to the displacement from the equi-
librium distance r", the two atoms execute harmonic
vibrations around their equilibrium positions accord-
ing to the force equations

and

d2r,*, 
ap 

: -l(r - r")

d2romzi: -l(r-r").dt'

(18.3)

Substituting for the distances from the center of gravity
the mutual distance, according to Eq. 18.2, we derive
from both equations the identical expression

?uflIz d2r : -f(r - r,). (18.4)
mt * m2 dtz

I

Rigid rolotor

Fig. 18.1. Harmonic oscillator and rigid rotator.

Let 11 and 12 be the distances of the mass points za1

andm2 from their center C of gravity, and r the mutual
distance of the mass centers; that is,

Hormonic oscillotor

?7ltft: ffLZTZ

and
\*rz:r.

By separating 11 and 12 wa obtain

By referring to the reduced mass
molecule,

rntW
tt07 : 

-r

mr*mz
(18.5)

and replacing the internuclear distance r under the dif-
ferential sign with the displacement distance r - rc
(which is permissible, since r, is constant), we can re-
write Eq. 18.4 as

(18.1)

of the diatomic

(18.6)

The vibrations of the two atoms of the dumbbell mole-
cule are identical to the harmonic vibration of a single
mass rna" oscillating with an amplitude equal to the dis-
placement distance. The resonance frequency of this
undamped oscillator is (see Eq. 4.3)and (18.2)

.)oeo : \m. (18.7)
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Its potential energy

U:Lfu-r")2, (18.8)

plotted as function of the internuclear distance, de-
scribes a parabola (Fig. 18.2).

In addition to this vibration, the dumbbell molecule,
freely suspended in space, may rotate around an axis
passing perpendicular to the molecular axis through the

t=7

'It=6

U=5

t=4

U=3

?/= 2

1l= I

t=O

re ,T
Fig. f8.2. Potential curve and vibration states of harmonic

oscillator. (After Herzberg.r)

center of gravity C. The moment of inertia, ,I, of the
molecule in respect to this axis is

I : ffLtTt' * *rrr2 : nlrr2, (18.e)

and its energy of rotation according to classical me-
chanics

o Lr 2Grot : 21@r t

The amplitude of this vibration, and with it the enerry,
can assume any desired value. The energy radiated per
second is proportional to the square of the momentum
amplitude (po2) and to the fourth power of the fre-
quency (see I, Eq. 13.18). It causes radiation damp-
ing which will broaden the spectral line (see Sec. 4).

The dumbbell molecule, as a rigid rotator, will be
optically active if it carries a perrnanent moment.
Upon such dipole moment (electric or magnetic) the
electric or magnetic field can exercise a torque (see I,
Sec. 2) and make the molecule rotate classically with
any angular frequency. Hepce, whereas the classical
vibrator emits a single spectral line, the classical rota-
tor emits a continuum extending with rapidly increas-
ing intensity from zero frequency to the explosion fre-
quency of the rotator.

Vibration and rotation may be described in terms of
general co-ordinates, a space cGordinate g and a me-
chanical momentum co-ordinate p. The co-ordinate q

of the vibrator is the displacement distanee r - r, from
its equilibrium position; for the rotator it corresponds
to the position on the circle of rotation. The momen-
tum p prescribes, according to de Broglie's equations
(Eq. 7.6), a wavelength

^, 
: h/p. (18.13)

Vibration and rotation are recurrent motions. Classi-
cally, any free recurrent motion may represent a sta-
tionary state. Quantum mechanics admits only states
which correspond to standing wave patterns. Forget-
ting about the uncertainty principle at present, we pre-
scribe that the total path traversed must be an integer
n of the wavelength,

fdo
9T:"

(18.14)
f
tnaa:nh'

This is Sommerfeld's quantum condition (Eq. 6.19).
The momentum p of the vibrator depends on the

displacement q; that is, the wavelength changes with
the position of the mass points. It is shortest at the
equilibrium position, where the total energy.E has been
converted into kinetic energy

(18.10)

(18.11)

the kinetic energy of this rotator can also be expressed as

where o)r : ufr rcpresents the angular velocity of rota-
tion. Since the angular momentum of this system is

P':mrur:Ici7,

(18.12)

A vibrating molecule will be optically actiue, that is,
able to emit and absorb electromagnetic radiation ac-
cording to classical theory (see I, Sec. 13) if its dipole
moment clwnges during the oscillation (Ap./Ar l0).
The variation of the dipole moment corresponds to the
equivalent picture of an alternating current traversing
a dipole antenna. The harmonic oscillator has classi-
cally only one resonance frequency determined by the
force constant / and the tu'o atomic masses (Eq. 18.7).

and infinite at the turning points, where only the po-
tential energy (see Eq. 18.8)

1 - Lp'Gkio:t*r':r;, (18.15)

u : ifq' (18.16)
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remarns.
tor,

Since the total energy of the harmonic oscilla- A comparison of the energy states of the vibrator and
rotator (Eqs. 18.20 and 18.22) with those found for the
electronic excitation of atoms shows fundamental dif-
ferences. The stationary energy states of a hydrogen-
like atom may be written by generalizing the terms of
the Balmer formula (see Eqs. 6.4 and 8.16)

7z
te : -R'hc; : :;' (13.23)

ln t a)'

where R' is a modified Rydberg constant, n the princi-
pal quantum number, o the so-called Rydberg correc-
tion, and Z the charge of the core of the atom (atomic
number minus the number of electrons in the closed
shells of the core). These quantum states of the atom
form a Rydberg series of terms (with % : I, 2, 3, . . .)
(Fig. 11.4). As the distance between electron and core
increases, the binding energy (G, negative) diminishes
rapidly according to Coulomb's law. The terms crowd
closer and closer together until, at the ionization limit
(6, : 0), the discrete energy states join a continuum
of positive energy values. The ionization potential
corresponds to the light energy hz required to move the
electron from its ground state nearest the core to in-
finity, with the separated electron and ion at rest. The
positive energy values 6, refer to the electron as free
and carrying the energy t" as unquantized kinetic
energy. The discrete negative energy values charac-
terize the electron as trapped by the core, and the total
energy 6, is divided equally, according to the Virial
theorem (see Eq. 5.8), between potential and kinetic
energy.

These Rydberg series of terms, with their rapidly
diminishing spacing towards higher excitation energies,
are typical for all line spectra of atoms. The linear
harmonic oscillator, on the other hand, according to
Eq. 18.20 has equally spaced energy levels (see Fig.
18.2), and, for the rigid rotator, the energy of the states
even increases quadratically with the quantum num-
ber (Fig. 18.4).

According to Bohr's frequency condition (Eq. 6.1),
the emission of radiation takes place as the result of a
quantum jump from a higher to a lower energy state,
and the absorption by the converse process. Which
transitions are actually possible is determined by the
selection rules of quantum mechanics (see Sec. l2).
With atoms, line series like those of Lyman, Balmer,
and Paschen appear (Eq. 5.17) because the change of
the principal quantum number underlies no restric-
tions (Eq. 12.9). For the harmonic oscillator the selec-
tion rule specifies that the vibrational quantum num-
ber ru of the two interacting energy states must differ
by unity

Ar.l : u' - u" : *1, (L8.24)

(18.17)

must, be constant, the relation between p and q is

: l. (18.18)

6os" : uhvo"", (18.20)

where u is the uibrational quantum number. Thus the
total energy of the linear harmonic oscillator is quan-
tized in integral multiples of the amount hro"o.

For the rigid dumbbell rotator, on the other hand,
the momentum p is constant; hence the phase integral
simplifies to

p6 aq: (mu)(2rtr) : Jlt
J

(18.21)
p' : Jh,

with ,,I representing the qunntum rutmber of rotation.
Equation 18.21 is Bohr's quantum condition of the ro-
tator, as previously derived (see Eq. 0.12). The energy
of the rigid rotator follows from Eq. 18.12 as

p2 ,If
2*t- 2e

The momentum p, plotted against the space co-ordinate
q in the phase space (p,q), represents an ellipse with half
axes 1/zme and 1/zeff (Fig. 18.8).

fn

G
q

Fig. 18.3. Energy ellipse of harmonic oscillator in phase sp&ce.

The phase integral f O OOof the vibrator is the area

of this ellipse and is equal to n times the product of the
two half axes. The quantum condition of the linear
harmonic oscillator thus becomes

f-

! n at : zoeG/f : ah, (18.19)

or, by introducing the resonance frequency from Eq.
18.7,

Erot : J2h2/21. (18.22)
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and the same condition applies to the rotational quan-
tum number .,I:

N:J' -Jtt: *L. (18.25)

A linear harmonic oscillator should, therefore, as Fig.
18.2 indicates, be characterized by only one spectral
line, identical in frequency to that of the classical oscil-

J

6

condition of the angular momentum derived previously
(see Eq. 8.23). For the vibrator, E,q. L8.27 postulates
that even in the lowest vibrational state, u : 0, that is,
at zero absolute temperature, a zero-paint mergy of one
half vibrational quantum remains (see Fig. 18.2).

The existence of a zero-point energy for the vibrator,
but not the rotator, is required by the uncertainty rela-
tion. The position and the momentum of the oscillator
at 0"K would be completely defined if a vibrationless
state could be realized. For the rotator this is not so,

because for a molecule without rotational energy the
actual angular position remains still completely unde-
termined.

Let us check the predictions of the theoretical dis-
cussion with the simple example of the HCI molecule.
For a thin layer of the gas and small dispersion, a fun-
damental absorption band is found near 3.5 microns t
(Fig. 18.5). Assuming that this is the expected reso-
nance of the vibrator, loge :8.65 X 1013 sec-l, we ob-
tain from Eq. 18.7, with the reduced mass of the HCI
molecule rrlr : 1.63 X LO-27 kg, the force constant as

f : 4.8 X 102 newton/m. To change the internuclear
distance by 1A : 1 X 10-10 [-] against this force
constant, would require, according to Eq. 18.8, &n
energy (J :2.4 X 10-18 joule : 15 ev (see Eq. 5.3a);
this is a reasonable order of magnitude for molecular
energies.

3'2 
wovetength-t,Jrln, 

o't r

Fig. 18.5. Fundamental vibration band of HCI in near infrared
(Bjerrum double band).

In addition to this vibration spectrum in the near
infrared (wavelengths 120 p.), there is found an ab-
sorption spectrum in the far infrared ()20 p) fitting
the description of the rotation spectrum of HCI (FiS.
18.0;.2 After identifying the rotational quantum num-
bers "I of the transmission minima according to Eq.
(18.26), we determine from the rotation frequency of
the resonance absorption the moment of inertia of the
HCI molecule as .f : 2.7L X L0-47 [kg *'] and then,

t Actually, this band shows two maxima (Bjerrum's double
band), because the rotation structure consists of two branches
(see Fig. 18.7).

2 Czerny, Z. Physi.k 34, 227 (1925); see also Ref. 1, pp. 57
and 81.

Energy
levels

llllll'*""'I
Fig. 18.4. Energy states 

HH:;jTm 
of rigid rotator. (After

lator. The rigid rotator of Fig. 18.4 should show a se-
quence of lines of the frequencies (see Eqs. 18.11 and
18.21)

h
v: --------J.

4rzI
(18.26)

A classical rotator does not resonate; the quantized
rotator has rotational resonance frequencies which in-
crease linearly with the quantum number "I.The simplified treatment, based on Sommerfeld's
quantum condition, assumes that the position and the
location of the particle can be specified simultaneously
with a,ccuracy. This contradicts the spirit of quantum
mechanics as expressed in the uncertainty principle
(Eq. 8.11). The actual stationary states of the vibra-
tor and rotator are obtained as solutions of the Schr<i-
dinger equation.r fn phce of Eqs. 18.20 and 18.22 we
thus find the slightly different energy expressions

and 
toe" : hvs$) + +)

az
t'rot: 

nJ(,1 +1).

(r8.27)

(18.28)

The result for the rotator agrees with the quantization
I See G. Herzberg, Mol"eculnr Spectra anil Molecular Structure.

l. Sped,ra of Diofonia Molnculns, D. Van Nostrand Co., New
York, 1950.
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t
(8)

with the reduced mass given above, the internuclear
distance from Eq. 18.9 &s r : 1.29 A.

It is convenient to distinguish between near and far
infrared from the standpoint that in the near infrared

4' 
woverength-micro6nos 

65

Fig. 18.6. Rotation spectrum of HCI molecule in far infrared.
(After Czerny.z)

the vibration and in the far infrared the rotation spec-
tra of gas molecules are found. The far infrared, still
not easily accessible for the experimenter, continues
without break into the microwave region.

If the principal absorption band of the HCI gas in
the near infrared is observed with high resolution, a
fine structure becomes visible (Fig. 18.7). This effect

Absorpt ion

5.2 J.5 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9
Wovelength - microns

Fig. 18.7. Fundamental vibration band of HCI with resolved
rotation spectrum.

is caused by the modulation of the vibration due to the
excitation of the various rotation states of the HCI
molecule. Since the rotation energy is appreciably
smaller than the vibration energy, we may observe a
pure rotator but normally not a pure vibrator; vibrat-
ing molecules in the gaseous state will be rotating vi-

brators with a principal energy level diagram as shown
in Fig. 18.8.

A more accurate discussion of diatomic molecules has
to take into account that actual molecules are neither
harmonic oscillators nor rigld rotators. The potential
energy of a harrnonic oscillator increases indefinitely
ryith increasing displacement from the equilibrium posi-
tion, whereas a real molecule will dissociate beyond a
critical internuclear distance (Fig. 18.9). The true
molecule is an anharmonic oscillator, and its potential
curye approximates only near the minimum the para-
bola of Fig. 18.2.3 To make allowance for this devia-
tion, we can represent the enerry of the oscillator by a
power series which for all practical purposes may be
terminated after the second member. Similarly, the

c
.9

.u 60

Eoco
j- 40

bg

,t'"
V ibro t ion

Term scheme

Fig. 18.8. Energy level diagram and spectrum of rotating
vibrator.

actual rotator does not have a constant internuclear
distance, as assumed, but the separation of the mass
points increases slowly under the pull of the centrifugal
force. Also, in this case an adequate correction can be
made by adding a quadratic terrn.

An extension of the considerations to polyatomic
molecules leads to situations of rapidly increasing com-
plexity, but classical mechanics provides some guiding
principles of approach. For a rigid body, three mutu-
ally perpendicular principal q,fres exist, rvhich pass

through the center of mass and around which the mo-
ment of inertia is a maximum or minimum (Fig. 18.10).

3 A mathematical expression that represents well the potential
curve of a diatomic molecule has been given by P. I\(. Morse,
Phgs. Rn. 3/1,57 (1929) in the form

U(r - r") : D"(L - e-F?-t)1z, (18.2e)

where D, is the dissociation enerry taken from the minimum,
and p is a constant. The dotted characteristic in Fig. 18.9 repre-
sents such a Morse atn)e.
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If these three principal moments of inertia are different,
the molecule is called an asyrnrnetric top; if two are alike,
a symmetric top; if all three are alike, a spherical top.
A linear molecule, like the diatomic molecules just dis-
cussed, represents a special case of the symmetric top,

for which the third principal moment of inertia around
the molecular axis is practically zero. A typical spheri-
cal top is the methane molecule CHai by substituting
chlorine for one of the hydrogen atoms, we lower the
symmetry to thrat of a symmetric top; the ethylene

Rigid body Ellipsoid of inertio

Fig. 18.10. Principal moments of inertia.

molecule, CzHE, finally, is a typical example of the
as5rmmetric top class to which the great majority of
the polyatomic molecules belong. Each of these classes
has typical spectroscopic characteristics.a

a See G. Herzberg, Moleculnr Spectra ond Molecular Structure.
II. Infrared and Raman Spectra of Polyatomic Molecules, D. Van
Nostrand Co., New York, 1945.

Similarly, a classical analysis of the vibrations of a
molecular system leads to a useful systematization.
Any complicated oscillation of a system due to har-
monic forces can be represented as the superposition of
independent simple harmonic motions, of the so-called

normal aibrat;ions. There are always as many normal
vibrations as there are vibrational degrees of freedom.

Cr .O Or .O

#
#

Fig. 18.11. Normal vibrations of some molecules.

The total number of degrees of freedom of a molecule
consisting of .l[ mass points is 3N. Three of these 3.ll

t
(cm-r)

40,

20,OOO

O.5 l.O 1.5 2.O 2.5 r ( tO-6cm)

Fig. 18.9. Potential curve and Morse curye (dotted) of Hz molecule. (After Herzberg.l)

l
r5t
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degrees of freedom belong to the translation of the mole-
cule as a whole in the r, g, and a direction. Three or,
for the linear molecule, two represent the rotation of
the molecule around its principal axes as described
above. Hence 3N - 6 or, for the linear molecule, 3N

- 5 vibrational degrees of freedom remain. Figure
18.11 shows normal modes for some typical molecules.
The vibrations are obviously of two types: in the one,

the valence bonds of a molecule are stretched; in the
other, they are bent. 'We speak therefore of ualence-
or bond-stretching uibrations as contrasted with deforma-
tion- or bond-benl,ing uibrations. The former are of
appreciably higher frequency, since the head-on mo-
tion of the atoms leads to larger restoring forees.t

t For a detailed discussion of molecular spectra see the funda-
mental monographs by G. Herzberg (Refs. 1 and 4).

19 ' Electronic, Atomic, and Orientation Polarization of Gas Molecules

By considering atoms as linear harmonic oscillators,
we arrived in Sec. 4 at the dispersion formula of classi-
cal physics

Nrez f esm
(4.2e)

a"2-@2+jot2a

Each resonance frequency coq of an atom is represented
in this classical analogue by one special resonator type
s. The electric field E induces in these oscillators an
electric moment

ttu : I pl"r e2 /m E. (1e.1)
too2-r'+ju2e

Without attenuation (a : 0), the moment stands par-
allel to the inducing field when its frequency lies below
resonance (f : 0) and antiparallel above resonance
(9 : -180). With attenuation (cu l0), the discon-
tinuous phase ju-p of. tlt at the resonance frequency is
replaced by a continuous phase shift amounting to

-90o at ors (Fig. 19.1). The in-phase component of
the induced moment below resonance leads to the nor-
mal capacitive energy storage (*' - 1 > 0); when the
moment has an antiparallel component (above reso-
nance), the polarization is negative (r' - 1 < 0). The
t'90o out-of-phase" component of the moment repre-
sents energy dissipation since it produces a current in

phase $,ith the external field (t =. #) 
Thus, while

the induced moment is a maximum at resonance, its
90o position makes it contribute only to the absorption
but not to the dispersion (see also Fie. a.D.

fn static fields the induced moment reduces to (cf.
Eq. a.3)

e2/m eeE
Fo;. - G 

E: 
T: 

ezi (19.2)

it is equal to the dipolar charge times the displacement
distance e, where e is given by the ratio of driving force

dE to force constant /. Far above resonance (o ) ,o)
the induced moment falls to zero because the time of a
half cycle is too short to permit any charge displace-
ment.

In substituting for the classical formula (Eq. 4.29),
the dispersion formula of quantum mechanics (Sec. 12),

,(*: L++2 =''rl Pil'
€0n i<i ,tiz - (nz + jrz*(lrc - Ni)' (L2'Lz)

we took cognizance of three facts: (1) the classical reso-
nance absorption corresponds to a quantum transition
of the electronic system from a lower (f) to a higher (j)
energy state; (2) the number of atoms available for ab-
sorption is given by the difference in the population of
the two states (i[,' - llr'), since the atoms in the higher
energy state can be forced down into the lower one by
Iight emission; (3) the coupling between the atom and
the electromagnetic field is given by the average dipole
moment of the product of the wave functions of the
two states, the matrix element of the dipole moment,
F;i, taken in the direction of the external field E.

For atoms the higher energy states lie so far above
the ground state that the chance of thermal excitation
at room temperature (lcT ca. I/40 ev) is negligible.
Consequently, the lower energy state f refers to the
ground state only and all the atoms are found originally
in this state (N; : N, AL' : 0). The dispersion for-
mula (Eq. 12.17) applied, for example, to the atomic
hydrogen gas therefore claims that the permittivity of
this gas in its frequency dependence is prescribed by
the frequencies and intensities of the spectral lines of
the Lyman series which arises from the ground state
(see Sec. 5). On the other hand, we found that the
static permittivity of this hydrogen gas is given by the
polarizability of the unexcited hydrogen atom (see

See. 3).
At first glance, it seems difficult to reconcile these

two methods of obtaining the static dielectric constant:

,(*:1+>

P

Tr
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by extrapolation from the optical spectrum or by a dis-

tortion of the electronic structure of the unexcited atom.

The outcome, however, is the same. The optical
method considers (in the matrix elements) the dipole

moment components in the field direction of the uw

The population of various enerry states
The inclusion in our considerations of the population

of the various energy states is a straightforward proce-
dure. If various energy states 6; compete for molecules
in thermal equilibrium, the fraction of molecules in each

Re(pi) --+

Fig. 19.1. Dispersion and absorption of harmonic oscillator, caused by induced moment pl.

disturbed transitions, whereas the static approach refers
to the induced dipole moment of the perhnbeil ground
state. In calculating this perturbation, the theory
makes use of the same probabilities of transition
to the higher enerry states which the line spectrum
contains.

Progressing from atoms to molecules, we are faced
with a much more involved situation. Whereas in
atomic gases only the ground state was occupied, for
molecules the excited states of vibration and rotation
lie low enough for therual excitation. Atoms, further-
more, are isotropic whereas molecules offer various de-
grees of anisotropy. Finally, although atoms in their
ground state do not act with permanent electric mo-
ments, molecules are likely to have such moments.

of them is given according to Maxwell-Boltzmann sta-
tistics as

,- e;/hr

E e-t;/*r
i

(1e.3)

This expression assumes that all enerry terms have the
same stntisti,cal wei,ght. Actually, this may be not so;
an energy term, as we discussed in Sec. 11, may be de-
generate, that is, represent several electronic configura-
tions. fn a magnetic field these configurations corre-
spond to different energies: the single term splits into a
multiplet of states. Since each of these multiplet terrrs
counts statistically as one state, each degenerate state
.86 appears in the calculation with a statistical weight
factor gr eeual to its multiplicity. Thus, if lV is the
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and

total number of molecules, the population of the states
lV; and JVi of Eiq. L2.L7 is, for thermal equilibrium,

The difference in population density of the lower and
upper state, since 6; - 6i is equal to the absorbed
quantum enerry hv;i, ma1r therefore be written as

lrd - Ni : 
# lg;e-'to' - gp-ei/nr,

i

the molecular rotator, prescribed by the quantum num-
ber./, can assume ZI * 1 positions. Hence the statis-
tical weight is

g:21 + 1. (1e.8)

Using this weight factor, we obtain the relative occu-
pation of the various rotational levels in thermal equi-
librium by plotting the function (see Eq. 19.4)

ge-Etkr : (2J * L1e-<r"t2nr@+r) : fe) (19.9)

as function of .f (Fig. 19.2). Owing to the increasing

Fig. 19.2. Relative occupation of the various rotation levels of
the HCI molecule at room temperature (T /T" ^z 10).

multiplicity of the higher levels, the number of mole-
cules first increases with "I, reaches a maximum at

(1e.4)

(18.28)

(le.5)

Let us illustrate the influence of the population
density of the various energlr states on the intensity of
spectral lines by returning to the example of the di-
atomic molecules of Sec. 18.

'We found for the rigid rotator the energy expression

trtz
Erot: nl(t + 1).

- .trr; {t - 
s;"-u"ilr'\.

1

,' (19'10)

The selection rule LI : *1 prescribes that transitions
can take place only to adjacent states. Thus, to make
a nonrotating molecule rotate requires an enerry input
(J :0 + J : l) of.h2/1. We may therefore specify
with Debye I a critical temperahne T" f.or the rotator
molecule at which the average thermal energy ft? just
suffices to start rotation by defining

(1e.6)

['K]. (1e.7)

For the HCI molecule, with the moment of inertia.f :
2.7t X 10-47 [kg *'], this critical temperature ?" is ca.

30oK, that is, at room temperature many molecules are
excited to higher levels. To obtain the relative number
of molecules in the various rotation states, we have, in
addition, to know the statistical weight g (the multi-
plicity) of the rotation terms.

The angular momentum of the electron clouds of the
hydrogen atom was prescribed by a quantum number
I and could assume in a magnetic field 2l + 1 positions
(see Eq. 8.26). Similarly, the angular momentum of

1P. Debye, Polar MoTnatl,es, Dover Publications, New York,
1945, Sec. &3.

and then falls rapidly towards zero.

The tangent on this characteristic, 2J + 1, indicates
equivalent numbers of absorbers in the various energy

T.
states. For./ _ ( 1, the absorption is very small in

T
spite of the large number of absorbers, because the
population of neighboring states is practically equal
and the forced emission from the upper state approxi-
mately cancels the absorption from the lower. This
effect makes the rotation lines very weak in the micro-

T^
wave region. In the high energy ra,nge, J i ) 1, the

number of thermally excited molecules becomes very
small; hence the absorption falls towards zero due to
the scarcity of absorbers. Between these extremes the
band of rotational transitions traverses a maximum of
intensity when the difference in population density of
adjacent states becomes most favorable (see Fig. 18.7).

f_
r/ max -

Relotive number of stotes

T

T.
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The rotational states have a multiplet structure
(U + 1) due to the space quantization of the angular
momentum of the rotator in an external eleetrie or mag-
netic field. This situation has been discussed previously
for the Zeeman effect of atoms in Sec. 10. The vibra-
tion states of the harmonic oscillator represent only a

simple sequence of standing-wave patterns ,n ) Urc ,n"

mechanical resonances of a stretched wire or the elec-

trical ones of a transmission line. Thus, in contrast to

Fig. 19.3. Wave functions of the vibrator (HCl). (After
Herzberg.2)

the wave functions of the rotator, to each quantum
state of the vibrator belongs only one wave function
(Fig. 19.3); the vibration states have the statistical
weight g : t.

In the language of the spectroscopist, the wave num-
bers of spectral lines

[r--t]

room temperature the lowest rotational state thus lies
far below the average thermal energy level kT -
0.025 

"" 
(L^.1\ . whereas the first vibrational state\" L0/'

lies appreciably above kT (f.or HCI at 0.35 ev). The
population of even the first vibrational level (a : 1)
of HCI amounts therefore to only ca. L/106 of the non-
excited state in thermal equilibrium at 300'K.

Relation of electronic to atomic polarization
'We have seen that the static electronic polarization,

caused by a displacement of the electron clouds with
respect to the nuclei under the influence of a static
electric field, can be found in two ways: either by ex-
trapolation from the undisturbed optical absorption
spectrum that arises from the ground state of the atom
or molecule, or from the perturbation of the electron
clouds of the ground state. Similarly, the atomic polar-
ization, caused by the induced moment arising from a
displacement of the atomic masses under the influence
of a static field, may be found by extrapolation from
the vibration spectrum or from the perturbation of the
charge distribution produced by the alteration of inter-
nuclear distances.

For the electronic polarization, the optical contribu-
tion stemmed from a whole series spectrum of lines
since the principal quantum number was unrestricted.
For the vibration spectrum, the transitions are limited
to neighboring states (Eq. 18.24) and produce, in the
case of the harmonic oscillator, even the same spectral
line. Furthermore, as just shown for the HCI molecule,
the population of the ground state (u : 0) may dom-
inate completely and leave only the transition from
the nonvibrating (that is, zero-point vibration) to the
first excited state to be considered.

The classical dispersion formula (E,q. a.29) was based
on the model of isotropic harmonic oscillators. A di-
atomic molecule is an anisotropic oscillator of one in-
stead of three degrees of vibrational freedom. We take
account of this anisotropy by inserting a f.actor L/3
into Eq. 19.1 for the induced moment; hence

e2 /Bm E. (1e.13)lt; :. 'osc t:o2-@2+ju2a
The static induced moment of the molecule, when
lined up in the field direction z, is, as previously (see

Eqs. 4.22 and 19.2),

Wa: ez. (1e.14)

To interpret the dipolar charge e, we have to plot
the dipole moment of the molecule as a function of the
internuclear distance r. The shape of this curve will
depend on the type of bond linking the atoms of the

1
y':-

T
(le.11)

serve as a measure of the energy of the transitions since

t : hv : lwv, : 1.g8b X !0-23v, [ioule]

: I.239 X l}-av' [ev]. (1e.12)

The lowest rotation line of the HCI molecule is found
near 0.48 mm or v' : 20.7, and the fundamental vibra-
tion near 3.5 p or v' : 2886 cm-l (see Fig. 18.7). At

-o.2 -o.t o o.t o.2
Angstroms
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molecule (Fig. 19.4). If the bond is purely ionic, that
is, if HCl, for example, dissociated into H+ and Cl-,
the dipole moment will increase with r to infinity. For
the covalent bond between like partners, the dipole
moment will remain zero throughout. In the general
case of unlike partners, where the molecule dissociates
into atoms and not ions, we have a covalent bond with
ionic contributions (see Sec. 15). The dipole moment
must be zero for coinciding and for widely separated

re (-+
Fig. 19.4. Dipole moment and bond type as function of inter-

nuclear distance (r"for HCI molecule). (After Herzberg.2)

nuclei and must traverse a maximum at some interme-
diate distance. At the equilibrium distanee re, the di-
pole moment has some value Fer and the induced mo-
ment will be determined, in a first approximation, by
the tangent of the curve at this point as

for HCl, according to Bartholom6,2 this point lies to
the right of the maximum as shown in Fig. 19.4.

In the formulation of quantum mechanics, the in-
duced moment of the linear oscillator is not given sim-
ply by the classical expression

dt,
Fqo.": i'' 

(19'16)

but found (see Eq. 12.L4) as the average dipole moment
of the mixed vrave functions of the lower (u') and upper
(u") state

dlt.. f z:l o

Vi,'," :; I tt"'g'a!'g" d'z' (19'17)
CtrZ '/ z- 6

By introducing this matrix element of the dipole mo-
ment and the factor 1/3 into E,q.l2.L7, we change from
the dispersion formula of electronic to that of atomic
polarization (see also Appendix A, II, Sec. 3).

Rotation spectrurn and orientation polarization
Electronic and atomic polafizalion are due to the

displacing force exercised by the external field upon the
electrons and atoms, and measure the induced moments
thus created. The orientation polarization, in contra-
distinction, arises from the torque action of the field on
the pre-existing perrna,nenf moments of the molecules.
We have shown that the contributions of the electronic
and atomic polarization to the static dielectric constant
can be obtained by extrapolation from the electron ex-
citation and the vibration spectrum according to the
dispersion formula of quantum mechanics. We will
find for the rotation spectrum that this extrapolation
also holds but that only the first rotation line con-
tributes to the static orientation polarization.

Let us consider first the classical situation (Fig.
19.5). A dipole molecule in a homogeneous field will

E

Oscil lotion

I

lntermed iote
itive I tu.no\I,,"

Contribution'
to orientotion polorizotion

Fig. 19.5. Classical contribution of dipole molecule to orientation
polarization.

drr"
Fi" : 

-r.dr
(1e.15)

Hence the strength of the oscillating charge e of Eq.
19.14 is identical with the space derivative of the dipole

dlt"
moment, - , as already stated in Sec. 18.

dr
The tangent of the dipole curve at r" consequently

can be determined from the intensity of the infrared
vibration spectrum. This tangent is usually not steep,
since the ionic contribution to the bond energy is minor
and the equilibrium distance located near the broad
maximum of the dipole curve. The infrared intensity
is therefore, in general, relatively weak, and the con-
tribution of the atomic polaization is only a small
addition to the electronic polarization. It should be.
noted that the intensity of the vibration spectrum,

since it depends on (#)' ,gives only the absolute

value of the moment change but not its direction. On
which side of the maximum the equilibrium point is
located must be found from additional information;

2 E. Bartholom6, Z. physik. Chem. 823, l3l (1933); see also
G. Herzberg, Spectra of Diatomic Molecules, Van Nostrand, New
York, 1950, p. 96.

lon ic bond ing

Covolent bonding with ionic
contr ibut ion
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turn parallel to E if no additional forces act; the orien-
tation polafization of polar molecules at rest is always
positive. If the molecule can oscillate around an axis
normal to the field, its positive contribution rapidly
diminishes with increasing amplitude, since it passes

through the parallel position with maximum kinetic
energy and spends most of its time at the turning
points. The contribution will become clearly negative
when the oscillation evolves into a slow rotation be-
cause the molecule traverses the antiparallel position
at a much slower speed than the parallel one. This
negative polafization rapidly diminishes with increas-
ing rotational speed and approaches zero when the
kinetic energy E"ot becomes much larger than the po-
tential energy U of. the dipole in the field. When the
axis of rotation is oriented parallel to the field, the di-
pole moment of the dumbell molecule stands perpen-
dicular to E and does not contribute to the polariza-
tion. fntermediate axis positions can be resolved into
a parallel and a perpendicular component. Hence
classically rotating molecules will not contribute to the
orientation polarization as long as

the electric field, which can cause only a lowering of
the energy terms because such moments point towards
the field. The multiplet splitting of the rotation lines
is proportional to the square of the perrnanent moment
and of the field strength (p'E') and raises some levels
while lorvering others (Fig. 19.6).3 The rotating mol-

J =O

Fig. 1e.6. stark "T:lj#,Trt^1*"BH:,5** of rinear dipore

ecule, graphically speaking, makes wobble motions, in
which the states shifted towards higher energy corre-
spond to an antiparallel contribution of the moment
and the depressed levels to a parallel one. These con-
tributions accurately balance each other for all higher
rotation levels. Only the dispersion effect stemming
from the transition from the nonrotating to the first
rotating state remains and gives, extrapolated to zero
frequency, the static orientation polarization.a

3 See P. Debye, Polar Moleanles, Chemical Catalog Co., New
York, 1929, Sec. 29.

r For a detailed theory of the Stark efrect in rotational spectra,
see J. H. Van Vleck, Tlwory o! Electric and, Magnetic SuscepfiAiW-

ffes, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1932.

I
E
c,

UJ

';--lpllnlcose. (le.18)

Quantum physics comes to the same result: the angu-
lar momentum p' of the diatomic molecule is quantized
in the electric field but stands normal to the dipole mo-
ment. Hence, whereas the mechanical momentum
points in certain field directions, the dipole moment is
not oriented and does not contribute to the polariza-
tion. fn consequence, no linear Stark effect (see Sec. 9)
is observed for the rotation lines of these linear dipole
molecules. However, a second-order efrect exists that
causes a line splitting. This is not the normal quad-
ratic Stark effect based on dipole moments induced by

20 ' The Bandwidth of Speetral Lines

The dispersion formulas of classical and quantum
physics (Eqs. 4.29 and 12.17) contain a damping factor
2a which determines the bandwidth (half-width or line.
breadth) of the spectral line, that is, the Q or the ring-
ing time r of the resonator. In Sec. 4 we derived the
relations 

^ 1 @o
2q, : Acrst, : 

;: e, 
(20.1)

where Ao7, is the frequency interval between the half-
power points of the bell-shaped resonance characteristic

(see Fig. 4.1). As the cause of the line broadening we
assumed radiation damping and calculated, on the basis
of the classical theory of dipole radiation, the damping
factor as (see Eq. a.6)

2a:
po2e2to2

(20.2)
rn6trc

In the language of atomic physics, the time r repre-
sents the average natural lifetime of an atom or mole-
cule in an excited energy state before it returns to a
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or

we obtain

lower state under the emission of a photon hzs. ff, for
example, we calculate on this basis the bandwidth of
the green mercury line, located at

tro : 5461 A

vo : 5.494 X L0r4 [sec-l],

Av:,:*:1.2 X 106 [sec-l],

r : L.34 X 10-7 [sec],

Q:4.6 X 108.

tems is interspersed between the interference maxima
produeed by trr and tr2. The position of restored coin-
cidence is therefore not characterized by a perfect
blending of two-stripe systems but by a unifomly
illuminated field of view without stripes: beyond this
distance of first corrsonance, gtrs, stripe systems appear
again but they are blurred and hard to see.

Consononce-y' ' ,

Consononcey'

Fig. 20.L. Dissonance and consone.nce of two systems of
interference stripes.

The integer q of Eq. 20.6 which measures the sharp-
ness of a spectral line by interference, is, according to
Eq. 20.1, identical with the quality factor 0 of the
electrical engineer,

q.:Q. (20.7)

Consequently, it should be possible to observe inter-
ference stripes vrith the green mercury line t over a
consonance distance

Q\,s -'.252 [-]. (20.8)

Fabry and Perot 1 performed this interference experi-
ment using a water-cooled, low-pressure, d-c-discharge
la,mp as their source, and obtained interference over a
distance of only 790,000 wavelengths, or 43 cm. Thus
the I of this light source proves to be about 600 times
smaller than predicted on the basis of radiation damp-
ing. Obviously, we have overlooked some factors which
contribute decisively to the line width.

One tacit assumption of our calculation has been
that the light source is at rest in relation to the ob-
server. Actually, when atoms or molecules radiate,
this condition is usually not fulfilled. The particles of
a gas are in thermal agitation, md the probability
that they have a velocity component between f and

t Actually, the green mercury line consists of several compo-
nents, and our discussion refers to the width of aa individual
component.

I C. Fabry and A. Perot, Ann. clai,m. phvs.Vl 12,459 (1897).

(20.3)

(20.4)

Compared with the optimum Q values of about 106 that
an electrical engineer can rcalize in his cavity resonators
(see I, Sec. 24), the physicist obviously possesses in his
light sources oscillators of very superior monochromacy.

Unfortunately, however, our calculation was mislead-
ing, as a comparison between theory and experiment
shows. The monochromacy of the radiation can be
tested by an interference experiment. Reflecting the
light from the front and back surface of a loss-free
dielectric layer of the thickness d (for example, air), we
may form a standing-wave pattern (see I, Sec. 18).
The reflected light intensity, observed as function of
the layer thickness, exhibits a sequence of interference
maxima and minima. For a truly monochromatic light
source, emitting only the wavelength tre, the thickness d
might be increased ad infinitum without causing a de-
terioration in the definition of these interference stripes.
If the light source emits two wavelengths, ),1 and 1,21

corresponding to the half-power points of the spectral
line, both lines would create their individual inter-
ference systems. Since the difference in wavelength of
the two lines is very small,

trr =z trz - Io,

tr1-tr2:AI1,
(20.5)

the stripe systems initially overlap. 'When the layer
thickness is increased to q)\o/2 wavelengths, the maxima
of the first system fall on the minima of the second
and the interference is blurred. As the dielectric layer
reaches a thickness gtrs, the patterns coincide again
perfectly and the interference phenomenon is restored
to its original clarity (Fig. 20.1). Thus by measuring
the layer thickness from consonance to consonance, we
obtain the wavelength difference of the two lines as

A),1 : \o/q. (20.6)

Actually, the bandwidth Atra of our spectral line is
filled with a continuum of additional wavelengths;
henee a continuous sequence of additional stripe sys-
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I * df toward or away from the observer, equals, ac-
cording to Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics,

dw: -mr2/zkr 6r. (20.e)

This relative motion between the radiating particle and
the measuring device produces a Doppl,er effect.2 The
observer will note, instead of the frequency zs, the fre-
quencies

By replacing the variable f in the distribution law with
the observed frequency v, we may rewrite Eq. 20.9,

since
c

f : - (, - ro),
YO

c
d( : -dr,vg

(20.11)

f; -m c2 r..-..^t2c
dw : 

l r"*e 
2kr Yoz\' '' 

;o'' 
(20'12)

The intensity distribution of the radiation over the
various frequencies images this velocity distribution.
Identifying with .Is the intensity for the undisplaced
frequency vs a,t the center of the line, we expect that
the intensity will fall towards both sides due to the
Doppler effect, as

mc2,
I : roe #:,ib-'d2c or.

vg

It drops to l/e or 0.368 of its maximum intensity at a
frequency

green mercury line due to the Doppler
becomes

Av1, :6 X 108 [sec-l];

effect then

(20.16)

it is about 500 times larger than that produced by
radiation damping (see Eq. 20.4). This is the mag-
nitude indicated by the outcome of the Fabry-Perot
experiment.

It is possible to avoid the Doppler effect, by using
molecular beams as the light source and directing them
perpendicularly to the direction of observation.s If we
exclude this special case, the light sources presented by
the finest spectral lines of the physicist are of about
the same Q as the best cavity resonators of the electrical
engineer.

In the preceding discussion we have made one addi-
tional tacit assumption: that excited atoms and mole-
cules can live out their natural life span r undisturbed.
Actually, they will collide with other atoms and mole-
cules or with the walls of the container and be forced
to radiate after a normally much shorter collision time
rs. Fourier analysis shows that the shorter the pulse,

the wider the bandwidth; hence a collision- or pressure-

broadening of spectral lines will result.
The order of magnitude of r" can be derived by a

simple gaskinetic consideration as the ratio of the free
path (the average distance 7 traversed between colli-
sions) and of the average velocity E of. the particle:

it-t" : L/t) (20.17)

The free path is inversely proportional to the number
.l[ of particles per unit volume and to the target area
4rr2 that each of them offers. A more accurate calcu-
lation gives - 1

I : 
{-2 N4rtrz' 

(20'18)

where r designates the collision rod,ius of the particle in
question.

To obtain the average velocity, we recall that each
particle has three degrees of freedom and that the
kinetic energy associated with each degree of freedom
equals, according to the equipartition law of classical
physics, t$kf . Ifence

t*r' : ZkT (20.le)

and, as a somewhat more detailed calculation shows,

a: (20.20)

(20.2r)

Thus

t, : to(t - i) (20.10)

vo lzhTlr: lro*; 
l;,

(20.13)

(20.14)

the frequency difference between these half-width
points mey be designated as the bandwidth of the line,

(20.15)

produced by Doppl,er broad,enin4.
Let us assume that the water-cooled mercury lamp

of Fabry and Perot had a gas temperature ? of about
300oK. The weight of the mercury atom is rnas" -
3.34 X 10-25 [kg], and the molecular gas constant k :
1.380 X 10-23 [joule d.g-tJ. The half-width of the

2 C. Doppler, Abh. kgl. Bdhmisches Ges. Wiss.I5l2,465 (1842).

r[;
Tc:---- ^l- '' N(4r)2 \J okT

3 See H. Kuhn, J. Sci. Instr. 23,249 (1946).

2vo
Av1, : 

- c
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Assuming for mercury a collision radius r - 1.5 A
and for the water-cooled mercury lamp a pressure of
Yto ^ at 300"K, that is (cf. F,q. 2.l2),

tV : y x= - 8.2 X 102r [m-r], (20.22)
7600 300

we obtain a free path I - 7.8 X 10-4 [m], an average
velocity for the mercury atom of u'-'177 lm sec-r],
hence a collision time rs - 4.4 X 10-o [sec]. Thus, if
the effect of the collisions is that the natural lifetime r
of the excited atom must be replaced by the collision
time rc, we expect, according to Eq. 20.1, a bandwidth
due to collision broadening

a,h : l1 - 3.6 X 104 [sec-l]. (20.23)
2r r"

In our example of the mercury lamp, the natural life-
time is about thirty-three times shorter than the colli-
sion time; hence the effect of pressure broadening can
be neglected. At higher pressures this is not the case,

but the Doppler effect will normally dominate the line
width in the visible and ultraviolet region. For a con-
venient comparison of the broadening by radiation,
Doppler effect, and collision we can write the three

contributions in terms of the relative line width a as

radiation damping

I Avn -.L
O 

: 
^n 

:;: L.t7 X 10-11--

Doppler efrect

+ 2.7x 10-8 r\a
collision broadening

+ 4.88 x lo-e ,E+, e0.24)

where tre is the resonance wavelength in [m], ? the
absolute temperature, M the mole weight in [kg], and
I the free path in [m]. In the case of an atomic hydro-
gen gas at 760 mm pressure and OoC we would find for
the resonance wavelength I0 : 1.215 X 10-7 [m] (see

Eq. 5.21), and for 7 : 8.4 X 10-7 [m], that

An=l X 10-7 +I.4X 10-5 +3] x 10-7. Q0.25)

The Doppler efrect still dominates, but the effect of
pressure broadening is already 3.7 times the attenua-
tion caused by radiation damping. At long wave-
lengths, the influence of pressure broadening will clearly
become the decisive factor.

a See M. Born, Optilc, Springer, Berlin, 1936, Sec. 86.

How well the shape of a spectral line can be meas-
ured depends frequently not on its own bandwidth but
on the resolving power of the analyzing optical instru-
ment. This resoluing power, defined by the physicist as

the ratio of the average wavelength I of the spectral
region in question to the observable wavelength difrer-
ence A),, is identical with the Q introduced by the elec-
trical engineer:

2L ' Mierowave Spectroscopy

(21.1)

its third order aQ of. about 3 X 105; a Lummer-Gehreke
glass plate of 1 cm thickness may reach a Q of. about
106; and with the best Perot-Fabry air-plate inter-
ferometer a I up to 7 X 106 has been obtained.l

In the infrared, the resolving power of the prism or
grating is not the decisive factor, but more stringent
limitations are imposed by the nature of the heat
radiation and the means for its detection. The low
intensity of thermal radiation and the relatively in-
sensitive bolometer or thermocouple receivers require
wide slits. In addition, disturbing radiation emanates
from all parts of the equipment and produces a high
noise level. Thus the overall Q of the equipment may
decrease in the far infrared to 101, and the experi-
mental difficulties encountered in this wavelength region
have all but discouraged the investigation of the rota-

l For a detailed discussion of the resolving power of interfer-
ometers, see, for example, G. Hansen, Hand,buch der physikali-
schm Opt;ik, Barth, Leipzig, 1927, pp. 185 ff.

Iva---AILv

The Q of the instrument must obviously be larger than
that of the spectral line, before finer details can be dis-
cerned.

In the visible and ultraviolet the resolving power is
given by the dispersion which the prisms, gratings, or
interferometers ean provide. For the region of the green
mercury line, a flint-type prism of 10-cm base realizes a

I of about 104; a grating of 100,000 lines produces in
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tion spectra themselves. The main sources of our
knowledge on rotating molecules were, until recently,
the vibration-rotation spectra in the near infrared (cf.
Fig. 18.7) and the Raman spectra observed with high
dispersion in the visible and ultraviolet region.2

The microwave techniques of radar, developed dur-
ing World'War fI, have altered this situation radically.
Very stable new tubes such as the klystron oscillators
have made a microwave spectroscopy possible based on
monochromatic sources of accurately adjustable fre-
quency and phase and on extremely sensitive detectors
rather than on dispersive instruments and broad-band
light sources. fnterference techniques thus come into
their own again and allow us to measure wavelengths
and frequencies electronically to seven significant fig-
ures and to analyze line shapes with corresponding
accuracy. The microwave speetroscope, operating at
present mainly in the region of. 2O to 0.5 cm surpasses
by nearly a millionfold the resolving power of the gr:at-
ing instruments operating in the far infrared, and
reaches that of the best optical interferometers.s A
typical electronic spectroscope is shown in Fig. zt.L.

The information obtained by such precise measure-
ments of the structure of molecular lines is of a surpris-
ing variety. Accurate data result as to moments of in-
ertia, bond distances and bond angles, dipole moments
and collision frequencies, nuclear magnetic dipole and
electric quadrupole moments, isotopic masses, and the
intemal electric fields of molecules. The limitations of
the method are that microwave absorptions are, in

l In the Ramnn effect lC. V. Raman, Ind;i,on J. Physics 2,387
(1928)1, the spectrum of the scattered light is observed. It
shows, in addition to the original frequency of the incident light
(Rayleigh scattering), weak lines displaced by distances corre-
sponding to the vibrations and rotations.

I For surveys of microwave spectroscopy, see, for example,
D. K. Coles, Ailaonnes in Electroruias, Academic Press, New York,
1950, Vol. II, pp. 299 fr; E. B. Wilson, Jr., Trans. Farday Soc.9,
f08 (1950)1 Conference on Microwave Spectroscopy, Ann. Nal
Yorlc Acad,. Sc?. 66, 743 (1952); W. Gordy, Phystcs Toilay,
December, 1952, p. 5; W. GordS W. V. Smith, and R. Tram-
barulo, Miqoutwe Speotroscopy, John Wiley and Sons, New York,
1953.

general, weak (see Sec. 19) and that only healy mole-
cules have rotation lines in this spectral range. How-
ever, we ca,n ohserve a host of additional transitions

Xr=2

t =l

t =O

Fig.2l.2. fnversion and potential double well of NHs molecule.
(After Herzberg.t)

between fine-structure as well as hyperfine-structure
levels by Stark and Zeeman effect measurements on
atoms a and molecules. Furthermore, nonplanar mole-

a See, for example, the famous hydrogen experinent by W. E.
Lamb and R. C. Retherford, Phys. Rar 72,211 (Lg{l) [see also
II. A. Bethe, Phys. Ras. 72,339 (1947)1, which led to a definite
disagreement with modern quantum theory because the inter-
action between the electron and the radiation field had not been
considered.
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Fig. 21.1. Electronic spectroscope.
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cules like ammonia can exist in two equivalent struc-
tures, as Fig. 21.2 illustrates. The "flip-flop" or "in-
version" frequency between the two constellations may
produce spectra in the microwave region.

The inversion spectrum of ammonia occupies a unique
position in microwave spectroscopy. It was the first
and only microwave spectrum of gases measured before
the war (in the pioneering, semi-optical experiment of
Cleeton and 

'Williams 6 at 1.25 cm). It has been rein-
vestigated by numerous observers with the high re-
solving power of modem postwar techniques.s Also
the deutero-ammonias have been studied in detail.6
The ammonia absorption may therefore serve as a
classical example to demonstrate what the microwave
spectroscopist sees and how he proceeds in his inter-
pretations.T

The absorption near 1.25 cm wavelength (0.8 cm-l
in wave numbers) in ammonia gas is caused by the pos-

sibility of turning the NHa molecule "inside out," that
is,r;carrying the nitrogen atom through the plane of the
hydrogen atoms to its image position. The original
and the inverted configuration represent, from the
standpoint of the nitrogen atom, two identical potential
wells separated by an energy barrier (Fig. 21.2).8 This
constellation of a double well has been discussed already
in the case of the H2+ ion (see Fig. 1a.2). We have

seen that each energy state of a particle in a single well
splits into two states in a double well because the two
configurations are in quantum-mechanical resonance.
'We expect, therefore, that the vibration spectrum of
the ammonia molecule shows the same splitting of
each term in a symmetrical and an antisymmetrical
sublevel and will lead to a doublet structure of its
lines. This structure has indeed been found in the far
infrared absorption spectrum of NHs (Fig. 21.3).e

6 C. E. Cleeton and N. II. TVilliams, Phys. Rar 45,234 (1934).
0 M. T. Weiss and M. W. P. Strandberg, Phys. Rat 83, 567

(1951); K. A. Sawyer and J. B. Kierstead., M.I.T. Res. Lab.

Electroni.cs T ech. Rep. 188 (195f ).
? Two microwave absorptions troublesome for radar transmis-

sion were the first gas spectra encountered with modern equip-
ment during the war: a water vapor intercombination line be-

tween two rotation states at 1.35 cm, predicted by Van Vleck
U. H. Van Vleck, Phys. Reu.77, 425 (1947)l and measured with
various techniques [see R. H. Dicke, R. Beringer, R. L. Kyhl
and A. B. Vane, Phys. Reu. 70,340 (f946); C. H. Townes and
F. R. Merrilt, Phys. Rat 70,558 (1946); G. E.Becker and S. H.
Autler, Phys. Rat 70,300 (1946)1, and a magnetic dipole absorp'
tion of the paramagnetic Oz molecule between 4 and 6 mm first
observed by Beringer [R. Beringe4 Phys. Rn. 70,53 (1946)] and
calcnlated by Van Vleck u. H. Van Vleck, Phys. Beu. 71, 413
(1e47)1.

s D. M. psnnissn and G. E. Ilhlenbeck, Phys. Rat 11, 313
(1932). Figure from G. Ilerzberg, Infrared and, Ramnn Spectra
of Polyatom:f,c Molecul,es, Van Nostrand, New York, 1945.

e N. Wright and H. M. Randal, Phys. Rett.44,391 (f9$).

The average time r a particle requires to transfer
from one side of the potential barrier to the other by
tunnel effect, is inversely proportional to the energy
difference of the two sublevels. The probability of
transfer, and with it the doublet splitting, is very small

3.O 3.3 3.6 3.9 4.2
y x lo-rs cps

Fig. 21.3. Infrared doublet structure of NHa spectrum lpath
length I cm, pressure 8 cm at (4), 10 cm at (5), 7.3 cm at (6)1.

(After Wright and Randall.e)

for levels which lie low in the potential well, but in-
creases rapidly when, with increasing vibration quan-
tum numbers o, the top of the potential barrier is
approached. The absorption near 1.25 cm corresponds
to the transition between the two sublevels of the
doublet for the zero-vibration state (ground vibration),
tl:0.

'When this absorption line is investigated with the
high resolution of the microwave spectroscope, an ex-
tensive fine structure is observed to (Fig. 2L.4). Such a

Line J,K
I

9'8

23,OOO 23,5OO a4|OOO 24$OO 25,OOO

z (mc)

Fig. 21.4. Fine structure of NH3 spectrum in microwave range.
(After Townes.ro)

structure would be expected since the ammonia mole-
cule can rotate around its symmetry axis as well as
around an axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis
(Fig. 2L.5). These rotations lead to slight centrifugal
distortions of the molecule in two opposite wa,ys: the

10 W. E. Good, Phys. Reu.70,213 (1946); C. H. Townes, Phys.
&ea.70,665 (1946); B. Bleaney and R. P. Penrose, Nature 157,
339 (1946)1 Proc. Roy. Soc. (London), L189,358 (1947).
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rotation around the symmetry axis, characterized by
an angular momentum quantum number K, tends to
flatten the pyramidal molecule, hence to decrease the
potential barrier and increase the inversion frequencyl
vice versa, the rotation around a perpendicular axis

I

Fig. 21.5. Rotation and centrifugal distortion of NH3 molecule.

steepens the pyramid, raises the potential hill, and re-
duces the splitting and with it the inversion frequency.
The angular momentum in the latter case is prescribed
by the combination of two quantum numbers../ and K
as(J2 +J - K\%.

About thirty fine structure lines have been observed
which correspond to flip-flop frequencies at various
rotation states of the NHe molecule. The doublet
splitting of the nonrotating molecule in its vibrational
ground state equals 0.66 wave number. For the differ-
ent rotation states of the molecule the inversion lies at
the wave numbers

v':0.66 -0.0011Q2+J -K',) +0.0005K2 [.*-t].
(2r.2)

The allocation of quantum numbers ("I, K) to the vari-
ous lines (see Fig. 21.4) becomes possible if we observe
the intensity of the lines and compare this with the
statistical weight of the terms and the transition prob-
abilities theoretically predicted. For example, levels
J : K have both a large statistical weight and a high
transition probability, and lines with K a multiple of 3
are especially preferred. This leads to the identifica-
tion of the two strongest lines as (J,K) : (3,3) and
(6,6), and so on.

The observed splittings of the lines allow us to deter-
mine the separation of the two minima of the potential
well and the height of the potential barrier between
them.rl The height of the NHe pyramid, which equals
one half the separation distance of the two minima, is

1r See G. Herzberg, Molncular Spectra and, Molecular Stru,chne.
I. Diatornic Moleeules, D. Van Nostrand, New York, 1950, pp.
22T fr.

found as 0.38 A; the pyramid is thus quite flat, in
agreement with the large bond angle found for the
ammonia molecule (see Fig. 17.7). The height of the
potential hill, the activation energy of inversion, proves
to be 2076 cm-l or about 0.26 [ev] (cf. Eq. L9.L2).
The flip-flop frequency of the vibrational ground state,
z : 0.66 X 3 X tr010 : 2 X 1010 [sec-l], givestheaver-
age time of inversion as

10-11 [sec]. (21.3)

When an individual rotation line of the fine structure
spectrum (see Fig. 2I.4) is carefully examined as a
function of the ammonia gas pressure, a hyperfine
structure may be discerned (Fig. 21.6). This structure
proves to be due to the coupling of the electric quad-
rupole moment of the nucleus Nla with the electronic
structure of the ammonia molecule. Such nuclear elec-
tric moments can arise because the positive charge of

c(l)O.--
+Cl-
clL

e-E
o

v (mc)

23,860 23865 23.€70 23.875 23,880
y (mc)

23,866 23,868 
,.ifli 23.a72 2.$?4

Fig. 21.6. Hyperfine structure of rotation line of NHs molecule.
(After Good 10 and Townes.lo)

the nucleus need not be spherical in shape. Nuclei
may have angular moments and thus magnetic dipole
moments. The spin axis must be an axis of rotational
charge symmetry, but the charge may be distributed in
the form of an ellipsoid, either prolate or oblate (FiS.
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2L.7). Such a charge distribution can be regarded as
the superposition of a spherical charge and of an electric
quadrupole. By convention, the prolate type of nucleus

with Nr5, or hydrogen with deuterium, large changes
in the inversion frequencies can be produced. This
isotope effect c&uses the NH3 absorption at ca. 24,000
megacycles to move to a more than ten times smaller
frequency for ND3 (ca. 2000 megacycles). An observa-
tion of such isotope shifts gives the additional equa-
tions needed for the evaluation of the force constants
of the molecule.

By replacing hydrogen partly with deuterium, the
symmetric-top molecules NHe are converted into the
as5rmmetric rotors NH2D and ND2H. This changes
the character of the microwave spectrum appreciably.
In the inversion spectrum of the degenerate sSrmmetri-
cal top no rotational transitions occur, whereas in the
microwave spectrum of the partly deuterized molecules
inversion and rotation transitions take place simul-
taneously.o These more complicated spectra can give
information on the sign of the nuclear electric quad-
rupole moment, which turns out to be negative (oblate)
for Nla. Furthermore, additional data on the centrif-
ugal distortion of the molecule result.

The Stark splitting of rotational energy levels by an
external electric field in the microwave region (Fig.
21.8) 12 offers a new method for the determination of

spi n

Positive nucleor
Quodrupole

Negotive nucleor
Quodrupole

Fig. 2I.7. Nuclear quadrupole moment.

is said to have a positive quadrupole moment. The
N15 nucleus has no quadrupole moment, and the hyper-
fine structure of Fig. 2I.4, in consequence, disappears.
In addition to the hyperfine structure due to the nuclear

Cross-sectron of obsorption cell

lns f Microwovefield

i Stork f ield

Stork

Fig. 21.8. Stark splitting of rotational levels.

quadrupole, which produces line shifts of the order of
megacycles, a much smaller shift of the order of kilo-
cycles results due to the coupling of the magnetic
moment, of the nucleus with that of the rotating mole-
cule.6

The masses of the nuclei enter into the vibration and
rotation frequencies; consequently, by replacing Nla

Spectrum

Oscillogrom (obtoined with
squore-wove moduloted .2v,. ^
Stork f ield) m =o. ,4. '-t 71r.=+ I

s.r{iu"A4ttllrN<mUe*
(After Strandberg, Wentink, and Kyhl.lz)

molecular electric dipole moments which has a number
of advantages over older methods.ls The moment is
determined for a certain vibrational and rotational

12 M. W. P. Strandberg, T. 'Wentink, and R. L. Kyhl, Phys.
Reu.76,270 (1949).

tt See, for example, K.B. McAfee, Jr., R. II.Ifughes, and E. B.
Wilson, Jr., Reu. Scd. Instr. 20,821 (1949).

r (mc) ->
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state of the molecule and not as an average of all
states. Impurities are no longer of importance since
the spectrum of a specific molecule is examined. Micro-
wave measurements on Stark effects are made at gas

pressure of only about 0.01 mm Hg, hence many sub-
stances can be studied in the vapor state without danger
of association. Accuracies to 0.01 debye can be ob-
tained,la while a measurement of the dipole moment
from the temperature dependence of the dielectric con-
stant (see Sec. 16) is, in general, not more accurate
than 0.1 debye. Stark efrect measurements on the NH3
inversion spectrum have led to the permanent moment

F. : 1.45 [debye].16
This superior accuracy of microwave spectroscopy,

however, does not imply that direct electric measure-
ments of dipole moments have become unnecessary.
The Stark effect technique is applicable only for simple
molecules where the theory can be worked out. Fur-
thermore, it does not extend to the liquid and solid
phases, where the resonance spectra of rotation have
been destroyed (see Secs. 22fr.).

ra See, for example, R. G. Shulmann, B. P. Daily, and C. H.
Townes, Phys. Reu.78,145 (1950).

16 See P. Kisliuk and C. I[. Townes, Molecular Microwave
Spectra Tables, J. Res. U. S. Natl. Bur. Stanil,. 44,6IL (1950).

Microwave measurements, finally, allow a detailed
study of the pressure broadening of spectral lines. As a
first result of observations, as in Fig. 21.6, a comparison
is obtained between the gaskinetic collision time z" (see

E,q.20.2L) and the actual average time interval between
collisions. This time proves to be about fifteen times
shorter than the kinetic theory predicts; obviously, the
large dipole moment of the ammonia molecule has in-
creased its collision radius appreciably. At higher pres-
sures the collision damping becomes so strong that not
a sJrrnmetrical but an as5rmmetrical broadening of the
line results. The resonance peak shifts to lower fre
quencies 16 as already foreseen by the simple oscillator
theory (see Eq. 4.9).

Microwave spectral lines like the 3,3 line of ammonia
at 23,870 megacycles are under consideration as pri-
mary frequency standards and for the control of
"atomic clocks" which might compare atomic time
with sidereal time.lz Our present frequency standards
are based on "quartz clockst' operating by piezoelectric
resonance (see Sec. 26).

ro B. Bleany and J. H. N. Loubser, Proc. Phys. 9oc. (London)
L63,483 (1950).

17 H. Lyons, Phys. Ras. 7{,1203 (1948); Arm. N. Y. Acad. Sct,.

66,831 (1952).

22 ' Pressure Broadeoiog and Debye's Relaxation Eguation

In discussing the frequency dependence of the per-
mittivity of gases, we started with the anomalous dis-
persion and resonance absorption of linear harmonic
oscillators (see Sec. 4). The dispersion formula of
classical physics thus derived predicted correctly the
general shape of spectral lines. It was impossible,
however, to foresee the intensity and frequency loca-
tion of these lines from classical considerations because
the existence of stationary energy states of atoms and
molecules is a nonclassical phenomenon. Only by pass-

ing from Newtonian mechanics to quantum mechanics
was an interpretation obtained of the stationary states
of electronic excitation, vibration, and rotation as

standing-wave patterns of the probability waves, and
of the spectral lines as transitions between the various
enerry levels. The intensity of the lines proved to be
given by the statistical weight of the terms (their
multiplet structure) and by the transition probabilities
(see Secs. 12 and 19). The line width results from radi-
ation damping, Doppler effect, and collision broaden-
ing (see Sec. 20); for higher pressures, collision damping

becomes the decisive factor. Since the density of the
condensed phases corresponds to that of normal gases

under several thousand atmospheres of pressure, the
pressure broadening of spectral lines has to be con-
sidered as one important aspect in the discussion of
the dielectric absorption of solids and liquids.

That a rapid sequence of interrupting collisions will
make the formation of discrete quantum states impos-
sible can be derived immediately from the uncertainty
relation (Eq. 8.11):

asar>h. (22.t)

If the time interval Al equals the natural life span r of
the quantum state (Al : maximum), the energy state
6 is defined with optimum sharpness (Ag : minimum).
ff, on the other hand, a disrupting collision takes place
during every vibration or rotation cycle (A, : L/v), the
uncertainty in the definition of the energy state be-

AE : hz, (22.2)

that is, of the order of magnitude of the total quan-
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tum energy. The resonance state in this case has van-
ished, and the spectral line has broadened into a con-
tinuum; the resonator, classically speaking, has been

overdamped.
fn Sec. 20 we treated the case of pressure broadening

by substituting in the damping factor of Eq. 4.14

2a -- Lf r, (22.3)

the time interval r, between collisions in place of the
natural lifetime r of the quantum state. This seems
justified if many weak collisi,ons constitute a continuous
drain on the energy of the oscillator without causing
abrupt changes in amplitude and phase. In contrast,
the pool game of gas kinetics visualizes frequently the
interaction of molecules as a statistical sequence of
strong collisions, each of them altering the enerry and
momentum of the partners violently. Under such con-
ditions, the amplitude and phase of the classical oscil-
lator varies discontinuously, and not the steady-state
solution (Eq. a.27) of the force equation applies but
the general solution composed of steady-state and tran-
sient terms.

The dispersion formula of classical physics pictures,
electrically speaking, the resonating atoms or mole-
cules in the gaseous state as L, R, C circuits shunted
by a capacitance (o). The classical approach to the
treatment of dipole molecules in the condensed phases of
liquids and solids is to consider the polar molecules as
rotating in a medium of dominating friction.l 'We

postulate, in effect, that the acceleration term can be
neglected, that is, that the L, R, C equivalent circuit
reduces to an R, C circuit (b), (Fig. 22.1). In this ex-

(b) Rototor in medium where
friction term dominotes

Eig.22.l. Equivalent circuits of free resonator molecule and of
rotator molecule in medium of dominating friction.

treme case of weak-collision broadening we thus substi-
tute by-hunch for the reson&nce spectrum of Fig. 4.2the
relaxation spectrum of I, F'ig. 26.5, with its complex
permittivity (see I, Eq. 26.14),

Now only the task remains to reinterpret the static and
optical permittivities rr' and r.', and the relaxation
time r by molecular quantities.

The optical dielectric constant r*', represented in the
electric circuit analogue by the by-pass capacitor, con-
tains the contribution of the induced moments

Fr:(o'*oo)E' (22.5)

caused by the electronic and atomic polarizabilities of
the molecules (the defomation polarization). The
static dielectric constant rr' contains, in addition, the
orientation polarization of the perrnanent moments p.
According to the statistical theory of Sec. 16, when the
electric field energy is small in comparison to the ther-
mal enerry of agitation, each dipole molecule con-
tributes an average moment (see Eq. 16.9)

-tra:ffi"'. (22.6)

If we could assume that E' represents the applied field
E, as in gases at low pressure, we would immediately
obtain the static and optical dielectric constants as
given in Eqs. 16.11 and 16.12 and thus from E,q.22.4
the complex permittivity

Nf. )12 1 IK*: t*;l(',*ao)* 
r+1r, 1**l (22.7)

Actually, the applied field E will have to be replaced
by some local field E', for example, the Mosotti field
of Eq. 2.9:

(22.8)

In this case we obtain for the polarizability per unit
volume not the K* - 1 of Eq. 22.7, but the more in-
volved equation

r*-l
K*+2

PEE':"*r*:B(**+2).

L2

v2

R2

I P. Debye, Polnr Molnrulns, Chemical Catalog Co., New York,
1929, Chap. V.

cl

lfo :
3.0

(22.4)

N: 
B* {r', + c") * #icl ez.s)

This modified polarizability has the static and the
optical value

**',"- t : * { 
t'' * ao) * #l'

(22.10)
K.' - 1 ^nf

x*, * 
: 

&" 
(o" * o)'

By introducing the expressions on the left into Eq. 22.9,
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we return to the formulation for the complex permit-
tivity given in Eq. 22.4,

Combining Eqs. 22.L4 and 22.15, Debye obtained
for the spherical molecule, if it behaves like a ball
rotating in oil, the relaxation time& , 'K"-K*t,r- : A@ T:---:--,

L f Xar"

with the new time constant
Atrasq -- 3n-v-.KT KT

(22.1r)

(22.12)

(22.13)

(22.16)

Krt *2Te:rd+,

Hence, by replacing the applied field E with the
Mosotti field E' the interpretation but not the shape

of the relaxation spectrum has changed. Only the re-
laxation time has lengthened from r to r", and the
molecular meaning of the static and optical dielectric
constants has been altered by the introduction of the
denominators rr' f 2 and rc*' * 2 in Eq. 22.10. Simi
larly, any other type of local field expression will not
change the shape of the absorption spectrum as long
as the motion of the dipole molecule is represented by
a first-order differential equation.

The remaining problem is the molecular interpreta-
tion of the relaxation time r. According to the assump-
tion of dominating friction, we have to picture the
polar molecules as rotating under the torque T of the

d0
electric field with an angular velocitV 

* 
proportional

to this torque, or

The time constant is proportional to the volume V of.

the sphere and to the macroscopic viscosity of the solu-
tion. Water at room temperature has a viscosity q :
0.01 poise; with a radius of ca. 2 A for the water mole-
cule, a time constant of r - 0.25 X L0-10 sec results.

Figure 22.2 shows that indeed the relaxation time of
water is located near the wavelength of 1 cm. The
agreement, however, is somewhat marred by the re-
alization that experimentally we have determined

106 rot ros roe ro'o
Frequency in cycles per second

3 x ro5 3xroa 
niJ,j3''..nrilit'rt'.tll?l 

3 o'3

Fig.22.2. Relaxation spectrum of water at room temperature.

rs N 20r instead of r itself. Obviously, neither the
sphere model nor the Mosotti field should be taken too
seriouslyl the essence of Debye's approach is to postu-
late that the orientation of polar molecules in liquids
and solids leads spectroscopically to a simple relaxation
spectrum.

The Debye equntion (F,q. 22.11) may be written in
various forms, which have their special merits for the
evaluation of experimental characteristics. Separating
it into its real and imaginary parts, we obtain the
standard version

deT: l-."dt

The friction factor f will depend on the shape of the
molecule and on the type of interaction it encounters.
If one visualizes the molecule as a sphere of the radius
o, rotating in a liquid of the viscosity 4 according to
Stokes's law,2 classical hydrodynamics leads to the
value

| : 8trna3- (22.r4)

In a static field, the spherical dipole carriers will have
a slight preferential orientation parallel to this field
and thus contribute the average moment of Eq. 22.6.

A sudden removal of the external field will cause an
exponential decay of this ordered state due to the ran-
domizing agitation of the Brownian movement. The
relaxation time r (or zr) measures the time required to
reduce the order to l/e of its original value. Ddbye 1

was able to calculate this time statistically by deriving
the space orientation under the counteracting influences
of the Brownian motion and of a time-dependent elec-

tric field and found
r, : fu' (22.t5)

2 G. Stokes, Trans. Cambridge Phil. Soc.9, 8 (1851).

17tt :
(rrr' - x*')ar"

(22.17)
I ! a2rr2

(*u' - rc-')ar"
tan 6

rr'* Kr'rizT"z

If we introduce as a new variable I

z : kt ar", (22.r8)

3 See H. Frdhlich, Theory of Dielectrics, Clarendon Press, Ox-
ford, 1949, p.73.

t t K"- Ko'
[-tr6:-:'- --w 

!lo;2r"2

K,,:-:
K,
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Eqs. 22.17 may be rewritten in

K' - K*'

,('- r('
@

a normalized form

e'
Kr'-K*' L*e2" e"*e-"

Kt' 1
:-t

Kr' - K*' e" t e-"

tan8 1

(22.te)

Krt - K*' K.'a" * rcr'e-"

Figure 22.3 shows this logarithmic plot of the disper-
sion and absorption characteristic, and, added to them,

equation proves of value in analyzing and extrapolat-
ing experimental data. If we plot r" against r' in the
complex plane, points obeying the Debye equation fall

on a semicircle with its center ut*" t^*-' (Fig. 22.4),
2

as Cole and Cole a first pointed out. This becomes el'i-
dent when we rewrite Eq. 22.1I in the form

(** - tr*') * j(** - x*')ar" : srt - K*'. (22.22)

The first member on the left side corresponds to a
vector u; the second member, as the factorT indicates,
adds perpendicular to it and represents a vector v; the
sum is the diagonal of the circle.

Fig.22.4. Cole-Cole circle diagram of r* in complex plane.

The loss factor x" reaches its maximum at the critical
frequency

0)n1, : I/rr, (22.23)

that is, at the critical wavelength

tr- : 2trcr" (22.24)

at which the dipole polarization has fallen to its half
value. Furthermore

,, Kr' - K.' S,.::_."max 2 2

The relaxation time and the contribution S of the orren-
tation polarization to the permittivity can be deter-
mined by these relations from the absorption char-
acteristic of a dielectric as long as the Debye equation
is valid.

Finally, from F,q. 22.17 we obtain the linear equa-
tion in r' versus ux", and r' versus rc" f ot

K' : Kr' - cot"K",

K,,

- K*' +-'
0)Te

the first of which may be rewritten

(22.26)

6t:6"t-cre. (22.27)

Thus the static and optical dielectric constants are
given by the intersection, and r" bV the slope of a

{ K. S. Cole and R. H. Cole, ./. Chnm. Phys. 9, Ul (1941).

t
K,,

I
t

I
I

oL<
o.ot o.r r to too

dr. -->

Fig. 22.3. Dielectric constant, loss factor, and conductivity of
simple relaxation spectrum in normalized form.

as a third curve, the relative dielectric conductivity
(see I, Eq. 1.16)

6 : (rK"

in the normalized form

6Te et:-.
Kr' - K-' ez + e-z

The conductivity curve is the mirror image of the r'
characteristic; that is, the orientation polarization
leads to a constant maximum conductivity contribu-
tion beyond the range of the dispersion region.

It may seem surprising that, after the polarizing
action of the permanent dipoles has disappeared, their
existence is still noted with full force as a conduction
effect, but the explanation is simple. As the frequen-
cies range so high that the molecules have no time to
turn, we do not notice that the two opposite dipole
charges are coupled together; their effect on the con-
duction is therefore the full contribution of two ions
of opposite polarity moving in the electric field aecord-
ing to Ohm's law.

tr'igure 22.3 shows clearly the frequency spread of the
dispersion phenomenon. According to the decade scale,
it is practically limited to one decade for r' and to two
decades for x" above and below the center frequency.
One further graphical representation of the Debye

(22.20)

(22.21)

(22.25)
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straight line, as long as the simple relaxation equation
applies.

The theory has confronted us with two extreme
cases: the classical resonance absorption 5 in a quan-

@a
FiS. 22.5. Assumed pressure broadening of resonance into
relaxation spectrum (collision frequency very much smaller,

equal, or much larger than the rotation frequency).

r The classical dispersion equations were first derived by Ket-
teler and Hebnholz lsee E. Ketteler, Wied. Ann. !9,382 (1893)]
and developed into an electron theory of dispersion by Lorentz
(see II. A. Lorentz, Proceeilings Amsterilnm Acad,emy, 1897-
18e8).

The assumption of a simple relaxation spectrum fits
satisfactorily the frequency response of a number of
dielectrics, especially of dilute solutions of polar mate-
rials in nonpolar solvents, when the shape of the dipole
molecules is approximately spherical. This fact, how-
ever, should not be construed as a confirmation of the
special Debye equation (8q.22.11), which is based on
the Mosotti field (Eq. 2.9). By specifying this type of
local field we have implicitly resigned ourselves to
eatastrophic consequences.

tum-mechanical reinterpretation and the Debye re-
laxation absorption. It is tempting to link the two
cases graphically by postulating that pressure broaden-
ing gradually converts a resonance into a relaxation
spectrum (Fig. 22.5). Also mathematically the sem-
blance of a unified theory can be achieved, as the
interesting attempt of Van Vleck and Weisskopf 6 shows
(extended by Yan Vleck and Margenau 7). However,
it seems questionable how far it makes physical sense

to force a marriage between two concepts based on en-
tirely different assumptions. The original resonance
picture deals with oscillators that are effectively un-
coupled and suffer only norv and then disturbing im-
pacts. The force of the applied field induces moments,
and the frequency of the field changes these moments
in amplitude and phase. The relaxation picture deals
with rotators in a state of perpetual impact. The field
produces a torque on permanent moments, and the
orientation of these moments begins to lag as the fre-
quency increases. There is no classical resonance ab-
sorption for the rotator, and the replacing of induced
moments by permanent moments in the resonance
equation does not change the original meaning of the
frequency dependence, which is not compatible with
that of the relaxation equation. We should expect that
the pressure broadening of rotation spectra does not
lead to a unique result as Fig. 22.5 implies, but to a
diversity of situations in keeping with the great variety
of surroundings which the solid and liquid state can
offer. The Debye case is one simple prototype of the
behavior of polar molecules in condensed phases; we
shall encounter others in the subsequent sections.

6 J. H. Van Vleck and V. F. 'Weisskopf., 
Reus. Mod. Phys. 17,

227 (Ls45).
7 J" H. Van Vleck and H. Margenau, Phys. Rat 76, l2lt

(1e4e).

This becomes apparent when we return to the de-
fining equation for the polarization (Eq. 1.5)

P : ("' - l)esE : .l[aE'. (23.1)

By introducing for the local field E' the Mosotti field

23 ' The Mosotti Catastrophe and the Local Field

PE':E+-'' 
3eo

(23.2)

we obtain for the polarization and the electric suscep-
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tibility the expressions

.l/aEP_
Na1--
3.0

(23.3)

X= rc' - |
Naf eo

Na1--
3.0

Hence, when the polarizability term of the denomina-
tor Na/}ee approaches 1, the polarization and suscep-
tibility must approach infinity.

Obviously, this catastrophe must occur for any polar
material when the dipole molecules contribute an orien-
tation polarizability

ed : f 1ztcr. (23.4)

As the temperature falls, a critical temperature ?, is
reached rvhere

Ncu N/ u2\
B.o 

: 
,. ("' * ao + ,o) 

: t' (23'5)

This condition determines the critical temperature as

Nt' 1
mrc -

soldier who lifted himself out of the swamp by his own
boot straps. The local field increases the polarization,
and the polarization, in tum, increases the local field.
Above the Curie temperature the counteraction of ther-
mal agitation is able to maintain a highly disordered
state. At T" the randomizing effect of the temperature
is overcome, spotnneous polnrization sets in, and the
dipoles line up in parallel arrays due to their long-range
forces of interaction. Any polar substance, according
to this simple theory, should, at some critical tempera-
ture, become a ferroelectric material.

This would be a real catastrophe, as the example of
water may illustrate. 'We calculate its critical tem-
perature according to Eq. 23.6 by determining first the
molar deformation polarization of water vapor from
Fig. 16.4; extrapolation of the straight line to L/T -- 0
gives n"+o- 5 X 10-o [-t]. We assume that in the
liquid phase the molecules contribute about the same
deformation polarization. Since the number N of mole-
cules per cubic meter of liquid water is ca. %, X t02e
and Avogadro's number No : 6.023 X 1023, we find
(see Eq. 2.L4)

P

eoE

3eo

If we can forget about the deformation polarization
(o, * ao K. aa), Eqs. 23.3 may be rewritten, by intro-
ducing T", as

(28.6) The dipole moment of the water molecule is p =z 1.8\ - -/ 
debye : 1.8 X 3.33 X 10-ao [coul m], and the gas con-

(23.7)

stant per molecule lc : 1.38 X 10-23 [joule deg-t];
thus

m _lfl pl' 1'!'c: 
1ffi_1_ 02g-1520oK. 

(23.9)

Hence water should solidify by spontaneous polariza-
tion at high temperature, making life impossible on
this earth!

Ferroelectrics seem to be rare, and the Mosotti catas-
trophe usually does not take place. 'W'e are spared be-
cause the local field E' is, in general, not the simple
field assumed in Eq. 2.9. Permanent dipoles tend to
lose their individual freedom of orientation in condensed
phases through association and steric hindrance. Their
interaction with their surroundings has to be taken
into account; the near field Ea of Eq. 2.1 cannot be
neglected.

To save face, the theory can try to construct a
plausible model that does not lead to a disappearing
denominator. Onsager 2 was the first to evade the diffi-
culty by replacing the mathematical cavity of Fig. 2.1

and the Mosotti field in its center with a real cavity of
molecular size and a dipole in its center (Fig. 23.1).
By assuming that the molecule occupies a sphere of
radius R, that its polarizability is isotropic, and that

2 L. Onsaget, J. Am. Clwm. Soc. 58,1486 (1936).

9esh -I_
N(o" * ao)

Analogous expressions appear in the theory of ferro-
magnetism (see Sec. 29) for the magnetization and
magnetic susceptibility caused by the orientation of
magnetic dipoles. The linear dependence of l/7a on
T - T" is known as the Curi,e-Weisslnut l and ?" as the
Curie temperahtre.

Let us explain in words the gist of the situation.
The statistical theory with its Langevin characteristic
(Fig. 16.2) showed that nearly unattainable external
fields are required to enforce more than a slight orienta-
tion of the individual dipoles against the randomizing
action of the Brownian movement. However, if the
dipoles interact by a local field of the Mosotti type, a
situation arises of the sort experienced by Munchausen's

1P. Weiss, J. phasi.We 6,667 (1907).
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its interaction with the surroundings can be described
by the polarizing action of its dipole field, he arrived
at a simple electrostatic model that avoids the Mosotti
catastrophe.

fn f, Sec. 10, we have already calculated the electric
field arising in the interior of a sphere of the permit-
tivity e2l, when embedded in a medium e1', and sub-
jected to a homogeneous field E6 (see I, Eq. 10.13).
For an empty cavity (rr'/ro - 1) this field is

single dipole molecule. The center of the l-,orentr
cavity is marked by a mathematical point and that of
the Onsager cavity by a point dipole which polarizes
the surrounding medium. This polarization, acting
back on the dipole in the cavity, creates the reaction
field. 'When the dipole in the sphere stands parallel
to the applied field, the external field lines in the
Onsager model, resulting from the superposition of the
applied field and the dipole field, must straighten out
to those of the Lorentz model. This is true only when
the volume of the Onsager cavity is chosen equal to
the molecular volume V : l/N, where N is the num-
ber of molecules per unit volume.

The reaction field must be always parallel to the ele-
mentary dipole, hence can have no effect in orienting it.
Only the cavity field E, exercises a torque on the dipole.
Here, according to Onsager, the Mosotti-Lorentz theory
has made its mistake by introducing the Mosotti field of
E,q. 23.2 as the locally acting field. This field is, in
essence, the sum of the cavity field and of the mean
value of the reaction field. It is therefore too large and
causes, by including a part of the reaction field, the
dipole molecule to orient itself by its own boot straps.s

By introducing the cavity field E, instead of the
Mosotti field in Eq. 23.1, the feedback interaction be-
tween B' and P, and with it the catastrophe, disap-
pears. The Mosotti field rises in media of high permit-
tivity proportional to rc' (see Eq. 2.9), the cavity field
of Eq. 23.10 approaches the constant value %8.
Hence, the Onsager treatment returns us approxi-
mately to the situation of Eq. 22.7, where the local
field is identified with the applied field and the relaxa-
tion time is again r instead of r". The actual. expres-
sions derived by Onsager become more involved due to
the deformation polarization which bestows on the
cavity an internal index of refraction n (an optical
dielectric constant K*t : n2) dtfferent from that of vac-
uum. In fact, this optical dielectric constant is iden-
tical with that of the Mosotti-Lorentz model as given
in Eq. 22.10, because the induced moments stand paral-
lel to the applied field (see also Appendix A, If, Sec. 7).

The Onsager calculation of the local field has the
merit of avoiding the Mosotti catastrophe by consider-
ing the long-range dipolar interaction between a polar
molecule and its isotropic surroundings. This approach
gives relatively good results as long as the surroundings
of the dipole act like a smeared-out isotropic medium.
Figure 23.2 makes this strikingly clear in a plot of the
static dielectric constant of polar liquids versus Npz /kT.
This representation, due to R. H. Cole,a is based on the

3 See J. H. Van Vleck, Ann. N. Y. Acail. Sci. 40,289 (1940).
a The author is indebted to Professor R. H. Cole for this as

yet unpublished information.

(23.10)

In addition to this cuuity fi.elil due to external sources
there acts on the dipole molecule inside the Onsager

Clousius - Mosotti Onsoger

Fig. 23.1. The Clausius-Mosotti and the Onsager cavity. (After
van Vleck.s)

cavity a reaction fi,eld, E, due to the polarization caused
by the moment p of the molecule in the surrounding
medium. This field can be calculated from the solution
of the Laplace equation (I, Eq. 10.7) with the boundary
conditions of Eq. 10.8 when we replace the additional
boundary conditions, Eqs. 10.9 and 10.10, with the
assumptions: (a) Eo: 0 for r + @, that is, no ex-
ternal field is applied; and (b) Cfr2 : -(l p l/rs4or2)
for r r 0, that is, a point dipole is placed in the center
of the sphere. The coefficient D in Eq. 10.7 represents
now the reaction field and becomes

ll, vr'- 1 u2xr'-lE":.=2_:;:= _, (23.11)- 4rR6 2*r'IL V72rcrt*t

where p is the dipole moment of the molecule and V
the volume of the molecular cavity.

The difference between the old Mosotti or Lorentz
model and the Onsager model is apparent from Fig.
23.1. The cavity in the Lorentz model is a mathe-
matical fiction, and the field lines in consequence are
undeflected. In the Onsager model a real cavity is
assumed; therefore the lines of force have cognizanee
of its existence and are bent by it. The Lorentz sphere
contains a large number of molecules while in the
Onsager approach it has shrunk to the volume of a

EE
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following consideration: Debye's theory of the static
dielectric constant (Eq. 22.10) leads to the expression
for the dipole moment of a polar molecule

lt2 :
9eslcT 3(rr' - r.')

(23.r2)lf (*"'+ 2)(**' + 2)

Onsager's theory, which is a theory for static fields
only, gives the modified equation 5

p2: 9eskT (2*r' * *-')(*"' - rc*')

nf xr'(rc*' + D2
(23.13)

Rearranged, it leads to the expression for the static
dielectric constant

(23.r4)

that is, in a first approximation to a straightJine rela-
tion between ru/ and Np.2 /kf . This relation is quite
well fulfilled for nonassociated polar liquids, as Fig.
23.2 shows. However, for liquids in which the hydro-
gen atoms form bonds between the molecules and there-
fore produce a short-range order, the equation fails.
The Debye as well as the Onsager model, based on the
macroscopic concept of a dielectric continuum, have to
be replaced for ordered substances by local field calcu-

6 An extensive treatment of the local field equations and their
applications for dipole moment determinations is given in C. J. F.
B<ittcher's Theory of Electrh Polarizatiun, Elsevier Publishing
Co., New York, 1952.

t'"
xi

"o1234
oJl{' , ,c'

Flig.23.2. Confirmation of the Onsager theory for nonassociated
polar liquids. (After R. H. Cole.a)

lations based on some structure analysis of the in-
dividual dielectric. This arduous task was started suc-
cessfully by Kirkwood and his co-workers 6 (see Sec. 25).

6 J. G. Kirkwood, J. Chem. Phys.7,9ll (1939).

,("': #g#*rc*'(t*5;'

o Normol polor liquids (ketones etc.)

x Hydrogen bonding liquids (woter,

lr,-Mosotti- DebYe

I xL= 2

24 ' Formation and Structure of Liquids and Solids

Atoms form because stable positive nuclei and nega-
tive electrons exist and the Coulomb field of the nuclei
traps electrons, until the nuclear charge is neutralized.
The electron clouds of atoms assume distinct structures,
because, in addition to electrostatic and magnetic inter-
action, the wave nature of the electrons restricts their
whereabouts. The probable charge distribution of each
electron must correspond to a standing-wave pattern in
accord with the Schrodinger equation, and these in-
dividual wave patterns must differ in their set of quan-
tum numbers, as the Pauli principle postulates.

When atoms combine to molecules, three limiting
cases may be distinguished (see Sec. 13):

(1) The atoms keep their identity but their electron
clouds perturb each other and establish mutual phase

relationsl attraction by mutual polarization results and
leads to van der Waals' binding.

(2) The atoms lose their identity by merging elec-
trons in a joint electronic system; the new molecules
formed by covalent bonding are the basic entities in
further molecular processes.

(3) The atoms may alter their identity by the ex-
change of electrons, in order to form electronic systems
of higher overall stability; positive and negative ions
result, acting on each other with the ionic bonds of
Coulomb attraction.

Actual molecules, as the concept of quantum-mechan-
ical resonance implies, represent, in general, mixtures of
these three basic types. Since the bonds formed by
mechanisms 2 and 3 are appreciably stronger than
those resulting from a v&n der Waals type of attrac-
tion, they are called primary in contrast to the weaker
secondary bonds. This distinction is useful, but fre-
quently we observe intermediate cases.
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An intermediate bond type of special importance for
the intra- as well as the intermolecular bonding of
numerous inorganic and organic compounds is the hy-

drogen bond, (cf. Fig. 23.2). Here a hydrogen atom
bridges between two, in general identical, electronega-

tive neighbors, for example, F-H""F, O-H""O,
N-H ..N. In this sequence the bond strength of the
bridge decreases from ca. 7 to ca. 2 kcal The bond
type should probably be visualized as resulting from
the strongly ionic character of the covalent molecules

involved (see Figs. 17.6 and 17.11) and the close ap-
proach to the small hydrogen atom. Thus the hydro-
gen bridge is akin to a dipole bond. It determines, for

example, not only the short-range order in water (Fig.
25.4) and the structure of ice, but plays, as Pauling
especially pointed out, an important role in the struc-
ture of complex biological molecules such as the pro-
teins. Since the bond can be broken easily at elevated
temperatures, its influence explains the sensitivity and
variability of such molecules. The minimum bond
distance 1 changes from 2.5 L for O-H..'.O, to 2.60A
in N-H ...O, 2.94 L in N-H ...N, and 3.01 A in
N-H...C1.

The general existence of van der'Waals' attraction
causes any gas to condense at absolute zero. How far
the agglomeration proceeds at higher temperatures is a
question of competition between the binding energy of
the partners and the disrupting action of thermal agi-
tation. At sufficiently high temperatures and low pres-

sures all interatomic bonds will be broken and the sta-
tistical equilibrium shifted completely towards the side
of atoms. As the temperature decreases, the atoms will
commence to associate. 'Where this condensation stops
depends on the type of bond that forms.

If electrons are shared in covalent pair bonds, the
capacity of the partners for the formation of additional
primary bonds diminishes and becomes exhausted when
their valence is saturated. Thus characteristic mole-

I J. Donahue, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 66,502 (1952).

cules emerge with little tendency for adding further
atoms. The temperature must be lowered drastically
before a condensation to liquids or solids by secondary
bonds occurs.

When ionic molecules are formed no such saturation
of valency takes place. The far-reaching Coulomb
forces can attract partners without limit until the ran-
dom structure of glasses or the organized structure of
ionic crystals results. Similarly, the atoms of metals
can conglomerate indefinitely by an overall sharing of
electrons, thus forming liquids and solids without dis-
tinct molecular groupings. The metallicbond is a pri-
mary bond of a mixed covalent-ionic character.

A condensation phenomenon leading to intermediate
stages between small molecules and limitless aggregates
is the polymerization of molecules. Here a chemical
reaction is triggered off by heat, light, or some other
catalyzing agent and proceeds to build individual
macromolecules, frequently with explosive speed, by
the formation of primary covalent bonds. The process

terminates when a false step in the chain reaction fails
to regenerate the required activation energy or adds a
foreign building stone which cannot propagate the re-
action.

The formation of such macromolecules can proceed

by polyaddition or polycondensation. In the former
case the compound is formed by the repeated addition
of a mononler (M), as indicated symbolically by the
formula

nM -> (M)". (24.t)

Polyethylene and polystyrene are composed of linear
chain molecules of this type (Fig. 24.1), where n may
exceed the value 104, and the molecular weight (as

compared to hydrogen) may range in the order of
millions. Polycondensation products are formed by
the repeated reaction (condensation) of small mole-
cules; water molecules or other side products are elim-
inated during the process. The reaction between phe-

u 

-L

Ethylene monomer Polyethylene

Styrene monomer Pol yst yrene

Fig.24.l. Formation of polyethylene and polystyrene (schematic).
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nol and formaldehyde (Fig. 24.2),2 by which Baeke-
land s produced the first synthetic resin of practical
importance ("bakelite"), is a famous example in kind.
The formation of polysilicones, at present in the fore-
front for engineering applications at high temperatures,
is an example of another class of polycondensation
products.

The various polymers may be classified from a dif-
ferent point of view. Polymerization may proceed

from one or several reactive spots of a molecule and

thus lead to linear chains, two-dimensional networks,
or three-dimensional lattice structures. Referring to
these end products instead of to the chemical reaction
forming them, we may distinguish between thermoplas-
tic and thermosett'ing compounds. The thermoplastic
polymers consist of macromolecules constructed with
primary bonds but adhering to each other with weaker
secondary bonds. Heating or solvent action will break
these secondary bonds preferentially, the material melts
or dissolves, while the macromolecules themselves stay
intact and can be reassembled; the plastic can be re-
molded. In the thermosetting materials (like bakelite)
the whole structure is knit together by cross-linking
primary bonds. Heating will therefore not melt the
polymer but destroy it by decomposition when a crit-
ical temperature range is reached; the plastic cannot be
remolded.

Typical prototypes of one-, two-, and three-dimen-
sional polymers are the linear paraffin chain, the two-
dimensional network of graphite, and the three-dimen-

2 J. J. P. Staudi''ger, Bri,tish Plnstics 26,|ffi (1952).
s L. H. Baekeland, Id. Eng. Chem. 1, l4g (1909).

sional lattice of diamond (FiS. 24.3). In the saturated
linear paraffins (aliphatic hydrocarbons), each carbon
is linked to two neighboring carbon atoms by single

H
I

radical -C- represents the
I

H
basic chain unit. The graphite sheets can be visualized
as developing by the polymerization of benzene rings,

the mother substance of the aromatic hydrocarbonsl
each carbon atom is linked to three carbon neighbors

by primary bonds. Finally, the diamond structure,
where carbon is linked to carbon by four equal bonds,

may be visualized as arising from the polymerization
of cage-like molecules. Such molecules were first dis-
covered in Galician petroleum and are now becoming
of increasing importance in polymer chemistry.n

A typical example of the diversity of condensation

stages a material may traverse upon cooling is offered

by the element sulfur.5 The sulfur atom, with an elec-

tronic constellation 3s23pa beyond the neon core (see

Sec. 8), has two half-fiIled p orbitals available for co-

valent bonding. As the atomic gas begins to condense

at high temperature, first diatomic S-S molecules form,
as can be seen clearly in the sequence of vibration
maxima of the optical absorption spectrum. More
energy, however, can be gained by the formation of

a See V. Prelog and R. Seiwerth, Bu. 7/1, tW, 1769 (1941);

W. Nowacki and K. W. Iledberg, J. Am. CLiln. Soc.70, 1497

(1e48).
6 See A. von Hippel, J. Chem. Plrys. 16,372 (1948).

bonds; the methylene

OH OH OH

- 
+ cH2o 

cHz*-cHz-4cH'--\-/ ; (r ' U*' (r z

OH

Fig. 24.2. Formation of phenol-formaldehyde polymer. (After Staudinger.2)
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two single bonds in place of one double bond, hence a

tendency exists for the formation of chain molecules

-S-S-S--'S. 
. ; and indeed, such molecules appear as

the temperature decreases. A sequence of eight sulfur

atoms in a chain can close into an Ss-ring molecule of

Ss rings. As the teinperature is raised, the viscosity
suddenly increases from about 10 centipoises to over 900
poises in a temperature interval of only 20"C (Fig.
24.5). The ring molecules are breaking open and poly-
merize into long chains which impede the flow of the

Poroffin choin

f-z.sz rl
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o 5A

Diomond lotlice

Fig. 24.3. One-, two-, and three-dimensional carbon networks.

greater stability (FiS. 24.4). Thus, in addition to chain
segments of statistical length, these ring molecules be-
gin to make their appearance.

The next stage of condensation occurs when the tem-
perature is low enough to allow the secondary bonds of
the van der'W'aals type to act. Now liquid sulfur is

liquid. Further temperature rise reduces the average
chain length; hence the viscosity decreases again.

Rapid quenching of the liquid sulfur from its high
viscosity range produees the disorganized chain struc-
ture of plastic sulfur, a true thermoplastic polymer.

Diolomic

Cho in

Fig.24.4. Various types of sulfur molecules.

fomed which may consist of ring molecules, chain
molecules, or mixtures thereof. A viscosity experi
ment 6 indicates that sulfur not far above its melting
point consists of a liquid of low viscosity, composed of

0 R. F. Bacon and R. Fanelli, J. Arn. Chem.9oc.65,639 (1943).
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Fig.24.5. Viscosity characteristic of sulfur, indicating breakingl
of ring molecules and polymerization. (After Bacon and Fanelli.6/

Slow cooling leads first to a monoclinic and finally to
a rhombic crystal structure. The rhombic ? and prob-
ably also the monoclinic modification is built of Ss-ring

7 B. E. 'W'arren and J. T. Burwell, J. Chem. Phys. g, O (lg3b);
J. T. Burwell, Z. Kri.st. 97,123 (1937).

Ring
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molecules; the plastic variety reconverts to rhombic
sulfur upon standing.

The example, sulfur, drives home forcefully three
facts of general validity:

(o) The state of condensation of a material at any
given temperature should be described as a statistical
equilibrium.

(b) Materials of identical chemical composition may
exist at the same temperature in different modifications
(polymorphism).

(c) The prehistory of a sample may be an essential
factor in determining its state of condensation and thus
its properties; for example, high-temperature equi-
libria may be frozen-in by quenching.

In the preceding discussion we emphasized the pa-
rameter tnmperahne as the main physical variable be-
cause significant temperature changes can be made
easily. Of equal importance, as thermodynamics and
statistics show, is the parameter pressure. That pres-
sure as well as temperature decides the state of aggre-
gation of molecules, becomes immediately apparent in
the pressure-density characteristics of real gases. COz,
for example, liquefies at room temperature at about 60
atmospheres of pressure, whereas an ideal gas would
require more than a thousand atmospheres to reach the
same packing density. We have to be aware that we
deal here with association phenomena in which the size
of the aggregates may fluctuate within wide limits.
These fluctuations in particle size become especially
large near the critical point of a gas and cause pro-
nounced light scattering, known as uitical opalescence.

That nuclei of condensation or crystallization are in
a state of metastable equilibrium is to be expected. A
cluster of .l[ primary particles has 3N - 6 degrees of
vibrational and internal rotational freedom (see Sec.
18). These allow the aggregate to assume various geo-
metrical configurations and to assemble statistically
enough energy in any one bond to break it. It is there-
fore a question of competition between the lifetime of
a crystallization nucleus before it loses particles by
dissociation and the time interval between the arrival
of new partners from the outside that decides whether
the nucleus shrinks or grows. Temperature arud pres-
sure are thus decisive. Since each partner contributes
its share to the overall attraction of the nucleus, larger
nuclei, as is well knowrrr prove more stable than smaller
ones. Macroscopically speaking, the smaller ones have
a higher surface tension.

Once liquids or solids have formed, their structure
and packing density must be ruled by the shape and
size of the individual partners and the various modes
in which they can be arranged. In a first approxima-

tion, the individual atoms can be characterized as

spheres which, according to the type of bonding, act
with different radii (van der Waals', covalent, ionic, or
metallic) (see Sec. 13). The problem of structure, if
this approximation suffices, can be discussed in terms
of the closest paching of spheres.

Equivalent spheres, as Barlow first discovered,8 can
be arranged in two types of closest packing GiS. 24.6).
In a single layer, each sphere is always in contact with
six others; a second layer B can be superposed on the

Loyer A

Loyer B

Fig.24.6. Closest packing of spheres.

first layer A by having each sphere of layer ,4 in con-
tact with three spheres of the adjacent layer .8. A
third layer can be added in either one of two possible
positions: (1) repeating the first layer A or (2) placed
over the holes of the first layer not occupied by the
second layer, producing layer C. In the first position
we arrive at the closest packing of. heragonoZ symmetry
and of the sequence ABABAB. . .; in the second posi-
tion the closest-packed cubic structure of the sequence
ABCABC. . . results.

In each of these closest-packed structures every
sphere is in contact with twelve others, with a hexagon
of six in its own plane and a triangle of three in the
two adjacent planes. The sphere is said to have the
co-ord'ination runnber 12. In the hexagonal packing the
triangles have identical orientation; in the cubic ar-
rangement the upper is rotated against the lower by
600.

Metal atoms and the atoms of the noble gases ap-
proach nearest the concept of spherical particles, and
these elements are therefore found to crystallize in
such closest-packed arrangements. In ionic crystals of

8 W. Barlow and W. J. Pope, J. Chem. Soc. 89,1675 (1906); 9/,
1150 (1e07).

Third loyer storts ot
position o for

cubic close-pocking
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nonequivalent spheres, this simple situation can be real-
ized only when one ion type is of a much larger size

than the others and can form by itself a closest-packed
structure which accommodates the smaller ions in its
interstices. This situation is frequently realized in
silicate minerals, as Bragg and his co-workers found,e
when the oxygen ions dominate in size. AIso numerous
halides crystallize in structures characterized by dens-
est-packed halogen-ion arrangements.

In building crystals from nonequivalent spheres, the
rqdius ratio enters as a decisive parameter. Gold-
schmidt 10 was the first to study and emphasize the

Fig.24.7. Symmetry axes of NaCl structure.

importance of this factor in crystal chemistry. A sim-
ple example is offered by the alkali halides. The great

majority crystallize in the sodium chloride strunture,

where each ion is surrounded by six oppositely charged

ions in an octahedral arrangement. However, cesium

chloride, bromide, and iodide form the body-centered
cesium chloride structure (see Fig. I7.4), where each

cesium in the center of the cube is surrounded by eight
ions of the opposite kind. It is reasonable to assume

that each ion will surround itself with the greatest' pos-

sible number of oppositely charged partners. That the
co-ordination number six is formed for most of the
alkali halides, but eight for the cesium salts is obviously
due to the large size of the Cs+ ion which accommG
dates eight halogen neighbors.

By studying the radius-ratio limits inside which typ-
ical co-ordination arrangements are geometrically pos-

sible, we find in a first approximation the results given

e W. L. Bragg, Atom'ic Structure of Minerals, Cornell Univer-
sity Press, Ithaca, N. Y., 1937, p. 30.

10 V. M. Goldschmidt, Geochemische Verteilungsgesetze der Ele-
mente, OsIo. Akad. Wiss. Vol. 8 (1927); see also the rules given by
L. Pauling, J. Am. Ch,em. Soc. 51,1010 (1929).

in Table 24.1 Near the stability limits of the various
co-ordinations, peculiarities in the crystal properties
will occur; for example, CsCl assumes the sodium
chloride structure at elevated temperature, LiCl is
very deliquescent, etc.

Table 24.1. Relation between co-ordination groups
and radius ratio

(After Goldschmidt 10)

Co-ordination Group Co-ordination Radius Ratio
of Nearest Neighbors Number Limits
Triangular 3 0.155 <-+ 0.225
Tetrahedral 4 0.225 <-+ 0.414
octahedral 6 0'414<-+0'732
Cubic (body-centered) 8 0.732 <+ 1.000
Closest-packed cubic

(cubo-octahedral) 12 1.000 ---+ )1

The validity of the radius ratio concept, just as that
of the radii themselves (see Sec. 13), should not be

taken too seriously. These are useful first approxima-
tions which lost much of their stringency after it be-

came obvious that mixed-bond types are frequently
encountered.

Additional complications enter when structural units
are not individual atoms or ions but composed of
groups of atoms. Highly symmetrical composite build-
ing stones like NHo+ and SOn: may still be approxi-
mated by spheres as far as their spatial requirements
go. However, the potential variety of compounds that
may form becomes apparent only when the actual
shape of such group molecules is taken into account.
Many silicates and titanates, for instance, can be vis-
ualized as frameworks of SiOa tetrahedra or TiO6 octa-
hedra, respectively, with cations interspersed as elec-

trostatic binder. These nonspherical building stones

may share corners, edges, or faces and thus produce a

tremendous variety of inorganic compounds.
For less s5rmmetrical building stones like the Ss rings

of Fig. 24.4 or for organic structures, where the direc-

tive properties of the covalent bonds dominate, the

tendency for close packing may be submerged com-

pletely. The structures assume more and more in-
dividuality, and each new analysis becomes a scientific
achievement.

An ideal crystal is composed of a periodic sequence

of building stones that can be repeated indefinitely in
space without leaving holes. Crystals possess' there-
fore, particular kinds of macroscopic symmetry ele-

ments (axes, planes, and centers of symmetry) con-

sistent with the repetition pattern of the atoms or
molecules. The actual faces a crystalline material de-

velops, its crystal habit, depend on the conditions of
crystal growth, but the symmetry elements remain the

3- Fold
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same. Sodium chloride, for example, may be grolvn as
cube or octahedron, but in both cases we count three
axes of fourfold, four axes of threefold, and six axes of
twofold symmetry (Fig. 24.7). The possible combina-
tions of symmetry elements lead to 82 crystal classes
grouped according to the reference co-ordinates, the
crystallographic ares, in seven uystnl systems t (Fig.

Itel defects la); and dislocations,rb where a whole row (or
plane) of atoms may terminate in a dead end (Fig.
24.9). The lattice point defects are of great importance
in conduction phenomena, but disloeations seem to
play a decisive role for crystal growth and mechanical
strength.

With increasing temperature the crystal defects be-
come more numerous, until the crystal structure col-

Schottky defects
+-+-+-+-+
- + - +E+ - + -+-+-+-+-+
-D- + - +l+ -+-+-+-+-+
-tr- + - + - + -
+ - + - + -ED+
-+-+-+-+-
+-+-+-+-+

Frenkel defects
+-+-+-^+-+
-+-+-/+r9-r-
+ - + -tl- + - +
-+-+-+-+-+tr+*Zf - + - +
-+-1r-z-1-.e-

:;Hfl];:
+-+-+-+-+

Dislocotion
ltttrtltt
9e9oQ0eoe9ii66++{de99+0tfrteeoq+9tei??tt eetfdoO6 66odeil,ii{dd66Oooo6o
ol'id6666
iltltttt

o=blC g=blc o=b=c
B=l=90" q=p=/=90" q=B=),=9Oo
d = lZO"

Fig. 24.8. Reference co-ordinates of the seven crystal systems.
(After Barrett.lr)

A real crystal has molecular holes and other flaws
which may alter its physical properties decisively, as
Smekal u first stressed forcefully. Defects of special
importance are: missing lattice points (Schottlcy d,e-

fectsLs); atoms displaced to interstitial positions (Fren-

t For a further discussion of crystal symmetry, see Sec. 26.
tt See, for e:rample, C. G. Barrett, Structure of Metals, McGraw-

Hill Book Co., New York, 19b2.
12 A. Smekal, Handbu,ch der Physi,k, Vol. 24, Pt.2, Chap. b.
13 C. Waguer and W. Schottky, Z. physik. Chcrn. 11, l6a

(1e30).

25 ' Yarious Models for the Discussion of Orientation Polarization

olbl cqf p/T/so. q=B-90"17
Hexogonol

olblcq=9-f=9O"
Tetrogonal

o=b=cq=9=flgo"
Cubic

Fig. 24.9. Crystal defects.

lapses at the melting point. The long-range order of
the periodic structure is destroyed by melting, but a
short-range order persists in liquids. Each Na+ ion of
a sodium chloride melt, for example, is still preferen-
tially surrounded by Cl- ions, and vice versa, because
of the ordering influence of the Coulomb attraction.
Glasses show short-range order and behave akin to
supercooled liquids.

ra J. Frenkel, Z. Physik 36, 652 (1926).
tu See, for example, Imperfections in Nearly Perfect Crystals,

W. Shockley, Editor, John Wiley and Sons, New York, L952.

in Liguids and Solids

When matter aggregates from atoms to small mol-
ecules, macromolecules, and, finally, to the condensed
phases of liquids and solids, a bewildering variety of
structures may arise (see Sec. 24). Accurate expres-
sions for e* and p*, for the response of a specific mate-
rial to electric and magnetic fields, must, therefore, be
based on a detailed structure analysis of the material
in question. Theory, while acknowledging this need

for individual analysis, has to construct more general-
ized models which represent characteristics common to
groups of materials and which contain parameters ad-
justable to the individual case.

The theory of polarization in its simplest form was
based on the concept of the Mosotti cavity and led to
the Clausius-Mosotti-Lorcntz-Lorenz equation (see

Sec. 2). It introduced the reference molecule as &
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mathematical point around which is scooped out an
empty sphere of such a large radius that the molecules
beyond it blend into a continuum. The electric field
in this continuum is not supposed to notice the exist-
ence of the sphere. Tris picture has been incorporated
without difficulty into the classical theory of resonance
or relaxation spectra (Secs. 4 and 22) but led, when
applied to polar molecules, to the Mosotti catastrophe
of spontaneous polarization (see Sec. 23).

o/a^
Fig. 25.I. Various shapes of relaxation characteristics for

ellipsoids of revolution. (After Oncley.l)

For a discussion of the polarization arising from the
orientation of permanent moments, the reference mole-
cule obviously should not be a mathematical point but
a dipole carrier. In the refinement of the model by
Onsager (see Sec. 23), the cavity is therefore visualized
as a molecular sphere in which a mathematical dipole is
centered. The sphere is thought to be filled with a

medium possessing the deformation polarization of the
dielectric, and is assumed to distort the field in the sur-
rounding continuum like a real spherical inclusion.

This spherical model of a dipole molecule, reacting
back upon its surroundings, avoids the Mosotti catas-
trophe. It provides a reasonable first-order model for
the discussion of a dilute solution of spherical polar
molecules in a nonpolar solvent and of nonassociated
polar liquids (Fig. 23.2). Calculations based upon it
have been carried through for static fields only, but we

may assume that in alternating fields the dipole in On-
sager's cavity behaves like Debye's spherical molecules
in a viscous medium, that is, that a simple relaxation
spectrum results.

We can add one more refinement to the continuum
theory by replacing the spherical molecule with an
ellipsoid possessing three principal moments of inertia
(see Sec. 18). Whereas a spherical top rotating in a

viscous liquid shows a relaxation spectrum with one
time constant only (see F,q.22.L6), the asymmetric top
has six main time constants which correspond to the
various orientations of one principal axis pointing in
the field direction and the other two parallel or per-
pendicular to the direction of motion. If the ellipsoid
points obliquely to the field, for instance, because its
dipole moment is not lined up with one of the principal
axes, any intermediate time constant may be realized.
Thus it is possible that even one single type of ellip-
tical dipole molecule, by assuming a statistical distribu-
tion of orientations in the field, may cause a complex
relaxation spectrum with a broad distribution of re-
laxation times.

The inherent possibility of deducing from relaxation
spectra some information on the size and shape of polar
molecules and on the orientation of the momentum axis
has been exploited for the macromolecules of biology,
especially by Oncley and his co-workers.l The perhaps
dangerously simple assumption is that deviations of the
dispersion and absorption characteristic from a Debye
curve with one relaxation time can be interpreted as

indicating that the molecule in question is not a sphere
characterized by one time constant z but an ellipsoid
of revolution of an axial ratio a/b in which the electric
momentum axis deviates by a dipole angle d from the
major axis o. Perrin,2 and Bud6, Fischer, and Miya-
moto 3 have calculated the orientation polarization of
such ellipsoidal particles in viscous media. By match-
ing the measured dispersion characteristic with curves
thus computed (Fig. 25.1), approximate values f.or afb,
0, and r may be obtained.

The hypothetical time constant r of a spherical
molecule rotating in the solvent of the viscosity 4 gives,
according to Eq. 22.16, an idea what the size of the
molecule and its molecular weight might be. This in-
formation can be checked against information obtained
from diffusion, ultracentrifuge, viscosity measurements,
and from light scattering.a Finally a dipole moment

1J. L. Oncley, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 60,1115 (1938); J. D. Ferry
and J. L. Oncley, ibid. 60, 1123 (193S)i 63, 272 (L941); J. L.
Oncley, Chem. Reu.30,433 (1942).

2 F. Perrin, J. phys. ra,ilium 5, 497 (1934).
s A. Bud6, E. Fischer, and S. Miyamoto, Physik. Z. 40, 337

(1e3e).
a P. Debye, J. Appl. Phys. 15, 338 (L944).
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can be determined from the difference between static
and optical dielectric constant by assuming some kind
of a local field. The Mosotti field leads to dipole mo-
ments which are much too small for solvents of high
dielectric constant, as Wyman 5 and others have shown.
The actual moments, calculated on the basis of Onsa-
ger's model, range for protein molecules in the order of
102 to 103 debyes. They are so large, not because the
dipole charge is higher than in normal molecules, but
because the dipole length is great, since the molecular
weight of these molecules lies in the range of 100,000.

Figure 25.2 shows the shapes of some macromolecules
as inferred from dielectric and other methods.

glasses.T An improved model for the discussion of
orientation polarization in polar media will therefore
result if the dipole molecule rvith its first layer of neigh-
bors is treated as a dynamic structural unit-a molecu-
lar island floating in a dielectric continuum in which

roe ro'o rol'
r (cps)

Fig 25 3 
"t*l:i::":::'iTil.:'.ffiliiJx,''tate 

in various

bonds are broken and reformed statistically. Kirk-
wood 8 has developed the molecular theory in this direc-
tion and found for water, for example, by considering
the first shell of neighbors in tetrahedral co-ordination
(Fig. 25.4), a static dielectric constant between 55 and

[z^

Hemoglobin P,-Globulin
f-

Albumin

-
a,- Lipoprotetn

-

p
/- Globulin

-
Fibrinogen

sil'
loo A

Fig.25.2. Postulated shapes of some protein molecules in blood
serum. (AfterOncley.l)

To treat the immediate neighborhood of a dipole as

a continuum in which the molecule can rotate accord-
ing to Stokes's law, with a friction factor given by the
macroscopic viscosity of the solvent, may be an ap-
propriate picture for these giant molecules of biology,t
but is, in general, an unsatisfactory concept. Figure
25.3 makes this convincingly clear with the example of
methyl palmitate dissolved in benzene, paraffin oil,
polyisobutylene, and polyethylene.o The macroscopic
viscosity of the solution varies in this sequence from
fractions of a centipoise to near infinity, but the relaxa-
tion time of the polar molecule, as indicated by a specific
absorption near 1010 cycles, remains practically un-
altered.

We saw in Sec. 24 that spherical particles tend to
assume regular geometrical arrangements-structures
of densest packing consistent with their radius ratio.
'When a crystalline state cannot be realized, a short-
range order still exists which betrays itself by diffuse
diffraction rings in the X-ray patterns of liquids and

5 J. 'W'yman, Jr., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 68,1482 (1936).

t That the situation c&n be much more complex has been
shown, for example, by R. M. Fuoss and others in recent studies
on polyelectrolytes.

6 S. S. Srivastava, Thesis, University of Lucknow, India,
1951.

\
---- Hydrogen bond

Fig.25.4. Short-range order in water.

82, depending on the bond angle, whereas the unmodi-
fied Onsager model gives the value 31. Still better re-
sults are obtained if the molecular island is extended to

7 See, for example, W. H. Zachariasen, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 64,
3841 (1932); B. E. W'arren, IL Krutter, and O. Morningstar,
J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 19,202 (1936).

8 J. G. Kirkwood, J. Chem. Phys. 7, 9ll (1939); G. Osterand
J. G. Kirkwood, ibid. 11, 175 (1943). See also H. Friihlich,
Theory of Dielectrics, pp. 49tr,137 tr (1949).
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include the second nearest neighbors, but the mathe-
matical problem becomes increasingly formidable.

As soon as molecular structure is introduced in the
surroundings of a dipole molecule, we have to realize
that the dipole moment itself represents a structural
element, likely to be anchored in its environment.
Hence, an activation energy U will be required to dis-
lodge it, and unimpeded rotation becomes feasible only
at sufficiently high temperature (U <<kf). fn gen-
eral, a polar molecule in solids assumes prescribed posi-
tions and switches orientation in discontinuous jumps.

Debye, already at an early date, became aware of
this situation and tried to improve his model of a sphere
immersed in a homogeneous liquid of stream-lined mo-
tion by adding the concept of hindered rotation.e The
quasi-crystalline surroundings are thought to superpose
an angular energy dependence - U sin d on the posi-
tion of the dipole, in addition to the dependence arising
from the external field. Such phenomena of steric hin-
drance are well known for the intramolecular rotation
of gas molecules. A simple case in kind is the ethane
molecule (Fig. 25.5), where the methyl radicals arenot
rotating freely around the C-C axis as the single bond
might imply, but have to surmount an activation en-
ergy of about 3 kcal between consecutive staggered
positions.

'"Jry
60 tzo 

btToo 
3oo 360

Fig. 25.5. Steric hindrance of ethane molecule.

The ethane molecule does not carry a dipole moment.
Its potential barrier can therefore not be deduced di-
rectly from dielectric measurements, but heat capacity
data, Raman effect, and vibration-rotation spectra give
relatively conclusive quantitative evidence.lo More in-
teresting from our standpoint is the hindered rotation

eP. Debye, Physilt,.2.36, 100, 193 (1935); P. Debye and
\[. Ramm, Ann. Physik 28,28 (1937).

r0 For a critical discussion of rotation in ethane and halogenated
ethane, see G. Glockler, Ran. Moil. Phys. 16, L45 (1943).

in the halogenated ethanes, especially a case such as
symmetrical dichloroethane, where the mutual inter-
action of two dipole moments increases the complica-
tions. The two equivalent moments p 3,re set a dis-
tance d apart and inclined against the C-C axis by an
angle A @ig. 25.6) ' u' 12 the angle f designates the rela-
tive angular orientation of the two individual moments.

Ii -60 o 60 
anni3oo -'??nr"::o 

3oo 360

Fig. 25.6. Orientations of the ethylene dichloride molecule.
(Adapted from Palmer 11 and Le F0vre.12)

The resultant moment p' for any given position can be
derived by vector addition as

P' : 2P sin o ,o.9'
2

(25.1)

(25.2)

(25.3)

The average moment per CH2CI-CH2CI molecule, [,
follows from the mean square moment,

p-: * I,'" (zn 'i" o cos l)'o 
: 2]L2sin2 a,

i.: tfipsind
if free rotation is realized.

Actually, the rotation is restricted by two kinds of
interaction: (o) steric hindrance, as in the case of the
ethane molecule, produces three potential minima,
probably favoring the staggered positions (60", 180o,

300'); (b) the electrostatic coupling between the two
dipole moments makes the trans confi,gurat;ion (Czn)
more favorable than the cis conf,gwation (Cz"), that
is, it produces a potential curve with an energy mini-
mum in the 180o position. Both effects together create
a potential curve with 3 minima, one deep well at 180o

stabilizing the trans configuration, and two equal, flat-
ter minima producing a metastable orientation near
60o and 300o, respectively.

The symmetrical dichloroethane molecule exists
therefore in the region of hindered rotation as two

1r W. G. Palmer, Valency, Cambridge University Press, 1945.
12 See R. J. W. Le F0we, Dipole Mom,ents, Methuen and Co.,

Ltd., London, 1938, p. 82.
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torsional oscillations until, after a statistical waitingperiod r, it receives suffieir nt energy by thermal fluc-tuations to traverse the potential barrier [/. The re-laxation 
.time z, or-its ioiurr", the jump ,ot nl'6u^"_tion rate), is given by Boltzmann statistics as

Fig' 25'8' Relaxation spectrum and core-core diagram ofvulcanizedrubber. (AfterKauzmann.rs)

The circuit equivarent of Debye's dipole morecure
rotating in a medium of dominating frLtion was anRC circuit shunted by a capacituo.I (see Fig. 22.L).The cole-cole expression of nq. 25.5 correrptdu to
the more general network of tr'ig- 2l.g,in which the re-
sistance is replaced by , ,o-plu* impedance. In the
Debye case we time constant rr,
which could be the critical wave_
length at which or reaches its maximum as
(see Eq. 22.24)

)\* : 2trcr".

In the case of the depressed circular.arc
equation remains valid, but z,
constant around which
other time constants are
spread in a symmetrical dis-
tribution when plotted on a

becomes a mean

log r/r, scale. The spread- cz
ing factor ot can be deter-
mined from the plot of Fig.
25.9, for example, as tan
anr/2, or calculated from
the ratio

u/u : (rr")r-", (25.2)

, = ! : roeu/kr.

,(*: tc-r* 
K"t-K-'

'-w ' 1+ (i";-'

(25.4)

(25.6)

locus this
time

::y.}alznenn, Reus. Md,. phys. 14, 12 (Lg42).r{ K. S. Cole and R. H. Cote, ,I. bmi. phis. g,'B4t (1941).

iLT: 
r, is known rrom Eq. it-d:i: 

""f,H;*":1".",ffiJ
The circurar arc locus in with distrib"rffi.:t relaxation

the complex plane, well
known to the electricar engineer a r the Argand dia-gram and used, f9r example, in admir tance an"fl impea-
ance representations (see f, Fig. 24.8), is valid when

(25.5)

____rzldeol Debye
1 .r chorocteristic
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r* is prescribed by a single relaxation time or by special
distribution functions of relaxation times grouped sym-
metrically around a center frequency.lo The factor a
is relatively insensitive for the actual shape of the func-
tion, and the circular arc locus is an empirical assumlF
tion without basic molecular foundation. But the
Cole-Cole plot gives a useful check on the reliability of
experimental data and is a guide for a tentative extra-
polation of r* into frequency regions which are hard to
reach by direct measurements. It provides in addition
a valuable method for resolving a complicated relaxa-
tion spectrum into its principal constituents, as R. H.
Cole has shown recently for some hydrogen-bonded
liquids'u (Fig. 25.10).

\\\\\\\

Fig. 25.10. Interpretation of relaxation spectrum of n-propanol
by Cole-Cole plot of two circles. (After Davidson and Cole.ro)

By considering the structure of dielectrics, rvhether
the shape of the dipole molecule itself or the fixation of
the polar molecule in its surroundings, we arrived at a
distribution of relaxation times. If activation energies
hinder the orientation of the dipoles, the relaxation
times are the inverse of reaction rate constants (see
F,q.25.Q. Hence the theory of chemical reaction rates,
as developed by Eyring r7 and his co-workers, can be
applied with advantage to the treatment of dielectric
relaxation phenomena, as Kauzmann rB first showed in
detail. Several other causes may produce broad re-
laxation spectra, as we shall see later. An unbiased

16 W. A. Yager, Physics 7, 434 (1936); R. M. Fuoss and J. G.
Kirkwood, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 63,385 (1941)1 W. Kauzm&nn,
Reus. Mod,. Phys. 14,12 (1942).

ro P. W. Davidson and R. H. Cole, J. Chem. Phys. 19, t484
(1e52).

17If. Eyring, J. Chem. Phys. 4,283 (1936).

analysis of all pertinent physical and chemical informa-
tion is required before we decide in favor of a special
model.

Models, as shown above, can frequently be based on
the concept of short-range order, where only a very
small section of the true structure need be considered
and the rest of the dielectric may be lumped in a con-
tinuum. However, in other cases we may find that
long-range interaction effects are decisive and that
quite different approximations have to be made. An
example in kind is the potential energy binding an Na*
or Cl- ion in the lattice of the rock-salt crystal. The
Coulomb-force interaction with the neighbors falls with
the distance r as I/r2, but simultaneously the number
of partners coupled to our reference ion increases pro-
portional to r2. Hence the interaction terms have no
tendency to converge as the distance gets greater though
they alternate in sign. The problem cannot be solved
by lumping the more remote ions in a neutral con-
tinuum but only lumping lattice points into groups that
provide rapidly converging series.l8 This procedure
leads to the expression

(25.8)

for the Coulomb energy binding one ion of the charge
ze to all its neighbors in an ionic crystal. The Mad-
elung factor A, named after the physicist who first com-
puted some of the structures, has the value L.742 f.or

the sodium-chloride lattice le (see also Appendix A, If,
Sec. 9).

Other types of long-range interaction arise. Just as
the motion of a snake cannot be predicted by observing
only one of its vertebrae, the squirming and coiling of
long-chain molecules cannot be handled statistically by
focusing attention on only the immediate surroundings
of a polar group. Kirkwood and Fuoss 20 have treated
such squirming motions of long-chain polymers and
their effect on the distribution of relaxation times.
This is only one illustration of a more general situation,
where the mechanical coupling of a whole system in-
fluences decisively its electrical reaction.

18 For a discussion of the forces in crystals, see M. Born and
M. Gdppert-Mayer, "Dynamische Gittertheorie der Kristalle,"
Handbu,ch dnr Phystk, Vol. 24, Pt.2, Springer, Berlin, 1933.

le E. Madehng, Phytik. Z. 19,524 (1918); P. P. Bwald, Ann.
Physi,k 4,253 (1921).

20 See the summary ttPhysical Chemistry of Polymers," by
R. M. Fuoss, Am. Sci,entist 36,258 (1948).
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26 ' Piezoelectricity

One of the most striking manifestations of the freez-
ing-in of permanent dipole moments as structural ele-

ments and of their compulsory coupling to the mechan-
ical distortions of a macroscopic system is provided by
the piezoelectric effect, discovered in 1880 by the brothers
Pierre and Jacques Curie.l They found that certain
types of asymmetrical crystals, like quartz, tourmaline,
and rochelle salt, when compressed in specific direc-
tions, develop a potential difference. The effect was
called piezoelectricity (pressure-electricity) from the
Greek word rrc(ew, to press. Obviously, when this
direct effect exists (mechanical distortion creates a volt-
age), the conuerse piezoelectric effect must exist also
(the application of an electric voltage creates a me-
chanical distortion). This was predicted by Lippmann
in 1881 on thermodynamic grounds,2 and verified by
the Curies.s

Until now we have tended to restrict our discussion
to isotropzc materials. A piezoelectric effect can exist
only in special anisotropfc dielectrics. The application
of an electric field E creates in anisotropic materials a
polarization P that points, in general, not parallel to E.
Thus the simple vector relations between the field
strength E, the polarization P, and the electric dis-
placement D (see I, Eqs. 2.6 and 2.7),

P : lesE (26.1)

and
D : e'E, (26.2)

have to be replaced by the more general expressions

Pr : XrreoEr * XrzeoEz * XraeoEs,

Pz -- Xz1eoEt * XzzeoBz * XzseoE6,

Pe : XareoEr * XezeoEz * XaeeoEs,

Dr : errEr * qpE,z * eraEe,

Dz: ezrEr * ,zzBz * .zeEa,

(26.3)

(26.4)

Dg : earEr * ,szBz * .aaEe.

The subscripts l, 2, 3 refer to orthogonal directions
n, Ut ?. The relationship between the vectors is still
assumed to be a linear one, but each component of

1J. and P. Curie, Compi. rm'il. 91,294 (1880).
2 M. G. Lippmann, Ann. chi,m. 21,145 (1881).
s J. and P. Curie, Compt. rm'il. 93,1137 (1881)r

P or D has now become a linear function of the three
components of E. The set of linear equations for P
or D is designated as a l'inea,r transformation. Their
coefficients (the susceptibilities x or permittivities e)

characterize the transformation and may be written in
the rectangular array

and

(26.6)

called the matrir of the transformation. The suscepti-
bilities and permittivities are interrelated according to
Eq. I, 2.8 as

rXtt Xtz Xrgr

| *r, x2z ,rrl eo.b)
L"r, xB2 xsgj

H 

"',;:":i:]
xrr: 

€11 

- 1 : r11 - 1,
€0

(26.7)

and

and so on.
Turning to the mechanical deformation of our di-

electric, we specify that we will operate within the
Iimits of Hooke's law, that is, the application of a
mechanical stress results in a strain proportional to
this stress. A mechanical stress, designated by the
symbol ?, operates when equal and opposite forces

put a material under tension, compression, or shear.
The dimension of ? is therefore that of a pressure,

I?l = [stress] : [pressure].- : [force per unit area]

[newton/m2], (26.8)

but ? is not a vector like D, E, or P pointing in one
€

direction; it is a physical quantity, for which a direc-
tion and its opposite are equivalent. Voigt a was the
first to investigate such quantities systematically in
his classical studies on crystals and to introduce for
them the name tensor. A compressional stress normal
to some surface can be distinguished from an exten-
sional one by giving the tensor a positive or a negative

a See W. Voigt, Lehrbuch der Kristallphytik, Teubner, Leipzig
and Berlin, 1910.
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sign. Graphically, it may be represented by an arrow
with heads on both ends pointing in opposite direc-
tions, inwards for compressibnal and outwards for ex-
tensional stress. These types of stress are polar tensors
acting parallel to an axis, in distinction from shear

Extensionol stress Compressionol stress Sheor stress
in z-direction in z-direction obout x-direclion

Fig. 26.1. Polar and axial stresses.

stresses, which arc afiial tensors and result from the
balancing action of torque and countertorque around
an axis (FiS. 26.1).

Stress applied to an elastic body produces a defor-
mation. Its general description is that two points,
originally located at P (0, 0, 0) and Q @, A, z), have
been shifted to Pt (Er, ,tr, f1) and Q' @ * tz, A * qz,

z * f) Gig. 26.2). The displaeement must be a con-

Q' ( x+€a ,y+I2,2+E2)

P(o,o,o )

Fig. 26.2. General description of deformation.

tinuous function of the co-ordinates r, y, and a; hence

and designated by the polar-tensor components

(26.10)

In addition, shearing strains around the c, y, and z

axes occur, as represented by thegthree axial-tensor
components

(26.11)

Strain tensors, according to this definition, have no
dimension ([m/m]). We will designate linear strains
as positive for extension and shears as positive when
clockwise.

According to Hooke's law, the stresses are propor-
tional to the strains, that is,

atSr=j'
,r+ dI

0n
52=;'
*- dA

arSs=^'
,t.+ dZ

df 0nSa=j+--:'
e0y0z

&arSs=j+--:'.' 0z 6r

oa aESo=-+-'(+ 0r 0y

0n
t-2,

0z

ar
*^2,

dz

(26.e)

8rz sta

szz sze

8gz Seg

s+z s+a

Ssz Soa

8oz sog

8ro 8ro

Szs 8zo

Sas sao

Sls Sao

sss Sso

Sos 8oo

(26.12)

(26.13)

(26.14)

Tt: EtoiSi f.ori, j: L to6,
'Hi<+

Si : E tinTo.
(-+ '1, <+

The factors sii of the linear transformation, which in-
dicates the strain produced by the application of stress,
are called elastic complionce cofficients or simply corn-
pliances. Since Eq. 26.13 is the mechanical analogue
of Eq. 26.3, the coefficients are also sometimes called
elastic susceptibilities. Owing to the existence of the
axial shear components in addition to the polar linear
components, we have thirty-six instead of nine of these
coefficients, which may be written in matrix form asaE&attz:tr*-r*-U* ^ z,

dfr da dz 8tr

8zt

sgt

s+t

$sr

8ot

st+

sza

sal

s++

ss+

8o+

if higher derivatives are neglected.
An elongation per unit length in the fr-, U-, and z-di-

rections is defined as the lirue,ar strain in these directions

Similarly, we have thirty-six elastic cqnstnnts cii or
stifness coefwimts foming a matrix that is the inverse
of Eq. 26.14. Fortunately, only twenty-one of the co-

P'(tr , ?r , gr )
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efficients are independent sinee it can be shown that
the matrices are symmetrical, that, is,

sij : sji
and (26.15)

Cij : Cji.

Also the matrices of the susceptibilities and permittivi-
ties (Eqs. 26.5 and 26.6, respectively) are symmetrical,

Xii: Xiil 
(26.16)

e;i : ejii

thus the possible maximum number of independent
electrical coefficients is reduced from nine to six.

The existence of the piezoelectric effect in certain
crystals implies a coupling between the mechanical and
the electrical parameters. The application of a me-
chanical stress ! produces not only a mechanical

strain S (Eq. 26.13) but also an electrical polarizalion

P (direct effect),

Pt: (i : I,2,3;j : 1, ... 6). (26.17)

Similarly, the application of an electrical stress E
causes not only a polarization P (Eq. 26.3) but also a
mechanical strain S (converse effect),

Si: (i : I,2,3;j : 1, ... 6). (26.18)

A material exhibiting piezoelectricity is therefore to be
described not only in its mechanical behavior by a
matrix of elastic coefficients and in its electric behavior
by a matrix of electrical coefficients, but, in addition,
by a matrix of electromechanical coupling coefficients,
lhe piezoelectric cofficients d6I

of symmetry, which requires that all crystal faces occur
in parallel pairs on opposite sides of the crystal; (b) a
plane of symmetry, which makes a crystal bilaterally
symmetrical; (c) an rc-fold aris of sgmmetry around
which a crystal may be rotated by 360"/n to arrive in
a congruent position; n may assume the values L,2,3, 4,
and 6, that is, there can be diad, triad, tetrad, and herad,

axes.5

According to the symmetries of their external forms,
crystals may be grouped into seven crystal systems
(Fig. 24.9), which may be characterized in terms of
axes of symmetry. Each of these systems is subdivided
into a number of. uystal classes. All classes of a system
have in common the characteristic symmetry of the
system, but may have additional symmetry elements in
various combinations (see Fig. 2a.8). There are thirty-
two crystal classes in all, as mentioned previously (see

Sec. 24).
The introduction of any symmetry element reflects

in the matrices of the elastic, electric, and piezoelectric
coefficients by reducing the number of independent
coefficients and making some of the constants equal to
zero. All piezoelectric coefficients disappear when a
crystal has a center of symmetry. This eliminates
eleven crystal classes; in addition, the coefficients be-
come zero in class 29 because of holoaxial symmetry
(432). Thus as Voigt a first showed, of the total thirty-
two crystal classes only twenly piezoelectric classes re-
main. Whether or not a crystal belonging to one of
these classes is actually piezoelectric has to be estab-
lished by experiment, for instance, by the Giebe and
Scheibe click method.6

After a piezoelectric crystal has been found, charac-
teristic cuts of slabs or bars can be made in specific
orientations to the crystal axes, as shown in Fig. 26.3
for quartz,T to adapt the material to special electrome-
chanical transducer purposes. For example, various
mechanical vibrational modes can be excited, such as
lengthwise, thickness, flexure, and shear (Fig. 26.4).7

If a frequency standard of extreme accuracy is desired,
like the famous quartz cloclc first realized by Giebe and

6In place of the elementary symmetry elements o and b, we

usually use today a compomtd, symmetry element, aces of rotary
inuersion (inaersian ares), symbolized in terms of their degree as

T,r,9,4,6. An n-fold axis of rotary inversion combines a rota'
tion through }ffi" /n with an inversion through the center of the
crystal. Thus, &s we can easily verify, T is equivalent to a center
of symmetry,Z to a plane of symmetry, and 6 to a simple three-
fold axis (triad) perpendicular to a plane of symmetry (see, for
example, F. C. Phillips, An Introiluntion to Crystnllography,

Longmans, Green and Co., London, New York' 1949).
6 E. Giebe and A. Scheibe, Z. Physik 33,7ffi (1925).
7 W. G. Cady, "Crystals and Electricity," Scimtifi'c American,

December, 1949, p. 46.

E d,iTi
je

EdoiF.n
i

dt dn dB du dts atu 
Idzt dzz dzs dz+ dzs aru | 

(26.19)

dil ds, dss ds+ dzs dso l'

This matrix is again symmetrical,

d,;i : dyt Q6.20)

hence of its eighteen coefficients only fifteen can be
independent.

How many coefficients actually exist and are inde-
pendent of each other depends on the rnauoscopic uys-
tnl symmetry. This symmetry may be dessribed in
terms of three types of sgmmetry elemenfs: (o) a center

t Instead of the coefficients il;i we c&n use the piezoelectric
constants e,7, introduced by the defining equation P,: : I eii Si.
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Scheibe,8 cuts are made in an orientation that assures

a minimum temperature dependence of the vibrational
modes. All transducer properties may be evaluated by
measuring the mechanical, electric, and piezoelectric
coefficients as function of temperature rvith due refer-
ense to the mechanical freedom of the material (free or
clamped) and to its electrical status (short-circuited or
open-circuited).

By the macroscopic theory certain crystal classes

can be singled out as permitting piezoelectricity, and

Fig. 26.3. Some characteristic cuts of quartz crystal.
Cady.7)

coefficients and methods of measurement can be pre-
scribed which determine the behavior of a crystal trans-
ducer.e But which crystals are actually piezoelectric, a
macroscopic theory cannot predict. Thus the hunt is
on for better piezoelectrics as well as for a copious sup-
ply, because piezoelectric devices have become of out-
standing technical importance. Especially well known
are the applications of piezoelectrics as transducers in

t E. Giebe and A. Scheibe, El,ekt. Na,chr.-Technik 5,65 (f928);
A. Scheibe, Piezoelelctrizitdt des Quarzes, Theodor Steinkopf,
Dresden and Leipzig, 1938.

e For detailed discussion of the macroscopic aspects of piezo-

electricity and of the applications of piezoelectric materials, see

the books of W. G. Cady, Piezoekctricftgr, McGraw-Hill Book
Co., New York, 1946, p. 287, and W. P. Mason, Piezoelmtri'c
Crystals anil Th,eir Appl;ications to Ultrasanics, D. Van Nostrand,
New York, 1950.

the sound and ultrasonic field initiated by Langevin 10

with his sonar experiments in World War f, and as fre-
quency-control elements introduced by Cady rr shortly
afterwards.

The empirical search for piezoelectric crystals might
be much more effective if guided by a molecular theory
of piezoelectricity. In the preceding discussion we
have confined ourselves to the external geometry of
crystals. The thirty-two crystal classes resulted from
symmetry operations rvhich referred to the origin of
the crystallographic axes. The center of symmetry
was located in this origin, and the planes and axes of
symmetry passed through this point. The thirty-two

Some vibrotionol modes of piezoelectric crystols

Longitudinol lenglhwise

Foce sheor Thickness sheor

Fig. 26.4. Typical mechanical vibration modes. (After Cady.?)

(After groups of macroscopic crystal symmetry are therefore
also designated as po,int groups. For the formulation
of a molecular theory we have to shift from this exter-
nal contemplation of the habit of crystals to a con-
sideration of their internal constitution.

Crystallography began this molecular approach in
1784 with the work of the abb6 Haiiy,rz who formulated
the idea that a crystal is an orderly assemblage ob-
tained by the regular repetition of some unit of pattern.
Haiiy visualized this unit as a solid geometrical build-
ing block, for example, a parallelepiped. If, on the
other hand, the unit is represented quite unspecifically
by a point, its center of gravity, spqce lattices may be
constructed by the parallel translation of such point in
the n, y, and a directions over repetitive periodic dis-
tances. Thus a skeleton is formed of the internal

r0 P. Langevin, French Patent 505,703 (appl. Sept. 17, f91S).
rr W. G. Cady, U. S. Patent 1,450,246 (appl. Jan. 28, f920).
12 R. J. Ifaiiy, Traitd il,e mi,niral,ogi,e, Paris (1801).

Longitudinol thickness

Foce sheor
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structure of a crystal like the steel skeleton of a sky-
scraper. The condition is that each point finds itself
in an identical environment. Bravais 13 found that
fourteen different space lattices can be constructed on
the basis of this requirement; Fig. 26.5 shows the unit
cells of. these Brauais lattices.ra

These fourteen space lattices designate crystals of the
highest possible symmetry (holosymmetry) in their re-
spective crystal systems because the lattice points are

tion a translation of the molecular unit parallel to the
axis (Fig. 26.6). He arrived thus at 65 point systems
which satisfied the requirement of identical environ-
ment for each lattice point if screw axes are admitted.

'"-.1:'o J;loil,, u;l?lo 
,.1;nf. ,,lil",lj.o

Fig. 26.6. Axes and screw axes. ,^#;"- *ttp U

Fedorow,l6 Schoenflies,l7 and Barlow,t8 by independent
discovery, completed the theory of molecular crystal
symmetry. They conceived that the symmetry planes
of the macroscopic crystal geometry might signify,
from the molecular standpoint, either a simple mirror
reflection or a reflection combined with a translation
of the building stones parallel to the mirror plane
(FiS. 26.7). This introduction of glide refl,ection planes

Mirrorreflection Glide reflection

Fig. 26.7. Reflection and glide reflection planes.

in addition to screw axes expanded the possible number
of point systems Lo 230.

The 230 different combinations of symmetry elements
from which the space structure of crystals can be con-
structed, are called the space groups of crystallography.
Von Laue's discovery of X-ray diffraction in 1912 te

16 E. v. Fedorow, Z. Krist. 38,32I (1904).
17 A. M. Schoenflies, Kristallsyteme und Kristallstruktur, Teub-

ner, Leipzig, 1891.
18 W. Barlow, Mineral. Mag. 11, ll9 (1895).
re M. von Laue, W. Friedrich, and P. Knipping, Mtinchener

Sitzungsberichte, 1912, p. 303; Ann. Physik 41,971 (1913).

Simple
t riclinic

Simple Bose centered
monoclinic

Bose centered Body centered
orthorhombic

Rhombohedrol Hexogonol
(trigonol)

Simple Body centered
tetrogonol

srmpre t;orr.;.1:':o Foce centered

Fig. 26.5. The fourteen Bravais lattices. (After Barrett.la)

visualized without any structure of their own. Bravais
already realized that the lower symmetry exhibited by
many crystals must result from the constitution of the
molecular groups signified by the lattice points. The
actual structure of such groups can be of a bewildering
variety. However, for the construction of crystal lat-
tices the symmetry of. the arrangement of these molecu-
lar building stones around a lattice point counts and
not the structural details.

Sohncke 15 realized that the axes of rotation intro-
duced by morphological crystallography might repre-
sent, from the standpoint of molecular composition, a
simple axis or a sueu aris that combines with the rota-

13 A. Bravais, J. Math. 14, L4I (1849).
14 C. G. Barrett, Structure of Metals, McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

t952.
15 L. Sohncke, Entwiclclung einer Theorie der Kristallstrulctur,

Teubner, Leipzig, 1879.
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opened the way for an experimental allocation of crys-
tals to space groups by the analysis of their diffraction
patterns.

The molecular theory of crystal symmetry, based on
the arrangement of point tnasses, cannot provide a
direct answer to our question: Which crystals are piezo-

electric? What is required is a molecular re-interpre-
tation of crystal s5rmmetry on the basis of point charges

and an analysis of the charge arrangements, which may
lead to piezoelectricity. As a final step these charge
patterns have to be identified with actual molecular
groups occurring in crystal chemistry.

axis can develop only in an acentric crystal that has
neither a reflection plane nor a twofold axis perpendicu-
lar to the prospective direction. This restriction im-
parts to only 10 of the 20 piezoelectric classes the po-
tentiality for pyroelectricity, as Voigt 2 pointed out.
To arrive at more detailed conclusions we have to
investigate the role played by permanent electric di-
pole moments in the formation of crystal structures.

In Sec. 26 we applied molecular symmetry considera-
tions to the geometrical arrangement of the mass points
in a unit cell; by admitting screw axes and glide reflec-
tion planes, 230 possible space groups resulted. This
breaking down of the 32 classes of macroscopic sym-
metry (point groups) into 230 space groups does not
help offhand to pin-point piezoelectric crystals more
accurately. The molecular interpretation of crystal
symmetry is concerned with the constellations of point
masses without discerning their charges. By identify-
ing the mass points as positive and negative ions,
Born,3 in his famous dynamics of crystal lattices, dt-
rived at an electrical structure of crystals and could for-
mulate the piezoelectric response in terms of the dis-
placement of the individual ions under the action of me-
chanical stress and electric fields.a For the diatomic
ionic lattice of the regular system, characterized by
three elastic (ct, crz, caa), one piezoelectric (e1a), and
one dielectric constant (e), an interrelating equation
resulted

e C- CO, ,C44
aL4- : \ctz - cED 

-'4tr Ctz
(27.1)

Checked on the sphalerite structure of ZnS, this pre-
diction of the piezoelectric coefficient from elastic and
dielectric constants proved a disappointment; the theo-

2 W. Voigt, Lehrbuth d,q Kri,stallphysi,lc, Teubner, Leipzig and
Berlin, 1910.

3 See M. Born and M. Gtlppert-Mayer, "Dynamische Gitter-
theorie der Kristalle," Hand,bunh der Phytik, J. Springer, Berlin,
Yol. 24, Pa,rt 2, 1933.

a M. Born, Physi,k. Z. 19, 539 (1918); M. Born and E. Bor-
ma,rur, Ann. Physilc 62,218 (1920).

27 Dipole Moments, Piezoelectricity and Crystal Structure 1

An electric field polarizes a material by inducing new
dipole moments or by changing the magnitude and ori-
entation of pre-existing permanent moments. Both
effects alter the mechanical dimensions of a solid by
moving electrons and nuclei to new equilibrium posi-
tions. Mechanical stress changes also the dimensions
of a material, but it acts on the mass points without
discerning their charges. Therefore no dipole moments
can be induced from the neutral state by such stress,
nor will a dipole polarization arise by the mechanical
distortion of a centrosJrnmetrical array of permanent
moments. An electric field removes a center of charge
symmetry by creating a polar axis; stress creates a bi-
polar axis. Hence, whereas polarization in such cases
produces mechanical distortion, mechanical distortion
produces no dipole polarization. This electromechani-
cal effect, which has no inverse and is always present
in dielectrics, is called electrostriction.

Piezoelectricity, in contrast, is characterized by a
one-to-one correspondence of direct and inverse effect
(see Sec. 26). Hence, it must be caused by pre-existing
permanent dipole moments arranged without a center
of symmetry. The absence of a center of charge sym-
metry does not imply that piezoelectric crystals must
have a polar axis. An axis will exist only when the
individual momentum vectors in the unit cell, instead
of mutually canceling, add up to a perrnanent resultant
moment. Since the magnitude of such resultant mo-
ment depends on the separation distance of the parti-
cles, that is, on the lattice dimensions, uniform heating
or cooling of a permanently polarized crystal wil_l change
its inherent polarization. An outside observer, in con-
sequence, will notice that a temperature change pro-
duees a voltage across the crystal, opposite in sign for
heating and cooling. This effect is known as pyroelec-
tricity (from the Greek rup6s: fire). Crystals that
have a polar axis are pyroelectric in addition to being
piezoelectric.

Macroscopic crystal symmetry prescribes that a polar
I See A. von Hippel, Z. Physik 133,158 (1952).
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retical value was about ten times the measured one.

Born suspected correctly that ztnc blende wa.s not com-
pletely ionic. Heckmann 5 repeated the calculation
with inclusion of the polarizability of the ions, but the
numerical agreement did not improve. The discrep-
ancy obviously can be removed by postulating for ZnS
a proper mixture of covalent and ionic binding, but
this procedure is not very illuminating from the stand-
point of obtaining a deeper insight as to why certain
crystals are piezoelectric. The ionic point-lattice
theory suffers quite generally from the fact that it
arrives at its results by a cumbersome summation of
the interactions of individual displacements and that
a graphical picture of any concerted action of lattice
points is lost by this pulverizing process.

True piezoelectricity, as stated above, is based on the
existence of permanent dipole moments. A feasible
alternative procedure is therefore to picture piezoelec-

tric crystals as networks of permanent moments and to
investigate the possible arrangements and reactions of
such moments. Obviously, the constellations have to
be compatible with crystal symmetry; hence, as a first
step, we consider the dipole configurations resulting
from elementary symmetry operations (Fig. 27.L).

Center of symmetry Plone of symmetry Triod oxis Tetrod oxis

Fig. 27.1. Dipole configurations resulting from elementary
symmetry operations.

Dipole moments facing a center of symmetry are
converted into antiparallel pairs; components normal
to a plane of symmetry or to a diad, tetrad, or hexad
axis become also antiparallel pairs. The condition that
piezoelectric crystals cannot have a center of symme-
try, may be generalized into the statement that anti-
parallel pairs do not contribute to the first-order effects
of piezoelectricity. Dipole components parallel to a

symmetry plane become parallel pairs; components
parallel to an rz-fold axis of rotation &re converted into
parallel groups of. n dipoles. Such components are
piezoelectrically active and may produce a polar axis.
A unique role is played by the triad axis due to the
property of converting a normal component, not into
antiparallel pairs, but into three dipole moments ori-

6 G. Heckmann, Z. Phgsi,k 25,47 Q924;33, M6 (1925).

ented at 120". This constellation leads to piezoelec-
tricity because pressure parallel to one moment of such
star pattern will spread the angle between the other
two moments and thus unbalance the arrangement.

Following up this approach, we can characterize the
2O piezoelectric classes by dipole configurations accord-
ing to their symmetry elements (Fig. 27.2). These con-
figurations do not represent the actual arrangements of
the moments in the unit cell but their net constellation
required by crystal symmetry. It becomes graphically
clear how a polar axis arises either by a one-sided ar-
rangement of dipole moments or the unbalance between
geometrically similar but electrically unlike sets of mo-
ments. The arrow direction of the polar axis in piezo-
electric crystals is prescribed by the asymmetry in the
grouping of the moments and cannot be reversed.

The dipole symbols of Fig. 27.2 allow us to derive the
matrices of the piezoelectric coefficients by visual in-
spection. The general matrix

du. dn dB du drc drc

dzr dzz dze dz+ dzs dza

du dsz des ds+ dss dso

(27.2)

symbolizes the electric polarization P produced in the
three orthogonal directions 1, 2, 3, by the application
of a mechanical stress ?, that is,

Pt: EdniTi (i: L,2,3; j: l, ...,6). (27.3)
i.+

Considering, for example, the monoclinic crystal class
III with its two equal dipole moments oriented sym-
metrically to the diad axis 3 upwards from the l,2-plane
(Fig. 27.3), we observe that the l,2-plane projection
contains an antiparallel pair which cannot contribute;
hence d1 : dn : dzr : dzz: 0. However, applica-
tion of a stress T1 or ?2 stretches the circle in the 1,2-
plane into an ellipse, the momentum vectors tip sym-
metrically to the polar axislhence the components par-
allel to this axis and thus the moment in direction 3
changes (d31 and h2 + 0). A stress ?3 parallel to the
polar axis changes also the angle of the vector sym-
metrically, hence alters this moment (dss * 0); but
the components in the l,2-plane remain an antiparallel
pair (dB : dzs : 0). A shearing stress around the
axes 1 or 2 (Ta or T) tips both vectors towards the
1 and 2 axis in the same direction; hence d.14, da1, d,24,

dzs * O. This tilting shortens the one and lengthens
the other vector in the direction of the polar axis by
equal amounts; hence de+: dss -- 0. Finally, a shear
around the polar axis 3 tips the two vectors in opposite
directions; hence again the antiparallel components
balance (dto : dzo :0), while the parallel components

\ I/n
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lengthen or shorten (dso + 0). Thus we arrive at the
matrix of class III:

sulfur atoms bonding mutually with tetrahedral s,p-
hybrid bonds of partly ionic character. Thus each
atom type can be characterized by a tetrahedral con-
figuration of dipole moments (Fig. 27.5). In joining an

Fig. 27.4. Crystal structure of sphalerite (a), of wurtzite (b)
(after Wells 6), and of sphalerite (c) with [111] direction vertical.

atom of. zinc and sulfur we face the same choice as in
the formation of an ethane molecule from two methane
radicals;we may arrange the dipole moments of the tvro
partners in either an eclipsed or a staggered configura-
tion. Thus the two structures of ZnS result, formed by
diatomic ZnS molecules, orientated'q'ith their axis par-
allel to ohe c-direction and polymerized either in the
staggered (sphalerite) or eclipsed (wurtzite) orientation
of their moments.

ft can be easily seen that both configurations will be
piezoelectric. Pressure in the c-direction compresses

ZnS Tetrohedrol
orrongements

Stoggered

Fig. 27.5. Possible orientations of ZnS in tetrahedral bonding.

the originating diatomic ZnS molecules in their valence
direction while applying to the other three bonds a

bending stress which flattens their angle with the c-axis.
This reduces the parallel components of these bonds
which balanced the S -> Zn moment in the c-direction;
thus a net polarizalion in this direction appears.

oo0d:4
000dzl
dil dsz dss 0

drc

dzs

0

The actual planar or spatial arrangement of dipoles

can be discussed in simple terms only when the ions

are represented as spheres that assume neutralizing
configurations of densest packing compatible with
their radius ratio. Since only diad, triad, tetrad, and
hexad axes of symmetry exist, an ion can be surrounded
in a plane by 2, 3, 4, or 6 counterions, or in space by
3, 4, 6,8, or 12 nearest neighbors of opposite polarity,
as the co-ordination number indicates (see Table 24.t).

Polor stress tensors
T, ond T.

Sheor tensor
T5

Fie. 27.3. Derivation of the piezoelectric matrix for class III.

Of these ionic groups of perfect geometrical regularity,
only those with a triad axis produce dipole moments in
an oblique mutual orientation. They correspond to a
tetrahedral arrangement of the ions in space. Hence

we may expect that tetrahedra are decisive piezoelec-

tric building stones in crystals constructed of regular
polyhedra. The tetrahedron is the only regular poly-
hedron involving nearest neighbors that has no center
of symmetry. Hence, we would have come to the same

conclusion by demanding that a piezoelectric crystal
must not only be acentric in its macroscopic structure
but also in the molecular structure of the groups re-

sponsible for piezoelectricity.
Let us illustrate the situation on Born's classical

example of. zinc sulfide. The material exists in two
polymorphic forms as cubic zinc blende (sphalerite)

and hexagonal wurtaite. Compared in their usual ref-
erence systems, the diamond structure of sphalerite
looks very different from the crystal structure of wurt-
zite,6 but by orienting the space diagonal of the former
parallel to the c-axis of the latter, the correlation be-
tween the two arrangements becomes evident (Fig.
27.4). Both structures can be built up from zinc and

6 A. F. Wells, Structural Inorganic Chemistry, Oxford Univer-
sity Press, 1945, p. 83.
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Although both forms are piezoelectric, only wurtzite
is pyroelectric. This again is understandable on the
basis of Figs. 27.4 and 27.5; the eclipsed orientation of
the dipole moments in wurtzite places the zinc and
sulfur atoms of the side groups above each other in the
c-direction. The resulting electrostatic atfuaction acts
like a compression, and a permanent polar c-axis is
created.

Additional evidence for the usefulness of the dipole
moment approach to the analysis of these structures
can be found in the sequence of. zinc compounds: ZnO
-+ ZnS -+ ZnSe + ZnTe. X-ray analysis shows
that ZnO forms only the wurtzite structure, ZnS and
ZnSe are known in both modifications, whereas ZnTe
occurs only in the sphalerite structure. This trend is
easily understandable if we return once more to the di-
atomic ZnX molecule of Fig. 27.5 and its tetrahedral

arra"y of dipole moments. \{'e know from organic chem-
istry that for ethane and similar molecules the stag-
gered position is the stable one because the CH3 groups
in the eclipsed position are in steric contact and thus
repel each other. fn our case the eontending groups
are ZnXs and XZn3 of opposite polarity; thus electro-
static attraction favors the eclipsed, and steric hin-
drance favors the staggered position. The polarity de-
creases and the size increases from oxygen to tellurium.
Hence ZnO, the most polar of these compounds, as-
sumes the eclipsed position and forms the wurtzite
structure only; the attraction between the opposing
groups is strong enough even to shorten the Zn-O
distance in the c-direction by about 5 percent. In
ZnTe, at the other extreme, the steric hindrance domi-
nates so completely that only the staggered configura-
tion of the sphalerite structure can be realized.

28 ' Ferroelectricity

Permanent electric dipole moments, as the preceding
discussion showed, are constructional elements in the
formation of crystal structures and are therefore, in
general, firmly anchored in plaee. There may exist

tempelrsooture o c 
2oo

Fig. 28.1. Thermal hysteresis in firstorder transition of thallous
iodide (determined by dielectric constant measurement).

several possible arrangements, as discussed for ZnS;
and depending on pressure and temperature, the one or
the other proves to be the more stable one. If the trans-
formation can take place by some change in parameters
without a fundamental rebuilding of the structure from
crystal nuelei, we observe at some critical temperature

or pressure a sudden phase transition of the fi,rst kind
(also called of fi,rst order) in which energy, volume, and
crystal structure change discontinuously.

Actually, as dielectric analysis testifies, these transi-
tions are frequently not as sudden as thermodynamics
leads us to expect. Figure 28.L, for example, shows the
transition of TII from cubic to rhombic near 150oC, as

observed by Smakula and Westphal of the Laboratory
for Insulation Research. Approached from the cubic
phase, the transition takes place at a lower tempera-
ture than from the rhombic phase. Similar cases of
thermal hysteresis have been observed by Smyth and
co-workers for organic and inorganic materials contain-
ing permauent dipoles.r Such hysteresis arises when
the transition between the two states is delayed by
high activation energies; in consequence, a sharp transi-
tion temperature will be observed only when the tem-
perature is lowered at an excessively slow rate.

In contrast to first-order transformations, in which
permanent dipoles may assume new orientations as in
the sphalerite-wurtzite transition but stay "frozen in,"
the Debye theory of polar molecules based on Mosotti's
local field foresees the occurrence of phase transitions
by the spontaneous alignment of "free" electric dipoles
at a critical Curie temperature (Mosotti catastrophe,
Sec. 23). In this case, energy, volume, and structure
might change more or less continuously, but the tem-

l See, for example, R. W. Crowe and C. P. Smyth, J. Arn.
Chem. Soc. 72,1098 (1950).
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perature derivatives of these quantities would have sin-
gularities. Such continuous phase transitions have been

named by Ehrenfest 2 transitions of the second, kind.
Since at the Curie temperature the first derivative of
the enerry, the specific heat, jumps and describes a
typical tr-shaped characteristic, this transition is of the

second order, and the Curie point is also called a tr-point.
Ferroelectricity, the spontaneous alignment of elec-

tric dipoles by mutual interaction, was not observed
until recently, and few materials are, as yet, known to
be true ferroelectrics. Their outstanding representa-
tives are rochelle salt, the tetrahydrate of potassium-
sodium tartrate, recognized as a ferroelectric by Val-
asek 3 in 1921; potassium dihydrogen phosphate and
arsenate by Busch and Scherrer a in 1935; and barium
titanate, noticed for its unusual dielectric properties by
'Wainer and Salomon 5 in 1942-1943 and established as

a new ferroelectric material 6 at the Massachusetts In-
,stitute of Technology in 1943-1944.7

Additional ferroelectrics, related to the titanates,
have been found recently by Matthias.8 They are
NaCbO3, KCbOB, NaTaO3 and KTaO3 of the perov-
skite structurei WOe, in which the WO6 octohedra cor-
respond in their arrangement to the TiOo octohedra;
and LiTaO3 and LiCbOs of the ilmenite structure.

The crystals of the first and second group are of rela-
tively complicated structure; the ferroelectric range of
rochelle salt is very narrow and that of the phosphates
and arsenates limited to low temperatures (Fig. 28.2).
The materials of both groups are piezoelectric above
their Curie points and develop ferroelectricity in one

axis direction only. Barium titanate, in contrast,
crystallizes in the simple cubic perovskite structure

, P. Ehrenfest,, Comm. Phys. Lab. Leiilzn Uniu. Suppl. 75b,
1933; see also L. Tisza, in Plnse Transformnt;ions in Solid,s, John
Wiley and Sons, New York, 1951, pp. 1-37.

s J. Valasek, Phys. Reu. 17,475 (Lg2L).
a G. Busch and P. Scherrer, Naturufiss. 29r 737 (1935).
5 E. 'Wainer and A. N. Salomon, Titontum AIW Monafactur-

ing Co. Elcc. Rep.8 $9aD;9 and /0 (1943).
6 A. von Hippel and co-workers, .l[.D.B.C. Reps. 300 (August,

1944) and 54O (October, 1945); A. von Hippel, R. G. Brecken-
ridge, F. G. ChesleS and L. Tisza, Ind,. En4. Chem. 88, LO97

(1e46).
7 The existence of ferroelectricity in BaTiOa was initially

denied by B. M. Vul and I. M. GoldmanlCompt. rmd,. acad,. sci.
U.R.S.S. 46, l93g (1945)l and then confirmed in the U.S.S.R.
tB. M. Vul and F. L. Vereschagen, Compt. rmiJ. o,cad. sd.
U.R.S.S. 48, 634 (19a6); B. M. Vul, J. Phys. U.S.S.R. 10,95
(1946)l and in England, Holland, and Switzerland. For a more
general literature survey see, for example, YV'. Jackson, Proc.
Inst. EIec. Engrs. (London) Pt. 3, 97, 285 (1950), and E. T.
Jaynes, F emoelectricity, Pfinceton University Press, 1953.

8 B. T. Matthias, Phys. Reu. 75, l77L (L949); 76, L75, 43O,

1886 (1949); J. K.Hulm, B. T. Matthias, and E. A. Long, Phys.
Rat 79,885 (1950).

(Fig. 28.3), hence has a center of symmetry and is not
piezoelectric above its Curie point, at ca. 120oC. It
may be employed as a single crystal or as a rugged
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Fig. 28.2. Ferroelectric range and crystal symmetry of rochelle
salt and potassium dihydrogen phosphate (initial dielectric

constant and spontaneous polarization).

ceramic material that can be formed in any shape de-
sired. Thus this substance and its derivatives lend
themselves much better to fundamental investigations
and a variety of applications. Since also most of our
own studies on ferroelectrics were concerned u'ith

oTi
Qo
Neo

Fig. 28.3. Ideal perovskite structure.

BaTiO3,e we shall illustrate the pertinent phenomena
on this material. and then draw some general conclu-
sions.

Bariurn titanate cerarnics
When a multicrystalline sample of BaTiO3 cools

down through the Curie region, a number of properties
undergo rapid changes. The dielectric constant and
loss tangent traverse a sharp maximum and minimum,

e See A. von Hippel, Reus. Mod. Phgs. 22,22I (1950); Z. Physik
183, r58 (1952).

KH2PO4
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respectively, the slope of the thermal expansion char-
acteristic alters, and ferroelectric hysteresis loops ap-
pear (Fig. 28.4).6 The X-ray diagram of the cubic

Salomon 5 already observed. Jackson and Reddish rr

followed this shifting down to - 190oC, and Rushman
and Strivens 12 established a linear dependence of the

++#+#+
-t75"C -65oC OoC 3OoC gooc lzocc

Fig. 28.4. Ferroelectric hysteresis loops.e

structure simultaneously becomes transformed pro-
gressively into that of a pseudo-cubic arrangement,
expressed clearly in the multiplicity of the CuK, doub-
let of the back-reflection lines.6 Accurate measure-
ments of Megaw r0 established this nerv phase as tetrag-
onal (Fig. 28.5).

ToC

Fig. 28.5. Variation of all dimensions of barium titanate with
temperature. (After Megaw.lo)

The loss curve and the thermal expansion character-
istic make it apparent that some additional phase tran-
sition occurs near 0oC. When the initial permittivity
derived from the hysteresis loops is plotted against
temperature, two lower transition points, located near
0o and -70"C become clearly visible u (Fig. 28.6).
They become more pronounced as the voltage increases,

but the material remains ferroelectric throughout as

the existence of the hysteresis loops indicates.
A successive replacement of barium by strontium ions

lowers the Curie point systematically as 'Wainer and

r0 H. D. Megaw, Trans. Faraday Soc. !2A, 224 (1946)1 Proc.
Roy. Soc. (London) L189,26L (1947) I see also R. G. Rhodes, lclo
Cryst. 4, IO5 (1951).

Temperoture oC

Fig. 28.6. Dielectric constant of barium titanate ceramic as
function of temperature. (Measurements of W. B. 'Westphal,

Laboratory for Insulation Research.)

Curie temperature on the lattice constant of the bar-
ium-strontium titanate mixed crystals.

If we observe the temperature dependence of the
electric susceptibility above the Curie point, we find

-so -25 or.tiSro,r?? 
oc 

75 roo t25

Fig. 28.7. Confirmation of Curie-Weiss law on barium-strontium
titanate ceramic. (AfterRoberts.r3)

at low field strength the Curie-Weiss larv fulfilled
(Fig. 28.7), but at higher fields a strong dependence of
1on the applied field 13'tn (Fig.28.8). The useful range

rl W.. Jackson and W. Reddish, Nature 156,717 (1945).
r2D. F. Rushman and M. A. Strivens, Trans. Fara,ilay Soc.

42A,23r (1946).
rB S. Roberts, Phys. Reu. 71,890 (1947).
ra A consequenee of this pulling-up of the Curie point by exter-

nal fields is the "partial" hysteresis loops observed recently by
W. J. Is'Ieru lPhys. Reu. 90,375 (1953)1.
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of this nonlinearity of the polarization in high fields
extends to about 40'C above the thermal Curie point
and promises to be of special technical importance
since the accompanying losses are much smaller than

Fig. 28.8. Field-strength dependence of dielectric constant for
barium-strontium titanate ceramic (above Curie point). (After

Roberts.ls)

below the Curie point (Fig. 28.9). The reason for this
lower loss is that in polarizing above the Curie point we
do not have to overcome a pre-existing domain pattern
(see below). The constant in the Curie-Weiss law is not

of a biasing field was investigated in the Laboratory
for Insulation Research by Roberts rB in more detail.
As the measuring frequency approached the megacycle
range, strong resonance effects occurred t (FiS. 28.10).

Frequency

Fig. 28.10. Resonance spectrum of BaTiOs disk. (After
Roberts.ls)

These resonances persisted after the biasing d-c voltage
was disconnected, but could be wiped out by a bias of
the opposite sign. When this resonance absorption of
a disk was measured and then a piece of the sample
broken off, the spectrum shifted to higher frequencies.
The biasing field transformed the ceramic disk into a
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Fig. 28.9. Temperature dependence of dielectric constant and
loss tangent of barium titanate ceramic. (Measurements of

W. B. Westphal, Laboratory for Insulation Research.)

37" as the simple theory predicts (see Eq. 23.7) but
much larger; for the Ba-SrTiO3 sample of Fig. 28.7
with T" :281oK, a value of 88,000 was obtained.

Since the field-strength dependence of the dielectric
constant makes the ceramics useful as nonlinear di-
electrics for a number of applications such as dielectric
amplifiers, modulators, and memory devices, and for
the tuning of circuits, their behavior under the action

o.oolr r r r I I I I I

lol to. lo! to€ tot loo toe toro lorl
Frequency in cycles per second

Fig. 28.11. Relaxation spectrum of the ferroelectric state in
barium titanate ceramic at room temperature. (Measurements

of W. B. W'estphal, Laboratory for Insulation Research.)

piezoelectric resonator, and its piezoelectric response
persisted also without this field because of the rema-
nence of the polarization.

t W'e expected in 1944 lhat BaTiOa might be piezoelectric
below the Curie point, but the experiments with the Giebe-
Scheibe click tester on powdered material, except in one experi-
ment, gave a negative result. This was caused by the domain
structure, as we realized later.

60 80 too t20
Temperoture o C

( o.c. field strength <eo volts,/cm )

with d.c. bios tB hvlcm
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Systematic frequency response measurements have
been in progress in our laboratory for some time; 15 the
high dielectric eonstant and absorption make it very
difficult to obtain accurate temperature characteristics
in the microwave range. The essential phenomenon is
a relaxation spectrum, as also Powles and Jackson 16

found, commencing at about 108 cycles and reducing
the dielectric constant at about 3 X 1010 cycles to a

40 
,H,0./otitur"t:t 

t-

Fig. 28.12. Effect of temperature and frequency on the initial
dielectric constant and the loss of barium titanate ceramic.
(Measurements of W. B. W'estphal, Laboratory for Insulation

Research.)

value of ca. 150 (Fig. 28.11). Conforming with this
tapering off of the ferroelectric response, the loss in-
crea,ses, and the absolute effect of a biasing voltage de-
clines towards the microwave region.rz Figure 28.12
surveys the effect of temperature and frequency on the
initial dielectric constant and the loss of BaTiOa
ceramic. The temperature dependence can be changed
within wide limits by addition agents.

16 A. von Ilippel and W. B. Westphal, National Resea,rch

Council Con-ference on Electrical Insulation, October, 1948.
16 J. G. Powles and W. Jackson, Proc. Inst. Elec. Engrs. (Lon-

ilon) Pt. 3, 96,383 (1949).
rz Possible explanations for this frequency dependence are dis'

cussed by C. Kittel, Phys. Rea.89,458 (1951), and A. von llippel,
Z. Physik 133, LZI (1952); more experimental information is
required.

Single crystals
We cannot expect to arrive at a real understanding

of solid-state phenomena without a study of single
crystals. BaTiO3 crystals of hexagonal and of cubic
symmetry were obtained in Switzerland by Blattner,
Matthias, Merz, and Scherrer 18 from ternary melts,
and this method was further improved by Matthias in
our laboratory.

A microscopic inspection of the pseudo-cubic type
revealed that the crystals, cooled to room temperature,
contained a variety of shaded areas tt (Fig. 28.13). In
an electric field these areas were seen to grow or con-
tract, sections of new shading appeared suddenly, and
disconnecting of the voltage left a remanent state
which required a countervoltage for its removal. Ob-
served in an alternating field with stroboscopic illumi-
nation, the whole crystal appeared to be in violent agi-
tation, and viewed in polarized light flickering bire-
fringence colors appeared. The domain structure of
the material, only indirectly deducible for the opaque
ferromagnetics, was visible in all details in the trans-
parent ferroelectrics.re'2o Since that time, domain pat-
terns have also been found in the other groups of ferre
electrics.2l

A careful analysis of the patterns revealed their laws
of formation in various ramifications.re'2o As the cubic
crystal cools through the Curie temperature, a polar
axis develops and forces the crystal into tetragonal
symmetry, with the axis forrning the c-direction (Fig.
28.L4). Since any one of the cube edges may develop
into the polar axis, a twinning in the (110) planes tends
to take place and laminae form, with the c-axis alter-
nating its direction by 90". Seen from the front these
laminae produce a diagonal striation whereas in the
top and side views striae parallel to the cube edges re-
sult. Since the optical index of refraction is smaller
parallel to the polar axis than perpendicular to it (n"

- na: -0.055 for sodium light at room tempera-
ture), the orientation of the axis and the thickness of
the lamellae can be measured by the birefringence
colors in polarized light. A strong electric field may
wipe out the domain pattern more or less completely;
the crystallographer has thus to accept the unusual
situation that the c-axis of the BaTiO3 crystal can be
turned around at will by the application of an electric
field.

rB H. Blattner, B. Matthias, W. Merz, and P. Scherrer, Erperi-
mtia 3,148 (1947).

s B. Matthias and A. von Hippel, Phys. Rat.73,1378 (19a8);
see also H. Blattner, W. Kenzig, W. J. Merz, and H. Sutter,
Helnt. Phys. Actn 21,2O2 (1948).

20 P. W. Forsbergh, Jr., Phys. Reu. 76, 1187 (1949).
2r See, for example, the study of T. Mitsui and J. Furuichi on

rochelle salt [Phgs. Rea. 90,193 (1953)].
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No field applied +2000 volts/cm

Field removed -2000 volts/cm

Fig. 28.13. Domain areas in BaTiOa crystal and effect of electric field.le
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Fig. 28.14. Twinning of BaTiOa crystal.rs
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The build-up of the domains as Forsbergh 20 estab-
lished in accurate detail begins with the formation of
wedge-shaped laminae (Fig. 28.15). Mechanical pres-
sure or electric fields can drive these wedges through

oped which leads finally to the beautiful square-net
pattern of Fig. 28.16. Its building blocks have been
identified in successive stages by birefringence meas-
urements.

Fig. 28.16. Square-net domain pattern. (After Forsbergh2o).

Above the Curie point the cubic crystal appears dark
between crossed nicols; as it cools through the Curie
region, the domain patterns develop as described.
Further cooling through the transition regions near
0" and -70oC, produces sudden changes in the do-
main structure. Optical analysis established the faet
that the polar axis, originally formed in the cube-edge

Cubic

Above Curie poinl

Third tronsition
neor - 700c
Tri gono I

Second tronsition
neor 5cc

Orthorhombic

Fig. 28.15. Wedge-shaped laminar domains in BaTiOs crystal.
(After Forsbergh.20)

the crystal or squeeze them out again. The final do-
main structure is therefore dependent on the strains
originally contained in the material and on their modi-
fication by the domain of the ferroelectric state. If the
first set of wedges is crossed by a second one at right
angles, a system of intersecting laminae can be devel-

Fig. 28.17. Phase transitions of barium titanate. (After Fors-
bergtr.20)

direction, jumps abruptly, first in the face diagonal,
and near -70'C into the space diagonal position (Fig.
28.17). The cubic BaTiO3, changing at the Curie point
into a tetragonal crystal, transforms by these two sub-
sequent first-order transitions into an orthorhombic
and finally a trigonal modification.2O Electrical analy-
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sis by Merz 22 in the Laboratory for Insulation Re-
search and a careful X-ray study carried through in
England by Kay and Vousden 23 have led to the same
conclusion.

A decisive factor in the formation of ferromagnetic
domains is the demagnetizing field which originates

Fig. 28.18. Square hysteresis loop of barium titanate single-
domain crystal. (After Merz.zz)

from the free ends of dipole chains at the boundaries
of the material. By breaking up a single macroscopic
block of parallel dipoles into a compensating array of
micro-blocks, this field can be practically eliminated.
In ferroelectrics the free surface charge of terminating
dipoles may be compensated for by the attraction of
countercharges through conduction. We lvere there-
fore not completely surprised to find crystals which
give the optical appearance of a single domain. Since,
for the theory of ferroelectricity, the properties of a
single domain are decisive, these crystals \vere inves-
tigated in detail.22

Application of an alternating field produces initially
distorted hysteresis loops, but the disturbances disap-

consist initially of antiparallel domainsl this has been
confi.rmed optically in a study by Merz.za The final
loops of these crystals are rectangular like those of
properly oriented ferromagnetic crystals (FiS. 28.18).
Any switching of domains is accompanied by electric
pulses in analogy to the Barkhausen noise of ferromag-
netics. Noise and a temperature hysteresis accompany
the two lower transitions, where the reorientation of the
polar axis creates new domain patterns. Figure 28.19
shows this hysteresis in the temperature characteristic
of the spontaneous polarization.2z

Origin of the ferroelectric state
The titanium ions of BaTiO3 &r€ surrounded by six

oxygen ions in an octahedral configuration. This co-
ordination is to be expected from the radius ratio of
the partners when visualized as ionic spheres (see

Tables 13.1 and 24.I); alternatively, the TiO6 groups
may be explained as resulting from covalent binding
by octahedral s,p,d-hybrid bonds (see Sec. 17). Actu-
ally, a compromise between these two points of view is
in order. The TiO6 constellation leads to a high di-
electric constant in all crystals containing it and reaches
its high value through the dispersion stemming from
the infrared vibrations. The temperature coefficient of
the dielectric constant outside the ferroelectric range is
strongly negative. We find ourselves, therefore, in a
transition region between polar and nonpolar binding,
where slight changes in internuclear separation produce
large changes in the electric dipole moments.

The regular TiO6 octahedron has a center of sym-
metry; its permanent moments cancel in antiparallel
pairs. A mechanical distortion per se does not impair
this mutual cancellation, as discussed above, and there-
fore leads neither to piezo- nor to ferroelectricity. This

Anotose

Fig. 28.20. The three modifications of TiOz.e

is exemplified in the distortions of the octahedra occur-
ring in the three TiO2 modifications: rutile, brookite,
and anatase (Fig. 28.20). A net permanent moment of
the octahedron can result only by a unilateral displace-
ment of the positive titanium ion against its negative

24 W. J. Merz, Phys. Reu. 88, 421 (1952).
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Temperoture " C

Fig. 28.19. Spontaneous polarization Pu of barium titanate
crystal as function of temperature. (After Merz.z2)

pear after the crystal has been taken through several
heating cycles with systematically increased field
strength.

It seems, therefore, that the single dom.ain crystals

22 W. J. Merz, Phys. Reu. 76, I22I (1949).
23 H. F. Kay and P. Vousden, PhiI. Mag.17140,l0lg (1949).

Brookite
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oxygen surroundings; ferroelectricity, in addition, de-

mands the proper coupling of such moments.
In rutile, brookite, and anatase, the octahedra are

grouped in various compensating arrays by sharing
two, three, and four edges, respectively, with their
neighbors. These constellations are demanded by the
composition formula TiO2: each oxygen ion has to be

coupled to three titanium ions if each titanium is sur-
rounded by six oxygens. In BaTiO3 each oxygen has

to be coupled to only two titanium ions; the octahedra
can be placed therefore in identical orientation, joined

at their corners, and fixed in position by barium ions.

Thus the stage is set in the perovskite structure for an
effective additive coupling of the net moments.

Above the Curie point BaTiO3 is isotropic, the tita-
nium ions have their equilibrium position in the center
of the octahedra, and the permanent dipole moments
cancel mutually in antiparallel pairs. However, strong
fluctuations of the net moments around the zero value
occur by thermal agitation. An external field upsets, in
addition, the average moment balance by displacing the
titanium ions unilaterally. The octahedra and their
moments are coupled by common oxygen ions, and any
displacement of one titanium ion towards a specific oxy-
gen ion unbalances strongly trvo of the neighboring tita-
nium ions and more weakly the four remaining ones,

tending to push all the titanium ions in the same direc-
tion. Figure 28.21explains this situation.

Ti-o
distonce

Fig' 28'21' Feedba"uoil,lr*i?r.x;1".f*otacement or ions in

The dipole moment of a completely ionic compound,
plotted as function of the separation distance of the
partners, is represented by an ascending straight line;
a nonpolar compound without dipole moment follows
the abscissa. Compounds of mixed bonding, but sep-

arating into atoms, follou' a characteristic traversing a

maximum and then falling asymptotically to the zero

line 26 (see Fig. 19.4). BaTiO3 seems to correspond to
this latter type and to have its equilibrium distance,
according to the strongly negative temperature coeffi-
cient of the dielectric constant, on the far side of the
maximum. If the titanium ion A moves towards the
oxygen ion 01, the dipole moment 01 + A becomes

stronger, and the moment Orr + A weaker. Hence

Or moves towards A and O11 awaj from it, with the
result that the titanium ions B and C follow the mo-
tion of the titanium ion A. The side titanium ions D,
E, and their counterparts in front and back of the fig-
ure plane tend to follow suit because the coupling oxy-
gen ions Orrr, Orv, etc., tend to move downwards, re-
pelled by Or. The whole action is akin to that of a
Mosotti field. An applied field or thermal motion
creates a net dipole moment in an octahedron by dis-
placing the titanium ion against its oxygen surround-
ings; this displacement, in turn, produces. through the
oxygen coupling an increase of the displacement, that
is, of the locally acting field, until at a critieal tempera-
ture the thermal agitation can be overcome and the
Mosotti catastrophe occurs.

The postulated displacement directions of the tita-
nium and oxygen ions can be checked in part by X-ray
analysis. Evans 26 measured at room temperature the
diffraction intensities from small single crystals with re-
fined methods and obtained two possible structures
which fit the intensity patterns about equally well.
The titanium ion A has moved up and the oxygen ions
Or and Orr dovyn in the reference frame of the barium
ions, as expected. Their thermal amplitudes around
these new equilibrium positions are appreciably smaller
in the vertical than in the horizontal direction. The
coupling oxygen ions 0111, etc., either have moved down
or their vertical thermal amplitudes have become very
Large.27

Thus far, the barium ions have been treated as inert
spacers that permit the proper joining of the TiO6 octa-
hedra. Actually, the role of these divalent ions is much
more important, as their influence on the Curie point
indicates. By substituting strontium for barium, the

26See J. G. Kirkwood, Phytik.2.33,259 (1932); A.E;cken
and A. Biichner, Z. physik. Chem.827,32L (1934).

26 H. T. Evans, Jr., Tech. Rep. 58, ONR Contract NSori-07801,

Laboratory for Insulation Research, Massaehusetts Institute of
Technology, January, 1953.

27 The strueture, in which Orrr is not displaced, corresponds

about to the results obtained by W. Kd'nzig, Hela. phys. Acta 2/1,

175 (1951). X-ray analysis fails to give an unambiguous final
&nswer because the temperature motion of the oxygen ions is
anisotropic and interferes with an accurate determination of the
structure parameters. Neutron difrraction experiments are

planned to overcome this difficulty.

Dipole
moment

BoTiO3
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Curie point can be lowered systematically from L20"C
to a theoretical temperature beyond the absolute zero
point. A replacement of. Baz* by Pb2+, on the other
hand, raises the Curie point, until, for pure PbTiOB, it
reaches about 490oC.28 This dependence is not ex-
plainable on the basis of ionic radii since Pb2+ at L.2l A
lies between Ba2* (1.35) and Sr2* (1.13); it becomes
understandable when we draw the dipole moments
from the oxygen ions to their four divalent metal-ion
neighbors (Fig. 28.2L). Obviously, this set of moments
tends to hold the oxygen in place against the action of
the titanium ions. Hence the divalent ions reduce the
feedback effect that leads to the Mosotti catastrophe,
the more so the higher their bond strength to oxygen.
The bond distance Ba-O in barium titanate is practi-
cally that of barium oxide; the melting points of the
oxides may therefore be considered as a measure of the
bond strength of the divalent ions to oxygen. The
melting points increase from PbO (888'C) to BaO
(1933'C) and SrO (2430'C); hence the feedback action
and Curie points decrease in this order. Also three-
dimensional pressure reduces the displacement of the
ions and with it the feedback effect and Curie tem-
perature'n (Fig. 28.22) just as clamping diminishes the
piezoelectric response of a crystal.

" itttrrr* intoSt%oron.?3oo 
4ooo

Fig. 28.22. Dependence of Curie temperature on hydrostatic
pressure for barium titanate single crystal. (After Merz.n)

In this consideration of the effect of dipole moments
and ion replacement and displacement on the Curie
temperature we have tacitly assumed that the cubic
perovskite structure of Fig. 28.3 remains unaffected.
This is not necessarily true, as the X-ray structure of
CaTiO3 shows, in which the neighboring TiO6 groups
are slightly tilted against each other (Fig. 28.23).30

This may be the reason why the influence of Ca2* in
replacing Ba2* appears to be small as far as the Curie
point is concerned, while strongly a,frecting the lower

28 G. Shirane, S. Hoshino, and K. Suzuki, Phys. Reu. 80, LLOS
(1e50).

2s W. J. Merz, Phys. Bar 78,52 (1950).
m St. v. Nd,ray-Szab6, Naturwi,ss. 31, N2 (1943).

transition point, as has been found recently.sl Com-
plicated effects of distortion, also of the octahedra
themselves, may arise by substitution and have to be
investigated in detail.

The preceding interpretation of the onset of spon-
taneous polarization and its dependence on structure
parameters clarifies qualitatively the prerequisites for
the formation of a ferroelectric state.e The old idea

CoT iO3

Co@ oTi

I'ig. 28.23. Distorted perovskite structure of CaTiOg. (After
Nd,raY-Szab6.ao)

that the rotation of permanent moments leads to a
Mosotti catastrophe has to be discarded; such moments
are built in and not available for free rotation. Ferro-
electricity arises, not from rotation, but from vibration
states; the displacement of certain ions from their equi-
librium position strongly unbalances the equilibrium of
the permanent moments. By a proper structural ar-
rangement this upset induces a motion of the neighbor-
ing ions in a supporting sense;this increases the original
displacement by feedback. The tendency to bring the
vibrations of neighboring ions into ordered phase rela-
tions prevails at the Curie point against the random
agitation, and the equilibrium position of the critical
ions shifts to one side since the whole effect was made
possible only by the displacement of these ions. The
old balance of the permanent moments is destroyed and
a polar axis created by the transformation of induced
moments into additional permanent moments.

Since the ferroelectric state arises as a deviation from
a previous equilibrium condition, the polar axis can de-
velop in any one of the equivalent crystallographic di-
rections; in BaTiO3 it may point in any one of the six
cube-edge directions. Thus, akin to crystallization,
mtnlei of the ferroelectric state may form and grow at
random, as the Curie temperature is approached, until
they divide the crystal into an array of domains deter-
mined by prehistory and energy balance. Cooling

3rD. A. Berlincourt and F. Kulcsar, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.2!'
70e (1e52).
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through the Curie point in an electric field would make
one of the possible directions the preferred onel in anal-
ogy to the growing of single crystals, a single domain
crystal might result.

Actually, there is an electric memory effect when we
cool barium titanate through its Curie region in an elec-
tric field, but it may be overshadowed by the strain
pattern that has been frozen in at high temperature
during crystallization. In the extreme case of a very
regular strain distribution by spherical warping of a
crystal, the spectacular square-net domain pattern of
Fig. 28.16 results.2o

Even in the absence of pre-existing strain, and by
starting with a single ferroelectric nucleus, we may
still end up with a multi-domain configuration. In fer-
romagnetics, domains form in order to minimize the
closing field originating from the free ends of dipole
chains sinee no magnetic monopoles exist that could
neutralize the free magnetism. fn ferroelectrics, the
free dipole ends can be neutralized by electric counter-
charges, but whether or not this happens fast enough
to obviate domain formation depends on the competi-
tion between the growth of the ferroelectric phase and
the availability of mobile charge carriers. A careful
investigation of the dynamics of domain formation, of
the various types of domain walls, their development
and motion, is now in progress in this laboratory.

If Fig. 28.21gives a qualitatively true picture of the
situation, the onset of ferroelectricity is obviously a
very precarious phenomenon. A change in the size of
the octahedra may move the equilibrium point in the
dipole moment characteristic to the left of the maxi-
mum and destroy the feedback aetion. A distortion of
the oxygen lattice from its regular pattern may cause
the coupling oxygen ions Orrr and Orv to move upward
when Or and O11 move downward. This rvould lead
to antiparallel rows of dipole moments and thus to
antif err o electricity . The existence of antiferroelectricity
has been demonstrated for PbZrOs by Shirane and co-
workers 32 and peculiar transitions have been observed
between ferro- and antiferroelectricity in solid solu-
tions of Pb--BaZrOs.33

A quantitative molecular theory of the ferroelec-
tricity in the titanate group requires obviously that the
polar charges and relative motions of the titanium,
oxygen, and barium ions are known in detail and in-
corporated into a local field expression. We can cal-
culate the dipole moment p per elementary cube of
the BaTiO3 crystal from the saturation moment Pr:
16 X 10-2 [coul/m2] measured for single domain crys-

32 G. Shirane, E. Sawaguchi, and Y. Takagi, Phys. Reu.8!,476
(1e51).

33 G. Shirane, Phys. Reu. 86,219 (1952).

tals (Fig. 28.19). Since the volume of such a cube is

about (4 X 10-10)8 [rrr'], that is, .nf - =j- -64 X 10-30 -
1.6 X lgzs 1p-a] are contained in the unit volume, this
dipole moment is

P*
p : - a.z lQ-2e [coul m] - 3 [debyes]. (28.1)'lr

If this moment is caused by the displacement of the
Ti4+ from the center of the octahedra, a displacement of

d, : L- 0.1b A
4e

would be expected. The shortening of the distance be
tween the titanium and the nearest oxygen ion is about
of this magnitude,% but, instead of assigning formal
charges, we have to measure the dipole moment distance
characteristic and the feedback coupling schematized in
Fig,.28.2L High-pressure experiments for this purpose
are contemplated.

Useful information, on the other hand, can be ob
tained by the thermodynamic approach, which corre-
lates the various macroscopic parameters by enerry
considerations. This latter type of treatment was
first carried through for rochelle salt by Mueller 3a in
his interaction theory, undertaken for BaTiO3 by Devon-
shire,35 and extended by Slater a0 by including the elec-
tronic polarization.

Whereas in BaTiO3 the ferroelectricity seems to arise
from a feedback coupling between the titanium and oxy-
gen sublattices, in the other two groups hydrogen bonds
may play an important part as suggested by Slater for
KH2POa.37 If the bonding hydrogen atoms have a
choice between various positions, as is well known for
many crystal structures, the Curie point may corre-
spond to an order-disorder transition at which a polar
axis is created. However, it must be kept in mind that
such axis need not by necessity lie in the direction of
the hydrogen bonds; the ordering of the hydrogen
bonds with parallel, antiparallel, or even oblique mo
ments may create the ferroelectric acting moments, for
example, by forcing the phosphorous cations into an
eccentric-ordered position in their oxygen tetrahedra.

The preceding discussion of the formation of the fer-
roelectric state has clarified by implication the relation
between ferro- and piezoelectricity. A piezoelectric

3aH. Mueller, Phys. Reu. d7, 175 (1935);6?,829,8a2 (19a0);

68,565,805 (1940); Ann. N. Y. Acod,.5ci.40,321 (1940).
35 A. F. Devonshire, Phil. Mag. !0, LO44 (19a0); 42, 1065

(1e51).
36 J. C. Slater, Phys. Rea. 78,748 (1950).
37J. C. Slater, J. Chem. Phas.9, 16 (1941).

(28.2)
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crystal, when pyroelectric, has a polar axis like a ferro-
electric crystal, but the arrow direction of its axis is
prescribed by the arrangement of the ions and cannot
be reversed; this is clearly apparent in the wurtzite
structure of Fig. 27.4. For the ferroelectric crystal, in
contrast, the possibility of reversal is inherent because

the axis evolves at the Curie point from a state of higher
symmetry. Only in ferroelectric crystals, therefore,
can domain structure appear and the moment be re-
versed by a sufficiently strong opposing field. How-
ever, the response to pressure and voltage of a ferro-
electric crystal is a truly piezoelectric one, involving the
change of permanent moments and therefore, in a first

approximation, a linear dependence of polarization and
expansion on the applied field strength.'

Superposed on this linear effect are changes caused
by alterations of the domain pattern. For example,
compression in the c-direction will tend to turn the
polar axis by 90o; or two-dimensional pressure on the
crystal edges will orientate the c-axis perpendicular to
the free crystal surface. This mechanical production
of a preferential c-axis direction by two-dimensional
pressure raises the Curie point.38

38 P. W. Forsbergh, Jr., Tech. Rep. 74, ONR Contract NSori-
07801, Laboratory for fnsulation Research, Massachusetts fn-
stitute of Technology, October, 1953.

29 ' Paramagnetism

Permanent electric moments, with the exception of
the electron cloud moments appearing in the linear
Stark effect (see Sec. 9), are caused by ionic bonds
between atoms. Such moments produce optically active
resonance states, visible in the rotation spectra of
gases (see Sec. 18); in liquids and solids these states are
quenched by pressure broadening and hindered rota-
tion, and only unquantized relaxation spectra remain.
Permanent magnetic moments, in contrast, are located
irc atoms or molecules and originate from the circling
of the electrons around the nuclei (orbital moments) and
from the spin of the electrons themselves (spinmoments)
(see Sec. 10). These magnetic moments are causally
related and proportional to angular mechanical mo-
menta;. the laws of quantum mechanics require that
the angular momenta be quantized as integral or half-
integral multiples of h. Ifence, whereas the torque of
an external field on &n electric or magnetic dipole can
be treated classically in an identical manner, we have
to expect deeper-lying differences in the actual be-
havior of electric and magnetic systems because the
latter are always coupled to quantized gyroscopes.

The classical calculation of the average static mo-
ment [, which a gas molecule of the permanent elec-

tric dipole moment p contributes to the polarization P
under the counteracting influences of electric torque
and thermal agitation, has been given in Sec. 16. De-
rived by Debye,l in analogy to Langevin's calculation
for paramagnetic gases,2 it leads, when the field energy is

1P. Debye, Physilc. Z. 13,97 (1912).
2 M. P. Langevin, J. physique /1,678 (1905); Ann. chim. phUs.

5, 70 (1905).

and Ferromagnetism

small in comparison to the thermal energy (p.E <<kT),
to the expression (Eq. 16.9)

Nu2P:Nii: 'E.' \kT

For the paramagnetic gas, since the torque is produced
by the magnetic induction B : p'H and not by the
magnetic field H (see f, Eq. 2.16), the corresponding
magnetization becomes

Nrn2
M - Nff : 

g7r, u'u'

The static susceptibilities of the paraelectric and the
paramagnetic gas are consequently

P NJr' C'
Xe:.oE:.o"i,kr=i

M Nrnzy,' C
Xm: H 

: 
gkr

The fact that the susceptibility is inversely propor-
tional to the absolute temperature was first discovered
by P. Curie 3 in his studies on oxygen gas and is there-
fore known as Curie's law. Langevin's theory provides
its theoretical foundation and leads to a first inter-
pretation of the Curie constant C in E,q. 29.4. For
oxygen, referring to the susceptibility per gram, Curie
measured

33700 x 10-6
.T

3 P. Curie, Ann. chim. phgs. 5,289 (1895).

and

(2e.r)

(2e.2)

(2e.3)

(2e.4)

(2e.5)
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Calculating the magnetic moment rn per oxygen mole-
cule from this value in mks units, we find

rn - 7.7 x 10-24 [ioule/weber m-2]. (29.6)

This is about 0.83 Bohr magnetons (see Eq. 10.7);
hence the simple Langevin approximation gives a rea-
sonable order of magnitude for the magnetic moment.

Deviations from Curie's law are expected by the clas-
sical theory as soon as the magnetic energy | - | lg I

is not very small in comparison to the thermal energy
kT. In this case we have to return to the Langevin
characteristic itself (see Fig. 16.2 and Eq. 16.8),

gadolinium metal,6 we find frequently the simple Curie
law of E,q. 29.4 replaced by the Curie-Weiss law 6 (see

E,q. 23.7), 
C

Xm: T-7" (2e.8)

The mutual interaction of the magnetic moments in-
creases the locally acting field, until, at a critical Curie
temperature T" e spontaneous magnetization occurs;
the material becom es ferromagnetic.

Weiss based his derivation of Eq. 29.8 on the as-
sumption of a molecular f,eld wM which adds its action
to that of the applied magnetic field H to create a
local field

H':HfurM,IIl
eoth o -m

and expect saturation for sufficiently low temperatures
or high field strength. Kammerlingh Onnes a was able
to shorv that this situation is actually realized in gado-

Curie low

Gd2(so4)3 - I H20

P produces the local

PE+-.' 3.0

By assuming further that the magnetization M can be
represented by the first term of the Langevin equation
(see Eq. 29.2) he arrived at his susceptibility law. The
derivation of the corresponding polarization law for
ferroelectrics, given in Sec. 23, is patterned after his
calculation. Weiss furthermore accounted for the ab-
sence of any appreciable permanent magnetization in
pure iron and other soft ferromagnetics by the postu-
late that the material subdivides into microregions of
compensaling domains (Fig. 29.2). Such domains can

Fis. 2e.2. Reduction * 
HlXl,""Xl 

magnetization by domain

actually be seen in the transparent ferroelectrics, as
we have shown in Sec. 28.

Ferromagnetic materials are characterized by u non-
linear magnetization characteristic (tr'ig.29.3). A sam-
ple of soft iron, for example, exposed for the first time
to a slowly increasing magnetic field H, follows in its
magnetization the uirgin curve O - B, reaching a
saturation 'ind,untion B, of ca. 21,000 gausses for a
saturat;ion f,eld H, of ca. 500 [Oe] at room temperature.

5 G. Urbain, P. Weiss and F. Trombe, Cam,pt. renil. 20O, 2132
(1e35).

6 P. Weiss, J. phys. et rad;ium 6, 661 (1907); Physik. Z. 9, 358
(1e08).

1

- - L(n)
fr

wirh *:l''llul, (2s.2)
KT

just as the polarization
f,eld of Eq. 2.9,

E_

(2e.e)

Mosotti

(2e.10)

o
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I'iI

-o I 2 3 .
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Fig. 29.1. Paramagnetic saturation characteristic of gadolinium
sulfate. (After Woltjer and Kammerlingh Onnes.a)

linium sulfate [Gd2(SO4)s, 8H2O] (Fig. 29.1). The
large magnetic moment of the gadolinium ion (rn ca. 8
Bohr magnetons) makes the onset of saturation pos-

sible at relatively small values of ln l1T, *hereas the
interaction of the moments, not considered in Langg-
vin's theory, is held down by the diluting effect of the
crystal water. Thus, at 1.31oK and 22,000 gausses,

the average moment ffi reaches 84 percent of the actual
moment rrr.

If the moments a,re not diluted, for example, in
4 H. R. Woltjer and H. Kammerlingh Onnes, Comm. Phys. Lab.

Uniu. Leidm, YoI. 15, No. 167'; Verslag. Amst. Acod,. 32, 772
(1e23).

oo'
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Reducing the field again to zero and then reversing it,
we traverse a curve B + C + D + E, and a return
trace E -> F + G - B, that is, a hystnre$s loop,
characterized by a remqnmt irudu,ction (remnnenne)

B" (A + C) (for H : 0) and a coercitiue fnld, If"

t

Fig. 29.3. Initial ma8uetization#*. and.hysteresis loops of

(A - D), required for the wiping out of this rema-
nence. H" for soft iron at room temperature varies
from ca. 1.5 [Oe] for the commercial product to 0.01 [Oe]
for the purest material;7 for hard steel alloys, on the
other hand, it may be raised to several thousand
oersteds.

The hysteresis characteristic is caused by domain ef-
fects and can therefore be changed within wide limits
by the composition and pretreatment of the ferromag-
netic. The saturation magnetization or spontaneou,s

magnetization M'r, on the other hand, is a characteriz-
ing constant of the material. As'Weiss visualized: be-
low the Curie temperature the elementary magnetic
moments orient themselves parallel by mutual inter-
action; in each domain saturation magnetization pre-
vails under the action of the molecular field; the exter-
nal field H, serves only for the alignment of the domains
in the field direction. At the absolute zero point, the
orientation of the elementary magnets is complete and
absolute saturation achieved (M.); with increasing
temperature, the parallel orientation becomes disturbed
by thermal agitation and finally destroyed at the Curie
temperature T". If we plot the relntiue spontnneous
rnagnettization Mr/M- as a function of the normalizeil
tanvperature T/7", Fig. 29.4 is obtained.

This characteristic, according to the'Weiss theory, is
a universal one for all ferromagnetics and can be de-
rived as follows. The saturation magnetization M" is

7 See R. M. Bozorth, Ferromagnetisrn, D. Van Nostrand, New
York, 1951, p. 54.

the magnetic moment per unit volume produced by
the average magnetic moments ffi (see Eq.29.2),
whereas the absolute saturation magnetization M- cor-
responds to the additive action of the true moments,

M, : .l/m. (2e.11)

The relative spontaneous magnetization is therefore
given by the Langevin function (see Eq. 29.7)

M"

M-
(2e.r2)

Below the Curie point, the 'Weiss 
molecular field dom-

inates (u,M, > H), hence the local field of Eq. 29.9 can
be approximated as

H'- ?rMr. (2e.13)

This local field enters into the parameter o of the
Langevin function, the ratio of magnetic torque to
thermal agitation, which may be written

Dividing both sides by the absolute saturation mag-
netization and rearranging, we obtain a second equa-
tion for the relative spontaneous magnetization

M*

I '"r lpot,l nn, 
I

KT
(2e.14)

(2e.15)
M-

Thus M,/M- as /(r) can be determined graphically as

s=f

t
\o

Points ore experimentol
o lron
o Nickel

Curves ore theoreticol

T
T6

o.2

Fig. 29.4. Relative spontaneous magnetization a.s function of a
normalized temperature (S : o, classical cha,racteristic; S : )4,
characteristic based on spatial quantization). E:rperimental

data: Nickel, P. Weiss and R. Forrerl E Iron, H. H. Potter.9

the intersection of the Langevin curye .L(c) with the
straight line represented by Eq. 29.15 (Fig. 29.5).
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At the Curie temperature 7", the spontaneous mag-
netization disappears (M, : 0), that is, the straight
line becomes tangent to the Langevin curve with a

slope 1/3, since

frnB
L(r) : t - 45 

+... for n<< 1. (29.16)

Hence
kT" 1

p9m?/M6 3

- FornUM.
(2e.r7)

T":
3lr

With this expression for the Curie temperature, the
parameter r of F,q.29.14 is dependent only on the nor-

M.- o.6
Moo

o.4

o

o2468tO
, = Fo lmllH'l

KT

Fig. 29.5. Graphical derivation of the spontaneous magnetiza-
tion charaeteristic.

malized temperature and relative spontaneous polariza-
tion,

3?, M*
(2e.18)

TMr

Hence the Langevin equation (29.12) becomes a uniaer-
sal equation f.or the relative magnetization when refer-
ring to the normalized temperature

(2e.le)

This universal saturation characteristic of the Lange-
vin-Weiss theory is compared in Fig. 29.4 with the ex-
perimental characteristics for nickel 8 and iron.e The
experimental curves approximately coincide as ex-
pected,ro but rise much steeper than the classical
theory predicts. Furthermore, if we calculate from
the observed Curie temperatures of these metals

8 P. Weiss and R. Forrer, Ann. phys. 6, L53 (1926).
e H. H. Potter, Proc. Roy. Soc. (Lond,on), .L1/16,362 (1934).
10 See, however, the deviation recently found for Cu-Ni alloy

(27.5 percent Cu) by W. Sucksmith, C. A. Clark, D. J. Oliver
and J. E. Thompson, Reus. Moil. Phys. 25,34 (1953).

(?"Ni^'630oK, T"F.^, 1060"K), the molecular field
?r,M- on the basis of Eq. 29.17, with rn equal to one
Bohr magneton, we obtain 2.5 X 107 and 4.2 X 107

oersteds, respectively. That such tremendous magnetic
fields of the order of 10 million oersteds actually exist
in ferromagnetics appears impossible. The mutual
interaction of the magnetic dipole moments leads to
much smaller values (see Eq. 11.1), and the magnetic
moments of atoms can be uncoupled by fields of the
order of 104 [Oe], as the Paschen-Back effect indicates
(see Sec. 10). It is obvious that the Langevin-Weiss
theory gives a valuable first approximation but re-
quires modification and reinterpretation by quantum
mechanics.

Beginning with Curie's law for paramagnetic gases,

where the interaction between the magnetic moments
can still be neglected (Eq. 29.4), we have obviously to
modify Langevin's derivation since it allows any orien-
tation on the basis of Boltzmann statistics. The Zee-
man effect shows that the magnetic moments cannot
assume an indefinite number of positions in respect to
the field axis but only certain quanlized orientations
(see Sec. 10). A direct experimental confirmation of
this spatial quantizattion was first furnished by the
famous Stern-Gerlach experiment 11 on the deflection of
an atomic silver beam in a nonhomogeneous magnetic
field (Fig. 29.6). The silver atom carries one Bohr
magneton; the beam splits into two discrete beams
deflected upward and downward, respectively, instead
of broadening in a continuous fashion according to
classical statistics. Hence the magnetic moment of
the atoms can assume only a parallel and an antiparal-
lel orientation (cf. Fig. 8.9). Rabi's introduction of
electrical resonance techniques 12 has made molecular

Mognet producing
inhomogeneous field

Fig. 29.6. Stern-Gerlach experiment.

beam experiments in nonhomogeneous fields a precision
tool for the determination of elementary magnetic
moments.

Contrary to the expectation of the old quantum
theory, spatial quantization does not affect the para-
magnetic (and electric) susceptibility, as Van Vleck has

11W. Gerlach and O, Stern, Z. Physik 9,349 (1922).
12I. L Rabi, J. R. Zacharias, S. Millman, and P. Kusch, Phys.

Reu. 53,318 (1938);55, 526 (1939).
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shorvn (principle of spectroscopic stability).rs A summa-
tion over the various quantized orientations leads to
the same results as a classical integration over a ran-
dom orientation of moments; the square of the direction
cosine has the mean value 1/3. The only change in the
formulation of Curie's lary is a more detailed inter'-
pretation of the permanent magnetic moment rn. The
magnetic moment of an atom follorvs from its total
angular momentum, characterized by the inner quan-
tum number "I (see Sec. 10) and quantized as

p' : \/J(J +-_L:In (2e.20)

By introducing the Bohr magneton mB and the g

factor (see Eqs. 10.4 to 10.8), we obtain the magnetic
moment as

29.1) or when coupliirg effects between the magnetic
moments enter, but also rvhen we deal r,vith several
energy states of different magnetic properties so closely
spaced that the thermal energy suffices for electronic
transitions. In this case, realized especially in mole-
cules, the population density of the various states has
to be calculated, as discussed for the thermal occupa-
tion of rotation levels (Sec. 19). We deal rvith a mix-
ture of magnetic moments that changes its composi-
tion rvith temperature, and should not be surprised to
find paramagnetic characteristics completely at vari-
ance rvith Curie's law.

Paramagnetism originates from the orbital and spin
moments of electrons in incomplete shells. Filled shells
or subshells do not contribute because their moments
cancel to zero (see Sec. 8). Covalent bonds, in addi-
tion, make the contribution of the binding electrons
vanish because their spins orientate antiparallel and
their orbital moments generally neutralize. Paramag-
netic substances obey a Curie or Curie-Weiss law, that
is, the suseeptibility varies inversely proportional to the
temperature, because the first term of the Langevin
function (Eq. 29.16) is a sufficiently good approxima-
tion. Spatial quantization does not alter this term, as

shovrn above. Horvever, since spatial quantization of
the moments leads to a different function from Lange-
vin's, it will affect the magnetization characteristics
when we approach saturation.

This can be shown in a simple way by prescribing
2J + 1 possible orientations; the possible components
of a moment rn parallel to the field axis then vary as

J J_I J
- rn. m. . . .. - - rrl. If these various orienta-
JJJ
tions occur with Boltzmann probabilities, u'e would ob-
serve an average moment

r T_1 Tu 
,JrlJ +' ' ,(J-t)alJ +.. . _u_ r-JaluJJJ

hence, in place "l* 
';"^:^t

X*: NPo
g2rnp2J(J + 1)

(2e.22)
3kT

This formulation of the Curie law holds not only for
monatomic paramagnetic gases but represents well the
susceptibility of salts of the rare earths. The trivalent
rare-earth ions have, in addition to the completed rare-
gas shells of the xenon core, an incomplete 4/ shell far
within the atom (see Table 8.1). These well-shielded
electrons produce paramagnetism as in the correspond-
ing free gaseous ions. That the terms of the 4/electrons
are little perturbed by the surroundings, whether the
ions are bound in crystals or placed in solution, is evi-
denced by their sharp spectral lines, comparable in
width to those of gases.

Concluding by analogy we might expect that the
parama,gnetic salts of the iron group would obey Eq.
29.22 since these ions contain an incomplete 3d shell.
However, here the situation is different: the 3d elec-
trons are not well shielded and their orbits are greatly
perturbed by neighboring ions. A measurement of the
gyromagnetic ratio gives g factors of about 2;that is, in
essence only the spins of the electrons are free to orient
in relation to the magnetic field axis, while the orbitals
are tied down in the lattice (orbital quenching). The
strong interaction of the 3d electrons substitutes for
the Curie law the Curie-Weiss law and makes the ele-
ments and compounds of the iron groups preferential
candidates for ferromagnetism and antiferromagnetism.

Substances that obey Curie's law are said to exhibit
normal pararnagnetiyn. Deviations from this law must
occur not only when we approach saturation (see Fig.

13 J. H. Van Vleck, Electric anil Magnetic SusceptiAilifies, Oxford
University Press, 1932, pp. 111 fr. and 152.

,JalJ I s(J-t)rl, +. . . _ r-JalJ

(2e.23)

When only the parallel and antiparallel orientations are
allowed, as suggested for the iron group by the g f.actor
of 2, the formula reduces to

-^/^: tanh r: Le(r), (2e.24)

a relation first proposed by Lenz.ra An accurate calcu-
lation by Brillouin 15 leads for the case of orbital

ra W. Lenz, Physi,k. Z. 21, 613 (1920).
s L. Brillouin, ..f. phys. 8, 7a G927); see also E. Seitz, The

Modern Thnmy of Solids, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York,
1940, p. 581.

(2s.21)
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quenching to the more complicated expression versus antiparallel spin orientation may therefore cor-
respond to wave functions for which the electrostatic
energy difference is several orders of magnitude larger
than the difference in magnetic interaction energy.

Quantum mechanics expresses this nonclassical inter-
action of two electrons according to spin orientation
by their exchange energy. The exchange energy is
consequently that part of the total energy of a system
which depends on the relative spin orientations; it is
caleulated by exchange integrals (see Sec. 14). In the
case of covalent binding the exchange energy causes
the formation of electron pair bonds with antiparallel
spins, that is, the exchange integral is negative. Heisen-
berg 17 suggested that in ferromagnetics the exchange
integral between the 3d electrons of neighboring atoms
is positive, hence that the molecular Weiss field of the
order of 107 oerstedts is not a magnetic field at all, but
expresses the exchange energy stabilizing the parallel
spin orientation. This hypothesis of Heisenberg, that
the exchange energies decide about the formation of
the ferromagnetic state, has become the starting point
of all subsequent theories of ferromagnetism.

That twenty-five years later we still have no uni-
versally accepted theory of ferromagnetism illustrates
strikingly the dilemma of quantum mechanics. It can
solve its problems only by approximations (see Sec. 7)
and has therefore great difficulty in finding which ex-
change energies are decisive. Heisenberg assumed posi-
tive exchange integrals between an atom and its nearest
neighbors in the lattice, but left unexplained why only
a few of the transition elements are ferromagnetic.
Slater 18 solved this dilemma by postulating that the
ratio of internuclear distance to radius of the 3d shell
is the important quantity which determines the sign
of the exchange integral. With increasing nuclear
charge the 3d shell shrinks, its overlap with neighbor-
ing atoms decreases, and the sign of the integral changes
from negative to positive. Zener re recently proposed
that this exchange integral is always negative, that is,

that the coupling between the 3d electrons of neighbor-
ing atoms is antiferromagnetic, whereas the exchange
between the 3d electrons and the conducting electrons
leads to a ferromagnetic alignment. Bloch 20 tried to
make the conducting electrons responsible for ferro-
magnetism by introducing exchange energy terms into
Sommerfeld's description of a free electron gas (spin-
wave theory); Slater 21 reconsidered the exchange en-
ergy between the 3d electrons on the basis of the elec-

17 W. Heisenberg, Z. Physik 49,6L9 (1928).
rEJ. C. Slater, Phys. Reu.36,57 (1930).
Le C. Zener, Phgs. Reu. 87,440 (1951); 83,299 (1951).
20 F. Bloch, Z. Physik 57, 545 (1929); 61, 206 (1930).
21J. C. Slater, Phys. Beu. d9,537, 931 (1936); 52, Lg8 (1937).

KT

- coth I ''?!'"] , es.2b)KTJ
where S is the total spin and rna the Bohr magneton.
This Brillouin function should obviously be used for
the construction of saturation characteristics in place
of the Langevin function (see Fig. 29.4), as also the
recent magnetization studies of Henry 16 on the para-
magnetic ions Cr3*, F"t*, and Gd3+ in strong fields
at lorv temperatures testify (Fig. 29.7).

H/T r lO'3 gouss,/deg

Fi g. 2e. 7. Paramasnuer;Trl*'ru". 
lrl:Xl3tion 

of c" *, F"3 *,

The discussion of the magnetization and its satura-
tion on the basis of a Langevin-type characteristic,
with inclusion of spatial quantization, suffices when
the moments are of one type only and spaced suffi-
ciently far apart, as in gases, aqueous solutions, or
solids containing large amounts of crystal water as

diluents. In metals and concentrated salts, the ques-
tion of spatial quantization cannot be treated separately
from the problem of mutual coupling.

The discussion of the interaction of magnetic mo-
ments in atoms (Sec. 11) and the formation of covalent
bonds between atoms according to the Heitler-London
approach (Sec. 14) Ied to the conclusion that the main
contribution of the magnetic moments to the energy of
stationary states is an indirect one. The electron spins
codetermine, because of the Pauli exclusion principle,
the standing-wave modes that may form. Parallel

ro W. E. Henry, Phys. Bea. 85, 487 (L952); 88, 559 (1952).
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tron-band structure of solids; and Stoner 22 similarly
based ferromagnetism on the holes in the 3d band of
the metal (collective electron ferromagnetism). There
is hope that the situation will clarify in the next few
years, from the theoretical side by the extensive use of

22 E. C. Stoner, Proc. Roy. Soc. (Lonilnn), A165, 372 (1938);
169,339 (1939).

modern computing machines, and from the experi-
mental side by more knowledge about exchange inter-
actions through neutron diffraction experiments and
work on ferromagnetic semiconductors.23

23 For the present status of the situation see the reports of the
Washington Conference on Magnetism, Reos. Mod. Phys. 25,
I (1e53).

30 ' Ferromagnetic Metals and Sernis6nductors

To understand in more detail what kind of informa-
tion is available or can be provided, let us return to
the elements of the iron group and follow their behavior
in various states of bonding.

The designation iron group properly applies to the
nine elements of the periodic system following Ca(20)
(see Table 8.1). The argon core (3s23po) has been
completed, two 4s electrons (4s2) have been added, and
now, starting with Sc(21), a competition sets in be-
tween the 3d and 4s shells. The elements become
multivalent because not only the 4s but the 3d elec-
trons may act as valence electrons; the solutions of
the salts become colored, because empty energy states
are close enough above the filled ones to allow electron
transfer by the absorption of visible light; the atoms
become paramagnetic as long as the 3d shell is not
complete.

As discussed in Sec. 8, the 3d shell can be subdivided
into five 3d orbitals, each able to accoulmodate two
electrons with antiparallel spins. The lowest energy
state, according to Hund's theory of spectral terms,l
will be the one that leads to the maximum number of
multiplets, that is, the state with the largest inner
quantum number,I (see Eq. 11.5). We expect there-
fore that only after each 3d orbital has accepted one
electron will the formation of electron pairs begin. The
filling of the 3d shell terminates with the element
Cu(29), but here the 4s orbital has been depleted by
one electron (4sl). In consequence, u'hereas cuprous
salts are colorless and diamagnetic because the 3d shell
of Cu+ is still intact, the cupric salts are colored and
paramagnetic, since the divalent Cu2* has lost one 3d
electron. Only with the next element, Zn(30), is the
full stability of the 3d shell assured.

Table 30.1 compares 2 the measured magnetic mo-
t F. Hund, Linimspectren und, period.isches System der Elnmml,e,

Springer, Berlin, 1927, Chap. 5.
2 Based on data in P. W'. Selwood, Magnetochemistry,Intersci-

ence Publishers, Inc., New York, 1943, p. 99, and E. C. Stoner,
Magnet;ism and, Malter, Methuen and Co., London, 1934, p.25.

ments of the paramagnetic ions with the values com-
puted from F,q.29.21under the assumption that either
the total angular momentum, represented by the inner
quantum number "I, is decisive or that only the spin
quantum number S enters owing to orbital quenching.
In the latter case with the gyromagnetic ratio 0 : 2,
E,q. 29.2L simplifies to

rlr:-"r@1. (30.1)

Obviously, the second assumption leads to a much
better agreement with the experimental data. Hence
the electron spins make the essential contribution and
the magnetic moment reaches its maximum for five 3d
electrons distributed over the the five orbitals in paral-
lel alignment, as Hund's rule foresees.

A comparison of the magnetic moments of Cr3* and
Fe3* in Table 30.1 with those of Fig. 29.L0 shows that
the tabulated values are appreciably larger than the
saturation moments. This is not an experimental mis-
take but, on the contrary, can be interpreted as an
impressive confirmation of spatial quantization. The
tabulated values are derived from low field-strength
measurements, where the first term of the Brillouin
function (E,q. 29.25) applies. Here the total angular

momenturn pt : /S(S + 1) h comes into play, whereas

in the saturation measurements (ry>> 1) the mo-
\/c? /

mentum in field direction is being measured &s p"' : Sh
(cf. Fig.8.9).

Turning to the monatomic metals of the iron group,
we find a change-over from paramagnetism (vanadium)
to antiferromagnetism (chromium and manganese) to
ferromagnetism (iron, cobalt, and nickel), and then an
abrupt falling back to diamagnetism (copper) (Table
30.2). The approximately symmetrical rise and fall of
the magnetic moments of the ions in Table 30.1 does
not predict such a lopsided behavior. That ferromag-
netism occurs only in the last three transition elements
must therefore be explained by some special trend in
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Table 30.1. Nlagnetic rnornents of the ions of the iron group elernents z

Na Number of
3d Electrons

Magnetic Moment rn
in Bohr Magnetons

Ion Type
Term

Symbol of
Free fon Calculated

Observed

K+
Ca2+
Se3+
Ti4+
v5+
Sc2+
Ti3+
v4+
Ti2+
v3+
v2+
Cr3+
Mna+
Cr2*
Mn3+
Mn2*
Fe3+
Fe2*
Co3+
Co2+
Ni2+
Cu2+
Cu+
Znz*

,Dx

3Fz

nF%

5Do

uSz

5Dl

nFr,u

3Fn

,Dru

1So

3/2

2

3/2

r/2

1

3/2

1 .55

1.63

0.77

0

5.92

6.70

6.64
5.59
3.55

0

1.73

2.83

3.87

4.90

5.92

4.90

3.87
2.83
t.73

0

0

5/2

4

e/2
4

5/2

0

2

5/2

2

3/2
1

r/2
0

1.77-t.79

t-
12.70-2.55
f 3.81-3.86
le.ors.so
[+.oo
J4.80
15. o

J5.2-5.e6
t5.4-6.0
J 5.0-5. 5

t (2.5)
4.4-5.2
2.9-3.4
t.v2.2

Jo
to

the interaction between the atoms. Bethe t and Slater I Trble 30.2. Sqturation moments aEd magaetic Etate
emphasize the overlap of the 3d electrons of neighbor- of metals ofthe iron group
ing atoms. According to Slater, if the 3d-wave func- Saturation Curie
tions overlap much, it becomes more favorable ener- Moments Magnetic Tenper-
getically to have the electrons participate in conduc- FB State atur€
tion as a Fermi gas with antiparallel spins. With in- yana.dium r <0.1 pal8-
crea.sing order number the nuclear charge increases, the Chromium.6 0.4 antiferro. ca. 473'K
3d orbitals shrink, and the exchange energ5r between Manganeee 5 0.5 entiferro ca. 100"

the 3d electrons oi th" iodirridnul a'tom beiins to "o- 
hon feno-

rorce paralel spins (see sec. 2ei 
"i;ff#; t" iffiS$: l:li lU3:

overlap is the ratio of the interatomic dista.nce.& to the Cobalt ferro-
diameter of the 3d orbital 2r. This ratio, tabulated in paramagnetic 3.13 l4zB"
Table 30.3, is in fs,ct greatest for the ferromagnetic ,.p,rrynacuetic 7'72 1393"

metals. Tie Iocolized iagnetic moment p"" ,ti- io ^tg- 
feno-

r,he rerromagnetic metats (Fig. ir".-ti t. "riri,.t"rii i"Xfiffi.t: i:ff 33i:
smoller than in the para,magnetic salts (see Tables 30.1 Copper dir-
and 30.2), as we would expect when 3d electrons are

3 H. Bethe, Eaniftunh iler Physi,k 24, Pt.I, 594 (1933).

'J. C. Slater, Phys. Rat.30,57 (1930).

diamagnetic 0

6 C. G. Shull and M. K. Wilkinson, Ban. Mod,. Phys. 26, LN
(1e53).
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Table 30.3. Ratio of interatornic distance to surn of
radii of elernents of the iron group

Interatomic Sum of
Distance Radii Ratio

Ti 2.93 A 1.10 A 2.65
v 2.63 0.98 2.6s
Cr 2.51 0.90 2.79
Mn 2.52 0.84 3.00
Fe 2.50 0.78 3.20
Co 2.5I 0.72 3.50
Ni 2.50 0.68 3.69

lost as conducting electrons by antiparallel pair forma-
tion.

In Table 30.2 two Curie temperatures have been
given for the ferromagnetics. This is due to the fact
that the straight line of 1/1 versus ? predicted by the

o Doto from mognetic meosurements
o Doto from neutron diffroction

,:,"
--Y--t'

u 
,iru. rTot 3d 3no ort",..rr'oon, 

lr

Fig. 30.1. Localized magnetic moment per atom of iron-group
metals. (AfterShull.6)

Curie-Weiss larv ends actually appreciably above the
Curie point; near the Curie temperature the slope de-
creases (Fig. 30.2). Extrapolation of the straight line
section leads to the paranxqgnetic Curie temperature Tgo,
extrapolation of the actually measured curve to the
lower ferromagnetic Curie temperature Tg7.6

Measurements on single crystals show that the mag-
netic moments tend to align themselves in preferential
crystallographic orientations, that is, crystals are, in
general, magnetically onisotropic. This is no great sur-
prise when we recall that the orbital magnetic moments
arise from eccentric electron cloud configurations which
tend to produce bonds in special orientations (see Secs.

8 and 17). The supposition that the uystnlline f,eld,
anisotropy is primarily caused by the orbital moments,

6 A similar uncertainty in the Curie point is observed when
approached from the ferromagnetic side. With the magnetic
balance one obtains a deviation of the spontaneous magnetiza-
tion curve towards higher temperature, whereas by the magneto-
caloric method a lower Curie temperature results [see W. Suck-
smith, C. A. Clark, D.J. Oliver, and J. E. Thompson, Rns. Mod.
Phys. 25,34 (1953)1.

is supported by the fact that paramagnetic salts con-
taining the magnetic ions in S states, such as Mn2*
and Fe3* (see Table 30.1), are magnetically isotropic,
rvhereas large anisotropies are found for salts contain-
ing Fe2+, Co'*, etc., where the spectroscopic states
have orbital angular momenta.T

Fig. 30.2. Para- and ferromagnetic Curie temperature.

In ferromagnetics, the direction of min'imum free en-
ergy f.or the orientation of the magnetic moments may
be found by measuring the saturation characteristic of
single crystals in various orientations (Fig. 30.3).8 For
the ferromagnetic monatomic metals at room tempera-
ture we find e that in iron the cube edge [100] is the
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Fig. 30.3. Magnetic anisotropy in single crystal of silicon-iron.
(After Williams.8)

direction of easiest magnetization, whereas for nickel
the space diagonal [111], and for cobalt the hexagonal
axis [0001] are preferred. Since essentially only the
electron spins orient in the various field directions
(g = 2), while the orbitals appear fixed in the crystal

7 For the extensive literature on magnetic anisotropy see R.
Becker and W. Dtiring, Ferromngnetti,smus, Springer, Berlin,
1939, and R. M. Bozorth, Ferranwgnetism, D. Van Nostrand Co.,
New York, 1951.

E H. J. Williams, Phys. Rar 62,747 (1937).
e K. Honda and S. Kaya, Sci.enne Rep. Tdlwku Imp. Un"ia. 15,

72L (1926); S. Kaya, ibid. 17,639, 1157 (1928).
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lattice, u'e must assume 10 that the interaction betrveen
spin and orbital moment creates the directional varia-
tion of the free energy, the so-called crystal or aniso-
tropy energA.

It is obvious that this anisotropy must lead to me-
chanical effects; the formation of a magnetic axis is
accompanied by the development of a crystallographic
axis, and any turning of this axis or changes in the mag-
netic moments must produce a mechanical distortion of
the material. The situation is analogous to the piezo-
electric response of ferroelectrics (see Sec. 28), but this
analogy has not been recognized clearly. This becomes
apparent in the unhappy choice of the name for the
mechanical distortion accompanying magnetization
changes as ma,gnetostriction The designation implies
that the effect is akin to electrostriction, where we deal
with induced moments (see Sec. 27), while actually we
operate with permanent moments as in piezoelectrics.

The crystal energy (J 
" 

in its dependence on the direc-
tion of magnetization is obviously determined by the

Fig. 30.4. Direction cosines of the magnetization for cubic
crystals.

macroscopic crystal symmetry. For a cubic crystal, for
example, the energy is given by the direction cosines
dLt a2 and o3 referring to axes in the cube-edge direc-
tions (Fig. 30.4), as

(J" : K1(a12a2' + or'or' + or'or')

* Kz(ot2oz2oe2) +. . .; (30.2)

K1 and K2 are the fi,rst- and second-order anisotropy
constants.tL

In addition to this true uystal anisotropA we find, as

in ferroelectrics, that external stress or residual strains
in the material cause a slress anisotropy. How the
magnetic moments orient in relation to such stress de-
pends on the sign of the magnetostriction constant \,.
The constant designates the relative change in length

\.: Al/l (30.3)

occurring in the direction of an applied magnetic field
10 J. H. Van Vleck, Phys. Reu. 52, 1178 (1937).
1r See, for example, R. Becker and W. Dtiring, Femornagnetis-

rzzs, Springer, Berlin, 1939, pp. 112 fr.

under the influence of this field. It is negative in
nickel, that is, a nickel bar shortens in field direction,
rvhereas permalloy shorvs positive magnetostriction and
iron, with its strong crystal anisotropy, gives tr values
varying for different orientations, even in sign. Posi-
tive magnetostriction obviously leads to a positive
stress anisotropy, that is, the moments line up preferen-
tially in the direction of the stress on tension and per-
pendicular on compression.

A third anisotropy effect occurs in ferroelectrics as

well as in ferromagnetics when nonspherical samples
are used-a shape anisotropg. The free ends of the
dipole chains produce a demagnetizing (closing) field;
hence the material tends to magnetize in the direction
in which this field is a minimum, that is, in the direc-
tion of its largest dimension. The effect can be cal-
culated for rotational ellipsoids (see I, Sec. 10 and
Appendix A, I, Sec. 2).

The phenomena discussed thus far dominate the be-
havior of a ferromagnetic near saturation when the
moments are all lined up in the same direction. In
the demagnetized state, the material is divided into
Weiss domains (see Sec. 29), each of them magnetized
to saturation and these microregions orientated in pat-
terns that tend to minimize lhe closing field. Across
the domain boundaries, called Bloch walls since Bloch 12

first treated their energy content and dimensions, the
spin vectors gradually change their orientation from
the one direction to the other over a distance of several
hundred angstroms (Fig. 30.5). In cubic crystals the

Fig. 30.5. Schematic representation of spin orientation across a

180o domain u'all (Bloch wall).

domains are frequently mutually oriented at 90o or
180'; in eonsequence 90" walls and 180" walls play an
important role in magnetization processes.

The intersection of the walls with the surface of the
opaque ferromagnetics can be made visible by the
deposition of a ferromagnetic powder, which is at'
tracted by the strong local closing fields. By using
colloidal Fe3Oa particles instead of coarse powders,

12 F. Bloch, Z. Physik 74,295 (1932).
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Bitter r3 could develop these surface domain patterns
in beautiful detail. This method of the Bitter stripes
has been used recently by scientists of the Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories 14' 15 and by Bates and his co-
workers 16 with spectacular success for static and dy-
namic studies of the domain behavior.

The conventional method of mechanical polishing
produces surface strains and powder patterns that can-
not be used for the interpretation of the internal do-
main structure. Electrolytic polishing removes these
disturbances 17 and leads, with properly oriented single
crystals, to definite conclusions about the stable ar-
rangement of domains and the motion of the Bloch
walls under the influence of external fields. The mini-
mum energy constellations, predicted for single crystals
of various shapes and orientations by Ndel,r8 eould be
verified, and the decisive influence of nonmagnetic in-

't Spin orienlotion

Borkhousen
discont inuilies

'Reversible woll H -,'
displocemeni

(o) Typicol hysleresis loop for o
ferromognelic moteriol

(b) Interprelotion of mognelizolion
curve

Fig. 30.6. B-H chancteristic and its possible interpretation
(180).

clusions or eavities on the wall motion and eoercitive
force, indirectly established especially by Kersten's
work,le could be photographed in convincing detail.

Let us visualize from the molecular standpoint the
magnetization process, measured as a B-H curve and
characterized by initinl permeabilitA pr, marirnum per-
meability Lrmaxt coercitiue field f/r, and saturation infurc-
tion B, (Fig. 30.6). In the region of the initial perme-
ability pd reversible displacements of the Bloch walls
take place. Domains orientated favorably towards the

13 F. Bitter, Phys. Reu. 38, 1903 (1932); the same method was
developed independently by L. von Hamos and P. A. Thiessen,
Z. Physik 71, 442 (1931).

14 H. J. 'Williams, R. M. Bozorth, and W. Shockley, Phys. Reu.

75, L55 (19a9); H. J. Williams and W. Shockley, ibid. 75, I78
(19a9); C. Kittel, Rws. Mod,. Phys. 21, 54L (1949).

16 J. K. Galt, J. Andrus, and H. G. Hopper, Reus. Moil" Phys.
25,93 (1953).

16 See the summarizing report by L. F. Bates, Proc,. Phys. Soc.
(Lonilon) L166, 577 (L952).

tz C. Elmorc, Phys. Rar 61,982 (1937); 53,757 (1938).
18 L. N6el, J. phys. et rad,ium l8l5,24L (1944).
re M. Kersten, Grundlngm einer Theorie iIer temornagnet;ischen

Hysterese unl, der KoerzitiakraJt, IJirzel, Leipzig, 1943.

field direction grow at the expense of domains of oppo-
site orientation. This motion of 180o walls under the
influence of a slightly unbalancing external field has
been made visible by Williams and Shockley la on a
single crystal of silicon iron, cut in a hollow rectangle
with edges and surfaces accurately parallel to the direc-
tion of easy magnetization [100]. The domain pattern
in the demagnetized state consists of eight domains,
four forming an inner rectangle magnetized in one

direction, while the other four compose an outer rec-
tangle of opposite magnetization (Fig. 30.7). The sep-

+ Direclion of woll
motion

Domoin ti'dti

--_1-
-Slope =*,no. 

I

(o) Domoin structure of
hollow porollelogrom

(b) Effect of inclusion

Fig. 30.7. (o) Domain wall (180') in single crystal core of silicon-
iron. (b) Wall motion hindered by inclusion. (After Williams

and Shockley.rr)

arating Bloch wall, Iined out by a deposit of colloidal
iron, halves the crystal as a white line. Changes of
magnetization correspond to the growth of one set of
domains at the expense of the other, that is, the line
moves. When saturation is reached, the Bloch wall has
moved completely to one side, leaving each leg of the
rectangle one single domain. It should be noted that
these 180" Bloch walls move perpendicularly to the
external field. This strange behavior becomes under-
standable, when we recall that the magnetic moments
are coupled to mechanical spins, hence act like gyro-
scopes producing by their precession a force component
normal to the external force.2o

In an ideal single crystal the slightest unbalance
should suffice to roll the Bloch wall to one side and
thus to achieve immediate saturation in the direction
of easiest magnetization. Actually, this does not hap-
pen because the wall entangles itself at inclusions and
crystal imperfections. It becomes entrapped by sec-

ondary domain patterns forming around the irregulari-
ties; these patterns elongate into restraining spikes

20 See, for example, R. Becker, J. phys. et radi'um 12,332 (1951).
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when the domain wall is being forced ahead by an ex-
ternal field (see Fig. 30.7). Finally, the holding spikes
break and the lrall rolls on, until caught again by new
irregularities. This advancing of the domain walls in
jerks produces the Barkhausen noise,zL that is, the
jumps in magnetization heard over the loudspeaker or
registered on indicating instruments.

The region of the Barkhausen effect corresponds to
irreversible wall displacements, that is, to the hysteresis
loop part of the magnetization characteristic (Fig. 30.6).
When the magnetization cannot increase further by
such wall displacements, it may still be enhanced by
turning the magnetization of the individual domains

Octohedrol interslice
(32 per unit cell)

Tetrohedrol interstice
(64 per unit cell)

O oxysen

@ Cotion in octohedrol site.

O Cotion in tetrohedrol siie.

Fig. 30.8. The spinel structure.

from the direction of easiest magnetization into the
field direction. By this rotation of spins, characteriz-
ing the upper part of the magnetization curve, even a
multicrystalline material reaches finally the status of a
single domain.22

In addition to paramagnetic salts and ferromagnetic
metals, the elements of the iron group form ferromag-
netic nonmetals, especially oxides. The mother sub-
stance of these materials is magnetite (FesOa), noticed
as natural lodestone by the ancient Greeks for its power
to attract small pieces of iron.23 Magnetite and its de-
rivatives, the femites or ferrospinels, have quite re-
cently moved into the center of attention. This delay
time of more than 2500 years may be considered some-
what extensive, but there is a good technological rea-
son: the plastic metals are easier to handle than the
brittle ceramics and have appreciably higher magnetic
saturation. Hence, only as the high-frequency proper-
ties of the ferromagnetics became of importance, the

2r H. Barkhausen, Physik. 2.20,401 (1919).
22 The detailed analysis of magnetization curves poses special

problems for each individual material. See, for example, E. C.
Stoner, Reus. Mod. Phys. 25,2 (1953).

23 The Latin na,me rnagnes is supposedly derived from the dis-
trict of Magnesia, Asia Minor, where the ore is found in quantity
(see Titus Lucretius Carus, De Rerum Natura-about 60 r.c.).

Iow conductivity of the ceramics proved an advantage
outweighing their shortcomings. 2a

The mineral spinel (MgOAl2Os) and the cubic ferrites
(MeOFe2O3) crystallize in a structure characterized by
a cubic, close-packed array of 02- spheres (see Sec. 24)
with the divalent and trivalent cations distributed in
the interstices. There are two kinds of interstitial
positions in the oxygen lattice, tetrahedral sites enclosed
by four oxygen ions and octahedral sites formed by six
oxygen ions (Fig. 30.8). In the spinel structure twice
as many octahedral as tetrahedral sites are occupied.
The unit cell, formed by 32 cubic close-packed oxygens
(see Fig. 24.6), has 96 interstices, 64 of tetrahedral and
32 of. octahedral configuration; hence, since it contains
eight MeOFezO3 groups, 24 cations have to be dis-
tributed. From the standpoint of charge compensa-
tion we might foresee that the divalent metal Me2*
ions will occupy the tetrahedral sites and the trivalent
Fe3* ions the octahedral sites. Ifowever, this normal
spinel structure has been found thus far only for the
zinc and cadmium ferrites; the other simple ferrites of
only one kind of divalent metal ion are inuerted.zs The
8 divalent Me2+ ions occupy entirely (or preferentially)
octahedral sites, whereas the 16 trivalent Fe3* ions are
placed half in tetrahedral and half in octahedral posi-
tions.

Magnetite (FeOFezOs), with only one cation ele-
ment, is the most interesting starting material for
fundamental studies; it has been grown as single crys-
tals in the Laboratory for Insulation Research 26 and is
under intensive investigation.2T The equal number of
ferrous and ferric ions in octahedral lattice sites allows
a simple electron exchange between Fe2* and Fe3+, as

first pointed out by Verwey and his co-workers.28 In
consequence, magnetite has the highest conductivity of
all the ferrites (ca. 104 [ohm-l m-t] at room tempera-
ture or about 10-4 times the conductivity of copper)
and is therefore at present of minor technical im-
portance.

The magnetic properties of magnetite near room tem-
2a Much pioneering work on the ferromagnetic nonmetals has

been done at the Philip's Research Laboratories, for example, by
E. J. W. Verwey and by J. L. Snoek and his co-workersl see

J. L. Snoek, New Dnelopmmts in Femomagnet;i,c Materials,
Elsevier Publishing Co., New York and Amsterdam, L947.

25 T. F. W. Barth and E. Posnjak, Z. Krist. 82, 325 (1932);
E. J. W. Verwey and E. L. Heilman, J. Chem. Phys. 15, 174
(1e47).

26 J. Smiltens, ..f. Chem. Phys. 20,990 (1952).
27 See L. R. Bickford, Jr., Phys. Reu. 78, 449 (1950); C. A.

Domenicali, Phys. Reu. 78,458 (1950); B. A. Calhoun, Tech. Rep.
68, ONR Contract N5ori{7801, Laboratory for Insulation Re-
search, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, July, 1953.

28 E. J. W. Verwey, P. W. Haayman, and F. C. Romeijn,
J. Chem. Phys. 16,I8I (1947).
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perature are similar to those of nickel. Its saturation
magnetization M,:4.75 X 105 [amp/m] is about the
same and its direction of easy magnetization the body
diagonal [11U; the Curie temperature (ca. 585"C) Iies

ca. 200"C above that of nickel. The value of the
saturation magnetization corresponds to 4 Bohr mag-

netons per FqOa group. If the cations in magnetite
can be represented. as Fez* and Fe3* ions with their
four and five unpaired 3d electrons respectively co-

operating in parallel orientation, we should expect

4 + 2 X 5 : 14 Bohr magnetons. This discrepancy
was explained by N6el 2e as indicating that an antiferro-
magnetic coupling exists between the ferric ions in the
tetrahedral and the ferric and ferrous ions at the octa-
hedral sites, thus leaving only the ferromagnetic con-

tribution of the Fe2* magnetons. The existence of
antiferromagnetism has been confirmed by Shull and
co-workers 30 through neutron-scattering experiments.

To treat this more complicated situation, N6eI ex-

panded the Weiss concept of the molecular field (Eq.

29.9) by subdividing the crystal into ferromagnetic
sublattices and deriving the local field by a superposi-

tion of their action. If the sublattices ,4. and B (FiS.

30.9), for example, signify the Fe3* ions in the tetra-
hedral and octahedral positions, the magnetizations
Me and Ma of these two groups of magnetic moments
create two local fields, one acting on the A, the other
on the B position:

and
IJl': H+ watM4+.w4"Mp

IJ.st: H+watMnlwsttMa.
(30.4)

The primed coefficients refer to the action of the mag-
netizations on their own sites, the double primed fac-
tors, usat' and u)8", to the interactions of sublattice B
on site A and 24. on site B.

Above the Curie point the magnetization, just as the
corresponding polaization of Eq. 23.L, may be written
asc

M : Na*H':ir' (30.5)

if the first term of the Langevin function (Eq. 29.16)

suffices. Hence the two magnetizations of the sublat-
tices become 

M, : 2 rn'
T

(30.6)and 
Ms : 2rr,.

T
2e L. N6el, Ann. phys. ll2l 9, 137 (1948); the first concepts of

antilerromagnetism were developed by N6el in 1936, Ann. phys.

5,232 (1936), see also L. N6el, Beas. Mod. Phys. 25,58 (1953).
30 C. G. Shull, E. O. Wollan, and W. C. Kochler, Phys. Ras.84,

912 (1951).

By assuming that H, Me and NIa are collinear, we find
for the magnetic susceptibility above the Curie tem-
perature (see f, Eq. 2.18)

Me * Il[n
(30.7)

(30.8)

Xrn

2C
Xrn : T_T"

(30.e)

(30.10)

between

When
Ct': Ca,

'lDAt : X7Bt,

and since for reasons of symmetry

l))at| : 1t)8",

the susceptibility becomes simply

where the paramagnetic Curie temperature is

T":C(we'+wa").
Since antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed

t}ne A and B sites, wa" is negative.

H

Fig. 30.9. Sublattices A and B, creating two local fields. (After
N6el.2e)

In general, the simplifications of Eq. 30.8 will not
apply; furthermore the ions may be distributed in dif-
ferent numbers over the A and B sites, additional sites

C may enter, and the situation then becomes extremely
complex. N6eI has considered a number of cases and
predicted various types of magnetization character-
istics. Some of these curves have already been verified
by experiment, and N6el's concepts have proved ex-

tremely valuable in clarifying the basic behavior of the
ferrites. A summafizing treatment of the theory of
antiferromagnetism has been given by Van Vleck.31

sr J. II. Van Vleck, J. phys. et raflium 12, 262 (1951).
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Ferrites of a wide variety of electric and magnetic
properties have been derived by replacing the Fez*
ions of magnetite with divalent ions of magnesium,
manganese, cobalt, nickel, copper, zinc, ot cadmium.
The technically important materials are in general mix-
tures of trvo or more of these single ferrites. The mixed
zinc-ferrites offer an especially interesting case because
zinc occupies only tetrahedral sites, and ZnFezO+ itself
is nonferromagnetic. Thus, if o denotes the fraction of
Znz* replacing F.'*, the distribution may be repre-
sented symbolically, as Gorter has investigated in de-
tail,32 by the formula

1Zn?"+ F ela 
"; 

*r". 1Fe !!,n el!,) o"t. O n.

As long as the zinc content is small, the ferric ions at
the tetrahedral sites, antiparallel to the spins at the
octahedral sites, are still able to enforce parallel
orientation of the ferric and ferrous ion on the octa-
hedral sites antiparallel to the spins at the tetrahedral
sites. Since the number of antiparallel spins has de-
creased and zinc does not contribute, the saturation
magnetization rises (Fig. 30.10). For high zinc con-

and polarization may be observed. An example in
kind is the transition of magnetite near - 160"C. The
tr-shaped specific heat anomaly 33 suggests a second-
order transition. When a single crystal is cooled
through the critical region, the conductivity drops by
about two orders of magnitude; the magnetization in
weak fields decreases sharply; and if a strong magnetic
field is applied during cooling and then the crystal de-
magnetized below the transition, a most unusual effect
is observed: a magnetic axis has been frozen in, oriented
in the [100] direction closest to the external magnetiza-
tion. In this direction the crystal can be remagnetized
easily; in all other directions much larger fields are re-
quired; and this magnetic axis can be turned by a strong
external magnetic field into other [100] directions 3a just
as the polar axis in BaTiOg can be turned by an external
electric field (see Sec. 28). Furthermore, the con-
ductivity becomes anisotropic and dependent on the
magnetic axis direction.

This surprising state of a,ffairs becomes understand-
able if the transition, as first suggested by Yerwey,ts is
interpreted as an electronic order-disorder transition.
As mentioned previously, an equal number of Fe2+ and
Fe3* ions is distributed over the octahedral lattice
sites. At room temperature, these ions exchange elec-
trons freely and no distinction can be made between
them; the lattice parameters are adjusted to an inter-
mediate average charge distribution. With decreasing
temperature the speed of the electron exchange slows
down like any other process requiring aetivation en-
ergy. Near - 160'C the transfer has become so slow
that the lattice vibrations can react to the momentary
charge of the individual iron ions. The structure dis-
torts seleetively around the ferrous and ferric sites and
freezes them into place. Since the ions are the carriers
of ferro- and antiferromagnetism, the electronic order-
ing, when influenced by a strong magnetic field, causes
also the fixation of a magnetic structure pattern.

Some other aspects should be mentioned. It was
well established for metals that ferromagnetism van-
ishes in the microwave region;36 shielding of the metal
interior by eddy currents was blamed for this phe-
nomenon. For the low-conducting ferrites, ranging in
resistivity to 1010 [ohm m], this shielding by skin effect
is eliminated, but still the ferromagnetism disappears
as before. Closer inspection reveals wide variations in
the onset and shape of the dispersion characteristics

33 R. W. Millar, J. Am. Clwm. Soc. 61,215 (1929).
il See L. R. Bickford, Ref. 27, and B. A. Calhoun, F.,ef .27.
36 E. J. Verwey, P. W. Haayman, and F. C. Romeijn, J. Chem.

Phys. 16, l8I (1947).
s See the collected data in R. M. Bozorth, Ferromagnetism,

D. Van Nostrand Co., New York, 1951, p. 800.
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Fig. 30.10. Saturation magnetization of zinc ferrite as function
of composition. (After Gorter.u)

centrations, the enforcing action from the tetrahedral
sites begins to vanish and the iron ions at the octa-
hedral sites tend to go into antiparallel or random orien-
tation. The saturation moment decreases again and
falls towards zero. A similar trend has been observed
for the nickel-zinc and manganese-zinc ferrites.

Obviously, ferromagnetic research has assumed a new
breadth by this extension to semiconductors. Not only
can new types of magnetic coupling effects be realized
in wide variations, but the screening effect of the con-
ducting electrons has been lifted, and the specific par-
ticipation of the conducting electrons in magnetization

82 E. W. Gorter, Nalure 165,798 (1950).

o6
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for the various ferrites (Fig. 30.11). The curves
frequently resemble not so much relaxation spectra
but characteristics integrating over various resonance

states.
Several mechanisms have been proposed to account

for the ferromagnetic dispersion,sT and each of them
may have its range of application. One resonance phe-

nomenon, not recognized by some early observers, is
avoidable by selecting proper sample dimensions; the
high permeability and permittivity of ferrites may

to an internal magnetic field that causes a Larmor pre-
cession of the magnetic spins and leads to a fenomag-
netic resonance when an external frequency field ap-
proaches this Larmor frequency.4l Quantum-mechan-
ically expressed, a transition is induced betu'een two
Zeeman levels at this frequency.

This last effect is the most interesting one and be-
longs to the group of nuclear, para- and ferromagnetic
resonance phenomena,42,48 which have become one of the
most important tools for the study of solids and liquids

r'^ lo

ro3 toa to5 106 to7 ro E tos
Frequency in cycles per second

Fig. 30.11. Dispersion charactedstics of two ferrites. (Samples fron Generol Celamics aDd Stea,tite Corp.; me&surements by W. B.
lVeetphal, Laboratory for fDaul&tioo Re€€a,rch.)

to2 ooo

make them act as cavity resonators at unexpectedly
low frequencies.ss Furthermore, in ferroelectric as well
as in ferromagnetic ceramics, the individual grains, act-
ing as electromechanical and magnetomechanical trans-
ducers, respectively, may operate at cross purposes and
produce a dispersion and absorption as observed.se

A more intricate phenomenon is that domain walls
are quasi-elastically bound to their equilibrium posi-
tions and, when moving, possess an apparent inertial
mass due to the gyromagnetic spin precession; in con-
sequence, domain wall resonances may appear.ao Fi-
nally, the magnetic crystal anisotropy acts equivalent

e7 See, for example, G. T. Rado, Adaances in Dlectronic.s, Aca-
demic Press, Inc., New York, 1950, Vol. 2, pp.25l tr.; Ran. Mod.
Phys. 25,8L (1953).

3E F. G. Brockman, P. H. Dowling, and W. G. Steneck, Phys.
Reu. 77,85 (1950).

3e A. von Hippel, Z. Physik 133,158 (1952).
40W. D<iring, Z. Naturforsch. 3a,373 (1948); C. Kittel, Phys.

Rat. 80,918 (1950); R. Becker, J. phys. et radium 12,332 (1951);
G. T. Rado, R. W. Wright, and W. H. Emerson, Phys. Reu.80,
273 (1950); G. T. Rado, Phys. Reu.83,821 (f951).

since the famous nuclear resonance experiments by
Bloch a and Purcell and co-workers.4b

A phenomenon closely related to magnetic resonance

al l,. Laudan and E. Lifshitz, Phys. Z. Soujetunion 8, 153

(1935); J. L. Snoek, Philips Tech. Rn.8, 353 (19a6); Physica 1{,
207 (1943); D. Polder and J. Smit, Reas. Mod. Phys. 25, 89
(1e53).

4 See, for example, the surveys by K. K. Darrow, "Magnetic
Resonance," BelI System Tech. J. 32,74,384 (1953), and G. E.
Pake, "Fundamentals of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Absorp-
tion," Am. J. Phys. 18,438,473 (1950).

aa Ferromagnetic resonance was first observed by Griffiths
U. H. E. Griffiths, Noture 158, 670 (1946)l in iron and the preces-

sion theory for ferromagnetic substances formulated by Kittel
[C. Kittel, Phys. Reu.73,155 (1948); J. phys. et rad,ium 12,29L
(1951)1. Resonance experiments on ma,gnetic single crystals in
the Laboratory for Insulation Research by Bickford 27 demon-
strated the value of this new tool for the determination of g fac-
tors and crystal anisotropy in ferromagnetics.

s F. Bloch, Phys. Reu.70,460 (19a6); F. Bloch, W. W. Ifansen,
and M. Packard, Phys. Rat.70, 474 (1946).

45 E. M. Purcell, H. C. Torrey, and R. V. Pound, Phys. Reu.69,

37 (1946).
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is the Faraday effect ao (see Appendix AII, 5). If a
magnetic axis is established in a material around rvhich

Topered ferrite

Woveguide

Solenoid producing oxiol
mognetic field

Fig. 30.12. Gyrator operating by ferromagnetic Faraday effect.

electron spins can precess, this axis acts on an electro-
magnetic wave like a d5rnamic screw axis. A linearly

a6 M. Faraday, Phil. Trans. / (18a0); Pogg. Ann 68, 105

(1846).

polarized wave propagated parallel to the axis can be
thought of as composed of a right- and a left-hand cir-
cular component (see f, Sec. 12) which encounter differ-
ent permeabilities, hence travel with different velocities.
In consequence, a rotation of the plane of polarization
results. In addition, when the frequency of the wave
corresponds to the precession frequency of the electrons,
the circular component rotating in the precession di-
rection is strongly absorbed and thus highly attenuated.
The ferromagnetic Faraday effect in the ferrites has

become recently of technical importance, especially
through the work of Hogan,aT for the development of
new types of switching components in the microwave
range, called gyrators (Fig. 30.12). These components
do not obey the reciprocity law; the plane of polariza-
tion of a reflected wave is rotated in the same direction
as that of the incident wave.

47 C.L. Hogan, Bell Sgstem Tech. J.31, L (L952); Reus. Mod.
Phys. 25,253 (1953).

applied, the initial field distribution corresponds to the
electrostatic requirement of constant flux density

-----d, 
I

-forl

(31.1)

from the condi-

The
may
with

3l ' Interfacial and Space.Charge Polarization

At the outset of the molecular discussion (Sec. 1),

four mechanisms of polarization were introduced, but
only three have been discussed thus far: the electronic,
the atomic, and the dipole orientation polarization.
These three effects have in common that they are

caused by the displacement or orientation of bound
charge carriers. The remaining process, the space-

charge or interfacial polarization, is produced by travel-
ing charge carriers and confronts us with a completely
different situation. Previously, the atoms and mole-
cules found themselves under the influence of a local
field consisting essentially of the applied field, modu-
Iated by the polarization of the surroundings. Now,
large-scale field distortions enter, caused by the piling
up of space charges in the volume or of surface charges

at the interfaces of dielectrics.
The classical example of interfacial polarization is

the Maxwell-Wagne.r two-layer condenser 1 (FiS. 31.1).
The dielectric consists of two parallel sheets of mate-
rials (1) and (2), characterized by their dielectric con-

stant, conductivity, and thickness (rt', crt d) and
(rr', or, d2), respectively. When a d-c field is suddenly

1J. C. Maxwell, Electricity and Magnelism, Clarendon Press,

Oxford, Vol. 1, 452 (L892); K. W. Wagner, Die Isol;ierstoffe der

Elektrotechruik, edited by H. Schering, Berlin, Springer, 1924,

pp. 1 fr.

Dr: Dz
or

Et/Ez : ,2'/ rr',

whereas the final distribution follows
tion of current continuity

Jt: Jz
or

Er/Ez : qz/ar.
(31.2)

Fig. 31.1. Maxwell-Wagner two-layer condenser.

transient which links the initial and final state
be derived from the equivalent circuit of Fig. 31.2
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'0 : Ur *'02

dTr t)r . dTz lJzI:C, ^+ ^:C, - +-''dt R1 -dt n2

AA
Ct:=ct' CZ:=c2'

d'r dz

d,' d,"
D.DIDI--IarO--Aq'Ao,

Fig. 31.2. Equivalent circuit of two.layer condenser.

Solving Eqs. 31.3 for'U1 and'02, we obtain

u,: "#{,-(,-?,-,,.1,
Rz | / 

(31'5)

u2 : e pn ;*rll - \l - ?'-'''l'
where the relaxation time

nLR2(Cr * Cz) e1td2 | c2td,1
T: :

Rt * Rz afi,2 | o2d,1

The field changes exponentially from initial to final
distribution.

The steady-state solution, when an a-c voltage U :
Tod" is applied, can be derived from the admittance
of the circuit

I YtYzy - _: =j , (81.2)'lJ Yr * Yz
where

1 l*jarrYt:&+irCt:-?-'
(31.8)

Yz:+r.ircz:t*-j"'.

The time constant r of Eq. 31.6, expressed in terms of
(31.3) 11 and 12 of the two individual nC circuits, is

,-RPzlRzn '
Rr*Rz '

hence the admittance may be rewritten

(31.4) rr_ 1 (1 *jrr)(l +jrrr)
Rr*Rz Ltjur

y : jcl,rc*Cs,

where
Acn

Co:;, d,:dr*dz.

which changes from its static value (<o : 0)

, rl*rz-r
'cs:co1rq*rt'

to its optical value (co + o)

(31.e)

According to I, Eq. f.10, the admittance deternines
where .4 is the zurface area of the plate capacitor. the complex perrnittivity of the capacitor as

(31.11)

(31.13)

(31.10)

(31.14)

(31.15)

(31.16)

Hence the two-layer condenser appears to the outside
observer as a dielectric of the dielectric constant

16t :
tr*:2-rlofrg2

(31.12)
Co(h*Rz)(1 +r'r')

Co(Rt * R),

as the frequency c,r increases. Introducing rr' and xn'
into Eq. 3I.L2, we obtain

(31.6)

K' f k l.- K*' tt + 
L + "r'l'where

, (r, * ,z - r)r - rtrz K"' - K*'

K*' :
rtr2 1 1

TLT2 K*'

The dissipation factor of the two-layer dielectric be-
comes

16tt:*^'( " +-k" 
\

"' \r"rrr' L+ r?r')' (31'17)

A comparison of tl ese expressions with E,q. 22.L7
shows tha the two-layer condenser gives a relaxation-
spectrum indistinguishable from the simple orientation
polarization of the Debye theory as far as r' is con-

v

.vlvl
+

-T
.u"v2
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cemed (Fig. 31.3). The r" characteristic contains, in
addition, the ohmic conductivity term

K@T I
o:-:

I
1

(31.18)
rLrz Co(Rr * Rz)

caused by the series resistor (Rr * Rz). The complex
permittivity may thus be written

(2) until constant current transfer is established and
the static conductivity results (see Eq. 31.18),

d/ro
(31.23)(r:

As the frequency increases, the interfacial polarization
begins to lag. The dielectric constant r' decreases to
the midpoint between the static and optical value
when ct : l/ri the relaxation time " 

(Eq. 31.6) may be
written in analogy to the preceding equations

e.z)

/rr'- *-' .o\ eo
d8: 

\r *,- - J;) N'

From the molecular point of view, the optical dielec-
tric constant of the two-layer condenser (Eq. 31.la)

K*' :
d/ ro

(31.20)

is determined by the real permittivities of the two
media, composed of the static contributions of the elec-

log or r -+

Fig. 31.3. Relaxation spectrum of the twelayer condenser.

tronic, atomic, and orientation polarizations. The
static dielectric constant, (see Eq. 31.13)

K,, : (31.21)

is larger than the optical one because media (1) and
(2) contain mobile charge carriers of the densities N1
and N2 [--t], transporting charges e1 and e2 with the
mobilities br and bz. Because of these conductivities

6! : N Plby

o2 : N2e2b2,
(3r.22)

, Kr' - K.' .6
^- 

:^co T ---.--.--J-'L f Jo:r s)
(31.le)

e.?r)
e1'd2 | c2td1

T:
od,z * ozd,r

(31.24)

By measuring K-', Kr', o, and T we can calculate the
dielectric parameters et', c2', ott and o2 of the two
layers if the thickness ratio il/dz is given.

Since the polarization P of the two-layer condenser
is proportional to the applied field, it is possible to
define a space charge polarizability a, of the overall
dieleetric in analogy to Eq. 1.5 by writing

P : NouE : ("* - r.,)esE; (3I.25)

hence from Eq. 31.19

2

(31.26)

The only merit of this expression is that it allows a

discussion of the total polarization as the sum of the
four terms indicated in Eq. 1.6.

By dividing the layers (1) and (2) into n1 arrd n2

equal sublayers of the thicknesses 41 and 42, obviously
nothing is changed; we replace in our equations

dt : ratAt,

dz : nzAz.
(3r.27)

Next we might stack the sublayers (1) and (2) alter-
nately or in any other sequence (Fig. 31.4); since the

I^,
T
il-
f-,o,

Fig. 31.4. Electrical identity of two-layer and multi-layer con-

denser (relative amount and shape of the two media maintained).

total impedance is not altered, the dielectric response

still remains unchanged. By subdividing to molecular

-T-
dlt
d2
I

tivily lerm

charges pile up at the interface between media (1) and
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thicknesses, we could actually make a continuous tran-
sition from interfacial to atomic polarizalion if the
latterwould correspond to a relaxation and not to a
resonance phenomenon. As long as the geometrical
shape and orientation in the field remains the same

o

b

c

d

conducting sheet @ @lconducting
lnsuloting sheet @ @ @l spheres

laOa@@@l Conducting conductins
l@@OOAAlellipsoids cylinders

ton I

d

Sheets
Spheres

E llipsoids

Cylinders

tog E

Fig. 31.5. Dependence of dielectric response on shape and orien-
tation of particles of medium 2. (A-fter Sillars.s)

(layers stacked in series) and the relative amount of
medium (1) to (2) unaltered (expressed by the ratio of
the total thicknesses, d,1f il), the complex permittivity
of the composite dielectric remains unaffected.

We might change the geometry of medium (2), while
preserving its mass, and disperse it in medium (1) in
the shape of spheres 2 or ellipsoids or rods 3 so diluted
that the interaction between the particles can be neg-
lected. Since the field distortion caused by a polarized
particle depends on its shape and orientation relative
to the applied field, r* will now vary with the shape
and orientation of the medium (2) particles, as Figs.
31.5 and 25.1 indicate. Thus, for example, a distribu-
tion of relaxation times may be produced by varying
the orientation of ellipsoidal particles. The absolute
particle size, just as above the absolute thickness of
the layers, does not enter into the calculations but
only the mass ratio of the two media.

Medium (2), distributed in base medium (1), highly
diluted and in prescribed shape and orientation, gives a
simple relaxation spectrum of only one relaxation time.
When n media are dispersed in medium (I), n relaxa-
tion times occur; correspondingly, a capacitor of. (n + 1)
different dielectric layers has n, relaxation times. Hence,

2 K. W. Wagner, Arch. El,ektrotech. 2,371(1914).
E R. W. Sillars, J. Inst. Elec. Engrs. (London) 80,378 (1937).

broad-band absorbers may be realized, for example, by
stacks of properly selected dieleetric disks.

When the concentration c of material (2) in the base
medium (1) is increased, the distorted field are&s

around each particle begin to overlap and affect each
other. Obviously, the dielectric characteristics, plotted
as /(c), must start with the properties of medium (l)
and terminate with those of medium (2). The shape
of the characteristics between these two end points has
been a problem for discussion for many years,a and fre-
quently a logarithmic rniring rule given by Lichtenec-
ker 6 is used to determine the permittivity **' of a mix-
ture from KL', K2' and the volume ratios 0r, 0z of the
components:

log x^' : or log rcr' * o2log rc2t. (31.28)

This rule has been well'confirmed by Biichner 6 for
mixed dielectrics containing TiO2 (rutile) as the one of
their two phases (Fig. 31.6). However, the validity of
any rule is obviously limited, because the shape, size,
and distribution of the particles are empirical param-
eters a,ffecting the polarization.

Interfacial polarization results when abutting dielec-
trics differ in conductivity and therefore require difrer-
ent voltage gradients to transconduct a current of
constant density. The migration of the charge carriers

o

Fig. 31.6. The

20 40 60 80 tOO

7o volume of rutile

logarithmic mixing rule applied to TiOz com-
positions. (After Btichner.o )

through each individual dielectric and their transfer to
the electrodes is thought to be unimpeded. This tacit
assumption is actually very stringent and not at all
fulfilled for most materials, as anyone knows who has

a See K. Lichtenecker, Physik. Z. 27,115 (1926); 37,906 (1936);
D. A. G. Bruggeman, Ann. Physik l5l24,636 (1935).

6 K. Lichtenecker, Physik. Z. 10,1005 (1909).
6 A. Biichner, Wiss. Verdfenfl. Siemms-Werkm 18,84 (1939).
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been shocked by the ilielectric after-effect of. a homo-
geneous capacitor dielectric. The phenomenon, as de-
scribed by many investigators, is as follows: a constant
voltage 1) applied at t :0 to a uniform material (for
example, a crystal plate) c&uses, after the initial surge
of charge (CU) has passed, a small charging current .f,
that decays over minutes, hours, days, or even months.
Shorting of the electrodes after a time ? produces an
opposite discharging current -16 that decreases ac-
cording to the identical law. The discharge current

- 16 ma1r- be represented at any time h ) T as the dif-
ference of a current -1", starting at t: T, and the
primary positive current *f ", extrapolated to t: h.
This law of superposit;ion (Fig.31.7),

-Ia(t) I"(h - r) + I"(t), (31.29)

expresses, in a somewhat involved fashion, the simple
statement that the total residual charge stored by the
dielectric is redelivered in the discharge process.

Fig. 31.7. The Iaw of superposition.

This dielectric after-effect is, in general, the sign of
space-charge build-up in the dielectric material. The
charge carriers are required to migrate through the
volume, to discharge freely at the one electrode, and to
be replaced spontaneously at the other electrode, if
field distortion is to be avoided. This is a most unlikely
combination of circumstances in nonmetals. Thus
space-charge polarization plays a most important and
frequently not clearly recognized role in electric polari-
zation phenomena and is, for example, the working
principle of most electrets. Depending on the relative
mobility of cations and anions and the electrode sit-
uation, a variety of field distribution characteristics
can be realized; some typical curves, obtained by Joff6
and his co-workers in their early work,? are shown in
Fig. 31.8.

7 See A. F. Jofr6, The Physics of Crystals, McGraw-Hill Book
Co., New York, 1928.

A very clear-cut case has been investigated recently:8
the space-charge build-up by photoeffect in additively
colored alkali halide crystals. Here exists, in a first
approximation, the ideal situation of an eleetron cloud

Colcite

Distonce from cothode +
Fig. 31.8. Polarization in quartz and calcite. (After Jofr6.7)

of uniform density, frozen into a compensating positive
matrix. By heating the crystal in alkali vapor, we can
replace a number of the halogen ions by electrons at-
tached to the anion vacancies, and the F-center ab-
sorption results (FiS. 31.9). These electrons can be
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Fig. 31.9. F-center absorption in KBr.

mobilized by light absorption in the F band, in number
equal to the quanta absorbed times the quantum yield,
and will then drift towards the anode until they are
discharged or retrapped by anion vacancies. This mo-
tion of the electron cloud towards the anode leaves a
bleached region of positive space charge in front of the
cathode, as long as no electrons can re-enter the crys-
tal. If the initial concentration of color centers is suffi-

8 A. von Hippel, E. P. Gross, J. G. Jelatis, and M. Geller, Phys.
Reu. 91,568 (1953).
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ciently small and the applied voltage sufficiently high,
the final state will be a completely bleached crystal.
For higher concentrations or lower voltages, the crystal
will consist of two distinct sections: a completely
bleached region I in front of the cathode taking the
total voltage, and a field-free unbleached region II
with the original color-center concentration (Fig. 31.10).

length (d-/l << 1), Eq. 31.30 simpli-

1(0)
Ilt) - (31.82)

cosh2 fl)\2r/

than the crystal
fies to

(see Fig. 31.11).

X=O X=do X=l

Neutrol

Fig. 31.10. Space charge, field strength, and voltage distribution
in colored alkali halide crystal after charging.

The progress of the shock front (r : d(t)) separating
regions I and II can be'calculated as it advances from
the cathode and, slowing down, comes to a final stand-
still at the distance n - d,*. The plunger-like motion
of the shock front pushing the electron cloud out is re-
flected in the external circuit by a current decreasing
as a function of time.

We find that this current is represented by the some-
what complicated expression

to'
' "r. ttj'. 

4 5

Fig. 31.11. Time dependence of photocurrent through colored
alkali halide crystal (theoretical).

The initial deviation of the current from a simple ex-
ponential drop is caused by the charge transconducted
to the anode. Once the final state is established, dis-
charging and recharging at the same voltage simply

Region Region

Region Reg ion

f_r _4_ tr __t

\\
'A.0\

lo-'

I
l{

ro-

I(t1 : I(01s-tr'
(1 + 

"-ttr73
(31.30)

where the relaxation time r, given by the positive space-
charge density ps, the mobility of the electrons b, the
dielectric constant of the crystal e', the length of the
crystal l, and the applied voltage'1J6, is

(L - e-trr++ (1 * e-,r,,

(31.31)

Fig. 31.12. Space charge, field strength and voltage distribution
in shorted crystal (theoretical).

pushes the electron cloud forward and back rvithout
further loss of electrons. The field distortion after dis-fn case the final cathode f.all d. is very much smaller
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charging is shown in Fig. 3I.12. Recharging is accom-
panied by a simple exponential current drop

(31.33)

For this latter case, the law of superposition (Eq. 31.29)
holds, while it will not strictly apply to the initial tran-
sient because electrons are removed from the crystal
(Eq. 31.30). The initial polarization created in a di-
electric cannot be wiped out completely by u subse-
quent discharge as long as the charge carriers trans-
ferred to the electrodes cannot be replaced.

The cathode fall built up in this experiment has the
length 

/2e,7)n\%
d* : (;/ [m], (31.34)

and produces directly in front of the cathode the
maximum field strength

E" : - + d- : - ('z::t')" 
[.,, --r]. (3r.Bb)"c'\c'/

The field strength at the cathode can thus be built up
to extreme magnitudes by the simple device of using a
highly colored crystal. The number of F centers per
unit volume, try's, determines, together with the ele-
mentary charge e, the space-charge density as

Po : Noe. (31.36)

For ,lrle : l02a [*-t], a coloration achieved without
great difficulty, the application of 10 v should produce
a cathode fall

d*-8x10-6 [m],

E"- 2.5 X 108 [n ^-t].
(31.37)

This field strength exceeds the breakdown strength of
most alkali halide crystals.e Before it is reached, field
emission sets in and stabilizes a lower gradient. In

e See A. von Hippel, J. Appl. Phys.8, 815 (1937).

this way we have successfully produced field emission
into alkali halide crystals with voltages ( 1 volt.

In these experiments the mobility of the charge car-
riers and the space-charge build-up can be controlled
from the outside by the wavelength and intensity.[s of
the illumination. This extreme case illustrates well
that the existence of a mobility and the validity of
Ohm's law does not presuppose a simple model of free-
charge transfer through a medium of high friction. On
the contrary, the photoelectrons in the alkali halides
travel only a very short distance after their release, as

Pohl and his co-workers established.lo Ohm's law is
valid because the drift distance D in the field direction
increases proportionally to the driving field strength.
Let frs designate the average drift distanee per unit
field, and 16 and t1 the average time intervals, respec-
tively, during which an electron is bound or travels
freely. The drift velocity may then be written

a:bE:'o E.to*tr
Obviously, the time an electron stays bound varies in
our experiments inversely proportionately to the in-
tensity of the releasing light,

1
tb : --'

FIo

When this time is long compared with that of free
travel (ta > t), the mobility

u =T:rrtollo (31.40)

is proportional to the intensity of illumination.
The controlled build-up of space charges is obviously

a powerful tool for learning more about the motion of
charge carriers and about their release at the electrodes
under the influence of very intense fields.

10 W. Flecbsig, Physik. Z. 92, 843 (1931); K. Hecht, Z. Physih
77,235 (1932).

I(t1 : rtoi (r -+) e-ttr

(31.38)

(31.3e)

32 ' Conduction

The preceding discussion of interfacial and space-
charge polarization has introduced certain aspects of
conduction phenomena. The existence of an ohmic
conductivity in dielectrics was considered and a simple
molecular interpretation of such conductivity given as

o:Neb (32.1)

and Breakdown

carrying individual charges e and drifting with a mo-
bility b in the field direction. Next, it was shown by
the example of the colored alkali halide crystals that
the actual molecular situation may be much more com-
plex; the charge carriers may be trapped in general and
released only at statistical intervals. This raises the
general question why polar charge carriers can exist in
dielectrics without being neutralized, what their lawsby visualizing mobile charge carriers of the density .l[
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of motion are in various surroundings, and how their
behavior changes as a function of temperature and field
strength. We will try to give answers by proceeding,
as previously in the treatment of polarization, from
gases to liquids and solids. In this way one starts with
elementary, well-isolated phenomena and acquires some
guiding principles for the handling of the complex
situations encountered in the condensed phases.

Gases

If our plate capacitor of f, Sec. 1, is filled with a gas

of low pressure and cotrnected, not to an alternating
voltage of increasing frequency as previously, but to a
d-c voltage of increasing magnitude, a very sensitive
current recorder traces a characteristic, as shown in
Fig. 32.1. This type of curve, first analyzed by Town-

V-> Umox

Fig. 32.1. Current-voltage characteristic at low ga,s pressure
(schematic).

send,l contains two main items of information: (1) After
an initial rise, the characteristic levels off to a satura-
tion current, indicating that charge carriers are gen-

erated in the gas at a constant rate. (2) Increase of
the voltage beyond this region leads to a second rapid
current rise, until, at a critical brealtdown uoltage V^u*,
the gas is transforrned suddenly from a relatively good

insulator into an extremely good conductor.
To explain this rapid increase of charge carriers,

Townsend introduced the avalanche concept, the proto-
type of the neutron avalanches in atomic bomb explo-
sions. An electron, falling in field direction a distance
do, liberates a new electron by impont ionizat'i'on with a
probability a dn; henee n electrons at c increase to
n + dn, where

d,n : na dn. (32.2)

I J. S. Townsend, Elmtricity in Goses, Oxford University Press,

Oxford, 1914.

Thus rzs electrons starting at the cathode (r : 0) have
augmented to

.nf - noeoit I (32.3)

when arriving at the anode (r : d); that is, each
starting electron produces an electron aualarlche, and, in
consequence, leaves behind a positiue ion aualanche of.

the height
H-eod-1. (32.4)

Each positive ion, migrating in the opposite direction,
may liberate an electron with the probability t at the
cathode. Hence, when the ion avalanche grows so
large that the regeneration of a starting electron be-
comes certainty,

"y(e"d - 1):1, (32.5)

the discharge becomes self-supporting and breakdown
must occur.

This breakdoum condition of Townsend has as its
molecular parameters an ionization probability d repre-
senting the number of ionizing impacts per electron
and unit distance and a regeneration probability t;both
have to be interpreted in detail. In addition, we have
to investigate how the layer thickness d of the gas
dielectric actually a,ffects the breakdown strength; fi-
nally, the origin of the starting electrons n6 has to be
established.

The probability that an electron ionizes by impact
depends obviously on the kinetic energy of such elec-
tron, on its trajectory, and on the electronic structure
of the atom or molecule with which it collides. Since
the electron cloud configurations of atoms and mole-
cules have many excited states (see Secs. 11 and L4), a
strong probability exists that the kinetic energy, ac-
cumulated by the striking electron in the external field,
is squandered prematurely in electronic excitation lead-
ing to light emission or other secondary processes. The
electron is thus slowed down suddenly and has to start
all over again, as graphically illustrated in the current-
voltage characteristic of the famous Franck-Hertz ex-
periment (Fig. 6.a). Furthermore, in electronegative
gases the electrons may be trapped while slow (Fig.
32.2) and thus inactivated as negative ions.2 Ions are
not efrective as ionizers by impact, until they reach
much higher kinetic energies than electrons. To pre-
dict the build-up of an electron avalanche requires

t More accurately, the exponential telm in this and the con-
fdo a,

secutive equations should be written eJo , since the field may
be distorted by space charges as discussed below.

2 See H. S. W. Massey and E. H. S. Burhop, Electron;ic wd Iotuic
Impad, Phenornena. Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1952; the measure-
ments shown in Fig. 32.2 are by N. E. Bradbury, Phys. Bat. 44,
88il (193:|), and II. L. Brose, Phil. Mag. 60,536 (1925).
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therefore a detailed discussion of the motion of an elec-
tron as a function of its velocity. Ohm's law is obvi-
ously not valid when the electrons become accelerated
by the external field. It has to be replaced by a statis-
tical calculation of the probability with which electrons

3 x lO-4

2 x to'4

I x to'4

Ave rose e tect ron .n. rnl' ?",..t ro?'-Xort, t 
t'o

Fig.32.2. Probability of electron trapping in Oz as a function of
the average electron energy. t(a) Bradbury,2 electron-filter

method; (b) Brose,2 diffusion method.l

of various kinetic energies may penetrate lhe friction
barrier of electronic ercitation states. As found experi-
mentally, the ionization probability characteristics trav-
erse relatively flat maxima for electron velocities in the
range of 102 ev (Fig. 32.S;.a Townsend's ionization

Hg*

(Frne structure)

nt2t3t4t5t6
E leclron encrgy

Hg**

Hg+++ Hg++++

oL
o- o roo 

er.ilr?n-rn.rnio?.,..rron1?3,rrl 
soo

Fig. 32.3. Ionization cross sections of mercury for different de-

grees of ionization as a function of the electron velocity. (After
Bleakney and Smithl s fine structure after Lawrence.s)

probability a is an experimental term integrating over

a wide and ill-defined velocity range of these character-

istics.

s See Massey and Burhop;2 the measurements shown in Fig'
32.3 in mercury are due to W. Bleakney and L. G. Smith, Phys.

Reu. {9,402 (1936), and E. O. Lawrence, Phys. Rat 28, 947
(1e26).

A similarly complex situation faces us in the evalua-
tion of the regeneration probabilily t.n The probability
that a positive ion liberates an electron at the cathode
is a function of the ion type, its kinetic energy, and of
the metal and its surface treatment. Furthermore, a
new starting electron may be liberated at the cathode,
not only by ion impact, but also by photoeffect, or
thermal or field emission. Finally, electrons may orig-
inate in the gas instead of at the cathode, whether by
photoeffect or through the ionization by excited atoms
or molecules (collisions of the second kind6). These
effects frequently may enter in succession while the
breakdown develops.

The thickness d of the gas dielectric enters exponen-
tially into the height of the Townsend avalanche (see

Eq. 32.\; hence H reaches its decisive magnitude dur-
ing the last ionizing impacts in front of the anode. A
slight increase in the gap distance d should cause a
very large increase in H and a drastic lowering of the
breakdown voltage. This is observed in the low-pres-
sure range, where the number of impacts of an electron
traversing the gap is small. The number of impacts
across the gap is proportional to the product (pd) be-
cause the gas pressure p (or, more accurately, the gas

density p) is inversely proportional to the free path )'
of an electron. Paschen 6 found that the breakdown
voltage of a given gas is a function of only this prod-
uct, that is, that pressure can be traded for distance
since only the number of collisions matters. This state-
ment represents a typical similarity law: cutting the
thickness of the dielectric by some factor, while in-
creasing the gas density by the same factor, Ieaves the
decisive parameter, the voltage drop per free path,
unaltered.

fn measuring Poschen curues (Fig. 32.4),7 we observe
that the trend reverses for higher pressures or longer
gap distances: the breakdown voltage rises again. The
minimum of the Paschen curve indicates that here the
number of collisions is so adjusted that the kinetic en-
ergy of the electrons accumulates most efficiently for
ionization. To the left of the minimum, the number of
collisions is too small to build up the required height
H of. the avalanche across the gap with the previous
voltage, whereas at the right too many collisions take
place and an excessive amount of energy is squandered

'See, for example, F. Llewellyn Jones, "Electrical Discharges,"
Physical Society of London, Reports on Progress in Physics 16,

216 (1953).
5 O. Klein and S. Rosseland, Z. Phasik 4, 46 (1921); J. Franck'

ibid., 9,259 (1922).
6 F. Paschen, Ann. Physik 97,69 (1889).
7 H. Fricke, Z. Physik 86, 464 (1933); B. Frey, Ann. Physilt 85'

381 (1928); F. Ehrenkranz, Phys. Reu. 66, 219 (1939); A. A.

Kruithof, Physica 7, 579 (1940).
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in excitation processes. The Paschen curve itself may
be visualized as equilibrium line (1 - 1) separating a
lower region in which the avalanche remains too small
for regenerating one electron per starting electron
(1 - < 1), from an upper region in which more than 1

electron is reliberated at the cathode (1 -+ > 1) (Fig.
32.5).

The picture thus far seems to imply that the develop-
ment of the breakdown process requires at least the
iime interval needed for the positive ions to traverse
the gap from anode to cathode. The first cathode-ray

o I ' 'oo11';ri,.J't' s ro

Fig. 32.4. Paschen curves for various gases. Oz by Fricke 7

(Fe-cathode); Nz by Frey 7 (brass-cathode); Hz by Ehrenkrarz 7

(Na-cathode) and (broken line) by Fricke 7 (Fe-cathode); Ne by
Kruithof 7 (Cu-cathode).

oscillograms of voltage-time characteristics, in conse-
quence, were taken in the,pioneering work of Rogowski
and his co-workers 8 with the expectation of finding
breakdown times in the order of 10-a second at atmos-
pheric pressure, but times of 10-6 to 10-7 second were
actually observed. This outcome appeared to endanger
the whole basis of the Townsend theory until it was
recognized that one essential aspect was missing in the
theory: the influence of space charge on the original
field distribution. 'When 

the electrons disappear into
the anode, the space charge of the positive ion ava-
lanche remains behind. The space charge of a few
successive avalanches may suffice to contract the field,
without any motion of the ions, into a steep cathode
fall.e The positive ions have, therefore, only to cross a

8 W. Rogowski, Arch. Elektrotech. 16,496 (1926); Der elelctrische
Durchschlag, Probleme der modernm PhEsik, S. Hirzel, Leipzig,
1928, pp. 189 tr.

e A. von Hippel and J. Franck, Z. Physik 67,696 (1929). That
field distortion by space charge might be able to save Townsend's
theory was already suspected by L. B. Loeb, J. Franklin Inst.
205,305 (1928), who suggested in 1929 a stepbreakdown mech-

diminutive gap in front of the cathode, aided by very
intense fields, to produce a final breakdown. This may
be accomplished in the times observed.

The underlying concept, that the electrons ionize and
the velocity difference between these fast electrons and
the slow, positive ions polarizes the dielectric, has many
useful applications. For example, returning to the
Paschen curve and its interpretation as a boundary
line characterized by a regeneration ratio 1:1, we ob-
serve that breakdown initiated at the right of the mini-
mum must lead to instability r0 (see Fig. 32.5). When

Cothode Anode

d+

Fig. 32.5. Contraction into a glow discharge after breakdown
voltage is reached at ,4".

breakdown starts at a point .,4., the positive space
charge left in front of the anode acts like a gap-short-
ener. The field towards the cathode increases, and the
virtual operating point moves towards the left into a
higher yield region.t The regeneration ratio, and with
it the field contraction, increases at an accelerated pace,
but slows down again when the left branch of the curve
is approached. Final stabilization takes place near B
if the voltage across the gap has been kept constantl
the current has increased by many orders of magnitude.

The main field is now concentrated in & narrow
cathode fall, the dark space of a glow discharge, through
which the ions speed towards the cathode for electron
regeneration. The remaining length of the discharge

anism lScim,ce 69, 5Og (1929)1. See also L. B. Loeb, Fund,amen-
tal Processes of Electrical Dischnrge in Gases, Wiley, New York,
1939, for cases where the breakdown is so fast that an electron
ca,n cross only a fraction of the gap distance.

10 M. Steenbeck, Z. Phy$k 63,192 (f929); W. Rogowski, Arch.
Elektrotech. 25, 55L (1931); 26, 643 (1932); 27,743 (1933); A. von
Hippel, Z. Phytik 97,455 (1935).

t This field contraction by space charge may not set in im-
mediately at point 1, but only after the applied voltage has risen
into the instability region, as Llewellyn Jones a has shown in
recent experiments.
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space is bridged by the positiue column, a rvell-conduct-
ing mixture of electrons and positive ions, that requires
only a small voltage gradient to maintain the current
flow. At its new operating point near B, the discharge

Fig. 32.6. Positive and negative Lichtenberg figures

has longitudinal stability, since a contraction of the
cathode fall by a statistical increase of the ionization
leads to a lower ionization yield and therefore to ex-
pansion, and vice versa. The positive column is the
light source of a glow discharge, since here the electrons

are slow and dissipate the major part of their energy
in electronic excitation processes.

Since electrons and ions play such different roles in
breakdorvn and the consecutive build-up of gas dis-

(negative figures taken in a strong magnetic field).

eharges (the electrons causing excitation and ioniza-
tion; the ions, space-charge formation and regenera-
tion), the breakdown in inhomogeneous fields becomes

typically polaritg depend,ent.LL Positive and negative
1r See A. von Hippel, Z. Physik 80, lg (1933); 97, 455 (1935).
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discharge patterns form and are of importance for a
variety of phenomena from the operation of Geiger
counters and TVilson cloud chambers 12 to the inter-
pretation of lightning flashes.l3 These polarity effects
are revealed in most beautiful detail in Lichtenberg
figures,la where the developing discharge photographs
itself in consecutive stages.l5

Near a positive point, electrons are accelerated in-
wards into the steep field gradient of the anode. The
disappearing electron avalanches leave positive space-

charge branches behind, which reach out as auxiliary
electrodes. They branch further by drawing in elec-

tron avalanches from the surroundings, and the brush-
Iike positiae Lichtenberg fig*t results (Fig. 32.6). The

and the space-charge pattern broadens into the well-
known sector type of the negatiue Lichtenberg fi,gure.
Both figures reach their final expansion when the field
intensity at the outer edge of the positive space charge
falls below the limit of effective ionization. The railius
of the figures indicates therefore the peak voltage of a
transient, their strunture reveals the polarity. These
tell-tale properties of the primary Lichtenberg figures
have been exploited in the Klydonograph for the re-
cording of lightning strokes.lo

When overvoltage, field or thermionic emission, or a
long duration of the discharge provides an extremely
copious electron supply, the broad space-charge pat-
terns of the primary figures tend to contract into a

(o) (b)

Fig. 32.7. Positive (o) oud oegotive (b) 8ps!k from poiot etrsctrodo contiDuirg a5 gliding sparks on soopetoDe 
'plate 

bsoked by metal
electtode.r

negative point, in contrast, ejects electrons into regions
of diminishing field strength. As the impact ionization
proceeds, the avalanches reduce their own driving field
further by leaving their positive space charge behind
and thus steepening the field directly in front of the
cathode. This screening of the radial field in the rear
of the avalanche produces tangential field components,

12 See the work of H. Raether, Z. Physile 107, 9L (1937) and
Ergeb. enalct. Naturw. 22,73 (1949), in which the pre-breakdown
stages of discharges are clarified with the help of cloud-chamber
photographs.

18 See A. von I{ippel, Nahnwiss. 22,7O1(193a); J. E. McDon-
ald, Scz. Am,eri,can I88, April,32 (1953).

1{ G. C. Lichtenberg, Nd.Comtnmt. Gdtt;ingm 8, 168 (1777).
16 Pioneering work on the macroscopic laws of the develop-

ment of sparks and Lichtenberg figures was done by Max Toepler
from 1897 to 1939, and by P. O. Pedersen, Kgl. DarwkeViilmskab.
Selskab. 1919, L922, and t92s. Compare the survey of K.
Przibram, Handh. Physi,k 14, 39L (L927). The first extensive
attempt at a molecular interpretation of the figures was made
by F. H. Merrill and A. von Hippel, J. Appl. Phys. 10, 873
(1939).

narrow path, fiIled with a nearly metallic-conducting
mixture of electrons and ions, the plavna of. a sparh.
Such sparks still disclose in their wavering or smooth
design their descent from a positive or negative pri-
mary discharge (Fig. 32.7). 'When a spark reaches the
counterelectrode, the breakdown of the gas dielectric
completes itself in a short circuit. It may continue as

an arc if backed up by a powerful current source, with
its electron supply for the gas discharge assured by
thermionic or field emission.

This complex sequence of events was set in motion
by a few starting electrons no (Eq. 32.3). ft remains to
ascertain how these are provided, if spontaneous emis-
sion from the cathode is excluded. If we inquire quite
generally as to how charge carriers can be created in
gas'es, it might seem possible, at first glance, that col-
lisions between electropositive and electronegative
partners could produce at least ions by electron trans-

16 J. F. Peters, El,ectrical Wmlil 83,769 (19%).
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fer. I{owever, the energy required for such process'

6 : ionization energy lJt - electron affinity E

e2

* electrostatic separation energy 

^4or, 
(32.6)

is prohibitive at normal temperatures. Even in a most
favorable case such as the collision between a cesium

and a fluorine atom, where .E exceeds 'U; by about
lf 3 ev, the energy gain is much too small for a separa-
tion of the charged partners; they are bound together
by about 4.7 ev of Coulomb attraction.

Detailed studies of the initial current in gases estab-
lished about fifty years ago that extraneous ionizing
agents are responsible. Spurious radioactive matter in
the earth, the air, and the walls of the gas capacitor
were originally held the only culprits; and it was, in
consequence, expected that this ionization would dimin-
ish when a sealed capacitor was carried to greater
heights above the earth. Balloon ascents by Hess
(1911), Kohlhoerster (1913), and others, however, gave

the surprising result that after an initial decrease an
increase occurred, a f.acl leading Hess 17 to postulate an
ionizing radiation coming from above; thus cosnzic rays
were discovered.

Systematic investigation of the recombination proc-
ess 18 established that the free electrons produced by
this primary ionization are trapped, in general, after
an extremely short time to form small negatiue ions of.

molecular size. The small positive and negative ions
in turn may be captured by dust particles, pollen, etc.,
to form large ions. Finally, the positive and negative
charge carriers disappear again by reeombination.

An external electric field can interfere with this se-

quence of events, as the Townsend characteristic of
Fig. 32.1 certifies. First, recombination can be pre-
vented and the ions formed drawn off as a saturation
current. As the field increases further, the electrons
can be kept free and made available for impact ioniza-
tion, as discussed. The number n6 of starting elec-

trons is thus a statistical factor, depending on the
ionizing conditions, the gas, and the applied field. It
expresses itself in a scatter of the breakdown strength
values; a gap in impulse tests may reach appreciable
overvoltage before breaking down if no starting elec-
trons are available at the decisive moment.re This
factor is customarily brought under control by provid-

17 V. F. Hess,'Physak. Z. 13, 1084 (1912); Wim. Ber. 121, Z00l
(le12).

lESee L. B. Loeb (ref.9); B. Giinger, Der elektrische Durch-
schlag uon Gasm, Springer, Berlin, 1953, pp. 60 ff.

le See, for example, R. Strigel, Elelctrische Stossfestigkeit,
Springer, Berlin, 1939.

ing a copious supply of photoelectrons by strong ultra-
violet illumination of the cathode.2o

Summarizing, the discussion thus far has estab-
lished that conduction and breakdown in gases at d-c
voltages may develop in the following sequence of
events: ionization by external sources; electron trap-
ping and ion recombination; prevention of these two
processes by external fields; acceleration of electrons;
slowdown by the friction barrier of electronic excita-
tions; impact ionization and avalanche formation; re-
generation of electrons at the cathode by'ion impact,
photoeffect, etc. (possibly also in the gas by photo-
effect and collisions of the second kind); field distortion
by positive (sometimes, also negative) space charge;
contraction of the field in a cathode fall; formation of
a space-charge-dominated glow discharge; transforma-
tion into a plasma-dominated spark; and completion of
the breakdown by an arc, extracting its electrons from
the cathode by thermionic or field emission.2l

Frorn gases to liquids and solids
The breakdown strength of air at atmospheric pres-

sure in a homogeneous field is about 30 kv per cm or
3 [Mv/m]. If Paschen's similarity law could be extra-
polated to the densities of solids and liquids, that is,
for an ideal gas to about 1000 atm, a breakdown
strength between 103 and 104 [Mv/m] should be ob-
served for the condensed phases. The actually meas-
ured strength of most insulators is about ten to one
hundred times smaller than this extrapolated value.

One reason for this discrepancy becomes apparent
when we observe the scatter of the breakdown values
as a function of the gas density while illuminating the
cathode with ultraviolet light (Fig. 32.8). Initially, as

shown for CO2 by Young,22 the scatter without illum-
ination is very large; it decreases, however, rapidly for
high pressures and becomes independent of illumina-
tion when the gas density reaches about one-tenth of
the density of liquid COz. Simultaneously, a marked
dependence of the breakdown strength on the cathode
material sets in, whereas at lower pressures the nature
of the metal makes no essential difference (Fig. 32.9).
This has also been found by Trump and his co-workers 23

20 Explanations for the remaining formative lag in the mech-
anism of spark breakdown have been given, for example, by
L. B. Loeb and J. M. Meek, The Mechanism of the Electric Spark,
Stanford University Press, 1941; H. Raether, Elektrotech. 2.63,
301 (1942); and R. C. Fletcher, Phys. Rea.76,1501 (1949).

2r High-frequency discharges may develop quite differently;
see, for example, W. P. Allis and S. C. Brown, Phys. Reu.87,419
(1952) and F. Llewellyn Jones (ref. 4).

22 D. R. Young, J. Appl. Phys. 21,222 (1950).
23 J. G. Trump, R. W. Cloud, J. G. Mann, and E. P. Hanson,

Elect. Eng. 69,96L (1950).
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for much higher voltages and corresponding larger gap

distances. Obviously, the voltage gradient before
breakdown has become so steep that the ensuing dis-
charge provides its own starting electrons by field
emission. This is in agreement with our observations
on the alkali halides,2a where field emission sets in at
comparable field strengths.

In Fig. 32.1 the current increase beyond saturation
images the growth of the individual avalanches by elec-
tron impact ionization under the influence of a rising
field. Since the initial starting electrons are produced

long as the thermal energy ltT is small in comparison
to the energy required to traverse this barrier.

The field-strength dependence of the pre-breakdown
current now observed should therefore reflect the in-
crease of the field emission current as well as its multi-
plication by impact ionization. If no additional effects
enter, we expect a current density

J : Afi"2r-b/E"rad. (32.8)

Young's measurements 22 on CO2 at high pressures con-
firmed an exponential dependence on iI and l/E when

o.o4 0.o8 0.t2 0.t6

Density [9mZcc]

Fig. 32.8. Effect of illumination on the scatter of the breakdown
values in COz as function of gas density. (After Young.z)

by"extraneous ionization, the number of avalanches no
more than doubles until the breakdown voltage is
reached according to the Townsend condition, Ee. 32.5.
Onset of field emission alters this situation radically.
Townsend's breakdown condition and the interpretation
of the Paschen characteristic as a yield curve for the
regeneration of starting electrons loses its validity, since
the necessity for regeneration has disappeared.

Field emission from a metal point into vacuum has
been shown to follow the larv

J -- aE"2e-b/s" (32.7)

This equation was first derived by Fowler and Nord-
heim 26 on the assumption that, as the field gradient E"
at the cathode steepens, electrons in rapidly increasing
quantity escape from the Ferrni lake of metal electrons
by tunnel efect (see Sec. 14) through the potential bar-
rier represented by the work function of the metal. The
current density ./ is independent of temperature as

2a A. von Ilippel and R. S. Alger, Phys. Reu. 76, L27 Qga9);
A. von Hippel, E. P. Gross, J. G. Jelatis, and M. Geller, Phys.
Rea. 97,563 (1953).

25 R. II. Fowler and L. Nordheim, Proc. Roy. Soc. (Lond,on)
4119,173 (1928).

Steel cothode

o o.o4 0.o8 0.t2 0.t6 0.20
Density Igmzccl

Fig. 32.9. Effect of cathode material on breakdown strength of
COz Bas. (After Young.z)

the gap is not too small (d, > 0.01 in.); for narrower
gaps the current density proved larger than predicted.
The current density, furtherrnore, increased about ex-
ponentially with the density of the gas, an effect traced
to a density dependence of the f.actor a. Equation 32.8
obviously contains some of the truth, but oversimpli-
fies the situation. This becomes apparent when we
retum from the problem of pre-breakdown currents to
that of breakdown itself.

fmpact ionization, as discussed above, produces a
positive space charge, hence an increase of the field
gradient at the cathode. The field emission rises, this
rise in turn increases the ionization, and thus, by a
positive feedback effect, the initially homogeneous field
must rapidly contract into a cathode fall; and the dis-
charge transforrns into a ttfi.eld arc" whenever field emis-
sion and impact ionization co-operate unrestrictedly.
Equation 32.8, therefore, corresponds to an unstable
state, until the final contraction into the arc stage is
reached (see Fig. 32.5). We must conclude that, in
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the presence of impact ionization, the onset of field
emission causes breakdown; and, vice versa, in the
presence of field emission the onset of impact ioniza-
tion leads to breakdown, if no stabilizing phenomenon
is introduced.

In searching for a stabilizing mechanism operative
in the volume of the gas, we may not invoke the mo-
tion of the positive ions. The breakdown times in d-c
fields at high pressures are so short that the ions stay
practically fixed in place. The current is essentially
an electron current, and, to achieve its stabilization,
we have, m&croscopically speaking, to increase the re-
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may have a stable existence because of the higher rela-
tive dielectric constant rc' of their surroundings. The
electrostatic field energy of a charged particle is reduced
to Lf x' of its vacuum value. By transferring, for exam-
ple, a mole of spherical particles of the radius r and
charge Ze from vacuum into an aqueous solution, the
hydration energA is released:

(32.e)

provided we may neglect the influence of the molecular
structure of the solution. Since for water rc'-80, the

wn:N,#(r-i) ,

to crystalli zation (schematic).

electrostatic field is neutralized almost completely and
the interdiction of Eq. 32.6 against the separation of
oppositely charged partners loses its validity.

Seen from the molecular point of view, the polariza-
tion energy in very dilute aqueous solutions is provided
by the clustering of water dipoles around the individual
ions, as indicated schematically in Fig. 32.10. As the
concentration of ions increases, a competition for water
molecules sets in and the electrostatic field of the ions
remains partly unshielded. fn consequence, each ion
tends to attract ions of the opposite polarity. With
increasing ion concentration the dipole clouds give way
to ionic cloud,s that surround each ion with a halo of
countercharges. These ioni,c atmospheres, introduced
by Debye into the theory of electrolytes,2o decrease the
mobility of the ions in an electric field. fn sufficiently

26 See P. Debye and E. Hiickel, Physik. Z. 24,185 (1923).
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Fig. 32.10. From dipole to ionic

sistanee of the anodic part of the gap until no more
voltage can be transferred to the cathodic region. This
increase in resistance might be produced by cutting
down the density of the free electrons by recombina-
tion and trapping. Furthermore, the mobility of the
electrons may decrease as the field strength is lowered.
How far these effects exist and suffice for a stabiliza-
tion of the pre-breakdown current, when field emission
and ionization are present simultaneously, must be
investigated. This presupposes some general knowl-
edge of the existence and behavior of charge carriers in
liquids and solids.

Charge carriers in liquids and solids
In gases, charge carriers have to be created by exter-

nal means, and electric fields are required to prevent
their recombination. In liquids and solids such carriers
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intense fields they can be partly stripped, and the con-
ductivity increases, as M. Wien first showed in his im-
pulse experiments (Wien effect).zI

Each ion has a tendency to surround itself with the
maximum number of counterions (see Sec. 24). In di-
lute solutions, where the binding energy for the halo is
of the order ltT, the ions of the atmosphere drift in and
out statistically. With increasing concentration, the
approach distance shortens and the binding energy in-
creases, until, at a critical temperature and concentra-
tion, the cloud becomes transformed into a regular
aruay of counterions. The solubikty lim,if of the solu-
tion has been reached: ionic crystals form. Initially
stabilized by water dipoles and mobile, because elec-
trically shielded, the ions find themselves now locally
bound in the giant molecule of a periodic ionic crystal
structure.

To move ions in liquids or solids requires the exist-
ence of holes into which the ions may jump when the
activation energy becomes available. Liguids, in gen-
eral, are full of holes, and also in solids the problem is
minor if the ions fit into interstices of the lattice struc-
ture. Since Frenkel2s first invoked the transfer of ions
to such lattice sites to make the mechanism of ionic
conduction in solids understandable, the holes created
by this kind of disorder in the lattice array are called
Frenlcel defects (Fig. 24.9). Alternatively, the required
vacant lattice sites may be created by an activation
process in which ion pairs are moved from the volume
to the crystal surface (Schottky defects).zs

If N0 is the number of ions per unit volume of a given
type and U the activation energy required for its mo-
bilization, the density of potentially mobile charge
carriers, accordirg to Boltzmann statistics, is Nse-u tzkr

and their contribution to the ionic conduction, accord-
ing to Ohm's law,

J:oE:Noe-ulz*r69. (32.10)

If the drift distance in the field direction per unit field
strength, the mobility b, is temperature independent, the
conductivity increases exponentially with temperature
as long as the majority of the ions are trapped in their
surroundings.

Obviously, since ions can be stabilized in the con-
densed phases by the polarization of the surrounding
medium, it will be possible in favorable cases to ionize
atoms without anchoring the removed electrons firmly
in counterions. Thus metals and semicond,trctors re-

27 M. Wien, Ann. Physik 88,327 (L927); 85,795 (1928); 11, 429
(1e31).

28 J. Frenkel, Z. Physik 35,652 (1926).
2e C. Wagner and W. Schottky, Z. physik. Chem. BIt, 163

(1e30).

sult. The classical prerequisite is that the electron
affinity of any prospective negative ion is negligible for
metals and small enough in semiconductors to allow
thermal dissociation. However, here classical physics
ends, since the wavelength of the electrons in the con-
densed phases is comparable to the separation distance
of the particles. Hence, the stationary states as well
as the motion of electrons have to be described by quan-
tum mechanics.

Electrons in periodic lattices
An electron in free space has the energy and mo-

mentum

e:l*r':?',22m
d6ti',

P: ar:lfLY'

According to de Broglie's conditions (Eq. 7.6), the
total energy determines the frequency, and the mo-
mentum the rvavelength of a particle as

t:hv,

h 
@2.12)

lnl:1'
To bring out the vector property of p, it proves con-
venient to introduce a u)aue uector Ic of the magnitude

Irl (32.13)

that points in the direction of propagation; hence

2r
\

(32.11)

(32.14)

is a pa-

(32.15)

P:hk'
Plotted as/(k), the energy of the free electron
rabola (Fig. 32.t1), 

az
6: 

-kz.2m

k+
Fig. 32.11. Enerry parabola for free electrons.
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The tangent at any point

a6 h2k_-_-Yh
Ak nx

(32.16)

determines the velocity of the electron. This particle
velocity, given by

d6

atr: 
h dz dtr'

is, according to I, Eq. lL.I7, the group uel,ocity u, of the
wave phenomenon. Its phase uelocitE is, according to
definition,

6hk
ztr: -: -tp2m

(32.r7)

that is, for the free electron, equal to half the group
velocity. The curvature of the energy characteristic

Wave interference in space lattices was first encoun-
tered in X-ray diffraction. The elementary problem is
the reflection of a parallel X-ray beam as a function of
the angle of incidence from a set of parallel planes of
uniform spacing d (Fig. 32.12). The index of refrac-

Fig. 32.L2. Bragg's reflection condition.

tion of matter is taken as unity; hence the angle of in-
cidence and refraction are the same and no phase jump
takes place ei,t the front or back surface. It is custom-
ary, furthermore, in X-ray diffraction to refer to the
glancing angle 0 instead of the angle { between the nor-
mal and the beam as in optics. Since cos g : cos I
: sin 0, the equation of interference optics (I, Eq.
18.25) for the phase difference A between two partial
beams simplifies to

4zrd,A: 
-sin0.}.

When the path between the partial beams differs by a
multiple of the wavelength

A : n2tr with n : I,2,8, ..., (92.24)

all partial amplitudes add and total reflection occurs.
This statement,

2dsin?: n\, (32.25)

is Braggs' famous reflecflion condition for X-rays.8o By
introducing the wave vector k we may rewrite it as

I t I : +- for n : I,2,g, .... (82.20)I I dsino

This obviously is the answer also for an electron plane
wave traversing a periodic lattice. At the critical k
values prescribed by Eq. 32.26, total reflection will
occur. The energy curve as /(lc) will flatten away from
the parabola as these wavelengths are approached and
assume a horizontal tangent, since the group velocity
indicated by this tangent (see Eq. 32.16) becomes zeto.
Between the critical regions the parabolic law is re

30 W. H. and W. L. Bragg, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) !r88, 428
(1e13).

a2E 6z

-:-Ak2 rn
(32.18)

determines the mass of the particle.
'We 

have encountered the concept of the wave vector
previously, while discussing the propagation of electro-
magnetic waves through boundaries (see I, Sec. L4).
An electric plane wave in space, traveling in the *r-di-
rection without attenuation, was described at a given
moment f1 as (cf. I, Eq. 9.5)

.2r
E(r) : Ere-tT"

To free ourselves from the fixed co-ordinate system, we
introduced a unit vector k0 pointing in the direction of
propagation and a position vector r drawn from some
origin O to a point P in space (I, Fig. 14.3). The dis-
tance of a plane of constant phase from the origin is
then given as k0.r, and Eq. 32.19 in this more general
formulation becomes

E : Ei*uo''.
The wave vector is obviously connected
vector ko as

2tr
k - -k0:I

hence the wave function of a plane electron wave in
free space may be written as

* : A#'' (32.22)

How will an electron plane wave fare in traversing
an ideal periodic crystal structure? Obviously inter-
ference phenomena will occur as in the electromagnetic
case (see I, Sec. 18), for which ratio of wavelength to
periodicity distance is the decisive parameter.

(32.23)
(32.1e)

(32.20)

to the unit

(32.21)
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sumed; hence the energy characteristic must have dis-
continuities at, the critical values lq, kz, . . ., &s shown
(Fig. 32.13). An energy spectrum of allowed and for-
bidden zones results, corresponding to the transmission

-k2 -kr o 
* **, 

kz

Fig. 32.13. The energy characteristic for electron plane waves in a
periodic lattice.

spectrum of a periodically loaded transmission line or
of a wave guide acting as a band-pass filter.

In the reciprocal wavelength space, the k space, the
allowed zones are bounded by surfaces of total reflec-
tion. To traverse these surfaces, electrons have to leap
to the next allowed energy value. These allowed zones

T;
I
.1_4

Fig. 32.14. Miller indices, real and reciprocal lattice.

in lc space are called Brillouin zones, because Brillouin
first investigated some of their properties.sl They are
well known to the crystallographer through the concept

3l See L. Brillouin, Waue Propagatiun in Periodic Structures,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1946.

of the reciprocal lattice. In the real crystal lattice the
lattice points indicate particles and the distances their
molecular spacings. To construct the reciprocal lat-
tice, lines are drawn perpendicular to the planes of the
real lattice and points are marked at distances inversely
proportional to the spacings of these planes. Each
point of the reciprocal lattice corresponds thus to a set
of planes of the real lattice and is designated by the
inder munbers of this set of planes (Fig. 32.L4).1 The
k space, according to the reflection condition E,q.32.26,
is equivalent to the reciprocal lattice space.

Figure 32.L5 illustrates the first three Brillouin zones
of the simple cubic lattice. The first, bounded by re-
flecting surfaces corresponding to the set of (100) planes
of widest lattice spacing (o), is a cube. The next closest

(o) ( b)

Fig. 32.15. The first three Brillouin zones of a cubic lattice: (a)
first and second z/one; (b) third zone added.

lattice spacing ("/{2 ) characterizes the face-diagonal
planes (110); the second Brillouin zone, bounded by
these planes, is a dodecahedron enclosing the cube.
The third zorLe, bounded by the reflections on the (111)
planes of spacing a/{3, is a polyhedron enclosing the
dodecahedron, and so on.

These Brillouin zones and the geometrical considera-
tions of wave interferences in space lattices are valid
for any kind of plane w&ves, whether electromagnetic,
acoustic, or electron waves. To understand the situa-
tion for electron waves in more detail, we have to re-
turn to Schr<idinger's equation and solve it for plane
waves modulated by a periodic lattice potential. This
was fi.rst done by Bloch.32 Assuming that the periodic
potential acts as a small perturbation, he could show
that the correct wave function is a product of the orig-
inal wave function (Eq. 32.22) for free space and of a
periodic function of the lattice period. From these

t These Miller indices characterizing a plane are derived, as

the upper drawing in Fig. 32.14 shows, by designating on the
crystallographic axes unit intercepts a, b, and c. The intercepts
made by any other plane can then be expressed as afh, b/k, c/1,

where h, k, I are simple integers or zero. The set of these num-
bers [h/cl] identifies the crystal plane.

32 F. Bloch, Z. Phytik 52, 555 (1928).

oinF-+l
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Bloch functions, running waves can be built up and
standing waves in analogy to the electromagnetic case

discussed in I, Secs.IT tr. Again, we arrive at a system
of allowed bands separated by forbidden energy regions
as in the geometrieal interference diseussion.

This band scheme lends itself to an intriguingly simple
explanation of electronic conduction (Fig. 32.16). If
the allowed bands overlap or are only partially filled,
metals result, because electrons can be speeded up by
external fields. ff a lower band is completely filled, but
a higher, unfilled conduction band is accessible by ther-
mal excitation, an intrinsic semiconductor is obtained.

lmpurily sem iconductors

Fig. 32.16. Insulators, ."ilffi*i:nrs, and metals according to

It may be an n-type semicond,uctor (n for negative) in
case only the electrons in the excited state contribute
to the conduction; a p-type semicondu,ctor (p for posi-
tive), if the po$tiue holes left in the previously filled
band act as the current carriers; or a mired semicond,uc-

tor, when both electrons and holes participate as mi-
grating charge carriers. If the forbidden zone is too
wide for bridging by thermal excitation, the ideal crys-
tal will be an electronic 'insulntor. However, in real
dielectrics impurities or lattice disturbances are en-
countered, which tend to create intermediate localized
energy levels and may change the prospective insulator
into an impurity semiconduntor. Electronegative addi-
tion agents, Iocated above the filled band, may act as

electron acceptnrs and produce hole conduction. Elec-
tropositive impurities may form localized states near
enough below the conduction band to act as dorwrs of.

electrons, thus causing n-type conduction. The elec-
tron supply in both cases may be easily exhausted, but
there is also the possibility that the inserted levels act
like the rungs of a ladder and permit an excitation in
steps from the filled to the conduction band.

This treatment of semiconductors, initiated by WiI-

son,33 is convincingly simple and has been invoked
somewhat indiscriminately for a first explanation of
rectification, optical absorption, photoeffect, tempera-
ture dependence of conduction currents, phosphores-
cence, and the effect of addition agents. In applying
this band concept, its prerequisites are frequently for-
gotten: the electrons must be fast so that they can be
treated as free and the crystal lattice considered as a
rigid reflector of these electron waves. This is a rea-
sonable first approximation for metals and for some very
good semiconductors in which the conducting electrons
abound.

To clarify this point we have to consider the occupa-
tion density of the various energy levels of a band.3a
In classical statistics, the number of electrons occupy-
ing an energy state El of a degeneracy gt at a tempera-
ture ? is (see Eq. 19.4)

Nt : gtAe-t;/nr (32.27)

For electrons we do not have this unrestricted occu-
pancy of quantum states, because the Pauli exclusion
principle prescribes that any orbital can accommodate
two electrons with opposite spins (see Sec. 8). The
band picture implies that each energy level of a band
belongs to the crystal as a whole and is in this sense an
orbital of the crystal.

The statistics embodying the Pauli principle is the
Fermi-Dirac statistics,'36 it prescribes for the electrons
an occupation density

ty'; : (32.28)
Ei- E,

ehr +1
The classical factor r4. and the parameter 6' in electron
statistics are normalizing factors, so adjusted that the
summation over all levels leads to the total number of
electrons in a band.

Obviously, at the absolute zero of temperature all
quantum states below a certain energy level 6s' must
be filled and those above that energy, empty. E6' is
the value of 6' at OoK. If we plot this situation for a
metal with the energy 6 as the ordinate and a distance
parameter o as the abscissa, wherl {D :0 corresponds
to the interior of the metal and r + a leads through
the surface into vacuum, a picture of the ttFermi lake"
of metal electrons is obtained. The depth -W" meas-
ures the potential of the bottom of the lake against

s3 A. II. Wilson, Proc. Roy. Soc. (Lmdon) A133, a58 (1931);
L154,277 (1931).

il See, for example, F. Seitz, Modern Themy of Sol;tds, McGraw-
Hill Book Co., 1940.

s E. Fermi, Z. Phgsik 36,902 (1926); P. A. M. Dirac, Proc.
Roy. Soc. (Lonilnn) L112,661 (1926); see A. Sommerfeld and
H. Bethe, Hanilbuch iler Physik XXIV, Pt. 2 (193:|), pp. 333 fr.

0t
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vacuum, the work function P : eQ that of the top of
the lake (Fig. 32.17), whereas Ee' represents its depth.
If we assume 6' : 60' independent of temperature and

el

-Wo x->

Fig.32.L7. The Fermi lake of metal electrons.

gt : 2, we obtain the Fermi distribution function for
the oecupancy of the various energy states (FiS. 32.18).
The energy level 6e', where the occupancy for T > 0
falls to one half the possible value, that is, to unity in
our case, is called the Fermi leuel.36

The depth of the Fermi lake depends obviously on
the number and distribution of the stationary states in
a conduction band and on the number of electrons avail-
able for their occupation. If the length of the crystal

c; E| +
Fig. 32.18. The Fermi distribution function.

in the r-direction is L,, stationary states in this direc-
tion can form only if this length corresponds to an in-
tegral number of wavelengths (see Eq. 7.10), that is,

L, : n"\
(32.2e)

L, L,rlr:;: 
hP"'

Hence the number of states in a momentum interval
dp, is

(32.30)

The corresponding equations are valid for the y and z
components; hence the number of states in a momen-

36 For the meaning of the Fermi level in semiconductors see,

for instance, R. A. Hutner, E. S. Rittner, and F. K. Du Pr6,
Philips Research Repmts 5, 188 (1950).

tum interval dp composed of the three components is

L-L",L. V ,

dn : tr dp, dpu dp, : *l dv l, (32.31)

where 7 is the volume of the crystal.
To relate the momentum interval dp to the energy

parameter 6 of the preceding figures, we assume that
the kinetic energy of an electron in a periodic lattice has
the same form as in free space (see Eq. 32.L1), but that
the mass m has to be replaced by an effective electron
mass ze*. Thus the total energy of an electron in the
interior of a metal, the sum of the potential and kinetic
energy, is 

n26r: -W"+ r* (32.32)

The energy parameter 6 of our figures is chosen as zero
at the bottom of the lake, hence corresponds to the
kinetic energy of the electron

A differential change of this energy, d6, leads to a
momentum change

I ap I : 2tr(2m*7x{t dt. (32.34)

The number of states between bottom and top of the
Fermi lake is, therefore,

6:tr lWo: 
"-'2m*

* : 
#2tr(2m*)'lo" 

t/E at

4rV: t 6 (zm*)'"to".

(32.33)

(32.35)

Each state can be occupied by two electrons; hence

(32.36)

designates the number of metal electrons per unit vol-
ume and

2nno: T

L-
dn, : i Oo".

(32.37)

the depth of the Fermi lake, that is, the kinetic enerry
of the electrons at its top surface. Since in metals ap-
proximately every atom contributes a ttfree" electron,
the Fermi lake is filled so high that the top electrons
speed along with kinetic energies of several electron
volts.

The stationary states of the Fermi lake correspond
to running waves which traverse the crystal in various
directions, and are, therefore, in principle, able to carry
current. However, because each direction has its coun-
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terpart in the interior of the metal, the current transfer
cancels for all filled states below the top level and only
the uppermost electrons can make a contribution.
These electrons have a high kinetic energy, as just
established, when the upper edge of the band is still
far away. The band edges themselves, as shown above,
correspond to standing waves, that is, here the group
velocity and energy transfer become zero.

The "free-electron theory" of quantum mechanics is
a good first approximation for metals, because the con-
ducting electrons are fast and their electrostatic field
well shielded by the high dielectric constant of the sur-
roundings. The lattice acts like a rigid reflector be-
cause the time of local interaction is short and the cou-
pling weak. For most semiconductors these prerequi-
sites are not true; there are relatively few electrons in
the conduction band and holes in the filled band, and
these electronic charge carriers move in a medium of
much lower dielectric constant. Hence the interaction
between electrons and lattice, previously idealized as a
periodic modulation of free waves, assumes new aspects.
The electrons are so slow that they excite, with great
probability, lattice vibrations (phonons); the friction
barrier of these uibrations becomes the essential obstacle
for the acceleration of electrons when external fields are
applied.sT Simultaneously the electrons are not well
shielded and act as space-charge centers distorting the
surroundings; this polarizing effect depends on the
speed of the electrons as well as on the polar character
of the crystal lattice.

Graphically speaking, an electron acting as a space
charge surrounds itself in liquids and solids with a halo
of countercharges. When the electron moves so fast
that the nuclei cannot respond by displacement, this
halo consists of electronic polarization only. For an
electron at rest, electronic, atomic, and dipole polariza-
tion contribute fully. Thus the extent and composi-
tion of the halo changes with the speed of the electron.
Simultaneously, it varies with distance, especially in
ionic materials; for far-away lattice points the field
pull exerted by the electron may alter direction so

slowly that they still can respond, whereas neighboring
ions may not be able to follow.

These concepts, introduced by the author,37'38 are in
a way a logical extension of the theory of electrolytes.se
For ions, we deal, in general, with halos corresponding
to the local static dielectric constant, with the finally
formed dipole and ion clouds. Only the YVien effects

37 A. von Hippel, Z. Physik 75,145 (1932); Z. Elektrochem. 39,
506 (1e33).

3E A. von Hippel, Ergeb. eaakt. Naturw. 14,79 (1935); Z. Physik
rol, 680 (1936).

3e A. von Hippel, J. Chem. Phys.4 605 (1940).

introduce aspects of formation of these clouds. For
electrons, we run the full gamut of halo formation and
phonon exchange from the full development of the halo
in the trapped state to its complete disappearance for
free electrons in the Bloch band theory.

An electron in the intermediate state between free
and bound is frequently designated as a polaron. The
drag exercised by the halo can be expressed as an in-
crease in the effective mass. Numerous calculations
have been attempted concerning the magnitude of this
effect and its dependence on the electron velocity, with
quite contradictory results.ao The theoretical difficulty
is that the interaction between electron and lattice
should not be handled as a simple perturbation prob-
lem, but ways must be found to calculate it reliably as

a first-order effect.

Breakdown in liquids and solids
The diverse origin of the charge carriers in the con-

densed phases and the variety of their interactions
with the surrounding medium makes us suspect that
there will not be only one type of breakdown but a
number of mechanisms may come into play, depending
on circumstances. Electric breakdown, as the name
implies, is initiated by some action of electrons or ions
and terminates in the formation of a highly conductive
path through the dielectric. A post-mortem examina-
tion of a solid may reveal some characteristic damage
to its texture: a channel of molten material; rt a jagged

hole, as if a stone had been thrown through a window;
a tree-like decomposition pattern of carbonized or me-
tallic matter (Fig. 32.19). Such a visible evidence may
be a significant clue or characterize only a subsequent
phase of destruction after the actual demise.

Obviously, clear-cut mechanisms can be named that
would cause breakdown, if nothing else happens. Ear-
Iiest recognized was the thermal brealcdown, based by
Wagner a2 on the simple macroscopic concept of a com-
petition between the Joule heat 0r generated by elec-
tric conduction and the heat loss Q2 produced by ther-
mal conduction (Fig. 32.20). As long as 0r rises more
slowly than Qz with increasing temperature, stabiliza-
tion at some point -,4. occurs. When the heat begins to
develop faster than it can be removed (point B or C),
breakdown by melting or decomposition is imminent.
Characteristic for this type of breakdown is its rela-
tively slow development, and dependence on the cool-
ing conditions, but these are not unique criteria.

a0 See E. P. Gross, "Behavior of SIow Electrons in Polar Crys 
-

tals," Technical Report 55, La,boratory for Insulation Research'
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, December, 1952.

ar L. Inge and A. Walther, Z. Physik 34,l5 (1925).
42 K. W. W'agner, Elec. Eng. 41, LO34 (1922).
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Fig. 32.19. Various types of breakdown: (o) breakdown channels produced by melting (ofter Inge snd Walther {); (b) jagged hole; (c)
metal dendrites bridging electrodes.
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Seen from the molecular point of view, a thermal
breakdown may be caused by electrons or ions requiring
activation energy for their mobilization (see Eqs. 32.10
and 32.28). With increasing temperature, the number
of charge carriers increases rapidly, and, if their supply
is not exhausted or their mobility drastically reduced
by thermal agitation, only a ballast resistor or the
rapid increase in heat dissipation by radiation (see

E,q. 5.22) may stabilize the situation. In this sense, a
t'Nernst glower" represents a semiconductor in an
arrested state of thermal breakdown. Obviously, ther-
mal breakdown may also take place in electrolytes with
their abundant supply of ions, or becomes possible

fz Ti Temperoture .+

FiS. 32.20. Thermal breakdown. (After Wagner.4) (The
straight lines represent heat conduction for two different electrode

temperatures, ?2 and Tz'.)

when field emission provides electron currents that
rapidly increase with field strength (see F,q.32.7).

fn these last-mentioned cases, various other destruc-
tive effects may accompany the flow of current and
compete with the thermal mechanism as the primary
cause of breakdown. Gas bubbles may form at the
electrodes in the liquid because the electric field over-
comes the surface tension or ions are discharged; thus
a gas breakdown may trigger the liquid breakdown.
Metal ions, discharged in the form of dendrites, may
bridge the gap between the electrodes by metallic
paths. Outstanding examples are the dendrites sprout-
ing from the cathode in lead acetate solution or grow-
ing through crystals of the alkali as and silver halides aa

(Fig. 32.2L). A closer observation of these dendrites
in crystals shows that they do not represent a simple
electrolytic deposition but are coupled with electronic
phenomena. The dendrites in the silver halides seem

to grow only along interfaces and with a speed incom-
patible with purely ionic conduction. In the alkali
halides the dendrites grow through the volume itself
in preformed crystallographic directions which change

a3A. von Hippel, Z. Physik 98, 580 (1936).
44 C. Tuband, Honilb. enper. Physik XII, t, Akademische

Verlagsgesellschaft, Leipzig (1932).

with temperature. It seems likely that the alkali ions
are discharged mainly by field emission and not so much
by cathodic deposition in forming the alkali-metal trees.

In the case of dendrites, the current deposits highly
conducting decomposition products which ruin the in-
sulation. Similar in appearance, but of different origin,

Fig.32.21. Dendrite in NaCI.as

are the carbonized paths which often initiate the break-
down of cables. These are the result of discharges that
originate in voids and correspond to a fixation of Lich-
tenberg figures by the chemical decomposition of the
material: that is, electronic excitation and impact ioni-
zation in the gas phase along internal surfaces are re-
sponsible, with all their complicating consequences.

Although in these cases electrons act as a powerful
chemical in producing. conducting material, they may
ruin a dielectric by a much more innocuous process.

In recombining with ions they may produce atoms that
are too big for the structure in question. Thus the in-
sulator may be shattered by the build-up of mechanical
strain (FiS. 32.221.as

s A. von Hippel, J. Appl. Phys.8, 815 (1937).
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We can mention here only the chemical action of
discharge products, which may cause breakdown of
capacitors if not suppressed by inlt'ibitors,' the action
of impurities in liquids that may be pulled by the elec-

tric field into the gap and cause premature breakdown;
the self-healing of dielectrics during breakdown by the
formation of an insulating phase, as in electrolytic ca-
pacitors, selenium rectifiers, or layer capacitors employ-
ing evaporated zinc electrodes.a6 Unfortunately, no

Fig.32.22. Cracking of glass after electron emission.ab

space remains in this short survey for more than a quick
glance at the counterpart of thermal breakdown, the
intri.nsic electric brealtdown by impact ionization.

We saw that, in gases at high pressures, the occur-
rence of field emission invalidates Townsend's break-
down condition based on the regeneration of charge
carriers. Since the field at the cathode increases when
positive space charge develops, we had to conclude that
now even the onset of impact ionization should lead to
breakdown if no new stabilizing mechanism can be in-
voked. In contrast to the situation in gases, where the
electronic-excitation of atoms and molecules saps the
energy of the electrons before they reach ionizing veloc-
ities, in solids and liquids the excitation of vibrations
seems to form the main friction barrier, preventing
cumulative ionization until the breakdown strength is

a6 Some information on these subjects will be found in the com-
panion volume, Dielectric Materials and Appltications.

reached.n The stopping action of this barrier may be
amplified by the polaron state of the electron; in many
materials slow electrons will probably be trapped below
a critical field strength.

Fig. 32.23. Direction breakdown in NaCl at room temperature.
(Breakdown direction is the face diagonal [110]; near cathode
the direction may change to [111] and characteristic pyramids

form by cracking of the crystal between the [111] edges.)

We discussed the fact that electrons, because of their
w&ve nature, are subject, in periodic lattices, to inter-
ference effects which lead to the electronic band struc-
ture of crystals. 'We may expect that the breakdown
of crystals reveals peculiarities connected with this
quantum-mechanical feature. Such effects apparently
have been found by the author and his co-workers in
the direction breakdown of uystals a7 (Fig. 32.23) t and

I
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Fig.32.24. Temperature dependence of the breakdown strength
of quartz glass versus quartz crystal.as

in the temperature dependence of the breakdown strength
of crystals versus glasses " (Fig. 32.24). There may be
others, like the breakdown mechanism suggested by

a7A. von Hippel, Z. Physik 67,7O7 (1931); 68, 309 (1931); 88,

358 (1934); J.W.Davisson, Phys. Reu.70,685 (1946).

t In all breakdown discussions, as we again emphasize in
Fig.32.23, we have to keep in mind that the original field becomes
distorted by space charges and destruction paths as the break-
down develops. This dynamic field, in contrast to the applied
field, determines the further course of events.

8 A. von Hippel and R. J. Maurer, Phys. Reu. 59,820 (1941).
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Zener,as but here we reach the boundary of present-day
research. Many interesting observations have been
made and ingenious theoretieal explanations proposed,60

as C. Zener, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) L146,523 (f934).
50 See H. Frtihlich and J. H. Simpson, Intrinsic Dielectrtc Break-

daum in Sol:iils, Adaonres in Electronics, Vol. 2, Academic Press,
1950; S. Whitehead, Dielnctrin, Breakilmm in Solil,s, Clarendon
Press, Oxford, 1951; W'. Franz, "Theorie des reinen elektrischen
Durchschlags fester Isolatoren," Ergeb. etalct. Naturw. 27, 1

(1e53).

but the situation is still in doubt. The breakdown-
strength measurements made until now scatter too
widely; they indicate that in the repetition of the ex-
periments some vital parameters, for example, field
emission, are not under control.2a Only in facing the
challenging complexity of the situation with improved
experimental and theoretical methods will we produce
the better dielectrics of tomorrow.



APPEI\DIX

A Problems and lllustrative Examples

This supplementary part parallels the sections of the
main text with the objective of amplifying important

concepts and imparting some facility in the handling
of dielectric problems.

I . fnterrelation between the Real and the
frnaginary Part of the Complex

Perrnittivity or Perrneability

The parameters et and p* allow a simple description
of a dielectric if they are independent of field strength.
In this case, the contributions of various frequency
components superpose linearly and if either the disper-
sion phenomenon (e' and p.') or the absorption phe-
nomenon (e" and p") is known over the entire frequency
scale (, : 0 to o : €), the accompanying absorption
or dispersion characteristic is completely defined. This
is evident to the physicist, because dispersion and ab-
sorption are two different aspects of the same phenom-
enon (see II, Fig. 19.1). The fact is obvious to the elec-
trical engineer from his circuit analogues: the frequency
behavior of the real part of an input impedance function
determines the frequency dependence of the imaginary
part of the function. The statement can be proved
mathematically by Fourier analysis, as we shall show
for the dipole relaxation spectrum (see I, Eq. 26.14, and
II, Sec. 22). Here

Sc,rr

I ' Macroscopic Approach

According to Fourier analysis,

. 2 - f- o:rc" Q't) d,a
r'(rr) - K*' : + - P I ---;--;,

1r Jg o' - @t'

*"('t) ?'f '(r''O'U'
1f .rO @ -Atl

Henee the dispersion or the absorption at some fre-
quency or1 is given by the frequency spectrum of the
complementary component as indicated; P designates
the principal value of the Fourier integral.l Inserting
the expression for r"(c,r) into the first Fourier integral,

2 f* @ Scor
*'(rr) - K*' : 

*, Jo ,, _ ,1, 1 t, ,zrzd,':,

we note that the integral is even in or. Integration from

- o to *oo therefore doubles the value of the integral or

I f*n ,2 sr
"'(rr) - Kat - -P I 

-

: 
;t J -* ,'-l-tr' 1 1 ,zrzd't'

The integration may be carried through in the complex
frequency plane (Fig. 1.1). The integral has poles at

-or1 &nd cd1 oD the real-frequency axis, where it becomes
infinite; similarly, on the imaginary-frequency axis,

l See E. A. Guitlemin, The Mathematics of Circuit Analysis,
Wiley, New York, 1949, p. 335; J. H. Van Vleck, Propagati'on of
Short nof,io Waues, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Radiation Laboratory Series, No. 13, D. E. Kerr, Ed., McGraw-
Hill, New York, 1951.

that is,

rc"(a):
L * c,fi
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poles lie at , : j/, and -j/r. To evaluate the princi-
pal part, we examine the integral over the closed con-
tour of Fig. 1.1. By Cauchy's theorem this integral is
%rj times the residue at j/r or L/( * ,r'r'). The
principal part may be expressed as

I I c,:y2r2

The integral along C3 vanishes; the integrals along C1

and C2 cancel. We find
s

rc'(r) - K*t :
I * a2r2

The ohmic conductivity of a conductor is an excep-
tion to the preceding consideration when represented

Reol oxis

Fig. 1.1. Integration in the complex frequency plane.

by a resistance only, because no storage phenomenon
accompanies the energy dissipation. Actually, how-
ever, the ohmic conductivity has a dispersion in the
infrared or optical frequency range and should be rep-
resented in the Fourier integration by an RL circuit
(see Appendix A, II, Sec. 2). Show that with this prouiso

the encepttion disappears and the conduct;iuity causes a
negatiue contribution to the d:ielectric constont.

2 . Depolarization and Dernagnetization

In I, Fig. 2.1,t we assumed that the free ends of the
dipole chains, produced by the polarization of the di-
electric, are neutralized by bound countercharges at
the electrodes. In this case the macroscopic electric
field inside the dielectric is identical with the field E
measured at the outside. ff, however, there are no elec-
trodes on the dielectric surface, this neutralization of
the free terminal charges cannot take place and a de-
polarizing closing field extends from the positive to the
negative ends of the dipole chains. Now we have to
distinguish between the external field Eo and an in-

t References to figures and equations preceded by I or II refer
to the main text.

ternal field E; that is smaller than E, by an amount
increasing proportionally to the polarization P:

wEr:8"--P.
€0

Identical considerations hold for the magnetization and
are here of even greater import, because no magnetic
monopoles exist to neutralize the free ends of magnetic
dipole chains. Since in the magnetic field theory H
and M have the same dimensions, the equation becomes

Hr:H"-wN[.
The factot w is determined by the geometry of the
polarized or magnetized body. It can be calculated
for spheres, cylinders, and ellipsoids because the field
is homogeneous inside such bodies. A sample calcu-
lation for a polarized sphere is given in I, Sec. 10 (see

also Appendix A, II, Sec. 7). The values of w f.or vari-
ous shapes 1 are shown in lable 2.1. Confirm the ualue
of w for the case of an infinite cgl'ind,er, when the fi,eld is
orientuted perpendicularly to the aris.

r See, for example, E. C. Stoner, Plyi,l. Mag. I7l 96,803 (1945),
and J. A. Stratton, Electromagnetic Themy, McGraw-Hill, New
York, 1941, pp. 2OZ fr.

3 . frnage Dipole, frnage Force, and
Electron Ernission

An electric charge *Q af a distance r from a conduct-
ing plane produces an electric field terminating perpen-
dicularly on this equipotential surface. The plane can
be replaced by an image charge -Q at a distance -fr

Fig. 3.1. Image dipole.

behind the plane in so far as this field is concerned
(Fig. 3.1).t The charge and its mirror image form an
image dipole, the special property of which is that a

t The solution of our electrostatic problem has to satisfy the
boundary condition and Laplace's equation (see I, Eq. 4.13).
The field of a point charge fulfills implicitly Laplace's equation,
and the image dipole constellation satisfies the boundary condi-
tion.

{[,,* [,,* [,,]'

lmoginory oxis
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Table 2.1. Depolarization or dernagnetization factors 1

Shape

Sphere

Ellipsoid of ranlution

(o) Field ll c

(b) Field ll a

(Oblate sphnroid)

a:blc
c: a\/R

L \/I_G,

" 
- t--A- arc sin e;

1 for c --+ 0; i.e., e --+ I

E C:

(e : numerical
eccentricity;
see II, Fig. 6.2)

(Prolate splwrotil)

b:c1a

+{ul.']{-'},
+ 0 for e -+ l;i.e., a --r €

Gmeral elltpsoid

b*c+a
Field ll o

Long cylindrtul, rod

.E ll to axis

frr^
2tt

A : an elliptic integral to be tabulated

Short cylinilrinal rod

E ll to axis

Long cylindrinal rod

E I to axis

o

a2

displacement of I normal to the plane produces a dis-
placement of the image charge -0 bV an equal amount
in the opposite direction.

The image force between the two charges is, accord-
ing to Coulomb's law (I, Eq. 3.8),

nQ'ri: - 44"W'
To remove the charge Q from r to infinity against this

force requires the work

w-f*r,d,r-Qt L.
J, ' e'4zr 4r

The work would become infinite for o : 0, which makes
no physical sense. 'We know that only the finite enerry
of the work function has to be overcome (see II, Fig.
32.17). The image-force law therefore holds only to a
critical molecular approach distance r". That the image
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force actually plays a role in pulling electrons back to
the cathode is established by the fact that the satura-
tion current of a thermionic emitter increases with the
applied field (Schottlcy effect).r

Metol boundory ol x = o

of about - 130 volts per meter is observed near the
earth's surface. Wilson I proposed that the negative
charge of the earth is maintained by thunderstorms,
and that the fair-weather field of the earth produces bi-
polar thunderclouds according to the following mechan-
ism (Fig. 4.1): Raindrops are weakly polarized with
their positive poles pointing downwards. The falling
drops, therefore, catch preferentially negative ions from
the atmosphere, because these are attracted towards
the approaching drop whereas the positive ions, be-
cause of the initial repulsion, have less chance to reach
the upper negative part of the raindrop as it passes.
Thus a negative space charge is carried downward and
increases the fair-weather field gradient in the cloud
while reversing the field gradient near the earth. By
this self-excitation process, the dipole charge in the
cloud and the field between cloud and ground increase
until lightning occurs.

The thundercloud represents a space-charge dipole
above the conducting surface of the earth. How can d,i-

o
Ioh

I

Fig. 3.2. fmage force and atomic force curves.z

Calculate the erternal fi,eld strength required to produce

fi,eld emissionby assuming that the electron is held back

Fig. 4.1. Formation of bipolar ihundercloud (roindrops pola,rized in the fair-weather ffeld ol the earth trsp pr€Ier€Dtislly negative
chorges).

by the image force beyond r" and, from r : 0 to fr -- tr",
by an atomic force given by the tangent of the image-
force curve at r : o, (Fig. 3.2).,

I TV'. Schottky, Z. Phytik 14,63 (1923).
2 F. Ollendorfr, Potenttialleliler iler Elektrotechnile, Springer,

Berlin, 1932.

4 . Wilsonts Bipolar Thundercloud

The earth is negatively charged with respect to the
surrounding atmosphere; in fair weather a field gradient

rection of this dipole, its charge and its height aboue grounil
be determined by electrostatic rneqsurenlents on the earth?

I C. T. R. Wilson, J. Franklin Inst. 208,1 (f929).

5 . Cyclotron and Betatron

The cyclotron, invented by Lawrence and developed
\\rith Livingston,l makes use of the fact that a charged

I E. O. Lawrence and M. S. Livingston, Phys. Rea. 16, 6O8
(1e34).

Alomic force

i';::1f,:,'?,J,'o''
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particle in a uniform magnetic field of the induction B
revolves with an angular velocity

dQ : r:tB,dt rn

independently of the speed of the particle and the
radius of the circle. Hence, such particles can be ac-
celerated by an oscillator operating with this cyclotron
frequency (Fig. 5.1).

Fig. 5.1. Cyclotron principle.

Faraday's induction law suggests that if free charged
particles could circle a varying magnetic flux, forming
in effect the secondary winding of a transformer, they
might acquire extremely high energies in the induced
electric field. Kerst 2 was the first to rcalize a practical
particle accelerator on this basis, the betatron (Fig.
5.2). To keep an electron on a circle of a fixed radius

Stoble orbit

Plon view of evocuoted
chomber

Fig. 5.2. Betatron principle.

re in the betatron, one has, in addition to the cyclotron
condition to fulfill'Wiederoe's condition,s that the total

2 D. W. Kerst, Phys. Rea. 60, a7 QgaD; Am. Sci'mt;ist 35, 57
(1e47).

3 R. Widerde, Arch. Elektrotech. 21,387 (1928).

flux O through this orbit must be equal to twice the
orbit area times the magnetic induction B at the orbit,

tD : 2trrozB.

Deriue both cond,ittions by assuming that an electron
rnoaes in a circular path in the r-y plnne under the influ-
ence of a changing magnetic flur Q(r,t) orientateil in the
z-direction The changing flux produces, according to
I, Eqs. 5.30 and 5.31, a tangential voltage

In addition to the electric field E6(r,t), the magnetic
induction B acts on the electron, according to I, Eq.
10.21. The electric field and the angular component
of the magnetic induction cause a change in the angular
momentum of the electron, and the centripetal force
and the radial component of the induction aflect the
radial momentum. By setting up these torque and
force equations, the result is readily obtained.

6 . Maxwellts Equations and the
Conservation of Charge

Maxwell's theory is based on the two field equations
(I, Eqs. 6.6 and 6.10) and the two scalar relations (f,
Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4) defining the true electric charge den-
sity and postulating the nonexistence of true magnetic
monopoles:

V*H:J+P
at

AB
V"E : - -at
V'D:P
V'B : 0.

The divergence of a curl is zerol hence by forming the
divergence of the first equation we find

fnrg,rl 
- d,t : - [n{r,r) 

. n d,A.

a
V'(V"H) : 0 : V'J + t (V'D)

0p
V.J : _ _at

This is the equation of current continuity or charge con-

seruation, which states that a divergence of the conduc-
tion current is causally connected to a change in the
true charge density. 'Without introducing the displace-
ment current, Maxwell's theory would have violated
this law.

Show, by assuming that Ohm's law (I, Eq. 6.7) is ualid,
that a space charge in a conducting medium decays efipo-

/::!
' ,'rt -

"i"L
\--Zr -Y\//U

!:_-::-_-::-_--t-;2.
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nentially to zero. Calnulate the time constants for copper,
sea usater, and, fused, quartz onil demonstrate that the charge

will fl,ow to the surface of a conductor (Faraday's pail
experiment).

7 . Shrinkage of the Wavelength of an
Electrorragnetic Wave in a Serni-

conductor

The wavelength of an electromaguetic wave depends
not only on the dieleetric constant and permeability
but also on the conductivity of a dielectric medium
(see I, Eqs. 7.15 and 9.23). Assuming a dielectric con-
stant r' of 10 for selenium, how large would, its cond,u,c-

tiuity haue to be'in order to redu,ce to 5 cm a wauelength of
10 cm in the lossfree rnaterial?

B . Dirnensional Analysis

Frequently the accurate form of physical relations
can be derived, or at least surmised, by equalizing the
dimensions of the two sides of an equation. Let us
illustrate this procedure by deriving the time constant
of an RC and of an LRC circuit.

According to the transient equation of an RC circuit

d8 1n;* rQ:o'
its time constant r can only depend on R and C, hence

[r] : lRl"lClP.

To determine the exponents a and B in this dimensional
equation, we introduce for [R] and [C] the dimensions
given in I, Table 8.1, and rewrite

[sec] : lkg" ^'" /seco coul2"l[sec'p coul2l /kg9 m'9].

With a: 0, the equation balances, if B : 1; hence
r - RC. r : RC is the result of the standard calcu-
lation (see f, F,q.26.7).

If we follow the same procedure for the LRC circuit
by writing

[,] : lLl'lnllcl9,
that is,

[sec] : fkg'm2'f coul2l[kg" mzofseco coul2o]

X [sec'P coul2l /kgl m29]

: [kg. m2rf coul2rl

X [kg'-p mz("-il /coul2("-F) seco-2F],

we eliminate all dimensions, besides the time depend-
ence, for e : P - a and balance the equation with
2P - a : 1. For e : 0 we return to the solution of

the RC circuit. With G :
when 9:0, d: -1, i.e.,

equation balances,

According to II,

Flq. 4.I4,and I, 8q.26.23, the result i, r : I . How-
R

ever, here the limitations of dimensional analysis be-
come apparent. If we would choose e : 2 the equa -
tion would balance with B : - I and a : -3, and the

time constant would becom e r - (#)", To derive

the general case, we eliminate e by substitution and

find r -, (+)* "=, i.e., dimensional analysis leaves\ncz/ n', - '

the existence of a factor , (*) in the realm of pos-

sibility.
Use d'imensional analysis to deriue the energy radiateil

per second, from a dipole. This radiation loss of a dipole
antenna will obviously depend on the frequency of the
dipole, the dipole moment, and the phase velocity of
the electromagnetic wave, i.e., on the dielectric con-
stant and permeability of free space. For the actual
radiation law see I, Eq. 13.18.

Dimensional analysis is obviously much simplified
by the use of four dimensions (m, kg, sec, coul), because
the exponents must be integers.

9 . Macroscopic Analysis of the Freqrrency-
Response Characteristic of a Ferrite

Figure 9.1 shows the dielectric frequency-response
characteristic of a ferromagnetic semiconductor (see

ro2
ton 8

to6 to7 tor toe loro toll
Frequency in.cycles per second

Fig. 9.1. Frequency-response characteristic of a ferrite.
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II, Sec. 30) as represented by the real part of the per-
mittivity and permeability and the electric and mag-
netic loss tangent (dissipation factor). Answer the foL
lowing questions by using the conuersion formulas and
charts of I, Sec.9: (1) At what frequency is the magnitud,e
of Lhe intrinsic impedance most nearly that of free space?

the force action? How well will such a bulunce operate at
alternating current?

The dielectric constant of liquids can be measured by
employing a U tube with one branch of narrow, the
other of wide, bore (Fig. 10.2). The narrow branch is

Fig. 9.2. Ferrite toroid.

(2) Is the material suitable for a 20-db attenuator section
in a coarial line at 3000 Mc, if the length is not to erceed

2 cm? (3) What would, the refl,ection coefi,cient of su,ch

an attenuator be if inserteil without matnhing section (cf .

for this determination I, Secs. 17 and 18)?
Since a ferromagnetic dielectric allows the storage of

electric and magnetic energy, the material itself can
play the role of an LRC circuit or a space resonator.
If you make a toro'id of this mq,terial with a cross section
of 2 by 2 cmz (Fig. 9.2), at which frequency will it tend
to resonate regard,less o/ the coil wound on this fercomag-
netic core (cf.I, Sec. 22)?

l0 . Electric and Magnetic Balances

By measuring the force of attraction between the
plates of a capacitor, for example, in a balance arrange-
ment t (Fig. 10.1), either the voltage between the

Fig. 10.1. Kirchhoff's balance.

plates or the dielectric constant of the filling medium
can be determined. Deriue the operating equation by
dtifferentiation of the electrostatic energA (cf. I, Eq.
3.25 and Sec. 11). Is the tru,e or free charge decisiue for

l For a description of i;his &rr&ngement due to Kirchhoff, see
F. Kottler, Hondbuch ilcr Physik, Springer, Berlin, 1927, Vol. 16,
p.225, and Vol. 12, pp.34g fr.

Fig. 10.2. Quincke's method.

placed in a constant electrostatic field, and the rise of
the meniscus determines the difference in dielectric con-
stant between liquid and gas. This method of Quincke 2

can also serve for the measurement of magnetic sus-
ceptibilities if the electrostatic field is replaced by a
magnetic field. Deriue the electric and, magnetic sus-
ceptibility erpres$ons and, calculate the rise of the menis-
cus for water in a f,eld of 5000 ufcm or 6000 gausses,

respectiuely.
The dielectric constant or permeability of a solid may

be measured by suspending a uniform cylinder of the
material with one end in a homogeneous field and com-
pensating the f.rrce, for example, by weights on the
other balance arm (Fig. 10.3). This method of Gouy 3

is most commonly used for magnetic measurements. It
can be applied also to liquids and gases enclosed in a
cylindrical container. Cotnpare the rnerits arud short-
com'ings of the three methods.

2 G. Quincke, Ann. Phyrik 24,347 (1885); see also E. C. Stoner,
Magnet;ism and, Matter, Methuen, London, 1934, pp. 81fr; and
R. M. Bozorth, Ferromngnetism, Van Nostrand, New York, 1951,
pp. 859 ff.

s L. G. Gouy, Compt. rmd. 109, 935 (1889)1 see also E. C.
Stoner, Ref. 2.

_L
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ll . Mass Spectrographs

The classical mass spectrographs analyze ions by the
combined action of electric and magnetic fields which
separates the ions according to their ratio of charge to
mass (, / m determinations).

The first method of this type was developed by J. J.
Thomson t (Fig. 11.1), who passed the positive rays

Fig. 11.1. Thomson's parabola method.

emerging from a long narrow channel in the cathode of
a discharge tube (canal rays) through parallel and over-
lapping electric and magnetic fields. After traversing
a field-free space of a length b >> o, where o is the length
of the field space, the ions strike a photographic plate.
Show with the help of I , Eq. 10.21 , that the ions of the same

efm for all uelocities are focused on a parabola.
The next great advance was the mass spectrograph

of Aston,2 who arranged the electric and magnetic fields
in tandem and perpendicular to each other (Fig. Ll.2).

and it can be shown that ions of the same ef m entering
the slit 51 under various angles are brought to a focus
at the exit slit Sa by the proper adjustment of the accel-
erating field f: or the magnetic field f/. Deriue the ex-
pression for the resoluing power dm/m of this spectrograph.

Fig. 11.3. Dempster's focusing method.

12 . The Electrorragnetic Field Energy and Its
Flow According to Maxwellts Equations

Starting with the set of equations of Sec. 6,

ADV,H:J*r,
AB

V*E : - -'at

V'D : P,

V'B : 0,

we form the scalar product of the first equation with
E and of the second with H. Subtracting, applying the
vector identity

v.(E " H) : H.(v. E) - E.(v " H),

and integrating over the volume V, we obtain the
change of the electromagnetic energy stored in this vol-
ume. Show that the result is the Poynting theorem, I,
Eq. 11.13.

13 . Boundary Condition for the Blectric and
Magnetic Flux Densities

In I, Sec. 14, we obtained the refraction law for the
static electric and magnetic field by introducing, in
addition to the continuity of the tangential component
of E or H, the continuity of the normal component of
D or B. In deriving the reflection and refraction laws
for the electromagnetic field we used as boundary con-

Fig. 11.2. Aston's mass spectrograph (magnetic field normal to
plane of paper).

Show that i,n this case ions of. a velocity range limited by
aperture 53, instead of being spread out along a para-
bola for the same ef m, are focused in a single point.

Ions of constant velocity emitted, for example, from
a hot filament F (impregnated with a salt) and accel-
erated in an electric field, can be investigated in a mass
spectrograph of the Dempster type t (Fig. 11.3). Here
the particles describe a semicircle in the magnetic field,

lJ. J. Thomson, Phil. Mag, 13, 561 (1907); Rays of Posit;iue
Electricity, Longmans Green, London, 1921.

2 F. W. Aston, Plvil. Mag. 58, 707 (19t9); Isotopes, Arnold,
London, 1924.

8A. J. Dempster, Phys. Reu. 11,316 (1918);21,209 (1923).
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ditions the continuity of the tangential components of
E and H (see I, Eq. 14.9) without any reference to the
normal components of D and B. Show that also in the

electromagnetic case the normal components of D and B
are continu,olts, but that this additional boundary condi-
tion does not lead, to any further information due to the

coupling of the fi,eld uectorsby Marwell's equations.

14 . fnterference Filters

The dielectric layer of f, Fig. 18.3, shows maxima of
transmission or "passbands" at those wavelengths at
which its optical thickness corresponds to a multiple of
\/2. Such a layer can therefore serve as a filter for the
transmission of a prescribed wavelength region. The
properties of interest are: peak transmission; ratio of
maximum to minimum transmission; bandwidth (see

f , Fig. 24.7); wavelength separation between pass-

bands; and the angular field of view. This last quantity
is defined as the angle through which the filter must be
tilted from normal incidence to shift the wavelength
of peak transmission by a distance equal to the band-
width.

Figure 14.1 shorvs three types

(o) a single layer of ZnS of the

of interference filter:
Xo

thickness n -- rvith
2

n : 1,2,3, .. . ; (b) the same layer of ZnS backed on

| ruor ry",

*|zns toy",

(b) Solid Fobry-Perot filler

(c) Multiloyer Fobry-Perot filter

Fig. 14.1. Three types of interference filters.

both sides by a highly reflecting (92 percent) layer of
semitransparent silver (solid Fabry-Perot fiIter r); and
(c) a multi-layer Fabry-Perot filter,2 in which the silver
reflector in front and back of the half-wavelength plate
is replaced by a dielectric reflector consisting of seven
\,/4layers each of alternating high and low dielectric
constant. The purpose of this last construction is to
avoid the absorption loss in the silver layer. All three
filters are assumed to be adjusted with their peak trans-
mission to the wavelength of the green mercury line.

I O. Struve, Sky and Telescope, January, 1951.
2H. D. Polster, J. Opt. Soc. Am.39, LO54A (19a9); see also

B. H. Billings, Plwtograplvic Engineering 2, 45 (1951).

The indices of reflection of ZnS and NaF a,re n - 2.3

and - 1.3, respectively; the silver layers reduce the
transmitted energy at the peak to about 35 percent.

Deriue, by using the impedance concepts, the general

equation for the transmission cofficient t and the energA

cofficient of transmission T (I, Eqs. 15.17 and 15.22)

fo, oblique inc'id,ence (cf. f, Sec. l8). Compare the

properties of the three filters.

15 . MicrowaYe Optics

Light optics operates with lenses, mirrors, and plates,
that is, it uses the dielectric properties of materials and
the shapes of their reflecting and refracting boundaries.
Microwave optics has an additional degree of freedom
because the beam width is of the order of magnitude of
the wavelength. Thus it can use the lateral boundaries
to produce optical effects since wave guides behave like
highly dispersive dielectrics (see I, Fig. 22.3).

A TEM wave traveling in the r-direction can be
polarized by giving its field components Eo and E" a
phase shift 6 against each other (see I, Eq. l2.l). De-
pending on the magnitude and direction of this tem-
poral phase shift, various types of polarized radiation
restrlt (I, Fig. 12.4). A simple optical polarizer consists

Fig. 15.1. Microwave polarizer.

of a layer of an anisotropic material (mono-axial crys-
tal, stretched plastic), orientated with its axis, for exam-
ple, in the g-direction. The index of refraction, and
with it the propagation velocity, differs for the y and z

component, and desired phase shifts 6 are obtained by
adjusting the magnitude of the anisotropy and the
thickness of the layer.

In microwave optics the same purpose can be

achieved by placing in the way of the TEM wave an
array of parallel-plate wave guides, orientated with its
plate surfaces, for example, parallel to the r,y-plane
(Fig. 15.1). If we assume that the plates have zero

thickness and infinite conductivity, and that fringing
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effects can be neglected, we c&n treat this plate polarizer
very simply. The E 

"-aomponent 
of our TEM wave

passes through the array completely undisturbed, since

the electric field stands normal to the boundaries and
cannot create any current. The Eu-component, on the
other hand, traverses each wave guide section as a TE
wave (cf. I, Sec. 22) with a phase velocity larger than
that of free space (cf. I, Eqs. 2L.13 and 22.23). Nor-
mally, the plate spacing is maintained as I > b > >r/2,

so that only the dominant TEro mode will propagate.
Thus the microwaue plate polarizer acts like an artifi,cial

diel,echi,c, an anisotropic parallel plate of the refractive
index 1 in the e-direction and a refractive index n 1 |
in the y-direction.

Cal,culntn, on tlw bosis of tlvis analogue the action of a
parall,el-plntn arraA (b : 8.33 cm, d : 15 cm) on a

10-cm ueile entnring at normal irwidence and, linearly
polarized at {5". What is the stnte of polarization of the

emerging waue? In solving this problem, higher-order
modes can be disregarded, but standing waves in the
artificial dielectric have to be taken into account
(cf. I, See. 18).

II ' Moleeular Approach

I . The Cornpton Effect

The particle nature of radiation is most directly
observed in the scattering of a monochromatic X-ray
beam by some light element. As Compton I first
showed, there appears, in addition to the primary beam,
a scattered secondary beam of longer wavelength, de-
flected by an angle 4 (see II, Fig. 7.1). The phenom-
enon can be explained quantitatively by assuming that
an incident photon hv of. the mass hvf c2 (see II, Eq. 7.a)
collides elastically with an electron and transfers some
energy according to the conservation laws of energy
and momentum. fn consequence, the scattered quan-
tum has the smaller energy hv' and the electron recoils
with a velocity u at an angle 0.

The simple calculation assumes that the electron
is originally free and at rest. Its velocity afterwards
is high enough to require a relativistic mass correc-
tion (see II, Eqs. 7.L and 7.2). If the rest mass of
the electron is nzs, its kinetic energy is accordingly

mc2 - rngc2 and its momen-

tum mu

results, assuming that the inc'ident rod,iation is molyb-
denum Ka radiation (\ : 0.71 A).

2 . Plasrna Resonance and Dispersion of an
Electron Gas

Assume a plasma of electrons and ions, overall neu-
tral and suspended in free space as a spherical space-

charge cloud. The positive ions are assumed to be

smeared out into a stationary continuum. We wish to
determine the polarization and permittivity of the
cloud when an external homogeneous field Esei't, &p-
plied in the r-direction, displaces the electrons in rela-
tion to their background.

Each electron moves obviously under the influence
of three driving forces: the positive space-eharge field,
the Coulomb interaction with the other eleetrons, and
the external field. (The friction force of radiation
damping [see II, Sec. 4] may be neglected at present.)

If the cloud contains S electrons and ions, respee-

tively, the potential 0r(r) of the positive space-charge
sphere of radius 16 is (see I, Eq. 4.20)

6ilr) : Se(}rs2 - 12)
for r I rot

Go8?rro3

Sezxi

The Coulomb interaction is given by the c derivative of
the Coulomb potential as

as e2

- ,r, jil ", - "S'
and the applied-field amplitude Es is modified to a

hence the space-charge force in the r-direction for jth

Confi.rm the general equatiun, for the wauelen4th shift electron at a dista\ce e from the center is - e'4trrgg

Atr: tr'- tr - 
h 

(1 - cosg)
fiUOC

obserued in the Complnn efect and, cal,culntn the lcirueti,c

energy and angl,e 0 of the. recoil el,ectrqn,. Giae numerical

I A. H. Compton, Phys. Rea. 21,2O7, 483 (1923).
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cavity field (I, Eq. 10.13)

3E: *,*rBo.
Thus the equation of motion of the 7th electron becomes

Sez o e2 x'*2
mT:- ..r.- 5- - 

*e Edrt.
es4trrss*r axi #ilr.- ,ol I 

v 
3

The total dipole moment of the space-charge sphere
is found by the summation over the contribution of all

s
electrons , E tri. Summing over j in the equation of

a'- l

motion, we find that the Coulomb interaction vanishes
because each force term is balanced by a counter-force
term. Hence collisions between the electrons of the
plasma gas do not affect the result.

From the overall force equation

* ;,ri : - ry *,.,* se +3 Eei'',
i:r es4nrso ;-:r 3

we find, by introducing the number of electrons per
unit volume,

N - 
tt=,

4nrso

the polari zation P (the dipole moment per unit volume)
ass

3e I q (N 
"' /*)(*' + 2)Esi't

field has been invoked. In plasmas extending without
definite boundaries, the restoring force is missing, if no
longitudinal, compressing and expanding waves are in-
troduced. Examples are the Heaviside layers in the
highest atmosphere and the electron gas in metals,
which normally are treated equivalent to fttr circuits.
Calculntn the behutior of an electron, gas that suffers fric-
tion by collisions and rad,iation but has no restoring force.

Plasma oscillations have become recently of new
interest for investigations of the stratosphere as well
as for the generation of microwaves.

3 . Wave Functions of the Harrnonic
Oscillator in an Electric Field

The classical behavior of a harmonic oscillator and
its quantum-mechanical counterpart has been dis-
cussed in II, Sec. 18. If the oscillator vibrates in the
r-direction, its total energy 6 may be written, accord-
ing to II, Eqs. 18.7 and 18.17,

n2 1
E:L-* 

rmrozr2.

We obtain the wave equation of the oscillator by intro-
ducing the total and the potential energy into Schrri-
dinger's equation (II, Eq. 7.18) as

h2 d2o 1

- ;dnr + ,^o""1' 
: t9'

Specifying the solution

{ : Ae-o",

we find that the parameter c is given by the equation

- 
h2 r- 2.,)(1 - 2arz) *!r^orn2 : t.
2m\

fn quantum physics, the energy of the oscillator does
not depend on the amplitude r but only on the fre-
quency (see II, Eq. 18.27); hence the two terms of the
equation depending on a2 must cancel,

_h2 I(2")r;: 
,^or.

This determines a as

o -^o,
2h

and with it the energy as

6: 
h'0.

2

This is the zero-point energy of the oscillator, since our
solution represents the ground state (see II, Fig. 18.2).

,o2 - 3t2

and the plasma resonance frequeney as

lN"
Io)p - \l 
^*

Since the polarization by definition (I, E,q.2.7)

P:(*'-!)couei,t,
we obtain the equation for the determination of the
dielectric constant of this plasma

x'-l ,r2
-'+2- ro2-grz'

or

r':l-5
Our electron gas behaves like a system of undamped

electron oscillators (cf. II, Sec. 4) on account of the
restoring force introduced by the positive ions. It
makes a negative contribution to the dielectric con-
stant because, somewhat unjustifiably, the static cavity
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The factor A serves to normalize the wave function
f+t -according to II, E,q. 7.20; from I l+ dx : I we ob-

tain.A :(Yt\". 
r-@

\rhl
Application of an electric field ^E in the *o-direction

adds to the potential energJ lmrs2rz a dipole energy
term -eEn. Show that the waue function becomes now

tropic in their polarizability owing to pre-polarization
by the electric field. This would be an action stemming
from the anharmonicity of the oscillators responsible
for the electronic and atomic polarization. The efrect
obviously will be small and temperature insensitive.
(b) The molecules are a priori anisotropic in their polar-
izabilities, but carry no dipole moment. (c) The mole-
cules are anisotropic and carry dipole moments. In
cases b and c, the electric field ,E causes orientation
polarization; hence the Langevin function with its
large temperature dependence applies (II, Sec. 16).
The effect c, produced by the orientation of permanent
dipoles, will be the strongest one.

To derive an expression for the anisotropy (n, - nr)
and the Kerr constant caused by the orientation of per-
manent dipoles, we assume the following simple model.
The permanent field Es produces a preferential orien-
tation of the dipoles in its direction according to Boltz-
mann statistics (cf. II, Eq. 16.2)" The probability of
finding a dipole pointing at a space angle inclined be-
tween 0 and 0 + d,0 against the field axis is

w(0) d,0 : CeI, I I po I cos 0)/kr sin 0 ifi itg.

Let the dipoles be polarizable by the electric field of
the light wave only along their polar axis. If the polar-
izability is a and the electric field vector E of the light

Stotic f ield

1

I'ig. 4.1. Model for calculation of the Kerr effect caused by
orientation of permanent dipoles.

wave makes an angle tl with the dipole axis, the com-
ponent ,O cos rl parallel to the axis induces a moment
a.E cos tl along the axis or a component c,E cos2 rt in
the E-field direction (Fig. 4.1). Hence the polarization
induced by the light wave in the .E-direction is

P : NaE cos2 ,1,

where cos2 O describes the average statistical distribu-
tion of the dipole axes in relation to the E vector of
the light wave.

the energy

and that the matrir element of the dipole moment (see II,
Eq. 12.14) fs 

r+* ezE
I t'ht d,t :

J -* rnns2

in agreement with the static polarization contribution of
the classical oscill,afor (see II, Eq. 19.2). This result
confirms the contention made in II, Sec. 19, that the
static dielectric constant can be obtained from the opti-
cal spectrum.

4 . The Kerr Efrect

Kerr observed that glass 1 or liquids 2 become doubly
refracting in an electrical field, that is, they behave opti-
cally anisotropic like a mono-axial crystal, orientated
with its axis in the field direction. With more sensitive
methods this el,ectro-optical Kem efect has later also
been found in gases.s lf. no and a" designate the indices
of refraction for light of the wavelength I, oscillating
with i,ts electric vector parallel or perpendicular to the
electric field, the phase shift between the two compo-
nents is

I
Ar : 

;(no - 
n).

Here I designates the length of the dielectric exposed to
the field and Al the shift measured in units of wave-
length. Kerr found that

A\ : BlE2,

where.E is the field strength and B the Kerr constant.
Depending on whether n, is greater or smaller than n 

",the material is called positive or negative doubly
refracting.

The effect can obviously stem from several causes.

(o) Molecules, originally isotropic, may become aniso-

r J. Kerr, Plvil. Mag.14150,337, 446 (1875).
2 J. Kerr, Plutl. Mag. [5] 8, 85, 229 (1879).
3 R. Leiser, Physik. 2.12,955 (1911); G. Szivessy, Z. Phy$k 26,

323 (19?,4).
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The average statistical distribution of the dipole
axes in relation to the applied static field Ee is given as

where I is the length of the dielectric, H the magnetic
field strength, and E the so-called Yerdet 2 constant,
which depends on the dielectric, its temperature, and
on the frequency of the light.

That a rotation of the plane of polarization will occur
can be derived with the simple model of electronic har-
monic oscillators used for the discussion of anomalous
dispersion and resonance absorption in II, Sec. 4. If
the electrons oscillate in the y-z plane under the influ-
ence of the local electric field E' and the magnetic
field 11, we obtain, in place of II, E,q.4.20, by referring
to I, Sec. 10,

dr d,r ^ el dr \
i + r"i * uozr -- ;\t' + dt, " ).

By introducing the polarization P and the local Mosotti
field (see II, Eqs. 4.22 and 4.23), the differential equa-
tion for the polarization results:

i + z,i, * ,o,,zp :+" * h(p,n).
Since P is periodic with time (see I, E,q. a.27), the com-
ponents of the polarization in the y- and z directions
follow as

Pu(ro"' - 12 * ito2q) :YEu* irffie",

P"(ro"' - ,2 * ioha) :+ E" - irffier.
Using the relation I, E,q. 2.7, between P and E we sub-
stitute the electric field for the polarization and find

€'- €g :

Eu : *j8,,
Nez /m

[ fur, cos2 o do do

cos2 o :

Ifu"dod'o
For the parallel (p) component of the light wave, rl
- 0; for the light component perpendicular to the
static field (s component), cos tl : cos S sin 0, or, after
averaging over {,

cosz+: +(l _.*ra).
Calnulntn Pe erd, P, for our simpl,e mod,el, detnrm'i,ne

np - n, (cf..I, Sec. L2), ond, show that the Kerr constant
has the aalun

r:l(i#)l(#I'
where 16 is the isotropic index of refraction without
static field.

If a Kerr cell is placed between crossed Nicols, light
will pass in general through the analyzer when Ee is
applied. Con this lightbe cut ofr by turning th,e analyzer?

5 . The Faraday Efrect

Faraday I placed a transparent dielectric (lead glass)

between the poles of a strong electromagnet and sent
linearly polarized light, through a bore in the pole

Drrection of
propogotion

Fig. 5.1. Faraday effect.

pieces, parallel to the field through the material (Fig.
5.1). He observed a rotat'ion of the plane of polariza-
tion by an angle

6 : RlH,
I M. Fa,raduy, Eaperimmtal Resenrclws in Electri,city, Quaritch,

London, l&39.

(ro,,r* *4-rr) |ic,fla

The first of these equations states that our linearly
polarized light can be considered as composed of a
right- and lefhhand circularly polarized component
(see I, Sec. 12). The second equation shows that the
dielectric constant, that is, the propagation velocity
for these two components differs, the former being re-
tarded, the latter advanced by equal amounts. Inuesti-
gate tlvis si,twtion in iletnil and, calnulnte the Verdet con-
stnnt of atmnic hydrogm at atmosphnric press?tre ancording
tn this $mple m,od,el tor the light of tlw green mercury Line
(cf. II, Eq.20.3).

A special application of the Faraday effect in ferrites,
the ryrator, is shown in II, Fig. 30.12.

, E. Verdet, Arm. chim. plrys. 41,57O (1854).
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6 . The lonic Atrnosphere in the Debye-
Hiickel Theory of Strong Electrolytes

The ions of one sign in electrolytes have the tendency,
due to their Coulomb fields, to surround themselves
preferentially with ions of the opposite sign. This con-
cept of the ionic atmosphere (see II, Fig. 32.10), first
visualized by Milner,r was used by Debye and his co-
workers (especially Debye and Hiickel 2), to formulate
a theory of strong electrolytes. The extension and po-
tential of such an ion cloud can be calculated by using
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics in connection with the
Poisson equation (I, Eq. 4.12).

Let us use a negative ion of the charge -e as the
reference ion. Its Coulomb potential at a distance r
(see I, Eq. 3.7),

g- - 
t 

,' e'4nr

produces a statistical increase AN-. of positive and a

decrease A.lf- of negative ions

Atrf+ - lrf os-e6lhr,

Alf- - lgos*eblkr,

when Nq represents the average density of the positive
and negative ions, respectively, in the neutral mixture.
The actual electrostatic potential has to obey Poisson's

equation
y2O : - 

(AN+ -- A^lf-)e.

G,

At large distances the field energy of the negative ion
is small in comparison with the energy of thermal agi-
tation (eQ/kT < 1). By expanding the exponentials
and limiting ourselves to the first term, the differential
equation simplifies to

^ 2ezNoO Ov-9: ,!kr =tr
near the edge of the cloud. Close to the ion, on the
other hand, the potential must approach the Coulomb
potentiall hence we have to fulfill the boundary con-
dition

g->--L forr-+0.
c'4tr

Confi,rm,by checking dimensions (see I, Table 8.1) thnt

represents allength, th,e "rad,ius" of the ion cloud,. Since

t S. R. Milner, Phil. Moa. 23,551 (1912).
2 P. Debye and E. Hiickel, Physik. Z. 24,185, 305 (1923).

our problem is a purely radial one without angular de-
pendence, the Laplacian in spherical co-ordinates (I,
Eq. a.16) becomes

Verify that the solution ol this dtifrerential eqtntion is

e
o - - ,'4*e-'i\'

and, cal,culatn the rud,ius of the atrnosphere for a 1 M NaCl
sol,ulion at 18"C.

7 . Dipole Mornents in Polar Liquids
According to Onsagerts Theory

In II, Sec. 23, we have discussed the essential aspects
of the Onsager model which avoids the Mosotti catas-
trophe. Since Onsager's theory provides an important
method of evaluating dipole moments of molecules in
polar liquids (see II, Fi1.23.2), we return to these cal-
culations in more detail.

Onsager's model is a point dipole of the moment p
placed in the center of a sphere of the molecular radius
n. The sphere is thought to be filled with a medium
of the optical dielectric constant (r.') and surrounded
with a continuum of the static dielectric constant (*"').
An homogeneous field Es is applied and acts as such at
large distance from the sphere. Near the sphere it is
distorted by the existence of the cavity; hence, instead
of Ee, the cavity field E, exercises its torque on the di-
pole. The dipole in the sphere furthermore polarizes
the continuum. This polarization of the surroundings
in turn creates, by its free charges, a reaction field E",
parallel to the dipole that exercises a polarizing action
on the dipole itself and the medium in its cavity. This
effect increases the dipole moment in the cavity, but
the reaction field turns with the dipole and cannot con-
tribute to the torque. Thus, while the Mosotti-Lor-
entz-Debye approach introduces one local field E' (see

II, Eq. 23.2) which both turns and polarizes, the On-
sager theory introduces two fields: the cavity field E"
as the directing field, and the vector sum of the cavity
field E, and the reaction field 8", designated as the in-
ternal field E;, as the field that induces polarization.

(o) To calculate the cavity field E"we have to solve
the Laplace equation (see I, Eq. 4.13)

Y'o:o
under the following conditions:

(1) At large distances the potential must be that of
the applied field, or rf + Bsr cos tl for r + a.

Y,o: i!_(,,#) : $
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(2) In the center of the cavity the potential must be
finite, or { finite for r + 0.

(3) The electrostatic refraction law (I, Eq. 14.4)
prescribes continuity of the normal component of D
and of the tangential component of E at the cavity
wall, or D, and E5 continuous at r : n.

Designating the media outside and inside the sphere
as 1 and 2, respectively, we have shown in I, Sec. 10,

that the solution of Laplace's equation for the potential
0o outside and d; inside the sphere is (I, Eq. 10.12)

/er'-cr'RB \
6o: \iTtF - L)Eoz

et:- ?"1' ,nor.
2e1' ! e2'

The same potential 0o would be created by superposing
on the applied field the field of a dipole, located parallel
to the applied field in the center of the sphere and of
the moment (I, Eq. 10.16),

l,t : 4nr3e1' '1' , J'' rrn.c2 t zcy

The cavity field inside the sphere is homogeneous and
has the value (I, Eq. 10.13)

E": -06;- ltt' ,"n.0z 2et' * ez'

(b) To calculate the reaction field we consider that a
dipole of the moment p placed in the center of the

sphere creates a dipole field of the poten 6^I 
#cos 

0

(see I, Eq. 3.10). This dipole field polarizes the con-
tinuum (medium 1) outside the sphere. According to
to the preceding calculation, this polarization field of
dipole symmetry creates a homogeneous reaction field
of the field strength R in medium 2 inside the sphere
and this field, as seen from the outside, can be replaced
by a dipole moment in the center of the sphere. Thus
we can immediately formulate the potentials inside
and outside; the former a superposition of the original
dipole field and the homogeneous reaction field,

lpl
Qz : -.-; eos0 - Er"rcos dfor r < R;

e2'4trTo

the latter a dipole field produced by the original dipole
and the superposed induced dipole,

et :1+ cos d for r > R.
e1'4trT'

The s&me transformation factor 3't' 
which

2el I c2''

changes the applied field E6 in the preceding calculation
to the cavity field E", relates the actual dipole moment
placed into the cavity to the effective dipole moment
p', that is, 

v, : ; lri ; p.
zcL t c2

Thus ^r,he reaction
T:8,

lEr" :

(see II, Eq. 23.11).

field becomes, since 6r : 6z for

2(e1' - e2') Fr

e2'(2ey' * ,z) 4rBg

The inner field Et : E" * 8,, induces polarization
(electronic and atomic) whereas the cavity field creates
the orientation polarization according to the Langevin
formula (see II, Sec. 16). Calculate these polarizations
and show that the Onsager model is transformed into the

Clausius-Mosotti model, when the dipole in the cauity
stand,s parallel to the cauity fi,eld, and a special ualue for
the radius R of the cauity is assumed. Calculate from the

dielectric constant of nitrobenzene (*"'o. 35, x-'^, 1.5)

its dipole moment o,ccording to the Onsager and the Debye

.formula and fi,nd the magnitude of the reaction fi,eld.
The excessive magnitude of this reaction field and

the doubt as to how it responds to changes in dipole
position make the Onsager model suspect like any con-
tinuum model.r

I See the discussion of F. C. Frank, Trans. Faraday Soe.. y'?A,

re (re46).

B . The Franck-Condon Principle

Franck's basic idea,l later developed in wave-mechan-
ical language by Condon,2 was that electron transitions
in molecules take place so rapidly in comparison to the
vibrational motions that the nuclei, immediately after
the jump, have still about the same relative position
and velocity as before the jump. The result is that,
depending on the mutual position of the potential
curves of electronic states, more or less vibrational
energy will be created in electronic transitions for
which the light quantum has to pay (Fig. 8.1). This
principle, later also extended to crystals,s proves of
quite general importance for the electronic spectra of
molecules and the condensed phases. We will there-
fore consider the situation more closely.

According to the old quantum theory we would
visualize an electron in its vibration state as moving
most rapidly through the middle position where the
total energy has been converted into kinetic energy

1 J. Franck, Trans. Faradoy Soc. 21,536 (1925).
2 E. U. Condon, Phys. Rea.32,858 (1928);11,759 (1932).
3 A. von Hippel, Z. Physik.lU,6n (1936).
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and spending most of its time at the intersection points,
the turning points, where only potential enerry re-
mains (see II, Sec. 18). Hence, the electron will be
found with greatest probability at the turning points,
and transitions vertically upwards or downwards from
these points should correspond to the most intense
bands spectroscopically observed.

Quantum mechanics formulates this situation more
precisely by taking the probability distribution of the
electron density into aeeount for the two intereom-
munieating states. Let us demonstrate the procedure

tions determines the coupling strength to the eleetro-
magnetic field (dipole radiation). By integrating over
all these moments the matrix element represents the
transition moment which, after squaring, determines
the transition probability (II, Eq. 12.20).

The main eontribution to the dipole moment comes
from the electrons. The p;; eontain two essential terms:
a nearly constant contribution characterizing the two
interacting electronic states and a contribution deter-
mined by the overlap of the electron functions in the

Poten?iot 
(o)

energy

r . lnternucleor dislonce

Fig. 8.1. Classical explanation of the Franck-Condon principle: a

(a) no change of vibration enerry; (b) appreciable excitation of
vibration energy; (c) vibration excitation leading to dissociation.

by considering the transition from the unexcited ground
state (u' :0) of a diatomic molecule to some vibration
states of the next higher potential characteristic (Fig.
8.2). In the lowest vibrational state the moleeule has
a zero-point energy of one-half a vibrational quantum,
characterized by the wave function (see Appendix A,
II, Sec. 3).

{o,:o : (ma6f rh)Ynr-%@o:;/h\r2.

In the first trvo vibrational states of the upper potential
eharacteristic, the wave functions are

ti"-o : (mnif rhlutt-Yz(m-i/tt)xz

gi,:, : (rurif rh)%\/'2T ar- 26(moi/h)x2.

The probability of transition to one of these states is
described by the matrix element of the dipole moment
(II, Eq. 12.14):

poi: f g'@)!," dv.
Jall space

This matrix element takes all possible mutual constel-
lations of the electron and of the nuclei in the two states
into account. The dipole moment of these constella-

lnlernucleor distonce +
Fig. 8.2. Quantum-rnechanical explanation of Franck-Condon

principle. (After Iferzberg.{)

various vibration states. The forrn-er factor determines
the relative intensity of the band in the band systeml
the latter, the relative intensity of the lines of a band.
Figure 8.2 shows graphically that, in the example
chosen, the line intensity, determined by the product
of the wave functions, will be small for the transition
u' : 0 to tt" : 1, and large for u' : 0 to u" : 0.

For large vibrational quantum numbers the w&ve
functions have maxima (or minima) at the classical
turning points; hence quantum mechanics leads for
these higher transitions to the s&me result as the old
quantum theory.a

a See, for & more detailed discussion, G. Herzberg, Diatornic
Molecules, Molecular Spectra ond Molecular Stru,cture. I. Specl,ra
of Diatomi.c Molncules, Van Nostrand, New York, 1950, pp. 194 ff.

9 . Bornts Lattice Theory and the Cornpressibility
of fonic Crystals

Born's lattice theory,l mentioned in II, Sec. 27, as-
sumes that ionic crystals are held together by the elec-

l See M. Born, M. G<ippert-Mayer, "Dy.qmische Gittertheorie
der Kristalle," Hand,buch iler Physih, Yol. 12, PL.2,1933, p. 708.

(c)(b)
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trostatic attraction between the positive and negative
ions and prevented from collapsing by strong, short-
range repulsive forces.

fn calculating the potential energy [/ of the Coulomb
interaction it is not sufficient, as pointed out in II,
Sec. 25, to restrict ourselves to nearer neighbors. Show
that a summatiion oaer th,e potentio,l cantributions of any
vimple point lattice occupied by equal charges lead,s to a
dic,ergent series. However, the fact that the unit cell
of a lattice must be electrically neutral as far as its
overall charge is concerned makes it clear that the
assembly of these elementary cells must act like a sys-
tem of multipoles. The interaction of such multipoles,
as we have shown in I, Secs. 3 and 10, decreases much
more rapidly with distance. Thus, by the proper
lumping of lattice points before an overall summation
or integration is attempted, the potential contributions
of all other lattice points at a reference point P (the
self-potential of the lattice at P) can be determined.l
By multiplying this self-potential with the charge con-
tained at P we obtain the Coulomb energy U" which
binds the reference ion to all the other ions of the ionic
crystal. By summing over this Coulomb energy for all
lattice points N6 per mole of the crystal, twice the elec-
trostatic lattice energy per mole is obtained, since every
lattice point has entered twice into the summation
process. The Coulomb energy [/" binding one lattice
poin of the charge ze to all the other lattice points f ae

and -ze of the crystal can be expressed (see II, Eq.
25.8) as

(ze)2(1": -A;,

where r is the shortest distance to a neighboring ion of
opposit<; polarity and the Madelung constant, A chav
acteristic for the lattice type (,4 : 1.7627 for the CsCl
and 1.7476 for the NaCl type). The potential energy
per mole is

U"No

2'

with .1y'6 representing Avogadro's number.
The repulsive energy of the lattice points on the ref-

erence ions was represented by Born by a term B/r"
and later by Born and Mayer 2 by an exponential func-
tion. The contribution of the repulsive potential en-
ergy per mole can be expressed as

cB
*o, *'

where c represents the number of nearest neighbors, the
2 M. Born and J. E. Mayer, Z. Physilc 76, L (1932).

co-ordination number (see II, Table 24.1), which is 6

for the NaCl and 8 for CsCl structure.
Thus the lattice energy per mole of an NaCl crystal

is represented as

/ Ae2 3,B\U(r): 
"r(- 2, +F),

or the force as

dUb\ / Ae2 n3B\F(r):;:No(;p -@)

To eliminate B we make use of the fact that at the ex-
perimentally observed lattice-point distance rs the crys-
tal is in equilibrium, that is, F : 0. Hence for NaCl

B : ron-t 4" .-on

To determine the exponent of repulsion n, we use in
general the compressibility of the crystal

av
t^_*-vuo'

where 7 is its volume and p a uniform hydrostatic
pressure acting from all sides.

Calculatu the compressibilitg of NaCl and' the latti'ce

energy by assunuing n : 8 and, draw the potential energy

charactnristic U(r) and th,e force chura,cteristirc F(r).

l0 . The Born-Haber Cycle

A cycle process, first introduced by Born 1 and Ha-
ber,2 proves useful in many chemical problems to de-

termine an unknown energy quantity from several
known quantities. For example, the formation of the
ionic sodium chloride crystal could be brought about
by reacting a gram atom of sodium metal [Na] with
one-half mole of chlorine gas +(Clr) and obtaining a

mole of sodium chloride crystal [NaCl] under develop-
ment of a heat of reaction QNrcr. Alternatively, we

might evaporate the sodium metal by spending the
heat of sublimation Sp", and dissociate the chloride
gas into atoms by adding the heat of dissociation

*D"t,. Next we might ionize the sodium atom and
attach the electrons to the chlorine atoms; thus (Nu+)
and (Cl ) in gaseous form result under loss of the
ionization energy .[p6 a,nd gain of the electron affinity
Eo. Finally, we can bring the positive and negative
ions together and form one mole of the NaCl crystal,
thus gaining the lattice energy [/rv"cr (see Appendix AII,
Sec. 9). By producing the crystalline phase in these

1 M. Born, Ber. physik. Ges. 21,679 (1919).
2 F. Haber, Ber. physik. Ges. 27, 750 (1919).
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alternative ways we have established the energy cycle: Hence,

nn2\, t "*o : z* ^rlzkr'
'When a temperature gradient f exists, a thermal

energy current is carried in the z-direction; its den-
sity is

ATe: * 
az,

where r designates the heat conductivity of the mate-
rial. Deriue tlw, thermal cond,rrctiuity of the electron gas

ard, the Wiedemann-Franz law,

* o2 /16\2

;: T\;) ,
How far is the assumpt;ion jusf;ifi,ed that the thermal energA

current is carried by electrons only?

12 . Space-Charge-Lirnited Current Flow

Whenever charge carriers are released in abundance
from the cathode or anode into a dielectric material,
the unidirectional current flow is limited by the space

charge it creates. The potential distribution resulting
must obey Poisson's equation (I, Eq. 4.12),

Yzo :

where the charge density p is a function of position.
The equation of current continuity must be fulfilled
(Appendix AI, Sec. 6),

0o
(v.D dv : -;ou,

for any volume element dlr. Finally, the current den-
sity through any cross-sectional element d.,4. normal to
the current flow is given by the product of local charge
density and drift velocity,

J dA : pv d,A.

A well-known example of space-charge-limited cur-
rent flow is the thermionic current in vacuum tubes.
For plane geometry in the stationary case, the charge
density and drift velocity depend only on the distance
r between cathode (r : 0) and anode (r : d,), on the
voltage 1)(c), and on the dielectric medium. Poisson's
equation simplifies to

dzll p

lNacll <- (Nu+) + (ct-).
* Un"cr

It gives the lattice enerry for zero temperature by the
equation

UN"c, : QNrcr * SN, * /N, * iD"r, - Ecr.

Use this tgpe of cycl,e to detnrmine wh,eth,er, in the reon-

tion between rn&gnesium metnl and, chl,orine gas, the com-
pound IMSCU or [MgCl2lwillform.

ll . Electronic and Heat Conduction in Metals
According to the Classical Theory

The classical theory of Drude I and Lorentz 2 treats
the conducting electrons in metals as a gas obeying
Maxwell statistics and reaching thermal equilibrium
with the metal by impacts with the stationary atoms.
An electron undergoes these eollisions on the average
every r seconds, and each impact wipes out its direc-
tional memory. Thus, if an electric field is applied in
the z-direetion, the electron obeys, between collisions,
the normal force law

du*A: aE".

fts average velocity in the field
veloeity, is

direction, the drift

I 1',e8" _ eE"
D":- | 

-tdt:-r,,Jo m 2m

or the current density
nn2,J : oE": TLaAz: 2* 8".

The collision time z is given by the ratio of the mean free
path tr and the actual average velocity of the electron Es,

T, : =. According to Maxwell's statistics, Es is the
Es

mean thermal velocity

_ lzkT
'o 

: 
{ ""r'rP. Drude, Ann. Phys. /, 566 (1900); 9, 369 (1900); 7,687

(lm2).
2 H. A. Lorentz, The Themy of Electrons, Stechert, New York,

1909.

p

c'

dr2
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The continuity equation, since 
X:0, 

prescribes con-

stant current density; although thus

J:Pu:constant,
p and u separately depend on r. Finally, the dielectric
medium (vacuum) can be traversed without energy loss,
if radiation is neglected, that is, the potential energy of
the free-falling electrons is fully converted into kinetic
enerry,

Lzffia' : etO(r).

Eliminating p and n,we obtain the differential equation

for the voltage distribution or the field strength 4.
dn'

cathode with the velocity zero. In this case, (E)r:o
: 0; hence the constant of integration C1 : 0 and

E:+:^ffi,ur.
dx \.0

Integrating again, we obtain the voltage as function of
the distance in the form

r*Cz.

Since V : 0 for r: 0, the constant Cz : 0. For s
: d, the potential at the anode is the applied voltage
7s; hence the current density becomes

t_lvN :
3

dE d2to

dx drz

Multiplying both sides with d'U,

dE dlJ J
-d1J:-d,E:Ed,E:-dr dn Go

and integrating, we get

E, --Y
€g

We define the cathode
r : 0); furthermore, it
from the cathode is so
independent of it, and

!ro-%
2e

potential as zero (V :0 for
is assumed that the emission
abundant that the current is
that the electrons leave the

The law of the voltage dependence of the space-
charge-limited current,

J : CVo%,

is frequently known as the Child-Langmuir law.L Show
that the 3/2 power dependence is unaffected, by the geonx-

etry of the uacuum tube by conf,rming the law for cyltin-
drical and, spherical symmetry. How does the law change
if uo,cuum is replaced by a mediurn with friction in which
the electrons rnoue with constant mobility?

I I. Langmuft, Phys. Reu. 2,450 (1913); 21, 4L9 (1923); C. D.
child, ibid. 32, 492 (1911).

Vector addition or subtraction. A geometrical addi-
tion c:a*b:b*a or geometrical subtraction
(d:a-b:-b*a)(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Vector addition and subtraction.

Multiplication of uector by scalar; unit uectors. The
magnitude is multiplied by the scalar; the direction re-

n1,

*ts-r' dv 
'

#"" * cr.

B Elements of Veetor Analysis
Scalar. A quantity specified at any point by a vingle

number, its magnihd,e (for example, temperature,
mass, electrostatic potential; see I, Sec. 3).

Vector. A quantity specified at each point by its
magnitud,e and direction. Geometrical representation:
an arrow pointing in the direction, and representing by
its length the magnitude (examples are velocity, mo-
mentum, force, field strength; see I, Sec. 2). A vector,
completely determined by its three components along
the co-ordinate directions, is specified by three numbers.
Vectors in this treatise are designated by bold-face
type.

Vector equality. Vectors of equal length and direction
are equal independently of their relative position in
space.
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mains unchanged. To designate explicitly a vector A
according to magnitude and direction, we write

A:lAl"o,
where the symbol | .L l rep.eserts magnitude and ao a
unit vector pointing in the direction of A. In the Car-
tesian (rectangular) co-ordinate system, the unit vec-
tors are normally denoted as i, j, k pointing in the fo,
ly, and *e directions, respectively. Hence,

A : A,i * Loi + A,k
and

lrl:\/W.
For spherical and cylindrical co-ordinates, see I, Fig.
3.3, and I, Table 3.2. Multiplication by - 1 means
reversal of direction (see subtraction, Fig. 1).

Multiplication of Yector by Vector

(a) Scalar product Defined as the product of the
magnitude of two vectors A and B, multiplied by the
cosine of the angle between them, the dot product

A.B : lA I ln lcos0 : B.A.

For Cartesian co-ordinates, since

i.j : j.k: k.i:0,

i.i: j.j : k.k: 1,

A.B: A"B,* AuBu* A"8".

The scalar product is a scalar equal to the sum of the
products of the components for any orthogonal co-ordi-
nate system (see I, Table 3.1).

A.(B + C + D +...) : A.B + A.C + A.D +...,
A.A : l.l, l, :- Lr.

(b) Vector produnt. Defined as the product of the
magnitude of two vectors A and B, multiplied by the
sine of the angle between them, the cross product

A"B:lAllnlsina-C.
The magnitude of the vector C is equal to the area of
the parallelogram defined by the two vectors A and B;
the direction of C is normal to this plane and corre-
sponds to the direction of advance of a right-hand
screw rvhen turned from A towards B (see I, Fig. 2.5);
hence

A,.B: _(B"A).

For Cartesian co-ordinates, since

i"i:jrj:k"k:0,
i*j:k; j'k:i; k'i:;,

A"B: (AuB"- A"B)i+ (A"8,- A,B")j

I (A"Bo - AuB,)k,
or, written in

A"B:

A"(B+C+

determinant form,

(see I, Eq. 5.9).

D+"') : A"B * A.C + A*D -F"',
A"A:0.

Triple Products

(a) Scalar triple produr,t: A.[B ' C] : B. [C * A] :
C.[A.B] is a scalar; geometrically it corresponds to
the volume of the parallelepided of which A, B and C
are coterminous edges.

A'[B"C] : -A'[C"B].
(b) Vector triple product:

A" [B"C] : (A.C)B - (A.B)C;

lA,.Bl 'c: (A.c)B - (B.C)A.

Hence the triple vector product has a unique meaning
only rvhen the order in which the products are to be
formed is prescribed.

Differential Operators

(o) The grodient denotes the maximum increase of
some scalar function f at any point in space. The dif-
ferential operation, by rvhich this gradient is derived
from / is characterized by the differential operator
(Hanailtonian operator) Y (del). In Cartesian co-ord-
inates this is

v:i]*t**v!,
and the gradient of / is

af af af
YI:i^ *j^ *k:.0n -0y 0z

(The formulation of the del operator in various co-
ordinate systems is given in I, Eq. 3.18.) The change
of the function / for a differential displacement ds in
space is df : Vf .d". The gradient characterizes a vec-
tor f.eld, derived from a conservative potential field, for
example, the force field of the earth gravitation poten-

ijk
A, Aa A"

B" Ba B"
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tial or of the electrostatic potential (see f, Sec. 3).
The del operator is handled according to the rules of
vector analysis as a vector.

(b) The diuergence characterizes the sources of a po-
tential field (see I, Sec. 4); for example, in hydrody-
namics the sources and sinks of a liquid or, in electro-
statics, the positive and negative charges (I, Figs. 4.1
and 4.2). More generally speaking, the divergence of
a vector field prescribes that the field pattern is con-
sistent with the law of conservation of mass or charge
(see Appendix AI, Sec. 6).

The divergence is the dot product of the del operator
and the field vector in question,

div B : V.B,

hence a scalar. It is formulated for the various co-
ordinate systems in I, Eq. 4.9.

(c) The anl characterizes the turbulence of a vector
field (I, Fig. 5.2) by the cross product of the del opera-
tor and the field vector in question,

curlB: V"B.

velocity of light
electronic charge
Planck's constant
Boltzmann's constant
molecular gas constant
mass of electron
mass of proton
Bohr magneton
Loschmidt's number
Avogadros's number
gas constant per mole
Rydberg constant
intrinsic impedance of vacuum
dielectric constant of vacuum
permeability of vacuum

Hence, in accord with the rule of vector products, it is
a vector, orientated normal to the surface element of
the turbulent flow in the direction in which a right-hand
screw, turned by the torque of the turbulence, would
advance. The formulation of the curl in various co-
ordinate systems is given in I, Eqs. 5.8 and 5.12.

Sorne frnportant Multiplication Operations with
the Del Operat<ir

Y(uuw) : uwVu * wu'Ya { uuYw,

V'(zv):vYtt,*uY'v,
y*(zv) :Yu'v* lt[xv,
V'(Vz) : Y2'tt, (see I, Eq. 4.16),

V'Y(uu) : u,V2u * uY2u * 2Yu'Yu,

["!z:0,
V'(V"u) :0,

V'(V""):V(V.v)-V2v.

2.9979 X 108 [m sec-l]
1.602 X 10-1e [coulombs]
6.623 X 10-34 [joule sec]
1.380 X 10-23 [joule deg-t]

9.107 x 1o-3r [kg]
t.6725 x t0-27 [kg]
9.27 X 10-24 [joule/weber m-2]
2.687 x 1025 [In-t]
6.023 x 1023

8.314 [joule mole-r d.g-t]
10,967,758 [^-t]
376.6 [ohm]
8.854 X 10-12 [farad --t]
I.257 X 10-6 [henry rr-t]
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D . Table of Symbols

A area
'Wien's 

displacement constant
At*,i transition probability
o, Stefan-Boltzmann constant

major half axis of ellipse
B magnetic flux density
b minor half axis of ellipse
C capacitance
c velocity of light
D dissipation factor (loss tangent)
D electric flux density (displacement)
d distance
E total energy
E electric field strength
e electric elementary charge
F force
F, radiation friction force
f force constant
G conductance
g g factor (Land6 splitting factor)
H energy
H magnetic field strength
h Planck constant
h h/%r
I current

light intensity
moment of inertia

I" charging eurrent
11 loss current
I* magnetization current
i unit vector in the sdirection
J resultant inner quantum number

quantum number of rotation
J current density
i square root of -1

inner quantum number
j unit vector in the gr-direction
k Boltzmann constant

Bohr's azimuthal quantum number
index of absorption (a/p)

k unit vector in the adirection
wave vector

unit vector in direction of wave propagation
inductance
resultant orbital momentum quantum number
resultant orbital momentum vector
length
azimuthal quantum number
length vector
orbital momentum vector
molecular weight
magnetization (magnetic dipole moment per

unit volume)
resultant magnetic quantum number
mass
mass of electron
rest mass
mass of proton
Bohr magneton
magnetic moment
magnetic quantum number
number of particles per unit volume
Avogadro's number
Loschmidt number
index of refraction
total or principal quantum number
unit vector perpendicular to surface under con-

sideration
: rlo * na, Bohr's radial quantrrm number: n(l - jh), complex index of refraction: rao - rlb electrical quantum number Qinear

Stark effect)
P power

work function
P polarization (electric dipole moment per unit

volume)
generalized momentum
pressure
magnetic pole strength
momentum
angular momentum vector
electric charge
electric quality factor, Q value
general space co-ordinate

1o
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L
I
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rnq
ftlg
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n*
nc
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a
a
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n Rydberg constant
gas constant per mole
enerry coefficient of reflection (reflectivity)
equivalent radiation resistance of dipole an-

tenna
reflection coefficient
position vector, measured from origin
unit vector in radial direction
Poynting vector
resultant spin momentum vector
strain tensor

true (total) sur{ace charge density
spin quantum number
spin momentum vector
absolute temperature
energy coefficient of transmission (transmissi-

bility)
stress tensor

potential energy
space co-ordinate
volume
voltage
velocity
phase velocity
vibrational quantum number
group velocity
work
space co-ordinate
electronegativity
admittance
intrinsic impedance
order number of atoms
characteristic impedance
impedance of free space
attenuation factor
friction factor
polarizability
overlap integral
atomic polarizability
dipole (orientation) polarizability
electronic polarizability
magnetizability
space charge (interfacial) polarizability
phase factor
complex propagation factor
gyromagnetic ratio
loss angle
loss tangent (dissipation factor)
numerical eccentricity of ellipse
dielectric constant of free space (vacuum).
dielectric constant

c" loss factor
e* (complex) permittivity
f friction factor
n viscosity
0 angle
I angle
cos 0 power factor
K thermal conductivity
K' (relative) dielectric constant
K" (relative) loss factor
K*' (relative) permeability

phase angle
Q or p electrostatic potential
* angle

Schrcidinger's wave function
p density

energy density of radiation
space charge density

x electric susceptibility
Xm magnetic susceptibility
@ :2tv

angular velocity
(angular) frequency

1116 (angular) resonance frequency

(relative) magnetic loss factor
static dielectric constant
optical dielectric constant
complex relative permittivity
complex relative permeability
wavelength
cut-ofr wavelength
electric dipole moment
induced electric dipole moment
matrix element of the dipole moment
permeability
magnetic loss factor
(complex) permeability
permeability of free space (vacuum)
wave number
frequency
cut-off frequency
Larmor frequency
resonance frequency
polarizability per mole (molar polarizability)
conductivity
dielectric conductivity ae' I

time constant
relaxation time
life time
ringing time
magnetic flux
angle
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